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MAR240001 

PREVIEWS #428 MAY 2024 

PREVIEWS is your ul!mate guide to comics, graphic novels and pop-culture merchandise available 

from your local comic book shop... revealed up to two months in advance! Read detailed product 

descrip!ons and storylines for hundreds comic books and graphic novels from the top comic book 

publishers and see the coolest toys and pop-culture merchandise on Earth! Plus PREVIEWS Exclusive 

items you'll find nowhere else! It's a great monthly read to find out what's at comic shops! Each issue 

includes a download code for a FREE digital edi!ons of this month's PREVIEWS and Marvel 

PREVIEWS! This May issue features items scheduled to ship in July 2024 and beyond. (STL311256) 

Catalog, SC, 480pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240002 

PREVIEWS #428 MAY 2024 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM 

PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this separate order form 

booklet! This May issue features items scheduled to ship in July 2024 and beyond. (STL311257) 

Comic-sized, 48pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240006 

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #291 

Game Trade Magazine, the monthly publica!on of Alliance Game Distributors, is your guide to what's 

new in the worlds of gaming! With ar!cles on new and upcoming games, previews, reviews, game-

related comics and fic!on, self-contained minigames or game modules, plus product informa!on on 

upcoming game releases, Game Trade Magazine is your essen!al guide to gaming today! This May 

issue features items scheduled to ship in July 2024 and beyond. (STL311252) 

Magazine SRP: PI  

 

MAR240008 

MARVEL PREVIEWS VOL 6 #33 JUNE 2024 (BUNDLE OF 10) 

Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 128-page, full-color guide and preview to all of 

Marvel's upcoming releases - it's your #1 source for advanced informa!on on Marvel Comics! This 

June issue features items scheduled to ship in 2024 and beyond. (STL315755) 

128pgs SRP: $1.25 



 

MAR240009 

IDW SOLICIT CATALOG JUNE 2024 (BUNDLE OF 10) 

(W)  IDW Publishing 

IDW Preview Booklet. (STL314104) 

48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

PREMIER PUBLISHERS 

 

BOOM! STUDIOS 

 

MAR240010 

AMORY WARS NO WORLD FOR TMRRW #1 (OF 12) CVR A GUGLIOTTA (MR 

(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert (A) Guillaume Mar!nez (CA) Gianluca GuglioGa 

Long !me comics creator and Coheed and Cambria frontman Claudio Sanchez makes a triumphant 

return to conclude the fan-favorite Amory Wars, where death is only the beginning. 

 

Claudio Kilgannon was thought dead by The Red Army, but a rising suspicion sends them on a trail to 

discover his fate. 

 

If Claudio is in fact alive, he'll be in dire straits amidst the mystery and mayhem that's yet to unfold… 

 

Sanchez teams with co-writer Chondra Echert and ar!st Guillaume Mar!nez for this epic maxi-series 

that acts as a companion story to the Coheed and Cambria album of the same name and is sure to 

appeal to readers of Descender and Saga! (STL311853) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240011 

AMORY WARS NO WORLD FOR TMRRW #1 (OF 12) CVR B WAYSHAK (MR) 

(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert (A) Guillaume Mar!nez (CA) Jonathan Wayshak 

Long !me comics creator and Coheed and Cambria frontman Claudio Sanchez makes a triumphant 

return to conclude the fan-favorite Amory Wars, where death is only the beginning. 



 

Claudio Kilgannon was thought dead by The Red Army, but a rising suspicion sends them on a trail to 

discover his fate. 

 

If Claudio is in fact alive, he'll be in dire straits amidst the mystery and mayhem that's yet to unfold… 

 

Sanchez teams with co-writer Chondra Echert and ar!st Guillaume Mar!nez for this epic maxi-series 

that acts as a companion story to the Coheed and Cambria album of the same name and is sure to 

appeal to readers of Descender and Saga! (STL311855) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240016 

AMORY WARS HC SECOND STAGE TURBINE BLADE (C: 0-1-2) 

New Edi!on! The 78 planets known as Heaven's Fence are linked together by the mysterious energy 

known as The Keywork. Coheed and Cambria Kilgannnon live on one of these planets, but their lives 

are ripped apart when General Mayo DeJinwolf that they were built as weapons to destroy Heaven's 

Fence. Coheed and Cambria are forced to decide what is more precious, their family or civiliza!on 

itself. (STL051529) (JUN171310) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 352pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR240017 

AMORY WARS HC KEEPING SECRETS OF SILENT EARTH 3 (MR) (C: 0-1 

(W) Claudio Sanchez, Peter David (A) Chris Burnham, Aaron Kuder (CA) Chris Burnham 

Acclaimed rock band Coheed and Cambria bring the mythology that surrounds their albums to life on 

the printed page, exactly the way lead singer Claudio Sanchez envisions! The final salvo for this 

chapter of the Amory Wars epic! Claudio cannot escape his fate. He must be the hero the Keywork 

needs him to be. But between him and victory stands both a resurrected Wilhelm Ryan and Al the 

Killer! From Claudio Sanchez, leader of Coheed and Cambria, and New York Times-bestselling 

novelist Peter David! (STL056375) (FEB181194) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR240018 

AMORY WARS HC GOOD APOLLO BURNING STAR IV ULT ED (MR) (C: 0- 



(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert (A/CA) Rags Morales 

* Coheed and Cambria frontman Claudio Sanchez (Translucid) and Chondra Echert (Key of Z) team up 

with best-selling ar!st Rags Morales (Iden!ty Crisis, Ac!on Comics) for the long-awaited next 

installment of The New York Times bestselling series, The Amory Wars! 

* The evil Wilhelm Ryan remains in power while those surrounding Claudio Kilgannon are convinced 

he is The Crowing. Ambellina believes she and The Crowing can save Heaven's Fence rather than 

destroying it. But with Ryan and a new, even bigger threat looming, will they succeed? 

* Collects the complete 12-issue series. (STL133782) (JUN198048) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 448pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR240019 

CROCODILE BLACK #1 (OF 5) CVR A SORRENTINO (MR) 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) Somnath Pal (CA) Andrea Sorren!no 

What makes someone turn to crime-especially in a modern, pandemic-riddled dystopia? 

 

Danny, a seemingly mundane young man lost in escapism, with a spiraling lack of control over his life, 

witnesses something during a delivery job that will change him forever, turning things as dark as the 

black, crocodile skin boots that he can't take his eyes off of…  

 

In this criminal thriller from Eisner-nominated writer Phillip Kennedy Johnson (Ac!on Comics) and 

rising star ar!st Somnath Pal (Brigands), the morally gray turns to cold-blooded murder. (STL311863) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240023 

LOW ROAD WEST TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A/CA)  Flaviano 

P œ When five teenage refugees are stranded in an irradiated Oklahoma wasteland while trying to 

survive an exodus from the war-torn East Coast, they take shelter in a ghost town that is much more 

than it seems. The strange, unnatural threats they face there will make them ques!on what they 

think they know about death, about reality, and especially about family as they learn to rely on each 

other if theyP fre ever going to make it to the sanctuary of San Francisco. 

P œ WriGen by Eisner Award-nominated author Phillip Kennedy Johnson ( The Power of the Dark 

Crystal, Aquaman ) and illustrated by Ringo Award-nominated ar!st Flaviano ( Thanos, Spider-



Man/Deadpool ), Low Road West is a story about coming of age in the throes of war, and carving 

your own path despite an uncertain future. 

P œ Collects the complete 5-issue series. P  

 

gWhat starts off as a story about a post-nuclear aGack world turns into something more magical with 

a fantasy element to it that is beyond intriguing and engaging.P h - Graphic Policy (STL113461) 

(FEB191264) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240024 

LAST SONS OF AMERICA TP 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) MaGhew Dow Smith (CA) Tonci Zonjic 

When a biological terrorist aGack makes it impossible for anyone in America to conceive, those 

looking to start a family must rely on adop!on of children from around the world. Brothers Jackie 

and Julian are adop!on agents based in Nicaragua, securing deals with families willing to give their 

children up for adop!on. The duo usually conducts their adop!ons through legal means but it 

becomes more difficult when child kidnapping becomes the norm. Desperate and running out of 

op!ons, Jackie snatches a young runaway, unaware that he's grabbed the daughter of a local crime 

lord. In over their heads and on the run, the two brothers fall into the mystery at the root of their 

world's status quo-a mystery much darker than they might be able to bear. Collects the complete 

limited series. (STL023557) (SEP161413) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, PC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240025 

BRIAR #5 (OF 8) CVR A LINS 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Alex Lins 

In the wake of slaying Deadcrawl, Grendrid's henchman, Briar and her companions have become 

quite the band of bounty hunters, with a reputa!on for murder and mayhem that belies their 

chivalrous inten!ons. 

 

But overzealous local authori!es are not the only foes Briar will face, as Spider hatches a plan that 

will get them closer than ever to Briar's malevolent fairy godmother-to the castle of Grendrid herself! 

 

Eisner Award-nominated writer, producer, and director Christopher Cantwell (Halt and Catch Fire, 

Thanos) is joined by rising-star Alex Lins (Hellcat, Crypt of Shadows), con!nuing this reimagined, 

unforgeGable dark fantasy adventure. (STL311750) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 8) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240028 

BRIAR #5 (OF 8) CVR D FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Alex Lins (CA)  TBA 

In the wake of slaying Deadcrawl, Grendrid's henchman, Briar and her companions have become 

quite the band of bounty hunters, with a reputa!on for murder and mayhem that belies their 

chivalrous inten!ons. 

 

But overzealous local authori!es are not the only foes Briar will face, as Spider hatches a plan that 

will get them closer than ever to Briar's malevolent fairy godmother-to the castle of Grendrid herself! 

 

Eisner Award-nominated writer, producer, and director Christopher Cantwell (Halt and Catch Fire, 

Thanos) is joined by rising-star Alex Lins (Hellcat, Crypt of Shadows), con!nuing this reimagined, 

unforgeGable dark fantasy adventure. (STL311753) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 8) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240030 

O/A BRIAR TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) German Garcia 

What if Sleeping Beauty never got her happily ever aJer… and had to save herself instead?  

 

One-hundred years aJer Briar Rose first fell into her slumber, the sleeper has now become the 

sleepwalker, and she must face a brutal, bleak world ruled by a tyrant from her past.  

 

Burdened by prophecy and betrayal, it will take everything Briar and her band of misfits have to 

survive the wasteland where magic went to die.  

 

As they journey through a land of untold terrors, Briar nurtures a burning pledge of vengeance. But 

will it be enough to bring some semblance of a happy ending to the land… and her heart? 

 

Eisner Award-nominated writer, producer, director Christopher Cantwell (Iron Man, Regarding the 

MaGer of Oswald’s Body, Halt and Catch Fire), and lauded ar!st Germán García (Ka-Zar: Lord of the 

Savage Land) reimagine the classic tale as an epic dark fantasy adventure. 

 



Collects Briar #1-4. (STL260757) (C: 0-1-2) 

128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240031 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #37 CVR A DELL EDERA 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

Years before the founda!onal Archer's Peak Saga, this standalone story con!nues the forma!ve look 

at Erica Slaughter's early days before she became the hunter she is now! 

 

When encountering a species of monster she's unfamiliar with killing, what lessons will this young 

hunter learn as she faces a foe that could finally outwit her? (STL311871) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240032 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #37 CVR B FRISON 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Jenny Frison 

Years before the founda!onal Archer's Peak Saga, this standalone story con!nues the forma!ve look 

at Erica Slaughter's early days before she became the hunter she is now! 

 

When encountering a species of monster she's unfamiliar with killing, what lessons will this young 

hunter learn as she faces a foe that could finally outwit her? (STL311872) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240033 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #37 CVR C 5 YEAR FOIL STAM 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

Years before the founda!onal Archer's Peak Saga, this standalone story con!nues the forma!ve look 

at Erica Slaughter's early days before she became the hunter she is now! 

 

When encountering a species of monster she's unfamiliar with killing, what lessons will this young 

hunter learn as she faces a foe that could finally outwit her? (STL311873) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 



MAR240036 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #37 CVR F FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA)  TBA 

Years before the founda!onal Archer's Peak Saga, this standalone story con!nues the forma!ve look 

at Erica Slaughter's early days before she became the hunter she is now! 

 

When encountering a species of monster she's unfamiliar with killing, what lessons will this young 

hunter learn as she faces a foe that could finally outwit her? (STL311876) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240038 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN CROP TOP SM (C: 0-1-2) 

Celebrate 5 years of Erica Slaughter's journey with official Something is Killing the Children apparel. 

 

BOOM! Studios' first-ever, premium crop top style shirt features the iconic Order of St. George 

symbol, and is available in SM-XXL. (STL311898) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR240039 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN CROP TOP M (C: 0-1-2) 

Celebrate 5 years of Erica Slaughter's journey with official Something is Killing the Children apparel. 

 

BOOM! Studios' first-ever, premium crop top style shirt features the iconic Order of St. George 

symbol, and is available in SM-XXL. (STL311899) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR240040 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN CROP TOP L (C: 0-1-2) 

Celebrate 5 years of Erica Slaughter's journey with official Something is Killing the Children apparel. 

 

BOOM! Studios' first-ever, premium crop top style shirt features the iconic Order of St. George 

symbol, and is available in SM-XXL. (STL311987) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $34.99 



 

MAR240041 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN CROP TOP XL (C: 0-1-2) 

Celebrate 5 years of Erica Slaughter's journey with official Something is Killing the Children apparel. 

 

BOOM! Studios' first-ever, premium crop top style shirt features the iconic Order of St. George 

symbol, and is available in SM-XXL. (STL311988) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR240042 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN CROP TOP XXL (C: 0-1-2) 

Celebrate 5 years of Erica Slaughter's journey with official Something is Killing the Children apparel. 

 

BOOM! Studios' first-ever, premium crop top style shirt features the iconic Order of St. George 

symbol, and is available in SM-XXL. (STL311990) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR240043 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #23 CVR A MALAVIA 

(W) Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Nimit Malavia 

As the BUTCHER'S WAR con!nues into its third chapter, a troubled hunter broods in shame and 

defeat, but revenge isn't something that only Jace can lay claim to. 

 

However, aJer Jace leJ so many of the House of Slaughter's ranks dead, he isn't the only threat, as 

opportunists arise among those who pursue him in New Orleans… (STL311380) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240044 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #23 CVR B DELL EDERA 

(W) Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

As the BUTCHER'S WAR con!nues into its third chapter, a troubled hunter broods in shame and 

defeat, but revenge isn't something that only Jace can lay claim to. 

 



However, aJer Jace leJ so many of the House of Slaughter's ranks dead, he isn't the only threat, as 

opportunists arise among those who pursue him in New Orleans… (STL311381) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240045 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #23 CVR C SPOT UV VAR FUSO 

(W) Tate Brombal (A/CA) Antonio Fuso 

As the BUTCHER'S WAR con!nues into its third chapter, a troubled hunter broods in shame and 

defeat, but revenge isn't something that only Jace can lay claim to. 

 

However, aJer Jace leJ so many of the House of Slaughter's ranks dead, he isn't the only threat, as 

opportunists arise among those who pursue him in New Orleans… (STL311382) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240050 

GRIM #17 CVR A FLAVIANO 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA)  Flaviano 

As the new story arc con!nues to shake up the aJerlife, Jess and her crew of Reapers fight an all-out 

war against Annabel, who cannot be allowed to con!nue causing chaos. 

 

Jessica Harrow has no other op!ons but to raise an army, but it may be too late as Annabel's powers 

grow even stronger, and The End could decide to make an appearance at any !me… (STL311376) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240051 

GRIM #17 CVR B PATRIDGE 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A)  Flaviano (CA) Skylar Patridge 

As the new story arc con!nues to shake up the aJerlife, Jess and her crew of Reapers fight an all-out 

war against Annabel, who cannot be allowed to con!nue causing chaos. 

 

Jessica Harrow has no other op!ons but to raise an army, but it may be too late as Annabel's powers 

grow even stronger, and The End could decide to make an appearance at any !me… (STL311377) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240054 

ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF WORLD #15 (OF 15) CVR A OLIVETTI  

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Nick DragoGa & Various (CA) Ariel OliveY 

As their showdown with the apocalypse-hungry Ravagers unfolds, even Maceo and Mezzy do 

succeed, what will remain for them in such a desolate world aJer losing so many loved ones… and 

each other? 

 

While merely surviving alone is possible, the ques!on will always remain-will they ever see each 

other again, or remain at a distance? (STL311402) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (15 of 15) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240055 

ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF WORLD #15 (OF 15) CVR B VAR CORON 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Nick DragoGa & Various (CA) Jorge Corono 

As their showdown with the apocalypse-hungry Ravagers unfolds, even Maceo and Mezzy do 

succeed, what will remain for them in such a desolate world aJer losing so many loved ones… and 

each other? 

 

While merely surviving alone is possible, the ques!on will always remain-will they ever see each 

other again, or remain at a distance? (STL311403) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (15 of 15) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240059 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #120 CVR A CLARKE (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Valeria Favoccia (CA) Taurin Clarke 

In this close look at The Solar Rangers featuring acclaimed ar!st Valeria Favoccia (Stranger Things: 

AJerschool Adventures), the spreading infec!on of the Morphin Grid threatens their world in the 

distant reaches of space. 

 

In a call that feels nearly impossible to make, their leader, the Purple Solar Ranger, must take dras!c 

steps to keep them safe. 



 

However, some unexpected visitors will complicate things… (STL311391) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240060 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #120 CVR B DARK GRID BARENDS (C 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Valeria Favoccia (CA) Bjorn Barends 

In this close look at The Solar Rangers featuring acclaimed ar!st Valeria Favoccia (Stranger Things: 

AJerschool Adventures), the spreading infec!on of the Morphin Grid threatens their world in the 

distant reaches of space. 

 

In a call that feels nearly impossible to make, their leader, the Purple Solar Ranger, must take dras!c 

steps to keep them safe. 

 

However, some unexpected visitors will complicate things… (STL311392) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240061 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #120 CVR C HELMET VAR MONTES (C 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Valeria Favoccia (CA) Goni Montes 

In this close look at The Solar Rangers featuring acclaimed ar!st Valeria Favoccia (Stranger Things: 

AJerschool Adventures), the spreading infec!on of the Morphin Grid threatens their world in the 

distant reaches of space. 

 

In a call that feels nearly impossible to make, their leader, the Purple Solar Ranger, must take dras!c 

steps to keep them safe. 

 

However, some unexpected visitors will complicate things… (STL311393) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240066 



MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS THE RETURN #4 (OF 4) CVR A MONT 

(W) Amy Jo Johnson, MaG Hotson (A) Nico Leon (CA) Goni Montes 

With the Green Dragon Power Coin in the hands of someone's iden!ty that will shock the rest of the 

Power Rangers, a fateful baGle on the moon commences! 

 

But as climac!c events unfold, who will remain to carry on the legacy of the Mighty Morphin Powers 

Rangers? Will the world s!ll need them? (STL311398) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not 

Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240067 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS THE RETURN #4 (OF 4) CVR B NAKA 

(W) Amy Jo Johnson, MaG Hotson (A) Nico Leon (CA) David Nakayama 

With the Green Dragon Power Coin in the hands of someone's iden!ty that will shock the rest of the 

Power Rangers, a fateful baGle on the moon commences! 

 

But as climac!c events unfold, who will remain to carry on the legacy of the Mighty Morphin Powers 

Rangers? Will the world s!ll need them? (STL311399) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not 

Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240070 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS UNLIMITED POWER TP VOL 01 (C: 1 

(W) Ryan ParroG (A) Marco Renna & Various (CA) Miguel Mercado 

The new Mighty Morphin team is on a collision course with an even deadlier Lord Zedd, who has a 

new mission and a new mo!va!on-one that will change everything you thought you knew about our 

heroes! But even if the Mighty Morphin team can find a way to survive Zedd and their mysterious 

new enemies, they may discover the greatest threat to their future is the shocking secret of Zordon's 

past! 

 

Meanwhile, only the original Power Rangers, now known as the Omega Rangers-  Jason, Trini, and 

Zack-can hope to defeat a new cosmic threat, but their secret weapon is...the villainous Lord 

Drakkon?! 

 

But will Drakkon be their ally...or the one who dooms them all? 



 

Superstar writer Ryan ParroG (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles), rising 

star ar!st Marco Renna, and Francesco Mortarino (Cult of Carnage) deliver the UNLIMITED POWER 

via this epic collec!on of both intertwining series that changes the Power Rangers universe forever! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin #1-6, Power Rangers #1-6. (STL308438) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power 

Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR240071 

RANGER ACADEMY #7 CVR A MERCADO (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A) Jo Mi-Gyeong (CA) Miguel Mercado 

A grim discovery reveals informa!on about the last Green Ranger at the Academy, and it's too close 

to home for Sage to let go of her obsession! 

 

As the threat of Dark Specter approaches Ranger Academy, Sage will have to believe in herself and 

claim the power that's hers if she's going to protect her loved ones… (STL311410) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240072 

RANGER ACADEMY #7 CVR B CHARACTER VAR MI-GYEONG (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A/CA) Jo Mi-Gyeong 

A grim discovery reveals informa!on about the last Green Ranger at the Academy, and it's too close 

to home for Sage to let go of her obsession! 

 

As the threat of Dark Specter approaches Ranger Academy, Sage will have to believe in herself and 

claim the power that's hers if she's going to protect her loved ones… (STL311411) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240075 

RANGER ACADEMY TP VOL 02 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A) Jo Mi-Gyeong (CA) Miguel Mercado 



Only the bravest cadets have what it takes to become Power Rangers in the second volume of the hit 

YA series! 

 

What dark secrets lie at the heart of Ranger Academy? 

 

Sage has finally done it! She's morphed for the very first !me, but who she's meant to become has 

more weight than she ever could have dreamed. But when she uncovers the dark history connected 

to her newfound powers, will she tell the truth… or keep it hidden to protect herself? 

 

Acclaimed YA author Maria Mora Ingrande (Fragile Remedy) and superstar ar!st Jo Mi-Gyeong (Eve: 

Children of the Moon) take Sage's adventure to new heights, set in an all new universe inspired by 

the world of Power Rangers! 

 

Collects Ranger Academy #5-8. (STL301982) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in 

select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240076 

O/A RANGER ACADEMY TP VOL 01 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A) Jo Mi-Gyeong (CA) Miguel Mercado 

13-year-old Sage lives on an isolated lunar colony farm with her adop!ve father, but everything 

changes during a lunar storm when she comes across the wreckage with wounded passengers from 

an academy founded by the famed Zordon, where the brightest and most clever teens train to 

protect the universe from evil. People called: Power Rangers. 

 

Sage and her friends will join together and work !relessly to discover the truth of why the Green 

Ranger was erased from the Power Rangers history. While Sage doubts herself more than ever, she 

must learn to trust her friends — and trust herself. 

 

Only together will Rangers-in-training right past wrongs and stop an ancient enemy's takeover of the 

academy and contamina!on of the Morphin Grid! 

 

Acclaimed YA author Maria Ingrande Mora expands the Power Rangers universe with a never-before-

seen team along with superstar ar!st Jo Mi-Gyeong (Eve)! 

 



Collects Ranger Academy #1-4. (STL292038) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in 

select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240077 

MECH CADETS TP BOOK 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Takeshi Miyazawa (CA) Takeshi Miyazawa, Ian Herring 

General Park-head of Sky Corps Academy-must assemble a team of heroes to protect humankind 

from alien invasions, and Stanford Yu, Maya Sanchez, Frank OliveY, and Park's own daughter Olivia 

are Earth's best hope. 

 

But there is more to their rela!onships with the symbio!c, sen!ent giant Robos they pilot... and the 

alien threat of The Sharg is far more epic and widespread than any could imagine! 

 

If they're going to succeed and save the earth, more than a few rules will need to be broken, and 

alliances will form in the most unlikely places… 

 

Fans of the Ne[lix animated series won't want to miss this perfect companion series by highly 

acclaimed writer Greg Pak (Star Wars: Darth Vader), superstar ar!st Takeshi Miyazawa (She-Hulk), 

and colorist Ian Herring (Spider-Man / Deadpool)! 

 

Collects Mech Cadets #1-6. (STL301975) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240078 

O/A MECH CADETS TP BOOK 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A/CA) Takeshi Miyazawa 

Every four years, giant sen!ent robots from outer space come to Earth and bond forever with a 

brand new crop of Sky Corps Academy cadets. 

 

But this !me, instead of a cadet, one mech bonds with Stanford Yu, a young kid working with his 

mom as a janitor at Sky Corps.  

 



This is the opportunity of a life!me for Stanford, but first he’ll have to earn the trust of his classmates 

and survive an uncompromising enemy…the Sharg! 

 

Bestselling author Greg Pak (Ronin Island, Planet Hulk) and fan-favorite ar!st Takeshi Miyazawa 

(Runaways, Ms. Marvel) bring to life this underdog story as Stanford and the newest team of Cadets 

and Robos face relentless training, an alien invasion, and the threat of losing themselves and human 

existence.  

 

They’ll realize the true sacrifice that comes with duty and service and what makes a hero in this full 

collec!on of Mech Cadets perfect as a jumping on point ahead of the animated series on Ne[lix!  

 

Collects Mech Cadet Yu #1–12. (STL259970) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR240079 

SPACE BETWEEN TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Corinna Beckho (A/CA) Danny Luckert 

On the interplanetary ark Dodona, life is controlled according to the edicts put in place hundreds of 

years ago. But when a pilot named Revla falls through the vents and out of her privileged life and 

lands deep within the belly of the ship, she meets a worker named Les, and everything about their 

society is ques!oned. 

 

Each chapter tells a new story of love and rebellion at a pivotal moment of humanity's greatest 

adventure. Across the centuries, fac!ons rise and fall, poli!cal movements gain and lose power, and 

society changes both for the beGer and the worse, all within the microcosm of the spaceship 

Dodona. The only constants: hope for the future and the persistence of the human heart. 

 

Hugo and Eisner-nominated writer Corinna Bechko (Star Wars Legacy, The Expanse) and ar!st Danny 

Luckert (The Red Mother, Haunted) explore love throughout !me and space on the long journey 

home. (STL301989) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240080 

BLOW AWAY #2 (OF 5) CVR A WU 

(W) Zac Thompson (A) Nicola Izzo (CA) Annie Wu 



While Brynne is absolutely convinced of the murder she witnessed, the local authori!es are only 

helpful in adding to her growing paranoia. 

 

It's only a maGer of !me before the recovered frozen camera thaws, however, and the missing clues 

melt away the next layer to the mystery… (STL311355) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240081 

BLOW AWAY #2 (OF 5) CVR B BOSS 

(W) Zac Thompson (A) Nicola Izzo (CA) Tyler Boss 

While Brynne is absolutely convinced of the murder she witnessed, the local authori!es are only 

helpful in adding to her growing paranoia. 

 

It's only a maGer of !me before the recovered frozen camera thaws, however, and the missing clues 

melt away the next layer to the mystery… (STL311356) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240084 

UNCANNY VALLEY #2 (OF 6) CVR A WACHTER 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A/CA) Dave Wachter 

As the mystery of Oliver's origins con!nues to unfold, the literal cartoonish realism of his existence 

has to somehow be connected to his mother's origins in Burbank, California. 

 

And with his uncanny powers seYng him apart from the other kids, what will Oliver do to make his 

own way in the world? 

 

Especially considering that there are sinister forces at play, watching from the other end of a portal… 

(STL311414) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240085 

UNCANNY VALLEY #2 (OF 6) CVR B CORONA 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Dave Wachter (CA) Jorge Corona 



As the mystery of Oliver's origins con!nues to unfold, the literal cartoonish realism of his existence 

has to somehow be connected to his mother's origins in Burbank, California. 

 

And with his uncanny powers seYng him apart from the other kids, what will Oliver do to make his 

own way in the world? 

 

Especially considering that there are sinister forces at play, watching from the other end of a portal… 

(STL311415) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240088 

MANS BEST #3 (OF 5) CVR A LONERGAN 

(W) Pornsak Pichetshote (A/CA) Jesse Lonergan 

In the middle chapter of the epic space adventure featuring 3 animal best friends on a quest to save 

the earth, the splendor of the planet does liGle to comfort Athos as they feel at fault for the recent 

tragedy in the midst of searching for their missing comrade. 

 

And as they enter a new psychic realm and literally form a much deeper connec!on than before, 

what challenges and new discoveries lie ahead as they con!nue their desperate mission? 

(STL311387) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240089 

MANS BEST #3 (OF 5) CVR B HARRISON 

(W) Pornsak Pichetshote (A) Jesse Lonergan (CA) JJ Harrison 

In the middle chapter of the epic space adventure featuring 3 animal best friends on a quest to save 

the earth, the splendor of the planet does liGle to comfort Athos as they feel at fault for the recent 

tragedy in the midst of searching for their missing comrade. 

 

And as they enter a new psychic realm and literally form a much deeper connec!on than before, 

what challenges and new discoveries lie ahead as they con!nue their desperate mission? 

(STL311388) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240091 



MANS BEST #3 (OF 5) CVR D FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Pornsak Pichetshote (A) Jesse Lonergan (CA)  TBA 

In the middle chapter of the epic space adventure featuring 3 animal best friends on a quest to save 

the earth, the splendor of the planet does liGle to comfort Athos as they feel at fault for the recent 

tragedy in the midst of searching for their missing comrade. 

 

And as they enter a new psychic realm and literally form a much deeper connec!on than before, 

what challenges and new discoveries lie ahead as they con!nue their desperate mission? 

(STL311390) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240093 

DISPLACED #4 (OF 5) CVR A CASALANGUIDA 

(W) Ed Brisson (A/CA) Luca Casalanguida 

In the penul!mate issue, the survivors are in their most desperate situa!on yet, exposed to the 

elements with nowhere leJ to go. 

 

In the midst of a grim realiza!on between two survivors seeking hope elsewhere, one of their own is 

geYng sick, and the inevitable is to be expected. (STL311359) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240094 

DISPLACED #4 (OF 5) CVR B SHALVEY 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) Luca Casalanguida (CA) Declan Shalvey 

In the penul!mate issue, the survivors are in their most desperate situa!on yet, exposed to the 

elements with nowhere leJ to go. 

 

In the midst of a grim realiza!on between two survivors seeking hope elsewhere, one of their own is 

geYng sick, and the inevitable is to be expected. (STL311360) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240097 

PINE AND MERRIMAC #5 (OF 5) CVR A GALAN 

(W) Kyle Starks (A/CA) Fran Galan 



AJer Parker and Linnea finally discover the inner workings of what was once thought to be a 

seemingly quiet town, Linnea faces a soul-shaGering heartbreak. 

 

Are these their final days on the corner of Pine & Merrimac, or will Linnea take advantage of an 

unexpectedly sinister opportunity? (STL311406) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240098 

PINE AND MERRIMAC #5 (OF 5) CVR B HOWELL 

(W) Kyle Starks (A) Fran Galan (CA) Corin Howell 

AJer Parker and Linnea finally discover the inner workings of what was once thought to be a 

seemingly quiet town, Linnea faces a soul-shaGering heartbreak. 

 

Are these their final days on the corner of Pine & Merrimac, or will Linnea take advantage of an 

unexpectedly sinister opportunity? (STL311407) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240101 

ABBOTT 1979 TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Sami Kivelä (CA) Taj Francis 

On the eve of the 1980s and the Reagan Administra!on, Detroit is burdened with an oppressive 

darkness-both poli!cal and supernatural. 

 

Dejected and tough tabloid reporter Elena AbboG, who previously defeated the occult forces 

responsible for her husband's death, must dig herself out from rock boGom if she's going to save 

Detroit from the Umbra, one last !me. 

 

Hugo Award-nominated novelist Saladin Ahmed (Miles Morales: Spider-Man, Black Bolt) and ar!st 

Sami Kivelä (Beau!ful Canvas) bring Elena into her final chapter, who will have to contend with the 

dark cloud hanging over Detroit… and over her personally. 

 

Collects AbboG:1979 #1 -5. (STL301961) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 



MAR240102 

ABBOTT TP 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Sami Kivela (CA) Taj Tenfold 

Hugo Award-nominated novelist Saladin Ahmed (Black Bolt) and ar!st Sami Kivela (Beau!ful Canvas) 

present one womanP fs search for the truth that destroyed her family. 

Hard-nosed, chain-smoking tabloid reporter Elena AbboG inves!gates a series of grisly crimes that 

the police have ignored. Crimes she knows to be the work of dark occult forces. Forces that took her 

husband from her. Forces she has sworn to destroy. Collects the en!re 5-issue series. (STL085102) 

(JUN181244) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240103 

ABBOTT: 1973 TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Sami Kivela (CA) Taj Tenfold 

Elena AbboG is a tough-as-nails reporter with growing powers, but can she save the soul of an en!re 

city? 

 

It’s 1973 and AbboG’s focused on the most important elec!on in the city’s history.  

 

It will take everything she’s got to find who (or what) is using dark magic to sabotage the campaign of 

the prospec!ve first Black mayor of Detroit and stop them dead in their tracks. 

 

Eisner Award-winning writer Saladin Ahmed (Black Bolt, Miles Morales: Spider-Man) and acclaimed 

ar!st Sami Kivelä (Machine Gun Wizards) return to the Hugo Award-nominated world of AbboG. 

 

Collects AbboG: 1973 #1-5. (STL193847) (JUN211076) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240104 

GHOSTLORE #10 CVR A MURAKAMI 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A)  Leomacs (CA) Reiko Murakami 

Lucas and Harmony may be reunited, but things are acutely strained between them, as Harmony 

interferes in a way Lucas can't tolerate. 

 



In the midst of a growing apocalyp!c panic among the populace, Lucas and Harmony are far from 

alone as they encounter yet another group of living people that aren't quite what they seem… 

(STL311373) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240105 

GHOSTLORE #10 CVR B CANTIRINO 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A)  Leomacs (CA) Sally Can!rino 

Lucas and Harmony may be reunited, but things are acutely strained between them, as Harmony 

interferes in a way Lucas can't tolerate. 

 

In the midst of a growing apocalyp!c panic among the populace, Lucas and Harmony are far from 

alone as they encounter yet another group of living people that aren't quite what they seem… 

(STL311374) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240107 

O/A GHOSTLORE TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A)  Leomacs (CA) Reiko Murakami 

What ghost stories do ghosts tell, and what can they tell us about ourselves? 

 

An estranged daughter and her father wander a haunted land; they only have the restless spirits, 

each with its own story to tell, as company along the way. 

 

AJer a deadly accident of which they are the only survivors, Lucas and Harmony Agate can see the 

dead-an overwhelming amount of the deceased, all with their own warnings, cries for help, and 

malevolence alike. 

 

But Lucas and Harmony aren't the only ones with this ability; there are other nearly-deads, some of 

which have malicious mo!va!ons… 

 

Cullen Bunn of Basilisk and The Empty Man acclaim is joined by ar!st Leomacs (Baske[ul of Heads) 

along with guest ar!sts Brian HurG (The Sixth Gun), Danny Luckert (The Red Mother), and Vanesa R. 

Del Rey (The Joker Presents: A Puzzlebox), bringing readers the most eye-opening spectral story since 

The Sixth Sense!  



 

Collects Ghostlore #1-4. (STL274776) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240108 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #3 (OF 8) CVR A SWANLAND 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA) Raymond Swanland 

Renowned authors Brian Herbert & Kevin J. Anderson and acclaimed ar!st Simone Ragazzoni (Power 

Rangers Universe) con!nue the third and final prequel to the widely celebrated Dune! 

 

The balance of power con!nues to shiJ surrounding what was once the most powerful house in the 

universe, including the Bene Gesserit plot concerning a fateful pregnancy, and the stage being set for 

further conflict on Ix. 

 

In addi!on to rising tension among the Fremen seeking jus!ce and a harrowing assassina!on 

aGempt against the imperial family, it will soon become clear that any threat to power does not go 

unpunished… (STL311363) 

SC, 40pgs, FC (3 of 8) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240109 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #3 (OF 8) CVR B FISH 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA) Veronica Fish 

Renowned authors Brian Herbert & Kevin J. Anderson and acclaimed ar!st Simone Ragazzoni (Power 

Rangers Universe) con!nue the third and final prequel to the widely celebrated Dune! 

 

The balance of power con!nues to shiJ surrounding what was once the most powerful house in the 

universe, including the Bene Gesserit plot concerning a fateful pregnancy, and the stage being set for 

further conflict on Ix. 

 

In addi!on to rising tension among the Fremen seeking jus!ce and a harrowing assassina!on 

aGempt against the imperial family, it will soon become clear that any threat to power does not go 

unpunished… (STL311364) 

SC, 40pgs, FC (3 of 8) SRP: $5.99 

 



MAR240112 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #3 (OF 8) CVR E FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA)  TBA 

Renowned authors Brian Herbert & Kevin J. Anderson and acclaimed ar!st Simone Ragazzoni (Power 

Rangers Universe) con!nue the third and final prequel to the widely celebrated Dune! 

 

The balance of power con!nues to shiJ surrounding what was once the most powerful house in the 

universe, including the Bene Gesserit plot concerning a fateful pregnancy, and the stage being set for 

further conflict on Ix. 

 

In addi!on to rising tension among the Fremen seeking jus!ce and a harrowing assassina!on 

aGempt against the imperial family, it will soon become clear that any threat to power does not go 

unpunished… (STL311367) 

SC, 40pgs, FC (3 of 8) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240114 

EXPANSE THE DRAGON TOOTH #12 (OF 12) CVR A WARD 

(W) Andy Diggle (A) Francesco Pisa (CA) Chris!an Ward 

In the FINAL ISSUE of the bestselling science fic!on series filling in the missing years in the aJermath 

of the hit TV show, featuring writer Andy Diggle (Green Arrow: Year One, The Losers) and ar!st 

Francesco Pisa (Heavy Metal), all out war reaches its apex. 

 

The crew of the Rocinante have their hands full as the fate of the Dragon Teeth, and Laconians, and 

the OPA Navy are uncertain… (STL311369) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (12 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240115 

EXPANSE THE DRAGON TOOTH #12 (OF 12) CVR B MARTIN 

(W) Andy Diggle (A) Francesco Pisa (CA) Jay Mar!n 

In the FINAL ISSUE of the bestselling science fic!on series filling in the missing years in the aJermath 

of the hit TV show, featuring writer Andy Diggle (Green Arrow: Year One, The Losers) and ar!st 

Francesco Pisa (Heavy Metal), all out war reaches its apex. 

 

The crew of the Rocinante have their hands full as the fate of the Dragon Teeth, and Laconians, and 

the OPA Navy are uncertain… (STL311370) 



SC, 32pgs, FC (12 of 12) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240118 

EXPANSE DRAGON TOOTH TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Andy Diggle (A)  Rubine (CA) Chris!an Ward 

Picking up aJer the final season of the acclaimed and beloved The Expanse show and filling in the 

missing years between The Expanse: Babylon's Ashes and The Expanse: Persepolis Rising, the hidden 

stories of your favorite Expanse characters are revealed for the first !me! 

 

Everything comes together, tying the threads of the show and answering lingering ques!ons that will 

bring readers and viewers alike far beyond the stellar horizon. 

 

In the first of a trilogy of graphic novels, superstar comics writer Andy Diggle (Green Lanterns, James 

Bond) and ar!st Rubine (Voltron: Legendary Defender) broaden The Expanse in ways that will change 

how fans view the en!re series forever! 

 

Collects The Expanse: Dragon Tooth issues #1-4. (STL274772) (AUG230124) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240119 

ALL-NEW FIREFLY THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JAYNE TP VOL 01 (C:  

(W) David M. Booher (A) Simona Di Gianfelice (CA) Mona Finden 

Jayne driJs in space, isolated except for painful memories, starship debris, and guilt. 

 

Meanwhile, a distress call from Requiem greets the crew, hin!ng at where the relics really came 

from… where did the monks find them, and what secret Alliance connec!on do they have? Captain 

Kaylee is determined to know. 

 

Can the crew of the Serenity retake Requiem and defeat the Tax Collector once and for all? What's 

more, Jayne will go to any length to save his son, but it won't be enough, as a beloved member of the 

spaceship Serenity will make the ul!mate sacrifice. 

 

All-New Firefly comes to a stunning conclusion by writer David Booher (Canto, Joe Hill's Rain) and 

ar!st Simona Di Gianfelice! 



 

Collects All-New Firefly #9-10 and All-New Firefly: Big Damn Finale #1. (STL301963) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240120 

MAGIC HC DLX ED BOOK 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jed MacKay, Mairghread ScoG (A) Ig Guara & Various (CA) Ig Guara, Fabi Marques 

Based on the lore of the iconic card game: across the vast Mul!verse, only Planeswalkers, those 

giJed with a "spark," can tap into the raw power of Magic and travel across realms. Three 

Planeswalkers from rival guilds in the city world of Ravnica-Ral Zarek, Vraska, and Kaya-band together 

to inves!gate a cult that worships the ancient being Marit Lage. To prevent Lage's influence from 

driving every world to madness and death, many Planeswalkers must fight together, but only one will 

make the ul!mate sacrifice! 

 

Included within are the main series by writer Jed MacKay (Moon Knight, Avengers), and ar!st Ig 

Guara (Silk), as well as !e-ins by writer Mairghread ScoG (Batgirl, Dragon Age: 

Absolu!on,Transformers) and ar!sts French Carlomagno and Fabiana Mascolo. 

 

Collects Magic #1-12, Magic: Master of Metal #1, and Magic: The Hidden Planeswalker #1-4. 

(STL311890) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 544pgs, FC SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR240121 

JIM HENSONS LABYRINTH ARCHIVE ED #2 (OF 3) CVR A BUSCEMA & T 

(W) Sid Jacobson (A) John Buscema, Romeo Tanghal (CA) Romeo Tanghal, John Buscema 

Con!nuing the 3-issue adapta!on of the cult classic movie Labyrinth, out of print since the original 

Marvel run, Sarah manages to reunite with old friends, and even make new ones, despite their odd 

and fearsome temperaments! 

 

But the Goblin King isn't going to make rescuing Toby easy, and Sarah will certainly need all the help 

she can get from her whimsical companions. (STL311539) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240122 

JIM HENSONS LABYRINTH ARCHIVE ED #2 (OF 3) CVR B PUEBLA 



(W) Sid Jacobson (A) John Buscema, Romeo Tanghal (CA) Rebeca Puebla 

Con!nuing the 3-issue adapta!on of the cult classic movie Labyrinth, out of print since the original 

Marvel run, Sarah manages to reunite with old friends, and even make new ones, despite their odd 

and fearsome temperaments! 

 

But the Goblin King isn't going to make rescuing Toby easy, and Sarah will certainly need all the help 

she can get from her whimsical companions. (STL311540) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240123 

I HEART SKULL-CRUSHER #3 (OF 5) CVR A ZONNO 

(W) Josie Campbell (A/CA) Alessio Zonno 

Mid-series mayhem unfolds as the team faces not just their own challenges with coopera!on, but a 

brand new goalie… one more outrageous than they ever expected. 

 

Team building is what they need, but what exactly does Coach Blood have in mind? Will his… quite 

frankly, unhinged methods bring the results they've been looking for? (STL311535) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240124 

I HEART SKULL-CRUSHER #3 (OF 5) CVR B THE MAD 

(W) Josie Campbell (A) Alessio Zonno (CA) Johanna The Mad 

Mid-series mayhem unfolds as the team faces not just their own challenges with coopera!on, but a 

brand new goalie… one more outrageous than they ever expected. 

 

Team building is what they need, but what exactly does Coach Blood have in mind? Will his… quite 

frankly, unhinged methods bring the results they've been looking for? (STL311536) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

BOOM! STUDIOS 

 

MAR240127 

RUGRATS BESTEST COMICS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Box Brown, Pranas T. Naujokai!s (A) Lisa DuBois & Various 

Hold on to your diapies, babies! Everyone's favorite adventurous tots are back for more adventures 

from their pint-sized perspec!ve! 

 

Tommy, Chuckie, Phil, & Lil have no!ced something-they're being watched. Somehow, their parents 

can see everything, and there's no place to hide. A baby's goGa do what a baby's goGa do to have 

fun while avoiding the hidden eyes of their watching parents!  

 

Meanwhile, diapers are flying everywhere aJer Grandpa Lou reads a crazy conspiracy story online 

that leads Tommy to believe that everyone is being replaced by giant lizard people. It's up to the 

gang to get to the boGom of it all. 

 

Writers Box Brown and Pranas T. Naujokai!s are joined by an acclaimed group of ar!sts, including 

Lisa DuBois, Jorge Monlongo, Carolyn Nowak, MaYa Di Meo, and many more! The bestest star!ng 

place for lifelong Rugrats fans and new readers alike! 

 

Collects Rugrats #1-8. (STL301984) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

DYNAMITE 

 

MAR240128 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR A MATTINA 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco MaYna 

Greed and corrup!on flourish in the darkness between stars. With the territories of the Galac!c 

Federa!on spread far and wide across the vastness of space, pirates and hijackers ransack the distant 

colonies with cruel disregard for the innocent scien!sts living within them. 

 

Yet there is a cosmic vigilante who metes out jus!ce throughout the galaxy, bringing vengeance to 

those prey upon the defenseless. 

 

Some say he is a policeman who has abandoned the strictures of the law. Others say he is a 

phantom, the sole survivor of a war-torn planet. And those who have survived his wrath claim he is 

more a force of nature, able to bend the very elements of Crea!on to decimate his enemies. 

 



They call him the SPACE GHOST — and his adventures begin here! 

 

Award-winning writer DAVID PEPOSE (Punisher) and superstar ar!st JONATHAN LAU (Vampirella 

Strikes) kick off this ac!on-packed series with a surprise aGack on Space Colony Omicron — home of 

the brilliant scien!st Dr. Jerrod Keplar and his young children, Jan and Jace, as well as their pet 

monkey, Blip. With the colony’s defenses overwhelmed, all seems lost — but these ruthless pirates 

didn’t count on the wild card that is Space Ghost! 

 

This debut issue also includes covers from some of the finest ar!sts in the known universe — 

including FRANCESCO MATTINA, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, BJORN BARENDS, and MICHAEL CHO! 

(STL315748) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240129 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR B LEE & CHUNG 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

Greed and corrup!on flourish in the darkness between stars. With the territories of the Galac!c 

Federa!on spread far and wide across the vastness of space, pirates and hijackers ransack the distant 

colonies with cruel disregard for the innocent scien!sts living within them. 

 

Yet there is a cosmic vigilante who metes out jus!ce throughout the galaxy, bringing vengeance to 

those prey upon the defenseless. 

 

Some say he is a policeman who has abandoned the strictures of the law. Others say he is a 

phantom, the sole survivor of a war-torn planet. And those who have survived his wrath claim he is 

more a force of nature, able to bend the very elements of Crea!on to decimate his enemies. 

 

They call him the SPACE GHOST — and his adventures begin here! 

 

Award-winning writer DAVID PEPOSE (Punisher) and superstar ar!st JONATHAN LAU (Vampirella 

Strikes) kick off this ac!on-packed series with a surprise aGack on Space Colony Omicron — home of 

the brilliant scien!st Dr. Jerrod Keplar and his young children, Jan and Jace, as well as their pet 

monkey, Blip. With the colony’s defenses overwhelmed, all seems lost — but these ruthless pirates 

didn’t count on the wild card that is Space Ghost! 

 



This debut issue also includes covers from some of the finest ar!sts in the known universe — 

including FRANCESCO MATTINA, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, BJORN BARENDS, and MICHAEL CHO! 

(STL315750) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240130 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR C BARENDS 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Bjorn Barends 

Greed and corrup!on flourish in the darkness between stars. With the territories of the Galac!c 

Federa!on spread far and wide across the vastness of space, pirates and hijackers ransack the distant 

colonies with cruel disregard for the innocent scien!sts living within them. 

 

Yet there is a cosmic vigilante who metes out jus!ce throughout the galaxy, bringing vengeance to 

those prey upon the defenseless. 

 

Some say he is a policeman who has abandoned the strictures of the law. Others say he is a 

phantom, the sole survivor of a war-torn planet. And those who have survived his wrath claim he is 

more a force of nature, able to bend the very elements of Crea!on to decimate his enemies. 

 

They call him the SPACE GHOST — and his adventures begin here! 

 

Award-winning writer DAVID PEPOSE (Punisher) and superstar ar!st JONATHAN LAU (Vampirella 

Strikes) kick off this ac!on-packed series with a surprise aGack on Space Colony Omicron — home of 

the brilliant scien!st Dr. Jerrod Keplar and his young children, Jan and Jace, as well as their pet 

monkey, Blip. With the colony’s defenses overwhelmed, all seems lost — but these ruthless pirates 

didn’t count on the wild card that is Space Ghost! 

 

This debut issue also includes covers from some of the finest ar!sts in the known universe — 

including FRANCESCO MATTINA, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, BJORN BARENDS, and MICHAEL CHO! 

(STL315754) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240131 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR D CHO 



(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Frank Cho 

Greed and corrup!on flourish in the darkness between stars. With the territories of the Galac!c 

Federa!on spread far and wide across the vastness of space, pirates and hijackers ransack the distant 

colonies with cruel disregard for the innocent scien!sts living within them. 

 

Yet there is a cosmic vigilante who metes out jus!ce throughout the galaxy, bringing vengeance to 

those prey upon the defenseless. 

 

Some say he is a policeman who has abandoned the strictures of the law. Others say he is a 

phantom, the sole survivor of a war-torn planet. And those who have survived his wrath claim he is 

more a force of nature, able to bend the very elements of Crea!on to decimate his enemies. 

 

They call him the SPACE GHOST — and his adventures begin here! 

 

Award-winning writer DAVID PEPOSE (Punisher) and superstar ar!st JONATHAN LAU (Vampirella 

Strikes) kick off this ac!on-packed series with a surprise aGack on Space Colony Omicron — home of 

the brilliant scien!st Dr. Jerrod Keplar and his young children, Jan and Jace, as well as their pet 

monkey, Blip. With the colony’s defenses overwhelmed, all seems lost — but these ruthless pirates 

didn’t count on the wild card that is Space Ghost! 

 

This debut issue also includes covers from some of the finest ar!sts in the known universe — 

including FRANCESCO MATTINA, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, BJORN BARENDS, and MICHAEL CHO! 

(STL315759) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240132 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR E BLANK SPACE AUTHENTIX 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA)  Blank Cover 

Greed and corrup!on flourish in the darkness between stars. With the territories of the Galac!c 

Federa!on spread far and wide across the vastness of space, pirates and hijackers ransack the distant 

colonies with cruel disregard for the innocent scien!sts living within them. 

 

Yet there is a cosmic vigilante who metes out jus!ce throughout the galaxy, bringing vengeance to 

those prey upon the defenseless. 

 



Some say he is a policeman who has abandoned the strictures of the law. Others say he is a 

phantom, the sole survivor of a war-torn planet. And those who have survived his wrath claim he is 

more a force of nature, able to bend the very elements of Crea!on to decimate his enemies. 

 

They call him the SPACE GHOST — and his adventures begin here! 

 

Award-winning writer DAVID PEPOSE (Punisher) and superstar ar!st JONATHAN LAU (Vampirella 

Strikes) kick off this ac!on-packed series with a surprise aGack on Space Colony Omicron — home of 

the brilliant scien!st Dr. Jerrod Keplar and his young children, Jan and Jace, as well as their pet 

monkey, Blip. With the colony’s defenses overwhelmed, all seems lost — but these ruthless pirates 

didn’t count on the wild card that is Space Ghost! 

 

This debut issue also includes covers from some of the finest ar!sts in the known universe — 

including FRANCESCO MATTINA, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, BJORN BARENDS, and MICHAEL CHO! 

(STL315760) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240133 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR F MATTINA FOIL 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco MaYna 

Greed and corrup!on flourish in the darkness between stars. With the territories of the Galac!c 

Federa!on spread far and wide across the vastness of space, pirates and hijackers ransack the distant 

colonies with cruel disregard for the innocent scien!sts living within them. 

 

Yet there is a cosmic vigilante who metes out jus!ce throughout the galaxy, bringing vengeance to 

those prey upon the defenseless. 

 

Some say he is a policeman who has abandoned the strictures of the law. Others say he is a 

phantom, the sole survivor of a war-torn planet. And those who have survived his wrath claim he is 

more a force of nature, able to bend the very elements of Crea!on to decimate his enemies. 

 

They call him the SPACE GHOST — and his adventures begin here! 

 

Award-winning writer DAVID PEPOSE (Punisher) and superstar ar!st JONATHAN LAU (Vampirella 

Strikes) kick off this ac!on-packed series with a surprise aGack on Space Colony Omicron — home of 

the brilliant scien!st Dr. Jerrod Keplar and his young children, Jan and Jace, as well as their pet 



monkey, Blip. With the colony’s defenses overwhelmed, all seems lost — but these ruthless pirates 

didn’t count on the wild card that is Space Ghost! 

 

This debut issue also includes covers from some of the finest ar!sts in the known universe — 

including FRANCESCO MATTINA, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, BJORN BARENDS, and MICHAEL CHO! 

(STL315761) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240134 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR G MATTINA FOIL VIRGIN 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco MaYna 

Greed and corrup!on flourish in the darkness between stars. With the territories of the Galac!c 

Federa!on spread far and wide across the vastness of space, pirates and hijackers ransack the distant 

colonies with cruel disregard for the innocent scien!sts living within them. 

 

Yet there is a cosmic vigilante who metes out jus!ce throughout the galaxy, bringing vengeance to 

those prey upon the defenseless. 

 

Some say he is a policeman who has abandoned the strictures of the law. Others say he is a 

phantom, the sole survivor of a war-torn planet. And those who have survived his wrath claim he is 

more a force of nature, able to bend the very elements of Crea!on to decimate his enemies. 

 

They call him the SPACE GHOST — and his adventures begin here! 

 

Award-winning writer DAVID PEPOSE (Punisher) and superstar ar!st JONATHAN LAU (Vampirella 

Strikes) kick off this ac!on-packed series with a surprise aGack on Space Colony Omicron — home of 

the brilliant scien!st Dr. Jerrod Keplar and his young children, Jan and Jace, as well as their pet 

monkey, Blip. With the colony’s defenses overwhelmed, all seems lost — but these ruthless pirates 

didn’t count on the wild card that is Space Ghost! 

 

This debut issue also includes covers from some of the finest ar!sts in the known universe — 

including FRANCESCO MATTINA, JAE LEE & JUNE CHUNG, BJORN BARENDS, and MICHAEL CHO! 

(STL315764) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 



MAR240135 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR H LEE & CHUNG PREMIUM METAL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL315765) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240136 

SPACE GHOST #1 CVR I BARENDS LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Bjorn Barends 

Get Bjorn Barends's cover for Space Ghost #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL315766) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240148 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #2 CVR A MIDDLETON 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joshua Middleton 

Armed with a bloodstained map and the tale of a warlock’s treasure, the She-Devil With a Sword sets 

out on her quest for a dead city forgoGen to history. The way is long and arduous, and danger lurks 

around every corner — but so too do some brave souls who share Sonja’s thirst for adventure. As the 

days turn into weeks, Sonja and her growing company move ever closer to their goal — but are her 

companions really who they appear to be? 

 

The first Red Sonja tale penned by 30 Days of Night’s STEVE NILES takes flight in this spectacular 

second issue, featuring amazing interior art by ALESSANDRO AMORUSO and equally exci!ng covers 

from JOSHUA MIDDLETON, JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER, PHILLIP TAN, and cosplay by RACHEL 

HOLLON! (STL315803) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240149 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #2 CVR B LINSNER 



(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Armed with a bloodstained map and the tale of a warlock’s treasure, the She-Devil With a Sword sets 

out on her quest for a dead city forgoGen to history. The way is long and arduous, and danger lurks 

around every corner — but so too do some brave souls who share Sonja’s thirst for adventure. As the 

days turn into weeks, Sonja and her growing company move ever closer to their goal — but are her 

companions really who they appear to be? 

 

The first Red Sonja tale penned by 30 Days of Night’s STEVE NILES takes flight in this spectacular 

second issue, featuring amazing interior art by ALESSANDRO AMORUSO and equally exci!ng covers 

from JOSHUA MIDDLETON, JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER, PHILLIP TAN, and cosplay by RACHEL 

HOLLON! (STL315804) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240150 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #2 CVR C TAN 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Philip Tan 

Armed with a bloodstained map and the tale of a warlock’s treasure, the She-Devil With a Sword sets 

out on her quest for a dead city forgoGen to history. The way is long and arduous, and danger lurks 

around every corner — but so too do some brave souls who share Sonja’s thirst for adventure. As the 

days turn into weeks, Sonja and her growing company move ever closer to their goal — but are her 

companions really who they appear to be? 

 

The first Red Sonja tale penned by 30 Days of Night’s STEVE NILES takes flight in this spectacular 

second issue, featuring amazing interior art by ALESSANDRO AMORUSO and equally exci!ng covers 

from JOSHUA MIDDLETON, JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER, PHILLIP TAN, and cosplay by RACHEL 

HOLLON! (STL315805) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240151 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #2 CVR D COSPLAY 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA)  Cosplay 

Armed with a bloodstained map and the tale of a warlock’s treasure, the She-Devil With a Sword sets 

out on her quest for a dead city forgoGen to history. The way is long and arduous, and danger lurks 

around every corner — but so too do some brave souls who share Sonja’s thirst for adventure. As the 

days turn into weeks, Sonja and her growing company move ever closer to their goal — but are her 

companions really who they appear to be? 

 



The first Red Sonja tale penned by 30 Days of Night’s STEVE NILES takes flight in this spectacular 

second issue, featuring amazing interior art by ALESSANDRO AMORUSO and equally exci!ng covers 

from JOSHUA MIDDLETON, JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER, PHILLIP TAN, and cosplay by RACHEL 

HOLLON! (STL315806) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240152 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #2 CVR E MIDDLETON FOIL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joshua Middleton 

Armed with a bloodstained map and the tale of a warlock’s treasure, the She-Devil With a Sword sets 

out on her quest for a dead city forgoGen to history. The way is long and arduous, and danger lurks 

around every corner — but so too do some brave souls who share Sonja’s thirst for adventure. As the 

days turn into weeks, Sonja and her growing company move ever closer to their goal — but are her 

companions really who they appear to be? 

 

The first Red Sonja tale penned by 30 Days of Night’s STEVE NILES takes flight in this spectacular 

second issue, featuring amazing interior art by ALESSANDRO AMORUSO and equally exci!ng covers 

from JOSHUA MIDDLETON, JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER, PHILLIP TAN, and cosplay by RACHEL 

HOLLON! (STL315807) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240153 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #2 CVR F MIDDLETON LTD VIRGIN (C: 0- 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joshua Middleton 

Get Joshua Middleton's cover for Red Sonja: Empire of the Damned #2 free of trade dress with this 

Limited, Virgin Edi!on! (STL315808) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240164 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR A NAKAYAMA 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) David Nakayama 

With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 



 

Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315819) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240165 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR B PARRILLO 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 

 

Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315820) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240166 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR C SHALVEY 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Declan Shalvey 

With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 

 

Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315821) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240167 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR D LEE & CHUNG 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 

 

Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315822) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240168 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR E TAO 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Ivan Tao 

With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 

 

Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315823) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240169 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR F ACTION FIGURE 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss 



With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 

 

Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315824) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240170 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR G PARRILLO FOIL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 

 

Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315825) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, 

U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240171 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR H PARRILLO FOIL VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

With the Sword of Omens broken, and biGer division spreading over what to do with Calica, the 

ThunderCats are in turmoil — and the !me is ripe for Mumm-Ra to strike! Cas!ng aside his 

diminished appearance, the devil-priest aGacks with his legion of mummified Mu’Tants. It’s the 

moment of truth for Lion-O — will he prove himself to be a worthy leader? Or will his youth and 

inexperience condemn the last survivors of Thundera to their final doom? 

 



Find out in the planet-shaking climax to the first ThunderCats story arc —brought to life by the 

acclaimed crea!ve team of DECLAN SHALVEY (Old Dog, Hero Killer) and DREW MOSS (Gargoyles: 

Dark Ages) and adorned with excep!onal covers from DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, JAE LEE & 

JUNE CHUNG, SHALVEY, and MOSS! (STL315826) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, 

U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240172 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR I NAKAYAMA METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) David Nakayama 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL315827) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240173 

THUNDERCATS #4 CVR J NAKAYAMA LTD VIRGIN 

(W) Declan Shalvey (A) Drew Moss (CA) David Nakayama 

Get David Nakayama's cover for ThunderCats #4 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL315828) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, 

Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240185 

HERCULES #2 CVR A KAMBADAIS 

(W) EllioG Kalan (A/CA) George Kambadais 

OLYMPUS IS FALLING! 

 

AJer being ghosted by Aphrodite, Hercules suspects that the goddess of love may have been the 

vic!m of malevolent forces. But before he can inves!gate much further, he’s tasked with another 

Olympian mission — this !me on behalf of Aphrodite’s husband Haphaestus, god of the forge, who 

enlists Hercules to track down a clockwork war machine that might be responsible for his wife’s 

mysterious disappearance. 



 

However, when Hercules — joined by the always-helpful Phil and the newly incarnated Galatea — 

pursues the rogue automaton, Haphaestus goes missing as well. And while losing one god could 

simply be bad luck, losing two in as many days seems more like a conspiracy! 

 

CraJed by the divinely inspired team of Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily 

Show) and Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, Hercules #2 also features classical covers by 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! (STL315788) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240186 

HERCULES #2 CVR B LOLLI 

(W) EllioG Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) MaGeo Lolli 

OLYMPUS IS FALLING! 

 

AJer being ghosted by Aphrodite, Hercules suspects that the goddess of love may have been the 

vic!m of malevolent forces. But before he can inves!gate much further, he’s tasked with another 

Olympian mission — this !me on behalf of Aphrodite’s husband Haphaestus, god of the forge, who 

enlists Hercules to track down a clockwork war machine that might be responsible for his wife’s 

mysterious disappearance. 

 

However, when Hercules — joined by the always-helpful Phil and the newly incarnated Galatea — 

pursues the rogue automaton, Haphaestus goes missing as well. And while losing one god could 

simply be bad luck, losing two in as many days seems more like a conspiracy! 

 

CraJed by the divinely inspired team of Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily 

Show) and Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, Hercules #2 also features classical covers by 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! (STL315789) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240187 

HERCULES #2 CVR C TOMASELLI 

(W) EllioG Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

OLYMPUS IS FALLING! 



 

AJer being ghosted by Aphrodite, Hercules suspects that the goddess of love may have been the 

vic!m of malevolent forces. But before he can inves!gate much further, he’s tasked with another 

Olympian mission — this !me on behalf of Aphrodite’s husband Haphaestus, god of the forge, who 

enlists Hercules to track down a clockwork war machine that might be responsible for his wife’s 

mysterious disappearance. 

 

However, when Hercules — joined by the always-helpful Phil and the newly incarnated Galatea — 

pursues the rogue automaton, Haphaestus goes missing as well. And while losing one god could 

simply be bad luck, losing two in as many days seems more like a conspiracy! 

 

CraJed by the divinely inspired team of Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily 

Show) and Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, Hercules #2 also features classical covers by 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! (STL315790) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240188 

HERCULES #2 CVR D RANALDI NEGATIVE SPACE 

(W) EllioG Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Alessandro Ranaldi 

OLYMPUS IS FALLING! 

 

AJer being ghosted by Aphrodite, Hercules suspects that the goddess of love may have been the 

vic!m of malevolent forces. But before he can inves!gate much further, he’s tasked with another 

Olympian mission — this !me on behalf of Aphrodite’s husband Haphaestus, god of the forge, who 

enlists Hercules to track down a clockwork war machine that might be responsible for his wife’s 

mysterious disappearance. 

 

However, when Hercules — joined by the always-helpful Phil and the newly incarnated Galatea — 

pursues the rogue automaton, Haphaestus goes missing as well. And while losing one god could 

simply be bad luck, losing two in as many days seems more like a conspiracy! 

 

CraJed by the divinely inspired team of Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily 

Show) and Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, Hercules #2 also features classical covers by 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! (STL315791) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR240189 

HERCULES #2 CVR E KAMBADAIS FOIL 

(W) EllioG Kalan (A/CA) George Kambadais 

OLYMPUS IS FALLING! 

 

AJer being ghosted by Aphrodite, Hercules suspects that the goddess of love may have been the 

vic!m of malevolent forces. But before he can inves!gate much further, he’s tasked with another 

Olympian mission — this !me on behalf of Aphrodite’s husband Haphaestus, god of the forge, who 

enlists Hercules to track down a clockwork war machine that might be responsible for his wife’s 

mysterious disappearance. 

 

However, when Hercules — joined by the always-helpful Phil and the newly incarnated Galatea — 

pursues the rogue automaton, Haphaestus goes missing as well. And while losing one god could 

simply be bad luck, losing two in as many days seems more like a conspiracy! 

 

CraJed by the divinely inspired team of Emmy Award-winning writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily 

Show) and Gargoyles ar!st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, Hercules #2 also features classical covers by 

KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! (STL315792) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240190 

HERCULES #2 CVR F LOLLI LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioG Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) MaGeo Lolli 

Get MaGeo Lolli's cover for Hercules #2 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL315793) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240191 

HERCULES #2 CVR G TOMASELLI METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioG Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 



limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL315794) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240200 

LILO & STITCH #5 CVR A BALDARI (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) NicoleGa Baldari 

A STITCH IN TIME! 

 

The irrepressible S!tch is racking up the frequent fleeing miles, staying just a few steps ahead of the 

Cluster Sovereign’s whirlwind pursuit of the blue-furred Experiment 626 around the globe! 

 

Bolstering the extraterrestrially talented team of writer GREG PAK and ar!st GIULIA GIACOMINO are 

cover contribu!ons from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG 

ROUSSEAU! (STL315860) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240201 

LILO & STITCH #5 CVR B FORSTNER (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Trish Forstner 

A STITCH IN TIME! 

 

The irrepressible S!tch is racking up the frequent fleeing miles, staying just a few steps ahead of the 

Cluster Sovereign’s whirlwind pursuit of the blue-furred Experiment 626 around the globe! 

 

Bolstering the extraterrestrially talented team of writer GREG PAK and ar!st GIULIA GIACOMINO are 

cover contribu!ons from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG 

ROUSSEAU! (STL315861) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240202 

LILO & STITCH #5 CVR C GALMON (C: 1-0-0) 



(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Edwin Galmon 

A STITCH IN TIME! 

 

The irrepressible S!tch is racking up the frequent fleeing miles, staying just a few steps ahead of the 

Cluster Sovereign’s whirlwind pursuit of the blue-furred Experiment 626 around the globe! 

 

Bolstering the extraterrestrially talented team of writer GREG PAK and ar!st GIULIA GIACOMINO are 

cover contribu!ons from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG 

ROUSSEAU! (STL315862) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240203 

LILO & STITCH #5 CVR D ROUSSEAU COLOR BLEED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Craig Rousseau 

A STITCH IN TIME! 

 

The irrepressible S!tch is racking up the frequent fleeing miles, staying just a few steps ahead of the 

Cluster Sovereign’s whirlwind pursuit of the blue-furred Experiment 626 around the globe! 

 

Bolstering the extraterrestrially talented team of writer GREG PAK and ar!st GIULIA GIACOMINO are 

cover contribu!ons from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG 

ROUSSEAU! (STL315863) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240208 

GARGOYLES QUEST #5 CVR A CRAIN (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Clayton Crain 

JOURNEY'S END! 

 

Despite Goliath’s heroic efforts to stop her, Demona has succeeded in assembling the three New Keys 

to Power — and now, with all of humanity helpless to resist her commands, she faces a final 

showdown with the ManhaGan Clan! 



 

Writer and Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar!st PASQUALE QUALANO pull out all the stops 

for the epic finale of Gargoyles: Quest, supported by superla!ve covers from CLAYTON CRAIN, JAE 

LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and DREW MOSS! (STL315870) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, 

U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240209 

GARGOYLES QUEST #5 CVR B LEE & CHUNG (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

JOURNEY'S END! 

 

Despite Goliath’s heroic efforts to stop her, Demona has succeeded in assembling the three New Keys 

to Power — and now, with all of humanity helpless to resist her commands, she faces a final 

showdown with the ManhaGan Clan! 

 

Writer and Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar!st PASQUALE QUALANO pull out all the stops 

for the epic finale of Gargoyles: Quest, supported by superla!ve covers from CLAYTON CRAIN, JAE 

LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and DREW MOSS! (STL315871) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, 

U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240210 

GARGOYLES QUEST #5 CVR C MOSS COLOR BLEED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Drew Moss 

JOURNEY'S END! 

 

Despite Goliath’s heroic efforts to stop her, Demona has succeeded in assembling the three New Keys 

to Power — and now, with all of humanity helpless to resist her commands, she faces a final 

showdown with the ManhaGan Clan! 

 

Writer and Gargoyles creator GREG WEISMAN and ar!st PASQUALE QUALANO pull out all the stops 

for the epic finale of Gargoyles: Quest, supported by superla!ve covers from CLAYTON CRAIN, JAE 

LEE & JUNE CHUNG, and DREW MOSS! (STL315872) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, 

U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR240211 

GARGOYLES QUEST #5 CVR D CRAIN METAL PREMIUM (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Clayton Crain 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi!on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las!ng dye-infused prin!ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi!on enhancement ligh!ng the collec!ng community on fire! (STL315873) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240212 

GARGOYLES QUEST #5 CVR E CRAIN LTD VIRGIN (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Pasquale Qualano (CA) Clayton Crain 

Get Clayton Crain's cover for Gargoyles: Quest #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL315874) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240216 

DISNEY VILLAINS CRUELLA DE VIL #1 MIDDLETON B&W RED DE EXC V 

(CA) Joshua Middleton 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this fabulously stylish black, white, and red 

version of Joshua Middleton's instantly iconic cover for Disney Villains: Cruella De Vil #1 is now being 

offered to retailers at net cost; see this month's PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315936) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR240217 

NEGADUCK #1 MIDDLETON DICHROMATIC REDGREEN DE EXC VAR  

(CA) Joshua Middleton 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, Joshua Middleton's atmospheric rendi!on of his 

defini!vely dastardly cover art for Negaduck #1 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see this 

month's PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315938) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  



 

MAR240218 

NEGADUCK #2 LEE LINE ART VIRGIN DE EXC VAR (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jae Lee 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this striking line art edi!on of Jae Lee's 

masterfully composed cover for Negaduck #2 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see this 

month's PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315942) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR240219 

NEGADUCK #2 CANGIALOSI VIRGI DE EXC VAR (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Ciro Cangialosi 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this trade-dress free edi!on of Ciro Cangialosi's 

exquisite cover art for Negaduck #2 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see this month's 

PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315944) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR240220 

GARGOYLES HALLOWEEN SP #1 PUEBLA COLOR V2 DE EXC VAR ( 

(CA) Rebeca Puebla 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this alterna!vely colored edi!on of Rebecca 

Puebla's celebrated cover for Gargoyles Halloween di!on Special #1 is now being offered to retailers 

at net cost; see this month's PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315947) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR240221 

GARGOYLES HALLOWEEN SP #1 PUEBLA DE EXC VAR WEISMAN SGN (Net 

(CA) Rebeca Puebla 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this alterna!vely colored edi!on of Rebecca 

Puebla's celebrated cover for Gargoyles Halloween di!on Special #1 is now being offered to retailers 

at net cost; see this month's PREVIEWS order form for details! 

A limited number of copies signed by writer and Gargoyles series creator Greg Weisman is also 

available! (STL315949) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  



 

MAR240222 

NEGADUCK #3 LEE LINE ART VIRGIN DE EXC VAR (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jae Lee 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this drama!c linea art edi!on of Jae Lee's 

posi!vely calligraphic cover for Negaduck #3 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see this 

month's PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315946) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR240223 

VAMPIRELLA #669 CVR A PARRILLO 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

In chapter Four of “Beyond,” the truth strikes home as Vampi finally realizes that reality as she has 

known it has been radically changed — for the beGer! Having now discovered the source of this 

universe-wide retcon, she is challenged to engage an old enemy in order to return everything to 

normal. But the ques!on is: should she? 

The celebra!on of Vampirella’s sixth decade in comics — and the countdown to issue #700 — picks 

up speed with Vampirella #669, craJed by the acclaimed crea!ve team of CHRISTOPHER PRIEST and 

ERGÜN GÜNDÜZ, and featuring !meless new covers from LUCIO PARRILLO, ELIAS CHATZOUDIS, and 

CARLA COHEN! (STL315848) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240224 

VAMPIRELLA #669 CVR B CHATZOUDIS 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Elias Chatzoudis 

In chapter Four of “Beyond,” the truth strikes home as Vampi finally realizes that reality as she has 

known it has been radically changed — for the beGer! Having now discovered the source of this 

universe-wide retcon, she is challenged to engage an old enemy in order to return everything to 

normal. But the ques!on is: should she? 

The celebra!on of Vampirella’s sixth decade in comics — and the countdown to issue #700 — picks 

up speed with Vampirella #669, craJed by the acclaimed crea!ve team of CHRISTOPHER PRIEST and 

ERGÜN GÜNDÜZ, and featuring !meless new covers from LUCIO PARRILLO, ELIAS CHATZOUDIS, and 

CARLA COHEN! (STL315849) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240225 



VAMPIRELLA #669 CVR C COHEN 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Carla Cohen 

In chapter Four of “Beyond,” the truth strikes home as Vampi finally realizes that reality as she has 

known it has been radically changed — for the beGer! Having now discovered the source of this 

universe-wide retcon, she is challenged to engage an old enemy in order to return everything to 

normal. But the ques!on is: should she? 

The celebra!on of Vampirella’s sixth decade in comics — and the countdown to issue #700 — picks 

up speed with Vampirella #669, craJed by the acclaimed crea!ve team of CHRISTOPHER PRIEST and 

ERGÜN GÜNDÜZ, and featuring !meless new covers from LUCIO PARRILLO, ELIAS CHATZOUDIS, and 

CARLA COHEN! (STL315850) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240226 

VAMPIRELLA #669 CVR D COSPLAY 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA)  Cosplay 

In chapter Four of “Beyond,” the truth strikes home as Vampi finally realizes that reality as she has 

known it has been radically changed — for the beGer! Having now discovered the source of this 

universe-wide retcon, she is challenged to engage an old enemy in order to return everything to 

normal. But the ques!on is: should she? 

The celebra!on of Vampirella’s sixth decade in comics — and the countdown to issue #700 — picks 

up speed with Vampirella #669, craJed by the acclaimed crea!ve team of CHRISTOPHER PRIEST and 

ERGÜN GÜNDÜZ, and featuring !meless new covers from LUCIO PARRILLO, ELIAS CHATZOUDIS, and 

CARLA COHEN! (STL315851) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240227 

VAMPIRELLA #669 CVR E PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for Vampirella #669 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL315852) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240235 

O/A VAMPIRELLA JOSE GONZALEZ VINTAGE POSTER NEW PTG (MR) 

(A) Jose Gonzalez 



You've been begging for it! Now, you got it! Dynamite is reprin!ng one of the crown jewels of 

Vampirella collec!bles: the Jose Gonzalez Door Poster! Die hard Vampi fans have oJen paid top 

dollar for this, but now you too will finally be able to take one home! Measures 24" x 72". This 

special edi!on of the poster will bear a small Vampirella 40th Anniversary logo on the boGom. 

Limited to 500! (STK429751) 

MATURE THEMES 

24x72, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

MAR240236 

O/A VAMPIRELLA TAROT CARDS SET 

Dynamite Entertainment celebrates the vibrant history of the one and only Vampirella with a 

func!oning Tarot Card Deck that captures the !meless images of the 1969 Vampirella Magazine art 

in a unique and enjoyable collec!ble.  Created in 1969 by horror icon Forrest J. Ackerman, Vampirella 

has thrived for nearly 50 years delivering classic tales of terror in comics, graphic novels, and 

magazines.  These cover images helped to define the horror comic genre with master illustrators like 

Frank FrazeGa, Sanjulian, Bill Hughes, Jose Gonzalez, Enrich, Esteban Maroto, and Paul Gulacy along 

with a host of other legendary contribu!ng ar!sts.   

 

This first game offering from Dynamite Entertainment is a fun and exci!ng way to immerse yourself 

in the world of Vampirella.  This set of 78 Vampirella Tarot cards illustrates the major and minor 

arcana and comes in a deluxe illustrated box with instruc!ons for divining the future.  The cards are 

built in a beau!ful art deco style that embraces the vintage look and feel of the classic Vampirella 

Magazine covers. (STL061091) 

3x5 SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240237 

O/A GONZALEZ VAMPIRELLA 50TH ANN PREMIUM ENAMEL PIN 

(CA) Jose Gonzalez 

2019 marks Vampirella's 50th year as the "ul!mate queen of the vampires" and Dynamite is 

celebra!ng her long history with two premium enamel pins represen!ng her past and present. 

Renown illustrator, Jose Gonzalez, created one of Vampirella's most iconic images that con!nues to 

exemplify her character to this day, making this strong and impressive pose the clear choice to 

represent Vampirella's origins 50 years ago. (STL124073) 

FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240238 

O/A CHAOS 25TH ANN ULTRA PREMIUM SKETCH CARD (C: 0-1-2) 



Celebrate the CHAOS! 25TH ANNIVERSARY as everyone's favorite an!-heroes debut in a special 

Dynamite series of one-of-a-kind hand-drawn original art signed sketch cards! Every signed 

sketchcard features a color ink or ultra-rare, gold ink signature and is individually packaged in a 

special CHAOS! 25th Anniversary envelope! 

Horror-filled art showcases 25 gory years of Evil Ernie, Lady Demon, Chas!ty, Mistress Hel, Purgatori 

and many more! All your CHAOS! Horror Universe favorites like never before… not for the faint of 

heart! 

Sketch Card ar!sts include; Roy Cover, Aaron Bolduc, Aaron Swafford, Allen Douglas, Andrew Edge, 

Andy Bohn, Anthony Richichi, April Reyna, Arwenn Necker, Ashley Marsh, Barry Renshaw, Bianca 

Thompson, Bobby Blakey, Brad Hudson, Bryan Abston, Carlos Parker, Clara Bujtor, Dan Curto, Daniel 

Gorman, Danielle Steely, Darren Coburn-James, Diego Ayala, Edward San!a, Elias Melendes, Ernest 

Romero, Fernando Jimenez, Huy Truong, Jason Miller, Jason Mooers, Jeffrey C. Benitez, Joe DelBeato, 

John Mar!n, Jon Mangini, Karl Jones, Ken Haeser, Kevin B. Cleveland, Kris!n Allen, Lee Hunt, Lam-

Na!on, Mai Irving, Marcia Dye, Mariano Nicieza, Mark Stroud, MaG BuYch, MaG Stewart, Michael 

Metlen, Mick Trimble, Mikey Chiume Jr., Mitch Ballard, Monty Anderson, Norvien Basio, Rich 

Molinelli and many more! 

NOTE - Includes 1 card per envelope (STL168234) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $35.00 

 

MAR240239 

BRANDON SANDERSON WHITE SAND OMNIBUS TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brandon Sanderson, Rik Hoskin (A) Julius Gopez & Various (CA) Nabetse Zitro 

The epic tale by New York Times best-selling author Brandon Sanderson returns in an incredible 

deluxe anniversary omnibus edi!on! Celebra!ng five years since the !tle’s debut, we have collected 

all three volumes of this seminal tale into a massive, nearly 500-page tome that tells the complete 

story in a single beau!ful trade paperback. 

 

On the planet of Taldain, the legendary Sand Masters harness arcane powers to manipulate sand in 

spectacular ways. But when they are slaughtered in a sinister conspiracy, the weakest of their 

number, Kenton, believes himself to be the only survivor. With enemies closing in on all sides, Kenton 

forges an unlikely partnership with Khriss — a mysterious Darksider who hides secrets of her own. 

Assassins are coming for them from all direc!ons, and Kenton's only true ally is Khriss, a visitor from 

the other side of the planet who has an agenda of her own to pursue. 

 

WriGen by BRANDON SANDERSON and RIK HOSKIN and illustrated by JULIUS GOPEZ, FRITZ CASAS 

and JULIUS OHTA, this mesmerizing saga will cap!vate you with powerful characters in an uncanny 

world that only a master storyteller like Sanderson can deliver! (STL313712) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 496pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 



 

MAR240240 

MADBALLS VS GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SLIME AGAIN TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sholly Fisch (A) Jason Crosby (CA) Joe Simko 

Your freaky favorites, the Madballs and Garbage Pail Kids, are at it again. But this !me the chaos 

can’t be confined to a single neighborhood as we trace the en!re history of Madballs / GPK feud — 

burs!ng (and oozing) out across the ages! 

 

Star!ng at the dawn of !me, the Earth is ruled by furry, apelike beasts — oh, wait, that’s just Kim 

Kong! From their neighboring caves, the Cro-Madballs and Neanderthal Pail Kids constantly try to 

one-up each other! Then it’s on to the !mes of pirates, cowboys, and astronauts! 

 

Available in both trade paperback and hardcover edi!ons, this epochal tale collects all four issues of 

the series wriGen by SHOLLY FISCH and illustrated by JASON CROSBY (with full cover galleries from 

CROSBY, JOE SIMKO, and KEN HAESER), and also features puzzle and ac!vity pages that invite kids to 

dumpster-dive in and get their own hands dirty as they play alongside their favorite creepy 

characters! (STL304099) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240241 

MADBALLS VS GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SLIME AGAIN HC 

(W) Sholly Fisch (A) Jason Crosby (CA) Joe Simko 

Your freaky favorites, the Madballs and Garbage Pail Kids, are at it again. But this !me the chaos 

can’t be confined to a single neighborhood as we trace the en!re history of Madballs / GPK feud — 

burs!ng (and oozing) out across the ages! 

 

Star!ng at the dawn of !me, the Earth is ruled by furry, apelike beasts — oh, wait, that’s just Kim 

Kong! From their neighboring caves, the Cro-Madballs and Neanderthal Pail Kids constantly try to 

one-up each other! Then it’s on to the !mes of pirates, cowboys, and astronauts! 

 

Available in both trade paperback and hardcover edi!ons, this epochal tale collects all four issues of 

the series wriGen by SHOLLY FISCH and illustrated by JASON CROSBY (with full cover galleries from 

CROSBY, JOE SIMKO, and KEN HAESER), and also features puzzle and ac!vity pages that invite kids to 

dumpster-dive in and get their own hands dirty as they play alongside their favorite creepy 

characters! (STL304100) 

HC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 



MAR240242 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #4 CVR A ACOSTA 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Dave Acosta 

Elvira is lost in the psychedelic madness of Dreamland, with no escape plan, no tour guide, and the 

last copy of the book every evil space god in the universe wants to get its tentacles on — the 

Necronomicon! Can a showgirl survive in a world full of monsters that look like 1970s prog rock 

album covers? Will LovecraJ rescue her, or trap her there for all eternity? You never know with that 

guy. Find out for sure in Chapter Four of this otherworldly comedy from author DAVID AVALLONE 

(Elvira in Monsterland, BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar!st KEWBER BAAL (Vampirella) — featuring non-

Euclidean covers from BAAL, DAVE ACOSTA, ROBERT HACK, and the Mistress of the Dark Herself! 

(STL315840) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240243 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #4 CVR B BAAL 

(W) David Avallone (A/CA) Kewber Baal 

Elvira is lost in the psychedelic madness of Dreamland, with no escape plan, no tour guide, and the 

last copy of the book every evil space god in the universe wants to get its tentacles on — the 

Necronomicon! Can a showgirl survive in a world full of monsters that look like 1970s prog rock 

album covers? Will LovecraJ rescue her, or trap her there for all eternity? You never know with that 

guy. Find out for sure in Chapter Four of this otherworldly comedy from author DAVID AVALLONE 

(Elvira in Monsterland, BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar!st KEWBER BAAL (Vampirella) — featuring non-

Euclidean covers from BAAL, DAVE ACOSTA, ROBERT HACK, and the Mistress of the Dark Herself! 

(STL315841) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240244 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #4 CVR C HACK 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Robert Hack 

Elvira is lost in the psychedelic madness of Dreamland, with no escape plan, no tour guide, and the 

last copy of the book every evil space god in the universe wants to get its tentacles on — the 

Necronomicon! Can a showgirl survive in a world full of monsters that look like 1970s prog rock 

album covers? Will LovecraJ rescue her, or trap her there for all eternity? You never know with that 

guy. Find out for sure in Chapter Four of this otherworldly comedy from author DAVID AVALLONE 

(Elvira in Monsterland, BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar!st KEWBER BAAL (Vampirella) — featuring non-

Euclidean covers from BAAL, DAVE ACOSTA, ROBERT HACK, and the Mistress of the Dark Herself! 

(STL315842) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR240245 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #4 CVR D PHOTO 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA)  Photo 

Elvira is lost in the psychedelic madness of Dreamland, with no escape plan, no tour guide, and the 

last copy of the book every evil space god in the universe wants to get its tentacles on — the 

Necronomicon! Can a showgirl survive in a world full of monsters that look like 1970s prog rock 

album covers? Will LovecraJ rescue her, or trap her there for all eternity? You never know with that 

guy. Find out for sure in Chapter Four of this otherworldly comedy from author DAVID AVALLONE 

(Elvira in Monsterland, BeYe Page: Unbound) and ar!st KEWBER BAAL (Vampirella) — featuring non-

Euclidean covers from BAAL, DAVE ACOSTA, ROBERT HACK, and the Mistress of the Dark Herself! 

(STL315843) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240246 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #4 CVR E ACOSTA LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Dave Acosta 

Get Dave Acosta's cover for Elvira Meets H.P. LovecraJ #4 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi!on! (STL315844) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240250 

AOD FOREVER #8 CVR A BARENDS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Bjorn Barends 

In this issue: Ash and the Necronomicon Baby join forces and set out to unite the Necronomicons 

from the past, present, and future in a desperate bid to straighten out the !meline once and for all 

— and maybe, just maybe… save the world! 

 

Answering the age-old ques!ons posed by the ending of Army of Darkness: The Director’s Cut, writer 

TONY FLEECS and ar!st POP MHAN prepare to rewrite history with Army of Darkness Forever #8 — 

supported by a quartet of incredible covers by FLEECS, BJORN BARENDS, ARTHUR SUYDAM, and 

CHRIS BURNHAM! (STL315883) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240251 

AOD FOREVER #8 CVR B SUYDAM 



(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Arthur Suydam 

In this issue: Ash and the Necronomicon Baby join forces and set out to unite the Necronomicons 

from the past, present, and future in a desperate bid to straighten out the !meline once and for all 

— and maybe, just maybe… save the world! 

 

Answering the age-old ques!ons posed by the ending of Army of Darkness: The Director’s Cut, writer 

TONY FLEECS and ar!st POP MHAN prepare to rewrite history with Army of Darkness Forever #8 — 

supported by a quartet of incredible covers by FLEECS, BJORN BARENDS, ARTHUR SUYDAM, and 

CHRIS BURNHAM! (STL315884) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240252 

AOD FOREVER #8 CVR C FLEECS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Tony Fleecs 

In this issue: Ash and the Necronomicon Baby join forces and set out to unite the Necronomicons 

from the past, present, and future in a desperate bid to straighten out the !meline once and for all 

— and maybe, just maybe… save the world! 

 

Answering the age-old ques!ons posed by the ending of Army of Darkness: The Director’s Cut, writer 

TONY FLEECS and ar!st POP MHAN prepare to rewrite history with Army of Darkness Forever #8 — 

supported by a quartet of incredible covers by FLEECS, BJORN BARENDS, ARTHUR SUYDAM, and 

CHRIS BURNHAM! (STL315885) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240253 

AOD FOREVER #8 CVR D BURNHAM 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Chris Burnham 

In this issue: Ash and the Necronomicon Baby join forces and set out to unite the Necronomicons 

from the past, present, and future in a desperate bid to straighten out the !meline once and for all 

— and maybe, just maybe… save the world! 

 

Answering the age-old ques!ons posed by the ending of Army of Darkness: The Director’s Cut, writer 

TONY FLEECS and ar!st POP MHAN prepare to rewrite history with Army of Darkness Forever #8 — 

supported by a quartet of incredible covers by FLEECS, BJORN BARENDS, ARTHUR SUYDAM, and 

CHRIS BURNHAM! (STL315886) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR240258 

JAMES BOND 007 (2024) #5 CVR A JOHNSON 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Rapha Lobosco (CA) Dave Johnson 

Hot on the trail of the stolen STALVODA compound, Bond finds himself in strife-torn Syria, where an 

old ally may be able to provide some new intelligence. But when 007 s!rs up a local hornet’s nest, 

the response involves every gun they’ve acquired in more than 10 years of civil war. Dras!c ac!on is 

called for, as !me is fast running out for the Bri!sh agent — and the world! 

 

Featuring a statuesque cover by DAVE JOHNSON (100 Bullets, Superman: Red Son, Deadpool) and 

intriguing interiors by 007 veteran RAPHA LOBOSCO (James Bond: Black Box), Part Five of “Your Cold, 

Cold Heart” from comics legend GARTH ENNIS stokes the fires of celebra!on for a decade of James 

Bond comics at Dynamite! (STL315882) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240259 

RED SONJA 2023 #11 CVR A PARRILLO 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

In this issue: To fight against the gods that her own ac!ons have unleashed, Red Sonja must strike a 

deal with the devil. But with Hyboria in chaos and all-out war raging, will this last-ditch alliance be 

able to stem the !de of destruc!on sweeping over the realms? It doesn’t look good — but then 

again, the graveyards are full of people who underes!mated the She-Devil With a Sword! 

 

WriGen in fire across the sky by TORUNN GRØNBEKK and WALTER GEOVANI, Red Sonja #11 is 

heralded by proud banners of every hue from GEOVANI, LUCIO PARRILLO, BJORN BARENDS, JOSEPH 

MICHAEL LINSNER, and cosplay by AMY GREGORY! (STL315891) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240260 

RED SONJA 2023 #11 CVR B BARENDS 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Bjorn Barends 

In this issue: To fight against the gods that her own ac!ons have unleashed, Red Sonja must strike a 

deal with the devil. But with Hyboria in chaos and all-out war raging, will this last-ditch alliance be 

able to stem the !de of destruc!on sweeping over the realms? It doesn’t look good — but then 

again, the graveyards are full of people who underes!mated the She-Devil With a Sword! 

 



WriGen in fire across the sky by TORUNN GRØNBEKK and WALTER GEOVANI, Red Sonja #11 is 

heralded by proud banners of every hue from GEOVANI, LUCIO PARRILLO, BJORN BARENDS, JOSEPH 

MICHAEL LINSNER, and cosplay by AMY GREGORY! (STL315892) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240261 

RED SONJA 2023 #11 CVR C LINSNER 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

In this issue: To fight against the gods that her own ac!ons have unleashed, Red Sonja must strike a 

deal with the devil. But with Hyboria in chaos and all-out war raging, will this last-ditch alliance be 

able to stem the !de of destruc!on sweeping over the realms? It doesn’t look good — but then 

again, the graveyards are full of people who underes!mated the She-Devil With a Sword! 

 

WriGen in fire across the sky by TORUNN GRØNBEKK and WALTER GEOVANI, Red Sonja #11 is 

heralded by proud banners of every hue from GEOVANI, LUCIO PARRILLO, BJORN BARENDS, JOSEPH 

MICHAEL LINSNER, and cosplay by AMY GREGORY! (STL315893) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240262 

RED SONJA 2023 #11 CVR D GEOVANI 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A/CA) Walter Geovani 

In this issue: To fight against the gods that her own ac!ons have unleashed, Red Sonja must strike a 

deal with the devil. But with Hyboria in chaos and all-out war raging, will this last-ditch alliance be 

able to stem the !de of destruc!on sweeping over the realms? It doesn’t look good — but then 

again, the graveyards are full of people who underes!mated the She-Devil With a Sword! 

 

WriGen in fire across the sky by TORUNN GRØNBEKK and WALTER GEOVANI, Red Sonja #11 is 

heralded by proud banners of every hue from GEOVANI, LUCIO PARRILLO, BJORN BARENDS, JOSEPH 

MICHAEL LINSNER, and cosplay by AMY GREGORY! (STL315894) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240263 

RED SONJA 2023 #11 CVR E COSPLAY 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA)  Cosplay 

In this issue: To fight against the gods that her own ac!ons have unleashed, Red Sonja must strike a 

deal with the devil. But with Hyboria in chaos and all-out war raging, will this last-ditch alliance be 



able to stem the !de of destruc!on sweeping over the realms? It doesn’t look good — but then 

again, the graveyards are full of people who underes!mated the She-Devil With a Sword! 

 

WriGen in fire across the sky by TORUNN GRØNBEKK and WALTER GEOVANI, Red Sonja #11 is 

heralded by proud banners of every hue from GEOVANI, LUCIO PARRILLO, BJORN BARENDS, JOSEPH 

MICHAEL LINSNER, and cosplay by AMY GREGORY! (STL315895) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240270 

RED SONJA 2023 #11 CVR L PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Get Lucio Parrillo's cover for Red Sonja #11 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi!on! 

(STL315902) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240271 

BOYS SCRIPTBOOK SC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson & Various (CA) Darick Robertson 

"FiJeen years ago The Boys came out of nowhere- and the world of comics was changed forever. To 

celebrate the 15 year anniversary of this smash-hit series, Dynamite offers a rare look inside the 

crea!ve process, featuring a selec!on of scripts by series creator Garth Ennis, along with the 

accompanying art of The Boys co-creator Darick Robertson (also featuring the art of Russ Braun, 

Keith Burns and John McCrea). 

 

Included here are the scripts to issues #1, #21, #38, #47, #53, and # 65, along with these miniseries 

issues: Butcher #5 and Dear Becky #1. Each script features the accompanying art for a one-of-a-kind 

look into the crea!ve process of comics and graphic novel storytelling.  

 

Garth Ennis has been wri!ng comics since 1989. His credits include Preacher, The Boys, Crossed and 

Hitman, along with successful runs on The Punisher and Fury for Marvel Comics. He is par!cularly 

known for his war comics, including BaGlefields, War Stories, The Stringbags and Out of the Blue, as 

well a s a revival of the classic Bri!sh series Johnny Red. Originally from Northern Ireland, Ennis now 

lives in New York City with his wife, Ruth. 

" (STL225490) (MAR220614) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

192pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

MAR240272 

O/A BOYS SCRIPTBOOK SGN ED SC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson & Various (CA) Darick Robertson 

FiJeen years ago The Boys came out of nowhere- and the world of comics was changed forever. To 

celebrate the 15 year anniversary of this smash-hit series, Dynamite offers a rare look inside the 

crea!ve process, featuring a selec!on of scripts by series creator Garth Ennis, along with the 

accompanying art of The Boys co-creator Darick Robertson (also featuring the art of Russ Braun, 

Keith Burns and John McCrea). 

 

Included here are the scripts to issues #1, #21, #38, #47, #53, and # 65, along with these miniseries 

issues: Butcher #5 and Dear Becky #1. Each script features the accompanying art for a one-of-a-kind 

look into the crea!ve process of comics and graphic novel storytelling.  

 

Garth Ennis has been wri!ng comics since 1989. His credits include Preacher, The Boys, Crossed and 

Hitman, along with successful runs on The Punisher and Fury for Marvel Comics. He is par!cularly 

known for his war comics, including BaGlefields, War Stories, The Stringbags and Out of the Blue, as 

well a s a revival of the classic Bri!sh series Johnny Red. Originally from Northern Ireland, Ennis now 

lives in New York City with his wife, Ruth. (STL225491) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

192pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR240273 

ART OF THE BOYS COMPLETE CVRS HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Darick Robertson 

In a world where superheroes roam the earth in search of jus!ce for the common man, who brings 

jus!ce to the superheroes? The Boys do. Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman and 

The Female are the badasses that keep the supes in line-protec!ng mankind from some truly 

deranged superheroes.  Now, for the first !me ever, fans can experience the en!re collec!on of 

fantas!cally controversial cover art from series ar!st and co-creator Darick Robertson. This edi!on 

also includes all of the exclusive variant covers by legendary guest ar!sts Jim Lee, Dave Gibbons, 

Howard Chaykin, David Lloyd, and John Cassaday. Topped off with a bonus aJerward by producer 

Adam McKay (Anchorman, Talladega Nights), the defini!ve collec!on of covers fans have been 

clamoring for has officially arrived-all in one glorious hardcover! (STK658058) (OCT141287) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 



MAR240274 

SAVAGE RED SONJA #2 PANOSIAN LINE ART DE EXC VAR (C: 0 

(CA) Dan Panosian 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this bold line art edi!on of Dan Panosian's 

gorgeously rendered cover for Savage Red Sonja #2 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see 

this month's PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315951) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR240275 

SAVAGE RED SONJA #3 PANOSIAN LINE ART DE EXC VAR (C: 0 

(CA) Dan Panosian 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this atmospheric art edi!on of Dan Panosian's 

amazingly intricate cover for Savage Red Sonja #3 is now being offered to retailers at net cost; see 

this month's PREVIEWS order form for details! (STL315952) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR240276 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 PHOTO CVR ED (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson (CA)  Photo 

All-new prin!ng collec!ng the first 14 issues of the cri!cally acclaimed series, now heading to live-

ac!on on Amazon Prime! This is going to hurt! In a world where costumed heroes soar through the 

sky and masked vigilantes prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the "supes" don't get out of 

line. And someone will! Billy Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The Female 

are The Boys: A CIA-backed team of very dangerous people, each one dedicated to the struggle 

against the most dangerous force on Earth - superpower! Some superheroes have to be watched. 

Some have to be controlled. And some of them - some!mes - need to be taken out of the picture. 

That's when you call in The Boys! AJer the opening story arc introducing Hughie to the team (issues 

1-6), Dark avenger Tek-Knight and his ex-partner Swingwing are in trouble (issues 7-14). Big trouble. 

One has lost control of his terrifyingly overac!ve sex-drive, and the other might just be a murderer. 

It's up to Hughie and Butcher to work out which is which, in Get Some. Then, in Glorious Five-Year 

Plan, The Boys travel to Russia - where their corporate opponents are working with the mob, in a 

super-conspiracy that threatens to spiral lethally out of control. Good thing our heroes have Love 

Sausage on their side.   

Featuring some ever-so-slight tweaks the creators have me!culously restored, The Boys Omniobus 

Volume 1 also features bonus art materials, the script to issue #1 by Garth Ennis, a complete cover 

gallery, and more! 

This edi!on features a photo cover based on the new Amazon Prime television series starring Karl 

Urban and Elizabeth Shue. (STL127540) (MAR198810) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 344pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240277 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 PHOTO CVR ED (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson (CA)  Photo 

An all-new omnibus prin!ng that includes The Boys Volume 3: Good for the Soul & The Boys Volume 

4: We GoGa Go Now!  

In "Good for the Soul..." Everyone has something to get off their chest: Frenchie and the Female are 

up to something nasty with the Mafia, Mother's Milk goes to see his mom, Annie January wants a 

word with God himself, and Butcher enjoys yet another ghastly tryst with CIA Director Rayner. The 

Legend, meanwhile, offers to tell Hughie everything he wants to know about The Boys - all Hughie 

has to do is take a walk with the dead. 

In "We GoGa Go Now..." All is not well with mysterious millionaire John Godolkin's band of misfits. 

Silver Kincaid, one of the original G-Men, has just commiGed suicide in the most public and 

grotesque way imaginable. That's not good news for Vought-American's number one franchise, with 

G-Force, G-Coast, G-Style, G-Wiz, the G-Brits and the G-Nomads all depending on their slice of the G-

pie. There's far too much at stake for anyone to go poking around the G-Mansion now. Who knows 

what dirty secrets might be wai!ng down there in the dark? 

This edi!on features a photo cover based on the new Amazon Prime television series starring Karl 

Urban and Elizabeth Shue. (STL127541) (MAR198811) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 376pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240278 

O/A BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 03 PHOTO CVR ED (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson (CA)  Photo 

An evil so profound it threatens all mankind! The migh!est heroes on the planet uni!ng to defend us 

all! A secret crisis of such uGer finality that a countdown to civil or infiite war seems unavoidable! 

But have you ever wordered what really happens during Crossovers? The Seven, Payback, Teenage 

Kix, Fantas!co, and every other superhero on Earth team up for an annual event like no other - and 

where the superheroes go, can a certain "five complica!ons and a dog" be far behind? But as fun and 

games begin, it seems our heroes have set their sights on bigger game than usual. 

You can only maim and murder so many superheroes before someone decides to do something 

about it, and in The Boys' case that means Payback - a superteam of unimaginable power, second 

only to the mighty Seven. Pulping teenage supes is one thing, but how will our heroes fare against 

Soldier Boy, Mind-Droid, SwaGo, the Crimson Countess, and the Nazi juggernaut known as 



Stormfront? Blood flies and bones shaGer, as Butcher and company meet fire with fire. Includes both 

volumes 5 & 6 of this acclaimed series in one volume. 

This edi!on features a photo cover based on the new Amazon Prime television series starring Karl 

Urban and Elizabeth Shue. (STL127542) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 344pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240279 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 04 PHOTO CVR ED (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson & Various (CA)  Photo 

Includes both volumes 7 & 8 of this acclaimed series in one volume. So where are the real 

superheroes? The warriors for truth and jus!ce, the defenders of the American way, the heroes who 

fight to make things right and ask for nothing in return? Hughie finds out when he meets the teenage 

adventurers known as SUPERDUPER... but unknown to the liGle Scotsman, Butcher has finally 

learned his secret. A dire scheme is set in mo!on, and at the vast superhero evangelist fes!val of 

BELIEVE, Hughie's rela!onship with Annie January - aka Starlight of the Seven - reaches its terrible 

conclusion. Next… a special story featuring everyone's favorite pint-sized Scotsman, Hughie. Mind 

reeling from cataclysmic events in New York, Wee Hughie heads home to Auchterladle - the semi-

idyllic ScoYsh seaside town where he grew up. All Hughie wants is some !me to himself, to return to 

the bosom of family and friends, and get his head together aJer two years of unimaginable chaos. 

But our hero's luck has always been more cloud than silver lining, and the familiar surroundings he 

craves are not all they might be. Old pals are warped beyond recogni!on, strangers in town are up to 

no good, and a figure from Hughie's recent past has come back to resolve some unfinished business. 

You can go home again - but whether or not you should is another maGer en!rely. (STL130935) 

(JUL191189) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 328pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240280 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 05 PHOTO CVR ED (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

Includes both volumes 9 & 10 of this acclaimed series in one volume. All the pieces are falling into 

place, for the Boys as well as their most mortal enemies. The long-dreaded superhuman conflict is on 

its way. But first there are secrets s!ll to be uncovered: like the story of the team's first encounter 

with supergroup The Seven, and the shockwaves from that disastrous mee!ng that s!ll reverberate 

today. Hughie, meanwhile, discovers his comrades' hidden history, as their original leader Colonel 

Greg Mallory takes him through sixty years of the filthiest black opera!ons imaginable. And finally, 

with good and bad guys teetering on the brink, a shadowy force sets events in mo!on that will push 

even Butcher over the edge. The Boys, Vol. 9: The Big Ride collects issues 48-59 of the New York 



Times Best-Selling series by Garth Ennis, Darick Robertson, Russ Braun and John McCrea, and 

features all of the covers by Robertson! He could have been a very different man. Billy Butcher, 

leader of The Boys, once had a chance at another life en!rely - when the love of a good woman 

pulled him aside from his dreadful path of violence and despair. This is the story of Billy and Becky, 

told by the man himself: from the backstreets of London's East End to the carnage of the Falklands 

War, from the heights of love to the depths of tragedy. And when he's done, he'll be ready ... to finish 

things once and for all. The Boys, Vol. 10: Butcher, Baker, Candles!ckmaker collects issues 1-6 of the 

hit mini-series, The Boys: Butcher, Baker, Candles!ckmaker by Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson, and 

features all of the covers by Darick Robertson! (STL131642) (SEP191214) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 420pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240281 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 06 PHOTO CVR ED (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson & Various (CA)  Photo 

It's been a long !me coming. When the Homelander finally sets an army of superheroes against the 

forces of the United States military, Billy Butcher and The Boys must finish the job they were 

recruited for: to take every superhero out of the picture. While the baGle rages on the White House 

lawn, Frenchie and the Female are unleashed, Mother's Milk uncovers a terrible secret at Vought-

American, and Wee Hughie discovers the senses-shaGering truth behind Butcher's ul!mate plan of 

vengeance. 

Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson proudly present the final, bloodiest chapter of The Boys. 

(STL135763) (OCT191312) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240282 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

All-new prin!ng collec!ng the first 14 issues of the cri!cally acclaimed series, now heading to live-

ac!on on Amazon Prime! 

This is going to hurt! In a world where costumed heroes soar through the sky and masked vigilantes 

prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the "supes" don't get out of line. And someone will!  

Billy Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The Female are The Boys: A CIA-

backed team of very dangerous people, each one dedicated to the struggle against the most 

dangerous force on Earth - superpower! Some superheroes have to be watched. Some have to be 

controlled. And some of them - some!mes - need to be taken out of the picture. That's when you call 

in The Boys! AJer the opening story arc introducing Hughie to the team (issues 1-6), Dark avenger 



Tek-Knight and his ex-partner Swingwing are in trouble (issues 7-14). Big trouble. One has lost control 

of his terrifyingly overac!ve sex-drive, and the other might just be a murderer. It's up to Hughie and 

Butcher to work out which is which, in Get Some. Then, in Glorious Five-Year Plan, The Boys travel to 

Russia - where their corporate opponents are working with the mob, in a super-conspiracy that 

threatens to spiral lethally out of control. Good thing our heroes have Love Sausage on their side. 

(STL101864) (DEC181256) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 376pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240283 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

An all-new omnibus prin!ng that includes The Boys Volume 3: Good for the Soul & The Boys Volume 

4: We GoGa Go Now. 

In "Good for the Soul…" Everyone has something to get off their chest: Frenchie and the Female are 

up to something nasty with the Mafia, Mother's Milk goes to see his mom, Annie January wants a 

word with God himself, and Butcher enjoys yet another ghastly tryst with CIA Director Rayner. The 

Legend, meanwhile, offers to tell Hughie everything he wants to know about The Boys - all Hughie 

has to do is take a walk with the dead. 

In "We GoGa Go Now…" All is not well with mysterious millionaire John Godolkin's band of misfits. 

Silver Kincaid, one of the original G-Men, has just commiGed suicide in the most public and 

grotesque way imaginable. That's not good news for Vought-American's number one franchise, with 

G-Force, G-Coast, G-Style, G-Wiz, the G-Brits and the G-Nomads all depending on their slice of the G-

pie. There's far too much at stake for anyone to go poking around the G-Mansion now. Who knows 

what dirty secrets might be wai!ng down there in the dark? (STL107450) (MAR191177) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 424pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240284 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

Dynamite's new compila!on of Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson's hit series The Boys con!nues 

with Volume 3, which includes both of the original volumes 5 & 6. 

An evil so profound it threatens all mankind! The migh!est heroes on the planet uni!ng to defend us 

all! A secret crisis of such uGer finality that a countdown to civil or infinite war seems unavoidable! 

But have you ever wondered what really happens during Crossovers? The Seven, Payback, Teenage 

Kix, Fantas!co, and every other superhero on Earth team up for an annual event like no other - and 



where the superheroes go, can a certain "five complica!ons and a dog" be far behind? But as the fun 

and games begin, it seems our heroes have set their sights on bigger game than usual.  

You can only maim and murder so many superheroes before someone decides to do something 

about it, and in The Boys' case that means Payback - a superteam of unimaginable power, second 

only to the mighty Seven. Pulping teenage supes is one thing, but how will our heroes fare against 

Soldier Boy, Mind-Droid, SwaGo, the Crimson Countess, and the Nazi juggernaut known as 

Stormfront? Blood flies and bones shaGer, as Butcher and company meet fire with fire. (STL110601) 

(MAY191150) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 384pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240285 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson & Various (CA) Darick Robertson 

Includes both volumes 7 & 8 of this acclaimed series in one volume. 

So where are the real superheroes? The warriors for truth and jus!ce, the defenders of the American 

way, the heroes who fight to make things right and ask for nothing in return? Hughie finds out when 

he meets the teenage adventurers known as SUPERDUPER... but unknown to the liGle Scotsman, 

Butcher has finally learned his secret. A dire scheme is set in mo!on, and at the vast superhero 

evangelist fes!val of BELIEVE, Hughie's rela!onship with Annie January - aka Starlight of the Seven - 

reaches its terrible conclusion.  

Next… a special story featuring everyone's favorite pint-sized Scotsman, Hughie. Mind reeling from 

cataclysmic events in New York, Wee Hughie heads home to Auchterladle - the semi-idyllic ScoYsh 

seaside town where he grew up. All Hughie wants is some !me to himself, to return to the bosom of 

family and friends, and get his head together aJer two years of unimaginable chaos. But our hero's 

luck has always been more cloud than silver lining, and the familiar surroundings he craves are not all 

they might be. Old pals are warped beyond recogni!on, strangers in town are up to no good, and a 

figure from Hughie's recent past has come back to resolve some unfinished business. You can go 

home again - but whether or not you should is another maGer en!rely. (STL119930) (JUL191188) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 328pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240286 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 05 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

Includes both volumes 9 & 10 of this acclaimed series in one volume. 

All the pieces are falling into place, for the Boys as well as their most mortal enemies. The long-

dreaded superhuman conflict is on its way. But first there are secrets s!ll to be uncovered: like the 



story of the team's first encounter with supergroup The Seven, and the shockwaves from that 

disastrous mee!ng that s!ll reverberate today. Hughie, meanwhile, discovers his comrades' hidden 

history, as their original leader Colonel Greg Mallory takes him through sixty years of the filthiest 

black opera!ons imaginable. And finally, with good and bad guys teetering on the brink, a shadowy 

force sets events in mo!on that will push even Butcher over the edge. The Boys, Vol. 9: The Big Ride 

collects issues 48-59 of the New York Times Best-Selling series by Garth Ennis, Darick Robertson, Russ 

Braun and John McCrea, and features all of the covers by Robertson! 

He could have been a very different man. Billy Butcher, leader of The Boys, once had a chance at 

another life en!rely - when the love of a good woman pulled him aside from his dreadful path of 

violence and despair. This is the story of Billy and Becky, told by the man himself: from the 

backstreets of London's East End to the carnage of the Falklands War, from the heights of love to the 

depths of tragedy. And when he's done, he'll be ready ... to finish things once and for all. The Boys, 

Vol. 10: Butcher, Baker, Candles!ckmaker collects issues 1-6 of the hit mini-series, The Boys: Butcher, 

Baker, Candles!ckmaker by Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson, and features all of the covers by 

Darick Robertson! (STL125100) (SEP191213) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 420pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240287 

BOYS OMNIBUS TP VOL 06 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Russell Braun & Various 

It's been a long !me coming. When the Homelander finally sets an army of superheroes against the 

forces of the United States military, Billy Butcher and The Boys must finish the job they were 

recruited for: to take every superhero out of the picture. While the baGle rages on the White House 

lawn, Frenchie and the Female are unleashed, Mother's Milk uncovers a terrible secret at Vought-

American, and Wee Hughie discovers the senses-shaGering truth behind Butcher's ul!mate plan of 

vengeance. 

Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson proudly present the final, bloodiest chapter of The Boys. 

(STL131643) (OCT191313) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240288 

BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

To Celebrate the 15 Year Anniversary, Dynamite is offering three all-new oversized Dust-Jacketed 

Hardcover Volumes of The Boys. This month we are offering volume 1 collec!ng the first 30 amazing 

issues of the cri!cally acclaimed series, currently running on Amazon Prime! 



This is going to hurt! In a world where costumed heroes soar through the sky and masked vigilantes 

prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the ""supes"" don't get out of line. And someone will! 

 

Billy Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The Female are The Boys: A CIA-

backed team of very dangerous people, each one dedicated to the struggle against the most 

dangerous force on Earth - superpower! Some superheroes have to be watched. Some have to be 

controlled. And some of them - some!mes - need to be taken out of the picture. That's when you call 

in The Boys! 

 

Contains the stories: The Name of the Game, Get Some, Cheery, Glorious Five Year Plan, Good for the 

Soul, I Tell you No lie, GI and We GoGa Go Now. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, 

including script pages, special introduc!ons, alternate covers and more! (STL221298) (FEB220582) (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR240289 

BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

"All-new oversized Dust-Jacketed Hardcover prin!ng collec!ng 26 amazing issues of the cri!cally 

acclaimed series, currently running on Amazon Prime! 

 

Contains the stories: Herogasm, The Self-Preserva!on Society, Nothing Like it in the World, La Plume 

de Ma Tante Est Sur La Table, The Instant White-Hot Wild, What I Know, The Innocents, Believe, and 

Highland Laddie. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, including script pages, special 

introduc!ons, alternate covers and more! 

 

Collec!ng The Boys (2006) #31-47, The Boys: Herogasm #1-6, The Boys: Highland Laddie #1-6, along 

with a complete cover gallery." (STL225492) (MAR220612) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR240290 

O/A BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS HC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson, Russell Braun (CA) Darick Robertson 



All-new, oversized, dust-jacketed hardcover prin!ng collec!ng 30 amazing issues of the cri!cally-

acclaimed series, now airing on Amazon Prime! 

Contains the stories: Proper Prepara!on and Planning; Barbary Coast; The Big Ride; Butcher, Baker 

and Candles!ckmaker; Over the Hill with the Swords of a Thousand Men; The Bloody Doors Off; and 

You Found Me. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, including script pages, introduc!ons, 

alternate covers, and more! 

Contains The Boys #49-72, plus the mini-series The Boys: Butcher, Baker, Candles!ckmaker. 

(STL227158) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 792pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR240291 

O/A BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS SGN ED HC VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

To Celebrate the 15th Anniversary, Dynamite is offering three all-new oversized hardcover omnibus 

volumes of The Boys. This first volume compiles the first 30 amazing issues of the cri!cally acclaimed 

series, with a hit television adapta!on currently running on Amazon Prime! 

 

This is going to hurt! In a world where costumed heroes soar through the sky and masked vigilantes 

prowl the night, someone's got to make sure the ""supes"" don't get out of line. And someone will!  

 

Billy Butcher, Wee Hughie, Mother's Milk, The Frenchman, and The Female are The Boys: A CIA-

backed team of very dangerous people, each one dedicated to the struggle against the most 

dangerous force on Earth - superpowers! Some superheroes have to be watched. Some have to be 

controlled. And some of them - some!mes - need to be taken out of the picture. That's when you call 

in The Boys! 

 

Contains the stories: The Name of the Game, Get Some, Cheery, Glorious Five Year Plan, Good for the 

Soul, I Tell you No lie, GI and We GoGa Go Now. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, 

including script pages, special introduc!ons, alternate covers and more! 

 

Collec!ng The Boys #1-30. (STL222205) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC SRP: $199.99 

 

MAR240292 



O/A BOYS OVERSIZED OMNIBUS SGN ED HC VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

"All-new oversized Dust-Jacketed Hardcover prin!ng collec!ng 26 amazing issues of the cri!cally 

acclaimed series, currently running on Amazon Prime! 

 

Contains the stories: Herogasm, The Self-Preserva!on Society, Nothing Like it in the World, La Plume 

de Ma Tante Est Sur La Table, The Instant White-Hot Wild, What I Know, The Innocents, Believe, and 

Highland Laddie. Also includes all covers and bonus materials, including script pages, special 

introduc!ons, alternate covers and more! 

 

Collec!ng The Boys (2006) #31-47, The Boys: Herogasm #1-6, The Boys: Highland Laddie #1-6, along 

with a complete cover gallery." (STL225493) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7.4x11.1, 792pgs, FC SRP: $199.99 

 

MAR240293 

BOYS DEAR BECKY TP 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Russell Braun (CA) Darick Robertson 

Twelve years aJer the events of The Boys, Hughie finds himself back home in Scotland where he 

intends to finally marry Annie in the company of friends and family. But the sudden appearance of a 

peculiar document sends our hero into a tailspin and threatens to bring the events of his nightmarish 

past crashing down on him in the worst possible way. There was one story about The Boys that 

Hughie never knew. Now, whether he likes it or not, he's going to. 

 

Collects issues #1-8 of The Boys: Dear Becky. (STL174956) (NOV200772) 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240294 

O/A BOYS DEAR BECKY SGN ED HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Russell Braun (CA) Darick Robertson 

Signed by Garth Ennis and Limited to 399 copies.  In hardcover for the very first !me! Get caught up 

with the return of Garth Ennis to his raunchy, sa!rical superhero saga. Set 12 years aJer the 

explosive events of the original 90-issue run, The Boys: Dear Becky finds Hughie back home in 

Scotland finally about to marry Annie (Starlight) surrounded by friends and family. But a mysterious 

document sends our hero into a tailspin and threatens to bring the events of his nightmarish past 

crashing down on him in the worst possible way. Whether he wants to or not, he’s going to learn one 



more story about The Boys. Serving as both a sequel and prequel to the series, as also seen on 

Amazon Prime Video, Dear Becky is indispensable for The Boys fans!Collects the en!re eight-issue 

miniseries The Boys: Dear Becky in hardcover for the very first !me, along with a complete cover 

gallery. (STL233156) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

200pgs, FC SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR240295 

BOYS HC LTD ED VOL 02 GET SOME (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

Dynamite is proud to present a special anniversary hardcover edi!on of the comic book series 

everyone is talking about! Collec!ng issues 7-14 of the controversial series from Garth Ennis and 

Darick Robertson and features never before printed material! Limited to ini!al orders. 

Recommended for mature readers. (STK401898) (AUG090799) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240296 

BOYS HC LTD ED VOL 03 GOOD FOR THE SOUL (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Darick Robertson, Darick Robertson (CA) Darick Robertson 

Dynamite is celebra!ng our 5th anniversary and is proud to present a special anniversary hardcover 

edi!on of the comic book series everyone is talking about! Collec!ng issues 15-22 of the 

controversial and cri!cally acclaimed series from Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson! (STK403308) 

(OCT090841) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240297 

BOYS HC LTD ED VOL 04 WE GOTTA GO NOW (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Darick Robertson 

Dynamite is celebra!ng our 5th anniversary and is proud to present a special anniversary hardcover 

edi!on of the comic book series everyone is talking about! This limited - to ini!al orders only - 

hardcover prin!ng collects issues 23-30 ("WE GOTTA GO NOW") of the acclaimed series and features 

a complete cover gallery including all of the alternate covers from the run (along with the covers by 

Darick Robertson): John Cassaday, Howard Chaykin, John Higgins, David Lloyd, Dave Gibbons, Gary 

Erksine, Steve Dillon and Jim Lee! (STK403309) (NOV090725) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240298 

BOYS HC LTD ED VOL 05 HEROGASM (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) John McRea (CA) Darick Robertson 

An evil so profound it threatens all mankind... the migh!est heroes on the planet uni!ng to defend 

us all... a secret crisis of such uGer finality that a countdown to civil or infinite war seems 

unavoidable... but have you ever wondered what really happens during Crossovers? This volume 

collects all six issues of the first-ever Boys spin-off mini-series by Garth Ennis and John McCrea, with 

covers by co-creator Darick Robertson! (STK411175) (JAN100872) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240299 

BOYS HC LTD ED VOL 06 SELF-PRESERVATION SOCIETY (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Keith Burns & Various (CA) Darick Robertson 

You can only maim and murder so many superheroes before someone decides to do something 

about it, and in The Boys' case that means Payback- a superteam of unimaginable power, second 

only to the mighty Seven. Pulping teenage supes is one thing, but how will our heroes fare against 

Soldier Boy, Mind-Droid, SwaGo, the Crimson Countess, and the Nazi juggernaut known as 

Stormfront? Blood flies and bones shaGer, as Butcher & co. meet fire with fire. And in the origin tales 

of Mother's Milk, the Frenchman and the Female, Hughie learns of the strange paths by which this 

disparate trio came to join The Boys. From tragedy in Harlem to the slaughter on the Brooklyn 

Bridge, from the fes!val of Les Saints De Haw-Haw to the horror lurking under Tokyo, this is a journey 

of discovery like no other- with only the flickering lamp of insanity to light the way... This volume 

collects issues 31-38 of the New York Times Best-Selling series by Garth Ennis, Darick Robertson and 

Judge Dredd co-creator, Carlos Ezquerra, and features all of the covers by Robertson! (STK416625) 

(APR100893) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240300 

O/A BOYS COLL HOMELANDER TWO DOLLAR BILL (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Darick Robertson 

Immerse yourself in the world of THE BOYS, Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson's legendary take on 

(and Takedown!) of the superhero genre, now with a hit adapta!on on Prime! While The Boys know 



the true nature of the Homelander, his public face makes him an idol in the public's eyes. Dynamite's 

bringing a piece of this thankfully-fic!onal super-universe into our own reality with the Collec!ble 

Homelander $2 Bill! 

Created using a revolu!onary, high-defini!on coloring process, this $2 bill is authen!c, U.S. Legal 

Tender. Each bill comes with a full-color Cer!ficate of Authen!city and is handsomely showcased in a 

2-sided Display Folio in fresh, crisp, uncirculated condi!on. (STL137632) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $25.00 

 

MAR240301 

O/A BOYS BILLY BUTCHER COLL COIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Darick Robertson 

Prime's adapta!on of Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson's "The Boys" brings the brutal take on the 

superhero genre to life like never before, and Dynamite's working to keep pace with brand new, 

limited-edi!on collec!bles to celebrate this auspicious event!  

Featuring the art of co-creator and fan favorite Darick Robertson! Produced using a revolu!onary, 

highest-quality coloriza!on technique on an authen!c U.S. John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar, each plated 

in genuine 24-karat gold, these commemora!ve coins each come with a full-color Cer!ficate of 

Authen!city and a protec!ve acrylic coin capsule. (STL134700) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240302 

O/A BOYS HOMELANDER COLL COIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Darick Robertson 

Prime's adapta!on of Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson's "The Boys" brings the brutal take on the 

superhero genre to life like never before, and Dynamite's working to keep pace with brand new, 

limited-edi!on collec!bles to celebrate this auspicious event!  

Featuring the art of co-creator and fan favorite Darick Robertson! Produced using a revolu!onary, 

highest-quality coloriza!on technique on an authen!c U.S. John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar, each plated 

in genuine 24-karat gold, these commemora!ve coins each come with a full-color Cer!ficate of 

Authen!city and a protec!ve acrylic coin capsule. (STL134703) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240303 

O/A BOYS STARLIGHT COLL COIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Darick Robertson 



Prime's adapta!on of Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson's "The Boys" brings the brutal take on the 

superhero genre to life like never before, and Dynamite's working to keep pace with brand new, 

limited-edi!on collec!bles to celebrate this auspicious event!  

Featuring the art of co-creator and fan favorite Darick Robertson! Produced using a revolu!onary, 

highest-quality coloriza!on technique on an authen!c U.S. John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar, each plated 

in genuine 24-karat gold, these commemora!ve coins each come with a full-color Cer!ficate of 

Authen!city and a protec!ve acrylic coin capsule. (STL134702) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240304 

O/A BOYS WEE HUGHIE COLL COIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Darick Robertson 

Prime's adapta!on of Garth Ennis and Darick Robertson's "The Boys" brings the brutal take on the 

superhero genre to life like never before, and Dynamite's working to keep pace with brand new, 

limited-edi!on collec!bles to celebrate this auspicious event!  

Featuring the art of co-creator and fan-favorite Darick Robertson! Produced using a revolu!onary, 

highest-quality coloriza!on technique on an authen!c U.S. John F. Kennedy Half-Dollar, each plated 

in genuine 24-karat gold, these commemora!ve coins each come with a full-color Cer!ficate of 

Authen!city and a protec!ve acrylic coin capsule. (STL134701) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240305 

O/A REANIMATOR FORMULA ENAMEL PIN (C: 0-1-2) 

Death is only the beginning when you have Herbert West's reanima!on formula at your finger!ps. 

This "soJ enamel" pin is 2" from !p to base and includes a custom backing card. Wear this uniquelly-

styled pin to add an element of cthulu to your wardrobe, but make sure you're ready to confront 

whatever dark elements you may invite to our dimension. (STL199742) (C: 0-1-2) 

FC SRP: $9.99 

 

IMAGE COMICS 

 

NEW SERIES 

 

MAR240306 

WHISPER QUEEN #1 (OF 3) CVR A ANKA 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A/CA) Kris Anka 



MINISERIES PREMIERE 

CHIP ZDARSKY (NEWBURN, Batman) and KRIS ANKA (Across the Spider-Verse), the ALL-STAR TEAM 

behind THE WHITE TREES, return to the fantas!cal land of Blacksand! The royal guard has sent their 

most capable bounty hunters aJer the accomplices in the king's murder! Javro, once the king's most 

skilled assassin, must find the killers before they and the bounty hunters—including her son—are 

wiped out by the kingdom's most feared specter: The Dark Whisper! (STL314304) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240307 

WHISPER QUEEN #1 (OF 3) CVR B STAPLES 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Kris Anka (CA) Fiona Staples 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

CHIP ZDARSKY (NEWBURN, Batman) and KRIS ANKA (Across the Spider-Verse), the ALL-STAR TEAM 

behind THE WHITE TREES, return to the fantas!cal land of Blacksand! The royal guard has sent their 

most capable bounty hunters aJer the accomplices in the king's murder! Javro, once the king's most 

skilled assassin, must find the killers before they and the bounty hunters—including her son—are 

wiped out by the kingdom's most feared specter: The Dark Whisper! (STL314305) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240308 

WHISPER QUEEN #1 (OF 3) CVR C VALERO-OCONNELL 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Kris Anka (CA) Rosemary Valero-O'Connell 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

CHIP ZDARSKY (NEWBURN, Batman) and KRIS ANKA (Across the Spider-Verse), the ALL-STAR TEAM 

behind THE WHITE TREES, return to the fantas!cal land of Blacksand! The royal guard has sent their 

most capable bounty hunters aJer the accomplices in the king's murder! Javro, once the king's most 

skilled assassin, must find the killers before they and the bounty hunters—including her son—are 

wiped out by the kingdom's most feared specter: The Dark Whisper! (STL314306) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240309 

WHITE TREES (ONE-SHOT) 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A/CA) Kris Anka 

BOTH ISSUES of the acclaimed fantasy miniseries by CHIP ZDARSKY (Newburn, Batman) and KRIS 

ANKA (Across the Spider-Verse) are collected together for the first !me! In the fantas!cal world of 

Blacksand, peace was hard-won, and three unbending warriors carry the scars to prove it. Now, 



almost twenty years later, their children are missing and war is on the horizon. Can they put aside 

their memories of the war—and each other—for one last adventure? Collects The White Trees #1-2. 

(STL314307) 

72pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240310 

AINT NO GRAVE #1 (OF 5) 

(W) SkoYe Young (A/CA) Jorge Corona 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

Eisner Award-winning writer SKOTTIE YOUNG and Eisner Award-nominated ar!st JORGE CORONA, 

the team behind the hit series MIDDLEWEST and THE ME YOU LOVE IN THE DARK, are back together 

with an all-new miniseries, AIN'T NO GRAVE! This Unforgiven-style journey is an original macabre 

Western/fantasy tale for mature readers, told through a Guillermo Del Toro-esque lens. 

Ryder put her violent past behind her when she fell in love and became a mother. But that was 

before she learned it was all going to be taken away. Now she'll have to pick up her guns once again 

and ride to kill the one who's behind the threat. Which just happens to be Death. 

The genre-bending adventure begins in this DOUBLE-SIZED FIRST ISSUE, with forty pages of story and 

no ads! (STL314289) 

48pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR240311 

BEAR PIRATE VIKING QUEEN #1 (OF 3) 

(W) Sean Lewis (A/CA) Jonathan Marks Barravecchia 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

From SEAN LEWIS (KING SPAWN) comes a blood-splaGered story of conquest. Bears. Pirates. Vikings. 

And Queens-all baGling for their claim to determine what the world will become. 

Rendered in stunning watercolor by ar!st JONATHAN MARKS BARRAVECCHIA, it's a gorgeous story of 

the blood spilled to make countries. And what's cooler than bears, pirates, vikings, and queens??? 

With 72 stunning pages, it's sure to be one of the most beau!ful and thought-provoking books of the 

year. (STL314290) 

72pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR240312 

BLOOD SQUAD SEVEN #1 CVR A FRY 

(W) Joe Casey (A/CA) Paul Fry 



SERIES PREMIERE 

Thirty years ago, they were America's premiere celebrity superhero team. Seen on television, on 

tabloid magazine covers, scoring million-dollar endorsement deals…they were everywhere! 

Now, a new genera!on takes up the mantle—or perhaps, the poisoned chalice—fulfilling a promise 

made decades ago: to be the heroes that a fractured America needs! (STL314291) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240313 

BLOOD SQUAD SEVEN #1 CVR B WESTON 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Paul Fry (CA) Chris Weston 

SERIES PREMIERE 

Thirty years ago, they were America's premiere celebrity superhero team. Seen on television, on 

tabloid magazine covers, scoring million-dollar endorsement deals…they were everywhere! 

Now, a new genera!on takes up the mantle—or perhaps, the poisoned chalice—fulfilling a promise 

made decades ago: to be the heroes that a fractured America needs! (STL314292) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240317 

GROMMETS #1 (OF 7) CVR A PARSON 

(W) Rick Remender, Brian Posehn (A) BreG Parson, Moreno Dinisio (CA) BreG Parson 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

Two best-friend outcasts navigate the Sacramento suburbs of 1984, where they find a home in 

skateboard culture and punk rock. On one side of the coin, GROMMETS is an authen!c look at 80s 

skate culture, a snapshot of the genera!on that turned ska!ng into a worldwide phenomenon. On 

the other, it's a hear[elt coming-of-age story that follows two friends from troubled homes as they 

navigate their damage in an era when no one cared. (STL314296) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 7) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240321 

LORE REMASTERED #1 (OF 3) CVR A WOOD 

(W) Ashley Wood, T. P. Louise (A/CA) Ashley Wood 

"We thought because we had power, we had wisdom." Re-presen!ng Ashley Wood and T.P. Louise's 

LORE in three deluxe, extra-length, and fully releGered issues. In Lore, Jennifer Bradley's journey to 

solve the mystery of her father's death grows increasingly bizarre as what she discovers threatens 

not just her existence, but the en!rety of modern society, too. (STL314300) 



96pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240322 

LORE REMASTERED #1 (OF 3) CVR B WOOD 

(W) Ashley Wood, T. P. Louise (A/CA) Ashley Wood 

"We thought because we had power, we had wisdom." Re-presen!ng Ashley Wood and T.P. Louise's 

LORE in three deluxe, extra-length, and fully releGered issues. In Lore, Jennifer Bradley's journey to 

solve the mystery of her father's death grows increasingly bizarre as what she discovers threatens 

not just her existence, but the en!rety of modern society, too. (STL314301) 

96pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240324 

MONOLITH #1 (OF 3) 

(W) Sean Lewis (A/CA) Valerio Giangiordano 

Mini-Series Premiere. The origin of the hulking Hellspawn is finally revealed. What connec!on does 

he have to one of the most savage of his kind, Omega Spawn? Follow his journey from the cosmic 

depths of deep-spawn to his first encounter with Al Simmons in this three-part miniseries! 

(STL314303) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $2.99 

 

NEW COLLECTIONS 

 

MAR240325 

AVAS DEMON TP BOOK 02 

(W/A/CA) Michelle Fus 

Michelle Fus' webcomic phenomenon returns! AJer unleashing a devasta!ng aGack against Titan's 

forces, Ava's newfound power sows division amongst the group. While Ava comes to terms with 

what she's done, the group's darkest secrets are revealed. (STL308665) 

SC, 8x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240326 

BLOOD COMMANDMENT TP VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 



Living an isolated life in a shadowed valley surrounded by mountains and a thick forest, a father and 

son are terrorized by a dangerous supernatural presence. Only the father's dark secrets can save 

them… or damn their souls for all eternity! Being a single father can be tough, but for Ezra Connolly, 

it's a duty he doesn't take lightly. Living off-grid, away from prying eyes, in the heart of forest country, 

he spends his days teaching his teenage son Wil survival skills. But Wil has ques!ons, ques!ons Ezra 

fears to answer—about his past, and about why they never leave the valley before sundown. Collects 

Blood Commandment #1-4. (STL308656) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240327 

BLOODSTRIKE BATTLE BLOOD TP VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

Bloodstrike is back! A new recruit to the Bloodstrike program is compromised and struggles on a 

covert mission that puts him on a collision course with his former squadron! Unload the guns and 

ammo in this ac!on-packed spectacle by Rob Liefeld (Deadpool, X-Force)! Guest starring Brigade and 

Bloodwulf! (STL314334) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240328 

DARK RIDE TP VOL 03 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas 

Dark Ride plunges to its shocking conclusion! Now that Sam knows who put the "Devil" in Devil Land, 

it's !me to take a ride on his father's first crea!on—The Devil's Due—to save a loved one. Collects 

Dark Ride #9-12. (STL308633) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB240401) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240329 

DEEP CUTS TP 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Joe Clark (A/CA) Ramon K. Perez 

New Orleans, 1917: a clarinet player meets his hero. Kansas City, 1940: a young girl inves!gates the 

mystery of her father's lost love of music. Los Angeles, 1977: a band embarks on a world tour that 

may be their last. Writers Kyle Higgins and Joe Clark (Radiant Black) are joined by an all-star cast of 

ar!sts for an anthology of stories that weave tales of struggle, joy, and hope through the history of 

jazz! Collects Deep Cuts #1-6. (STL271862) 

SC, 312pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

MAR240330 

EDENWOOD TP VOL 01 

(W) Tony S. Daniel 

Teenager Rion Astor gets lost looking for his girlfriend in a magical land called Edenwood, a 

mul!dimensional realm where an eons-long war between witches and demons has staged its final 

baGle. Rion becomes a legendary demon killer and finds himself thrust into the role of the hero who 

will ul!mately lead a team of demon killers to save humanity from the demon kings. Swords and 

sorcery meet horror and sci-fi warfare in an epic tale of human spirit and survival that's not to be 

missed! From New York Times-bestselling creator Tony S. Daniel, writer of Batman, Detec!ve Comics, 

and Deathstroke. Collects Edenwood #1-5. (STL308657) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240331 

GEIGER DLX ED HC VOL 01 

(W) Geoff Johns,  Various (A) Gary Frank,  Various (CA) Gary Frank 

The unnamed universe starts here! Set 25 years from now, a nuclear war has ravaged the planet, and 

desperate outlaws baGle for survival in a world of radioac!ve chaos. Out past the poisoned 

wasteland lives a man even the Nightcrawlers and Organ People fear. His name is Tariq Geiger, whose 

body has transformed into a living nuclear reactor wai!ng to explode. And he will do anything to 

protect his wife and children, sealed inside a fallout shelter and completely cut off from him. But the 

Warlords of Vegas want Geiger dead, and if his family must be released into the toxic soup, so be it. 

By the cri!cally acclaimed team of writer Geoff Johns, ar!st Gary Frank, and colorist Brad Anderson 

(Doomsday Clock, Batman Earth One), this gorgeous, oversized hardcover collects Geiger #1-6, 

por!ons of Geiger 80-Page Giant #1, and over 30 pages of bonus material! (STL314366) 

HC, 272pgs, FC SRP: $38.99 

 

MAR240332 

HACK SLASH BACK TO SCHOOL TP 

(W/A/CA) Zoe Thorogood 

Slasher hunter Cassie Hack is only just geYng used to her man-monster partner, Vlad, when she's 

drawn into a new case involving a murderous bunny mascot, dead kids, and an en!re squad of 

maladjusted teenage serial killer-hunters! A completely new chapter in the beloved, long-running 

series by Eisner-nominated Zoe Thorogood (It's Lonely at the Centre of the Earth) that's perfect for 

new readers and old fans alike. Collects Hack/Slash: Back to School #1-4. (STL308638) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB240406) 

SC, 96pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 



 

MAR240333 

A HAUNTED GIRL TP 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan, Naomi Sacks (A) Marco Lorenzana (CA) Joe Quesada, Richard Isanove 

The fate of all life on Earth depends on a girl who doesn't know if she wants to live! Cleo, a 16-year-

old adopted Japanese-American whose anxiety and depression drive her to suicidal thoughts, is fresh 

out of the hospital and trying unsuccessfully to reintegrate back into her old life. What she doesn't 

know is that her real struggles are just beginning, as she finds herself encountering an increasingly 

terrifying succession of ghosts. Is she losing her grip on reality… or is the explana!on much, much 

worse? A Haunted Girl is a horror story that explores the real-life terror that comes with the 

struggles of anxiety and depression. Collects A Haunted Girl #1-4. (STL308655) 

SC, 6x9, 132pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240334 

HEXAGON BRIDGE TP 

(W/A/CA) Richard Blake 

AJer explorers Jacob and Elena Armlen find themselves trapped in a strange parallel dimension, their 

clairvoyant daughter Adley and sen!ent robot Staden embark on a dangerous mission to rescue 

them. Pushing onward, they encounter mischievous beings amidst uncanny shiJing landscapes and 

discover a world beyond belief. This collected edi!on contains a cover gallery and an extensive 

selec!on of concept art, storyboards, and character designs. Collects Hexagon Bridge #1-5. 

(STL308652) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240335 

JUNIOR BAKER THE RIGHTEOUS FAKER TP 

(W) Joe Casey (A/CA) Ryan Quackenbush 

The surprise sequel to 2011's Butcher Baker: The Righteous Maker! Meet Daniel "Dizzy" Baker, a 

gonzo journalist chasing superhuman stories in a world that's leJ superheroes behind. Stumbling 

onto the ul!mate story, Baker embarks on a personal vision quest where his past and his future 

violently collide.Collects Junior Baker: The Righteous Faker #1-5. (STL308646) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240336 

KAYA TP BOOK 03 

(W/A/CA) Wes Craig 



Kaya and Jin barter a deal with a band of pirates that can deliver them to their long-dream of safe 

harbor. But to earn their passage, first they'll have to track down a rebellious princess in a city on the 

edge of revolu!on! 2023 Ringo Awards nominee for Best Kids Comic and Best Cartoonist. Collects 

Kaya #12-17. (STL308648) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240337 

NEWBURN TP VOL 02 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A/CA) Jacob Phillips 

Don't miss the thrilling conclusion of the series from Eisner winner Chip Zdarsky and rising star Jacob 

Phillips! Past mistakes are catching up with Newburn. As his allies turn on him one by one, Newburn 

must take increasingly desperate measures to protect himself. With their enemies closing in on all 

sides, how much longer can his partner Emily remain by his side? Collects Newburn #9-16. 

(STL308658) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240338 

NIGHTS TP VOL 01 

(W) WyaG Kennedy (A/CA) Luigi Formisano 

It's 2003, supernatural creatures casually exist amongst humans, and America is made up of 31 

states. Vince Okonma has lost his parents, moved in with his secret mercenary cousin and his video 

game-making roommate, and befriended "the greatest vampire who's ever lived." And that's just the 

first 20 pages. From WyaG Kennedy and newcomer Luigi Formisano, a new vision of urban gothic 

adventure starts here! Welcome to Florida, where the youth is wasted on the young… (STL308650) 

SC, 168pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240339 

RADIANT BLACK TP VOL 06 CATALYST WAR 

(W) Kyle Higgins, Joe Clark (A/CA) Marcello Costa, Eduardo Ferigato 

The Catalyst War Concludes! Both Nathan and Marshall are pushed to their limits by the alien force 

that originally forged the Radiants—but only one will do the unthinkable to emerge victorious. The 

Catalyst War ends here—and the future of Radiant Black will never be the same! Radiant Black is a 

Massive-Verse series. Collects Radiant Black #28A-B, #29A-B, and #30A-B. (STL308659) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240340 



SINGULARITY TP 

(W) MaGhew Groom, Bear McCeary (A)  ash s & Various (CA) John HofsteGer 

How much loss can one soul endure? Blue Eyes can't stop being reborn. He tumbles from life to life, 

from one unthinkably strange universe to the next—the only constant that, one way or another, 

everything that he learns to love is lost. But when Blue Eyes finally catches up to a mysterious figure 

he's seen recurring throughout his lives, he realizes he might just have a chance to escape his cursed 

immortality—or, at very least, exact revenge for it.Inspired by, and a companion to, Emmy and BAFTA 

Award-winning composer Bear McCreary's first-ever original concept album of the same name, The 

Singularity sees a cavalcade of comics' greatest ar!sts join with writer Mat Groom to tell a sweeping, 

cosmic story about the lessons that loss can teach us. (STL239154) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #4 (APR228378) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240341 

SUNSTONE OGN VOL 08 

(W/A/CA) Stjepan Sejic 

Loving someone means building a shrine within your heart dedicated to them. A shrine made of 

good memories and treasured moments. As the Mercy arc reaches its third installment, Anne is 

about to find the shrine of her heart ransacked by none other than the person it was devoted to. As 

for Ally and Alan, they find themselves straining as a risky hobby grows into an obsession and 

threatens to destroy all other aspects of their lives. A friendship is about to be put to a test that it 

may just end up failing. Welcome to the Sunstone Volume 8. Time to grow up. (STL263399) 

SC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240342 

SYPHON TP VOL 02 

(W) Mohsen Ashraf, Arish Akanda (A) Thomas Hedglen (CA) Jeff Edwards, John Kalisz 

Sylas wields an ancient power to sense and siphon away pain from others, but struggles with the 

moral ambiguity of his abili!es, leading him to ques!on his purpose as a Syphon. Livia, his partner 

and a neuroscien!st, explores the impact of emo!onal trauma and the ethics of healing from it. 

Together, they unravel secrets of the power that will forever change their rela!onship. Meanwhile, 

deep in the Amazon, an ancient threat re-emerges with plans to unleash a terrible darkness. The 

award-winning series returns with a new four-issue volume, wriGen by creator Mohsen Ashraf and 

co-writer Arish Akanda, with art from Thomas Hedglen. Previously nominated for three 2022 Ringo 

Awards, including Best Series and Best Ar!st, and awarded Favorite Hero. Collects Syphon #1-4. 

(STL308653) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 



MAR240343 

TRANSFORMERS TP VOL 01 CVR A JOHNSON & SPICER 

(W) Daniel Warren Johnson (A) Daniel Warren Johnson, Mike Spicer (CA) Daniel Warren Johnson 

The Transformers Join The Energon Universe!? Op!mus Prime was supposed to have led the 

Autobots to victory. Instead, the fate of Cybertron is unknown, and his allies have crash-landed far 

from home, alongside their enemies—the Decep!cons. As these !tanic forces renew their war on 

Earth, one thing is immediately clear: the planet will never be the same. New alliances are struck. 

BaGle lines are redrawn. And humanity's only hope of survival is Op!mus Prime. Superstar creator 

Daniel Warren Johnson, alongside showrunner Robert Kirkman, reimagines Hasbro's robots in 

disguise for a brand-new genera!on. Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive cover by Jonboy Meyers 

that will only be printed once. Collects Transformers #1-6. (STL308651) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240344 

TRANSFORMERS TP VOL 01 CVR B MEYERS 

(W) Daniel Warren Johnson (A) Jordan Michael Johnson, Mike Spicer (CA) Jonboy Meyers 

THE TRANSFORMERS JOIN THE ENERGON UNIVERSE!?** Op!mus Prime was supposed to have led 

the Autobots to victory. Instead, the fate of Cybertron is unknown, and his allies have crash-landed 

far from home, alongside their enemies—the Decep!cons.? As these !tanic forces renew their war 

on Earth, one thing is immediately clear: the planet will never be the same. New alliances are struck. 

BaGle lines are redrawn. And humanity’s only hope of survival is Op!mus Prime.? Superstar creator 

DANIEL WARREN JOHNSON (DO A POWERBOMB!, Wonder Woman: Dead Earth), alongside 

showrunner ROBERT KIRKMAN (THE WALKING DEAD, INVINCIBLE**), reimagines Hasbro’s robots in 

disguise for a brand-new genera!on.?Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive cover by JONBOY MEYERS 

that will only be printed once.**Collects TRANSFORMERS #1-6? ** (STL314367) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240345 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS DRACULA HC CVR A SIMMONDS 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Mar!n Simmonds 

The Department of Truth creators James Tynion IV and Mar!n Simmonds reteam to tell a new tale of 

the monster who started it all!? When Dr. John Seward admits a strange new pa!ent named Renfield 

into his asylum, the madman tells stories of a demon who has taken residence next door. But as Dr. 

Seward aGempts to apply logic to the impossible…his daughter falls under the spell of the twisted 

Count Dracula! Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive cover by Stephanie Pepper that will only be 

printed once. Collects Universal Monsters: Dracula #1-4. (STL308654) 

HC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 



MAR240346 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS DRACULA HC CVR B PEPPER 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Mar!n Simmonds (CA) Stephanie Pepper 

&quot;The Dracula comic I&#39;ve wanted all my life.”_ —ROBERT KIRKMAN (INVINCIBLE, THE 

WALKING DEAD) THE DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH creators JAMES TYNION IV (W0RLDTR33, Something is 

Killing the Children_) and MARTIN SIMMONDS reteam to tell a new tale of the monster who started 

it all!? When Dr. John Seward admits a strange new pa!ent named Renfield into his asylum, the 

madman tells stories of a demon who has taken residence next door. But as Dr. Seward aGempts to 

apply logic to the impossible…his daughter falls under the spell of the twisted Count Dracula! ? 

Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive cover by STEPHANIE PEPPER that will only be printed once. 

Collects UNIVERSAL MONSTERS: DRACULA #1-4 (STL314368) 

HC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

CONTINUING SERIES 

 

MAR240347 

BLOODY DOZEN SHROUDED COLLEGE #6 (OF 6) CVR A SLINEY 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Alberto Jimenez Alburquerque (CA) Will Sliney 

Mini-Series Finale. The epic conclusion—the second story in Charles Soule and Will Sliney's Shrouded 

College cycle ends here with a terrifying, thrilling finale. The Hill family of magical astronauts is 

desperately trying to complete their mission—to return to earth alive with their cargo of vampire 

prison escapees intact. But they will learn that there is more than one kind of vampire, and 

some!mes blood is all you have leJ. (STL314382) 

32pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240348 

BLOODY DOZEN SHROUDED COLLEGE #6 (OF 6) CVR B ALBUQUERQUE 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Alberto Jimenez Alburquerque (CA) Rafael Albuquerque 

MINISERIES FINALE 

THE EPIC CONCLUSION—the second story in CHARLES SOULE and WILL SLINEY's SHROUDED COLLEGE 

cycle ends here with a terrifying, thrilling finale. The Hill family of magical astronauts is desperately 

trying to complete their mission—to return to earth alive with their cargo of vampire prison escapees 

intact. But they will learn that there is more than one kind of vampire, and some!mes blood is all 

you have leJ. (STL314383) 

32pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR240349 

CABINET #4 (OF 5) CVR A RAIMONDI 

(W) Jordan Hart, David EbeltoJ (A/CA) Chiara Raimondi 

Duels! Bloodshed! Page-turning ac!on! All happening in the vivid Pyramiden loca!on of… a 

pensioner's one-bedroom apartment? Penned in by the vengeful sorceress and Blackguard warrior, 

the idea is for Trent to keep them both at bay while Avani quickly locates the relic. But like most of 

their schemes, this one might not go exactly as planned… (STL314384) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240350 

CABINET #4 (OF 5) CVR B SAUVAGE 

(W) Jordan Hart, David EbeltoJ (A) Chiara Raimondi (CA) Marguerite Sauvage 

"Duels! Bloodshed! Page-turning ac!on! All happening in the vivid Pyramiden loca!on of…a 

pensioner’s one-bedroom apartment? Penned in by the vengeful sorceress and Blackguard warrior, 

the idea is for Trent to keep them both at bay while Avani quickly locates the relic. But like most of 

their schemes, this one might not go exactly as planned… 

" (STL314385) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240353 

COBRA COMMANDER #5 (OF 5) CVR A MILANA & LEONI 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrea Milana, Annalisa Leoni 

Mini-Series Finale. The Rise of Cobra Commander! To build an army, Cobra Commander makes a deal 

with a powerful ally that can't be trusted. Now that's its started, can the Cobra Threat ever be 

stopped? (STL314388) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240354 

COBRA COMMANDER #5 (OF 5) CVR B SANTOLOUCO 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A) Andrea Milana, Annalisa Leoni (CA) Mateus Santolouco 

"MINISERIES FINALETHE RISE OF COBRA COMMANDER  To build an army, Cobra Commander makes a 

deal with a powerful ally that can’t be trusted. Now that’s its started, can the Cobra Threat ever be 

stopped?  

" (STL314389) 



32pgs, FC (5 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240358 

CRAVE #6 (OF 6) CVR A LLOVET (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Maria Llovet 

Series Finale. David arrives just in !me to cancel CharloGe's craving and have the conversa!on they 

should've had long ago. Alexandra steps in to assist Sofia and Albert, successfully driving Duncan 

away from his office.But will they manage to stop Crave for good? Or will all their efforts be in vain? 

(STL314393) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240359 

CRAVE #6 (OF 6) CVR B LLOVET (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Maria Llovet 

SERIES FINALE 

David arrives just in !me to cancel CharloGe's craving and have the conversa!on they should've had 

long ago. Alexandra steps in to assist Sofia and Albert, successfully driving Duncan away from his 

office.But will they manage to stop Crave for good? Or will all their efforts be in vain? (STL314394) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240360 

DEVIANT #5 (OF 9) CVR A HIXSON (MR) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Joshua Hixson 

A killer is on the loose, mimicking grisly murders from 50 years in the past. An FBI agent is in Derek's 

house, asking difficult ques!ons about his boyfriend's whereabouts. And Derek is asking himself the 

most difficult ques!on of all… how well does he really know Michael Schmitz? The Deviant returns as 

Michael's connec!on to these gruesome slayings begins to unravel. (STL314461) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 9) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240361 

DEVIANT #5 (OF 9) CVR B MURAKAMI (MR) 



(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Joshua Hixson (CA) Reiko Murakami 

A killer is on the loose, mimicking grisly murders from 50 years in the past. An FBI agent is in Derek’s 

house, asking difficult ques!ons about his boyfriend’s whereabouts. And Derek is asking himself the 

most difficult ques!on of all… how well does he really know Michael Schmitz? THE DEVIANT returns 

as Michael’s connec!on to these gruesome slayings begins to unravel.  (STL314462) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 9) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240364 

FERAL #3 CVR A FORSTNER & FLEECS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Trish Forstner, Tone Rodriguez (CA) Trish Forster, Tony Fleecs 

More animal horror in this ongoing series from the creators of Stray Dogs! Elsie, Lord, and Patch 

learn the rules for survival, but will they follow them? In a forest infested with rabid monsters, the 

indoor cats can't afford to make any mistakes. But mistakes are Lord&#39;s specialty. Don't get bit. 

Don't get scratched. Don't become… feral. (STL314398) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240365 

FERAL #3 CVR B FORSTNER & FLEECS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Trish Forstner, Tone Rodriguez (CA) Trish Forstner, Tony Fleecs 

MORE ANIMAL HORROR IN THIS ONGOING SERIES FROM THE CREATORS OF STRAY DOGS! 

Elsie, Lord, and Patch learn the rules for survival, but will they follow them? In a forest infested with 

rabid monsters, the indoor cats can't afford to make any mistakes. But mistakes are Lord's specialty. 

Don't get bit. 

Don't get scratched. 

Don't become… FERAL. (STL314399) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240368 

DRAWING BLOOD #2 (OF 12) CVR A EASTMAN 

(W) David Avallone, Kevin Eastman (A) Ben Bishop & Various (CA) Kevin Eastman 

The saga of Shane "Books" Bookman con!nues: the one-!me mega-successful comic book creator 

fallen on hard !mes finds those !mes geYng even harder. With his back to the wall, Books fends off 



mobsters, stars in a documentary, falls in love, and sells his soul… and it's only the second issue! 

(STL314395) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 12) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240369 

DRAWING BLOOD #2 (OF 12) CVR B BISHOP 

(W) David Avallone, Kevin Eastman (A) Ben Bishop & Various (CA) Ben Bishop 

"The saga of Shane &quot;Books&quot; Bookman con!nues: the one-!me mega-successful comic 

book creator fallen on hard !mes finds those !mes geYng even harder. With his back to the wall, 

Books fends off mobsters, stars in a documentary, falls in love, and sells his soul…and it’s only the 

second issue! 

" (STL314396) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 12) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240370 

DRAWING BLOOD #2 (OF 12) CVR C LITTLE 

(W) David Avallone, Kevin Eastman (A/CA) Ben Bishop & Various 

"The saga of Shane &quot;Books&quot; Bookman con!nues: the one-!me mega-successful comic 

book creator fallen on hard !mes finds those !mes geYng even harder. With his back to the wall, 

Books fends off mobsters, stars in a documentary, falls in love, and sells his soul…and it’s only the 

second issue! 

" (STL314397) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 12) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240371 

FISHFLIES #6 (OF 7) CVR A LEMIRE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Lemire 

Helen Dupuis con!nues looking for answers about what happened to her son, Paul, with the 

guidance of a psychic medium. Her desperate aGempt for informa!on sends her on an epic journey 

through the dark past of Belle River, with thrilling guest art by Shawn Kuruneru (Cave Grave). 

(STL314465) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (6 of 7) SRP: $5.99 

 



MAR240372 

FISHFLIES #6 (OF 7) CVR B KURUNERU (MR) 

(W/A) Jeff Lemire (CA) Shawn Kuruneru 

"Helen Dupuis con!nues looking for answers about what happened to her son, Paul, with the 

guidance of a psychic medium. Her desperate aGempt for informa!on sends her on an epic journey 

through the dark past of Belle River, with thrilling guest art by SHAWN KURUNERU (Cave Grave). 

" (STL314466) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (6 of 7) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240373 

FORGED #8 (MR) 

(W) Greg Rucka, Eric Trautmann (A/CA) Mike Henderson 

Vic is MIA and the mantle of leading Scimitar-3 falls to CrazyJo… if she doesn't crack first. At Court, 

Davian unravels intrigue as the Empress makes her own moves. Is she as erra!c as she seems? 

(STL314402) 

MATURE THEMES 

8x11, 64pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240374 

GEIGER #2 CVR A FRANK 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Gary Frank, Gary Frank (CA) Gary Frank 

The Unnamed Saga Con!nues! Tariq Geiger, his two-headed wolf Barney, and their surprising 

newfound companion begin their quest along the radioac!ve roads of the former United States to 

find a cure for the Glowing Man's nuclear-powered condi!on. But in order to obtain the informa!on 

they need, Geiger's crew must first help a local sheriff catch and kill a masked raider that's pillaging 

the town. But what Geiger ul!mately discovers chills him to his glowing green bones. And the 

Electrician isn't far behind… (STL314403) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240375 

GEIGER #2 CVR B REIS & MIKI 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Gary Frank (CA) Ivan Reis, Danny Miki 



THE UNNAMED SAGA CONTINUES! Tariq Geiger, his two-headed wolf Barney, and their surprising 

newfound companion begin their quest along the radioac!ve roads of the former United States to 

find a cure for the Glowing Man’s nuclear-powered condi!on. But in order to obtain the informa!on 

they need, Geiger’s crew must first help a local sheriff catch and kill a masked raider that&#39;s 

pillaging the town. But what Geiger ul!mately discovers chills him to his glowing green bones. And 

the Electrician isn’t far behind… (STL314404) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240377 

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #306 CVR A KUBERT & ANDERSON 

(W) Larry Hama (A) Chris Mooneyham, Francesco Segala (CA) Andy Kubert, Brad Anderson 

What is Zartan's secret? Destro and Zartan have formed a new partnership, but the Dreadnok has a 

secret that will change everything. As Snake Eyes and ScarleG begin a new chapter, tragedy strikes for 

someone dear to them in Springfield… (STL314467) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240378 

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #306 CVR B KUBERT 

(W) Larry Hama (A) Chris Mooneyham, Francesco Segala (CA) Andy Kubert 

"WHAT IS ZARTAN’S SECRET? Destro and Zartan have formed a new partnership, but the Dreadnok 

has a secret that will change everything. As Snake Eyes and ScarleG begin a new chapter, tragedy 

strikes for someone dear to them in Springfield… 

" (STL314468) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240380 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #32 CVR A RANDAL 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) Von Randal 

Gunslinger has proven to be quite the adversary to the Angelic forces hun!ng him. Now it's !me for 

him to turn the tables and become the hunter! (STL314406) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240381 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #32 CVR B GRANT 



(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Dexter Soy (CA) Keron Grant 

Gunslinger has proven to be quite the adversary to the Angelic forces hun!ng him. Now it's !me for 

him to turn the tables and become the hunter! (STL314407) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240382 

HOLY ROLLER #6 (OF 9) CVR A BOSCHI & DINISIO 

(W) Rick Remender & Various (A) Roland Boschi, Moreno DiNisio (CA) Roland Boschi, Moreno Diniso 

The world has gone mad. One man is at the center of it all, determined to hold back a toxic !de of 

hatred. One man with a bunch of trick bowling balls is all that stands between us and the end of 

civiliza!on as we know it. (STL314470) 

32pgs, FC (6 of 9) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240384 

I HATE FAIRYLAND #14 CVR A BEAN (MR) 

(W) SkoYe Young (A/CA) BreG Bean 

Here's the thing about Gert... she's never wrong, okay? Especially when it comes to Gertlins. I'm sure 

she has a perfectly good explana!on for why she would allow an invasion of these !ny Gert gremlin 

monsters to take over all of Fairyland. Right? Right?! Cough... (STL314408) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240385 

I HATE FAIRYLAND #14 CVR B BEAN (MR) 

(W) SkoYe Young (A/CA) BreG Bean 

Here's the thing about Gert... she's never WRONG, okay? Especially when it comes to Gertlins. I'm 

sure she has a perfectly good explana!on for why she would allow an invasion of these !ny Gert 

gremlin monsters to take over all of Fairyland. Right? RIGHT?! Cough... (STL314573) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240386 

ICE CREAM MAN #40 CVR A MORAZZO & OHALLORAN (MR) 



(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A/CA) Mar!n Morazzo, Chris O'Halloran 

"Decompression in a Wreck," Part Two. In this second part of our story (one need not read part one), 

two truck drivers die in five seconds and 28-or-so pages. (STL314472) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240387 

ICE CREAM MAN #40 CVR B COELHO (MR) 

(W) W. Maxwell Prince (A) Mar!n Morazzo, Chris O'Halloran (CA) Jorge Coelho 

“DECOMPRESSION IN A WRECK,” Part TwoIn this second part of our story (one need not read part 

one), two truck drivers die in five seconds and 28-or-so pages. (STL314473) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240388 

INFERNALS #4 CVR A PEARSON (MR) 

(W) Ryan ParroG, Noah Gardner (A/CA) John Pearson 

The armies of Hell move on Bethlehem. Abe makes a final sacrifice. Bee defies her father. 

(STL314409) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240389 

INFERNALS #4 CVR B ROXAE (MR) 

(W) Ryan ParroG, Noah Gardner (A) John Pearson (CA) Tia Roxae 

"The armies of Hell move on Bethlehem. Abe makes a final sacrifice. Bee defies her father.  

" (STL314410) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240390 

KAYA #18 CVR A CRAIG 



(W/A/CA) Wes Craig 

The city erupts in violence between the rebels and the King's army. Caught in the middle, Kaya makes 

a fateful decision that will set her and Jin on a dangerous new direc!on. Hearts are broken and fates 

are sealed in the explosive conclusion to "The Temple of Shazir!" (STL314411) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240391 

KAYA #18 CVR B GREEN 

(W/A) Wes Craig (CA) Stephen Green 

The city erupts in violence between the rebels and the King's army. Caught in the middle, Kaya makes 

a fateful decision that will set her and Jin on a dangerous new direc!on. Hearts are broken and fates 

are sealed in the explosive conclusion to "The Temple of Shazir!" (STL314412) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240392 

KAYA #19 CVR A CRAIG 

(W/A/CA) Wes Craig 

What's happened to Kaya's magic arm? What strange lands have her adventures taken her to, and 

where is her brother Jin? Glimpse Kaya's future in this shocking standalone story! Featuring a backup 

story by rising star Juni Ba. (STL314574) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240393 

KAYA #19 CVR B MAHFOOD 

(W/A) Wes Craig (CA) Jim Mahfood 

"What’s happened to Kaya’s magic arm? What strange lands have her adventures taken her to, and 

where is her brother Jin? Glimpse Kaya’s future in this shocking standalone story! Featuring a backup 

story by rising star JUNI BA. 

" (STL314575) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240394 

KILLADELPHIA #36 CVR A ALEXANDER (MR) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) German Erramouspe, Jason Sean Alexander (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander 



End of Story Arc. "Death Be Not Proud," Part 6 (of 6). The latest arc of the sold-out Eisner Award-

nominated series arrives at its explosive conclusion! For the first !me, bringing together Spawn, 

Savage Dragon, and the cursed one known as Blacula himself! From Rodney Barnes, the writer and 

execu!ve producer behind HBO's Winning Time, and Jason Shawn Alexander, the ar!st who 

redefined Spawn. Plus: A backup story featuring Hell's baddest badass, Johnny Gatlin! Also available 

in Noir Edi!on, featuring black-and-white line art interiors. (STL314474) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240395 

KILLADELPHIA #36 CVR B FARRO (MR) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Jason Sean Alexander, German Erramouspe (CA) Viktor Farro 

END OF STORY ARC&quot;DEATH BE NOT PROUD,&quot; Part Six (of Six)The latest arc of the sold-out 

Eisner Award-nominated series arrives at its explosive conclusion! For the first !me, bringing 

together Spawn, Savage Dragon, and the cursed one known as Blacula himself!From RODNEY 

BARNES, the writer and execu!ve producer behind HBO&#39;s Winning Time, and JASON SHAWN 

ALEXANDER, the ar!st who redefined SPAWN.PLUS: A backup story featuring Hell&#39;s baddest 

badass, Johnny Gatlin!Also available in NOIR EDITION, featuring black-and-white line art interiors. 

(STL314475) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240396 

KILLADELPHIA #36 CVR C ALEXANDER B&W NOIR ED (MR) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Jason Sean Alexander, German Erramouspe (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander 

END OF STORY ARC&quot;DEATH BE NOT PROUD,&quot; Part Six (of Six)The latest arc of the sold-out 

Eisner Award-nominated series arrives at its explosive conclusion! For the first !me, bringing 

together Spawn, Savage Dragon, and the cursed one known as Blacula himself!From RODNEY 

BARNES, the writer and execu!ve producer behind HBO&#39;s Winning Time, and JASON SHAWN 

ALEXANDER, the ar!st who redefined SPAWN.PLUS: A backup story featuring Hell&#39;s baddest 

badass, Johnny Gatlin!Also available in NOIR EDITION, featuring black-and-white line art interiors. 

(STL314476) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, B&W SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240397 

KING SPAWN #34 CVR A ALEXANDER 



(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Puppeteer Lee 

Just because Al Simmons is powerless doesn't mean he's helpless. This is a lesson he's about to teach 

the stranded Demons stalking the alleyways of NYC! (STL314413) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240398 

KING SPAWN #34 CVR B RANDAL 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Von Randal 

Just because Al Simmons is powerless doesn't mean he's helpless. This is a lesson he's about to teach 

the stranded Demons stalking the alleyways of NYC! (STL314414) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240399 

LAST MERMAID #3 CVR A KIM 

(W/A/CA) Derek Kirk Kim 

The mermaid and her only companion—a !ny axolotl named LoYe—are thrust into peril once again 

when they encounter a fearsome water beast looking for its next meal. Things get more complicated 

when a mysterious stranger enters the fray. Is he friend or foe? (STL314415) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240401 

LOCAL MAN #10 CVR A SEELEY & FLEECS (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs 

Brand New Arc! New Mystery! Things were bad enough for the hero formerly known as Crossjack 

when it was just his !ny hometown that hated his guts… now the whole world wants him dead. Jack 

looks to hide out with an ally from his superhero past, but there are some things you can't hide from. 

They say you can't go home again. New jumping-on point for one of the most cri!cally acclaimed 

new books of the year! (STL314477) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240402 

LOCAL MAN #10 CVR B PORTACIO (MR) 

(W/A) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs (CA) Whilce Portacio 



NEW STORY ARCThings were bad enough for the hero formerly known as Crossjack when it was just 

his !ny hometown that hated his guts…now the whole world wants him dead. Jack looks to hide out 

with an ally from his superhero past, but there are some things you can&#39;t hide from. They say 

you can&#39;t go home again. BRAND NEW ARC! NEW MYSTERY! NEW JUMPING-ON POINT FOR 

ONE OF THE MOST CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED NEW BOOKS OF THE YEAR! (STL314478) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240403 

LOCAL MAN #10 CVR C SEELEY & PASSALAQUA (MR) 

(W/A) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs (CA) Tim Seeley, Allen Passalaqua 

NEW STORY ARCThings were bad enough for the hero formerly known as Crossjack when it was just 

his !ny hometown that hated his guts…now the whole world wants him dead. Jack looks to hide out 

with an ally from his superhero past, but there are some things you can&#39;t hide from. They say 

you can&#39;t go home again. BRAND NEW ARC! NEW MYSTERY! NEW JUMPING-ON POINT FOR 

ONE OF THE MOST CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED NEW BOOKS OF THE YEAR! (STL314479) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240404 

MOON MAN #5 CVR A LOCATI 

(W) Kyle Higgins, ScoG "Kid Cudi" Mescudi (A/CA) Marco Loca! 

Ramon dives deeper into the mystery of his powers and learns a truth that changes everything. With 

his family on the line, Ramon will have to decide where he stands—and find out who he can trust to 

stand with him. (STL314416) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240405 

MOON MAN #5 CVR B CARLOMAGNO 

(W) Kyle Higgins, ScoG "Kid Cudi" Mescudi (A) Marco Loca! (CA) French Carlomagno 

"Ramon dives deeper into the mystery of his powers and learns a truth that changes everything. 

With his family on the line, Ramon will have to decide where he stands—and find out who he can 

trust to stand with him. 

" (STL314417) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240406 

MOON MAN #5 CVR C ALLEYNE 

(W) Kyle Higgins, ScoG "Kid Cudi" Mescudi (A) Marco Loca! (CA) Paris Alleyne 

"Ramon dives deeper into the mystery of his powers and learns a truth that changes everything. 

With his family on the line, Ramon will have to decide where he stands—and find out who he can 

trust to stand with him. 

" (STL314418) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240407 

NAPALM LULLABY #3 CVR A BENGAL 

(W) Rick Remender (A/CA)  Bengal 

Having made their way inside the hallowed domed city during the arrival ceremony of the Glorious 

Leader, Sarah and Sam discover that some gods are not what they seem, and that everyone has a 

plan un!l the Janitor bears witness. (STL314419) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240409 

NIGHTS #7 (MR) 

(W) WyaG Kennedy (A/CA) Luigi Formisano 

AGen!on: Tonight's performance of Sweeney Todd has been directed by Rudy Ray Moore and wriGen 

by Walter Hill. We apologize for the confusion. Ivory's in trouble, Vince plays a double, and MaG will 

make you chuckle! A lot of people die this issue. (STL311609) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB240468) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240410 

ONE HAND #4 (OF 5) CVR A CAMPBELL LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Ram V. (A) Laurence Campbell, Lee Loughridge (CA) Laurence Campbell & Various 

The hit mini-series con!nues! The hunt for the new One Hand Killer is nearing its end and Detec!ve 

Ari Nassar only needs to uncover one final clue. But secrets run deep in Neo Novena, and the One 

Hand Killer isn't the only person that wants to shut Ari down… permanently. Grippingly wriGen by 



award-winning writer Ram V with haun!ngly atmospheric art and covers by Laurence Campbell and 

Lee Loughridge, The One Hand will keep you guessing un!l the very end. (STL314421) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240411 

ONE HAND #4 (OF 5) CVR B KUMAR LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Ram V. (A) Laurence Campbell, Lee Loughridge (CA) Lee Loughridge & Various 

"THE HIT MINISERIES CONTINUES!The hunt for the new One Hand Killer is nearing its end and 

Detec!ve Ari Nassar only needs to uncover one final clue. But secrets run deep in Neo Novena, and 

the One Hand Killer isn’t the only person that wants to shut Ari down…permanently. _Grippingly 

wriGen by award-winning writer RAM V (The Many Deaths of Laila Starr, Swamp Thing) with 

haun!ngly atmospheric art and covers by LAURENCE CAMPBELL (Old Haunts, BPRD: Hell on Earth) 

and LEE LOUGHRIDGE (DEADLY CLASS), THE ONE HAND is a miniseries that will keep you guessing 

un!l the very end. For fans of Blade Runner,_ Ghost in the Shell, and Black_ Mirror_.  

" (STL314422) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240412 

PAKLIS #8 

(W) Dus!n Weaver & Various (A/CA) Dus!n Weaver 

A new story begins with "Hiro," Part 1: Hiro's girlfriend waits for him at the mysterious Grand Hotel 

aJer her family has inexplicably vanished. She needs his help, but Hiro knows more than he's leYng 

on. It all has something to do with a small toy clown. Also: "Amina Cycle," Chapter 7. (STL314480) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240413 

RAT CITY #2 

(W) Erica Schultz (A/CA) Ze Carlos 

Peter Cairn is s!ll struggling with his new powers. Deemed a "Deviant" by the corpora!on that 

created him, he is on the run as they aGempt to reclaim the power that they believe is theirs! 

(STL314423) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 



MAR240414 

REDCOAT #2 CVR A HITCH 

(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Bryan Hitch 

The Unnamed's Redcoat is just geYng started! It is 1892! The year of Coca-Cola, the first public 

basketball game, and Lizzie Borden picking up an axe! It's also the year that immortal mercenary and 

former Bri!sh Revolu!onary War soldier Simon Pure finds himself the target of a mysterious cult. 

One that seems to know everything about him. And now Simon must do something he's never done 

before—accept help. Help in the form of the most unlikely of allies: a 12-year-old Albert Einstein 

obsessed with unlocking the secret to Simon's magic! (STL314424) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240415 

REDCOAT #2 CVR B REIS & MIKI 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Bryan Hitch (CA) Ivan Reis, Danny Miki 

THE UNNAMED’S REDCOAT IS JUST GETTING STARTED! It is 1892! The year of Coca-Cola, the first 

public basketball game, and Lizzie Borden picking up an axe! It’s also the year that immortal 

mercenary and former Bri!sh Revolu!onary War soldier Simon Pure finds himself the target of a 

mysterious cult. One that seems to know everything about him. And now Simon must do something 

he’s never done before—accept help. Help in the form of the most unlikely of allies: a 12-year-old 

Albert Einstein obsessed with unlocking the secret to Simon’s magic! (STL314425) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240417 

ROGUE SUN #19 CVR A MCMAHON 

(W) Ryan ParroG, Nick CoGon (A) Marco Renna (CA) Kelly McMahon 

Finally free from the Sun Stone, Dylan and Marcus are on the hunt for the escaped creatures of the 

Crystal Menagerie, star!ng with… The Alienator. Even aJer everything they've been through, father 

and son don't always see eye-to-eye—but you can see the adventure from both sides in this special 

double-sided flipbook issue! Rogue Sun is a Massive-Verse series. (STL314481) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240418 

ROGUE SUN #19 CVR B WHALEN 

(W) Ryan ParroG, Nick CoGon (A) Marco Renna (CA) Tom Whalen 

Finally free from the Sun Stone, Dylan and Marcus are on the hunt for the escaped creatures of the 

Crystal Menagerie, star!ng with…THE ALIENATOR. Even aJer everything they&#39;ve been through, 



father and son don&#39;t always see eye-to-eye—but you can see the adventure from both sides in 

this special double-sided FLIPBOOK ISSUE!**ROGUE SUN **is a Massive-Verse series. (STL314579) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240419 

ROOK EXODUS #2 CVR A FABOK 

(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Jason Fabok 

In the far future, the man known only as Rook wants out. He reckons anywhere is beGer than the 

crumbling planet Exodus, where all of nature—especially its imported animal popula!on—has grown 

out of control as the world's engine has uGerly failed. Scavenging for an escape vessel, he's 

interrupted by the power-hungry bear master named Ursaw, who won't stop un!l he rules all of 

what remains of Exodus. Also: Who is the mysterious Dire Wolf? And is she Rook's ally… or enemy? 

(STL314427) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240420 

ROOK EXODUS #2 CVR B FABOK 

(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Jason Fabok 

"In the far future, the man known only as Rook wants out. He reckons anywhere is beGer than the 

crumbling planet Exodus, where all of nature—especially its imported animal popula!on—has grown 

out of control as the world’s engine has uGerly failed. Scavenging for an escape vessel, he’s 

interrupted by the power-hungry bear master named Ursaw, who won’t stop un!l he rules all of 

what remains of Exodus. Also: Who is the mysterious Dire Wolf? And is she Rook’s ally…or enemy? 

" (STL314428) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240422 

SACRIFICERS #8 CVR A FIUMARA & MCCAIG 

(W) Rick Remender (A/CA) Max Fiumara, Dave McCaig 

Pigeon makes his way to Noom’s seaside village only to find it engulfed in the chaos created by Luna’s 

disappearance. He will come to comprehend the true power of Aqua!ca, the Lord of Water, as he 

struggles in vain to suppress the angry seas. (STL314430) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240424 



SAM AND TWITCH CASE FILES #3 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Thaddeus Robeck 

The inves!ga!on takes a turn that neither detec!ve saw coming. Now they are the target of a vicious 

killer! (STL314432) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240425 

SIX FINGERS #4 (OF 5) CVR A KUMAR LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Dan WaGers (A) Lee Loughridge, Sumit Kumar (CA) Lee Loughridge & Various 

The hit mini-series con!nues! In the penul!mate issue of the series, Johannes has cracked the code 

wriGen in the blood of the city, which promises to break its secrets wide open. But will it be worth 

the cost of all it promises to take from him? Grippingly wriGen by writer Dan WaGers with haun!ngly 

atmospheric art and covers by Sumit Kumar, this mini-series will keep you on the edge un!l the very 

end. (STL314433) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240426 

SIX FINGERS #4 (OF 5) CVR B CAMPBELL LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Dan WaGers (A) Lee Loughridge, Sumit Kumar (CA) Lee Loughridge & Various 

"THE HIT MINISERIES CONTINUES! **In the penul!mate issue of the series, Johannes has cracked the 

code wriGen in the blood of the city, which promises to break its secrets wide open. But will it be 

worth the cost of all it promises to take from him?Grippingly wriGen by writer DAN WATTERS (HOME 

SICK PILOTS, Loki) with haun!ngly atmospheric art and covers by SUMIT KUMAR (Man-Bat**_, These 

Savage Shores) and LEE LOUGHRIDGE (DEADLY CLASS), THE SIX FINGERS is a miniseries that will keep 

you on the edge un!l the very end. For fans of Blade Runner,_ Ghost_ in the Shell, and Black Mirror_.  

" (STL314434) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240427 

SOMETHING EPIC #10 CVR A KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 



With no new leads to follow, our detec!ve duo schedules a mee!ng with a most unusual Epic, whose 

unique abili!es might help them make a break in the case. Features 32 full pages of pure story and 

art! (STL314435) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240428 

SOMETHING EPIC #10 CVR B KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

With no new leads to follow, our detec!ve duo schedules a mee!ng with a most unusual Epic, whose 

unique abili!es might help them make a break in the case. Features 32 full pages of pure story and 

art! (STL314436) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240429 

SOMETHING EPIC #10 CVR C KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

With no new leads to follow, our detec!ve duo schedules a mee!ng with a most unusual Epic, whose 

unique abili!es might help them make a break in the case. Features 32 full pages of pure story and 

art! (STL314437) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240430 

SOMETHING EPIC #10 CVR D KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

With no new leads to follow, our detec!ve duo schedules a mee!ng with a most unusual Epic, whose 

unique abili!es might help them make a break in the case. Features 32 full pages of pure story and 

art! (STL314438) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240431 

SPAWN #354 CVR A LEE 

(W) Rory McConville, Todd McFarlane (A) BreG Booth (CA) Puppeteer Lee 

Spawn has decided to take down Bludd once and for all, but without the powers of a Hellspawn at 

his disposal, he realizes he may need some help. (STL314439) 



24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240432 

SPAWN #354 CVR B BARBERI 

(W) Rory Mcconville, Todd McFarlane (A) BreG Booth (CA) Carlo Barberi 

"Spawn has decided to take down Bludd once and for all, but without the powers of a Hellspawn at 

his disposal, he realizes he may need some help. 

" (STL314440) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240433 

SPAWN SCORCHED #30 CVR A KEANE 

(W) John Layman (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Kevin Keane 

The search for Medieval Spawn is s!ll ongoing, and it leads the team to the unlikeliest of people. 

(STL314441) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240434 

SPAWN SCORCHED #30 CVR B GLAPION 

(W) John Layman (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Jonathan Glapion 

"The search for Medieval Spawn is s!ll ongoing, and it leads the team to the unlikeliest of people. 

" (STL314442) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $2.99 

 

MAR240435 

ST MERCY GODLAND #2 (OF 4) CVR A ROJO 

(W) John Zuur PlaGen (A/CA) A!lio Rojo 

Following her glamorous new movie star friend, Lupe, to Golden Age Hollywood, Mercy quickly 

realizes she can't leave her past behind; the Incan gods have found her in this burgeoning land of 

dreams. Now, confron!ng a truth she cannot escape, Mercy and her sister-in-blood Quispe find 

themselves baGling against their ancient curse in a world where nothing is real, illusion is a craJ, and 

magic is immortalized on celluloid to entertain the masses. (STL314443) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240436 

ST MERCY GODLAND #2 (OF 4) CVR B CIREGIA & ROJO 

(W) John Zuur PlaGen (A) A!lio Rojo (CA) Francesca Ciregia, A!lio Rojo 

Following her glamorous new movie star friend, Lupe, to Golden Age Hollywood, Mercy quickly 

realizes she can&#39;t leave her past behind; the Incan gods have found her in this burgeoning land 

of dreams. Now, confron!ng a truth she cannot escape, Mercy and her sister-in-blood Quispe find 

themselves baGling against their ancient curse in a world where nothing is real, illusion is a craJ, and 

magic is immortalized on celluloid to entertain the masses. (STL314444) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240437 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS BLACK LAGOON #2 (OF 4) CVR A ROBERTS 

(W) Dan WaGers, Ram V. (A) MaGhew Roberts, Dave Stewart (CA) MaGhew Roberts 

Kate Marsden has miraculously survived, but just who—or what—is the creature that she saw? As 

Doctor Thompson and Kate work to discover the truth, they come face to face with an elusive serial 

killer… who's also the man that Kate has dedicated her life to destroying. (STL314445) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240438 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS BLACK LAGOON #2 (OF 4) CVR B MANAPUL 

(W) Dan WaGers, Ram V. (A) MaGhew Roberts, Dave Stewart (CA) Francis Manapul 

"Kate Marsden has miraculously survived, but just who—or what—is the creature that she saw? As 

Doctor Thompson and Kate work to discover the truth, they come face to face with an elusive serial 

killer…who’s also the man that Kate has dedicated her life to destroying.  

" (STL314446) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240443 

VOID RIVALS #9 CVR A DE FELICI & LOPES 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Lorenzo De Felici, Matheus Lopes 

As Darak and Solila cling to life, deep in the wasteland they find—Springer?!? It's the first Energon 

Universe appearance of everyone's favorite Triple-Changer Autobot! (STL314451) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240444 

VOID RIVALS #9 CVR B ORTIZ 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Lorenzo De Felici, Matheus Lopes (CA) Ricardo Lopez Or!z 

As Darak and Solila cling to life, deep in the wasteland they find—SPRINGER?! It&#39;s the first 

Energon Universe appearance of everyone&#39;s favorite Triple-Changer Autobot! (STL314452) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240448 

W0RLDTR33 #10 CVR A BLANCO (MR) 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Fernando Blanco, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Fernando Blanco 

Ellison Lane had never heard of Gabriel Winter before a seemingly chance encounter at a police 

sta!on. But it's becoming increasingly clear Gabriel Winter never leJ anything to chance—and he's 

been influencing the en!re Lane family for years. Was he trying to save the world… or using the 

Lanes as pawns in a game that only Gabriel Winter truly understood? (STL314456) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240449 

W0RLDTR33 #10 CVR B RICCARDI (MR) 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Fernando Blanco, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Vincenzo Riccardi 

"Ellison Lane had never heard of Gabriel Winter before a seemingly chance encounter at a police 

sta!on. But it’s becoming increasingly clear Gabriel Winter never leJ anything to chance—and he’s 

been influencing the en!re Lane family for years. Was he trying to save the world…or using the Lanes 

as pawns in a game that only Gabriel Winter truly understood? 

" (STL314457) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240452 

WALKING DEAD DLX #88 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig 



Carl finally wakes up, but the lingering effects of his injury weigh heavily on Rick. This deluxe 

presenta!on in stunning full color also features another installment of CuYng Room Floor and 

creator commentary. (STL314582) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240453 

WALKING DEAD DLX #88 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig 

"Carl finally wakes up, but the lingering effects of his injury weigh heavily on Rick.This deluxe 

presenta!on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of CuYng Room Floor and 

creator commentary.  

" (STL314583) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240454 

WALKING DEAD DLX #88 CVR C WU (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Annie Wu 

"Carl finally wakes up, but the lingering effects of his injury weigh heavily on Rick.This deluxe 

presenta!on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of CuYng Room Floor and 

creator commentary.  

" (STL314584) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240455 

WALKING DEAD DLX #89 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig 

With Rick and company out beyond the walls, Glenn finds himself alone in Alexandria with very few 

allies… (STL314585) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240456 

WALKING DEAD DLX #89 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig 

"With Rick and company out beyond the walls, Glenn finds himself alone in Alexandria with very few 

allies… 

" (STL314586) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240457 

WALKING DEAD DLX #89 CVR C WU (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Annie Wu 

"With Rick and company out beyond the walls, Glenn finds himself alone in Alexandria with very few 

allies… 

" (STL314587) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240458 

WEATHERMAN VOL 3 #5 (OF 7) (MR) 

(W) Jody LeHeup (A/CA) Nathan Fox 

Cross and her crew embark on a last-ditch suicide mission straight into the heart of Jenner's lair as 

the final baGle for the fate of humanity and the soul of Ian Black begins. (STL314460) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 7) SRP: $3.99 

 

DIRE WOLF DIGITAL 

 

MAR240459 

INVINCIBLE HERO BUILDING GAME (C: 1-1-2) 



Swoop into ac!on in this coopera!ve bag-building game based on the hit Amazon animated series 

and the acclaimed comic book series by Robert Kirkman and Skybound Entertainment. Test your 

meGle with seven replayable episodes, explore countless super-powered combina!ons and 

strategies, rescue innocent civilians, and kick villain ass. (STL313993) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Coopera!ve Game, FC (DWD 08001)  SRP: $55.00 

 

TITAN COMICS SECTION 

 

TITAN COMICS 

 

MAR240460 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR A CHEW (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Derrick Chew 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315274) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240461 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR B HUGHES (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Adam Hughes 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315277) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR240462 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR C PHILLIPS (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Sean Phillips 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315278) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240463 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR D MAER (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Shannon Maer 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315279) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240464 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR E COSPLAY (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA)  Cosplay 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315280) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240465 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR F DARNELL (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Jasmin Darnell 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315281) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240466 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR G DARNELL NUDE BAGGED (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Jasmin Darnell 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315283) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $10.00 

 

MAR240467 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR H DARNELL (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A/CA) Ang Hor Kheng 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315284) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240468 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #1 CVR I CHEW FOIL (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Derrick Chew 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AJer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca!on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL315286) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR240471 

O/A GUN HONEY TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Bill Sienkiewicz 

THE WEAPON YOU NEED, WHERE YOU NEED IT, WHEN YOU NEED IT, SHE'LL GET IT! 

When a gun smuggled into a high-security prison leads to the escape of a brutal criminal, weapons 

expert Joanna Tan is enlisted by the U.S. government to find the man she set loose and bring him 

down! 

Collects issues #1-4. 

From Edgar Award Winning Writer Charles Ardai - Founder of Hard Case Crime. 

TV Series Now In Development! 

"CHARLES ARDAI IS A VERY SMART AND VERY COOL FELLOW." - STEPHEN KING (STL212751) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240472 

GUN HONEY BLOOD FOR BLOOD TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Stanley Lau "Artgerm" 

With weapons expert Joanna Tan, the legendary "Gun Honey," off the grid, recupera!ng from her 

last job, a vengeful rival takes her place - and frames Joanna for murder. On the run from Malaysia to 



Milan, from Montana to Monaco, can Joanna catch up to her ruthless enemy...or will she catch a 

bullet first? 

 

Collects issues #1-4. 

 

"The finest kind of pulp noir." Ed Brubaker (STL249658) (OCT221249) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240473 

SAVAGE SWORD CONAN ORIGINAL OMNI REG ED HC VOL 09 (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Larry Yakata & Various (A) Gary Kwapisz, Ernie Chan (CA) Joe Jusko 

THE GREATEST SAGA IN SWORD-AND-SORCERY HISTORY!  

 

UnfeGered by the Comics Code, these dark and griGy tales are perfect for Conan fans looking for that 

extra bit of bloody violence!  

 

Crom does not deny the faithful! The Savage Sword of Conan Omnibus collec!ons are con!nuing and 

collec!ng the greatest sword-and-sorcery comic magazine of all !me! 

  

Collec!ng The Savage Sword of Conan (1974) #117-132, Marvel Graphic Novel (1982) #19 - Conan: 

The Witch Queen of Acheron and, material from Epic Illustrated (1980) #34. 

  (STL284674) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #7 (JUL230912) 

SC, 1072pgs, B&W SRP: $150.00 

 

MAR240474 

SAVAGE SWORD CONAN ORIGINAL OMNI DIRECT MARKET HC VOL 09 (MR 

(W) Larry Yakata & Various (A) Gary Kwapisz, Ernie Chan (CA) Michael Golden 

THE GREATEST SAGA IN SWORD-AND-SORCERY HISTORY!  

 



UnfeGered by the Comics Code, these dark and griGy tales are perfect for Conan fans looking for that 

extra bit of bloody violence!  

 

Crom does not deny the faithful! The Savage Sword of Conan Omnibus collec!ons are con!nuing and 

collec!ng the greatest sword-and-sorcery comic magazine of all !me! 

  

Collec!ng The Savage Sword of Conan (1974) #117-132, Marvel Graphic Novel (1982) #19 - Conan: 

The Witch Queen of Acheron and, material from Epic Illustrated (1980) #34. (STL284672) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #7 (JUL230911) 

SC, 1072pgs, B&W SRP: $150.00 

 

MAR240475 

CONAN BARBARIAN #11 CVR A HORLEY (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre (CA) Alex Horley 

BEYOND FLESH. BEYOND DEATH. BEYOND TIME.  

Conan has travelled far and seen much in his legendary journeys, but nothing he has experienced 

thus far can prepare him for a quest to lands beyond to answer dark riddles of the past.  

Unexpected allies await, fierce enemies loom, and the strange power of the Black Stone s!rs in THE 

AGE UNCONQUERED! (STL315251) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240476 

CONAN BARBARIAN #11 CVR B PACE (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre (CA) Richard Pace 

BEYOND FLESH. BEYOND DEATH. BEYOND TIME.  

Conan has travelled far and seen much in his legendary journeys, but nothing he has experienced 

thus far can prepare him for a quest to lands beyond to answer dark riddles of the past.  

Unexpected allies await, fierce enemies loom, and the strange power of the Black Stone s!rs in THE 

AGE UNCONQUERED! (STL315252) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240477 

CONAN BARBARIAN #11 CVR C GALLOWAY (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre (CA) Sean Galloway 

BEYOND FLESH. BEYOND DEATH. BEYOND TIME.  

Conan has travelled far and seen much in his legendary journeys, but nothing he has experienced 

thus far can prepare him for a quest to lands beyond to answer dark riddles of the past.  

Unexpected allies await, fierce enemies loom, and the strange power of the Black Stone s!rs in THE 

AGE UNCONQUERED! (STL315253) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240478 

RIVERS OF LONDON STRAY CAT BLUES #1 (OF 4) CVR A HARDING (MR 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Jose Maria Beroy (CA) Abigail Harding 

THE HIT COMIC BASED ON BEN AARONOVITCH'S BESTSELLING NOVELS IS BACK! 

 

Old frenemies become allies in the latest Rivers of London saga, when a mysterious cat-woman 

comes to The Folly looking for help to free her sisters from a notorious chimera brothel run by 

London gangster Monty and his sinister magically endowed mother, Mrs. Napier. (STL315541) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240479 

RIVERS OF LONDON STRAY CAT BLUES #1 (OF 4) CVR B BEROY (MR) 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A/CA) Jose Maria Beroy 

THE HIT COMIC BASED ON BEN AARONOVITCH'S BESTSELLING NOVELS IS BACK! 

 

Old frenemies become allies in the latest Rivers of London saga, when a mysterious cat-woman 

comes to The Folly looking for help to free her sisters from a notorious chimera brothel run by 

London gangster Monty and his sinister magically endowed mother, Mrs. Napier. (STL315543) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240480 

BLADE RUNNER 2039 TP VOL 03 ASH (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Clark Bint 

THE FINAL CHAPTER IN THE ASH SAGA, SPANNING 30 YEARS! 

 

In 2019, Aahna "Ash" Ashina was the LAPD's most efficient and feared Blade Runner. Two decades 

later and Ash lives 'off-grid' as a fugi!ve outlaw helping Replicants escape their enslaved servitude 

and survive undetected on Earth. 

 

Now, Ash faces her greatest challenge yet: saving the city she loves from the insane machina!ons of 

Niander Wallace and his deadly assistant, Luv. It's up to Ash to protect the secret of the Replicant 

miracle - as seen in the cri!cally acclaimed blockbuster BLADE RUNNER 2049 - and fulfill the pact she 

made years ago to those she loves most. 

 

Collec!ng Blade Runner: 2039 #9-12. (STL315249) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240481 

BLADE RUNNER 2039 TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Kendrick Lim 

WriGen by MIKE JOHNSON (Supergirl, Star Trek) with artwork by ANDRES GUINALDO (Jus!ce League 

Dark) Crea!ve consultant Academy Award-nominated screenwriter MICHAEL GREEN (Blade Runner 

2049, Logan)!  

 

Cleo Selwyn has returned to L.A. in search of her Replicant mother, Isobel, whom she believes has 

been kidnapped by Niander Wallace himself. The only person who can help her? Disgraced former 

Blade Runner, Aahna 'Ash' Ashina.  

 

Collec!ng Blade Runner: 2039 #1-4 (STL264178) (FEB231001) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240482 

BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS TP VOL 01 PRODUCT (MR) 



(W) K. Perkins & Various (A) Fernando Dagnino (CA) Piotr Kowalski 

Enter the world of Blade Runner: 2009 and discover the untold origins of the Blade Runners! 

A Tyrell Corpora!on scien!st is DEAD, the vic!m of an apparent suicide.  

But when LAPD Detec!ve Cal is called in to inves!gate, he uncovers secret documents revealing a 

new kind of replicant and a conspiracy that could change the world. 

FEATURES AN ALL-STAR CREATIVE TEAM including K. PERKINS (Supergirl), MELLOW BROWN 

(American Gods) plus Titan's bestselling Blade Runner 2019 co-writer MIKE JOHNSON. 

Collects Blade Runner Origins #1-4 (STL186799) (APR211967) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240483 

BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS TP VOL 02 SCRAP (MR) 

(W) K. Perkins, Mellow Brown (A) Fernando Dagnino (CA) Butch Guice 

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF BLADE RUNNER 2009 AND THE BIRTH OF THE BLADE RUNNER 

DIVISION! 

LAPD detec!ve CAL MOREAUX has teamed up with an escaped experimental REPLICANT, who has 

been uploaded with the memories of a dead Tyrell Corpora!on scien!st, whose suicide he was sent 

to inves!gate.  

Collects Blade Runner Origins #5-9 plus Blade Runner Origins FCBD! (STL208488) (OCT211795) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240484 

BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS TP VOL 03 BURNING (MR) 

(W) K. Perkins, Mellow Brown (A) Fernando Dagnino (CA) Gene Ha 

DET. CAL MOREAUX TEAMS UP WITH A FUGITIVE REPLICANT WHO HAS THE IMPLANTED MEMORIES 

OF A MURDERED TYRELL CORP. SCIENTIST. 

 

COLLECTS BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS #9-12 (STL226729) (APR221839) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 



MAR240485 

BLADE RUNNER BOX SET 

(W) Michael Green, Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Syd Mead 

Return to the world of Blade Runner with this, the officially sanc!oned box-set of the comic book 

series based on the cult 1982 science fic!on movie Blade Runner, directed by Ridley ScoG. Including 

art cards featuring the cover art from the 

individual books. 

Collects Blade Runner 2019: Los Angeles/Off-World/Home Again, Home Again. (STL190436) 

(MAY211757) 

HC, 7x10, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR240486 

O/A BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS 1-3 BOXED SET (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Johnson & Various (A) Fernando Dagnino 

LOS ANGELES, 2009...  

FOLLOW THE ADVENTURES OF LAPD DETECTIVE CAL MOREAUX, AS HE INVESTIGATES A SEEMINGLY 

STRAIGHT-FORWARD SUICIDE OF A TYRELL CORP SCIENTIST, AND UNCOVERS A DARK CONSPIRACY 

THAT COULD SEE THE CITY OF LA BURNED TO THE GROUND.  

COLLECTS BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS VOL.1: PRODUCTS, BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS VOL 2: SCRAP, AND 

BLADE RUNNER ORIGINS VOL 3: BURNING. (STL272234) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR240487 

BLADE RUNNER BLACK LOTUS LEAVING LA GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nancy A. Collins (A) Enid Balam (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

SET AFTER THE EVENTS OF THE BLADE RUNNER: BLACK LOTUS ANIME SERIES! 

Elle, aka Black Lotus, hoped she could leave behind her violent past and find a new life. but is that 

possible in a world where replicants are s!ll hunted and feared. 

Collects #1-4 of Blade Runner: Black Lotus. (STL242353) (AUG221898) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 112pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240488 



O/A BLADE RUNNER 2019 TP VOL 01 WELCOME TO LOS ANGELES NEW PTG ( 

(W) Michael Green, Michael Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo, Marco Lesko (CA) Andres Guinaldo 

The first original comic set in this iconic sci-fi world, from the Oscar-winning writer of BLADE RUNNER 

2049! 

Blade Runner Ashina hunts down a Replicant conspiracy! 

Collects Blade Runner 2019 #1-4. (STL279138) 

MATURE THEMES 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240489 

BLADE RUNNER 2019 TP VOL 02 OFF-WORLD NEW PTG 

(W) Michael Green, Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo, Marco Lesko (CA) Paul Pope 

From the rain-soaked dystopic world of Los Angeles 2019 to the never-before-seen promised land of 

the Off-World colonies, Replicant-ha!ng Blade Runner Ash's search for the runaway wife and child of 

a rich industrialist takes her where no other Blade Runner has ever gone before! WriGen by the 

Oscar-nominated screenwriter of Blade Runner 2049, Michael Green, and co-writer Mike Johnson 

(Star Trek, Supergirl) with artwork by Andres Guinaldo (Captain America, Jus!ce League Dark). 

(STL221896) (NOV218844) 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240490 

BLADE RUNNER 2019 TP VOL 03 HOME AGAIN 

(W) Michael Green, Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Tommy Lee Edwards 

AJer six years off-world, ex-Blade Runner Ash has returned to Los Angeles, but now... the hunter has 

become the hunted! 

WriGen by the Oscar-nominated screenwriter of Blade Runner 2049, Michael Green, and co-writer 

Mike Johnson (Star Trek, Supergirl) with artwork by Andres Guinaldo (Captain America, Jus!ce 

League Dark). 

Collects #9-12 PLUS Blade Runner 2019 FCBD #0 which !es into this arc!! (STL169465) (OCT201588) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240491 

BLADE RUNNER 2019 TP VOL 01 ARTIST EDITION 



Relive the first volume of the globally successful on-going Blade Runner 2019 comic series in this 

stunning black & white art edi!on showcasing the original artwork of Andres Guinaldo! 

Welcome to the rain soaked world of Los Angeles 2019 - a dystopic world of Replicants, Spinners and 

hardboiled future noir. There's a new Blade Runner in town, and she's out for blood. Replicant blood. 

(STL154713) (MAR202138) 

112pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240492 

BLADE RUNNER 2029 TP VOL 01 REUNION 

(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Giovanni ValeGa 

Blade Runner Ash hunts the streets of Los Angeles for renegade Replicants. She finds her loyal!es 

and humanity challenged by two Replicants... one offering her salva!on, the other deadly 

damna!on. 

WriGen by MIKE JOHNSON (Supergirl) with script supervision by MICHAEL GREEN (Blade Runner 

2049)  

Collects Blade Runner 2029 #1-4 (STL182938) (FEB211551) 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240493 

BLADE RUNNER 2029 TP VOL 02 ECHOES 

(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Dani Strips 

New Arc in the bestselling series based on Ridley ScoG's Scifi Masterpiece. 

A fana!cal army of super-human replicants have laid siege to L. A. Now it is up to Detec!ve Ash to 

re!re cult leader Yotun before he destroys both her and city she loves. 

BLADE RUNNER 2019 - WINNER OF THE 2020 SCRIBE AWARD FOR BEST GRAPHIC NOVEL 

Collects Blade Runner 2029 #5-8 (STL200224) (AUG212096) 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240494 

BLADE RUNNER 2029 TP VOL 03 REDEMPTION 

(W) Mike Johnson (A) Andres Guinaldo (CA) Dani Strips 

THE LAPD HEADQUARTERS HAS BEEN DESTROYED AND THE CITY IS IN CHAOS! 

Fantas!c replicant leader Yuton's call to arms has turned Los Angeles into a warzone. Now Ash and 

her lover Freysa are on the run, hounded by Replicants and Blade 



Runners: with !me running out for both sides, Ash finds herself on a collision course with Yotun! 

Collects Blade Runner 2029 #9 - 12 (STL217641) (JAN221665) 

112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240495 

O/A BLADE RUNNER 2029 1-3 BOX SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Johnson (A/CA) Andres Guinaldo 

A DELUXE BOX-SET OF THE COMIC BOOK SERIES BASED ON THE CULT 1982 SCIENCE FICTION MOVIE 

BLADE RUNNER, DIRECTED BY RIDLEY SCOTT. 

INCLUDES ART CARDS! 

Collects Blade Runner 2029 Vol 1: Reunion, Blade Runner 2029 Vol 2: Echoes and Blade Runner 2029 

Vol 3: Redemp!on. (STL233154) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 5x7, 336pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR240496 

REBEL MOON HOUSE BLOOD AXE REG ED TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mags Visagio, Zack Snyder (A) Clark Bint (CA)  Artgerm 

THE GRAPHIC NOVEL PREQUEL TO THE NETFLIX MOVIE, REBEL MOON BY ZACK SNYDER! 

 

BASED ON A STORY BY ZACK SNYDER AND WRITTEN BY EISNER-NOMINATED MAGS VISAGGIO! 

 

As war is looming on the horizon on the planet Shasu, the reluctant ruler of the Bloodaxe family is 

conflicted between living up to his father's domineering legacy and maintaining the peace. It is up to 

him to seGle the conflicts within himself, and his family, before the en!re planet erupts in war. 

 

Collec!ng Rebel Moon House of The Bloodaxe #1-4. (STL315434) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240497 

REBEL MOON HOUSE BLOOD AXE DM ED TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mags Visagio, Zack Snyder (A) Clark Bint (CA) Rafael Albuquerque 



THE GRAPHIC NOVEL PREQUEL TO THE NETFLIX MOVIE, REBEL MOON BY ZACK SNYDER! 

 

BASED ON A STORY BY ZACK SNYDER AND WRITTEN BY EISNER-NOMINATED MAGS VISAGGIO! 

 

As war is looming on the horizon on the planet Shasu, the reluctant ruler of the Bloodaxe family is 

conflicted between living up to his father's domineering legacy and maintaining the peace. It is up to 

him to seGle the conflicts within himself, and his family, before the en!re planet erupts in war. 

 

Collec!ng Rebel Moon House of The Bloodaxe #1-4. (STL315538) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240498 

I CAN COUNT TO TEN SC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Roman Dirge 

FROM THE TWISTED IMAGINATION OF ROMAN DIRGE!  

 

THE FIRST NON-CHILDREN'S BOOK FOR ADULTS 

 

Presented as a child's primer book for maths, I CAN COUNT TO TEN is without doubt the single most 

completely useless teaching aid for anyone looking for a book to teach them how to count to ten. 

What starts as the cutest coun!ng book in the history of educa!on, soon descends spectacularly into 

the single goriest, bloodiest, and funniest non-teaching aid EVER, that somehow manages to 

shoehorn in a sinister government conspiracy and an alien invasion into a gentle tale of a bunch of 

loveable numbers introducing themselves in order. (STL315420) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 64pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240499 

BLOODY BEST OF LENORE HC 

(W/A) Roman Dirge 

The 25th anniversary collec!on of fan-favourite stories by Roman Dirge, featuring the liGle dead girl, 

Lenore! Including BabysiYng, Ragamuffin, The Fugly Duckling and more! The Bloody Best of Lenore 

collects fan-favourite stories by creator Roman Dirge across Titan's Volumes 1-5 in an embossed 



hardcover edi!on. This collec!on will also have a special bonus material sec!on? "Lenore & Friends" 

which features never before seen art material, and also includes an aJerword wriGen by Roman 

Dirge. (STL046392) (APR172052) 

HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR240500 

O/A CAT WITH REALLY BIG HEAD GN 

(W/A/CA) Roman Dirge 

The gothic Michelangelo of the macabre and creator of Lenore: The Cute LiGle Dead Girl, Roman 

Dirge is back with a collec!on of two of his strangest and weirdest tales that take us from the biggest 

headed cat in the whole universe into the centre of a man's body! The lead story is the tragic tale of 

a cat called Cat and his stupidly enormous over-sized head as he struggles with day-to-day problems 

like coping with hairballs, trying to eat Chunky Beef Chunk With Beef ca[ood or dealing with the 

neighbourhood mouse, Mr. S!nky and his army of annoying mice. Life hasn't dealt Cat a good hand, 

but s!ll there's always the prospect of reincarna!on and a beGer life, isn't there? (STK664615) 

HC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR240501 

O/A SOMETHING AT WINDOW IS SCRATCHING GN 

(W/A/CA) Roman Dirge 

A collec!on of short poems all telling macabre and twisted tales for children of all ages! From serious 

sinister one page poems like "CriGer Pie" and "Pear Head Man and Bread Boy" to longer stories such 

as "The Sideways Man" and the !tle story, "Something at My Window is Scratching." this is Roman 

Dirge at his most macabre best, short stories with creepy s!ngs in their tales. (STK672669) 

HC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR240502 

DARK SOULS WILLOW KING REG ED TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) George Maan (A) Maan House (CA) Diego Yapur 

Venture back into the fallen decaying world of Dark Souls with an all-new Titan Comics series, from 

Star Wars writer George Mann and horror ar!st Maan House, ideal for fans of the From SoJware 

game and visceral horror stories! 

 

The mighty king USTRAD OF UTHREL linked the flame, aJer his servant Herad failed and was 

consumed by the fire, reduced to ashes. Now, the !me has come to link the fire again, but Ustrad 

now refuses to do his duty to his kingdom. HERAD, resurrected as unkindled, returns to unite three 

mighty warriors to venture into the WILLOW KING'S domain, and do what needs to be done. 



 

Collec!ng Dark Souls: The Willow King #1-4. (STL315254) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240503 

DARK SOULS WILLOW KING DM ED TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) George Maan (A) Maan House (CA) Stephanie Hans 

Venture back into the fallen decaying world of Dark Souls with an all-new Titan Comics series, from 

Star Wars writer George Mann and horror ar!st Maan House, ideal for fans of the From SoJware 

game and visceral horror stories! 

 

The mighty king USTRAD OF UTHREL linked the flame, aJer his servant Herad failed and was 

consumed by the fire, reduced to ashes. Now, the !me has come to link the fire again, but Ustrad 

now refuses to do his duty to his kingdom. HERAD, resurrected as unkindled, returns to unite three 

mighty warriors to venture into the WILLOW KING'S domain, and do what needs to be done. 

 

Collec!ng Dark Souls: The Willow King #1-4. (STL315255) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240504 

O/A DARK SOULS COVER COLLECTION HC 

(A) Joshua Cassara & Various 

Hardcover collec!on of stunning cover artwork and never-before-seen illustra!ons created 

exclusively for the Titan Comics Dark Souls comic series. 

Featuring artwork from legends of the comics industry including Josh Cassara (Doctor Who, Secret 

Empire), Nat Jones (Baldur's Gate, Frank FrazeGa's Death Dealer), Ben Templesmith (30 Days of 

Night, Fiend Folio), Nen Chang (Legend of the Five Rings, Jessica Jones) and interior ar!st Alan Quah 

(Godzilla: Awakening, RAGE)! (STL070783) 

HC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240505 

DARK SOULS COMPLETE COLL TP (MR) 



(W) George Mann (A) Alan Quah (CA) Joshua Cassara 

Ten years aJer Dark Souls was first released on the PlaySta!on, comes the ul!mate collec!on of the 

comic series inspired by one of the most influen!al games of the 21st century! 

Collects Dark Souls: The Breath of Andolus, Dark Souls: Winter's Spite, Dark Souls: Legends of the 

Flame, Dark Souls: Tal es of Ember and Dark Souls: The Age of Fire! (STL190432) (MAY211766) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 384pgs, B&W SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR240506 

O/A DARK SOULS TP BREATH OF ANDOLUS NEW PTG (MR) 

(W) George Mann (A/CA) Alan Quah 

Join Fira, a baGle-hardened warrior, as she embarks upon a perilous quest to save her ailing kingdom, 

figh!ng countless hoards of demonic foes along the way! From writer George Mann, ar!st Alan 

Quah, and Bandai Namco Entertainment comes this epic new tale from the perilous world of Dark 

Souls! (STL269469) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240507 

GUMAA BEGINNING OF HER #6 (OF 7) CVR A JEEHYUNG (MR) 

(W) Jee-Hyung Lee (A) Jee-Hyung Lee, Nabetse Zitro (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

FROM JEEHYUNG LEE, RENOWNED ARTIST FOR DC AND MARVEL COMICS! 

 

YOUNG KHALIDA escapes from a drug syndicate and discovers an ancient blade in a long-abandoned 

temple. Using its power, she becomes the GODDESS OF THE CITY, controlling the ci!zens through 

dark magic and fear. But events are being manipulated against her from the shadows, targe!ng 

Khalida.  

 

A final ac!on-packed confronta!on will reawaken the ancient war and change the balance of power 

between HEAVEN AND HELL…FOREVER. (STL315270) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC (6 of 7) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240508 



GUMAA BEGINNING OF HER #6 (OF 7) CVR B JEEHYUNG (MR) 

(W) Jee-Hyung Lee (A) Jee-Hyung Lee, Nabetse Zitro (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

FROM JEEHYUNG LEE, RENOWNED ARTIST FOR DC AND MARVEL COMICS! 

 

YOUNG KHALIDA escapes from a drug syndicate and discovers an ancient blade in a long-abandoned 

temple. Using its power, she becomes the GODDESS OF THE CITY, controlling the ci!zens through 

dark magic and fear. But events are being manipulated against her from the shadows, targe!ng 

Khalida.  

 

A final ac!on-packed confronta!on will reawaken the ancient war and change the balance of power 

between HEAVEN AND HELL…FOREVER. (STL315271) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (6 of 7) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240509 

GUMAA BEGINNING OF HER #6 (OF 7) CVR C JEEHYUNG CONCEPT ART  

(W) Jee-Hyung Lee (A) Jee-Hyung Lee, Nabetse Zitro (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

FROM JEEHYUNG LEE, RENOWNED ARTIST FOR DC AND MARVEL COMICS! 

 

YOUNG KHALIDA escapes from a drug syndicate and discovers an ancient blade in a long-abandoned 

temple. Using its power, she becomes the GODDESS OF THE CITY, controlling the ci!zens through 

dark magic and fear. But events are being manipulated against her from the shadows, targe!ng 

Khalida.  

 

A final ac!on-packed confronta!on will reawaken the ancient war and change the balance of power 

between HEAVEN AND HELL…FOREVER. (STL315272) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (6 of 7) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240510 

DISENCHANTMENT UNTOLD TALES GN VOL 02 (OF 2) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) MaG Groening 

From MaG Groening, the creator of The Simpsons and Futurama, comes Vol.2 of the hilarious never-

before-seen comics based on the hit Ne[lix animated show Disenchantment. 



 

Set in the medieval fantasy kingdom of Dreamland, Disenchantment follows the misadventures of 

hard-drinking, idealis!c young princess Bean, her feisty elf companion Elfo and personal demon Luci. 

 

Created by legendary cartoonist MaG Groening, Disenchantment con!nues with volume 2 of its 

never-before-seen comic bringing fun and freaky mishaps around the kingdom of dreamland. 

(STL315264) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR240511 

HAGAR HORRIBLE FIRST 50 YEARS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Dik Browne 

The world's best-known Viking returns for a collec!on celebra!ng his 50th anniversary. 

 

It's !me to set sail with the worlds mildest marauding Viking, Hägar the Horrible and his hapless (and 

helpless) sidekick, Lucky Eddie and his long-suffering family, his wife Helga and his duck Kveck. 

 

Featuring the first ten epic years hand-picked by Dik Browne's son, Chris Browne. (STL315288) (C: 0-

1-2) 

HC, 480pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR240512 

FORGOTTEN RUNES WIZARDS CULT #5 (OF 10) CVR A BROWN (C: 0-1- 

(W) Joe Rechthman (A/CA) Reilly Brown 

SET IN THE NEW FANTASY WORLD OF FORGOTTEN RUNES! 

 

This series begins as a seemingly unconnected series of MAGICAL TALES ABOUT POWERFUL 

WIZARDS, gradually merging into a LEGENDARY SAGA.  

 

Who is CHRONOMANCER GEORGE OF DREAMS and what is he trying to tell the reader? Visions of 

the past, premoni!ons of the future - or something far more sinister that THREATENS THE VERY 

FABRIC OF THE RUNIVERSE ITSELF?! 

 



Includes free game code worth $20 for the video game 'ForgoGen Universe MMORPG', exclusive to 

the print edi!on. (STL315266) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240513 

FORGOTTEN RUNES WIZARDS CULT #5 (OF 10) CVR B TBD (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joe Rechthman (A) Reilly Brown (CA)  TBD 

SET IN THE NEW FANTASY WORLD OF FORGOTTEN RUNES! 

 

This series begins as a seemingly unconnected series of MAGICAL TALES ABOUT POWERFUL 

WIZARDS, gradually merging into a LEGENDARY SAGA.  

 

Who is CHRONOMANCER GEORGE OF DREAMS and what is he trying to tell the reader? Visions of 

the past, premoni!ons of the future - or something far more sinister that THREATENS THE VERY 

FABRIC OF THE RUNIVERSE ITSELF?! 

 

Includes free game code worth $20 for the video game 'ForgoGen Universe MMORPG', exclusive to 

the print edi!on. (STL315267) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240514 

FORGOTTEN RUNES WIZARDS CULT #5 (OF 10) CVR C BROWN (C: 0-1- 

(W) Joe Rechthman (A/CA) Reilly Brown 

SET IN THE NEW FANTASY WORLD OF FORGOTTEN RUNES! 

 

This series begins as a seemingly unconnected series of MAGICAL TALES ABOUT POWERFUL 

WIZARDS, gradually merging into a LEGENDARY SAGA.  

 

Who is CHRONOMANCER GEORGE OF DREAMS and what is he trying to tell the reader? Visions of 

the past, premoni!ons of the future - or something far more sinister that THREATENS THE VERY 

FABRIC OF THE RUNIVERSE ITSELF?! 

 

Includes free game code worth $20 for the video game 'ForgoGen Universe MMORPG', exclusive to 

the print edi!on. (STL315268) (C: 0-1-2) 



32pgs, FC (5 of 10) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240515 

STAR WARS RETURN JEDI 40TH ANN SP ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Titan Magazines 

A DELUXE SPECIAL EDITION DEDICATED TO THE MAKING OF THE ICONIC FILM! 

 

An informa!ve look at how Star Wars: Return of the Jedi came together, from the concep!on of the 

story to the design and filming of the movie to the intensive post produc!on process. Full of 

outstanding, impac[ul photography and artchronicling the crea!on of the cinema!c masterpiece. 

(STL283436) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #7 (JUL230953) 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR240516 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS OFFICIAL COLL ED HC 

An in-depth special edi!on covering all 7 seasons of the fan-favorite, award-winning animated 

program. 

Features behind-the-scenes interviews, character profiles, a detailed episode guide, and synopses for 

all the episodes, all lavishly illustrated with imagery from the Lucasfilm Image Archives and final 

frames. (STL200230) 

HC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR240517 

O/A STAR WARS EMPIRE STRIKES BACK ANN SPECIAL HC 

A 40th anniversary special edi!on celebra!ng Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. This deluxe 

collector's edi!on presents interviews, features and unseen images from the fan favorite movie. 

(STL151636) 

96pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR240518 

O/A STAR WARS A NEW HOPE CELEBRATION SPECIAL HC 

Celebrate 40 years of the amazing Star Wars Saga by going behind-the-scenes of the movie that 

started the franchise: Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope! Packed with amazing imagery and details 



this essen!al hardcover special features everything you could want to know about the movie that 

first took us to A Galaxy Far, Far Away… Available in Newsstand and PREVIEWS Exclusive cover 

versions, as well as a Deluxe Hardcover edi!on! (STL061281) 

HC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240519 

VILLAIN ACTOR GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mikumo Seto (A) Kentaro Harada 

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED STORY FROM WRITER MIKUMO SETO! 

 

THE FIRST VOLUME IN A FAST-PACED SUPERNATURAL MANGA 

 

Ayumu Mashiro has given up on his dream of being a hero and seGled down into the mundane life of 

a police officer… un!l one day he transforms into the legendary villain known as ZERO! Now a 

mysterious voice is guiding him as he's thrown into the baGle between GOOD AND EVIL! (STL315548) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240520 

ATOM BEGINNING GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shotaro Ishinomori, Kazurou Inoue (CA) Hitotsu Yokoshima 

The hit manga prequel to Osamu Tezuka's Astro Boy con!nues!  

 

A surprise visit from a family member ends with a tale of robots past… 

 

AJer the World Robot BaGling Championship, Tenma and the team return home to repair Six and U-

Ran. A surprise visit from Ochanomizu's grandfather results in a tale of a robot boy he knew in his 

youth. (STL315248) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5X7, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240521 



GREAT YOKAI WAR GUARDIANS GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yusuke Watanabe (A/CA) Sanami Suzukui 

The 3rd volume in the manga adapta!on of the hit movie The Great Yokai War: Guardians! 

 

Kei and his friends return from the realm of monsters to the human world, re-joining with the Yokai 

Corps! 

 

Can they work together to save all of Japan by launching an all-out aGack on their !tanic enemies? 

(STL315269) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240522 

RUNESCAPE GIFT OF GUTHIX SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Erin Evans 

A thrilling epic of betrayal and magic set during the founding of Falador and the doomed Fremennik 

Great Invasion. Sure to delight RuneScape fans old and new, this stunning tale shows how the giJ of 

magic changed the course of Gielinor forever. (STL315744) (C: 0-1-2) 

368pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240523 

MARVEL STUDIOS INFINITY SAGA CAPTAIN AMERICA ART HC (C: 0-1- 

(W) MaGhew K. Manning 

The official art book for the movie Captain America: The First Avenger, the 4th !tle reissue of the 24-

book Marvel Studios: The Infinity Saga series published as a resized matching set. (STL284669) (C: 0-

1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #7 (JUL230962) 

240pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MARVEL COMICS 

 

MAR240524 

BLOOD HUNT #2 



(W) Jed MacKay (A/CA) Pepe Larraz 

The vampires' first strike has laid low the world, and their endless legions run riot across the planet. 

The broken Avengers join the fighters of the Midnight Mission and unlikely allies BLOODLINE and 

DRACULA in seeking out the one man who can do something about this: Doctor Strange. But aJer 

the apocalyp!c events of BLOOD HUNT #1, what is leJ of Earth's Sorcerer Supreme? 

Rated T+ (STL312895) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240528 

BLOOD HUNT #2 DAVID BALDEON FANGS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz (CA) David Baldeon 

The vampires' first strike has laid low the world, and their endless legions run riot across the planet. 

The broken Avengers join the fighters of the Midnight Mission and unlikely allies BLOODLINE and 

DRACULA in seeking out the one man who can do something about this: Doctor Strange. But aJer 

the apocalyp!c events of BLOOD HUNT #1, what is leJ of Earth's Sorcerer Supreme? 

Rated T+ (STL312896) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240529 

BLOOD HUNT #2 EM GIST VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz (CA) E.M. Gist 

The vampires' first strike has laid low the world, and their endless legions run riot across the planet. 

The broken Avengers join the fighters of the Midnight Mission and unlikely allies BLOODLINE and 

DRACULA in seeking out the one man who can do something about this: Doctor Strange. But aJer 

the apocalyp!c events of BLOOD HUNT #1, what is leJ of Earth's Sorcerer Supreme? 

Rated T+ (STL312897) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240530 

BLOOD HUNT #2 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz (CA) Peach Momoko 

The vampires' first strike has laid low the world, and their endless legions run riot across the planet. 

The broken Avengers join the fighters of the Midnight Mission and unlikely allies BLOODLINE and 

DRACULA in seeking out the one man who can do something about this: Doctor Strange. But aJer 

the apocalyp!c events of BLOOD HUNT #1, what is leJ of Earth's Sorcerer Supreme? 



Rated T+ (STL312902) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240532 

BLOOD HUNT RED BAND #2 (MR) 

(W) Jed MacKay (A/CA) Pepe Larraz 

The streets run red with blood as maestro of mayhem Pepe Larraz offers new vistas of carnage in this 

special expanded RED BAND edi!on that's so much more graphic and explicit that we've had to 

polybag it to keep those weak of heart from experiencing its intensity! 

 

Explicit Content (STL312911) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240533 

DRACULA BLOOD HUNT #1 

(W) Danny Lore (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Rod Reis 

ALL WILL BOW TO THE LORD OF VAMPIRES!  

BLADE is Dracula's ul!mate nemesis: the most formidable vampire hunter in the world. BLADE is 

Brielle Brooks' father: the man who's training her to follow in his footsteps. But during the BLOOD 

HUNT, when day is night and all is not as it appears, these enemies may find their interests - however 

briefly - aligned…for the fate of humanity?! 

Rated T+ (STL312946) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240534 

DRACULA BLOOD HUNT #1 MATEUS MANHANINI VAR 

(W) Danny Lore (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

ALL WILL BOW TO THE LORD OF VAMPIRES!  

BLADE is Dracula's ul!mate nemesis: the most formidable vampire hunter in the world. BLADE is 

Brielle Brooks' father: the man who's training her to follow in his footsteps. But during the BLOOD 

HUNT, when day is night and all is not as it appears, these enemies may find their interests - however 

briefly - aligned…for the fate of humanity?! 

Rated T+ (STL312948) 



40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240535 

DRACULA BLOOD HUNT #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Danny Lore (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

ALL WILL BOW TO THE LORD OF VAMPIRES!  

BLADE is Dracula's ul!mate nemesis: the most formidable vampire hunter in the world. BLADE is 

Brielle Brooks' father: the man who's training her to follow in his footsteps. But during the BLOOD 

HUNT, when day is night and all is not as it appears, these enemies may find their interests - however 

briefly - aligned…for the fate of humanity?! 

Rated T+ (STL312947) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240536 

MIDNIGHT SONS BLOOD HUNT #1 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) German Peralta (CA) Ken Lashley 

THE RETURN OF THE MIDNIGHT SONS!  

The original Midnight Sons reunite to deal with the vampire threat unleashed in BLOOD HUNT! But 

first they must defeat one of their own: Blade! 

Rated T+ (STL313007) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240537 

MIDNIGHT SONS BLOOD HUNT #1 DECLAN SHALVEY VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) German Peralta (CA) Declan Shalvey 

THE RETURN OF THE MIDNIGHT SONS!  

The original Midnight Sons reunite to deal with the vampire threat unleashed in BLOOD HUNT! But 

first they must defeat one of their own: Blade! 

Rated T+ (STL313010) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240538 

MIDNIGHT SONS BLOOD HUNT #1 DAVE WACHTER VAR 



(W) Bryan Hill (A) German Peralta (CA) Dave Wachter 

THE RETURN OF THE MIDNIGHT SONS!  

The original Midnight Sons reunite to deal with the vampire threat unleashed in BLOOD HUNT! But 

first they must defeat one of their own: Blade! 

Rated T+ (STL313009) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240539 

MIDNIGHT SONS BLOOD HUNT #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) German Peralta (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

THE RETURN OF THE MIDNIGHT SONS!  

The original Midnight Sons reunite to deal with the vampire threat unleashed in BLOOD HUNT! But 

first they must defeat one of their own: Blade! 

Rated T+ (STL313008) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240540 

UNION JACK RIPPER BLOOD HUNT #1 

(W) Cavan ScoG (A) Kev Walker (CA) Ryan Brown 

UNION JACK PAINTS THE UK RED!  

As vampires inherit the Earth, one lone man has made it his mission to protect it. But what does Joey 

Chapman, UNION JACK have up his sleeves? And will it be enough? And WHO will Union Jack have to 

face to keep London from falling? CAVAN SCOTT and KEV WALKER bring you a UNION JACK story like 

you've never seen before! 

Rated T+ (STL313117) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240541 

UNION JACK RIPPER BLOOD HUNT #1 KYLE HOTZ VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoG (A) Kev Walker (CA) Kyle Hotz 

UNION JACK PAINTS THE UK RED!  

As vampires inherit the Earth, one lone man has made it his mission to protect it. But what does Joey 

Chapman, UNION JACK have up his sleeves? And will it be enough? And WHO will Union Jack have to 



face to keep London from falling? CAVAN SCOTT and KEV WALKER bring you a UNION JACK story like 

you've never seen before! 

Rated T+ (STL313119) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240542 

UNION JACK RIPPER BLOOD HUNT #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoG (A) Kev Walker (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

UNION JACK PAINTS THE UK RED!  

As vampires inherit the Earth, one lone man has made it his mission to protect it. But what does Joey 

Chapman, UNION JACK have up his sleeves? And will it be enough? And WHO will Union Jack have to 

face to keep London from falling? CAVAN SCOTT and KEV WALKER bring you a UNION JACK story like 

you've never seen before! 

Rated T+ (STL313118) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240543 

BLOOD HUNTERS #1 

(W) Christos Gage (A)  Garron, Javier (CA) Greg Land 

The first in a new anthology series that explores how the shaGering events of BLOOD HUNT cover the 

breadth of the Marvel Universe! HAWKEYE is on the run - but does he have enough trick arrows in 

his quiver to avoid both the long arm of the law AND vampires out for his blood?! MAN-WOLF and J. 

JONAH JAMESON do a liGle father-son bonding - while also figh!ng for their lives against a horde of 

bloodsuckers! And, in a con!nuing story, with CLOAK missing in ac!on DAGGER strikes out in search 

of new and surprising allies. Witness the genesis of Marvel's wildest team yet: the BLOOD HUNTERS! 

It all begins here! 

Rated T+ (STL312913) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240544 

BLOOD HUNTERS #1 TBD ARTIST BOOK CVR VAR 

(W) Christos Gage (A)  Garron, Javier (CA)  TBA 

The first in a new anthology series that explores how the shaGering events of BLOOD HUNT cover the 

breadth of the Marvel Universe! HAWKEYE is on the run - but does he have enough trick arrows in 

his quiver to avoid both the long arm of the law AND vampires out for his blood?! MAN-WOLF and J. 

JONAH JAMESON do a liGle father-son bonding - while also figh!ng for their lives against a horde of 



bloodsuckers! And, in a con!nuing story, with CLOAK missing in ac!on DAGGER strikes out in search 

of new and surprising allies. Witness the genesis of Marvel's wildest team yet: the BLOOD HUNTERS! 

It all begins here! 

Rated T+ (STL312915) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240545 

BLOOD HUNTERS #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Christos Gage (A)  Garron, Javier (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

The first in a new anthology series that explores how the shaGering events of BLOOD HUNT cover the 

breadth of the Marvel Universe! HAWKEYE is on the run - but does he have enough trick arrows in 

his quiver to avoid both the long arm of the law AND vampires out for his blood?! MAN-WOLF and J. 

JONAH JAMESON do a liGle father-son bonding - while also figh!ng for their lives against a horde of 

bloodsuckers! And, in a con!nuing story, with CLOAK missing in ac!on DAGGER strikes out in search 

of new and surprising allies. Witness the genesis of Marvel's wildest team yet: the BLOOD HUNTERS! 

It all begins here! 

Rated T+ (STL312914) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240546 

BLACK PANTHER BLOOD HUNT #1 

(W) Cheryl Lynn Eaton (A) Farid Karami (CA) Andrea Sorren!no 

T'CHALLA THE VAMPIRE! A KEY BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Spinning directly from the events in the BLOOD HUNT series, Black Panther finds himself transformed 

into a vampire and tasked with carrying out a key mission for the vampire overlord. But even a dark 

transforma!on won't keep T'Challa from his du!es to Wakanda - for beGer or for worse… 

Rated T+ (STL312888) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240547 

BLACK PANTHER BLOOD HUNT #1 WU MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS VAR 

(W) Cheryl Lynn Eaton (A) Farid Karami (CA) Annie Wu 

T'CHALLA THE VAMPIRE! A KEY BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  



Spinning directly from the events in the BLOOD HUNT series, Black Panther finds himself transformed 

into a vampire and tasked with carrying out a key mission for the vampire overlord. But even a dark 

transforma!on won't keep T'Challa from his du!es to Wakanda - for beGer or for worse… 

Rated T+ (STL312889) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240548 

BLACK PANTHER BLOOD HUNT #1 DAVI GO VAR 

(W) Cheryl Lynn Eaton (A) Farid Karami (CA) Davi Go 

T'CHALLA THE VAMPIRE! A KEY BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Spinning directly from the events in the BLOOD HUNT series, Black Panther finds himself transformed 

into a vampire and tasked with carrying out a key mission for the vampire overlord. But even a dark 

transforma!on won't keep T'Challa from his du!es to Wakanda - for beGer or for worse… 

Rated T+ (STL312891) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240549 

BLACK PANTHER BLOOD HUNT #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Cheryl Lynn Eaton (A) Farid Karami (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

T'CHALLA THE VAMPIRE! A KEY BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Spinning directly from the events in the BLOOD HUNT series, Black Panther finds himself transformed 

into a vampire and tasked with carrying out a key mission for the vampire overlord. But even a dark 

transforma!on won't keep T'Challa from his du!es to Wakanda - for beGer or for worse… 

Rated T+ (STL312890) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240550 

VENOM #33 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Juan Ferreyra (CA)  CAFU 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

As the earth is smothered in eternal night, VENOM unleashes their lethal jus!ce on the hordes of 

bloodsucking vampires threatening the innocents of New York City. But there's one vampiric foe that 

thirsts not for blood - but for SYMBIOTES! Vampires aren't the only threat - the dead now rise! LEE 



PRICE, one-!me host to the Venom symbiote, has been ripped from his grave. And he's got a 

bone…or a brain to pick…with his old partner! 

Rated T+ (STL313123) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240552 

VENOM #33 JUAN FERREYRA VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A/CA) Juan Ferreyra 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

As the earth is smothered in eternal night, VENOM unleashes their lethal jus!ce on the hordes of 

bloodsucking vampires threatening the innocents of New York City. But there's one vampiric foe that 

thirsts not for blood - but for SYMBIOTES! Vampires aren't the only threat - the dead now rise! LEE 

PRICE, one-!me host to the Venom symbiote, has been ripped from his grave. And he's got a 

bone…or a brain to pick…with his old partner! 

Rated T+ (STL313125) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240553 

VENGEANCE OF MOON KNIGHT #5 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio (CA) David Finch 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN - CRY FOR THE MOON!  

For the new and vengeful Moon Knight, taking Marc Spector's name isn't enough - as he now turns 

his sights (AND FISTS) on everything Marc held dear in life! 

Rated T+ (STL313120) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240554 

VENGEANCE OF MOON KNIGHT #5 MARTIN COCCOLO STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Alessandro Cappuccio (CA) Mar!n Coccolo 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN - CRY FOR THE MOON!  

For the new and vengeful Moon Knight, taking Marc Spector's name isn't enough - as he now turns 

his sights (AND FISTS) on everything Marc held dear in life! 

Rated T+ (STL313121) 



32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240556 

AVENGERS #14 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Joshua Cassara 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN! NEW TEAM LINEUP DEBUTS!  

With the current Avengers !ed up and under siege during BLOOD HUNT, Captain Marvel calls for aid - 

and who beGer to assemble a new team of Avengers than Steve Rogers? Captain America gathers the 

forces of Quicksilver, Hawkeye, Hercules and Hazmat to take on the hordes of vampires aGacking all 

over the world. And when they encounter an organized army of vampires in uniform led by a surprise 

villain, it gets personal! 

Rated T+ (STL312878) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240557 

AVENGERS #14 FEDERICO VICENTINI STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Federico Vicen!ni 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN! NEW TEAM LINEUP DEBUTS!  

With the current Avengers !ed up and under siege during BLOOD HUNT, Captain Marvel calls for aid - 

and who beGer to assemble a new team of Avengers than Steve Rogers? Captain America gathers the 

forces of Quicksilver, Hawkeye, Hercules and Hazmat to take on the hordes of vampires aGacking all 

over the world. And when they encounter an organized army of vampires in uniform led by a surprise 

villain, it gets personal! 

Rated T+ (STL312880) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240558 

AVENGERS #14 CHRIS BACHALO VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Chris Bachalo 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN! NEW TEAM LINEUP DEBUTS!  

With the current Avengers !ed up and under siege during BLOOD HUNT, Captain Marvel calls for aid - 

and who beGer to assemble a new team of Avengers than Steve Rogers? Captain America gathers the 

forces of Quicksilver, Hawkeye, Hercules and Hazmat to take on the hordes of vampires aGacking all 

over the world. And when they encounter an organized army of vampires in uniform led by a surprise 

villain, it gets personal! 



Rated T+ (STL312879) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240559 

AVENGERS #14 INHYUK LEE BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN! NEW TEAM LINEUP DEBUTS!  

With the current Avengers !ed up and under siege during BLOOD HUNT, Captain Marvel calls for aid - 

and who beGer to assemble a new team of Avengers than Steve Rogers? Captain America gathers the 

forces of Quicksilver, Hawkeye, Hercules and Hazmat to take on the hordes of vampires aGacking all 

over the world. And when they encounter an organized army of vampires in uniform led by a surprise 

villain, it gets personal! 

Rated T+ (STL312881) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240560 

STRANGE ACADEMY BLOOD HUNT #1 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA) Humberto Ramos 

The vampire onslaught of BLOOD HUNT reaches worldwide all the way down to NEW ORLEANS, 

LOUISIANA, home of the STRANGE ACADEMY! DOYLE DORMAMMU, SHAYLEE, TOTH, ZOE, GERMÁN 

get embroiled in an adventure that will take them around the Marvel Universe and right into the 

center of the BLOOD HUNT ac!on! That's right, the kids from the best new series of the decade find 

themselves at center stage of the Marvel event of 2024! 

Rated T+ (STL313085) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240561 

STRANGE ACADEMY BLOOD HUNT #1 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA)  TBA 

The vampire onslaught of BLOOD HUNT reaches worldwide all the way down to NEW ORLEANS, 

LOUISIANA, home of the STRANGE ACADEMY! DOYLE DORMAMMU, SHAYLEE, TOTH, ZOE, GERMÁN 

get embroiled in an adventure that will take them around the Marvel Universe and right into the 

center of the BLOOD HUNT ac!on! That's right, the kids from the best new series of the decade find 

themselves at center stage of the Marvel event of 2024! 

Rated T+ (STL313087) 



40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240562 

STRANGE ACADEMY BLOOD HUNT #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

The vampire onslaught of BLOOD HUNT reaches worldwide all the way down to NEW ORLEANS, 

LOUISIANA, home of the STRANGE ACADEMY! DOYLE DORMAMMU, SHAYLEE, TOTH, ZOE, GERMÁN 

get embroiled in an adventure that will take them around the Marvel Universe and right into the 

center of the BLOOD HUNT ac!on! That's right, the kids from the best new series of the decade find 

themselves at center stage of the Marvel event of 2024! 

Rated T+ (STL313086) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240563 

DOCTOR STRANGE #15 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Alex Ross 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Picking up immediately aJer the shocking events of BLOOD HUNT #1, Strange and Clea must help the 

heroes of Earth fight back against the vampire army! But is it already too late for our Sorcerer 

Supreme? 

Rated T+ (STL312943) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240564 

DOCTOR STRANGE #15 LEE GARBETT VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Lee GarbeG 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Picking up immediately aJer the shocking events of BLOOD HUNT #1, Strange and Clea must help the 

heroes of Earth fight back against the vampire army! But is it already too late for our Sorcerer 

Supreme? 

Rated T+ (STL312945) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240565 



DOCTOR STRANGE #15 KEN LASHLEY BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Lee GarbeG 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Picking up immediately aJer the shocking events of BLOOD HUNT #1, Strange and Clea must help the 

heroes of Earth fight back against the vampire army! But is it already too late for our Sorcerer 

Supreme? 

Rated T+ (STL312944) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240566 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN BLOOD HUNT #1 

(W) Jus!na Ireland (A/CA) Marcelo Ferreira 

Spinning directly out of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #49, Spidey's role in BLOOD HUNT becomes clear and 

it involves, of course, MORBIUS! That's right, the Web-Slinger's main vampiric villain Michael 

Morbius is involved in the big vampire play and Peter has to figure out if he needs to take out his 

fanged foe or SAVE HIM?! 

Rated T (STL312875) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240567 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN BLOOD HUNT #1 JOSEMARIA CASANOVAS VAR 

(W) Jus!na Ireland (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA) Josemaria Casanovas 

Spinning directly out of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #49, Spidey's role in BLOOD HUNT becomes clear and 

it involves, of course, MORBIUS! That's right, the Web-Slinger's main vampiric villain Michael 

Morbius is involved in the big vampire play and Peter has to figure out if he needs to take out his 

fanged foe or SAVE HIM?! 

Rated T (STL312877) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240568 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN BLOOD HUNT #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Jus!na Ireland (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

Spinning directly out of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #49, Spidey's role in BLOOD HUNT becomes clear and 

it involves, of course, MORBIUS! That's right, the Web-Slinger's main vampiric villain Michael 



Morbius is involved in the big vampire play and Peter has to figure out if he needs to take out his 

fanged foe or SAVE HIM?! 

Rated T (STL312876) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240569 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #49 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) John Romita Jr. 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Vampires are running rampant through New York City and while the Avengers are caught in the 

middle, someone has to take care of the ci!zens of the Big Apple. That person? Yep, Spider-Man. But 

if only it were that simple. Things never are and this issue leads directly into Spider-Man's larger role 

in BLOOD HUNT! 

Rated T (STL312861) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240571 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #49 GIADA PERISONOTTO DISNEY WHAT IF VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Giada PerisonoGo 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Vampires are running rampant through New York City and while the Avengers are caught in the 

middle, someone has to take care of the ci!zens of the Big Apple. That person? Yep, Spider-Man. But 

if only it were that simple. Things never are and this issue leads directly into Spider-Man's larger role 

in BLOOD HUNT! 

Rated T (STL312864) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240573 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #49 LUCAS WERNECK STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Lucas Werneck 

A BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN!  

Vampires are running rampant through New York City and while the Avengers are caught in the 

middle, someone has to take care of the ci!zens of the Big Apple. That person? Yep, Spider-Man. But 



if only it were that simple. Things never are and this issue leads directly into Spider-Man's larger role 

in BLOOD HUNT! 

Rated T (STL312865) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240574 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) Ed McGuinness 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?!  

THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that boasts not only a 

double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and legends to be! The Sins 

of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true color - green. But is it 

truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you don't want to miss this 

ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA tells a story that will 

stay with you for a long !me. And more! 

Rated T (STL312866) 

80pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240575 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 GREG CAPULLO VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Greg Capullo 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?!  

THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that boasts not only a 

double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and legends to be! The Sins 

of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true color - green. But is it 

truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you don't want to miss this 

ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA tells a story that will 

stay with you for a long !me. And more! 

Rated T (STL312867) 

80pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240577 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 JTC VIR NEGATIVE SPACE VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?!  



THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that boasts not only a 

double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and legends to be! The Sins 

of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true color - green. But is it 

truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you don't want to miss this 

ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA tells a story that will 

stay with you for a long !me. And more! 

Rated T (STL312871) 

80pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240578 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 JOHN ROMITA JR VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) John Romita Jr. 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?!  

THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that boasts not only a 

double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and legends to be! The Sins 

of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true color - green. But is it 

truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you don't want to miss this 

ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA tells a story that will 

stay with you for a long !me. And more! 

Rated T (STL312874) 

80pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240581 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 IBAN COELLO BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Iban Coello 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?!  

THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that boasts not only a 

double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and legends to be! The Sins 

of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true color - green. But is it 

truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you don't want to miss this 

ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA tells a story that will 

stay with you for a long !me. And more! 

Rated T (STL312869) 

80pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240582 



AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 TBD ARTIST 2ND PTG VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA)  TBA 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?!  

THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that boasts not only a 

double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and legends to be! The Sins 

of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true color - green. But is it 

truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you don't want to miss this 

ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA tells a story that will 

stay with you for a long !me. And more! 

Rated T (STL312873) 

80pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240583 

ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #4 

(W) Bryan Hill (A/CA) Stefano Caselli 

SHURI SEIZES THE THRONE!  

With T'Challa missing and presumed dead, Wakanda needs a new leader. Shuri wants war against Ra 

and Khonshu more than T'Challa ever did, but at what cost? Meanwhile, Black Panther must learn 

from his new allies, the freedom fighters Killmonger and Storm! 

Rated T+ (STL313097) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240584 

ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #4 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) Stefano Caselli (CA)  TBA 

SHURI SEIZES THE THRONE!  

With T'Challa missing and presumed dead, Wakanda needs a new leader. Shuri wants war against Ra 

and Khonshu more than T'Challa ever did, but at what cost? Meanwhile, Black Panther must learn 

from his new allies, the freedom fighters Killmonger and Storm! 

Rated T+ (STL313099) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240586 

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #5 



(W) Jonathan Hickman (A/CA) Marco CheccheGo 

THE SECRET HISTORY OF HARRY OSBORN!  

How does the heir apparent of Oscorp become a masked vigilante? And what does Green Goblin 

know of the true status of the world he lives in? All and more will be revealed! 

Rated T (STL313100) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240588 

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #5 LEONARDO ROMERO VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Marco CheccheGo (CA) Leonardo Romero 

THE SECRET HISTORY OF HARRY OSBORN!  

How does the heir apparent of Oscorp become a masked vigilante? And what does Green Goblin 

know of the true status of the world he lives in? All and more will be revealed! 

Rated T (STL313101) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240589 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #3 

(W/A/CA) Peach Momoko 

THE MYSTERIOUS MAYSTORM, REVEALED!  

Maystorm's origin! Mei Igarashi was a regular girl un!l she discovered her unusual abili!es and her 

hair changed from brown to white… And how she came to idolize a mysterious freedom fighter in 

Africa who also harnesses the power of the storm! 

Rated T+ (STL313103) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240590 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #3 BETSY COLA ULTIMATE SPECIAL VAR 

(W/A) Peach Momoko (CA) Betsy Cola 

THE MYSTERIOUS MAYSTORM, REVEALED!  

Maystorm's origin! Mei Igarashi was a regular girl un!l she discovered her unusual abili!es and her 

hair changed from brown to white… And how she came to idolize a mysterious freedom fighter in 

Africa who also harnesses the power of the storm! 



Rated T+ (STL313104) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240592 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #3 DUSTIN NGUYEN VAR 

(W/A) Peach Momoko (CA) Dus!n Nguyen 

THE MYSTERIOUS MAYSTORM, REVEALED!  

Maystorm's origin! Mei Igarashi was a regular girl un!l she discovered her unusual abili!es and her 

hair changed from brown to white… And how she came to idolize a mysterious freedom fighter in 

Africa who also harnesses the power of the storm! 

Rated T+ (STL313105) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240593 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #3 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W/A/CA) Peach Momoko 

THE MYSTERIOUS MAYSTORM, REVEALED!  

Maystorm's origin! Mei Igarashi was a regular girl un!l she discovered her unusual abili!es and her 

hair changed from brown to white… And how she came to idolize a mysterious freedom fighter in 

Africa who also harnesses the power of the storm! 

Rated T+ (STL313107) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240595 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #1 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Paulo Siqueira 

LONG LIVE…THE KING IN PURPLE!  

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN legend and VENOM co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE triumphantly returns to 

tell another all-new, heart-pounding, brain-ea!ng tale set in EDDIE BROCK'S earliest days! This !me, 

he's teaming up with VENOM and DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE ar!st extraordinaire GERARDO 

SANDOVAL! Venom has made a new enemy. And their bond will be tested like never before when a 

foe with the power to alter reality itself threatens to tear Eddie's world apart, star!ng with his 

symbiote! 

Rated T+ (STL313126) 



40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240596 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #1 GERARDO SANDOVAL VAR 

(W) David Michelinie (A/CA) Gerardo Sandoval 

LONG LIVE…THE KING IN PURPLE!  

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN legend and VENOM co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE triumphantly returns to 

tell another all-new, heart-pounding, brain-ea!ng tale set in EDDIE BROCK'S earliest days! This !me, 

he's teaming up with VENOM and DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE ar!st extraordinaire GERARDO 

SANDOVAL! Venom has made a new enemy. And their bond will be tested like never before when a 

foe with the power to alter reality itself threatens to tear Eddie's world apart, star!ng with his 

symbiote! 

Rated T+ (STL313130) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240600 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #1 RON LIM FOIL VAR 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Ron Lim 

LONG LIVE…THE KING IN PURPLE!  

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN legend and VENOM co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE triumphantly returns to 

tell another all-new, heart-pounding, brain-ea!ng tale set in EDDIE BROCK'S earliest days! This !me, 

he's teaming up with VENOM and DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE ar!st extraordinaire GERARDO 

SANDOVAL! Venom has made a new enemy. And their bond will be tested like never before when a 

foe with the power to alter reality itself threatens to tear Eddie's world apart, star!ng with his 

symbiote! 

Rated T+ (STL313132) 

40pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240601 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #1 JONBOY MEYERS VAR 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Jonboy Meyers 

LONG LIVE…THE KING IN PURPLE!  

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN legend and VENOM co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE triumphantly returns to 

tell another all-new, heart-pounding, brain-ea!ng tale set in EDDIE BROCK'S earliest days! This !me, 

he's teaming up with VENOM and DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE ar!st extraordinaire GERARDO 

SANDOVAL! Venom has made a new enemy. And their bond will be tested like never before when a 



foe with the power to alter reality itself threatens to tear Eddie's world apart, star!ng with his 

symbiote! 

Rated T+ (STL313131) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240602 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #1 BLANK CVR VAR 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA)  Blank Cover 

LONG LIVE…THE KING IN PURPLE!  

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN legend and VENOM co-creator DAVID MICHELINIE triumphantly returns to 

tell another all-new, heart-pounding, brain-ea!ng tale set in EDDIE BROCK'S earliest days! This !me, 

he's teaming up with VENOM and DEATH OF THE VENOMVERSE ar!st extraordinaire GERARDO 

SANDOVAL! Venom has made a new enemy. And their bond will be tested like never before when a 

foe with the power to alter reality itself threatens to tear Eddie's world apart, star!ng with his 

symbiote! 

Rated T+ (STL313127) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240603 

DEADPOOL WOLVERINE WWIII #1 

(W) Joe Kelly (A/CA) Adam Kubert 

WADE WILSON AND LOGAN AT THE ENDS OF THE EARTH - AND EACH OTHER'S THROATS!  

The most intensely mismatched team-up in comics and pop culture - the best there is and the merc 

with the mouth - undergoes a radical change as we kick off a three-part, globe-spanning saga for the 

ages! The mysterious DELTA believes in change. Change is good. But as he sets his sights on 

DEADPOOL, and WOLVERINE is caught up in the plot, is the third !me really the charm, or the curse? 

Get ready for WWIII to erupt on the scene with the wildest duo in comics from legends Joe Kelly 

(DEADPOOL, UNCANNY X-MEN) and Adam Kubert (WOLVERINE, UNCANNY X-MEN)! 

Rated T+ (STL312937) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240604 

DEADPOOL WOLVERINE WWIII #1 ROB LIEFELD VAR 

(W) Joe Kelly (A) Adam Kubert (CA) Rob Liefeld 

WADE WILSON AND LOGAN AT THE ENDS OF THE EARTH - AND EACH OTHER'S THROATS!  



The most intensely mismatched team-up in comics and pop culture - the best there is and the merc 

with the mouth - undergoes a radical change as we kick off a three-part, globe-spanning saga for the 

ages! The mysterious DELTA believes in change. Change is good. But as he sets his sights on 

DEADPOOL, and WOLVERINE is caught up in the plot, is the third !me really the charm, or the curse? 

Get ready for WWIII to erupt on the scene with the wildest duo in comics from legends Joe Kelly 

(DEADPOOL, UNCANNY X-MEN) and Adam Kubert (WOLVERINE, UNCANNY X-MEN)! 

Rated T+ (STL312941) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240606 

DEADPOOL WOLVERINE WWIII #1 GABRIELE DELLOTTO VAR 

(W) Joe Kelly (A) Adam Kubert (CA) Gabriele Dell'OGo 

WADE WILSON AND LOGAN AT THE ENDS OF THE EARTH - AND EACH OTHER'S THROATS!  

The most intensely mismatched team-up in comics and pop culture - the best there is and the merc 

with the mouth - undergoes a radical change as we kick off a three-part, globe-spanning saga for the 

ages! The mysterious DELTA believes in change. Change is good. But as he sets his sights on 

DEADPOOL, and WOLVERINE is caught up in the plot, is the third !me really the charm, or the curse? 

Get ready for WWIII to erupt on the scene with the wildest duo in comics from legends Joe Kelly 

(DEADPOOL, UNCANNY X-MEN) and Adam Kubert (WOLVERINE, UNCANNY X-MEN)! 

Rated T+ (STL312938) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240608 

DEADPOOL WOLVERINE WWIII #1 TODD NAUCK WINDOWSHADES VAR 

(W) Joe Kelly (A) Adam Kubert (CA) Todd Nauck 

WADE WILSON AND LOGAN AT THE ENDS OF THE EARTH - AND EACH OTHER'S THROATS!  

The most intensely mismatched team-up in comics and pop culture - the best there is and the merc 

with the mouth - undergoes a radical change as we kick off a three-part, globe-spanning saga for the 

ages! The mysterious DELTA believes in change. Change is good. But as he sets his sights on 

DEADPOOL, and WOLVERINE is caught up in the plot, is the third !me really the charm, or the curse? 

Get ready for WWIII to erupt on the scene with the wildest duo in comics from legends Joe Kelly 

(DEADPOOL, UNCANNY X-MEN) and Adam Kubert (WOLVERINE, UNCANNY X-MEN)! 

Rated T+ (STL312942) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240609 



DOOM #1 

(W) Jonathan Hickman, Sanford Greene (A/CA) Sanford Greene 

IN THE NEAR FUTURE…DOOM ALONE MUST SAVE THE MARVEL UNIVERSE! 

Legendary creators Jonathan Hickman (ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN, G.O.D.S.) and Sanford Greene (BiGer 

Root) send Doctor Doom on a journey unlike any he has undertaken before! With Valeria Richards at 

his side, Doom goes on a quest to harness more power than any human has ever wielded before in 

order to try to stop Galactus from bringing about the death of the universe! 

Rated T+ (STL313182) 

56pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240610 

DOOM #1 ADI GRANOV VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman, Sanford Greene (A) Sanford Greene (CA) Adi Granov 

IN THE NEAR FUTURE…DOOM ALONE MUST SAVE THE MARVEL UNIVERSE! 

Legendary creators Jonathan Hickman (ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN, G.O.D.S.) and Sanford Greene (BiGer 

Root) send Doctor Doom on a journey unlike any he has undertaken before! With Valeria Richards at 

his side, Doom goes on a quest to harness more power than any human has ever wielded before in 

order to try to stop Galactus from bringing about the death of the universe! 

Rated T+ (STL313183) 

56pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240612 

DOOM #1 GEORGE PEREZ VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman, Sanford Greene (A) Sanford Greene, George Perez 

IN THE NEAR FUTURE…DOOM ALONE MUST SAVE THE MARVEL UNIVERSE! 

Legendary creators Jonathan Hickman (ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN, G.O.D.S.) and Sanford Greene (BiGer 

Root) send Doctor Doom on a journey unlike any he has undertaken before! With Valeria Richards at 

his side, Doom goes on a quest to harness more power than any human has ever wielded before in 

order to try to stop Galactus from bringing about the death of the universe! 

Rated T+ (STL313185) 

56pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240613 

DOOM #1 HILDEBRANDT DOCTOR DOOM MMP III VAR 



(W) Jonathan Hickman, Sanford Greene (A) Sanford Greene (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

IN THE NEAR FUTURE…DOOM ALONE MUST SAVE THE MARVEL UNIVERSE! 

Legendary creators Jonathan Hickman (ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN, G.O.D.S.) and Sanford Greene (BiGer 

Root) send Doctor Doom on a journey unlike any he has undertaken before! With Valeria Richards at 

his side, Doom goes on a quest to harness more power than any human has ever wielded before in 

order to try to stop Galactus from bringing about the death of the universe! 

Rated T+ (STL313186) 

56pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240616 

HELLVERINE #1 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Ryan Stegman 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES!  

Because you demanded it - the return of the HELLVERINE! When a DEMONIC FORCE known as 

BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it 

possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the 

streets…and is he slashing his hellfire claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE 

WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator 

Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! 

Rated T+ (STL312978) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240617 

HELLVERINE #1 JOSHUA CASSARA SPOILER VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Joshua Cassara 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES!  

Because you demanded it - the return of the HELLVERINE! When a DEMONIC FORCE known as 

BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it 

possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the 

streets…and is he slashing his hellfire claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE 

WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator 

Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! 

Rated T+ (STL312980) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240618 



HELLVERINE #1 MARTIN COCCOLO FOIL VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Mar!n Coccolo 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES!  

Because you demanded it - the return of the HELLVERINE! When a DEMONIC FORCE known as 

BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it 

possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the 

streets…and is he slashing his hellfire claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE 

WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator 

Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! 

Rated T+ (STL312984) 

40pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240619 

HELLVERINE #1 MARK TEXEIRA VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Mark Texeira 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES!  

Because you demanded it - the return of the HELLVERINE! When a DEMONIC FORCE known as 

BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it 

possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the 

streets…and is he slashing his hellfire claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE 

WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator 

Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! 

Rated T+ (STL312982) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240621 

HELLVERINE #1 KEVIN EASTMAN VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Kevin Eastman 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES!  

Because you demanded it - the return of the HELLVERINE! When a DEMONIC FORCE known as 

BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it 

possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the 

streets…and is he slashing his hellfire claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE 

WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator 

Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! 

Rated T+ (STL312981) 



40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240622 

HELLVERINE #1 SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) SkoYe Young 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES!  

Because you demanded it - the return of the HELLVERINE! When a DEMONIC FORCE known as 

BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it 

possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the 

streets…and is he slashing his hellfire claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE 

WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator 

Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! 

Rated T+ (STL312985) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240624 

GET FURY #1 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Goran Parlov, Jacen Burrows (CA) Dave Johnson 

GARTH ENNIS RETURNS TO MARVEL - WITH NICK FURY AND FRANK CASTLE AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN!  

It's 1971, there is a war raging in Vietnam, and Nick Fury has been captured by the Viet Cong. At this 

moment, they don't quite understand that they have in their possession a man who knows enough 

secrets to damage the United States beyond comprehension. The C.I.A., however, DOES realize this 

and they can't risk their enemy geYng those secrets, so they dispatch the most deadly man in the 

U.S. Army - LT. FRANK CASTLE. 

Explicite Content (STL312971) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240625 

GET FURY #1 JACEN BURROWS VAR 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows, Goran Parlov (CA) Jacen Burrows 

GARTH ENNIS RETURNS TO MARVEL - WITH NICK FURY AND FRANK CASTLE AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN!  

It's 1971, there is a war raging in Vietnam, and Nick Fury has been captured by the Viet Cong. At this 

moment, they don't quite understand that they have in their possession a man who knows enough 

secrets to damage the United States beyond comprehension. The C.I.A., however, DOES realize this 

and they can't risk their enemy geYng those secrets, so they dispatch the most deadly man in the 

U.S. Army - LT. FRANK CASTLE. 



Explicite Content (STL312972) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240627 

GET FURY #1 MARTIN COCCOLO STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows, Goran Parlov (CA) Mar!n Coccolo 

GARTH ENNIS RETURNS TO MARVEL - WITH NICK FURY AND FRANK CASTLE AS YOU'VE NEVER SEEN!  

It's 1971, there is a war raging in Vietnam, and Nick Fury has been captured by the Viet Cong. At this 

moment, they don't quite understand that they have in their possession a man who knows enough 

secrets to damage the United States beyond comprehension. The C.I.A., however, DOES realize this 

and they can't risk their enemy geYng those secrets, so they dispatch the most deadly man in the 

U.S. Army - LT. FRANK CASTLE. 

Explicite Content (STL312973) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240628 

GIANT-SIZE X-MEN #1 

(W) Ann Nocen! (A) Lee Ferguson (CA) Bryan Hitch 

THE AVENGING ANGEL LOSES HIMSELF IN A DANGEROUS MAZE OF THE MIND!  

A mysterious card has lured the dashing Warren Worthington III, A.K.A.. ANGEL of the X-MEN, to a 

quiet New York City street…where he will undergo a torturous trial unlike any he's ever faced before! 

A brand-new villain has it out for mutantkind - and aims to start by knocking Angel out of the sky! 

PLUS: Includes a reprin!ng of MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE #68 by Mark Gruenwald, Ralph Macchio and 

Ron Wilson - a classic Angel-and-Thing team-up tale of daring, drama, doom…and disco?! 

Rated T+ (STL313189) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240629 

GIANT-SIZE X-MEN #1 JAVIER GARRON HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen! (A) Lee Ferguson (CA)  Garron, Javier 

THE AVENGING ANGEL LOSES HIMSELF IN A DANGEROUS MAZE OF THE MIND!  

A mysterious card has lured the dashing Warren Worthington III, A.K.A.. ANGEL of the X-MEN, to a 

quiet New York City street…where he will undergo a torturous trial unlike any he's ever faced before! 

A brand-new villain has it out for mutantkind - and aims to start by knocking Angel out of the sky! 



PLUS: Includes a reprin!ng of MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE #68 by Mark Gruenwald, Ralph Macchio and 

Ron Wilson - a classic Angel-and-Thing team-up tale of daring, drama, doom…and disco?! 

Rated T+ (STL313191) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240630 

GIANT-SIZE X-MEN #1 25 COPY INCV PHIL NOTO VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen! (A) Lee Ferguson (CA) Phil Noto 

THE AVENGING ANGEL LOSES HIMSELF IN A DANGEROUS MAZE OF THE MIND!  

A mysterious card has lured the dashing Warren Worthington III, A.K.A.. ANGEL of the X-MEN, to a 

quiet New York City street…where he will undergo a torturous trial unlike any he's ever faced before! 

A brand-new villain has it out for mutantkind - and aims to start by knocking Angel out of the sky! 

PLUS: Includes a reprin!ng of MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE #68 by Mark Gruenwald, Ralph Macchio and 

Ron Wilson - a classic Angel-and-Thing team-up tale of daring, drama, doom…and disco?! 

Rated T+ (STL313192) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240631 

GIANT-SIZE X-MEN #1 DAVE BARDIN DEADLY FOES VAR 

(W) Ann Nocen! (A) Lee Ferguson (CA) Dave Bardin 

THE AVENGING ANGEL LOSES HIMSELF IN A DANGEROUS MAZE OF THE MIND!  

A mysterious card has lured the dashing Warren Worthington III, A.K.A.. ANGEL of the X-MEN, to a 

quiet New York City street…where he will undergo a torturous trial unlike any he's ever faced before! 

A brand-new villain has it out for mutantkind - and aims to start by knocking Angel out of the sky! 

PLUS: Includes a reprin!ng of MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE #68 by Mark Gruenwald, Ralph Macchio and 

Ron Wilson - a classic Angel-and-Thing team-up tale of daring, drama, doom…and disco?! 

Rated T+ (STL313190) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240632 

AVENGERS TWILIGHT #6 ALEX ROSS CVR 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Daniel Acuna (CA) Alex Ross 

The end has come! A horrific bomb has been dropped and its fallout can't be contained! AVENGERS 

and DEFENDERS rise up to save the world, but death stalks them all! The senses-shaGering series 

concludes here in an epic you have to see to believe! 



Rated T+ (STL312882) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240633 

AVENGERS TWILIGHT #6 DANIEL ACUNA CVR 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A/CA) Daniel Acuna 

The end has come! A horrific bomb has been dropped and its fallout can't be contained! AVENGERS 

and DEFENDERS rise up to save the world, but death stalks them all! The senses-shaGering series 

concludes here in an epic you have to see to believe! 

Rated T+ (STL312883) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240634 

AVENGERS TWILIGHT #6 MARC ASPINALL VAR 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Daniel Acuna (CA) Mark Aspinall 

The end has come! A horrific bomb has been dropped and its fallout can't be contained! AVENGERS 

and DEFENDERS rise up to save the world, but death stalks them all! The senses-shaGering series 

concludes here in an epic you have to see to believe! 

Rated T+ (STL312887) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240636 

AVENGERS TWILIGHT #6 DECLAN SHALVEY LIGHTNING BOLT VAR 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Daniel Acuna, Declan Shalvey 

The end has come! A horrific bomb has been dropped and its fallout can't be contained! AVENGERS 

and DEFENDERS rise up to save the world, but death stalks them all! The senses-shaGering series 

concludes here in an epic you have to see to believe! 

Rated T+ (STL312884) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240638 

GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #3 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Danny Kim (CA) Juan Ferreyra 



THE HOOD BRINGS THE HELLFIRE!  

The new Ghost Rider plans his bloody takeover of Chicago's criminal underworld! Will Johnny Blaze 

be able to claw his way back from the brink of death to reclaim the Spirit of Vengeance? 

Rated T+ (STL312975) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240639 

GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #3 MARK TEXEIRA VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Danny Kim (CA) Mark Texeira 

THE HOOD BRINGS THE HELLFIRE!  

The new Ghost Rider plans his bloody takeover of Chicago's criminal underworld! Will Johnny Blaze 

be able to claw his way back from the brink of death to reclaim the Spirit of Vengeance? 

Rated T+ (STL312976) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240640 

GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #3 SALVADOR LARROCA VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Danny Kim (CA) Salvador Larroca 

THE HOOD BRINGS THE HELLFIRE!  

The new Ghost Rider plans his bloody takeover of Chicago's criminal underworld! Will Johnny Blaze 

be able to claw his way back from the brink of death to reclaim the Spirit of Vengeance? 

Rated T+ (STL312977) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240641 

DEADPOOL #2 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Taurin Clarke 

AJer botching the Montreal job and making a new enemy out of DEATH GRIP, Deadpool had the 

great idea to start his own bou!que mercenary agency (definitely his idea! Not at all Agent Gao's!) 

But a startup is a lot of work, so Wade asks TASKMASTER to run it! Their first assignment? Finding out 

who this Death Grip is and why he's so interested in Wade. 

Rated T+ (STL312930) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240642 

DEADPOOL #2 MARK BROOKS VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Mark Brooks 

AJer botching the Montreal job and making a new enemy out of DEATH GRIP, Deadpool had the 

great idea to start his own bou!que mercenary agency (definitely his idea! Not at all Agent Gao's!) 

But a startup is a lot of work, so Wade asks TASKMASTER to run it! Their first assignment? Finding out 

who this Death Grip is and why he's so interested in Wade. 

Rated T+ (STL312933) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240644 

DEADPOOL #2 JAVIER GARRON BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA)  Garron, Javier 

AJer botching the Montreal job and making a new enemy out of DEATH GRIP, Deadpool had the 

great idea to start his own bou!que mercenary agency (definitely his idea! Not at all Agent Gao's!) 

But a startup is a lot of work, so Wade asks TASKMASTER to run it! Their first assignment? Finding out 

who this Death Grip is and why he's so interested in Wade. 

Rated T+ (STL312932) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240645 

DEADPOOL #2 SEAN GALLOWAY SATURDAY MORNING CONNECT VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Sean Galloway 

AJer botching the Montreal job and making a new enemy out of DEATH GRIP, Deadpool had the 

great idea to start his own bou!que mercenary agency (definitely his idea! Not at all Agent Gao's!) 

But a startup is a lot of work, so Wade asks TASKMASTER to run it! Their first assignment? Finding out 

who this Death Grip is and why he's so interested in Wade. 

Rated T+ (STL312935) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240646 

DEADPOOL #2 ROB LIEFELD VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Rob Liefeld 



AJer botching the Montreal job and making a new enemy out of DEATH GRIP, Deadpool had the 

great idea to start his own bou!que mercenary agency (definitely his idea! Not at all Agent Gao's!) 

But a startup is a lot of work, so Wade asks TASKMASTER to run it! Their first assignment? Finding out 

who this Death Grip is and why he's so interested in Wade. 

Rated T+ (STL312934) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240648 

KID VENOM #2 

(W/A/CA)  Taigami 

STORM THE GATES!  

New allies join forces to protect the city against the unknown! Could the mysterious item KINTARO 

found hold the key to the Mul!verse? If so…only KID VENOM can unlock it! 

Rated T+ (STL313002) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240649 

KID VENOM #2 PHILIP TAN HOMAGE VAR 

(W/A)  Taigami (CA) Philip Tan 

STORM THE GATES!  

New allies join forces to protect the city against the unknown! Could the mysterious item KINTARO 

found hold the key to the Mul!verse? If so…only KID VENOM can unlock it! 

Rated T+ (STL313004) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240651 

KID VENOM #2 STAN SAKAI VAR 

(W/A)  Taigami (CA) Stan Sakai 

STORM THE GATES!  

New allies join forces to protect the city against the unknown! Could the mysterious item KINTARO 

found hold the key to the Mul!verse? If so…only KID VENOM can unlock it! 

Rated T+ (STL313006) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR240652 

KID VENOM #2 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W/A)  Taigami (CA) Peach Momoko 

STORM THE GATES!  

New allies join forces to protect the city against the unknown! Could the mysterious item KINTARO 

found hold the key to the Mul!verse? If so…only KID VENOM can unlock it! 

Rated T+ (STL313003) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240653 

SPIDER-MAN SHADOW OF GREEN GOBLIN #2 

(W) J.M. DemaGeis (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA)  rariatoo 

ENTER SANDMAN!  

While NORMAN OSBORN deals with the fallout of an aGempt on his son Harry's life… PETER PARKER 

struggles to keep himself together. What beGer way to work out your problems than puYng on the 

mask to take down FLINT MARKO: THE SANDMAN! 

Rated T (STL313051) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240655 

SPIDER-MAN SHADOW OF GREEN GOBLIN #2 BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) J.M. DemaGeis (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Dan Panosian 

ENTER SANDMAN!  

While NORMAN OSBORN deals with the fallout of an aGempt on his son Harry's life… PETER PARKER 

struggles to keep himself together. What beGer way to work out your problems than puYng on the 

mask to take down FLINT MARKO: THE SANDMAN! 

Rated T (STL313052) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240656 

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #3 

(W) Greg Weisman (A/CA) Humberto Ramos 



Love is in the air at the Empire State University Coffee Bean as Miles Morales and Kamala Khan get 

their first date alongside Peter Parker and - GWEN STACY?! You aren't going to believe this issue of 

the best new book of 2024. 

Rated T (STL313093) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240658 

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #3 STEPHEN SEGOVIA VAR 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Humberto Ramos (CA) Stephen Segovia 

Love is in the air at the Empire State University Coffee Bean as Miles Morales and Kamala Khan get 

their first date alongside Peter Parker and - GWEN STACY?! You aren't going to believe this issue of 

the best new book of 2024. 

Rated T (STL313096) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240659 

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #3 LEE GARBETT HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Humberto Ramos (CA) Lee GarbeG 

Love is in the air at the Empire State University Coffee Bean as Miles Morales and Kamala Khan get 

their first date alongside Peter Parker and - GWEN STACY?! You aren't going to believe this issue of 

the best new book of 2024. 

Rated T (STL313095) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240660 

SPIDER-GWEN GHOST-SPIDER #2 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Chris Campana (CA) Mark Brooks 

Gwen is reunited with PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN and SILK but it 

isn't the friendly neighborhood welcome you'd expect. Lots of spider-secrets on all sides. Plus: Why is 

KRAVEN alive?!? And he's not the only classic Spider-foe Gwen will have to face! 

Rated T+ (STL313045) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240662 



SPIDER-GWEN GHOST-SPIDER #2 PABLO VILLALOBOS VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Chris Campana (CA) Pablo Villalobos 

Gwen is reunited with PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN and SILK but it 

isn't the friendly neighborhood welcome you'd expect. Lots of spider-secrets on all sides. Plus: Why is 

KRAVEN alive?!? And he's not the only classic Spider-foe Gwen will have to face! 

Rated T+ (STL313048) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240664 

SPIDER-GWEN GHOST-SPIDER #2 MEGHAN HETRICK VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Chris Campana (CA) Meghan Hetrick 

Gwen is reunited with PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN and SILK but it 

isn't the friendly neighborhood welcome you'd expect. Lots of spider-secrets on all sides. Plus: Why is 

KRAVEN alive?!? And he's not the only classic Spider-foe Gwen will have to face! 

Rated T+ (STL313047) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240665 

SPIDER-GWEN GHOST-SPIDER #2 TBD ARTIST BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Chris Campana (CA)  TBA 

Gwen is reunited with PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN and SILK but it 

isn't the friendly neighborhood welcome you'd expect. Lots of spider-secrets on all sides. Plus: Why is 

KRAVEN alive?!? And he's not the only classic Spider-foe Gwen will have to face! 

Rated T+ (STL313050) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240666 

BLACK WIDOW HAWKEYE #3 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Stephen Segovia 

HAWKEYE HAS BEEN POISONED!  

And his only chance at survival is the Black Widow's unpredictable and vindic!ve symbiote - what 

could go wrong? A lot, as it turns out - because the fugi!ve pair has landed in the crosshairs of Black 

Widow's old enemy, Damon Dran! 

Rated T+ (STL312892) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240667 

BLACK WIDOW HAWKEYE #3 BEN HARVEY VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Ben Harvey 

HAWKEYE HAS BEEN POISONED!  

And his only chance at survival is the Black Widow's unpredictable and vindic!ve symbiote - what 

could go wrong? A lot, as it turns out - because the fugi!ve pair has landed in the crosshairs of Black 

Widow's old enemy, Damon Dran! 

Rated T+ (STL312893) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240668 

BLACK WIDOW HAWKEYE #3 PHILIP TAN BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Philip Tan 

HAWKEYE HAS BEEN POISONED!  

And his only chance at survival is the Black Widow's unpredictable and vindic!ve symbiote - what 

could go wrong? A lot, as it turns out - because the fugi!ve pair has landed in the crosshairs of Black 

Widow's old enemy, Damon Dran! 

Rated T+ (STL312894) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240669 

SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN 2099 #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Peter David (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE SYMBIOTE OF MISCHIEF!  

As the Venom symbiote's tendrils have slithered through every corner of the Marvel Universe, 

they've now drawn the aGen!on of LOKI, who believes this incarna!on of the Venom symbiote and 

the hosts it has chosen to bond to stand poised to become the most DANGEROUS BEINGS IN THIS OR 

ANY REALITY! 

Rated T+ (STL313090) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR240670 

SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN 2099 #3 (OF 5) STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Peter David (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Jan Bazaldua 

THE SYMBIOTE OF MISCHIEF!  

As the Venom symbiote's tendrils have slithered through every corner of the Marvel Universe, 

they've now drawn the aGen!on of LOKI, who believes this incarna!on of the Venom symbiote and 

the hosts it has chosen to bond to stand poised to become the most DANGEROUS BEINGS IN THIS OR 

ANY REALITY! 

Rated T+ (STL313091) 

32pgs (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240672 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #20 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A/CA) Federico Vicen!ni 

Miles Morales, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN, faces his greatest challenge yet - BABY SITTING HIS LITTLE SISTER 

BILLIE! But wasn't he supposed to fight crime with ShiJ? Oh, and there was a thing with Ms. Marvel! 

Oh no! He forgot to call Ganke back! And he's an hour late to meet Starling?! Miles' world is 

spinning, and he has no idea that it's all about to get turned upside down! 

Rated T (STL313011) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240673 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #20 GORAN PARLOV VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Federico Vicen!ni (CA) Goran Parlov 

Miles Morales, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN, faces his greatest challenge yet - BABY SITTING HIS LITTLE SISTER 

BILLIE! But wasn't he supposed to fight crime with ShiJ? Oh, and there was a thing with Ms. Marvel! 

Oh no! He forgot to call Ganke back! And he's an hour late to meet Starling?! Miles' world is 

spinning, and he has no idea that it's all about to get turned upside down! 

Rated T (STL313012) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240674 

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN #7 

(W) Dan SloG (A/CA) Mark Bagley 



Five words: OGo Octavius, the Superior Spider-Boy. That's all you need to know. What? Do you want 

us to spoil EVERYTHING? Read the book. Superior Spider-Boy?! HOW? Why would we do that? Was 

this the plan all along?! SHHH! We didn't even want to tell you THAT much. Hope you're happy now. 

Look, JUST READ THE BOOK. 

Rated T (STL313088) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240675 

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN #7 HUMBERTO RAMOS VAR 

(W) Dan SloG (A) Mark Bagley (CA) Humberto Ramos 

Five words: OGo Octavius, the Superior Spider-Boy. That's all you need to know. What? Do you want 

us to spoil EVERYTHING? Read the book. Superior Spider-Boy?! HOW? Why would we do that? Was 

this the plan all along?! SHHH! We didn't even want to tell you THAT much. Hope you're happy now. 

Look, JUST READ THE BOOK. 

Rated T (STL313089) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240676 

SPIDER-BOY #7 

(W) Dan SloG (A) Paco Medina (CA) Humberto Ramos 

It's the slam-bam conclusion to Spider-Boy's first big mul!-part adventure! And all of his amazing 

friends are showing up to help! Guest-starring: CAPTAIN AMERICA, THOR, SQUIRREL GIRL, THE TOY 

SOLDIER, MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN, and PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN! And featuring a major 

turning point in the life of Bailey Briggs! His life (and this comic) will never be the same again! You do 

NOT want to miss this one, Spidey-B fans! 

Rated T (STL313041) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240678 

SPIDER-BOY #7 NATACHA BUSTOS VAR 

(W) Dan SloG (A) Paco Medina (CA) Natacha Bustos 

It's the slam-bam conclusion to Spider-Boy's first big mul!-part adventure! And all of his amazing 

friends are showing up to help! Guest-starring: CAPTAIN AMERICA, THOR, SQUIRREL GIRL, THE TOY 

SOLDIER, MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN, and PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN! And featuring a major 

turning point in the life of Bailey Briggs! His life (and this comic) will never be the same again! You do 

NOT want to miss this one, Spidey-B fans! 



Rated T (STL313043) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240679 

SPIDER-BOY #7 DAVID BALDEON BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Dan SloG (A) Paco Medina (CA) David Baldeon 

It's the slam-bam conclusion to Spider-Boy's first big mul!-part adventure! And all of his amazing 

friends are showing up to help! Guest-starring: CAPTAIN AMERICA, THOR, SQUIRREL GIRL, THE TOY 

SOLDIER, MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN, and PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN! And featuring a major 

turning point in the life of Bailey Briggs! His life (and this comic) will never be the same again! You do 

NOT want to miss this one, Spidey-B fans! 

Rated T (STL313042) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240680 

SPIDER-WOMAN #7 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Ig Guara (CA) Leinil Yu 

Following the shocking revela!ons about her son's fate, Spider-Woman has returned to her old 

stomping grounds of San Francisco...where she discovers that a brand-new group of young heroes 

have burst onto the scene! But why does Jess have a sinking feeling that there's more to these teens 

than meets the eye? 

Rated T+ (STL313057) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240681 

SPIDER-WOMAN #7 DAVI GO VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Ig Guara (CA) Davi Go 

Following the shocking revela!ons about her son's fate, Spider-Woman has returned to her old 

stomping grounds of San Francisco...where she discovers that a brand-new group of young heroes 

have burst onto the scene! But why does Jess have a sinking feeling that there's more to these teens 

than meets the eye? 

Rated T+ (STL313058) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR240682 

SPIDER-WOMAN #7 PEACH MOMOKO BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Ig Guara (CA) Peach Momoko 

Following the shocking revela!ons about her son's fate, Spider-Woman has returned to her old 

stomping grounds of San Francisco...where she discovers that a brand-new group of young heroes 

have burst onto the scene! But why does Jess have a sinking feeling that there's more to these teens 

than meets the eye? 

Rated T+ (STL313059) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240683 

JACKPOT BLACK CAT #3 

(W) Celeste Bronfman (A) Emilio Laiso (CA) Pablo Villalobos 

BLACK COSTUME VARIANT COVER BY PACO MEDINA  

The mysterious and deadly blackmail ring of NYC comes to a head, with our heavy-hiYng heroines' 

heads on the block! Black Cat will need all her luck and Jackpot is going to have to hit it big if they 

have a chance of saving the city! 

Rated T (STL312999) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240684 

JACKPOT BLACK CAT #3 ELIZABETH TORQUE VAR 

(W) Celeste Bronfman (A) Emilio Laiso (CA) Elizabeth Torque 

BLACK COSTUME VARIANT COVER BY PACO MEDINA  

The mysterious and deadly blackmail ring of NYC comes to a head, with our heavy-hiYng heroines' 

heads on the block! Black Cat will need all her luck and Jackpot is going to have to hit it big if they 

have a chance of saving the city! 

Rated T (STL313000) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240685 

JACKPOT BLACK CAT #3 PACO MEDINA BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Celeste Bronfman (A) Emilio Laiso (CA) Paco Medina 



BLACK COSTUME VARIANT COVER BY PACO MEDINA  

The mysterious and deadly blackmail ring of NYC comes to a head, with our heavy-hiYng heroines' 

heads on the block! Black Cat will need all her luck and Jackpot is going to have to hit it big if they 

have a chance of saving the city! 

Rated T (STL313001) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240686 

EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE #4 

(W) Nilah Magruder, Alex Segura (A) Marcus Williams, Salvador Larroca (CA) Chad Wayne Hardin 

Witness the comic-book debut of the SPIDER-WOMAN from the smash hit ACROSS THE SPIDER-

VERSE MOVIE! That's right, the Jessica Drew that stole that great movie is coming to the comics with 

a story from NILAH MAGRUDER and MARCUS WILLIAMS working with the filmmakers! And if that's 

not enough, witness the true birth of the Spider-Society seYng up the next SPIDER-VERSE 

storytelling epic! 

Rated T+ (STL312949) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240688 

EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE #4 PETE WOODS HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Nilah Magruder, Alex Segura (A) Marcus Williams, Salvador Larroca (CA) Pete Woods 

Witness the comic-book debut of the SPIDER-WOMAN from the smash hit ACROSS THE SPIDER-

VERSE MOVIE! That's right, the Jessica Drew that stole that great movie is coming to the comics with 

a story from NILAH MAGRUDER and MARCUS WILLIAMS working with the filmmakers! And if that's 

not enough, witness the true birth of the Spider-Society seYng up the next SPIDER-VERSE 

storytelling epic! 

Rated T+ (STL312951) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240689 

EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE #4 W SCOTT FORBES SPIDER-WOMAN VAR 

(W) Nilah Magruder, Alex Segura (A) Marcus Williams, Salvador Larroca (CA) W. ScoG Forbes 

Witness the comic-book debut of the SPIDER-WOMAN from the smash hit ACROSS THE SPIDER-

VERSE MOVIE! That's right, the Jessica Drew that stole that great movie is coming to the comics with 

a story from NILAH MAGRUDER and MARCUS WILLIAMS working with the filmmakers! And if that's 



not enough, witness the true birth of the Spider-Society seYng up the next SPIDER-VERSE 

storytelling epic! 

Rated T+ (STL312953) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240691 

SPIDER-PUNK ARMS RACE #4 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Jus!n Mason (CA) Takashi Okazaki 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS!  

The climac!c baGle between the SPIDER-BAND and DOC OCK takes off! Witness the most CINEMATIC 

baGle this year! Here's hoping Earth-138 has a DAMAGE CONTROL! 

Rated T+ (STL313054) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240692 

SPIDER-PUNK ARMS RACE #4 PAT GLEASON VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Jus!n Mason (CA) Patrick Gleason 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS!  

The climac!c baGle between the SPIDER-BAND and DOC OCK takes off! Witness the most CINEMATIC 

baGle this year! Here's hoping Earth-138 has a DAMAGE CONTROL! 

Rated T+ (STL313056) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240693 

SPIDER-PUNK ARMS RACE #4 CF VILLA STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Jus!n Mason (CA) C.F. Villa 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS!  

The climac!c baGle between the SPIDER-BAND and DOC OCK takes off! Witness the most CINEMATIC 

baGle this year! Here's hoping Earth-138 has a DAMAGE CONTROL! 

Rated T+ (STL313055) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR240694 

WHAT IF VENOM #4 

(W) Jeremy Holt (A) Diogenes Neves (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE SYMBIOTE OF MISCHIEF!  

As the Venom symbiote's tendrils have slithered through every corner of the Marvel Universe, 

they've now drawn the aGen!on of LOKI, who believes this incarna!on of the Venom symbiote and 

the hosts it has chosen to bond to stand poised to become the most DANGEROUS BEINGS IN THIS OR 

ANY REALITY! 

Rated T+ (STL313139) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240695 

WHAT IF VENOM #4 PHILIP TAN VAR 

(W) Jeremy Holt (A) Diogenes Neves (CA) Philip Tan 

THE SYMBIOTE OF MISCHIEF!  

As the Venom symbiote's tendrils have slithered through every corner of the Marvel Universe, 

they've now drawn the aGen!on of LOKI, who believes this incarna!on of the Venom symbiote and 

the hosts it has chosen to bond to stand poised to become the most DANGEROUS BEINGS IN THIS OR 

ANY REALITY! 

Rated T+ (STL313140) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240698 

CARNAGE #7 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Pere Perez (CA) Juan Ferreyra 

Liz Allan makes a discovery that changes the symbiote balance of power! Flash and Cletus are both 

armed with surprising weapons! Carnage's followers take their fight IRL, but Cletus begins to 

ques!on his godliness. 

Rated T+ (STL312924) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240699 

CARNAGE #7 NIC KLEIN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Pere Perez (CA) Nic Klein 



Liz Allan makes a discovery that changes the symbiote balance of power! Flash and Cletus are both 

armed with surprising weapons! Carnage's followers take their fight IRL, but Cletus begins to 

ques!on his godliness. 

Rated T+ (STL312925) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240701 

GODS #8 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Mateus Manhanni 

If you could go back and erase the biggest mistake you've ever made, would you? Of course you 

would. So let's do that. And let the pieces fall where they may. 

Rated T+ (STL312967) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240703 

GODS #8 JAMIE MCKELVIE VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Jamie McKelvie 

If you could go back and erase the biggest mistake you've ever made, would you? Of course you 

would. So let's do that. And let the pieces fall where they may. 

Rated T+ (STL312969) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240704 

GODS #8 RON LIM COSMIC HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Valerio Schi! (CA) Ron Lim 

If you could go back and erase the biggest mistake you've ever made, would you? Of course you 

would. So let's do that. And let the pieces fall where they may. 

Rated T+ (STL312970) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240705 

X-MEN WEDDING SPECIAL #1 

(W) Kieron Gillen & Various (A)  Various (CA) Jan Bazaldua 



WEDDING EXTRAVAGANZA!  

Mys!que and Des!ny are one of the most beloved - and longest running - gay couples in history. 

Somewhere in their 100+ years together, the pair married, but we've never seen the event on the 

page. This year, Marvel's Voices: Pride makes history with Marvel's first woman-to-woman wedding! 

And with a couple as complex as these two, you know there's a lot more to the story. We promise 

party crashing! Villainy! Romance! In the classic tradi!on of Fantas!c Four Annual #3 and X-Men #30, 

this anthology will be a must-read for every comics fan. Featuring the Marvel debuts of award-

winning writers Yoon Ha Lee (Ninefox Gambit, Machineries of Empire) and M. Louis (Agents of the 

Realm), and much more talent to be announced! 

Rated T+ (STL313196) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240706 

X-MEN WEDDING SPECIAL #1 RUSSELL DAUTERMAN VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen & Various (A)  Various (CA) Russell Dauterman 

WEDDING EXTRAVAGANZA!  

Mys!que and Des!ny are one of the most beloved - and longest running - gay couples in history. 

Somewhere in their 100+ years together, the pair married, but we've never seen the event on the 

page. This year, Marvel's Voices: Pride makes history with Marvel's first woman-to-woman wedding! 

And with a couple as complex as these two, you know there's a lot more to the story. We promise 

party crashing! Villainy! Romance! In the classic tradi!on of Fantas!c Four Annual #3 and X-Men #30, 

this anthology will be a must-read for every comics fan. Featuring the Marvel debuts of award-

winning writers Yoon Ha Lee (Ninefox Gambit, Machineries of Empire) and M. Louis (Agents of the 

Realm), and much more talent to be announced! 

Rated T+ (STL313197) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240707 

X-MEN WEDDING SPECIAL #1 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen & Various (A)  Various (CA)  TBA 

WEDDING EXTRAVAGANZA!  

Mys!que and Des!ny are one of the most beloved - and longest running - gay couples in history. 

Somewhere in their 100+ years together, the pair married, but we've never seen the event on the 

page. This year, Marvel's Voices: Pride makes history with Marvel's first woman-to-woman wedding! 

And with a couple as complex as these two, you know there's a lot more to the story. We promise 

party crashing! Villainy! Romance! In the classic tradi!on of Fantas!c Four Annual #3 and X-Men #30, 

this anthology will be a must-read for every comics fan. Featuring the Marvel debuts of award-



winning writers Yoon Ha Lee (Ninefox Gambit, Machineries of Empire) and M. Louis (Agents of the 

Realm), and much more talent to be announced! 

Rated T+ (STL313199) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240708 

X-MEN WEDING SPECIAL #1 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen & Various (A)  Various (CA)  TBA 

WEDDING EXTRAVAGANZA!  

Mys!que and Des!ny are one of the most beloved - and longest running - gay couples in history. 

Somewhere in their 100+ years together, the pair married, but we've never seen the event on the 

page. This year, Marvel's Voices: Pride makes history with Marvel's first woman-to-woman wedding! 

And with a couple as complex as these two, you know there's a lot more to the story. We promise 

party crashing! Villainy! Romance! In the classic tradi!on of Fantas!c Four Annual #3 and X-Men #30, 

this anthology will be a must-read for every comics fan. Featuring the Marvel debuts of award-

winning writers Yoon Ha Lee (Ninefox Gambit, Machineries of Empire) and M. Louis (Agents of the 

Realm), and much more talent to be announced! 

Rated T+ (STL313198) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240709 

WOLVERINE #49 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw (CA) Leinil Yu 

ARMOR UP FOR THE PENULTIMATE PART OF SABRETOOTH WAR!  

WOLVERINE is powerless - but not defenseless. FORGE made LOGAN one last inven!on, and with the 

lives of the X-MEN and all mutants on the line, it's !me to unleash the ul!mate weapon! 

COLLECTORS' NOTE: Featuring the full debut of the Adaman!um Armor! 

Rated T+ (STL313143) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240711 

WOLVERINE #49 EM GIST SABRETOOTH VAR 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw (CA) E.M Gist 

ARMOR UP FOR THE PENULTIMATE PART OF SABRETOOTH WAR!  



WOLVERINE is powerless - but not defenseless. FORGE made LOGAN one last inven!on, and with the 

lives of the X-MEN and all mutants on the line, it's !me to unleash the ul!mate weapon! 

COLLECTORS' NOTE: Featuring the full debut of the Adaman!um Armor! 

Rated T+ (STL313145) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240712 

WOLVERINE #49 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw (CA)  TBA 

ARMOR UP FOR THE PENULTIMATE PART OF SABRETOOTH WAR!  

WOLVERINE is powerless - but not defenseless. FORGE made LOGAN one last inven!on, and with the 

lives of the X-MEN and all mutants on the line, it's !me to unleash the ul!mate weapon! 

COLLECTORS' NOTE: Featuring the full debut of the Adaman!um Armor! 

Rated T+ (STL313146) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240713 

WOLVERINE #49 DAVID NAKAYAMA BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw (CA) David Nakayama 

ARMOR UP FOR THE PENULTIMATE PART OF SABRETOOTH WAR!  

WOLVERINE is powerless - but not defenseless. FORGE made LOGAN one last inven!on, and with the 

lives of the X-MEN and all mutants on the line, it's !me to unleash the ul!mate weapon! 

COLLECTORS' NOTE: Featuring the full debut of the Adaman!um Armor! 

Rated T+ (STL313144) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240715 

WOLVERINE #50 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw,  Smith, Cory (CA) Leinil Yu 

CREED VS. LOGAN - THE FINAL SHOWDOWN!  

It's all come down to this: the final baGle between WOLVERINE and SABRETOOTH. The Sabretooth 

War concludes in the way it began - a violent, bloody baGle - but WHO will be leJ standing? Plus: 

Special short stories celebra!ng fiJy issues of this run and 50 YEARS OF WOLVERINE, from legendary 



Logan scribes including Larry Hama, as well as a final send-off from Benjamin Percy and Javi 

Fernández, and some special SURPRISES! 

Rated T+ (STL313150) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR240717 

WOLVERINE #50 GREG LAND SABRETOOTH VAR 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw, Corey Smith (CA) Greg Land 

CREED VS. LOGAN - THE FINAL SHOWDOWN!  

It's all come down to this: the final baGle between WOLVERINE and SABRETOOTH. The Sabretooth 

War concludes in the way it began - a violent, bloody baGle - but WHO will be leJ standing? Plus: 

Special short stories celebra!ng fiJy issues of this run and 50 YEARS OF WOLVERINE, from legendary 

Logan scribes including Larry Hama, as well as a final send-off from Benjamin Percy and Javi 

Fernández, and some special SURPRISES! 

Rated T+ (STL313153) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR240718 

WOLVERINE #50 JUSTIN MASON SNIKT VAR 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw, Cory Smith (CA) Jus!n Mason 

CREED VS. LOGAN - THE FINAL SHOWDOWN!  

It's all come down to this: the final baGle between WOLVERINE and SABRETOOTH. The Sabretooth 

War concludes in the way it began - a violent, bloody baGle - but WHO will be leJ standing? Plus: 

Special short stories celebra!ng fiJy issues of this run and 50 YEARS OF WOLVERINE, from legendary 

Logan scribes including Larry Hama, as well as a final send-off from Benjamin Percy and Javi 

Fernández, and some special SURPRISES! 

Rated T+ (STL313155) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR240719 

WOLVERINE #50 MARCO CHECCHETTO VAR 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw, Cory Smith (CA) Marco CheccheGo 

CREED VS. LOGAN - THE FINAL SHOWDOWN!  



It's all come down to this: the final baGle between WOLVERINE and SABRETOOTH. The Sabretooth 

War concludes in the way it began - a violent, bloody baGle - but WHO will be leJ standing? Plus: 

Special short stories celebra!ng fiJy issues of this run and 50 YEARS OF WOLVERINE, from legendary 

Logan scribes including Larry Hama, as well as a final send-off from Benjamin Percy and Javi 

Fernández, and some special SURPRISES! 

Rated T+ (STL313157) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR240722 

WOLVERINE #50 FRANK MILLER VAR 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw, Cory Smith (CA) Frank Miller 

CREED VS. LOGAN - THE FINAL SHOWDOWN!  

It's all come down to this: the final baGle between WOLVERINE and SABRETOOTH. The Sabretooth 

War concludes in the way it began - a violent, bloody baGle - but WHO will be leJ standing? Plus: 

Special short stories celebra!ng fiJy issues of this run and 50 YEARS OF WOLVERINE, from legendary 

Logan scribes including Larry Hama, as well as a final send-off from Benjamin Percy and Javi 

Fernández, and some special SURPRISES! 

Rated T+ (STL313151) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR240724 

FALL OF HOUSE OF X #5 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) Pepe Larraz 

THE BATTLE FOR THE FUTURE!  

It all comes down to this - Orchis versus the X-Men, winner take the future! Orchis has pushed 

mutantkind to their lowest point ever, but that just means the X-Men have had to fight back like 

never before. Will it be enough? We con!nue to barrel toward the conclusion of the Krakoan Age as 

the two stories that are one come to an end! 

Rated T+ (STL312955) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240725 

FALL OF HOUSE OF X #5 DAVID NAKAYAMA CONNECT VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) David Nakayama 

THE BATTLE FOR THE FUTURE!  



It all comes down to this - Orchis versus the X-Men, winner take the future! Orchis has pushed 

mutantkind to their lowest point ever, but that just means the X-Men have had to fight back like 

never before. Will it be enough? We con!nue to barrel toward the conclusion of the Krakoan Age as 

the two stories that are one come to an end! 

Rated T+ (STL312959) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240726 

FALL OF HOUSE OF X #5 CARLOS GOMEZ HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Lucas Werneck (CA) Carlos E. Gomez 

THE BATTLE FOR THE FUTURE!  

It all comes down to this - Orchis versus the X-Men, winner take the future! Orchis has pushed 

mutantkind to their lowest point ever, but that just means the X-Men have had to fight back like 

never before. Will it be enough? We con!nue to barrel toward the conclusion of the Krakoan Age as 

the two stories that are one come to an end! 

Rated T+ (STL312958) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240727 

FALL OF HOUSE OF X #5 TBD ARTIST FORESHADOW VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Lucas Werneck (CA)  TBA 

THE BATTLE FOR THE FUTURE!  

It all comes down to this - Orchis versus the X-Men, winner take the future! Orchis has pushed 

mutantkind to their lowest point ever, but that just means the X-Men have had to fight back like 

never before. Will it be enough? We con!nue to barrel toward the conclusion of the Krakoan Age as 

the two stories that are one come to an end! 

Rated T+ (STL312962) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240728 

FALL OF HOUSE OF X #5 AKA MS MARVEL VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Lucas Werneck (CA)  Aka 

THE BATTLE FOR THE FUTURE!  



It all comes down to this - Orchis versus the X-Men, winner take the future! Orchis has pushed 

mutantkind to their lowest point ever, but that just means the X-Men have had to fight back like 

never before. Will it be enough? We con!nue to barrel toward the conclusion of the Krakoan Age as 

the two stories that are one come to an end! 

Rated T+ (STL312956) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240732 

RISE OF POWERS OF X #5 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) R. B. Silva 

THE BATTLE FOR ALL TIME!  

The X-epic concludes in a baGle between those who are outside !me and that which is now and 

forever...and the result is being decided by whether someone can ul!mately make the right choice. 

The end of the Krakoan Age barrels our way as the two series that are one conclude! 

Rated T+ (STL313019) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240734 

RISE OF POWERS OF X #5 DAVID NAKAYAMA CONNECT VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) R. B. Silva (CA) David Nakayama 

THE BATTLE FOR ALL TIME!  

The X-epic concludes in a baGle between those who are outside !me and that which is now and 

forever...and the result is being decided by whether someone can ul!mately make the right choice. 

The end of the Krakoan Age barrels our way as the two series that are one conclude! 

Rated T+ (STL313020) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240735 

RISE OF POWERS OF X #5 JOSHUA SWABY JEAN GREY VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) R. B. Silva (CA) Joshua Swaby 

THE BATTLE FOR ALL TIME!  

The X-epic concludes in a baGle between those who are outside !me and that which is now and 

forever...and the result is being decided by whether someone can ul!mately make the right choice. 

The end of the Krakoan Age barrels our way as the two series that are one conclude! 



Rated T+ (STL313021) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240738 

RISE OF POWERS OF X #5 CARMEN CARNERO FORESHADOW VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) R. B. Silva (CA) Carmen Carnero 

THE BATTLE FOR ALL TIME!  

The X-epic concludes in a baGle between those who are outside !me and that which is now and 

forever...and the result is being decided by whether someone can ul!mately make the right choice. 

The end of the Krakoan Age barrels our way as the two series that are one conclude! 

Rated T+ (STL313025) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240739 

X-MEN #34 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Joshua Cassara 

THE END IS NIGH!  

The Krakoan Age is nearly at an end…and what might be the final baGle of the heroes of Krakoa! One 

last stop before the fall and rise come to their conclusion…and everything changes! 

Rated T+ (STL313162) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240740 

X-MEN #34 HILDEBRANDT SHADOWCAT MMP III VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Joshua Cassara (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

THE END IS NIGH!  

The Krakoan Age is nearly at an end…and what might be the final baGle of the heroes of Krakoa! One 

last stop before the fall and rise come to their conclusion…and everything changes! 

Rated T+ (STL313163) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240742 



X-MEN #34 RUSSELL DAUTERMAN TRADING CARD VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Joshua Cassara (CA) Russell Dauterman 

THE END IS NIGH!  

The Krakoan Age is nearly at an end…and what might be the final baGle of the heroes of Krakoa! One 

last stop before the fall and rise come to their conclusion…and everything changes! 

Rated T+ (STL313165) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240743 

X-MEN #34 TERRY DODSON BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Joshua Cassara (CA) Terry Dodson 

THE END IS NIGH!  

The Krakoan Age is nearly at an end…and what might be the final baGle of the heroes of Krakoa! One 

last stop before the fall and rise come to their conclusion…and everything changes! 

Rated T+ (STL313166) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240744 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #18 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Creees Lee (CA) Kael Ngu 

SIDE BY SIDE WITH…MAGNETO!  

For years, the Master of Magne!sm was Iron Man's greatest fear. But to take down Orchis, will Tony 

have to work with the X-Men's former adversary? And will a fight against every Sen!nel on Earth be 

too much for even these two powerhouses? 

Rated T+ (STL312996) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240746 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #18 PETE WOODS BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Creees Lee (CA) Pete Woods 

SIDE BY SIDE WITH…MAGNETO!  



For years, the Master of Magne!sm was Iron Man's greatest fear. But to take down Orchis, will Tony 

have to work with the X-Men's former adversary? And will a fight against every Sen!nel on Earth be 

too much for even these two powerhouses? 

Rated T+ (STL312998) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240747 

X-MEN FOREVER #3 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

NOW… War in Krakoa!  

A hunt in the White Hot Room! And a heartwarming family reunion (by which we mean "possibly 

involving seYng fire to someone's heart with a flamethrower"). Spinning out from RISE OF THE 

POWERS OF X and IMMORTAL X-MEN comes a must-read for the conclusion of the Krakoan Age! 

Rated T+ (STL313171) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240748 

X-MEN FOREVER #3 PHIL NOTO QUIET COUNCIL VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Phil Noto 

NOW… War in Krakoa!  

A hunt in the White Hot Room! And a heartwarming family reunion (by which we mean "possibly 

involving seYng fire to someone's heart with a flamethrower"). Spinning out from RISE OF THE 

POWERS OF X and IMMORTAL X-MEN comes a must-read for the conclusion of the Krakoan Age! 

Rated T+ (STL313173) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240749 

X-MEN FOREVER #3 INHYUK LEE BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Inhyuk Lee 

NOW… War in Krakoa!  

A hunt in the White Hot Room! And a heartwarming family reunion (by which we mean "possibly 

involving seYng fire to someone's heart with a flamethrower"). Spinning out from RISE OF THE 

POWERS OF X and IMMORTAL X-MEN comes a must-read for the conclusion of the Krakoan Age! 

Rated T+ (STL313172) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240750 

X-MEN FOREVER #4 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Mark Brooks 

…AND FOREVER!  

Our secrets, sinister or otherwise, are over. X-MEN FORVER ends with a ques!on - aJer everything, 

do we have Hope or not? From between the pages of IMMORTAL X-MEN and RISE OF THE POWERS 

OF X, the final secrets of the Krakoan Age are revealed here! 

Rated T+ (STL313174) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240751 

X-MEN FOREVER #4 PHIL NOTO QUIET COUNCIL VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Phil Noto 

…AND FOREVER!  

Our secrets, sinister or otherwise, are over. X-MEN FORVER ends with a ques!on - aJer everything, 

do we have Hope or not? From between the pages of IMMORTAL X-MEN and RISE OF THE POWERS 

OF X, the final secrets of the Krakoan Age are revealed here! 

Rated T+ (STL313176) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240752 

X-MEN FOREVER #4 JIM RUGG VAR 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Luca Maresca (CA) Jim Rugg 

…AND FOREVER!  

Our secrets, sinister or otherwise, are over. X-MEN FORVER ends with a ques!on - aJer everything, 

do we have Hope or not? From between the pages of IMMORTAL X-MEN and RISE OF THE POWERS 

OF X, the final secrets of the Krakoan Age are revealed here! 

Rated T+ (STL313175) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240753 



MS MARVEL MUTANT MENACE #3 

(W)  Vellani, Iman (A) ScoG Godlewski (CA) Carlos E. Gomez 

IT'S A MUTANT-EAT-MUTANT WORLD!  

Ms. Marvel knew she was going to have to put up with a lot as a mutant but her own mutant friends 

turning into zombies and trying to eat her is a bridge too far! And she thought being an Avenger was 

hard! 

Rated T+ (STL313013) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240754 

MS MARVEL MUTANT MENACE #3 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W)  Vellani, Iman (A) ScoG Godlewski (CA) Peach Momoko 

IT'S A MUTANT-EAT-MUTANT WORLD!  

Ms. Marvel knew she was going to have to put up with a lot as a mutant but her own mutant friends 

turning into zombies and trying to eat her is a bridge too far! And she thought being an Avenger was 

hard! 

Rated T+ (STL313015) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240755 

MS MARVEL MUTANT MENACE #3 MAHMUD ASRAR BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W)  Vellani, Iman (A) ScoG Godlewski (CA) Mahmud Asrar 

IT'S A MUTANT-EAT-MUTANT WORLD!  

Ms. Marvel knew she was going to have to put up with a lot as a mutant but her own mutant friends 

turning into zombies and trying to eat her is a bridge too far! And she thought being an Avenger was 

hard! 

Rated T+ (STL313014) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240756 

WEAPON X-MEN #3 

(W) Christos Gage (A) Yildiray Cinar (CA) Dike Ruan 

THE WOLVERINES TAKE ON A CLASSIC VILLAIN!  



Onslaught's moved on to another world - and on this one, Selene's got her life-draining talons sunk in 

deep, with the help of some unexpected allies! Will the Wolverines side with one evil against the 

other? And how is a figure from Jane HowleG's past involved in all this? With her loyalty tested, one 

of the Logans refusing to pop his claws and another just as likely to join a zombie army as fight one, 

the Phoenix's mul!versal army is fracturing fast... 

Rated T+ (STL313134) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240757 

WEAPON X-MEN #3 YILDIRAY CINAR VAR 

(W) Christos Gage (A/CA) Yildiray Cinar 

THE WOLVERINES TAKE ON A CLASSIC VILLAIN!  

Onslaught's moved on to another world - and on this one, Selene's got her life-draining talons sunk in 

deep, with the help of some unexpected allies! Will the Wolverines side with one evil against the 

other? And how is a figure from Jane HowleG's past involved in all this? With her loyalty tested, one 

of the Logans refusing to pop his claws and another just as likely to join a zombie army as fight one, 

the Phoenix's mul!versal army is fracturing fast... 

Rated T+ (STL313136) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240758 

WEAPON X-MEN #3 WHILCE PORTACIO VAR 

(W) Christos Gage (A) Yildiray Cinar (CA) Whilce Portacio 

THE WOLVERINES TAKE ON A CLASSIC VILLAIN!  

Onslaught's moved on to another world - and on this one, Selene's got her life-draining talons sunk in 

deep, with the help of some unexpected allies! Will the Wolverines side with one evil against the 

other? And how is a figure from Jane HowleG's past involved in all this? With her loyalty tested, one 

of the Logans refusing to pop his claws and another just as likely to join a zombie army as fight one, 

the Phoenix's mul!versal army is fracturing fast... 

Rated T+ (STL313135) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240759 

WEAPON X-MEN #4 

(W) Christos Gage (A) Yildiray Cinar (CA) Dike Ruan 



THE IMMORTAL ONSLAUGHT!  

The all-powerful Onslaught has decided to become truly all-powerful...by adding the Phoenix Force 

to its own incalculable might! And one of the Wolverines is about to help him get there by turning 

against their leader, Phoenix. Old Man Logan, Age of Apocalypse, Zombie, Earth X and Jane HowleG - 

the Wolverines of five tragic universes - come to the end of their mul!versal journey...but will it be 

their end as well? 

Rated T+ (STL313137) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240760 

WEAPON X-MEN #4 DECLAN SHALVEY VAR 

(W) Christos Gage (A) Yildiray Cinar (CA) Declan Shalvey 

THE IMMORTAL ONSLAUGHT!  

The all-powerful Onslaught has decided to become truly all-powerful...by adding the Phoenix Force 

to its own incalculable might! And one of the Wolverines is about to help him get there by turning 

against their leader, Phoenix. Old Man Logan, Age of Apocalypse, Zombie, Earth X and Jane HowleG - 

the Wolverines of five tragic universes - come to the end of their mul!versal journey...but will it be 

their end as well? 

Rated T+ (STL313138) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240761 

X-MEN 97 #3 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Salva Espin (CA) Todd Nauck 

DANGER ABLAZE!  

Powerful new foes descend on the X-Men, endangering not just our merry mutants - but any 

innocent civilians caught in the crossfire! Will humanity's improved opinion of mutants survive the 

chaos - and will one member of the team find herself pushed past her limits? Find out in the 

penul!mate installment of the official prelude to the hit new Disney+ TV show! 

Rated T (STL313167) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240762 

X-MEN 97 #3 HILDEBRANDT JUBILEE MMP III VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Salva Espin (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 



DANGER ABLAZE!  

Powerful new foes descend on the X-Men, endangering not just our merry mutants - but any 

innocent civilians caught in the crossfire! Will humanity's improved opinion of mutants survive the 

chaos - and will one member of the team find herself pushed past her limits? Find out in the 

penul!mate installment of the official prelude to the hit new Disney+ TV show! 

Rated T (STL313168) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240764 

X-MEN 97 #3 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Salva Espin (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

DANGER ABLAZE!  

Powerful new foes descend on the X-Men, endangering not just our merry mutants - but any 

innocent civilians caught in the crossfire! Will humanity's improved opinion of mutants survive the 

chaos - and will one member of the team find herself pushed past her limits? Find out in the 

penul!mate installment of the official prelude to the hit new Disney+ TV show! 

Rated T (STL313170) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240765 

WOLVERINE MADRIPOOR KNIGHTS #4 

(W) Chris Claremont (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Philip Tan 

THE HAND'S DIABOLICAL PLAN - AND THEIR FIERCEST WARRIOR!  

WOLVERINE and CAPTAIN AMERICA race to defeat the HAND's ULTIMATE WARRIOR! But a much 

darker fate awaits the BLACK WIDOW if this heroic trio can't stop MATSU'O and the Hand's decades-

long plan! Plus: MEET the SAIKO-JONIN and discover how they will alter our heroes' des!nies! X-Men 

Legend Chris Claremont's all-new, in-con!nuity adventure con!nues! 

Rated T+ (STL313160) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240766 

WOLVERINE MADRIPOOR KNIGHTS #4 DAN JURGENS VAR 

(W) Chris Claremont (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Dan Jurgens 

THE HAND'S DIABOLICAL PLAN - AND THEIR FIERCEST WARRIOR!  



WOLVERINE and CAPTAIN AMERICA race to defeat the HAND's ULTIMATE WARRIOR! But a much 

darker fate awaits the BLACK WIDOW if this heroic trio can't stop MATSU'O and the Hand's decades-

long plan! Plus: MEET the SAIKO-JONIN and discover how they will alter our heroes' des!nies! X-Men 

Legend Chris Claremont's all-new, in-con!nuity adventure con!nues! 

Rated T+ (STL313161) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240767 

CABLE #4 

(W) Fabian Nicieza (A) Scot Eaton (CA) Whilce Portacio 

TIME'S RUN OUT - THE NEOCRACY IS AT YOUR DOOR!  

As the fate of the world hangs in the balance, Cable faces both a devasta!ng betrayal and an 

impossible decision! Will he be able to stem the !des of the Neocracy, or will he and the rest of the 

Marvel Universe be subsumed? Don't miss out on this explosive series finale! 

Rated T+ (STL312916) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240768 

CABLE #4 JUANN CABAL VAR 

(W) Fabian Nicieza (A) Scot Eaton (CA) Juann Cabal 

TIME'S RUN OUT - THE NEOCRACY IS AT YOUR DOOR!  

As the fate of the world hangs in the balance, Cable faces both a devasta!ng betrayal and an 

impossible decision! Will he be able to stem the !des of the Neocracy, or will he and the rest of the 

Marvel Universe be subsumed? Don't miss out on this explosive series finale! 

Rated T+ (STL312917) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240769 

NEW MUTANTS #98 FACSIMILE EDITION NEW PTG 

(W) Rob Liefeld, Fabian Nicieza (A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

The dynamic debut of Deadpool! It's the beginning of the end for the New Mutants as Cable 

con!nues his reinven!on of the squad into his own paramilitary force! But their numbers are 

dwindling - and Rictor's about to be the next member making his exit! Meanwhile, Deadpool makes 

his entrance - but he's not looking to join. He's been hired to kill Cable! With swords, guns, an 

accelerated healing factor and an unstoppable mouth, this merc is set to make a big splash! But who 



is the new mystery woman riding to the rescue? Cable called, and she came. Enter: Domino! Prepare 

for high-octane mutant ac!on from the bombas!c 1990s! It's one of the all-!me great Marvel comic 

books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprin!ng NEW MUTANTS (1983) #98. 

Rated T (STL313200) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240771 

NEW MUTANTS #98 FACSIMILE EDITION FOIL VAR NEW PTG 

(W) Rob Liefeld, Fabian Nicieza (A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

The dynamic debut of Deadpool! It's the beginning of the end for the New Mutants as Cable 

con!nues his reinven!on of the squad into his own paramilitary force! But their numbers are 

dwindling - and Rictor's about to be the next member making his exit! Meanwhile, Deadpool makes 

his entrance - but he's not looking to join. He's been hired to kill Cable! With swords, guns, an 

accelerated healing factor and an unstoppable mouth, this merc is set to make a big splash! But who 

is the new mystery woman riding to the rescue? Cable called, and she came. Enter: Domino! Prepare 

for high-octane mutant ac!on from the bombas!c 1990s! It's one of the all-!me great Marvel comic 

books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprin!ng NEW MUTANTS (1983) #98. 

Rated T (STL313201) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240772 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #256 FACSIMILE ED 

(W) Tom DeFalco (A/CA) Ron Frenz 

Con!nuing the facsimile celebra!on of the early days of Spider-Man's black costume - before he 

knew it was an alien symbiote intending to bond with him forever! As his new suit con!nues to 

influence his behavior, Spidey disrupts a warehouse raid, thwar!ng the criminal plans of the Rose! In 

retalia!on, the Rose hires a deadly mercenary to take the web-slinger down once and for all! Even 

with his enhanced abili!es, Spider-Man will soon fall prey to the Puma! Plus: Mary Jane Watson 

returns to Peter Parker's life! It's one of the all-!me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in 

its original form, ads and all! Reprin!ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #256. 

Rated T (STL313177) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240774 

MSH SECRET WARS #6 FACSIMILE ED 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 



Rated T (STL313193) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240775 

MSH SECRET WARS #6 FACSIMILE ED SALVADOR LARROCA VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Salvador Larroca 

Rated T (STL313195) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240776 

MSH SECRET WARS #6 FACSIMILE ED FOIL VAR 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL313194) 

32pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240777 

AVENGERS ANNUAL #10 FACSIMILE ED 

(W) Chris Claremont (A) Michael Golden (CA) Al Milgrom 

This one really does have it all: the Avengers, the X-Men, Spider-Woman and the first appearance of 

Rogue! When Jessica Drew saves an unconscious Carol Danvers from plumme!ng from the Golden 

Gate Bridge, she seeks the aid of the X-Men - and Professor X discovers that Carol's powers and 

memories have been absorbed by a dangerous young mutant called Rogue! This deadly new recruit 

to Mys!que's Brotherhood of Evil Mutants won't stop there - next, she targets Captain America and 

Thor! The remaining Avengers must baGle the Brotherhood with Spider-Woman alongside them! But 

when the dust seGles, what will the future hold for Carol Danvers, the woman who was once Ms. 

Marvel? It's one of the all-!me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, 

ads and all! Reprin!ng AVENGERS ANNUAL #10. 

Rated T (STL313179) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR240779 

AVENGERS ANNUAL #10 FACSIMILE ED FOIL VAR 

(W) Chris Claremont (A) Michael Golden (CA) Al Milgrom 



This one really does have it all: the Avengers, the X-Men, Spider-Woman and the first appearance of 

Rogue! When Jessica Drew saves an unconscious Carol Danvers from plumme!ng from the Golden 

Gate Bridge, she seeks the aid of the X-Men - and Professor X discovers that Carol's powers and 

memories have been absorbed by a dangerous young mutant called Rogue! This deadly new recruit 

to Mys!que's Brotherhood of Evil Mutants won't stop there - next, she targets Captain America and 

Thor! The remaining Avengers must baGle the Brotherhood with Spider-Woman alongside them! But 

when the dust seGles, what will the future hold for Carol Danvers, the woman who was once Ms. 

Marvel? It's one of the all-!me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, 

ads and all! Reprin!ng AVENGERS ANNUAL #10. 

Rated T (STL313181) 

48pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240780 

IMMORTAL THOR #10 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Mar!n Coccolo (CA) Alex Ross 

THOR MUST DIE!  

The son of Odin faced three of his greatest foes in baGle - with the fog of magic closing around him. 

Yet even if he won, he lost...for Thor fought not for his life - but for his death. This is the story of THE 

IMMORTAL THOR...and the Minotaur's final triumph. 

Rated T+ (STL312986) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240781 

IMMORTAL THOR #10 GREG CAPULLO VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Mar!n Coccolo (CA) Greg Capullo 

THOR MUST DIE!  

The son of Odin faced three of his greatest foes in baGle - with the fog of magic closing around him. 

Yet even if he won, he lost...for Thor fought not for his life - but for his death. This is the story of THE 

IMMORTAL THOR...and the Minotaur's final triumph. 

Rated T+ (STL312987) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240782 

IMMORTAL THOR #10 PAULO SIQUEIRA BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Mar!n Coccolo (CA) Paulo Siqueira 



THOR MUST DIE!  

The son of Odin faced three of his greatest foes in baGle - with the fog of magic closing around him. 

Yet even if he won, he lost...for Thor fought not for his life - but for his death. This is the story of THE 

IMMORTAL THOR...and the Minotaur's final triumph. 

Rated T+ (STL312988) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240783 

IMMORTAL THOR #11 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Mar!n Coccolo (CA) Alex Ross 

FOLLOWING UP ON THE G.O.D.S. PAGE FROM IMMORTAL THOR #1!  

Tyr had vanished, and there were whispers of cosmic forces at work. And so, the children of Odin 

gathered in their father's name - to search for one of their own. Regal Thor, fierce Angela, brave 

Balder, swiJ Hermod, quiet Honir, strong Vidar, cunning Loki, even Laussa the youngest, all were 

there...and another beside. Another, whose name they feared. This is the story of THE IMMORTAL 

THOR...and the lost son of Odin. 

Rated T+ (STL312989) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240784 

IMMORTAL THOR #11 HILDEBRANDT LOKI MMP III VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Mar!n Coccolo (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

FOLLOWING UP ON THE G.O.D.S. PAGE FROM IMMORTAL THOR #1!  

Tyr had vanished, and there were whispers of cosmic forces at work. And so, the children of Odin 

gathered in their father's name - to search for one of their own. Regal Thor, fierce Angela, brave 

Balder, swiJ Hermod, quiet Honir, strong Vidar, cunning Loki, even Laussa the youngest, all were 

there...and another beside. Another, whose name they feared. This is the story of THE IMMORTAL 

THOR...and the lost son of Odin. 

Rated T+ (STL312991) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240786 

IMMORTAL THOR #11 ARTHUR ADAMS VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Mar!n Coccolo (CA) Arthur Adams 



FOLLOWING UP ON THE G.O.D.S. PAGE FROM IMMORTAL THOR #1!  

Tyr had vanished, and there were whispers of cosmic forces at work. And so, the children of Odin 

gathered in their father's name - to search for one of their own. Regal Thor, fierce Angela, brave 

Balder, swiJ Hermod, quiet Honir, strong Vidar, cunning Loki, even Laussa the youngest, all were 

there...and another beside. Another, whose name they feared. This is the story of THE IMMORTAL 

THOR...and the lost son of Odin. 

Rated T+ (STL312990) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240787 

CAPTAIN MARVEL #8 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Stephen Segovia 

NEW STATUS QUO!  

Carol's connec!on to Yuna Yang is shaGered - and the Undone is s!ll coming! Captain Marvel reaches 

a point of no return! 

Rated T+ (STL312921) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240788 

CAPTAIN MARVEL #8 SERGIO DAVILA BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Sergio Davila 

NEW STATUS QUO!  

Carol's connec!on to Yuna Yang is shaGered - and the Undone is s!ll coming! Captain Marvel reaches 

a point of no return! 

Rated T+ (STL312923) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240789 

CAPTAIN MARVEL #8 CORY SMITH VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Jan Bazaldua (CA) Cory Smith 

NEW STATUS QUO!  

Carol's connec!on to Yuna Yang is shaGered - and the Undone is s!ll coming! Captain Marvel reaches 

a point of no return! 



Rated T+ (STL312922) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240790 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #9 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A/CA) Jesus Saiz 

TO STAND AGAINST DEATH!  

Captain America has a new mission: to assemble six new change agents under the Front Door 

Cabaret's protec!on before they can be found by those who want them eradicated. But his first 

recruit is already in danger, and Cap's only lead seems to be…a misplaced penguin? 

Rated T+ (STL312918) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240791 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #9 MIKE HAWTHORNE VAR 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Jesus Saiz (CA) Mike Hawthorne 

TO STAND AGAINST DEATH!  

Captain America has a new mission: to assemble six new change agents under the Front Door 

Cabaret's protec!on before they can be found by those who want them eradicated. But his first 

recruit is already in danger, and Cap's only lead seems to be…a misplaced penguin? 

Rated T+ (STL312920) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240792 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #9 LEINIL YU BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Jesus Saiz (CA) Leinil Yu 

TO STAND AGAINST DEATH!  

Captain America has a new mission: to assemble six new change agents under the Front Door 

Cabaret's protec!on before they can be found by those who want them eradicated. But his first 

recruit is already in danger, and Cap's only lead seems to be…a misplaced penguin? 

Rated T+ (STL312919) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



MAR240793 

POWER PACK INTO STORM #5 

(W) Louise Simonson (A/CA) June Brigman 

A POWER-PACKED CONCLUSION!  

When the enemy's aGempt to siphon Franklin Richard's powers goes horribly wrong, the Power Pack 

must figure out how to reverse the damage - and save their friend in the process. But in a baGle of 

wills, the obvious solu!on may not always be the wisest… 

Rated T (STL313017) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240794 

NIGHT THRASHER #4 

(W) J Holtham (A) Nelson Daniel (CA) Alan Quah 

NIGHT THRASHER FINALLY CHOOSES A SIDE!  

NIGHT THRASHER can no longer walk the line and is forced to choose a side in the final baGle for the 

soul of his city! Enemies become allies, and the life of an old friend hangs in the balance as Dwayne 

fights to free himself from the past and save the future. But when the dust seGles, will there even be 

anything - or anyone - worth saving? 

Rated T+ (STL313016) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240795 

FANTASTIC FOUR #20 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Alex Ross 

Things are calm and normal, and definitely will be for a long while. Things are NOT about to explode 

in everyone's faces, and this is NOT the last chance at normalcy that the FF will have for a very, very 

long !me! With that being absolutely the case, Ben "The Thing" Grimm and Johnny "The Human 

Torch" Storm get part-!me jobs to bring in some extra cash for the family - and end up geYng the 

same job at the same loca!on. But surely pairing a hotheaded fire guy with an exasperated rock guy 

is a recipe for peace, quiet and tranquility, right? And surely these two won't bring their own drama 

with them when working side by side, yes? Also in this issue: anagnorisis! 

Rated T+ (STL312963) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240796 



FANTASTIC FOUR #20 DAVID MARQUEZ BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) David Marquez 

Things are calm and normal, and definitely will be for a long while. Things are NOT about to explode 

in everyone's faces, and this is NOT the last chance at normalcy that the FF will have for a very, very 

long !me! With that being absolutely the case, Ben "The Thing" Grimm and Johnny "The Human 

Torch" Storm get part-!me jobs to bring in some extra cash for the family - and end up geYng the 

same job at the same loca!on. But surely pairing a hotheaded fire guy with an exasperated rock guy 

is a recipe for peace, quiet and tranquility, right? And surely these two won't bring their own drama 

with them when working side by side, yes? Also in this issue: anagnorisis! 

Rated T+ (STL312964) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240797 

FANTASTIC FOUR #20 HILDEBRANDT THING MMP III VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Carlos E. Gomez (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

Things are calm and normal, and definitely will be for a long while. Things are NOT about to explode 

in everyone's faces, and this is NOT the last chance at normalcy that the FF will have for a very, very 

long !me! With that being absolutely the case, Ben "The Thing" Grimm and Johnny "The Human 

Torch" Storm get part-!me jobs to bring in some extra cash for the family - and end up geYng the 

same job at the same loca!on. But surely pairing a hotheaded fire guy with an exasperated rock guy 

is a recipe for peace, quiet and tranquility, right? And surely these two won't bring their own drama 

with them when working side by side, yes? Also in this issue: anagnorisis! 

Rated T+ (STL312965) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240799 

SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK #8 

(W) Rainbow Rowell (A)  Genolet, Andres (CA) Jen Bartel 

The conclusion of She-Hulk and Jack of Hearts' space epic! YOUR heart is not ready for this issue. The 

ac!on will get your heart pumping just in !me for us to break it. 

Rated T+ (STL313038) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240800 

SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK #8 CARLOS GOMEZ BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell (A)  Genolet, Andres (CA) Carlos E. Gomez 



The conclusion of She-Hulk and Jack of Hearts' space epic! YOUR heart is not ready for this issue. The 

ac!on will get your heart pumping just in !me for us to break it. 

Rated T+ (STL313040) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240801 

SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK #8 ANDRES GENOLET VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell (A/CA)  Genolet, Andres 

The conclusion of She-Hulk and Jack of Hearts' space epic! YOUR heart is not ready for this issue. The 

ac!on will get your heart pumping just in !me for us to break it. 

Rated T+ (STL313039) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240802 

SCARLET WITCH QUICKSILVER #4 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Lorenzo TammeGa (CA) Russell Dauterman 

A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE OF THE SCARLET WITCH!  

When the Wizard's latest aGempt to end the Maximoff twins backfires, the Scarlet Witch unleashes 

her maximum power - with Quicksilver by her side. But there's more to the Wizard's mission than 

meets the eye - and his mysterious patron is more invested in Wanda's future than she knows… 

Rated + (STL313035) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240803 

SCARLET WITCH QUICKSILVER #4 MARGUERITE SAUVAGE VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Lorenzo TammeGa (CA) Marguerite Sauvage 

A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE OF THE SCARLET WITCH!  

When the Wizard's latest aGempt to end the Maximoff twins backfires, the Scarlet Witch unleashes 

her maximum power - with Quicksilver by her side. But there's more to the Wizard's mission than 

meets the eye - and his mysterious patron is more invested in Wanda's future than she knows… 

Rated + (STL313037) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR240804 

SCARLET WITCH QUICKSILVER #4 BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Lorenzo TammeGa (CA) Chad Wayne Hardin 

A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE OF THE SCARLET WITCH!  

When the Wizard's latest aGempt to end the Maximoff twins backfires, the Scarlet Witch unleashes 

her maximum power - with Quicksilver by her side. But there's more to the Wizard's mission than 

meets the eye - and his mysterious patron is more invested in Wanda's future than she knows… 

Rated + (STL313036) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240805 

INCREDIBLE HULK #12 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A/CA) Nic Klein 

In the aJermath of the tragic baGle against Frozen CharloGe, Hulk pays a visit to STRANGE ACADEMY, 

seeking the help of BROTHER VOODOO in saving Charlie's immortal soul! But when the task calls for 

a one-way descent into an exorcist's ancient prison in search of the immortal FLESH-WEAVER, is the 

price too high even for the Incredible Hulk? 

Rated T+ (STL312993) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240806 

INCREDIBLE HULK #12 JUSTIN MASON HULK SMASH VAR 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Jus!n Mason 

In the aJermath of the tragic baGle against Frozen CharloGe, Hulk pays a visit to STRANGE ACADEMY, 

seeking the help of BROTHER VOODOO in saving Charlie's immortal soul! But when the task calls for 

a one-way descent into an exorcist's ancient prison in search of the immortal FLESH-WEAVER, is the 

price too high even for the Incredible Hulk? 

Rated T+ (STL312995) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240807 

INCREDIBLE HULK #12 DAVID NAKAYAMA BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) David Nakayama 



In the aJermath of the tragic baGle against Frozen CharloGe, Hulk pays a visit to STRANGE ACADEMY, 

seeking the help of BROTHER VOODOO in saving Charlie's immortal soul! But when the task calls for 

a one-way descent into an exorcist's ancient prison in search of the immortal FLESH-WEAVER, is the 

price too high even for the Incredible Hulk? 

Rated T+ (STL312994) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240808 

DAREDEVIL #9 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Juann Cabal (CA) John Romita Jr. 

WASHED IN BLOOD!  

The peace MaG Murdock thought he had found has started to crumble into bloody rubble - and as 

enemies surround MaG and Elektra from all sides, WILSON FISK makes a mysterious and dangerous 

return! 

Rated T+ (STL312927) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240809 

DAREDEVIL #9 JONBOY MEYERS BLACK COSTUME VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Juann Cabal (CA) Jonboy Meyers 

WASHED IN BLOOD!  

The peace MaG Murdock thought he had found has started to crumble into bloody rubble - and as 

enemies surround MaG and Elektra from all sides, WILSON FISK makes a mysterious and dangerous 

return! 

Rated T+ (STL312928) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240810 

DAREDEVIL #9 MAHMUD ASRAR VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Juann Cabal (CA) Mahmud Asrar 

WASHED IN BLOOD!  

The peace MaG Murdock thought he had found has started to crumble into bloody rubble - and as 

enemies surround MaG and Elektra from all sides, WILSON FISK makes a mysterious and dangerous 

return! 



Rated T+ (STL312929) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240811 

DAREDEVIL #9 CHRIS ALLEN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Juann Cabal (CA) Chris Allen 

WASHED IN BLOOD!  

The peace MaG Murdock thought he had found has started to crumble into bloody rubble - and as 

enemies surround MaG and Elektra from all sides, WILSON FISK makes a mysterious and dangerous 

return! 

Rated T+ (STL315778) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240812 

PREDATOR LAST HUNT #4 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) Francesco Manna (CA)  Smith, Cory 

THETA SMILES IN THE FACE OF DEATH! She tracked them across the stars, hun!ng like one of their 

own. Now they will honor her with the most glorious death! Armors and weapons mean nothing 

here. This is a baGle of wills, a primordial clash. Human vs. Super Predator - and the prize for each is 

blood. 

Rated T+ (STL313018) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240813 

ALIEN BLACK AND WHITE BLOOD #4 

(W) Bryan Hill,  Various (A) Michael Dowling,  Various (CA) Dus!n Nguyen 

THE SLICKEST, SICKEST, MOST SADISTIC ISSUE YET!  

Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing and Michael Dowling's "Utopia" reaches its final genera!on, the worst of 

human nature on full display. Then in Bryan Hill's "Break Out," a man will do anything to provide a 

safe home for his daughter. And Weyland-Yutani is here to help… Then Eisner and Harvey-award 

winner Pornsak Pichetshote brings his horror chops to the Alien universe! With more to be revealed, 

Alien: Black, White &amp; Blood is a must-have for any Alien fan! 

Rated T+ (STL312856) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 



 

MAR240814 

ALIEN BLACK AND WHITE BLOOD #4 KHARY RANDOLPH VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill,  Various (A) Michael Dowling,  Various (CA) Khary Randolph 

THE SLICKEST, SICKEST, MOST SADISTIC ISSUE YET!  

Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing and Michael Dowling's "Utopia" reaches its final genera!on, the worst of 

human nature on full display. Then in Bryan Hill's "Break Out," a man will do anything to provide a 

safe home for his daughter. And Weyland-Yutani is here to help… Then Eisner and Harvey-award 

winner Pornsak Pichetshote brings his horror chops to the Alien universe! With more to be revealed, 

Alien: Black, White &amp; Blood is a must-have for any Alien fan! 

Rated T+ (STL312857) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240815 

ALIENS WHAT IF #3 

(W) Hans Rodionoff (A) Guiu Villanova (CA) Phil Noto 

WHAT IF…CARTER BURKE HAD LIVED?  

The facehuggers hit the fan as Burke's plan goes horribly awry! Desperate to capture the life-saving 

adapta!ve quali!es of Xenomorph DNA - without Weyland-Yutani's knowledge - Burke and his only 

friend, a damaged combat synth named Cygnus, have brought Burke's own worst nightmare right 

into his living room. The trap is set - now they need a vic!m to snap it. What the hell is Burke doing, 

and how does his daughter, Brie, fit into all this? 

Rated T+ (STL312858) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240817 

ALIENS WHAT IF #3 STEPHEN MOONEY VAR 

(W) Hans Rodionoff (A) Guiu Villanova (CA) Stephen Mooney 

WHAT IF…CARTER BURKE HAD LIVED?  

The facehuggers hit the fan as Burke's plan goes horribly awry! Desperate to capture the life-saving 

adapta!ve quali!es of Xenomorph DNA - without Weyland-Yutani's knowledge - Burke and his only 

friend, a damaged combat synth named Cygnus, have brought Burke's own worst nightmare right 

into his living room. The trap is set - now they need a vic!m to snap it. What the hell is Burke doing, 

and how does his daughter, Brie, fit into all this? 

Rated T+ (STL312860) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240818 

STAR WARS PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN SPECIAL #1 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Will Sliney (CA) Phil Noto 

CELEBRATING THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PHANTOM MENACE WITH AN ALL-NEW STORY!  

Explore the earliest days and secret inner life of ANAKIN SKYWALKER with never-before-seen, 

revelatory stories set before, aJer and between the scenes of the classic movie! Featuring the dream 

of a JEDI, the giJ of a TUSKEN RAIDER, the heart of a GUNGAN, the ache of a mother and the horror 

of a hero! 

Rated T (STL313203) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240819 

STAR WARS PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN SPECIAL #1 MCKONE VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Will Sliney (CA) Mike McKone 

CELEBRATING THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PHANTOM MENACE WITH AN ALL-NEW STORY!  

Explore the earliest days and secret inner life of ANAKIN SKYWALKER with never-before-seen, 

revelatory stories set before, aJer and between the scenes of the classic movie! Featuring the dream 

of a JEDI, the giJ of a TUSKEN RAIDER, the heart of a GUNGAN, the ache of a mother and the horror 

of a hero! 

Rated T (STL313206) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240821 

STAR WARS PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN SPECIAL #1 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Will Sliney (CA) Chris Sprouse 

CELEBRATING THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PHANTOM MENACE WITH AN ALL-NEW STORY!  

Explore the earliest days and secret inner life of ANAKIN SKYWALKER with never-before-seen, 

revelatory stories set before, aJer and between the scenes of the classic movie! Featuring the dream 

of a JEDI, the giJ of a TUSKEN RAIDER, the heart of a GUNGAN, the ache of a mother and the horror 

of a hero! 

Rated T (STL313204) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 



 

MAR240822 

STAR WARS PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN SPECIAL #1 PHIL NOTO VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Will Sliney (CA) Phil Noto 

CELEBRATING THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PHANTOM MENACE WITH AN ALL-NEW STORY!  

Explore the earliest days and secret inner life of ANAKIN SKYWALKER with never-before-seen, 

revelatory stories set before, aJer and between the scenes of the classic movie! Featuring the dream 

of a JEDI, the giJ of a TUSKEN RAIDER, the heart of a GUNGAN, the ache of a mother and the horror 

of a hero! 

Rated T (STL313207) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240823 

STAR WARS DARTH MAUL BLACK WHITE RED #2 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Carlos Nieto (CA) Tyler Kirkham 

MAYHEM AT THE MOONBENDER COLONY!  

Who are THE REMAINDERS, and what threat are they to LORD PALPATINE? DARTH MAUL is sent to 

conquer a mining colony single-handed, but the unexpected opposi!on becomes an intense baGle of 

life and death! One of STAR WARS' most famous villains learns one of his most valuable lessons! 

Rated T (STL313065) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240824 

STAR WARS DARTH MAUL BLACK WHITE RED #2 EARLS VAR 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Carlos Nieto (CA) Danny Earls 

MAYHEM AT THE MOONBENDER COLONY!  

Who are THE REMAINDERS, and what threat are they to LORD PALPATINE? DARTH MAUL is sent to 

conquer a mining colony single-handed, but the unexpected opposi!on becomes an intense baGle of 

life and death! One of STAR WARS' most famous villains learns one of his most valuable lessons! 

Rated T (STL313066) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240826 



STAR WARS DARTH MAUL BLACK WHITE RED #2 DELLOTTO VAR 

(W) Mark Russell (A) Carlos Nieto (CA) Gabriele Dell'OGo 

MAYHEM AT THE MOONBENDER COLONY!  

Who are THE REMAINDERS, and what threat are they to LORD PALPATINE? DARTH MAUL is sent to 

conquer a mining colony single-handed, but the unexpected opposi!on becomes an intense baGle of 

life and death! One of STAR WARS' most famous villains learns one of his most valuable lessons! 

Rated T (STL313068) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240828 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #7 

(W) Cavan ScoG (A)  Towe, James (CA) Phil Noto 

BALM OF THE LUMINOUS!  

DEATH at the heart of NIHIL SPACE. HOPE in the midst of despair. JEDI MASTER KEEVE TRENNIS has 

gathered a band of baGle-weary Jedi, pirates and wanderers, but how long will they remain united as 

the CHILDREN OF THE STORM make their move? Plus: The Nihil Minister of Advancement revealed: 

BARON BOOLAN makes his presence known! 

Rated T (STL313081) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240830 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #7 PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoG (A)  Towe, James (CA) Chris Sprouse 

BALM OF THE LUMINOUS!  

DEATH at the heart of NIHIL SPACE. HOPE in the midst of despair. JEDI MASTER KEEVE TRENNIS has 

gathered a band of baGle-weary Jedi, pirates and wanderers, but how long will they remain united as 

the CHILDREN OF THE STORM make their move? Plus: The Nihil Minister of Advancement revealed: 

BARON BOOLAN makes his presence known! 

Rated T (STL313082) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240831 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #7 MASTER APPRENTICE VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoG (A)  Towe, James (CA) Phil Noto 



BALM OF THE LUMINOUS!  

DEATH at the heart of NIHIL SPACE. HOPE in the midst of despair. JEDI MASTER KEEVE TRENNIS has 

gathered a band of baGle-weary Jedi, pirates and wanderers, but how long will they remain united as 

the CHILDREN OF THE STORM make their move? Plus: The Nihil Minister of Advancement revealed: 

BARON BOOLAN makes his presence known! 

Rated T (STL313084) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240832 

STAR WARS #46 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Stephen Segovia 

OPERATION: RESCUE MON MOTHMA!  

The fate of the REBEL ALLIANCE has become intertwined with accused traitor LANDO CALRISSIAN - if 

he falls, so will the Rebellion. LEIA ORGANA must mount a desperate rescue mission if there is any 

hope of defea!ng the evil GALACTIC EMPIRE! 

Rated T (STL313060) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240833 

STAR WARS #46 JTC ACTION FIGURE VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

OPERATION: RESCUE MON MOTHMA!  

The fate of the REBEL ALLIANCE has become intertwined with accused traitor LANDO CALRISSIAN - if 

he falls, so will the Rebellion. LEIA ORGANA must mount a desperate rescue mission if there is any 

hope of defea!ng the evil GALACTIC EMPIRE! 

Rated T (STL313062) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240835 

STAR WARS #46 SPROUSE PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Chris Sprouse 

OPERATION: RESCUE MON MOTHMA!  



The fate of the REBEL ALLIANCE has become intertwined with accused traitor LANDO CALRISSIAN - if 

he falls, so will the Rebellion. LEIA ORGANA must mount a desperate rescue mission if there is any 

hope of defea!ng the evil GALACTIC EMPIRE! 

Rated T (STL313061) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240836 

STAR WARS #46 PHIL NOTO MASTER APPRENTICE VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Phil Noto 

OPERATION: RESCUE MON MOTHMA!  

The fate of the REBEL ALLIANCE has become intertwined with accused traitor LANDO CALRISSIAN - if 

he falls, so will the Rebellion. LEIA ORGANA must mount a desperate rescue mission if there is any 

hope of defea!ng the evil GALACTIC EMPIRE! 

Rated T (STL313064) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240837 

STAR WARS JANGO FETT #3 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Luke Ross (CA) Leinil Yu 

JANGO VS. AURRA SING!  

The heavyweight BOUNTY HUNTER baGle that will shake the galaxy! Who is the mysterious figure 

behind the heist that is igni!ng a war? Prepare for a new twist when an unexpected alliance is 

revealed! 

Rated T (STL313075) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240838 

STAR WARS JANGO FETT #3 PHIL NOTO MASTER APPRENTICE VAR 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Luke Ross (CA) Phil Noto 

JANGO VS. AURRA SING!  

The heavyweight BOUNTY HUNTER baGle that will shake the galaxy! Who is the mysterious figure 

behind the heist that is igni!ng a war? Prepare for a new twist when an unexpected alliance is 

revealed! 

Rated T (STL313077) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240839 

STAR WARS JANGO FETT #3 PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Luke Ross (CA) Chris Sprouse 

JANGO VS. AURRA SING!  

The heavyweight BOUNTY HUNTER baGle that will shake the galaxy! Who is the mysterious figure 

behind the heist that is igni!ng a war? Prepare for a new twist when an unexpected alliance is 

revealed! 

Rated T (STL313076) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240840 

STAR WARS MACE WINDU #4 

(W)  Bernadin, Marc (A) Georges Jeanty (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

INTRODUCING THE SHROUD!  

Just as MACE and smuggler AZITA CRUUZ arrive at her freighter, they're beset by MURO, DIYA and 

the leader of their cult, THE SHROUD. The Shroud is something that Mace Windu was never trained 

for and isn't prepared for - and might push a JEDI KNIGHT to his breaking point! 

Rated T (STL313078) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240841 

STAR WARS MACE WINDU #4 PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W)  Bernadin, Marc (A) Georges Jeanty (CA) Chris Sprouse 

INTRODUCING THE SHROUD!  

Just as MACE and smuggler AZITA CRUUZ arrive at her freighter, they're beset by MURO, DIYA and 

the leader of their cult, THE SHROUD. The Shroud is something that Mace Windu was never trained 

for and isn't prepared for - and might push a JEDI KNIGHT to his breaking point! 

Rated T (STL313079) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240842 



STAR WARS MACE WINDU #4 PHIL NOTO MASTER APPRENTICE VAR 

(W)  Bernadin, Marc (A) Georges Jeanty (CA) Phil Noto 

INTRODUCING THE SHROUD!  

Just as MACE and smuggler AZITA CRUUZ arrive at her freighter, they're beset by MURO, DIYA and 

the leader of their cult, THE SHROUD. The Shroud is something that Mace Windu was never trained 

for and isn't prepared for - and might push a JEDI KNIGHT to his breaking point! 

Rated T (STL313080) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240843 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #46 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE RAZING OF EXEGOL, PART ONE!  

DARTH VADER and the SCHISM IMPERIAL launch their boldest challenge to the power of PALPATINE 

with an assault on EXEGOL, the home of the EMPEROR'S greatest secrets and treasures! But if sheer 

brute force can't overcome the defenses of the SITH CITADEL, what terrifying new resources will the 

DARK LORD draw upon? Also: CAPTAIN ENRIC PRYDE faces his greatest test! 

Rated T (STL313070) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240845 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #46 TOM REILLY VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Tom Reilly 

THE RAZING OF EXEGOL, PART ONE!  

DARTH VADER and the SCHISM IMPERIAL launch their boldest challenge to the power of PALPATINE 

with an assault on EXEGOL, the home of the EMPEROR'S greatest secrets and treasures! But if sheer 

brute force can't overcome the defenses of the SITH CITADEL, what terrifying new resources will the 

DARK LORD draw upon? Also: CAPTAIN ENRIC PRYDE faces his greatest test! 

Rated T (STL313074) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240846 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #46 PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Chris Sprouse 



THE RAZING OF EXEGOL, PART ONE!  

DARTH VADER and the SCHISM IMPERIAL launch their boldest challenge to the power of PALPATINE 

with an assault on EXEGOL, the home of the EMPEROR'S greatest secrets and treasures! But if sheer 

brute force can't overcome the defenses of the SITH CITADEL, what terrifying new resources will the 

DARK LORD draw upon? Also: CAPTAIN ENRIC PRYDE faces his greatest test! 

Rated T (STL313072) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240847 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #46 PHIL NOTO MASTER APPRENTICE VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Phil Noto 

THE RAZING OF EXEGOL, PART ONE!  

DARTH VADER and the SCHISM IMPERIAL launch their boldest challenge to the power of PALPATINE 

with an assault on EXEGOL, the home of the EMPEROR'S greatest secrets and treasures! But if sheer 

brute force can't overcome the defenses of the SITH CITADEL, what terrifying new resources will the 

DARK LORD draw upon? Also: CAPTAIN ENRIC PRYDE faces his greatest test! 

Rated T (STL313073) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240848 

GODZILLA ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Doug Moench (A) Herb Trimpe, Tom SuGon (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

Godzilla, the towering scourge of Tokyo, rises from the depths in the United States - and the Marvel 

Universe! For two glorious years in the 1970s, Japan's greatest export was one of Marvel's biggest 

stars - marching across America and baGling some of the best and brightest the House of Ideas had 

to offer, including the Fantas!c Four, the Avengers, the Champions, Nick Fury and the mechanized 

monster fighter, Red Ronin! Godzilla goes west, travels through !me to baGle Devil Dinosaur and 

hosts one of Spider-Man's most gratuitous guest-shots ever - but when Godzilla is shrunk down to 

miniature size, the terrible !tan proves it can s!ll be a !ny terror! Plus: Aliens, mutants, mad 

scien!sts and epic kaiju clashes with Godzilla's fellow towering !tans - including Batragon and 

Yetrigar! Collec!ng GODZILLA (1977) #1-24. 

Rated T (STL313253) 

HC, 440pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240849 

GODZILLA ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC FIRST ISSUE DM VAR 



(W) Doug Moench (A) Herb Trimpe, Tom SuGon (CA) Herb Trimpe 

Godzilla, the towering scourge of Tokyo, rises from the depths in the United States - and the Marvel 

Universe! For two glorious years in the 1970s, Japan's greatest export was one of Marvel's biggest 

stars - marching across America and baGling some of the best and brightest the House of Ideas had 

to offer, including the Fantas!c Four, the Avengers, the Champions, Nick Fury and the mechanized 

monster fighter, Red Ronin! Godzilla goes west, travels through !me to baGle Devil Dinosaur and 

hosts one of Spider-Man's most gratuitous guest-shots ever - but when Godzilla is shrunk down to 

miniature size, the terrible !tan proves it can s!ll be a !ny terror! Plus: Aliens, mutants, mad 

scien!sts and epic kaiju clashes with Godzilla's fellow towering !tans - including Batragon and 

Yetrigar! Collec!ng GODZILLA (1977) #1-24. 

Rated T (STL313254) 

HC, 440pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240850 

GODZILLA ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC WAR GIANTS DM VAR 

(W) Doug Moench (A) Herb Trimpe, Tom SuGon (CA) Herb Trimpe 

Godzilla, the towering scourge of Tokyo, rises from the depths in the United States - and the Marvel 

Universe! For two glorious years in the 1970s, Japan's greatest export was one of Marvel's biggest 

stars - marching across America and baGling some of the best and brightest the House of Ideas had 

to offer, including the Fantas!c Four, the Avengers, the Champions, Nick Fury and the mechanized 

monster fighter, Red Ronin! Godzilla goes west, travels through !me to baGle Devil Dinosaur and 

hosts one of Spider-Man's most gratuitous guest-shots ever - but when Godzilla is shrunk down to 

miniature size, the terrible !tan proves it can s!ll be a !ny terror! Plus: Aliens, mutants, mad 

scien!sts and epic kaiju clashes with Godzilla's fellow towering !tans - including Batragon and 

Yetrigar! Collec!ng GODZILLA (1977) #1-24. 

Rated T (STL313255) 

HC, 440pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240851 

MICRONAUTS ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 

(W) Bill Mantlo (A) Pat Broderick & Various (CA) Michael Golden 

Reprinted for the first !me ever! Marvel's second Micronauts Omnibus begins with an explosive six-

part origin of the Microverse! Commander Rann and his band of freedom fighters must find three 

keys to stave off a !me of darkness while remaining one step ahead of the mad King Argon. To do 

that, they'll need help. Enter: Doctor Strange! The Micronauts will also discover a pair of new 

recruits: the friendly but ferocious Devil and his companion Fireflyte. In a return to Earth, our heroes 

end up in the X-Men's Danger Room, pursued by the killer metamorph Huntarr. The ac!on reaches a 

crescendo as the Micronauts are drawn back to Homeworld once again to fight against Argon - and 

Baron Karza! Collec!ng MICRONAUTS (1979) #30-54. 



Rated T (STL313240) 

HC, 824pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240852 

MICRONAUTS ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 CVR DM 

(W) Bill Mantlo (A) Pat Broderick & Various (CA) Gil Kane 

Reprinted for the first !me ever! Marvel's second Micronauts Omnibus begins with an explosive six-

part origin of the Microverse! Commander Rann and his band of freedom fighters must find three 

keys to stave off a !me of darkness while remaining one step ahead of the mad King Argon. To do 

that, they'll need help. Enter: Doctor Strange! The Micronauts will also discover a pair of new 

recruits: the friendly but ferocious Devil and his companion Fireflyte. In a return to Earth, our heroes 

end up in the X-Men's Danger Room, pursued by the killer metamorph Huntarr. The ac!on reaches a 

crescendo as the Micronauts are drawn back to Homeworld once again to fight against Argon - and 

Baron Karza! Collec!ng MICRONAUTS (1979) #30-54. 

Rated T (STL313241) 

HC, 824pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240853 

MICRONAUTS ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 KANE DM 

(W) Bill Mantlo (A) Pat Broderick & Various (CA) Ed Hannigan 

Reprinted for the first !me ever! Marvel's second Micronauts Omnibus begins with an explosive six-

part origin of the Microverse! Commander Rann and his band of freedom fighters must find three 

keys to stave off a !me of darkness while remaining one step ahead of the mad King Argon. To do 

that, they'll need help. Enter: Doctor Strange! The Micronauts will also discover a pair of new 

recruits: the friendly but ferocious Devil and his companion Fireflyte. In a return to Earth, our heroes 

end up in the X-Men's Danger Room, pursued by the killer metamorph Huntarr. The ac!on reaches a 

crescendo as the Micronauts are drawn back to Homeworld once again to fight against Argon - and 

Baron Karza! Collec!ng MICRONAUTS (1979) #30-54. 

Rated T (STL313242) 

HC, 824pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240854 

SPIDER-MAN BY MICHELINIE LARSEN OMNIBUS HC NEW PTG 

(W) David Michelinie,  Various (A) Erik Larsen, Mark Bagley (CA) Erik Larsen 

Every Spider-Man story featuring the ac!on-packed art of Erik Larsen - including his fan-favorite 

collabora!on with writer David Michelinie! These two top-notch creators piGed Spidey against 

heavyweights like Magneto, the Tri-Sen!nel and the Punisher - but that was just a warm-up for the 



main events: The return of the Sinister Six! A deadlier-than-ever Venom! And a senses-shaGering 

showdown with Doctor Doom! In this seminal run, Spider-Man gains cosmic abili!es, loses his spider-

powers, baGles Styx &amp; Stone and the Black Fox, and fights alongside…Sandman and the 

Avengers?! Plus: A laGer-day showdown with the Spider-Slayers - and Larsen doubles up as writer to 

team Spider-Man with Wolverine and deliver the shocking sequel "Revenge of the Sinister Six"! 

Collec!ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #287, #324, #327 and #329-350; SPIDER-MAN (1990) #15, 

#18 and #21-23; AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1999) #19-21; and material from MARVEL COMICS 

PRESENTS (1988) #48-50 and SPIDER-MAN (1990) #19-20. 

Rated T (STL313250) 

HC, 888pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240855 

SPIDER-MAN BY MICHELINIE LARSEN OMNIBUS HC NEW PTG DM VAR 

(W) David Michelinie,  Various (A) Erik Larsen, Mark Bagley (CA) Erik Larsen 

Every Spider-Man story featuring the ac!on-packed art of Erik Larsen - including his fan-favorite 

collabora!on with writer David Michelinie! These two top-notch creators piGed Spidey against 

heavyweights like Magneto, the Tri-Sen!nel and the Punisher - but that was just a warm-up for the 

main events: The return of the Sinister Six! A deadlier-than-ever Venom! And a senses-shaGering 

showdown with Doctor Doom! In this seminal run, Spider-Man gains cosmic abili!es, loses his spider-

powers, baGles Styx &amp; Stone and the Black Fox, and fights alongside…Sandman and the 

Avengers?! Plus: A laGer-day showdown with the Spider-Slayers - and Larsen doubles up as writer to 

team Spider-Man with Wolverine and deliver the shocking sequel "Revenge of the Sinister Six"! 

Collec!ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #287, #324, #327 and #329-350; SPIDER-MAN (1990) #15, 

#18 and #21-23; AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1999) #19-21; and material from MARVEL COMICS 

PRESENTS (1988) #48-50 and SPIDER-MAN (1990) #19-20. 

Rated T (STL313251) 

HC, 888pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240856 

SPIDER-MAN COMPLETE BLACK COSTUME SAGA OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Tom DeFalco,  Various (A) Ron Frenz,  Various (CA) Charles Vess 

The en!re shocking saga of the symbio!c suit that became the iconic villain Venom! When Spider-

Man returns from the Secret Wars with a snazzy new black costume, he's faster and stronger - and 

has an unending, built-in supply of webbing! All the beGer for tussling with foes like the Rose, Black 

Fox, Red Ghost, Jack O'Lantern, Puma and the Blob! But something's not quite right. Curse that ol' 

Parker luck, the black costume is a hungry alien symbiote…and it's grown very aGached to him! With 

help from the Fantas!c Four, Spidey gets free - but the sinister symbiote isn't finished with him yet, 

and Spidey soon faces the fight of his life to avoid a permanent bond! Collec!ng AMAZING SPIDER-

MAN (1963) #252-263 and ANNUAL #18; MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) #141-150 and ANNUAL #7; PETER 



PARKER, THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1976) #90-100 and ANNUAL #4; and WEB OF SPIDER-MAN 

(1985) #1. 

Rated T (STL313248) 

HC, 992pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240857 

SPIDER-MAN COMPLETE BLACK COSTUME SAGA OMNIBUS HC VAR DM VAR 

(W) Tom DeFalco,  Various (A) Ron Frenz,  Various (CA) Charles Vess 

The en!re shocking saga of the symbio!c suit that became the iconic villain Venom! When Spider-

Man returns from the Secret Wars with a snazzy new black costume, he's faster and stronger - and 

has an unending, built-in supply of webbing! All the beGer for tussling with foes like the Rose, Black 

Fox, Red Ghost, Jack O'Lantern, Puma and the Blob! But something's not quite right. Curse that ol' 

Parker luck, the black costume is a hungry alien symbiote…and it's grown very aGached to him! With 

help from the Fantas!c Four, Spidey gets free - but the sinister symbiote isn't finished with him yet, 

and Spidey soon faces the fight of his life to avoid a permanent bond! Collec!ng AMAZING SPIDER-

MAN (1963) #252-263 and ANNUAL #18; MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) #141-150 and ANNUAL #7; PETER 

PARKER, THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1976) #90-100 and ANNUAL #4; and WEB OF SPIDER-MAN 

(1985) #1. 

Rated T (STL313249) 

HC, 992pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240858 

THOR BY CATES KLEIN OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Donny Cates,  Various (A) Nic Klein,  Various (CA) Nic Klein 

The prince is now a king. The realms are at peace. All of Asgard lies before Thor, God of Thunder - but 

the skies above the Realm Eternal are never clear for long. The Black Winter is coming - and to 

triumph over this new threat, Thor must be transformed in a most unexpected way! But something is 

wrong with Mjolnir! What will it take to hold on to one of the most powerful weapons in the 

Mul!verse? Plus: Thor revisits his old mortal persona, but he isn't ready for the terrifying Donald 

Blake that awaits! Odin makes a surprising return! Thor baGles Marvel heavyweights Venom, the 

Hulk and Doctor Doom! And what secret history does Thanos have with Bor, father of Odin? 

Collec!ng THOR (2020) #1-35, HULK VS. THOR: BANNER OF WAR ALPHA, HULK (2021) #7-8, THANOS: 

DEATH NOTES, and material from THOR ANNUAL (2021) #1 and THOR ANNUAL (2023) #1. 

Rated T+ (STL313245) 

HC, 1040pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240859 



THOR BY CATES KLEIN OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 

(W) Donny Cates,  Various (A) Nic Klein,  Various (CA) Nic Klein 

The prince is now a king. The realms are at peace. All of Asgard lies before Thor, God of Thunder - but 

the skies above the Realm Eternal are never clear for long. The Black Winter is coming - and to 

triumph over this new threat, Thor must be transformed in a most unexpected way! But something is 

wrong with Mjolnir! What will it take to hold on to one of the most powerful weapons in the 

Mul!verse? Plus: Thor revisits his old mortal persona, but he isn't ready for the terrifying Donald 

Blake that awaits! Odin makes a surprising return! Thor baGles Marvel heavyweights Venom, the 

Hulk and Doctor Doom! And what secret history does Thanos have with Bor, father of Odin? 

Collec!ng THOR (2020) #1-35, HULK VS. THOR: BANNER OF WAR ALPHA, HULK (2021) #7-8, THANOS: 

DEATH NOTES, and material from THOR ANNUAL (2021) #1 and THOR ANNUAL (2023) #1. 

Rated T+ (STL313246) 

HC, 1040pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240860 

MOON KNIGHT BY JED MACKAY OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Jed MacKay, Danny Lore (A) Alessandro Cappuccio,  Various (CA) Greg Capullo 

From the mysterious Midnight Mission, Moon Knight shelters his people from the weird and horrible 

- stalking the rooJops and alleys marked with his crescent-moon tag, bringing violence to any who 

would harm his flock. While Khonshu languishes in prison, Marc Spector's sacred duty must s!ll be 

observed: the protec!on of those who travel at night. But what happens when those he would save 

are turned into weapons against him? Moon Knight must reckon with the sinister plots of Zodiac, 

wage war with the vampires of the Structure and face a challenge to his status as Fist of Khonshu 

from a new vigilante on the scene: The Hunter's Moon is rising! Will Marc's solemn mission prove his 

undoing? Collec!ng MOON KNIGHT (2021) #1-30, DEVIL'S REIGN: MOON KNIGHT, MOON KNIGHT 

ANNUAL (2022) #1, and material from MOON KNIGHT ANNUAL (2023) #1 and AVENGERS (2018) #45. 

Rated T+ (STL313258) 

HC, 832pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240861 

MOON KNIGHT BY JED MACKAY OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay, Danny Lore (A) Alessandro Cappuccio,  Various (CA) Arthur Adams 

From the mysterious Midnight Mission, Moon Knight shelters his people from the weird and horrible 

- stalking the rooJops and alleys marked with his crescent-moon tag, bringing violence to any who 

would harm his flock. While Khonshu languishes in prison, Marc Spector's sacred duty must s!ll be 

observed: the protec!on of those who travel at night. But what happens when those he would save 

are turned into weapons against him? Moon Knight must reckon with the sinister plots of Zodiac, 

wage war with the vampires of the Structure and face a challenge to his status as Fist of Khonshu 

from a new vigilante on the scene: The Hunter's Moon is rising! Will Marc's solemn mission prove his 



undoing? Collec!ng MOON KNIGHT (2021) #1-30, DEVIL'S REIGN: MOON KNIGHT, MOON KNIGHT 

ANNUAL (2022) #1, and material from MOON KNIGHT ANNUAL (2023) #1 and AVENGERS (2018) #45. 

Rated T+ (STL313259) 

HC, 832pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240862 

CAPTAIN AMERICA OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 NEW PTG 

(W) Stan Lee, Gary Friedrich (A) Gene Colan,  Various (CA) John Romita Sr. 

While the world believes that Steve Rogers is dead, Captain America lives on! In this Omnibus 

collec!on of Marvel classics by Stan Lee, Gene Colan and John Romita Sr., Cap embarks upon some of 

his all-!me greatest adventures! A body-swapping encounter with the Red Skull and his Cosmic Cube 

leads to the first appearance of the Falcon; M.O.D.O.K. returns with a vengeance - and a secret 

weapon; Cap sets out on a road trip to explore his and his country's souls; Bucky Barnes returns; Nick 

Fury and S.H.I.E.L.D. enlist Cap in their baGle against Hydra; Spider-Man and the Hulk face off against 

the star-spangled Avenger; and so much more! Every amazing story, every classic cover, every leGers 

page is painstakingly restored and presented in this must-have oversized extravaganza! Collec!ng 

CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #114-148. 

Rated T (STL313256) 

HC, 824pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240863 

CAPTAIN AMERICA OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 NEW PTG DM VAR 

(W) Stan Lee, Gary Friedrich (A) Gene Colan,  Various (CA) Carlos Pacheco 

While the world believes that Steve Rogers is dead, Captain America lives on! In this Omnibus 

collec!on of Marvel classics by Stan Lee, Gene Colan and John Romita Sr., Cap embarks upon some of 

his all-!me greatest adventures! A body-swapping encounter with the Red Skull and his Cosmic Cube 

leads to the first appearance of the Falcon; M.O.D.O.K. returns with a vengeance - and a secret 

weapon; Cap sets out on a road trip to explore his and his country's souls; Bucky Barnes returns; Nick 

Fury and S.H.I.E.L.D. enlist Cap in their baGle against Hydra; Spider-Man and the Hulk face off against 

the star-spangled Avenger; and so much more! Every amazing story, every classic cover, every leGers 

page is painstakingly restored and presented in this must-have oversized extravaganza! Collec!ng 

CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #114-148. 

Rated T (STL313257) 

HC, 824pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR240864 

MMW GHOST RIDER HC VOL 06 



(W) Michael Fleisher,  Various (A) Bob Budiansky,  Various (CA) Bob Budiansky 

Johnny Blaze's ability to control the unrelen!ng demonic power of the Ghost Rider is star!ng to fail - 

and when the Spirit of Vengeance can range free, his wrath will know no limits! Villains from the 

overly ocular Orb to Azmodeus don't know what's in store for them. What do we have in store for 

you? Not just another full tank of GHOST RIDER, but the beginning of the crea!ve runs of fan-favorite 

writers Roger Stern and J.M. DeMaGeis, and high-octane ar!st Bob Budiansky! They rejuvenated the 

series, bringing higher stakes, even more suspenseful storytelling and classic moments for every 

horror-hero fan to love: Ghost Rider goes to confession! The Freakmaster! Killer clowns! And a 

demon biker ready to burn rubber and mete out the vengeance of Hell! Collec!ng GHOST RIDER 

(1973) #63-73 and AVENGERS (1963) #214. 

Rated T (STL313243) 

HC, 304pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR240865 

MMW GHOST RIDER HC VOL 06 DM VAR 

(W) Michael Fleisher,  Various (A) Bob Budiansky,  Various (CA) Bob Budiansky 

Johnny Blaze's ability to control the unrelen!ng demonic power of the Ghost Rider is star!ng to fail - 

and when the Spirit of Vengeance can range free, his wrath will know no limits! Villains from the 

overly ocular Orb to Azmodeus don't know what's in store for them. What do we have in store for 

you? Not just another full tank of GHOST RIDER, but the beginning of the crea!ve runs of fan-favorite 

writers Roger Stern and J.M. DeMaGeis, and high-octane ar!st Bob Budiansky! They rejuvenated the 

series, bringing higher stakes, even more suspenseful storytelling and classic moments for every 

horror-hero fan to love: Ghost Rider goes to confession! The Freakmaster! Killer clowns! And a 

demon biker ready to burn rubber and mete out the vengeance of Hell! Collec!ng GHOST RIDER 

(1973) #63-73 and AVENGERS (1963) #214. 

Rated T (STL313244) 

HC, 304pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR240866 

MARVEL STUDIOS LOKI SEASON TWO ART OF SERIES HC 

(W) Jess Harrold 

Loki season 2 picks up in the aJermath of the shocking season 1 finale, when Loki finds himself in a 

baGle for the soul of the Time Variance Authority. Along with Mobius, Hunter B-15, and a team of 

new and returning characters, Loki navigates an ever-expanding and increasingly dangerous 

Mul!verse in search of Sylvie, Judge Renslayer, Miss Minutes and the truth of what it means to 

possess free will and glorious purpose. Con!nuing their popular ART OF series of !e-in books, Marvel 

Studios presents another blockbuster achievement! Featuring exclusive concept artwork and in-

depth interviews with the crea!ve team, this deluxe volume provides insider details about the 

making of the highly an!cipated series. 



Kids to Adults (STL313252) 

HC, 224pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR240867 

NYX GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Joe Quesada, Marjorie Liu (A) Joshua Middleton,  Various (CA) Joshua Middleton 

Headline! Meet a pack of New York City guGerpunks - including the girl des!ned to one day become 

the All-New, All-Different Wolverine! Yes, X-23's journey of hardship begins in NYC, where Xavier's 

dream has failed a group of young mutants. These wayward angels with dirty faces must rely on 

themselves for everything from food to shelter to love. Just as the X-Men baGle for their lives against 

super villains, these kids face their own fight for survival in the cold, harsh city that never sleeps 

against the backdrop of their species' nigh ex!nc!on. The world of the X-Men hits the streets in this 

griGy and oieat different series - now looking beGer than ever before on the oversized pages of a 

Gallery Edi!on! Collec!ng NYX #1-7 and NYX: NO WAY HOME #1-6. 

Explicit Content (STL313247) 

HC, 392pgs SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240868 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC TP #1 CHILDREN OF STORM 

(W) Cavan ScoG (A) Jim Towe & Various (CA) Phil Noto 

STAR WARS: THE HIGH REPUBLIC returns for its explosive Phase III! A year aJer the destruc!on of 

Starlight Beacon, Marchion Ro and the Nihil stand victorious! The once-mighty Jedi are outclassed, 

the Republic is on its knees, and Keeve Trennis leads a desperate assault against an invading force on 

the edges of the galac!c fron!er! The odds are stacked against her, but a Jedi always clings to hope. 

The Force is with her…right? Not so fast! Because the Nihil are allying themselves with the HuGs, and 

the galaxy just became an even more dangerous place. Past missions come back to haunt the Jedi, 

and familiar faces return - but not as they used to be! Who - or what - is the Child of the Storm? 

Collec!ng STAR WARS: THE HIGH REPUBLIC (2023) #1-4 and material from STAR WARS: REVELATIONS 

(2023). 

Rated T (STL313214) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR240869 

VENOM BY AL EWING TP VOL 06 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk, Al Ewing (A) Julius Ohta,  Various (CA)  CAFU 

The s!ng of the widow! Natasha Romanoff crosses paths with the symbiotes in a way that will leave 

them both changed…forever! Can the Black Widow resist the symbiote's corrup!ng and violent 



influence? Perhaps the bigger ques!on: Will the symbiote be able to survive hers?! Freshly united 

and teamed up, Venom and Toxin must fight like hell to save one of the Marvel Universe's greatest 

heroes from the darkness within her - unleashed by an all-new, all-horrifying symbiote! Remember 

how Venom used to eat brains, but then got over that as it tried to become a hero? Well, this 

symbiote doesn't share that gentler disposi!on! Plus: Eddie Brock's transforma!ve journey con!nues 

as he comes face to face with manifesta!ons of his anger, hate and wrath! Will Eddie have the 

strength to face his greatest foes yet and emerge victorious? Collec!ng VENOM (2021) #26-30. 

Rated T+ (STL313223) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR240870 

SPIDER-WOMAN BY STEVE FOXE TP #1 GANG WAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Carola Borelli, Eric Koda (CA) Leinil Yu 

The world has changed for Spider-Woman! The Web of Life and Des!ny restored Jessica Drew's 

existence, but Carol Danvers and the precogni!ve Madame Web can tell something is different. 

Where is Spider-Woman's infant son, Gerry?! Meanwhile, the Viper has engineered a deadly union 

between Hydra and Diamondback that's about to tear the city apart - and bring forth a new foe 

powerful enough to destroy New York while burning Spider-Woman's world to the ground! As a Gang 

War rages and Spider-Man reaches out to recruit Jess to a new team, Spider-Woman digs into the 

shadowy corners of her past while pursuing her own very personal agenda. She may be lost in 

darkness, but she won't be figh!ng alone. Not when her best friend is Captain Marvel! Collec!ng 

SPIDER-WOMAN (2023) #1-5 and material from AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (2022) #31. 

Rated T+ (STL313227) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240871 

DARK X-MEN MERCY CROWN TP 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Jonas Scharf & Various (CA) Stephen Segovia 

Welcome to the Dark X-Men…hope the world survives the experience! Following the explosive 

events of the Hellfire Gala, Madelyne Pryor realizes that the world needs X-Men now more than ever. 

Havok and Gambit have served on the team before, but never one that looks like this! And how does 

young mutant Carmen Cruz, A.K.A. Gimmick, fall under the Goblin Queen's sway? The Dark X-Men's 

first "rescue mission" ends in blood and flame, with the team at each other's throats - and the fallen 

rising against them! But will Chasm, the villainous Spider-Man clone held prisoner in Limbo, join the 

fight? Or will he become Madelyne's ul!mate downfall? And when Orchis' shocking secret weapon is 

revealed, who will emerge as the one true Goblin Queen? Find out in the most horrific X-Men saga 

yet! Collec!ng DARK X-MEN (2023) #1-5 and material from MARVEL'S VOICES: PRIDE (2023). 

Rated T+ (STL313231) 

SC, 152pgs SRP: $19.99 



 

MAR240872 

UNCANNY SPIDER-MAN FALL OF X TP 

(W) Si Spurrier (A) Lee GarbeG & Various (CA) Tony S. Daniel 

Bamf! Thwip! Escaping the turmoil of FALL OF X in a flash of smoke and brimstone, Nightcrawler 

reinvents himself as the Uncanny Spider-Man! As the swashbuckling, devil-may-care hero baGles 

some of the most iconic members of the real Spidey's rogues' gallery, hangs out with other web-

slingers and saves civilians - mutant and human alike - Kurt Wagner is having the !me of his life! But 

it's not all fun and games. This Nightcrawler-turned-wall-crawler can't ignore the mutant plight 

forever. He's in the sights of Silver Sable. And throughout it all, he must confront a long-simmering 

mystery surrounding his mother Mys!que! Plus: The defini!ve origin story of Nightcrawler clears 

away all the lies you've been told - and delivers the truth about Raven Darkhölme and Kurt Wagner, 

once and for all! Collec!ng UNCANNY SPIDER-MAN #1-5 and X-MEN BLUE: ORIGINS. 

Rated T+ (STL313217) 

SC, 184pgs SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR240873 

SINS OF SINISTER TP 

(W) Kieron Gillen,  Various (A) Paco Medina,  Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

For decades, Mister Sinister has ploGed and schemed, intent on crea!ng a "beGer" world. Now, at 

last, his plans come to frui!on beyond his wildest dreams - and his darkest nightmares! Ten, a 

hundred and a thousand years into the future, a horrific !meline has been unleashed that makes the 

Age of Apocalypse look like a day at the beach! Who are the Immoral X-Men, sworn to crush a world 

that adores and respects them? Why are Storm and the Brotherhood seeking deadly revenge? And 

what is the shocking secret of the bloodthirsty bamfing assassins, the Legion of the Night? As 

Sinister's gene!c tampering runs rampant across the globe, can the X-Men survive this experience? 

Can anyone? Collec!ng SINS OF SINISTER #1, IMMORAL X-MEN #1-3, STORM &amp; THE 

BROTHERHOOD OF MUTANTS #1-3, NIGHTCRAWLERS #1-3 and SINS OF SINISTER DOMINION #1. 

Rated T+ (STL313222) 

SC, 344pgs SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR240874 

REALM OF X TP 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Diogenes Neves, Bruno Oliviera (CA) Stephanie Hans 

Stranded in Vanaheim! Leaping straight from the astonishing aJermath of the Hellfire Gala, the 

unlikely group of Magik, Mirage, Marrow and Dust must somehow find a way to work 

alongside…Typhoid Mary! Even more confounding, the locals seem to believe that the mutants hold 

the key to fulfilling a prophecy that can either raise the realm to riches - or cause it to fall to ruin. 



With Magik's powers malfunc!oning and a mysterious figure amassing power on the outskirts of 

Vanaheim, these X-Men are going to have to band together if they want to stay alive long enough to 

find their way home! Lost and at the end of her rope, Dani beseeches her former friends in Asgard 

for help - but will reinforcements arrive in !me to turn the !de? Collec!ng REALM OF X #1-4. 

Rated T+ (STL313216) 

SC, 120pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240875 

AVENGERS BY JED MACKAY TP VOL 02 TWILIGHT DREAMING 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Stuart Immonen 

What has happened to the Avengers? They are Earth's Migh!est Heroes - but they're beginning not 

to recognize Earth as their own. Trapped in a world they never made, the team must struggle to 

break free - while one of their number fights their own hopeless baGle against Myrddin and his 

Twilight Court! But Avengers never fight alone, and their most dangerous member is about to join 

the conflict. At stake: the fate of Kang the Conqueror! With Kang being the only source of 

informa!on the Avengers have regarding the Tribula!on Events, can the Avengers save him before 

Myrddin strikes? Plus: The Avengers' orbital super-fortress, the Impossible City, just isn't quite home 

without Edwin Jarvis! Collec!ng AVENGERS (2023) #7-11. 

Rated T+ (STL313225) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR240876 

THUNDERBOLTS WORLDSTRIKE TP 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Geraldo Borges, Nico Leon (CA) Mahmud Asrar 

No one is safe from the Thunderbolts! Bucky Barnes - the former Winter Soldier now known as the 

Revolu!on - just inherited a mountain of covert intel, and he has one objec!ve: jus!ce, like lightning! 

He's going aJer the establishment, the people no one else is willing or able to take down, and he'll 

do whatever it takes to win. Teaming with the mysterious Contessa Valen!na Allegra de Fontaine, 

Bucky assembles a team of black-ops heavy hiGers - including the Black Widow, the White Widow 

and Shang-Chi - to pursue high-profile targets like the Red Skull, Kingpin and even Doctor Doom 

himself! But do even they have the firepower required to stop the American Kaiju from destroying 

Hong Kong? Plus: Learn the reason why Bucky made a powerful enemy in Wilson Fisk! Collec!ng 

THUNDERBOLTS (2023) #1-4 and DEVIL'S REIGN: WINTER SOLDIER. 

Rated T+ (STL313218) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240877 



HAWKEYE MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 01 REUNION 

(W) Jim McCann, Duane Swierczynski (A) David Lopez,  Various (CA) Mike D Perkins 

Mockingbird is back! Hawkeye, the world's greatest marksman, is reunited with his ex-wife! Thought 

dead for years, the superspy Mockingbird is eager to punch some bad guys. But when Clint tags 

along on her mission, can they ignore their feelings long enough to save the day? Or will old foes 

Crossfire and the Phantom Rider destroy them first? Plus: When Mockingbird is targeted for death 

along with Hawkeye's former flame the Black Widow, Hawk and Mock must discover who's killing 

Marvel's superspies - and the shock ending will leave Clint blindsided! It's high-octane ac!on and 

intrigue as Hawkeye and Mockingbird take on the world's biggest threats - and each other! Collec!ng 

NEW AVENGERS: THE REUNION #1-4, HAWKEYE &amp; MOCKINGBIRD #1-6, WIDOWMAKER #1-4, 

HAWKEYE: BLINDSPOT #1-4, HAWKEYE &amp; MOCKINGBIRD SKETCHBOOK, and material from DARK 

REIGN: NEW NATION and ENTER THE HEROIC AGE. 

Rated T+ (STL313226) 

SC, 480pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR240878 

THOR MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 01 REBORN FROM RAGNAROK 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski,  Various (A) Mike McKone,  Various (CA) Olivier Coipel 

The glory of Asgard begins anew! Thor and the Asgardians recently perished, swallowed up by 

Ragnarok. But when Mjolnir crash-lands in Oklahoma, the hammer aGracts the aGen!on of the 

Fantas!c Four…and Doctor Doom! Awoken from the slumber of death, Thor must reckon with the 

mythic Norse kingdom's legacy and the awakening of its immortal heroes - but in a world that may 

not want them back! Thor is determined that the Asgardian cycle of life must begin again - even for 

his brother, Loki. But the Trickster has returned with a sense of purpose, seeking a fresh start to write 

her story anew - but her scheming remains unchanged, and that can only be a bad thing for Asgard! 

Collec!ng FANTASTIC FOUR (1998) #536-537, THOR (2007) #1-12 and #600, and material from DARK 

REIGN: THE CABAL ONE-SHOT. 

Rated T+ (STL313232) 

SC, 448pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR240879 

NEW X-MEN MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 01 E IS FOR EXTINCT 

(W) Grant Morrison (A) Frank Quitely & Various (CA) Frank Quitely 

Writer Grant Morrison propels the X-Men into the 21st century! Cassandra Nova will stop at nothing 

to see all mutants exterminated. Her wild Sen!nels' first strike on Genosha brings death and horror 

beyond belief, but she has far more personal plans for the X-Men! Meanwhile, joined by wicked 

telepath Emma Frost and mysterious powerhouse Xorn, the X-Men go public and expand Xavier's 

school to train a new genera!on of mutants - including the insect-like Angel, bird-boy Beak and 

telepathic quintuplets the Stepford Cuckoos! As the team faces the disturbing threat of John Sublime 



and his organ-harves!ng U-Men, Jean's powers flare out of control, the Beast makes a frightening 

discovery, and Professor X lies near death! Can the X-Men withstand Cassandra's return - with the full 

might of the Shi'ar Imperial Guard at her command? Collec!ng NEW X-MEN (2001) #114-126 and 

ANNUAL 2001. 

Rated T+ (STL313221) 

SC, 376pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR240880 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 21 RETURN SINISTER SI 

(W) David Michelinie, Charles Vess (A) Erik Larsen,  Various (CA) Erik Larsen 

Doctor Octopus is puYng the band back together! But who will join master planner OGo Octavius in 

the most Sinister Six of all? Spidey is about to find out, but defea!ng this sextet of his most ruthless 

foes will test him like never before - and in the aJermath, Peter's tremendous sense of responsibility 

will lead him to give up his powers! Is this Spider-Man no more? Normal life isn't so great when the 

Scorpion aGacks, and the Black Cat must leap to the rescue. Fingers crossed that the web-slinger will 

be back in ac!on by the !me Venom returns, the Avengers assemble and Doctor Doom arrives in 

town! Plus: Peter and Mary Jane's roman!c getaway in Scotland turns into a haunted second 

honeymoon! Collec!ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #334-350 and SPIDER-MAN: SPIRITS OF THE 

EARTH. 

Rated T+ (STL313230) 

SC, 504pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR240881 

CAPTAIN AMERICA MODERN EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 01 WINTER SOLDIER 

(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Steve Ep!ng & Various (CA) Steve Ep!ng 

The shocking murder of the Red Skull leaves an unfinished Cosmic Cube at large! Adding to the 

imminent danger, a cadre of the Skull's followers plans to ignite bombs in the hearts of Paris, London 

and ManhaGan! Racing against a rapidly !cking clock, Captain America must solve the mystery of his 

nemesis' murder and find the Cube before it can be used to rewrite reality! But there's a lethal 

assassin on the loose with an all-too-familiar face. Cap's suspicions about the Winter Soldier will 

soon be answered in the most brutal way possible, tearing open old wounds and threatening to 

carve new scars that will never heal! Plus: Crossbones and the Red Skull's daughter, Sin, carve a path 

of chaos and destruc!on across the United States! Collec!ng CAPTAIN AMERICA (2004) #1-17 and #1 

DIRECTOR'S CUT, and CAPTAIN AMERICA 65TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL. 

Rated T+ (STL313215) 

SC, 472pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR240882 



DEFENDERS EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 02 ENTER HEADMEN 

(W) Len Wein,  Various (A) Sal Buscema,  Various (CA) Sal Buscema 

The Defenders, comicdom's No. 1 non-team, are back - and things are about to get weird in all the 

best ways! As we begin, the Defenders confront Nebulon and the other-dimensional Squadron 

Sinister. It's an encounter that will bring Nighthawk into the fold and change the team forever! 

Magneto and his Ul!mate Mutant strike, the Wrecking Crew debuts, Luke Cage and Daredevil join 

up, and Valkyrie con!nues the search for answers to her fractured iden!ty! Then, Steve Gerber takes 

the wri!ng reins, injec!ng the series with knowing absurdity and cuYng social commentary in the 

form of the bizarre Headmen and the bigoted Sons of the Serpent! Gerber craJed challenging stories 

that set the tone for the Defenders going forward - and define them even today! Collec!ng 

DEFENDERS (1972) #12-25, GIANT-SIZE DEFENDERS #1-4 and MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE (1974) #6-7 - 

plus material from MYSTERY TALES #21, WORLD OF FANTASY #11 and TALES OF SUSPENSE (1959) #9. 

Rated T (STL313220) 

SC, 464pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR240883 

CAPTAIN MARVEL BY MARGARET STOHL TP 

(W) Margaret Stohl (A) Ramon Rosanas & Various (CA) Terry Dodson 

New York Times best-selling author Margaret Stohl makes her comic-book debut! As Alpha Flight 

commander, Carol Danvers has the world cheering her on - but has Captain Marvel become someone 

she no longer recognizes? She'd rather focus on the job - which includes tackling a shady character 

hun!ng for alien refugee children and protec!ng a vola!le Earth from a Chitauri invasion! Then, join 

Carol on a cosmic journey through a realm where up is down and good is evil as she goes head-to-

head with…Star-Lord?! And when Carol heads back to her family home for some well-earned rest, a 

deadly weapon targets the sleepy coastal town - and Captain Marvel is in for some shocking 

revela!ons about herself and her family! Collec!ng THE MIGHTY CAPTAIN MARVEL #0-9, CAPTAIN 

MARVEL (2017) #125-129, GENERATIONS: CAPTAIN MARVEL &amp; CAPTAIN MAR-VELL and THE LIFE 

OF CAPTAIN MARVEL #1-5. 

Rated T+ (STL313219) 

SC, 488pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR240884 

PEACH MOMOKOS DEMON SAGA DEMON DAYS TP 

(W) Peach Momoko, Zack Davisson (A/CA) Peach Momoko 

IN GLORIOUS BLACK AND WHITE! Peach Momoko's acclaimed reimagining of the Marvel Universe - 

now in bold black and white! A wandering swordswoman with a psychic blade arrives at a village 

targeted by demons. One is black and white with a horrifying tongue, and another may be the 

strongest demon there is! Mariko Yashida hears mysterious voices and has strange dreams that feel 

real. Maybe her redheaded maid who dresses all in black might know more than she lets on? But as 



Mariko embarks on a wondrous journey, deadly creatures lurk in the woods - including a mysterious 

blue-skinned woman and a giant with super-strength and claws! Enter a crea!ve and mysterious new 

world of demons, monsters, mutants and magic! Collec!ng DEMON DAYS: X-MEN, DEMON DAYS: 

MARIKO, DEMON DAYS: CURSED WEB, DEMON DAYS: RISING STORM, DEMON DAYS: BLOOD FEUD, 

and material from KING IN BLACK #4 and ELEKTRA: BLACK, WHITE &amp; BLOOD #4. 

Rated T+ (STL313229) 

SC, 192pgs SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR240885 

X-MEN ANIMATED SERIES FEARED AND HATED TP 

(W) Ralph Macchio (A) Andrew Wildman, Chris Ba!sta (CA) Steve Lightle 

Exploding from your TV screen! The iconic X-MEN: THE ANIMATED SERIES thrilled fans in the 1990s 

and defined the X-Men for an en!re genera!on. And their small-screen adventures, inspired by the 

X-Men's classic storylines, were adapted into comic-book form as well! Cyclops, Jean Grey, Storm, 

Wolverine, Rogue, Gambit, Beast, Jubilee and Morph are Professor X's Uncanny X-Men - ready to 

baGle threats including Sabretooth, the Juggernaut and Magneto, Master of Magne!sm! But when 

the mutant-hun!ng robo!c Sen!nels aGack, one of the team will pay the ul!mate price! Plus: The X-

Men baGle the misunderstood Morlocks - and from the far future comes the freedom-figh!ng soldier 

called Cable! Collec!ng X-MEN ADVENTURES (1992) #1-8. (STL313228) 

SC, 200pgs SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR240886 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER A 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL315763) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR240887 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER B 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL315767) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 



MAR240888 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER C 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL315768) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR240889 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER D 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL315769) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR240890 

MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX JUNE 2024 A (BUNDLES OF 5) 

(W)  Marvel 

Store your treasured collec!on in sturdy surroundings every bit as exci!ng as the issues inside! 

Featuring ac!on-packed illustra!ons on all sides from some of comics' finest ar!sts, Marvel's Graphic 

Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic collec!on 

with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes! 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" 

Kids to Adults (STL315772) 

Supply, 1pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR240891 

MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX JUNE 2024 B (BUNDLES OF 5) 

(W)  Marvel 

Store your treasured collec!on in sturdy surroundings every bit as exci!ng as the issues inside! 

Featuring ac!on-packed illustra!ons on all sides from some of comics' finest ar!sts, Marvel's Graphic 

Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic collec!on 

with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes! 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" 



Kids to Adults (STL315773) 

Supply, 1pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR240892 

MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX JULY 2024 A (BUNDLES OF 5) 

(W)  Marvel 

Store your treasured collec!on in sturdy surroundings every bit as exci!ng as the issues inside! 

Featuring ac!on-packed illustra!ons on all sides from some of comics' finest ar!sts, Marvel's Graphic 

Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic collec!on 

with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes! 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" 

Kids to Adults (STL315775) 

Supply, 1pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR240893 

MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX JUNE 2024 B (BUNDLES OF 5) 

(W)  Marvel 

Store your treasured collec!on in sturdy surroundings every bit as exci!ng as the issues inside! 

Featuring ac!on-packed illustra!ons on all sides from some of comics' finest ar!sts, Marvel's Graphic 

Comic Boxes will star characters from the pages of Marvel Comics! Preserve your comic collec!on 

with Marvel Graphic Comic Boxes! 

INSIDE DIMENSIONS: 15-1/2" X 7-5/8" X 10-7/8" 

Kids to Adults (STL315776) 

Supply, 1pgs SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR240894 

AVENGERS BUSIEK PEREZ OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 NEW PTG 

(W) Kurt Busiek,  Various (A) George Perez,  Various (CA) George Perez 

Fan-favorite creators Kurt Busiek and George Pérez craJ a new era for Earth's Migh!est Heroes! The 

Avengers forge an uneasy alliance with the Thunderbolts to face Count Nefaria - but the true threat 

comes from the stars as Earth is declared a cosmic maximum-security prison for alien criminals! To 

save their planet, and to contend with hordes of rampaging Hulks and the spawn of Ultron, the 

Avengers must rebuild their opera!on bigger and beGer than ever. But when the !me-spanning Kang 

the Conqueror wages war on the present day - and wins - Captain America and a small band of rebels 

may be the world's only hope for freedom! Collec!ng AVENGERS (1998) #24-56 and #1 1/2, 



AVENGERS ANNUAL 2000-2001, THUNDERBOLTS (1997) #42-44, MAXIMUM SECURITY: DANGEROUS 

PLANET (2000), MAXIMUM SECURITY (2000) #1-3, and AVENGERS: THE ULTRON IMPERATIVE (2001). 

Rated T (STL313233) 

HC, 1248pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240895 

AVENGERS BUSIEK PEREZ OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 DAVIS NEW PTG DM VAR 

(W) Kurt Busiek,  Various (A) Pere Perez,  Various (CA) Alan Davis 

Fan-favorite creators Kurt Busiek and George Pérez craJ a new era for Earth's Migh!est Heroes! The 

Avengers forge an uneasy alliance with the Thunderbolts to face Count Nefaria - but the true threat 

comes from the stars as Earth is declared a cosmic maximum-security prison for alien criminals! To 

save their planet, and to contend with hordes of rampaging Hulks and the spawn of Ultron, the 

Avengers must rebuild their opera!on bigger and beGer than ever. But when the !me-spanning Kang 

the Conqueror wages war on the present day - and wins - Captain America and a small band of rebels 

may be the world's only hope for freedom! Collec!ng AVENGERS (1998) #24-56 and #1 1/2, 

AVENGERS ANNUAL 2000-2001, THUNDERBOLTS (1997) #42-44, MAXIMUM SECURITY: DANGEROUS 

PLANET (2000), MAXIMUM SECURITY (2000) #1-3, and AVENGERS: THE ULTRON IMPERATIVE (2001). 

Rated T (STL313234) 

HC, 1248pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240896 

AVENGERS BUSIEK PEREZ OMNIBUS HC VOL 02 PEREZ NEW PTG DM VAR 

(W) Kurt Busiek,  Various (A) George Perez,  Various (CA) George Perez 

Fan-favorite creators Kurt Busiek and George Pérez craJ a new era for Earth's Migh!est Heroes! The 

Avengers forge an uneasy alliance with the Thunderbolts to face Count Nefaria - but the true threat 

comes from the stars as Earth is declared a cosmic maximum-security prison for alien criminals! To 

save their planet, and to contend with hordes of rampaging Hulks and the spawn of Ultron, the 

Avengers must rebuild their opera!on bigger and beGer than ever. But when the !me-spanning Kang 

the Conqueror wages war on the present day - and wins - Captain America and a small band of rebels 

may be the world's only hope for freedom! Collec!ng AVENGERS (1998) #24-56 and #1 1/2, 

AVENGERS ANNUAL 2000-2001, THUNDERBOLTS (1997) #42-44, MAXIMUM SECURITY: DANGEROUS 

PLANET (2000), MAXIMUM SECURITY (2000) #1-3, and AVENGERS: THE ULTRON IMPERATIVE (2001). 

Rated T (STL313235) 

HC, 1248pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR240897 

BLACK WIDOW BY KELLY THOMPSON TP 



(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Elena Casagrande & Various (CA) J. ScoG Campbell 

The en!re Eisner Award-winning series in a single book! Something is very wrong with Natasha. 

She's…happy?! She's reveling in the perfect life she never dreamed she could have. But scratching 

the surface of that peaceful existence reveals something very wrong lurking beneath it - and a 

woman like Nat just can't help but scratch. Beyond the Golden Gate Bridge lies a mystery only the 

Marvel Universe's greatest spy can solve, but doing so will be the most emo!onal adventure of her 

long life! As the Black Widow adjusts to a revised status quo in San Francisco, allies old and new will 

help her target a mysterious emerging threat in the city by the bay - a dangerous villain known only 

as Apogee. But even more deadly is the Living Blade - the one skeleton in Natasha's closet she hoped 

she'd never encounter again! Collec!ng BLACK WIDOW (2020) #1-15. 

Rated T+ (STL313213) 

SC, 304pgs SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR240898 

EXCALIBUR OMNIBUS HC VOL 03 WINN CVR 

(W) ScoG Lodbell,  Various (A) Steve Buccellato,  Various (CA) Anthony Winn 

A dark new era dawns for Excalibur! Meggan and Nightcrawler face despair as Captain Britain and 

Cerise are ripped from the team. Phoenix holds the key to Brian's return, but is the cost too high to 

bear? And what has Brian become? As Excalibur relocates to Muir Island, Nightcrawler learns a 

startling secret - and a Phalanx invasion introduces a strange new, or old, ally. Who or what is 

Douglock?! Wolfsbane, Colossus and the sardonic Pete Wisdom join the team as Excalibur faces a 

struggle for the Soulsword, a baGle against the alien Uncreated and the threat of X-Man - but as KiGy 

finds romance in the most unlikely place, will Brian join the London Hellfire Club? Collec!ng 

EXCALIBUR (1988) #68-103 and ANNUAL #1-2, X-MEN UNLIMITED (1993) #4, X-FACTOR (1986) #106, 

X-FORCE (1991) #38, X-MAN #12, PRYDE AND WISDOM #1-3, and material from MARVEL COMICS 

PRESENTS (1988) #174 and MARVEL HOLIDAY SPECIAL 1996. 

Rated T (STL271657) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #4 (APR230919) 

HC, 1304pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAR240899 

EXCALIBUR OMNIBUS HC VOL 03 MADUREIRA CVR DM 

(W) ScoG Lobdell,  Various (A) Steve Buccellato,  Various (CA) Joe Madureira 

A dark new era dawns for Excalibur! Meggan and Nightcrawler face despair as Captain Britain and 

Cerise are ripped from the team. Phoenix holds the key to Brian's return, but is the cost too high to 

bear? And what has Brian become? As Excalibur relocates to Muir Island, Nightcrawler learns a 

startling secret - and a Phalanx invasion introduces a strange new, or old, ally. Who or what is 

Douglock?! Wolfsbane, Colossus and the sardonic Pete Wisdom join the team as Excalibur faces a 

struggle for the Soulsword, a baGle against the alien Uncreated and the threat of X-Man - but as KiGy 



finds romance in the most unlikely place, will Brian join the London Hellfire Club? Collec!ng 

EXCALIBUR (1988) #68-103 and ANNUAL #1-2, X-MEN UNLIMITED (1993) #4, X-FACTOR (1986) #106, 

X-FORCE (1991) #38, X-MAN #12, PRYDE AND WISDOM #1-3, and material from MARVEL COMICS 

PRESENTS (1988) #174 and MARVEL HOLIDAY SPECIAL 1996. 

Rated T (STL271658) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #4 (APR230920) 

HC, 1304pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAR240900 

INCREDIBLE HULK TP VOL 02 WAR DEVILS 

(W) Philip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein & Various (CA) Nic Klein 

The new age of monsters con!nues! Bruce Banner's new friend Charlie reminds him he's more than 

a man on the run: He's an Avenger. A hero. And heroes help people. So when their travels lead them 

to a Texas town under aGack by dreaded monstrosi!es known as war devils, Bruce decides it's !me 

for the Hulk to step in! But in doing so, he rouses an undead Spirit of Vengeance from his eternal 

slumber - summoning a hundred-year-old Ghost Rider who intends to ride down the Hulk! Then, 

Hulk and Charlie find themselves in a supernatural town haunted by a serial killer - but Frozen 

CharloGe is no mere mortal killer, and Hulk will need the help of a supernatural detec!ve to track her 

down! Enter the Ghost Detec!ve! Plus: A fascina!ng and soul-crushing tale of war by Phillip Kennedy 

Johnson set in modern-day Afghanistan will chill you to the bone. Collec!ng INCREDIBLE HULK (2023) 

#6-11 and material from WAR IS HELL (2019) #1. 

Rated T+ (STL313211) 

SC, 144pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240901 

MMW UNCANNY X-MEN HC #1 

(W) Chris Claremont & Various (A/CA) Dave Cockrum 

Back in hardcover, beau!fully restored to match the original comics and boas!ng expanded bonus 

material! Welcome to Marvel's ReMasterworks! The Children of the Atom are reborn! With the 

original X-Men held hostage by unknown forces, Professor X recruits an interna!onal cast - including 

Wolverine, Storm, Colossus, Nightcrawler, Banshee, Sunfire and Warpath - to take on the mantle! 

Marked by progressive poli!cs and personal conflicts, these All-New, All-Different X-Men redefined 

the concept of the super-hero team. In these pages, for the first !me, you'll see Wolverine throw 

down with Cyclops, experience the shocking death of an X-Man, watch as the new team aGempts to 

tear apart the old and bear witness to the sacrifice of Jean Grey. With all-new restora!on and an 

expansive sec!on of rari!es, character designs, original art and more, this is the last word on the 

mutant milestones that set the table for a comics revolu!on! Collec!ng X-MEN (1963) #94-100 and 

GIANT-SIZE X-MEN (1975) #1. 

Rated T (STL313237) 



HC, 256pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR240902 

MMW UNCANNY X-MEN HC #1 DM VAR 

(W) Chris Claremont & Various (A/CA) Dave Cockrum 

Back in hardcover, beau!fully restored to match the original comics and boas!ng expanded bonus 

material! Welcome to Marvel's ReMasterworks! The Children of the Atom are reborn! With the 

original X-Men held hostage by unknown forces, Professor X recruits an interna!onal cast - including 

Wolverine, Storm, Colossus, Nightcrawler, Banshee, Sunfire and Warpath - to take on the mantle! 

Marked by progressive poli!cs and personal conflicts, these All-New, All-Different X-Men redefined 

the concept of the super-hero team. In these pages, for the first !me, you'll see Wolverine throw 

down with Cyclops, experience the shocking death of an X-Man, watch as the new team aGempts to 

tear apart the old and bear witness to the sacrifice of Jean Grey. With all-new restora!on and an 

expansive sec!on of rari!es, character designs, original art and more, this is the last word on the 

mutant milestones that set the table for a comics revolu!on! Collec!ng X-MEN (1963) #94-100 and 

GIANT-SIZE X-MEN (1975) #1. 

Rated T (STL313236) 

HC, 256pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR240903 

STAR WARS OBI-WAN KENOBI TP 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Salvador Larroca (CA) Phil Noto 

Obi-Wan returns in the official adapta!on of the hit series! When agents of the Empire pose a new 

threat, Obi-Wan Kenobi emerges aJer years of hiding. Years aJer the events of Revenge of the Sith, 

Obi-Wan is tasked with keeping both of the Skywalker children safe from a distance - un!l young Leia 

Organa finds herself held in a ransom plot! Can Obi-Wan save Princess Leia without the Empire 

realizing he's alive? As he searches for allies, he must face his greatest failure: Darth Vader! Collec!ng 

STAR WARS: OBI-WAN KENOBI (2023) #1-6. 

Rated T (STL313210) 

SC, 200pgs SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240904 

THOR EPIC COLLECT TP LOST GODS 

(W) Tom DeFalco,  Various (A)  Deodato Studios,  Various (CA) Mike Deodato 

Thor is gone! Asgard has been destroyed! Its gods are scaGered across the Earth, living mortal lives 

with no memory of their past selves. Can Sif, Balder, Ulik the Troll, the Warriors Three, the 

Enchantress and the other Lost Gods discover the truth about themselves in !me to stop the world-



destroying plot of Seth, the Egyp!an god of death? Plus: Brunnhilde the Valkyrie is a legend reborn - 

but is des!ned to face the deepest depths of D'Spayre! And stripped of his immortal powers and 

grieving for his lost allies Thor and the Avengers, Hercules struggles to find his place in the mortal 

world. But when Ares, god of war, plots to plunge Earth into the Dark Ages once more, the Prince of 

Power is drawn back into the fray! Collec!ng JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY (1996) #503-513 and #-1, 

VALKYRIE (1997) #1, HERCULES AND THE HEART OF CHAOS (1997) #1-3. 

Rated T (STL313209) 

SC, 400pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR240905 

WOLVERINE BY BENJAMIN PERCY TP VOL 08 SABRETOOTH WAR PART 1 

(W) Ben Percy, Victor Lavalle (A) Geoff Shaw,  Smith, Cory (CA) Leinil Yu 

The most violent Wolverine story ever told! Get ready for the showdown to end all showdowns: 

Wolverine vs. Sabretooth! It's been years since these heavy hiGers have crossed paths in the Marvel 

Universe. But as Krakoa falls, so rises Sabretooth - and he's out for revenge! Freed from the Pit and 

backed by an army of Sabreteeth, Victor Creed will prove once and for all why he's Logan's ul!mate 

nemesis! Collec!ng WOLVERINE (2020) #41-45. 

Rated T+ (STL313212) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240906 

X-MEN EPIC COLLECT TP GIFT NEW PTG 

(W) Chris Claremont, Dave Cockrum (A) John Romita Jr.,  Various (CA) John Romita Jr. 

Swords and sorcery, mutant style! Finding themselves in the middle of a barbarian nightmare, can 

the X-Men, Avengers and Spider-Man restore the world? Things are no less mys!cal for the X-Men 

and Alpha Flight when the trickster god Loki offers a giJ to the people of Earth - but, big surprise, it 

comes with a price! And blade in hand, Nightcrawler swashbuckles his way through an other-

dimensional solo adventure! Enough fantasy for you? How about sci-fi, courtesy of Lockheed the 

Space Dragon and the !me-tossed future Sen!nel known as Nimrod? And for fans of good, old-

fashioned super-heroics, Power Pack meets Wolverine - and the Juggernaut's back in town! 

Collec!ng UNCANNY X-MEN (1963) #189-198, X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #8, X-MEN AND ALPHA FLIGHT 

(1985) #1-2 and NIGHTCRAWLER (1985) #1-4. 

Rated T (STL313208) 

SC, 512pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR240907 

ULTIMATES #1 



(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T+ (STL313109) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240908 

ULTIMATES #1 BRYAN HITCH VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Bryan Hitch 

Rated T+ (STL313110) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240909 

ULTIMATES #1 JTC NEGATIVE SPACE VIR VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

Rated T+ (STL313111) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240910 

ULTIMATES #1 JONAS SCHARF VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jonas Scharf 

Rated T+ (STL313112) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240911 

ULTIMATES #1 IBAN COELLO FOIL VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Iban Coello 

Rated T+ (STL313113) 

40pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240912 

ULTIMATES #1 INHYUK LEE ULTIMATE SPECIAL VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) InHyuk Lee 



Rated T+ (STL313114) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240913 

ULTIMATES #1 RYAN STEGMAN VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Ryan Stegman 

Rated T+ (STL313115) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240914 

ULTIMATES #1 RYAN STEGMAN VIR VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Ryan Stegman 

Rated T+ (STL313116) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240915 

SCARLET WITCH #1 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T+ (STL313026) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240916 

SCARLET WITCH #1 ALEXANDER LOZANO VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Alexander Lozano 

Rated T+ (STL313027) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240917 

SCARLET WITCH #1 DAVI GO PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Davi Go 

Rated T+ (STL313028) 



40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240918 

SCARLET WITCH #1 JENNY FRISON VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jenny Frison 

Rated T+ (STL313029) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240919 

SCARLET WITCH #1 JENNY FRISON VIR VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jenny Frison 

Rated T+ (STL313030) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240920 

SCARLET WITCH #1 P CRAIG RUSSELL FOIL HIDDEN GEM VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) P. Craig Russell 

Rated T+ (STL313031) 

40pgs SRP: PI  

 

MAR240921 

SCARLET WITCH #1 SKOTTIE YOUNGS BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) SkoYe Young 

Rated T+ (STL313032) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240922 

SCARLET WITCH #1 SKOTTIE YOUNGS BIG MARVEL VIR SKETCH VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) SkoYe Young 

Rated T+ (STL313033) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 



 

MAR240923 

SCARLET WITCH #1 TRAN NGUYEN VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Tran Nguyen 

Rated T+ (STL313034) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR240924 

BLOOD HUNT #3 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T+ (STL312903) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240925 

BLOOD HUNT #3 DAVID BALDEON FANGS VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) David Baldeon 

Rated T+ (STL312904) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240926 

BLOOD HUNT #3 GABRIELE DELLOTTO CONNECT VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Gabriele Dell'OGo 

Rated T+ (STL312905) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240927 

BLOOD HUNT #3 GABRIELE DELLOTTO CONNECT VIR VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Gabriele Dell'OGo 

Rated T+ (STL312906) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



MAR240928 

BLOOD HUNT #3 JESUS SAIZ VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jesus Saiz 

Rated T+ (STL312907) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240929 

BLOOD HUNT #3 JESUS SAIZ VIR VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Jesus Saiz 

Rated T+ (STL312908) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240930 

BLOOD HUNT #3 KAEL NGU VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Kael Ngu 

Rated T+ (STL312909) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240931 

BLOOD HUNT #3 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Peach Momoko 

Rated T+ (STL312910) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240932 

BLOOD HUNT RED BAND #3 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Explicit Content (STL312912) 

32pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

DELUXE PUBLISHERS 



 

AFTERSHOCK COMICS 

 

MAR240933 

LOLLIPOP KIDS TP (SEISMIC) VOL 01 

(W) Adam Glass, Aidan Glass (A) Diego Yapur 

NEW SEISMIC PRESS EDITION! 

When immigrants came to the new world they didn't only bring their hopes and dreams, they also 

brought their MONSTERS. Years ago, early seGers locked these monsters away in a secret prison deep 

in the woods of NEW AMSTERDAM so that they never would return to the Old World. Those woods 

have become CENTRAL PARK and now the monsters have escaped! NICK, 14, finds out that he is a 

"legacy" to a secret society that for the last 400 years has kept these monsters in check - he and a 

ragtag group of kids just like him have to put the monsters back before they get out of the park and 

destroy the city.  

Created by Adam Glass (ROUGH RIDERS, THE NORMALS, Teen Titans) and Aidan Glass, with art by 

Diego Yapur (The Night Projec!onist, Priest: Purgatory), THE LOLLIPOP KIDS is an epic re-imagining of 

the things that go bump in the night…  

Already a hit selec!on among educators and librarians, with a loyal legion of vocal fans, this new 

SEISMIC PRESS edi!on is published in the YA category standard size of 6.5" x 9.5" and features the 

en!re original series, issues #1-5. (STL202102) (DEC211245) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240934 

SUPERZERO TP VOL 01 

(W) Amanda Conner, Jimmy PalmioY (A) Rafael De Latorre (CA) Amanda Conner 

Collec!ng the first six issues of the hit series SUPERZERO, from Amanda Conner, Jimmy PalmioY and 

Rafael De Latorre. Meet Dru Dragowski, a nineteen-year-old comic book fan who yearns to escape 

the normalcy of teenage life. Dreaming to become a real-life superhero for as long as she can 

remember, Dru recreates the origins of her favorite superheroes in the hope that she too, can 

become a hero herself. (STL009626) (MAY161029) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240935 

BLACK EYED KIDS TP VOL 01 THE CHILDREN (MR) 

(W) Joe PrueG (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Francesco Francavilla 



When the lull of night falls over a sleeping midwestern town, an ancient unimaginable horror creeps 

violently and purposely through the night. That's when the children come out to play. Children with 

eyes of solid back, devoid of emo!on and remorse, and only asking for one thing… to come inside. 

But there are some who will not go quietly in the night. Some who will fight back to save not only 

their own souls, but their own children's. This is their story. Collec!ng the first five issues of the 

sleeper hit series from Eisner Award winner Joe PrueG and ar!st Szymon Kudranski. (STL019438) 

(AUG161115) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240936 

BLACK EYED KIDS TP VOL 02 THE ADULTS (MR) 

(W) Joe PrueG (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The urban legend come to life. The Black-Eyed Children have announced their presence with horrific 

authority, leavings lives shaGered and mul!ple bodies in their wake. Jim Loudin and his family, along 

with a local police officer and a mysterious stranger, seemingly with past !es to these devil children, 

fight not only for their own lives, but for poten!ally mankind's very existence. Collec!ng issues 6-10 

of the cri!cally-acclaimed series, and the original short story from AFTERSHOCK GENESIS one-shot. 

WriGen by Eisner winner Joe PrueG and illustrated by Szymon Kudranski. (STL039209) (FEB171100) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240937 

BLACK EYED KIDS TP VOL 03 SONS & DAUGHTERS (MR) 

(W) Joe PrueG (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The Black-Eyed Children are terrorizing a seemingly sleepy, all-American town, causing pain, 

suffering, and death to its ci!zens and populace. But why have they choose this par!cular 

community and what is their "real" purpose in doing so? A diverse and seemingly discounted group 

of people realize that their past lives have led this to this frigh[ul encounter and that this is no such 

thing as a chance encounter. (STL059621) (JAN181152) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240938 

CAPTAIN KID TP VOL 01 

(W) Mark Waid, Tom Peyer (A) Wilfredo Torres & Various (CA) Wilfredo Torres 



Collec!ng the first five issues! A middle-aged man has suddenly transformed into a teenage super 

hero. If it happened to you, would you ever change back? Chris Vargas is a middle-aged man with a 

hacking cough, an obsolete job, and a bombas!c secret: whenever he likes, he can transform into the 

teenage superhero Captain Kid! In this, his first recorded adventure, he encounters Helea, a mystery 

woman who knows more about him than he does, and Halliday, a mad businessman with a 

catastrophic weapon! From Mark Waid (SPIDER-MAN, DAREDEVIL & DC COMICS' KINGDOM COME), 

Tom Peyer (THE ATOM), Wilfredo Torres (JUPITER'S CIRCLE), and Brent Peeples (TMNT) comes the 

BRAND NEW series that HAD to be told at AFTERSHOCK. (STL045186) (APR171231) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240939 

FEARBOOK CLUB OGN 

(W) Richard A. Hamilton (A/CA) Marco Matrone 

When shy 6th-grade shuGerbug Whit Garcia starts middle school, he's forced to join a yearbook club 

with three other weirdos who will never be voted "most likely to succeed." But aJer the ghosts of 

missing students start haun!ng them, Whit, Hester, Hillary and Press must solve the supernatural 

secret behind these spirits - or their yearbook club will be voted most likely to join them. 

But are these ghostly students the real bad guys? Or are they just warning Whit and his friends? 

Warning them about a darkness beyond their schoolyard…a darkness that threatens to swallow the 

school - and its occupants - whole.  

The sophomore offering from Seismic Press, FEARBOOK CLUB is a story all about fiYng in, figh!ng 

ghosts and forming friendships with other misfits, especially when you're a misfit yourself. Springing 

from the pen of writer Richard Ashley Hamilton (How To Train Your Dragon, Guillermo Del Toro's 

Trollhunters) and ar!st Marco Matrone. (STL201544) (NOV211082) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240940 

RAINBOW BRIDGE GN 

(W) Steve Orlando, Steve Foxe (A/CA) Valen!na Branca! 

What if you got one last adventure with your best friend? 

Andy and Rocket grew up together, with Rocket serving as Andy's guardian through every one of 

childhood's ups and downs. So, when Rocket passes away right before Andy's 14th birthday, he's 

rudderless. He can't imagine making the transi!on to high school without Rocket at his side. The day 

before school starts, when Andy is at his lowest, he visits Rocket's grave and unexpect-edly summons 

the RAINBOW BRIDGE, a gateway to a fantasy world where pets discover their aJerlife. But there's a 

dark shadow to this paradise, and without Andy's help, Rocket's eternity may be grim… 

The first graphic novel from AJerShock's new YA imprint, Seismic Press, RAINBOW BRIDGE was con-

ceived and wriGen by Steve Orlando (PROJECT PATRON, KILL A MAN, Midnighter) and Steve Foxe 

(Adventure Time, Steven Universe, Grumpy Cat) with art by Valen!na Branca! (Les RavencroJ, Ghost 



Writer).  Published in the category standard size of 6.5" x 9.5", this 120-page OGN will resonate with 

anyone who has ever had to say goodbye to a beloved pet - or who has greeted growing up with 

nervousness and anxiety. (STL184263) (JUN211194) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR240941 

AFTERSHOCK SHOCK HC VOL 01 

(W) Neil Gaiman & Various (A) Michael Zulli & Various (CA) John Cassaday 

AJerShock Comics con!nues to push boundaries by presen!ng its very first anthology collec!on 

featuring a slew of today's top writers and ar!sts. Presented in the European Album format (same as 

the recent Animosity: the Rise hardcover for LCSD), this handsome hardcover features the crea!ve 

talents of Neil Gaiman, Michael Zulli, Charles Vess, Michael Gaydos, Andy Clarke, Andrew Robinson, 

Mike Carey, Jim Starlin, Phil Hester, Paul Jenkins, Dalibor Talajic, Bill Willingham, Travis Moore, Brian 

Azzarello, Francesco Francavilla, Cullen Bunn, Marc Guggenheim, Marguerite BenneG, Frank Tieri, 

Brian Stelfreeze and more! Cover art by John Cassaday! From the mul!ple Eisner and Havery Award-

nominated editor of the classic Nega!ve Burn anthology series. (STL074712) (JAN181139) 

HC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR240942 

AFTERSHOCK SHOCK HC VOL 02 

(W) Marguerite BenneG & Various (A) Russell Braun & Various (CA) Tim Bradstreet 

The highly an!cipated follow up to the widely successful first volume of the SHOCK anthology, this 

oversized second volume con!nues to push boundaries and mix genres, invi!ng today's top crea!ve 

talent of both comics and prose to craJ tales of the fantas!c, the horrific and the bizarre.  

This handsome hardcover features the talents of Goosebumps creator R.L. S!ne, Garth Ennis, Cullen 

Bunn, Russ Braun, Marguerite Bennet, Juan Doe, Jill Thompson, Sam Kieth, Aaron Douglas, Cliff 

Richards, Jim Starlin, Larry Stroman, Jamal Igle, Ray Fawkes, Joe PrueG, Kevin J. Anderson, Steve 

Rasnic Tem, Andrei Bressan, Tony Harris, Francesco Francavilla, Darko Macan, Don Handsfield, Phil 

Hester, Supernatural show runner Andrew Dabb and more - with outstanding Cover art by Timothy 

Bradstreet!   

Conceived and edited by AJerShock Publisher and Chief Crea!ve Officer, Joe PrueG, the mul!ple 

Eisner and Harvey Award nominated editor of the classic Nega!ve Burn anthology series. 

"...a fantas!c anthology...I definitely look forward to more of this style of series from AJer-shock." - 

Rachel Rutherford, The Movie Sleuth 

"Different wri!ng styles, genres and ar!s!c talent make this par!cular piece so special, not on-ly 

from extremely recognizable industry veterans, but those who you may be less familiar with." -

Rachel Rutherford, The Movie Sleuth (STL115031) (APR191300) 

HC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 



 

MAR240943 

O/A SHOCK TREATMENT TP 

(W) Cullen Bunn & Various (A)  Various (CA) Andrei Bressan 

Collec!ng three popular Pres!ge-Format One Shocks for the very first !me! 

A house haunted by the spirit of a killer and the teens who release him; a young boy beset by 

demons and an equally evil pastor father; and the true story of a murderer geYng his just 

reward…SHOCK TREATMENT collects three tall tales to make your skin crawl, created by AJerShock's 

best and brightest.  

Featuring PIECEMEAL from Cullen Bunn (THE HEATHENS, DARK ARK) and Szymon Kudranski (BLACK 

EYED KIDS), GOD OF TREMORS from Peter Milligan (OUT OF BODY) and Piotr Kowalski (JOIN THE 

FUTURE), and 10 YEARS TO DEATH from Aaron Douglas (Chief from BaGlestar Galac!ca) and Cliff 

Richards (SHOCK, AFTERDARK) - celebra!ng the Pres!ge One Shot format! (STL208286) 

SC, 136pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240944 

SHIPWRECK TP 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Phil Hester 

Dr Jonathan Shipwright, sole survivor of a very unusual and very secret shipwreck, doesn't know 

where he is. Seemingly trapped on an endless road, in pursuit of a saboteur who holds the key to his 

salva!on — or doom. Industry legend WARREN ELLIS joins AJerShock comics with this mysterious 

and cap!va!ng tale full of shock, secrets and surprises. From the co-creator and writer of 

AUTHORITY, TRANSMETROPOLITAN and PLANETARY. (STL059626) (MAR181078) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR240945 

LOST CITY EXPLORERS TP VOL 01 ODYSSEY 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Alvaro Sarraseca (CA) Rafael De Latorre 

Lost ci!es aren't the stuff of myth! They exist right under our feet. 

When her archaeologist father goes missing, teenager Hel Coates rallies her friends and brother to 

find him. They'll have to dodge a shady corpora!on, mercenaries and speeding subway trains while 

they follow the trail deep into the tunnels under ManhaGan-and what they find down there will 

change their lives forever. 

Follow Hel and her friends on a coming-of-age journey  through subterranean tunnels, and ul!mately 

to the holy grail of lost ci!es: Atlan!s! 



Zack Kaplan (Eclipse, Port of Earth) and Alvaro Sarraseca (Magnus, Turok) bring you an adventure 

story unlike any other, collec!ng the whole series (issues #1-5) (STL106344) (NOV181434) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

ABLAZE PUBLISHING 

 

MAR240946 

MARSHAL BASS GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Darko Macan (A/CA) Igor Kordey 

: From the crea!ve team behind Cable: The End and Soldier X comes a tale extrapolated from the life 

of the first Black Deputy US Marshal! Set in the tumultuous aJermath of the American Civil War, 

River Bass is drawn into a career path he'd never expected: law enforcement. While he accepts the 

badge with an eye towards equality and jus!ce, will the cruelty of the world allow him these ideals? 

 

Marshal Bass Vol. 1 contains three stories: 

 

First, when a Black gang earns the aGen!on of the US Marshal Service, River Bass is recruited by 

Colonel Helena to infiltrate their ranks. While trying to keep his cover and accomplish his mission, 

he's confronted by the reality of the gang members' individual circumstances, goals, and outcomes, 

all weighed against his future as a US Marshal. 

 

Next, an inves!ga!on of a serial murderer goes awry when Marshal Bass confronts more killers than 

he bargained for…a whole family of killers, in fact! Further, while trying to escape desperate 

circumstances, he finds himself drawn to the daughter of the murderous clan. 

 

Then, when one of their daughters runs off with a young man, Bass is pressed by his wife to find her 

and bring her home, but the job becomes more complicated when the man in ques!on becomes a 

murderer. Further, this man without a name may have greater !es to Bass than ini!ally assumed… 

(STL313986) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 165pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240947 

THE PRISM TP VOL 01 BURN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) MaGeo DeLongis 



Noise pollu!on is crushing life on earth. The largest mega-corpora!on on the planet finances a crazy 

project called The P.R.I.S.M. (Purifying Recording Interplanetary Space Mission) to combat the 

phenomenon: sending a musical supergroup into space to record an album that will produce sounds 

able to push back the threat known as S.O.T.W. (Smoke on the Water) and save the planet. Where 

rock'n'roll excess and the survival of all life on Earth collide, there is...THE PRISM! 

 

Creator MaGeo De Longis (Avengers: The Ini!a!ve, Sky Doll Space Ship) takes a far-out premise and 

builds a visually stunning and convincing new world that will have you mesmerized, telling the story 

about man's greatest feat in space so far. THE PRISM is des!ned to become your favorite new series 

featuring your favorite new band! 

 

The PRISM Vol. 1 collects the first arc of the hit series, including cover gallery and bonus material. 

(STL305833) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240948 

IMMORTAL REGIS OMNIBUS GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) On-Bi Ga (A/CA)  Juder 

When a young high school student died because of an evil witch, he had no way to know it would 

actually be just the beginning of his adventures. Now immortal and undead, he will quickly have to 

leave our world for that of Chaos, a parallel universe where magic reigns. Enter the world of 

Immortal Regis. 

 

Collec!ng volumes 5 and 6 of the cri!cally acclaimed, ac!on-fantasy manhwa, follow the con!nuing 

story of Jaehyuk as he navigates the world of Chaos, harnessing his new power in a struggle to return 

to his world! (STL305831) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240949 

IMMORTAL REGIS OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) On-Bi Ga (A)  Juder 

When Régis, a young high school student, dies because of an evil witch, he didn't know it would 

actually be just the beginning of his adventures. Now immortal and undead, he will quickly have to 

leave our world for that of Chaos, a parallel universe where magic reigns. Enter the world of 

Immortal Regis. 



Collec!ng the first two volumes of the cri!cally acclaimed supernatural fantasy ac!on manhwa 

series! The stunning artwork, thrilling story and charisma!c characters of this shonen-style !tle make 

this Korean bestseller a work that is sure to find a wide audience in English. (STL248475) 

(JAN231095) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240950 

SAVAGE GARDEN OMNIBUS GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Hyeon-Sook Lee 

When "Gabriel" unexpectedly becomes the reason for an argument between Arron and Marianne, 

one of the trio begins a quest towards star!ng a new life. That same night, a tragic accident occurs 

on the estate. Meanwhile, Euan has an unusual proposal for his father, which the patriarch of the 

Kensington family may be forced to accept… 

 

Savage Garden is a shojo fantasy that carries an eerie and mysterious ambiance, with cap!va!ng 

characters and an art style that perfectly portrays the period seYng. A dark, gender-bending tale 

with a roman!c triangle that will keep you intrigued '!l the end. Collec!ng the final three Korean 

volumes -volumes 5, 6, and 7- into English for the first !me. (STL314001) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 600pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR240951 

SAVAGE GARDEN OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Lee Hyeon-Sook 

In 18th century England, Gabriel, an orphan girl from a fallen noble family, befriends a young man 

named Jeremy, who was rumored to be an illegi!mate child of a nobleman. AJer an incident occurs, 

Gabriel must impersonate her friend Jeremy, taking his place at an all-boys academy for nobles, a 

place that may seem like heaven to others, but in reality hides a harshness and brutality which she 

could never have imagined. 

Savage Garden is a shojo fantasy that carries an eerie and mysterious ambiance, with cap!va!ng 

characters and an art style that perfectly portrays the period seYng. A dark, gender bending tale 

with a roman!c triangle that will keep you intrigued '!l the end. Collec!ng the first two Korean 

volumes into English for the first !me. (STL248476) (JAN231094) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 



MAR240952 

WAKFU GN VOL 04 WANDERING OF ELIATROPES (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Azra Tot (A/CA) Said Sassine 

: The story of the Eliatropes' exodus is revealed to Yugo and his friends. Having reached Zinit, they 

hope to track down the Eliatrope Dofus, which they need to pay as ransom in order to free their 

kidnapped friends. But much to their surprise, the Dofus have disappeared from the World of 

Twelve! Only one op!on remains: to visit Drill, the guardian of Chibi and Grougal's Dofus, and try to 

find out what happened. 

 

The adventures of the Brotherhood of the Tofu con!nue! See the heroes of WAKFU ride again in the 

brand-new manga series wriGen by Tot, the creator of WAKFU & DOFUS! In a story that directly 

follows season 2 of the TV series. (STL307153) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240953 

WAKFU GN VOL 01 QUEST FOR ELIATROPE DOFUS 

(W)  Azra (A) Said Sassine 

From TOT, the creator of the anime hit, comes this exci!ng new manga series!  

The adventures of the Brotherhood of the Tofu con!nue! In a story that directly follows season 2 of 

the Anime series. 

Yugo, Ruel, Percedal, Amalia and Evangelyne are now living their lives, each on their own. The 

adventurers reunite at Alibert's for Yugo and Adamai's birthday, launching this latest saga when a 

party pooper comes to interrupt the celebra!ons and force our friends to set off on the road once 

again for adventure! (STL259508) (APR231042) 

SC, 6x8.25, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240954 

WAKFU GN VOL 02 LEGEND OF JIVA 

(W)  Tot (A/CA) Said Sassine 

: From TOT, the creator of the NETFLIX anime hit, comes this exci!ng new manga series! 

 

The adventures of the Brotherhood of the Tofu con!nue! In a story that directly follows season 2 of 

the Anime series. 

 



Jiva has captured Chibi and Grougal. And she'll only release them in exchange for the six Eliatrope 

Dofus. But how can they get them? Their only clue is Mount Zinit! To complete their quest, Yugo, 

Adamai, and their friends enter the Tower of the Jus!ce Knights. A long and perilous journey awaits 

them, but luckily father and son Jus!ce have a trick or two up their sleeves! But it won't be easy, 

because Jiva has a few surprises in store for our heroes… (STL274539) (AUG231106) 

SC, 6x9, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240955 

WITCH OF MINE TP VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

The tragic fairytale that began the cycle of Witch of Mine comes to a close in this final volume. Lily, 

Phillippa's familiar, has been leJ alone in the world aJer the disappearance of her mistress. She finds 

shelter and care in the form of a human, Ian, but she's haunted by the memories of her past. Despite 

their respec!ve fears about love and each other, Lily and Ian grow close, but their chance at peace 

and happiness may yet be in peril as Colin's fate circles around once more. (STL307154) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 264pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240956 

WITCH OF MINE TP VOL 01 

(W)  Haeyoon (A)  MAS 

In these !mes, if you're too good or bad at something or simply too beau!ful, you're called a witch. 

But there also exist magical beings called witches, who have the power to travel through both !me 

and different dimensions, and some!mes do in the pursuit of love with human beings. 

 

Up against twists of fate and !me, an outcast young boy and a mysterious witch, shunned because 

they're different from what's considered normal, one due to his imperfec!on and one due to her 

perfec!on, will need more than just magic spells and incanta!ons…they'll need each other. 

(STL244416) (DEC220976) 

SC, 6x8, 250pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240957 

WITCH OF MINE TP VOL 02 

(W)  Haeyoon (A/CA)  MAS 

In these !mes, if you're too good or bad at something, or simply too beau!ful, you're called a witch. 

But there also exist magical beings called witches, who can wield great powers of destruc!on and 

manipula!on, some!mes doing so in the pursuit of love with human beings. 



Spinning out from the events of Volume 1, we find another tale of a witch's devo!on to true, 

tenderly mortal love. Disguising herself to fit into the world of humans, Cordelia desires to build a life 

with the kind-hearted Michael, but can their love survive the truth of her origins? Plus: can a resilient 

human woman change the heart of one of the witches' cynical sisters? (STL266752) (MAY231191) 

SC, 6x8, 250pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240958 

GANNIBAL GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Masaaki Ninomiya 

: Gannibal, the thrilling and terrifying manga horror series by Masaaki Ninomiya, con!nues... 

 

The antagonism between the villagers and Daigo worsens as the days pass. His ongoing inves!ga!on 

of cannibalism within the village leads him to further conflict, and Daigo comes to crossroads in 

which he'll have to make a decision. Will he leave the village to minimize the risk to his family, or will 

he be spurred towards another confronta!on with the Goto clan? 

 

Stream Season One of the Gannibal TV series on Hulu/Disney+ now! (STL313990) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240959 

TORPEDO 1972 #3 CVR A EDUARDO RISSO (MR) 

(W) Enrique Sanchez Abuli (A/CA) Eduardo Risso 

When an injury leaves Rascal…(a-hem)…indisposed, Torpedo takes him for a cure and runs into an 

old acquaintance, the madam Lou. She has a request of him: kill the cop who's swindling her. 

(STL314011) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240960 

TORPEDO 1972 #3 CVR B GORAN SUDZUKA (MR) 

(W) Enrique Sanchez Abuli (A) Eduardo Risso (CA) Goran Sudzuka 



When an injury leaves Rascal…(a-hem)…indisposed, Torpedo takes him for a cure and runs into an 

old acquaintance, the madam Lou. She has a request of him: kill the cop who's swindling her. 

(STL314012) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240961 

TORPEDO 1972 #3 CVR C FRITZ CASAS CASINO HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Enrique Sanchez Abuli (A) Eduardo Risso (CA) Fritz Casas 

When an injury leaves Rascal…(a-hem)…indisposed, Torpedo takes him for a cure and runs into an 

old acquaintance, the madam Lou. She has a request of him: kill the cop who's swindling her. 

(STL314013) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240965 

ALMOST DEAD #6 CVR A SAJAD SHAH (MR) 

(W)  Galaxy (A) Rodrigo Zayas (CA) Sajad Shah 

AJer recovering from a showdown that nearly cost the group their lives, Sara wastes no !me on rest 

and pushes onwards toward the big city. When they encounter another tragic ordeal, a young 

woman on the brink of death joins their party, though an open wound necessitates medical 

treatment. Fortunately, the collec!ve stumbles upon a pris!ne, opera!onal clinic…with no one in 

sight. Wary of trus!ng a situa!on that's too good to be true, the group splits up to survey the 

interior. When a rendezvous finds a few of their number missing, they must face the dreadful 

possibili!es… (STL314022) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR240969 

IDHUN CHRONICLES VOL 1 & 2 COLL BANDED SET (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Laura Gallego, Andrés Carrión Mora!nos (A/CA) Estudio Fenix 

An orphaned boy struggles against his parents' killer to save a planet and discovers a new world of 

danger...and wonder. Jack, a teenager from Earth, has a dire premoni!on: something is wrong. 

However, he cannot imagine the change he will experience in his life when he arrives home one day 

to discover his parents have been killed. In the midst of his sudden grief, he's transported by two 

mysterious strangers to a magical world.  



Together with Victoria, a girl he has just met, he will start a journey of unexpected propor!ons. Their 

fate will be inexorably linked to the Resistance, a small group figh!ng for the freedom of a world 

called Idhun. Will he be able to restore the lost peace?  

In this specially priced collected set, get two volumes of a story that mixes adventure, magic, and 

love, illustra!ng values such as overcoming difficul!es, courage and uncondi!onal friendship. 

(STL313945) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240970 

ABLAZE CREATOR SPOTLIGHTJP ROTH BANDED SET (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) J.P. Roth (A) Mike Krome & Various (CA) Dawn McTeigue, J. ScoG Campbell 

As part of their ARTIST SPOTLIGHT series, ABLAZE is proud to present a collected set of two graphic 

novels by author, dreamer, and wild child extraordinaire JP Roth. Roth is an American Novelist and 

owner of Rothic Comics, founded in 2012, through which she has produced and published five of her 

original series. 

In Ancient Dreams, Cara Wynter is a literature student living with her twin sister, Lily, in Fairhaven, 

Washington. A daughter of witches, touch brings Cara only pain, and dark visions of pasts and futures 

she can rarely change. Already figh!ng to exist in her strange reality, she begins to crumble when the 

reoccurring dreams of her own death begin. In a desperate aGempt to unlock the secrets in the 

violent images, she finds herself lost in a contest between love and the will of the ancient gods. 

In Theory of Magic, every hundred years, a Seelie fairy must be human for three days, in that !me, 

the Unseelie can hunt the Seelie Fey for their immortal flame, and the gods would close their eyes. A 

princess of firelight and next in line for the Seelie throne, Selyara is a girl who wants only freedom. 

Given no protec!on, she must face three days as a human, alone. (STL313947) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

belly Banded set, SC, 7x10, 304pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR240971 

O/A CIMMERIAN BOX SET VOL 01 (VOLUMES 1-4) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Robert E. Howard & Various (A)  Various 

ABLAZE is proud to present its bestselling line of UNCENSORED Robert E. Howard Cimmerian graphic 

novels, now available in a handsome slipcase box edi!on, collec!ng Volumes 1-4. Each Cimmerian 

volume contains two complete Conan stories, plus bonus material, including the original prose 

stories, in one epic hardcover collec!on! Plus a bonus folded poster!  

VOL 1 - Featuring "QUEEN OF THE BLACK COAST" & "RED NAILS" 

VOL 2 - Featuring "PEOPLE OF THE BLACK CIRCLE" & "THE FROST-GIANT'S DAUGHTER" 

VOL 3 - Featuring "IRON SHADOWS IN THE MOON" & "THE MAN-EATERS OF ZAMBOULA" 



VOL 4 - Featuring "BEYOND THE BLACK RIVER" & "HOUR OF THE DRAGON" 

Discover the true Conan, unrestrained, violent, and sexual. Read the stories as he intended! 

(STL255828) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 656pgs, FC SRP: $90.00 

 

MAR240972 

O/A BREAKER GN OMNIBUS BOX SET (1-5) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jeon Geuk-Jin (A/CA) Park Jin-Hwan 

The story of The Breaker follows Si-woon Lee, a !mid high school student who becomes the disciple 

to Chun-Woo Han, an extremely talented mar!al ar!st who is an enemy to the secret mar!al arts 

society known as the Murim. However, Si-woon is naive and unaware of his master's past and the 

unseen underbelly of the society. How will Chun-Woo manage to teach Si-woon and help him survive 

in the brutal world of Murim? 

Jeon Geuk-jin and Park Jin-Hwan's figh!ng manhwa has been praised for its sensa!onal ac!on and 

cap!va!ng storyline, with many charisma!c characters and stylish mar!al arts techniques that will 

keep you glued to the page! 

The Breaker Vol 1-5 Omnibus Box Set contains all 5 volumes of the bestselling, cri!cally acclaimed 

series, collec!ng them into a handsome box set compila!on. Each omnibus contains two volumes, 10 

volumes in all. Plus, a folded bonus poster! (STL263147) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 1900pgs, B&W SRP: $90.00 

 

MAR240973 

O/A TRESE BOX SET GN VOL 01- 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) BudjeGe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning Filipino comic book and now Ne[lix anime series! 

When the sun sets in the city of Manila, don't you dare make a wrong turn and end up in that dimly- 

lit side of the metro, where blood-sucking aswang run the most-wanted kidnapping rings, where 

gigan!c kapre are the kingpins of crime, and magical engkantos slip through the cracks and steal your 

most precious possessions. When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Alexandra Trese. 

The Trese Volume 1-6 Box Set contains the first 6 volumes of the bestselling, cri!cally acclaimed 

Filipino horror series, collected into an aGrac!ve box set compila!on, and includes a folded bonus 

poster, featuring original box/poster designs by series ar!st Kajo Baldisimo. Each volume in the series 

features updated/remastered artwork, as well as extra material, including Alexandra's journal entries 

chronicling her creature encounters and more. (STL271805) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 880pgs, B&W SRP: $90.00 



 

MAR240974 

SPACE PIRATE CAPT HARLOCK COLL VIRGIN CVR PACK (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) Leiji Matsumoto, Jerome Alquie (A) Jerome Alquie (CA) Derrick Chew 

From the legendary Leiji Matsumoto, along with Jerome Alquie, comes an epic new story! Set within 

the !meline of the original series, this brand-new Captain Harlock adventure marks the beginning of 

a new story arc. This special collec!on gathers Harlock's newest adventure in a series of select virgin 

variant covers, capturing key characters and highlights from this exci!ng tale illustrated by some of 

the comics world's hoGest names! LIMITED TO 500! 

Featuring the following collec!ble covers: 

Space Pirate Captain Harlock #1 Derrick Chew Virgin 

Space Pirate Captain Harlock #2 Mirka Andolfo Virgin 

Space Pirate Captain Harlock #3 Derrick Chew Virgin 

Space Pirate Captain Harlock #4 Ramon Perez Virgin 

Space Pirate Captain Harlock #5 Waha Virgin 

Space Pirate Captain Harlock #6 Pasquale Qualano Virgin (STL313949) (C: 0-0-2) 

6 pack, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240975 

BALBUZAR HC 

(W) Gerard Moncomble (A/CA) Frederic Pillot 

A fable about freedom, about resistance, about power. And an ode to nature. 

In the Sarboucane sea, Balbuzar the pirate reigns supreme. He aGacks, plunders, sinks, and ransoms 

everything that comes within his reach. Savage, cruel, formidable, certainly, Balbuzar is, but also with 

a certain bonhomie, and a great sense of jus!ce. He is in harmony with the sea, the islands, the 

wind, the rocks. Around him, birds, always. Men, women, children...they all love him. For he is free as 

the air. 

But now the Empress Pépita XIII is worried about her state of affairs, and Balbuzar's constant 

plundering. She sends against him her best officer, the Commodore, at the head of an armada. He 

represents force, order, law. Arrogant, domineering, relentless. And sure to be the one who will clean 

the Sarboucane sea. 

Balbuzar and the Commodore clash. Two excep!onal sailors, two sharp warriors. The fight begins, 

shaGering, tumultuous. 

The struggle, however, is unequal, for the Commodore has immense resources, an army behind him 

and the power of the empire. He's built a gigan!c ship that will surely sweep away the pirates and 

their black-flag flo!lla. Balbuzar's fate seems certain. 



Will the outlaw be crushed by the enormity of the adversary? Cooked in the imperial pot? Or will the 

cunning pirate find the riJ in the monster's breastplate? Will he defeat his monstrous foe, like David 

blas!ng Goliath? 

A story that will delight young and old, and artwork that bears repeated viewing to take it all in.  Will 

the cunning pirate Balbuzar be able to find the chink in the monstrous Commodore's armor? Geirard 

Moncombe's prose deJly balances ac!on, humor, and poetry while Freideiric Pillot's stunning, 

gorgeously detailed illsutra!ons help paint this rousing, unforgeGable tale. One that you'll want to 

come back to again and again...  Featuring 32 double page illustra!ons interspersed with text.  If 

you're an art geek, this book is a MUST! (STL194380) (SEP211132) NOTE: Available only in US, US 

territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

HC, 9x12, 104pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR240976 

O/A BLITZ GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Cedric Biscay, Harumo Sanazaki (A/CA) Daitaro Nishihara 

From the pages of Shonen Jump comes BLITZ, a shonen manga exploring the elite world of chess! 

Immerse yourself into the world of chess, where intui!on and mental agility are precious assets on 

the way to victory! 

Tom, a young high school student, has a crush on his classmate Harmony. When he learns about her 

passion for chess, Tom quickly decides to sign up for the school's chess club.But he doesn't even 

know the rules! To impress Harmony, he is leJ with no choice: he must learn quickly and train 

seriously. 

Soon Tom discovers the existence of Garry Kasparov, the greatest player in the history of chess. He 

stumbles upon a virtual reality machine that promises to help him analyze the most legendary 

matches of the master! 

In an unexpected twist of event, Tom soon is granted access to the highest echelons of the chess... 

(STL227527) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240977 

BLITZ GN VOL 02 

(W) Cedric Biscay, Tsukasa Mori (A/CA) Daitaro Nishihara 

Immerse yourself into BLITZ, the new shonen manga series exploring the elite world of chess, where 

intui!on and mental agility are precious assets on the way to victory! 

AJer the incident with Caïssa, Tom's chess level has improved considerably. Back at school, he 

reunites with Harmony, Laurent, Saori, as well as Anne, Marius, and Zhang. These seven chess club 



members of the Interna!onal School of Shibuya must now baGle each other to determine who will 

qualify for the pres!gious roles of school representa!ves to compete in the Kantô region Junior High 

School Tournament. 

Facing skilled opponents, our heroes' abili!es and characters will be put to the test... Memories, 

rivalries, unexpected reunions... Can the young ISS team come out victorious? 

As Bonus Material included in each volume, chess games are explained move by move to allow you 

to beGer understand the strategy. To facilitate further understanding, a chess lexicon and 

annota!ons are included. (STL244414) (DEC220978) 

SC, 6x9, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240978 

BLITZ GN VOL 03 

(W) Cedric Biscay, Tsukasa Mori (A/CA) Daitaro Nishihara 

Immerse yourself in BLITZ, the new shonen manga series exploring the elite world of chess, where 

intui!on and mental agility are precious assets on the way to victory! 

 

The intercollegiate championship of the Kanto region con!nues under the watchful eyes of Karl, who 

came to watch the poten!al emergence of new talents and opponents. 

 

Although capable of true excellent, Tom is obsessed by his desire to beat the rival Kô, and lets himself 

be overwhelmed by his emo!ons that are undermining his concentra!on… 

 

Can Tom and his teammates come out of his tournament stronger? Or will they be defeated both on 

and off the board? 

 

As Bonus Material included in each volume, chess games are explained move by move to allow you 

to beGer understand the strategy. To facilitate further understanding, a chess lexicon and 

annota!ons are included. (STL274534) (AUG231107) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240979 

DIFFICULT THING IMPORTANCE OF ADMITTING MISTAKES HC 

(W) Silvia Vecchini (A/CA)  Sualzo 

Every child, at some point, makes mistakes and must learn to deal with and admit those mistakes. 

This charming, two-tone, wordless comic deals with that very lesson and shows just how powerful 

the word "sorry" is. 



This beau!fully rendered volume is a good lesson for children and adults alike. (STL186930) 

(AUG211352) 

HC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR240980 

O/A DIARY OF A NERD HC VOL 01 

(W) Philip Osbourne (A) Roberta Procacci (CA)  Studio Plume 

Diary of a Nerd stars Phil, a twelve-year old boy living in ManhaGan, NY. He is a talented, self-

professed nerd...an intellectual who enjoys spending his days with his friends, known as "The Geek 

Team".   

 

Phil likes a girl in his class named Loren, but he also knows that he could never compete with Ted, 

Loren's boyfriend. One night, while Phil is sleeping, Darth Vader appears to him like a vision in his 

dream, invi!ng him to use his strength to challenge the bullies and win the love of Loren. 

 

DIARY OF A NERD consists of two different diaries wriGen by the same kid: one is the diary of a 

young genius, and the other is a quest for love.  Phil eats, lives and breathes pop culture...his 

adventures are humorous and relatable...and have already gained him a cult following around the 

world! 

 

If you're a fan of Wimpy Kid, Dork Diaries, and Jedi Academy you'll love Diary of a Nerd! (STL159137) 

NOTE: Not Available in India. 

HC, 6x9, 96pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240981 

DIARY OF A NERD HC VOL 02 

(W) Philip Osbourne (A) Roberta Procacci (CA)  Plume 

If you're a fan of Wimpy Kid, Dork Diaries, and Jedi Academy you'll love Diary of a Nerd!   

 

Diary of a Nerd stars Phil, a twelve-year old boy living in ManhaGan, NY. He is a talented, self-

professed nerd...an intellectual who enjoys spending his days with his friends, known as "The Geek 

Team".  The book consists of two different diaries wriGen by the same kid: one is the diary of a young 

genius, and the other is a quest for love.  Phil eats, lives and breathes pop culture...his adventures 

are humorous and relatable...and have already gained him a cult following around the world! 

 



In Volume 2: "The Thousand Lights of Hollywood", Phil and the Geek Team take a trip to !nseltown! 

(STL169489) (JAN211021) NOTE: Not Available in India. 

HC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240982 

FAMILY TIME TP 

(W) Lily Windom, Robert Windom (A) Asiah Fulmore (CA) Jae Lee 

The O'Connell family (Lily - age 13; Tyler - age 11; and their parents) are vaca!oning in Ireland when 

they encounter an old man with a mysterious crystal that seemingly teleports them 1,000 years back 

in !me. Unsure whether they have stumbled into a historical re-enactment, the family must befriend 

Rory, a !mid local, baGle a medieval tyrant named Ciaran and his henchmen, and figure out how to 

get back to the present, while Lily learns to use her newfound superpowers. 

From the writer/creator of Seven Sons, Robert Windom, and his eleven-year-old daughter, Lily, 

comes a fun, fantasy adventure. Featuring cover art by Jae Lee, as well as Art Direc!on and cover art 

by Sanford Greene (BiGer Root)—both Eisner-Award winning ar!sts—and anime-inspired interior art 

by new talent and Greene-protege Asiah Fulmore (DC's Amethyst: Princess of Gemworld). 

(STL256065) (MAR231093) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR240983 

O/A MINECRAFT INSPIRED MISADV FRIGIEL & FLUFFY HC VOL 01 

(W) Jean-Cristophe Derrien,  Frigiel (A/CA)  Studio Minte 

Presen!ng the first original comics of Frigiel & Fluffy, heroes to their millions of fans on YouTube! 

These new adventures, taken from the MinecraJ universe, are co-wriGen by Frigiel himself, and are 

sure to appeal to fans of all ages, and of course, MinecraJ!   

Featuring Frigiel, the brave sorcerer's appren!ce, ever-ready to give his all for his friends, who 

dreams of one day becoming a true adventurer.  And his faithful canine companion Fluffy, as cuddly 

with his master as he is bitey with the bad guys! Vol 1 contains two complete self-contained stories: 

"The Mystery of the Lost Watermelons" & "Popularity Contest", plus bonus material. (STL159143) 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240984 

MINECRAFT INSPIRED MISADV FRIGIEL & FLUFFY HC VOL 02 

(W)  Frigiel, Jean-Christophe Derrien (A/CA)  Studio Minte 

These new adventures, taken from the MinecraJ universe, are co-wriGen by Frigiel himself, hero to 

millions on YouTube, and are sure to appeal to fans of all ages, and of course, MinecraJ!  Featuring 

Frigiel, the brave sorcerer's appren!ce, ever-ready to give his all for his friends, who dreams of one 



day becoming a true adventurer.  And his faithful canine companion Fluffy, as cuddly with his master 

as he is bitey with the bad guys!  Vol 2 contains two complete self-contained stories "The Original 

Block" and "The Frozen Kingdom" plus bonus material. (STL167353) (DEC201107) 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240985 

MINECRAFT INSPIRED MISADV FRIGIEL & FLUFFY HC VOL 03 

(W)  Frigiel, Jean-Christophe Derrien (A/CA)  Studio Minte 

The con!nuing adventures of Frigiel & Fluffy, heroes to their millions of fans on YouTube! These new 

adventures, taken from the MinecraJ universe, are co-wriGen by Frigiel himself, and are sure to 

appeal to fans of all ages, and of course, MinecraJ!   

Featuring Frigiel, the brave sorcerer's appren!ce, ever-ready to give his all for his friends, who 

dreams of one day becoming a true adventurer.  And his faith-ful canine companion Fluffy, as cuddly 

with his master as he is bitey with the bad guys! Vol. 3 contains two complete self-contained stories 

"The Lost Island" where Frigiel and his friends thirs!ng for adventure decide to uncover the mystery 

of the Farlands but end up stranded on a lost island and "The Herobrine Manor" where they must try 

to survive all night in a haunted man-sion! Plus bonus material. (STL217878) (JAN221093) 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240986 

MINECRAFT INSPIRED MISADV OF FRIGIEL & FLUFFY HC VOL 04 

(W)  Frigiel (A/CA)  Minte 

The con!nuing adventures of Frigiel & Fluffy, heroes to their millions of fans on YouTube! These new 

adventures, taken from the MinecraJ universe, are co-wriGen by Frigiel himself, and are sure to 

appeal to fans of all ages, and of course, MinecraJ!  

Featuring Frigiel, the brave sorcerer's appren!ce, ever ready to give his all for his friends, who 

dreams of one day becoming a true adventurer. And his faithful canine companion Fluffy, as cuddly 

with his master as he is bitey with the bad guys!  

Vol. 4 contains two complete self-contained stories, "The Red Powder" and "At the End of the 

World." 

THE RED POWDER - On their way to the Farlands, Frigiel and his friends run out of food, but end up 

discovering a hidden town called Redstone City. In this beau!ful place, everything is possible. But our 

heroes quickly become disillusioned when they find they cannot leave. Trapped, together they must 

find a way to escape from this technological nightmare... 

AT THE END OF THE WORLD - Frigiel and his friends arrive at Lost Tru, the last village before the 

Farlands. But there stands an insurmountable wall that prevents them from con!nuing on their way. 

An intrepid young girl, Clara, offers to help them. They accept and off they go towards the unknown 



and beyond...in a universe where the usual rules no longer work. Will they then be able to return 

from the end of the world? (STL237379) (SEP221267) 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240987 

MINECRAFT INSPIRED MISADV OF FRIGIEL & FLUFFY HC VOL 05 

(W) Jean-Christophe Derrien,  Frigiel (A/CA)  Minte 

Con!nuing the exci!ng adventures of Frigiel & Fluffy, heroes to their millions of fans on YouTube! 

These new adventures, taken from the MinecraJ universe, are co-wriGen by Frigiel himself, and are 

sure to appeal to MinecraJ fans of all ages. 

Featuring Frigiel, the brave sorcerer's appren!ce, ever ready to give his all for his friends, who 

dreams of one day becoming a true adventurer. And his faithful canine companion Fluffy, as cuddly 

with his master as he is bitey with the bad guys! 

Vol. 5 contains two more complete self-contained stories: 

"SAVE LANNIEL" 

Frigiel and his friends, aJer exploring the Farlands, finally return home to rest. But Lanniel, their 

village, is totally devastated and there is no one leJ. What tragedy unfolded in their absence? Are 

they indirectly responsible for this situa!on? They will have to carry out an inves!ga!on to find the 

villagers before it is too late. 

"THE FALLEN GOD" 

Soon aJer saving their village from the clutches of bandits, Frigiel and his friends go in search of their 

greatest enemy, Ernald's brother, Landre. And the situa!on turns serious quickly when they find out 

he intends to bring back to their dimension a fallen god who could destroy everything in its path. 

Their voyage leads them to the desert, where they must explore a mysterious pyramid guarded by 

Endermen... (STL263148) (MAY231193) 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240988 

SPOT IT DOUBLE TROUBLE HC 

(W) Derek Fridolfs (A/CA) Gabriele Bagnoli 

Spot It: Double Trouble is based on the #1 bestselling, award-winning card game and includes ac!vity 

pages! 

Meet Dobbly. He lives in a world filled with wonderful symbols that have power by finding matching 

pairs. This ne'er-do-well is so excited about his village's Fes!val of Matching, he can hardly sleep the 

night before. So when his impa!ence gets the best of him and finds himself trying to climb the Great 

Tree that will produce new pairs for the village, he also finds himself falling off the tree and breaking 

all of the branches on the way down, ruining the Fes!val. It's now up to the wizard Zadok and his 



appren!ce, the druidess Dea, to find the magical seeds needed to repair the tree. And Dobbly is 

tagging along for the adventure! 

Traveling farther away from the village than he's ever been, Dobbly and his companions face harsh 

condi!ons and danger, all while being tracked by Single, the Dark Cloud King, who wants to cause 

chaos and prevent them from finding power in matching pairs. Will he prevent them from returning 

home with the magic they are searching for? Or will Dobbly become the hero he needs to be to help 

his friends save the Fes!val of Matching and feel like he belongs? 

Based on the #1 best-selling, award-winning visual percep!on card game from Asmodee and 

Zygoma!c Games Studio! 

Spot It: Double Trouble includes 4 seek and find ac!vi!es. (STL270107) (APR231044) 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR240989 

VIRTUAL HERO GN 

(W) Ruben "Rubius" Doblas (A/CA) Maria Dolores Aldea 

An epic story, full of ac!on, inspired by the world of videogames: MinecraJ, Pokémon, and more… 

Imagine being trapped in a video game universe! Your fate is in the hands of a villain! Friends in 

danger! Become the VIRTUAL HERO! 

 

Rubius, a well-known gamer and Youtuber, is one of 100 players selected to try a new experimental 

virtual-reality device, the ORV. Directly connected to the brain's neuronal network, the ORV thrusts 

one into a vast virtual universe of video games called the Gamers Worlds and in which everything 

seems just as real as life itself. Something goes wrong and Rubius finds himself a virtual hero, 

trapped, he must fight to free himself, rescue the girl of his dreams and overcome the enigma!c evil 

troll mask that holds their fate and that of the Gamers Worlds in his hands! An adventure full of 

unexpected turns, treachery, friendship, video game worlds of all kinds and, last but not least, love! 

(STL182052) (MAY211062) 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MASSIVE 

 

MAR240990 

EYE LIE POPEYE #1 CVR A WILLIAMS 

(W/A/CA) Marcus Williams 

Popeye, arguably one of the most iconic characters in comic book history, makes his return to comic 

shops this May. The century old comic strip and legendary cartoon character is reimagined for the 

modern age, in this brand new series by Marcus Williams (Marvel's Captain America). Popeye: Eye 



Lie Popeye reimagines the pop culture staple in a high-energy, manga-inspired monthly comic series 

that explores Popeye's past and finally reveals the century-long mystery of how he lost his eye! Was 

it an epic baGle or some nau!cal accident? The truth finally comes out as an old enemy from the sea 

returns to face off against the legendary Sailor Man.  

 

With the rich history of the character and this ac!on-packed new take liJed from the pages of top-

selling manga like One Piece and Dragon Ball, Eye Lie Popeye will appeal to both tradi!onal comic 

fans and younger manga readers alike. (STL314953) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240991 

EYE LIE POPEYE #1 CVR B 

(W/A) Marcus Williams (CA)  TBD 

Popeye, arguably one of the most iconic characters in comic book history, makes his return to comic 

shops this May. The century old comic strip and legendary cartoon character is reimagined for the 

modern age, in this brand new series by Marcus Williams (Marvel's Captain America). Popeye: Eye 

Lie Popeye reimagines the pop culture staple in a high-energy, manga-inspired monthly comic series 

that explores Popeye's past and finally reveals the century-long mystery of how he lost his eye! Was 

it an epic baGle or some nau!cal accident? The truth finally comes out as an old enemy from the sea 

returns to face off against the legendary Sailor Man.  

 

With the rich history of the character and this ac!on-packed new take liJed from the pages of top-

selling manga like One Piece and Dragon Ball, Eye Lie Popeye will appeal to both tradi!onal comic 

fans and younger manga readers alike. (STL315068) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240994 

QUESTED SEASON 2 #6 CVR A LULLABI (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Ludo Lullabi 

French ar!st Ludo Lullabi, best known for his work on the BaGle Chasers comics, joins Quested with 

this ac!on-packed cover. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Lothar, the Quested..." Celebrated. Heralded. Mythologized...  



 

Jinx has lived his whole life in the shadow of the !tan who saved Faerbraun through a heroic sacrifice 

—the father he never got to meet. Or so the story goes. While on an epic quest to rescue his long 

lost father from the Underbraun, Jinx finally learns the truth behind the myth. (STL314638) (C: 0-1-0) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240995 

QUESTED SEASON 2 #6 CVR B WALLIS 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A/CA) Kit Wallis 

Cover by Kit Wallis, the ar!st behind such series as Mr Eastah, Warcorns, Good Boy, Hellicious, and 

the series ar!st on QUESTED!  

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Lothar, the Quested..." Celebrated. Heralded. Mythologized...  

 

Jinx has lived his whole life in the shadow of the !tan who saved Faerbraun through a heroic sacrifice 

—the father he never got to meet. Or so the story goes. While on an epic quest to rescue his long 

lost father from the Underbraun, Jinx finally learns the truth behind the myth. (STL314639) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240996 

QUESTED SEASON 2 #6 CVR C RICHARDSON VIDEO GAME HOMAGE 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Trevor Richardson 

Trevor Richardson con!nues his series of video game homage covers with this tribute to The Legend 

of Zelda franchise. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Lothar, the Quested..." Celebrated. Heralded. Mythologized...  

 



Jinx has lived his whole life in the shadow of the !tan who saved Faerbraun through a heroic sacrifice 

—the father he never got to meet. Or so the story goes. While on an epic quest to rescue his long 

lost father from the Underbraun, Jinx finally learns the truth behind the myth. (STL314640) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR240997 

O/A QUESTED TP SEASON 01 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Kim Jacinto 

The fan-favorite fantasy comedy of 2022 has been collected in an epic 160 page trade paperback 

with addi!onal bonus content and all-new artwork. 

Quested fuses the aYtude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques!ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and rupees! 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. 

Collects issues #1-6 of Quested! (STL292060) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR240998 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR A JACINTO 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Kim Jacinto 

Rising star at Marvel (Spider-Man 2099) and DC Comics, Kim Jacinto, returns to the world of Quested 

for another iconic launch cover for Volume 2. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 

off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL295368) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR240999 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR B LULLABI 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Ludo Lullabi 

French ar!st Ludo Lullabi, best known for his work on the BaGle Chasers comics, joins Quested with 

this ac!on-packed cover. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 

off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL295369) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241000 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR C VIDEO GAME HOMAGE 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Trevor Richardson 

Trevor Richardson con!nues his series of video game homage covers with this tribute to "Twilight 

Princess" from The Legend of Zelda franchise. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 

off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL295373) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241001 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR D CALERO BATTLE CHASERS HOMAGE 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Michael Calero 

Wraparound cover by Quested series creator, Michael Calero, as a personal homage to the legendary 

cover art to BaGle Chasers. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 

off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL295375) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241002 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR E KIT WALLIS 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A/CA) Kit Wallis 

Cover by Kit Wallis, the ar!st behind such series as Mr Eastah, Warcorns, Good Boy, Hellicious, and 

the series ar!st on QUESTED! 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 



off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL295376) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241003 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR F BLANK SKETCH VAR LTD 2000 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 

off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL295377) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241004 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR G 10 COPY INCV KAMBADAIS 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) George Kambadais 

Cover by George Kambadais known for his work on DC's The Flash, Dynamite's Gargoyles, and 

Massive's original series, The Exiled. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 

off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL295379) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241005 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR H 25 COPY INCV B&W JACINTO 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Kim Jacinto 

Kim Jacinto's main cover design in a black & white variant. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 

off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL296464) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241006 

O/A QUESTED SEASON 2 #1 CVR I 50 COPY INCV SHAH 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Sajad Shah 

Sajad Shah is a comic book ar!st best known for Brimstone and The Borderhounds. He also worked 

on Jinnrise, Max Hunter, Prey For Angels, Batman/The Maxx: Arkham Dreams, Zindan and 

Transformers: Lost Light. 

 

The misadventures con!nue in a brand new season of Quested by writers Michael Calero (Alpha 

Betas, Sumerian's American Psycho) and Thomas Parson, with art by Kit Wallis (Good Boy, Mr.Easta).  

 

"Episode 1: Lothar's Inferno."  

 

All hell breaks loose in the land of Faerbraun as Jinx embarks on an epic journey through the 

Underbraun with an unlikely companion. Pursued by his former right hand man Hamo, it's a race 

against !me as Jinx aGempts to save his father, the mythic hero Lothar. While the two comrades face 



off in the land of the dead, only Lithia remains to defend Faerbraun from the dire effects of opening 

the door to the underworld. (STL296465) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MASSIVE - WHATNOT 

 

MAR241007 

NINJA FUNK BAD MUSIC #3 (OF 4) CVR A MACK (MR) 

(W)  JPG, Steve SchuiG (A) Alessandro Micelli (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea!ng their series 

Echo, delivers his signature watercolor style to the con!nuing adventures of Ninja Funk. 

 

B.A.D. Music Squad makes prepara!ons for B.B.'s inevitable arrival. As Mcfly follows her trail, the 

Squad makes a surprising discovery as they lie in wait. Lazerwolf's visitor turns out to be none other 

than Kairi Wolf, his sister who traveled from his homeland to challenge him for his right to their 

father's throne. It's a right that he has no interest in claiming, but that won't stop Kairi from doing 

what she came to do. Will Wolfgang return to find a family reunion, or a bloody feud? (STL314636) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MASSIVE 

 

MAR241009 

MISFORTUNES EYES #3 (OF 4) CVR A CABRERA (MR) 

(W) Brooklynn Prince, Aliz Fernandez (A) Aliz Fernandez (CA) Eva Cabrera 

Eisner and GLAAD Award nominee Eva Abrera is the co-founder of Mexican studio BoudikaComics. 

She drew Archie Comics' Vixens, Black Mask Studio's Kim & Kim, and has done covers for BOOM 

Studios' Adventure Time comics. 

 

From Cri!cs' Choice Award Winning Actress, Brooklynn Prince (The Florida Project, Cocaine Bear, The 

Marsh King's Daughter) comes this limited series full of excitement! 

 

Vivian must protect Nana from the Reavers. With no help from Briar, she's on her own. In the final 

moments of issue two, Vivian discovered something she could never have predicted - the same aura 



that surrounded the cat, just before it died, now surrounds Nana. What does this revela!on mean for 

Nana's future and can Vivian somehow prevent it? (STL314632) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241010 

MISFORTUNES EYES #3 (OF 4) CVR B FIORELLI (MR) 

(W) Brooklynn Prince, Aliz Fernandez (A) Aliz Fernandez (CA) Ivan Fiorelli 

Ivan Fiorelli is an Italian comic book ar!st working for Marvel, Image Comics, Sergio Bonelli Editore, 

and other interna!onal publishers. 

 

From Cri!cs' Choice Award Winning Actress, Brooklynn Prince (The Florida Project, Cocaine Bear, The 

Marsh King's Daughter) comes this limited series full of excitement! 

 

Vivian must protect Nana from the Reavers. With no help from Briar, she's on her own. In the final 

moments of issue two, Vivian discovered something she could never have predicted - the same aura 

that surrounded the cat, just before it died, now surrounds Nana. What does this revela!on mean for 

Nana's future and can Vivian somehow prevent it? (STL314633) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241011 

MISFORTUNES EYES #3 (OF 4) CVR C CABRERA (MR) 

(W) Brooklynn Prince, Aliz Fernandez (A) Aliz Fernandez (CA) Eva Cabrera 

Eisner and GLAAD Award nominee Eva Cabrera is the co-founder of Mexican studio BoudikaComics. 

She drew Archie Comics' Vixens, Black Mask Studio's Kim & Kim, and has done covers for BOOM 

Studios' Adventure Time comics. 

 

From Cri!cs' Choice Award Winning Actress, Brooklynn Prince (The Florida Project, Cocaine Bear, The 

Marsh King's Daughter) comes this limited series full of excitement! 

 

Vivian must protect Nana from the Reavers. With no help from Briar, she's on her own. In the final 

moments of issue two, Vivian discovered something she could never have predicted - the same aura 

that surrounded the cat, just before it died, now surrounds Nana. What does this revela!on mean for 

Nana's future and can Vivian somehow prevent it? (STL314634) 



MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241012 

MISFORTUNES EYES #3 (OF 4) CVR D IZZO (MR) 

(W) Brooklynn Prince, Aliz Fernandez (A) Aliz Fernandez (CA) Nicola Izzo 

Cover by Nicola Izzo, best known for his work on Bad Omens: Concrete Jungle (Sumerian) and Boom! 

Studios' Firefly Keep Flying, as well as numerous contribu!ons to Whatnot  

Publishing !tles like Liquid Kill, Astrobots, and more. 

 

From Cri!cs' Choice Award Winning Actress, Brooklynn Prince (The Florida Project, Cocaine Bear, The 

Marsh King's Daughter) comes this limited series full of excitement! 

 

Vivian must protect Nana from the Reavers. With no help from Briar, she's on her own. In the final 

moments of issue two, Vivian discovered something she could never have predicted - the same aura 

that surrounded the cat, just before it died, now surrounds Nana. What does this revela!on mean for 

Nana's future and can Vivian somehow prevent it? (STL314635) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241013 

THE FOG #4 (OF 4) CVR A ROSADO (MR) 

(W) Steve Ekstrom (A) Marco Fodera (CA) Chris!an Rosado 

Cover by Chris!an Rosado, best known for his work on Dark Horse's Skull and Bones, as well as 

appearances on Heavy Metal's Taarna and Dynamite's Vampirella. 

 

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE IN TERROR. 

 

The final issue of The Fog Returns has arrived. AJer Machen causes havoc amongst the residents, 

Andrew hatches a plan with Annie and Casey to get to him and do whatever it takes to end things 

once and for all. (STL314641) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

MAR241014 

HORROR & FANTASY ILLUS PLUM ISLAND CVR A IGOR VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Igor Vitorino 

SiYng less than 100 miles from New York City, the infamous Plum Island has, for decades, been the 

home of a government laboratory devoted to studying the most dangerous diseases to the animal 

popula!on. But where do its life-saving vaccines come from, and what happens if something 

dangerous and uncontrollable was ever to escape from it? Don't miss this sordid tale where both 

shocking answers are revealed, and the world may never be the same. (STL314198) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241015 

HORROR & FANTASY ILLUS PLUM ISLAND CVR B HARVEY TOLIBAO 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Harvey Tolibao 

SiYng less than 100 miles from New York City, the infamous Plum Island has, for decades, been the 

home of a government laboratory devoted to studying the most dangerous diseases to the animal 

popula!on. But where do its life-saving vaccines come from, and what happens if something 

dangerous and uncontrollable was ever to escape from it? Don't miss this sordid tale where both 

shocking answers are revealed, and the world may never be the same. (STL314200) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241016 

HORROR & FANTASY ILLUS PLUM ISLAND CVR C ABBONDANZA 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Pierluigi Abbondanza 

SiYng less than 100 miles from New York City, the infamous Plum Island has, for decades, been the 

home of a government laboratory devoted to studying the most dangerous diseases to the animal 

popula!on. But where do its life-saving vaccines come from, and what happens if something 

dangerous and uncontrollable was ever to escape from it? Don't miss this sordid tale where both 

shocking answers are revealed, and the world may never be the same. (STL314201) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241017 

HORROR & FANTASY ILLUS PLUM ISLAND CVR D SANTACRUZ 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Derlis Santacruz 



SiYng less than 100 miles from New York City, the infamous Plum Island has, for decades, been the 

home of a government laboratory devoted to studying the most dangerous diseases to the animal 

popula!on. But where do its life-saving vaccines come from, and what happens if something 

dangerous and uncontrollable was ever to escape from it? Don't miss this sordid tale where both 

shocking answers are revealed, and the world may never be the same. (STL314202) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241019 

POOH VS BAMBI #2 (OF 3) CVR A JORDI TARRAGONA 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Jordi Tarragona 

As Pooh's thirst for revenge, and honey, draws him deeper into the dark and treacherous Hundred 

Acre Wood, he must turn to an unlikely ally from his past for assistance, but will this !ger change her 

stripes, or has he entered into a deadly situa!on there is no bouncing back from? (STL314182) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241020 

POOH VS BAMBI #2 (OF 3) CVR B IGOR VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Igor Vitorino 

As Pooh's thirst for revenge, and honey, draws him deeper into the dark and treacherous Hundred 

Acre Wood, he must turn to an unlikely ally from his past for assistance, but will this !ger change her 

stripes, or has he entered into a deadly situa!on there is no bouncing back from? (STL314181) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241021 

POOH VS BAMBI #2 (OF 3) CVR C MEGURO 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA)  Meguro 

As Pooh's thirst for revenge, and honey, draws him deeper into the dark and treacherous Hundred 

Acre Wood, he must turn to an unlikely ally from his past for assistance, but will this !ger change her 

stripes, or has he entered into a deadly situa!on there is no bouncing back from? (STL314183) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241023 

OZ FALL OF EMERALD CITY #2 (OF 3) CVR A AL BARRIONUEVO 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Al Barrionuevo 



Polychrome has arrived to save the Emerald City from all who threaten to harm it, and many of its 

ci!zens already worship this glorious and powerful deity. But Dorothy Gale has a feeling that 

Polychrome's promises of peace and resurrec!on are too good to be true. But can she do anything to 

stop the Goddess from taking control? (STL314195) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241024 

OZ FALL OF EMERALD CITY #2 (OF 3) CVR B IGOR VITORINO 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Polychrome has arrived to save the Emerald City from all who threaten to harm it, and many of its 

ci!zens already worship this glorious and powerful deity. But Dorothy Gale has a feeling that 

Polychrome's promises of peace and resurrec!on are too good to be true. But can she do anything to 

stop the Goddess from taking control? (STL314194) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241025 

OZ FALL OF EMERALD CITY #2 (OF 3) CVR C SONIA MATAS 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Sonia Matas 

Polychrome has arrived to save the Emerald City from all who threaten to harm it, and many of its 

ci!zens already worship this glorious and powerful deity. But Dorothy Gale has a feeling that 

Polychrome's promises of peace and resurrec!on are too good to be true. But can she do anything to 

stop the Goddess from taking control? (STL314196) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241026 

GFT PRES 2024 MAY 4TH COSPLAY PINUP SPEC CVR A REYES 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Alfredo Reyes 

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses cosplaying as 

some of the most famous Sci-Fi characters in the galaxy! Many of the industry's top ar!sts contribute 

gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universe's most popular characters in this stunning collec!on. 

Also includes a never-before-published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL314208) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241027 

GFT PRES 2024 MAY 4TH COSPLAY PINUP SPEC CVR B VITORINO 



(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses cosplaying as 

some of the most famous Sci-Fi characters in the galaxy! Many of the industry's top ar!sts contribute 

gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universe's most popular characters in this stunning collec!on. 

Also includes a never-before-published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL314209) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241028 

GFT PRES 2024 MAY 4TH COSPLAY PINUP SPEC CVR C MATAS 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Sonia Matas 

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses cosplaying as 

some of the most famous Sci-Fi characters in the galaxy! Many of the industry's top ar!sts contribute 

gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universe's most popular characters in this stunning collec!on. 

Also includes a never-before-published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL314212) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241029 

GFT PRES 2024 MAY 4TH COSPLAY PINUP SPEC CVR D SANAPO 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Maria Laura Sanapo 

Get ready to check out all of your favorite Grimm Universe heroines and villainesses cosplaying as 

some of the most famous Sci-Fi characters in the galaxy! Many of the industry's top ar!sts contribute 

gorgeous pin-ups of the Grimm Universe's most popular characters in this stunning collec!on. 

Also includes a never-before-published Grimm Fairy Tales short story! (STL314213) 

7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241031 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #84 CVR A GIULIA PELLEGRINI 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Giulia Pellegrini 

The world is full of many terrifying mysteries that lie within the deepest, darkest depths of human 

knowledge, and not so luckily for Skye Mathers, Guardian of the Nexus, she's just disturbed some of 

the worst horrors to escape from there. Teaming up with Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco, they must 

embark on a mission to not only save the lives of those they love but poten!ally all innocent life on 

the planet. Don't miss this ferocious next chapter of Grimm Fairy Tales! (STL314174) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR241032 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #84 CVR B VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Igor Vitorino 

The world is full of many terrifying mysteries that lie within the deepest, darkest depths of human 

knowledge, and not so luckily for Skye Mathers, Guardian of the Nexus, she's just disturbed some of 

the worst horrors to escape from there. Teaming up with Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco, they must 

embark on a mission to not only save the lives of those they love but poten!ally all innocent life on 

the planet. Don't miss this ferocious next chapter of Grimm Fairy Tales! (STL314173) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241033 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #84 CVR C DERLIS SANTACRUZ 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Derlis Santacruz 

The world is full of many terrifying mysteries that lie within the deepest, darkest depths of human 

knowledge, and not so luckily for Skye Mathers, Guardian of the Nexus, she's just disturbed some of 

the worst horrors to escape from there. Teaming up with Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco, they must 

embark on a mission to not only save the lives of those they love but poten!ally all innocent life on 

the planet. Don't miss this ferocious next chapter of Grimm Fairy Tales! (STL314175) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241034 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #84 CVR D GEEBO VIGONTE 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Geebo Vigonte 

The world is full of many terrifying mysteries that lie within the deepest, darkest depths of human 

knowledge, and not so luckily for Skye Mathers, Guardian of the Nexus, she's just disturbed some of 

the worst horrors to escape from there. Teaming up with Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco, they must 

embark on a mission to not only save the lives of those they love but poten!ally all innocent life on 

the planet. Don't miss this ferocious next chapter of Grimm Fairy Tales! (STL314176) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241039 

CONSPIRACY ILLUMINATI NEW WORLD ORDER TP 

(W) Hans Rodionoff, Joe Brusha (A) JG Miranda (CA) Leonardo PaciaroY 



Is the government monitoring you? Are there secret organiza!ons controlling society? Do creatures 

not of this world live among us? All of this and more is explored in this new thrilling series that 

delves into some of the horrifying truths we believe in the back of our minds.  

WARNING This series may very well change how you look at life as we know it.    

Collects Conspiracy #1-5. (STL132644) (AUG192394) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241040 

WAKING DREAMS END TP 

(W) Raven Gregory (A) Novo Malgapo (CA) Ale Garza 

The hit series that redefines the zombie genre returns!  Years have passed since the vents of The 

Waking took place.  Murder has become prac!cally ex!nct in a world armed with the knowledge that 

those who are murdered will return from the dead to take the loves of those guilty.  But within a new 

world comes a new kind of killer.  And he must be stopped!  From the writer and creator of the 

Wonderland trilogy and FLY comes a return to the horror that never sleeps. (STK469286) 

(JUN121382) 

SC, 172pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241041 

ESCAPE FROM MONSTER ISLAND TP 

(W) Ralph Tedesco, Joe Brusha (A) Carlos Granda (CA) Diego Cortes 

Years ago, unbeknownst to the public, the U.S. government built a walled city on an abandoned 

island in the Pacific Ocean. The purpose of this city was to house an experimental tes!ng facility for a 

mul!tude of monsters that had been captured over the years.  In 2012 disaster struck and the island 

was evacuated and is now overrun by a mul!tude of different terrifying creatures and beings. But 

something extremely valuable was leJ behind and some very rich people want it. And the only way 

to get what they want is by sending a mercenary unit into the most dangerous place in the world: 

Monster Island. 

Collects Escape From Monster Island #1-6 (STL005762) (MAY162011) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR241042 

GFT DARK SHAMAN TP VOL 01 

(W) Erica J Heflin (A)  Various 



Sela Mathers visits a campus as a guest speaker but liGle does she know that the campus is built 

upon a desecrated burial ground. Meanwhile a young Na!ve American woman might be the only 

thing standing in the why of an ancient evil and its thirst for vengeance! 

A brand new horror series from Zenescope Entertainment has arrived! (STK665950) (JAN151790) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR241043 

O/A GFT TAROT TP 

The mysterious Order of Tarot has emerged from the shadows with its sights set on ruling the Realms 

of Power. With the courts of Swords, Cups, Wands, and Pentacles at his command, the Emperor is 

ready to launch his assault on the Grimm Universe. And the only thing that stands in his way is a 

wildcard named Talisman. Collects Grimm Fairy Tales: Tarot #1-6. (STL065105) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS 

 

MAR241044 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #1 (OF 3) CVR A MEGAN HUTCHISON 

(W) Aubrey SiGerson (A/CA) Meghan Hutchinson 

In a world overrun with demons, Archie Andrews is on a quest to cleanse Riverdale of all wicked-

kind. Harnessing the destruc!ve power of a cap!ve fiend, he will have to destroy corrupted and 

possessed versions of the people closest to him. Ques!oning his own morality and forced to make 

difficult sacrifices, are Archie's efforts truly good, or the work of pure evil? Traverse the most 

horrifying version of Riverdale yet in the first Archie Premium Event. (STL314244) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241045 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #1 (OF 3) CVR B FRANCESCO FRANCAV 

(W) Aubrey SiGerson (A) Meghan Hutchinson (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

In a world overrun with demons, Archie Andrews is on a quest to cleanse Riverdale of all wicked-

kind. Harnessing the destruc!ve power of a cap!ve fiend, he will have to destroy corrupted and 

possessed versions of the people closest to him. Ques!oning his own morality and forced to make 

difficult sacrifices, are Archie's efforts truly good, or the work of pure evil? Traverse the most 

horrifying version of Riverdale yet in the first Archie Premium Event. (STL314249) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAR241046 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #1 (OF 3) CVR C JAE LEE 

(W) Aubrey SiGerson (A) Meghan Hutchinson (CA) Jae Lee 

In a world overrun with demons, Archie Andrews is on a quest to cleanse Riverdale of all wicked-

kind. Harnessing the destruc!ve power of a cap!ve fiend, he will have to destroy corrupted and 

possessed versions of the people closest to him. Ques!oning his own morality and forced to make 

difficult sacrifices, are Archie's efforts truly good, or the work of pure evil? Traverse the most 

horrifying version of Riverdale yet in the first Archie Premium Event. (STL314252) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241047 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #1 (OF 3) CVR D REIKO MURAKAMI 

(W) Aubrey SiGerson (A) Meghan Hutchinson (CA) Reiko Murakami 

In a world overrun with demons, Archie Andrews is on a quest to cleanse Riverdale of all wicked-

kind. Harnessing the destruc!ve power of a cap!ve fiend, he will have to destroy corrupted and 

possessed versions of the people closest to him. Ques!oning his own morality and forced to make 

difficult sacrifices, are Archie's efforts truly good, or the work of pure evil? Traverse the most 

horrifying version of Riverdale yet in the first Archie Premium Event. (STL314253) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241048 

B&V FRIENDS FOREVER FAIRY TALES ONESHOT 

(W) Goldie Chan (A/CA) Bill & Ben Galvan 

BRAND NEW STORY: Once upon a !me, there were two best friends, BeGy & Veronica, who were the 

handsomest ladies in the land. One day a strange duckling (Cassie Cloud) enters their village with odd 

no!ons of popularity and fun and befriends a strange minstrel (Randolph) and proves that it's what's 

on the inside that counts! (STL314233) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241049 

ARCHIE GIANT COMICS FRENZY TP 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Dan Parent 

Get ready for a FRENZY of humor, heart, and hilarity in this GIANT-sized collec!on of stories starring 

Archie, BeGy, Veronica, Jughead, and all your favorites from Riverdale! (STL314231) 

SC, 5x7, 480pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 



 

MAR241050 

ARCHIE MILESTONES JUMBO DIGEST #24 JUGHEAD SUMMER SPLASH 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Dan Parent 

Join Jughead for a crave case of tasty tales filled with picnic par!es, BBQ bashes, and tons more to 

sa!sfy your hunger for humor in this milestone collec!on! (STL314227) 

digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241051 

WORLD OF BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #32 

(W)  Various, Francis Bonnet (A)  Various, Rex Lindsey (CA) Dan Parent, Bill Golliher 

BRAND NEW STORY! Jaguar and Jughead are being held by a group of super-power squashing 

gangsters! Can Superteen and Powerteen rescue them without their powers? (STL314230) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241052 

ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #350 

(W)  Various, Dan Parent (A)  VARIOUS, Dan Parent (CA) Dan Parent, Bill Golliher 

BRAND NEW STORY! Celebrate 350 issues of Archie Jumbo Comics Digest with a party! Moose is 

having a BBQ party, and everyone is reflec!ng on their rela!onship with the big guy… for beGer or 

worse! (STL314226) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241053 

BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #324 

(W)  VARIOUS, Brian Flynn (A)  Various, Steven Butler (CA) Dan Parent, Bill Golliher 

BRAND NEW STORY!  Veronica wants to prove Powerteen is the best superhero, but will dooming 

Riverdale really do the trick? (STL314228) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241054 

WORLD OF ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #140 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Various, Dan Parent (CA) Dan Parent, Bill Golliher 



BRAND NEW STORY! It's the first annual Riverdale Amateur Wrestling Rumble, a royal rumble for 

charity. No one can beat the masked wrestlers. Who is this mystery trio? And can they be beat? 

(STL314229) (C: 0-1-1) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241055 

LITTLE ARCHIES LUCKY DAY PICTURE BOOK HC 

(W) Art Baltazar,  Franco (A/CA) Art Baltazar 

Archie Comics is proud to present our first picture book for liGle readers! This !tle follows the 

footsteps of great children's books like Corduroy and Where the Wild Things Are as being a modern 

classic for liGle ones to enjoy. Get ready for a BIG day! LiGle Archie's morning is off to an unlucky 

start un!l he makes a mysterious new pal-a small red cat! But this is no regular feline-find out what 

this liGle furry friend has in store for our !ny redheaded hero! (STL113941) (FEB191441) 

HC, 9x7, 32pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

COMICS · GRAPHIC NOVELS · PRINT 

 

DARK HORSE COMICS 

 

MAR241056 

ANANSI BOYS I #1 CVR A MACK 

(W) Neil Gaiman, Marc Bernardin (A) Shawn Mar!nbrough (CA) David Mack 

New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer 

Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves cocreator Shawn Mar!nbrough to adapt Gaiman's Locus and 

Bri!sh Fantasy Award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first !me—and soon to be a 

television show on Amazon Prime! "Fat" Charlie Nancy leads a boring life as a boring Londoner, un!l 

he discovers two things: That his recently deceased father was, in fact, Anansi the Spider, the 

trickster god of African folklore, and that he has a twin brother he's never met. Which kicks off a 

reality-spanning odyssey of sibling rivalry, jealous dei!es, and one poor soul who'll realize what it 

means to be a god. (STL313924) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241057 

ANANSI BOYS I #1 CVR B MARTINBROUGH 

(W) Neil Gaiman, Marc Bernardin (A/CA) Shawn Mar!nbrough 



#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer 

Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves cocreator Shawn Mar!nbrough to adapt Gaiman's Locus and 

Bri!sh Fantasy Award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first !me—and soon to be a 

television show on Amazon Prime!  

   

 "Fat" Charlie Nancy leads a boring life as a boring Londoner, un!l he discovers two things: That his 

recently deceased father was, in fact, Anansi the Spider, the trickster god of African folklore, and that 

he has a twin brother he's never met. Which kicks off a reality-spanning odyssey of sibling rivalry, 

jealous dei!es, and one poor soul who'll realize what it means to be a god. 

 

 • Faithfully adapted from the original novel! (STL313925) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241058 

ANANSI BOYS I #1 CVR C COWAN 

(W) Neil Gaiman, Marc Bernardin (A) Shawn Mar!nbrough (CA) Denys Cowan 

#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer 

Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves cocreator Shawn Mar!nbrough to adapt Gaiman's Locus and 

Bri!sh Fantasy Award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first !me—and soon to be a 

television show on Amazon Prime!  

   

 "Fat" Charlie Nancy leads a boring life as a boring Londoner, un!l he discovers two things: That his 

recently deceased father was, in fact, Anansi the Spider, the trickster god of African folklore, and that 

he has a twin brother he's never met. Which kicks off a reality-spanning odyssey of sibling rivalry, 

jealous dei!es, and one poor soul who'll realize what it means to be a god. 

 

 • Faithfully adapted from the original novel! (STL313926) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241059 

AVATAR FRONTIERS OF PANDORA #5 

(W) Ray Fawkes (A/CA) Gabriel Guzman 

Solek heads to the Kinglor Rainforest to view the western aurora and find peace. But his nightmares 

become a reality when sky people ships descend from the skies—the RDA has returned! Forced to 

face his trauma, Solek must use all his acquired skills to prevent another aGack! (STL313868) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 



 

MAR241060 

BEYOND PALE #1 

(W) Christofer Emgard (A/CA) Tomas Aira 

War correspondent HeGa Sawyer is looking into the dispropor!onal loss of black soldiers in the 

Vietnam War. Leads say losses are especially high at Firebase Tartarus, with most of them simply 

gone missing, their fate unknown. Something sinister is happening at Tartarus, and HeGa intends to 

uncover the truth. A new eldritch horror from writer Christofer Emgärd! (STL313927) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241061 

BLUE BOOK 1947 #5 CVR A OEMING 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

The wave of "UFO hysteria" in 1947 was strong enough to spur the official Federal inves!ga!ons of 

uniden!fied flying objects and launch Project Blue Book by the U.S. Air Force in 1952. In the final 

chapter of the Blue Book: 1947 series by James Tynion IV and Michael Avon Oeming, we see the 

causes of this na!onal fervor and the beginnings of the grip on pop culture that have lasted for 

almost a century.  Also including a True Weird backup story by Josh Trujillo, Jack T. Cole, and Aditya 

Bidikar! (STL313869) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241062 

BLUE BOOK 1947 #5 CVR B BIONDI 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Michael Avon Oeming (CA) Flavia Biondi 

The wave of “UFO hysteria” in 1947 was strong enough to spur the official Federal inves!ga!ons of 

uniden!fied flying objects and launch Project Blue Book by the U.S. Air Force in 1952. In the final 

chapter of the Blue Book: 1947 series by James Tynion IV and Michael Avon Oeming, we see the 

causes of this na!onal fervor and the beginnings of the grip on pop culture that have lasted for 

almost a century. 

 

 Also including a True Weird backup story by Josh Trujillo Jack T. Cole, and Aditya Bidikar! (STL313870) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241064 

BUTCHERS BOY #2 



(W) Landry Walker (A/CA) Jus!n Greenwood 

Shyla and her friends lock themselves away in their motel rooms, each of them grappling with the 

feverish visions induced by the tainted meat they consumed. Are the voices whispering to them real? 

Has the Butcher of La Perdita come to claim their flesh? Or is the sickness that each of them carries 

within simply bubbling its way to the surface? Take a bite and find out, as the temperature of this 

macabre horror story is rising quickly. (STL313872) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241065 

CANTO A PLACE LIKE HOME #1 CVR A ZUCKER 

(W) David M. Booher (A/CA) Drew Zucker 

The finale series to the Shrouded Man Saga begins at Dark Horse Comics! The !ny clockwork knight 

returns aJer making the ul!mate choice to save his people above all else. He has amassed allies in 

the war against the Shrouded Man, but even an army may not be enough to stop the evil sorcerer's 

quest to conquer Canto's people. Figh!ng to save New Arcana won't be easy, but nothing ever is for 

the brave Canto! The fan-favorite comic fantasy con!nues with the miniseries Canto: A Place Like 

Home by Eisner and GLAAD nominated writer David M. Booher and fan-favorite ar!st Drew Zucker! 

(STL313928) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241066 

CANTO A PLACE LIKE HOME #1 CVR B HEIDHOFF 

(W) David M. Booher (A) Drew Zucker (CA) Lisa Heidhoff 

Hang on to your helmets! The Shrouded Man saga rushes toward the final baGle… 

 

 The !ny clockwork knight returns aJer making the ul!mate choice to save his people above all else. 

He has amassed allies in the war against the Shrouded Man, but even an army may not be enough to 

stop the evil sorcerer's quest to conquer Canto's people. Figh!ng to save New Arcana won't be easy, 

but nothing ever is for the brave Canto! 

   

 The fan-favorite comic fantasy con!nues with the miniseries Canto: A Place Like Home by Eisner and 

GLAAD nominated writer David M. Booher and fan-favorite ar!st Drew Zucker! 

 

 • The finale series to the Shrouded Man Saga Begins at Dark Horse Comics! 

 

 • An All-ages modern fairytale of epic propor!ons. (STL313929) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241068 

CRITICAL ROLE VOX MACHINA ORIGINS IV #2 

(W) MaGhew Mercer, Jody Houser (A) Noah Hayes (CA) Mona Finden 

Geronimo! When Vox Machina decides to split the party, Vax and Pike find themselves face-to-face 

with a vicious chimera, and the rest of the crew has fallen into an underground cavern where who-

knows-what awaits them! Will the group survive long enough to reunite?! (STL313873) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241069 

DAWNRUNNER #4 CVR A CAGLE 

(W) Ram V. (A/CA) Evan Cagle 

A new kind of Tetza has arrived and promises to push Anita Marr and Dawnrunner to their limits. Is 

Dawnrunner doomed or will drama!c revela!ons strengthen the bond between Anita and 

Dawnrunner, pushing them to evolve into something new? Ram V and Evan Cagle deliver a giant 

mech vs monster story unlike any before it! (STL313874) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241070 

DAWNRUNNER #4 CVR B LIU 

(W) Ram V. (A) Evan Cagle (CA) David Liu 

A new kind of Tetza has arrived and promises to push Anita Marr and Dawnrunner to their limits. Is 

Dawnrunner doomed or will drama!c revela!ons strengthen the bond between Anita and 

Dawnrunner, pushing them to evolve into something new? 

 

 • Ram V and Evan Cagle deliver a giant mech vs monster story unlike any before it! (STL313875) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241071 

DAWNRUNNER #4 CVR C GAX 

(W) Ram V. (A) Evan Cagle (CA)  Gax 



A new kind of Tetza has arrived and promises to push Anita Marr and  Dawnrunner to their limits. Is 

Dawnrunner doomed or will drama!c  revela!ons strengthen the bond between Anita and 

Dawnrunner, pushing  them to evolve into something new? 

 

 • Ram V and Evan Cagle deliver a giant mech vs monster story unlike any before it! (STL313876) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241073 

DUDLEY DATSON #3 CVR A IGLE 

(W) ScoG Snyder (A) Jamal Igle, Juan Castro (CA) Jamal Igle 

From New York Times-bestselling creators ScoG Snyder and Jamal Igle comes this rollicking sci-fi 

adventure story about a boy, his dog, and a machine that controls !me and space! What could go 

wrong? Two thousand years of inven!on lies in Dudley's hands. It's Datson vs Perdix as the fate of 

the world hangs in the balance. Can our hero conjure up a win? Collects the Comixology series in 

print for the first !me! (STL313878) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241074 

DUDLEY DATSON #3 CVR B FOIL IGLE 

(W) ScoG Snyder (A) Jamal Igle, Juan Castro (CA) Jamal Igle 

From New York Times bestselling creators ScoG Snyder and Jamal Igle comes this rollicking sci-fi 

adventure story about a boy, his dog, and a machine that controls !me and space! What could go 

wrong? 

   

 Two thousand years of inven!on lies in Dudley's hands. It's Datson vs Perdix as the fate of the world 

hangs in the balance. Can our hero conjure up a win? 

 

  

 • Collects the Comixology series in print for the first !me! (STL313879) 

56pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241076 

GHOSTBUSTERS BACK IN TOWN #4 CVR A BALBONI 

(W) David M. Booher (A) Blue Delliquan! (CA) Claudia Balboni 



The Ghostbusters face a dire situa!on when roach infested ooze floods the firehouse and malevolent 

appari!ons swarm freely. Phoebe, Callie, Trevor, and Gary clash with Madame Malveaux as she 

looms over Times Square, unleashing chaos upon New York City. Will our heroes survive this spectral 

crisis? It's a ghost showdown in the Big Apple for the final installment of Ghostbusters: Back in Town! 

(STL313881) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241077 

GHOSTBUSTERS BACK IN TOWN #4 CVR B LORIMER 

(W) David M. Booher (A) Blue Delliquan! (CA) Colin Lorimer 

The Ghostbusters face a dire situa!on when roach infested ooze floods the firehouse and malevolent 

appari!ons swarm freely. Phoebe, Callie, Trevor, and Gary clash with Madame Malveaux as she 

looms over Times Square, unleashing chaos upon New York City. Will our heroes survive this spectral 

crisis? 

It’s a ghost showdown in the Big Apple for the final installment of Ghostbusters: Back in Town! 

Featuring script by David M. Booher, art by Blue Delliquan!, and colors by Cris Peter. (STL313882) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241078 

GOON THEM THAT DONT STAY DEAD #4 CVR A POWELL (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Eric Powell 

The finale of the Goon 25th anniversary miniseries, Them That Don't Stay Dead! Dorothy Die and the 

man in the hat have played all their cards, but it's the Goon who gets the final turn. And he's about 

to show them all why he runs Nameless Town. Plus, Franky slaps a hairy Bap!st with a sausage. Don't 

miss it! (STL313883) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241079 

GOON THEM THAT DONT STAY DEAD #4 CVR B BERMEJO (MR) 

(W/A) Eric Powell (CA) Mark Schultz 

The finale of the Goon 25th anniversary miniseries, Them That Don’t Stay Dead! Dorothy Die and the 

man in the hat have played all their cards, but it’s the Goon who gets the final turn. And he’s about 

to show them all why he runs Nameless Town. Plus, Franky slaps a hairy Bap!st with a sausage. Don’t 

miss it! (STL313884) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241080 

HEARTPIERCER #2 

(W) Rich Douek (A/CA) Gavin Smith 

Tensions run high in the village of Briarglen, as it&rsquo;s set upon by an army of the 

Howler&rsquo;s werewolves. Will the villagers trust Atala to lead them in figh!ng off the monsters, 

or throw her, Grost and Eryn into their slavering jaws? The dark fantasy epic con!nues right here! 

(STL313885) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241081 

HELEN OF WYNDHORN #4 CVR A EVELY 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Bilquis Evely 

Helen and Barnabus con!nue their adventures passing between the other world and Wyndhorn 

House as she begins to learn the skills of a warrior from her adventurous rela!ve. From the Eisner 

Award-winning crea!vve team of Supergirl: Woman to Tomorrow, the upcoming film helmed by 

director James Gunn. (STL313886) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241082 

HELEN OF WYNDHORN #4 CVR B FOIL EVELY 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Bilquis Evely 

Helen and Barnabus con!nue their adventures passing between the other world and Wyndhorn 

House as she begins to learn the skills of a warrior from her adventurous rela!ve.  

 

 • From the Eisner Award-winning crea!vve team of Supergirl: Woman to Tomorrow—the upcoming 

film helmed by director James Gunn. (STL313887) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241084 

INTO UNBEING PART ONE #1 CVR A SHERMAN 

(W) Zac Thompson (A/CA) Hayden Sherman 



A group of climate scien!sts working in a remote base camp on the Australian outback discover an 

impossible landform. They venture inside expec!ng the unexpected, and the !tular Unbeing delivers. 

True to the tradi!ons of cosmic horror, they discover an anomalous environment that defies 

everything they think they know about the world. From cri!cally acclaimed writer Zac Thompson and 

visionary ar!st Hayden Sherman. (STL313931) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241085 

INTO UNBEING PART ONE #1 CVR B LESNIEWSKI 

(W) Zac Thompson (A) Hayden Sherman (CA) MaG Lesniewski 

A group of climate scien!sts working in a remote base camp on the Australian outback discover an 

impossible landform. They venture inside expec!ng the unexpected, and the !tular Unbeing delivers. 

True to the tradi!ons of cosmic horror, they discover an anomalous environment that defies 

everything they think they know about the world. 

   

 From cri!cally acclaimed writer Zac Thompson (Cemetery Kids Don’t Die, Blow Away) and visionary 

ar!st Hayden Sherman (Dark Spaces: Dungeon, Wasted Space). 

 

 • Mind-bending eco-horror with an original twist on exploring the unknown. (STL313932) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241087 

JOY OPERATIONS 2 #1 CVR A BYRNE 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A/CA) Stephen Byrne 

Everything was fine un!l the joy opera!on. When one of the trusts implanted the psyche of one of 

their en.voi's into master en.voi Joy Corrigan. Now Hampton and Joy live in the same body! They are 

just geYng used to what that means for their life, love, and future when the world decides to blame 

them for everything that's gone wrong. It's Joy and Hampton against the world. This is an all-new 

chapter of an all-new sci-fi extravaganza! (STL313934) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241088 

JOY OPERATIONS 2 #1 CVR B HEPBURN 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A) Stephen Byrne (CA) ScoG Hepburn 

Everything was fine un!l the joy opera!on. When one of the trusts implanted the psyche of one of 

their en.voi's into master en.voi Joy Corrigan. Now Hampton and Joy live in the same body! They are 



just geYng used to what that means for their life, love, and future when the world decides to blame 

them for everything that's gone wrong. It's Joy and Hampton against the world. This is an all-new 

chapter of an all-new sci-fi extravaganza!!  

   

 If you dug Bendis’ Marvel events and Avengers run, and Stephen’s amazing work on Nightwing and 

X-Men, you will be blown away by Joy Opera!ons. (STL313935) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241089 

KILL ALL IMMORTALS #4 CVR A BARRETT 

(W) Zackary Kaplan (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Oliver BarreG 

A Viking never vacates a fight, wicked horrors and all, for only a true warrior enters Valhalla. Armed 

with the shocking truth about her family's immortality, Frey ques!ons her lack of agency in her 

family&rsquo;s past. But when she is trapped by her father, she faces the ul!mate test: to sacrifice 

her lover's life over her freedom. (STL311094) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB240971) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241090 

KILL ALL IMMORTALS #4 CVR B PHILIPS 

(W) Zackary Kaplan (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Jacob Phillips 

A Viking never vacates a fight, wicked horrors and all, for only a true warrior enters Valhalla. Armed 

with the shocking truth about her family&rsquo;s immortality, Frey ques!ons her lack of agency in 

her family&rsquo;s past. But when she is trapped by her father, she faces the ul!mate test: to 

sacrifice her lover&rsquo;s life over her freedom. (STL311095) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB240972) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241091 

LESTER OF LESSER GODS #2 CVR A KENDALL 

(W) Eric Powell, Lucky Yates (A/CA) Gideon Kendall 

Writers Eric Powell (The Goon) and comedian and voice actor Lucky Yates (TV’s Archer) team with 

Eisner Award-winning ar!st Gideon Kendall (Megaghost, Marley’s Ghost) for the second installment 

of the twisted comedic groin tap that is, Lester of the Lesser Gods. This episode… SIDE QUEST! Lester 

and his baGle companion, Kathy Stroyer, are pulled away from their assault on the empire of Will 



Frye the Technomancer Guy to raid a mountain fortress where their automaton pal, Duck Bot, is held 

cap!ve. (STL313889) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241092 

LESTER OF LESSER GODS #2 CVR B POWELL 

(W) Eric Powell, Lucky Yates (A) Gideon Kendall (CA) Eric Powell 

Writers Eric Powell (The Goon) and comedian and voice actor Lucky Yates (TV’s Archer) team with 

Eisner Award-winning ar!st Gideon Kendall (Megaghost, Marley’s Ghost) for the second installment 

of the twisted comedic groin tap that is, Lester of the Lesser Gods. This episode… SIDE QUEST! Lester 

and his baGle companion, Kathy Stroyer, are pulled away from their assault on the empire of Will 

Frye the Technomancer Guy to raid a mountain fortress where their automaton pal, Duck Bot, is held 

cap!ve. (STL313890) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241093 

MASTERS OF UNIVERSE REVOLUTION #2 CVR A WILKINS 

(W) Tim Sheridan & Various (A) Daniel HDR (CA) Dave Wilkins 

The official prequel to the Ne[lix series con!nues! Welcome to ZAL-KRON, where, for centuries, 

technology has thrived—and where, today, the Horde has lain siege! But when the tac!cs of 

Hordak's Force Captain threaten to break their fledgling alliance, the evil master must devise a plan 

to ensure the undying loyalty of his brash young appren!ce. If they're not careful, the rising tug-of-

war between these two powerful men could leave them open to the influence of a dangerous 

outside threat... (STL313891) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241094 

MASTERS OF UNIVERSE REVOLUTION #2 CVR B STOKOE 

(W) Tim Sheridan & Various (A) Daniel HDR (CA) James Stokoe 

The official prequel to the Ne[lix series con!nues! Welcome to ZAL-KRON, where, for centuries, 

technology has thrived—and where, today, the Horde has lain siege! But when the tac!cs of 

Hordak's Force Captain threaten to break their fledgling alliance, the evil master must devise a plan 

to ensure the undying loyalty of his brash young appren!ce. If they're not careful, the rising tug-of-

war between these two powerful men could leave them open to the influence of a dangerous 

outside threat... (STL313892) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR241095 

MINOR THREATS FASTEST WAY DOWN #3 CVR A HEPBURN 

(W) PaGon Oswalt, Jordan Blum (A/CA) ScoG Hepburn 

LoreGa Follis has been a mother, a grandmother and an infamous supercrook named Toy Queen... 

but tonight she's become a target. When a group of ruthless teen heroes come to her apartment 

complex to capture her as bait for her daughter Frankie, LoreGa decides to pick up her Jack-in-the-

Box gun for one last fight. It's octogenarian supervillain vs tween sidekick psychopaths in brutal 

winner takes all. The body count will rise in a story we call "Last Stand at La Leyenda." (STL313893) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241096 

MINOR THREATS FASTEST WAY DOWN #3 CVR B SAUVAGE 

(W) PaGon Oswalt, Jordan Blum (A) ScoG Hepburn (CA) Marguerite Sauvage 

LoreGa Follis has been a mother, a grandmother and an infamous supercrook named Toy Queen... 

but tonight she's become a target. When a group of ruthless teen heroes come to her apartment 

complex to capture her as bait for her daughter Frankie, LoreGa decides to pick up her Jack-in-the-

Box gun for one last fight. It's octogenarian supervillain vs tween sidekick psychopaths in brutal 

winner takes all. The body count will rise in a story we call "Last Stand at La Leyenda." (STL313894) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241097 

MINOR THREATS FASTEST WAY DOWN #3 CVR C FOIL HEPBURN 

(W) PaGon Oswalt, Jordan Blum (A/CA) ScoG Hepburn 

LoreGa Follis has been a mother, a grandmother and an infamous supercrook named Toy Queen... 

but tonight she's become a target. When a group of ruthless teen heroes come to her apartment 

complex to capture her as bait for her daughter Frankie, LoreGa decides to pick up her Jack-in-the-

Box gun for one last fight. It's octogenarian supervillain vs tween sidekick psychopaths in brutal 

winner takes all. The body count will rise in a story we call "Last Stand at La Leyenda." (STL313895) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241098 

MONSTERS ARE MY BUSINESS & BUSINESS IS BLOODY #3 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Patrick Piazzalunga 

Griz is a tough-as-nails bounty hunter. Cuddles is a chainsaw-wielding koala. Together, they prowl the 

mean streets of Bogtown, kicking ass and taking names. Now, though, they may have biGen off more 

than they can chew. They've "rescued" a monster from the clutches of the Howling Gargoyles—a 



monster with an unbreakable connec!on to an elder deity. And the Gargoyles are determined to get 

their prisoner back. (STL313896) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241099 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #10 CVR A ROBLES 

(W) Tate Brombal, Nick Robles (A) Soo Lee (CA) Nick Robles 

Christopher desperately searches for answers about himself and how he can help all of Monsterkind. 

But Adam Frankenstein, Viv, and Jordi are concerned and struggling in their own ways. Will 

Christopher push himself too far and destroy the friendships forged by the Monster Squad? 

(STL313897) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241100 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #10 CVR B GAGNON 

(W) Tate Brombal, James TynionIV (A) Soo Lee (CA) V Gagnon 

Christopher desperately searches for answers about himself and how he can help all of Monsterkind. 

But Adam Frankenstein, Viv, and Jordi are concerned & struggling in their own ways. Will Christopher 

push himself too far and destroy the friendships forged by the Monster Squad? (STL313898) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241102 

OPERATION SUNSHINE ALREADY DEAD #3 CVR A RUBIN 

(W) Henry Zebrowski, Marcus Parks (A/CA) David Rubin 

Hundreds of ancient vampires gather for the ul!mate monster party as Opera!on Sunshine goes into 

full gear with an insane bloodbath in this penul!mate issue! (STL313900) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241103 

OPERATION SUNSHINE ALREADY DEAD #3 CVR B MAHFOOD 

(W) Henry Zebrowski, Marcus Parks (A) David Rubin (CA) Jim Mahfood 

Hundreds of ancient vampires gather for the ul!mate monster party as Opera!on Sunshine goes into 

full gear with an insane bloodbath in this penul!mate issue!  

 



 • From the New York Times-bestselling hosts of the hit The Last Podcast on the LeJ. (STL313901) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241104 

OPERATION SUNSHINE ALREADY DEAD #3 CVR C HEPBURN 

(W) Henry Zebrowski, Marcus Parks (A) David Rubin (CA) ScoG Hepburn 

Hundreds of ancient vampires gather for the ul!mate monster party as Opera!on Sunshine goes into 

full gear with an insane bloodbath in this penul!mate issue!  

 

 • From the New York Times-bestselling hosts of the hit The Last Podcast on the LeJ. (STL313902) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241105 

RESIDENT ALIEN BOOK OF LIFE #1 

(W) Peter Hogan (A/CA) Steve Parkhouse 

"The status for this world has now changed... and you should act accordingly." In this new series, 

everything does change for small town alien-in-hiding Harry Vanderspiegel! The latest mesmerizing 

Resident Alien ou!ng from writer Peter Hogan and ar!st Steve Parkhouse sees Aun!e Asta become 

Mother Asta, and Harry cosplays as Jason Voorhees before he makes a surprising plea to his home 

planet. (STL313936) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241106 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES PHASE III #7 CVR A TOLIBA 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A/CA) Harvey Tolibao 

The next thrilling chapter of the High Republic saga starts here! There’s no rest for the weary in the 

High Republic! AJer their reunion and only a moment’s respite, Lula, Zeen, and their friends learned 

that the Nihil Stormwall has encroached further into Republic Space. Now, the team of young heroes 

prepare to defend the planet Eriadu, and the Republic at large, from an impending Nihil invasion!  

(STL313903) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241107 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES PHASE III #7 CVR B TBD 



(W) Daniel Jose Older (A) Harvey Tolibao (CA)  TBD 

The next thrilling chapter of the High Republic saga starts here! There's no rest for the weary in the 

High Republic! AJer their reunion and only a moment's respite, Lula, Zeen, and their friends learned 

that the Nihil Stormwall has encroached further into Republic Space. Now, the team of young heroes 

prepare to defend the planet Eriadu, and the Republic at large, from an impending Nihil invasion!   

 

 • Con!nues the High Republic saga! 

 

 • The perfect accompaniment to Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures and the upcoming Star Wars: 

Acolyte! (STL313904) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241108 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES SABER FOR HIRE #3 

(W) ScoG Cavan (A/CA) Rachael StoG 

Ty Yorrick versus the Nihil. The former Jedi turned monster hunter comes face-to-face with a Child of 

the Storm, but who... or what... is behind the villainous Nihil's cowl?   Meanwhile, Ty's aggrieved 

appren!ce ini!ates a mission of his own: to rescue the Republic Chancellor's son! (STL313905) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241109 

STAR WARS HYPERSPACE STORIES QUI GON TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) George Mann (A) Andrea MuY & Various (CA) Michael Cho 

Dark Horse Comics is proud to announce the launch of our new Star Wars Hyperspace Stories original 

graphic novel line. Each volume stands alone as a brilliant showcase of some of the Star Wars 

universe's most iconic characters, like Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Kylo Ren, Rey, 

and even Darth Vader. To celebrate the 25th anniversary of Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, this 

series kicks off with... 

Qui-Gon Jinn, one of the most revered Jedi of all !me. From his youth as a giJed Padawan under 

Count Dooku, to his years as a skilled Jedi Master, Qui-Gon Jinn is one of the most respected Force 

wielders in the history of the Jedi Order. Our story spans his life as a series of recurring events slowly 

!es together over the years to help Qui-Gon complete the puzzle of one of the Force's many 

mysterious cults—The Brotherhood of the Ninth Door. The Brotherhood's secret Force abili!es could 

make them a great ally to the Jedi, or a powerful enemy. Master Qui-Gon and his eager young 

Padawan learner Obi-Wan Kenobi, must uncover their secrets before they fall into the wrong hands! 

(STL313948) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 



 

MAR241110 

USAGI YOJIMBO CROW #3 CVR A SAKAI 

(W/A/CA) Stan Sakai 

The bandit Jimmu and his band aGack a merchant caravan, as observed by some bounty hunters who 

are unprepared for the size of Jimmu's army. The bounty hunters' leader has captured Yukichi and is 

holding him hostage un!l Usagi, Gen, and Stray Dog leave the area. Usagi is shocked when he learns 

the iden!ty of the leader. (STL313906) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241111 

USAGI YOJIMBO CROW #3 CVR B MITSUHIRO 

(W/A) Stan Sakai (CA) Arita Mitsuhiro 

The bandit Jimmu and his band aGack a merchant caravan, as observed by some bounty hunters who 

are unprepared for the size of Jimmu's army.&#160;The bounty hunters' leader has captured Yukichi 

and is holding him hostage un!l Usagi, Gen, and Stray Dog leave the area. Usagi is shocked when he 

learns the iden!ty of the leader. (STL313907) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241113 

WILLIAM OF NEWBURY #2 

(W/A/CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

Pursued by outlaws and the monastery, William and Winnie encounter a demon stealing souls from 

soldiers while devils and angels baGle in the sky. Arriving in Berwick, they are told about an ill-

tempered merchant who died and soon began to shamble about town. AJer an ominous encounter 

at a Faerie mound, William and Winnie are ambushed by knights as their adventures catch up with 

them. Find out what happens in this medieval horror fit for any age. (STL313909) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241114 

WITCHER CORVO BIANCO #2 CVR A MASTANTUONO 

(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A/CA) Corrado Mastantuono 

A righ[ul claim to the estate of Corvo Bianco now stands between Geralt and quietude. With land 

but second in the heir's sights, a proposal is made. And what he truly seeks, Geralt himself is to 

deliver. (STL313910) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241115 

WITCHER CORVO BIANCO #2 CVR B ZONJIC 

(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A) Corrado Mastantuono (CA) Tonci Zonjic 

A righ[ul claim to the estate of Corvo Bianco now stands between Geralt and quietude. With land 

but second in the heir&rsquo;s sights, a proposal is made. And what he truly seeks, Geralt himself is 

to deliver. (STL313911) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241116 

WITCHER CORVO BIANCO #2 CVR C NEYEF 

(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A) Corrado Mastantuono (CA)  Neyef 

A righ[ul claim to the estate of Corvo Bianco now stands between Geralt and quietude. With land 

but second in the heir&rsquo;s sights, a proposal is made. And what he truly seeks, Geralt himself is 

to deliver. (STL313912) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241117 

WITCHER CORVO BIANCO #2 CVR D MOLINA 

(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A) Corrado Mastantuono (CA) Jorge Molina 

A righ[ul claim to the estate of Corvo Bianco now stands between Geralt and quietude. With land 

but second in the heir&rsquo;s sights, a proposal is made. And what he truly seeks, Geralt himself is 

to deliver. (STL313913) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241118 

WRITER #1 

(W) Ben Berkowitz & Various (A) Ariel OliveY (CA) Jeremy Haun 

In a dark turn, comic book writer Stan Siegel's life dives into a neo-Nazi occult nightmare. 

Orchestrated by legendary Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers, The Writer plunges Stan into a whirl 

of Jewish folklore and magic. Amid demonic chaos and high-speed chases, Stan's hunger for answers 

unveils hidden iden!!es, seYng off a desperate race against !me in this thrilling saga. To combat the 

rising !de of terror, Stan must become the hero from his pages. (STL313937) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241119 

YELLOW GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jay Mar!n 

Set in an alternate future amid a Second Civil War, wounded infantryman Nick Carson flees the 

baGlefield and escapes across the wasteland of war-torn America. Branded a coward and marked for 

death, Nick's only hope is to get to the other side. His route takes him through a strange, ravaged 

country where power plants lay destroyed and once great ci!es have gone dark. An America at war 

with itself. Yellow explores what happens when society falls apart, when there is no law and order. 

Do we fall to our basic ins!ncts, or can we rise above? As Nick travels, he encounters both good and 

evil and must choose which path he will follow. (STL313944) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241120 

ATLA BOUNTY HUNTER & TEA BREWER TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Michael Moreci & Various (A) Ricardo Faccini, French Carlomagno 

The Jasmine Dragon has become a fixture of social life in Ba Sing Se. When his tea supply suddenly 

and mysteriously dries up, Iroh goes in search of answers and finds himself captured by a familiar 

face—bounty hunter June! Iroh must confront a part of his past while June considers her future, but 

however things go…someone's got to free the tea! Faith Erin Hicks, Peter Wartman and Adele Matera 

are back with another new adventure in the word of Avatar: The Last Airbender. (STL306650) (C: 0-1-

2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241195) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241121 

BEYOND MORTAL TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Danny Luckert 

Comic book readers are familiar with the world of Bronze and Modern Era comics… stories of 

gleaming steel metropolises populated by daring superheroes baGling for truth and jus!ce… facing 

down power-mad masterminds and would-be world conquerors. But unknown to the league of 

heroes who protect the innocent, this world has a cancer growing at its heart. A pantheon of elder 

gods is star!ng to awaken. These !meless forces of super-nature once claimed dominion over a 

primordial Earth… and they have returned to reclaim what is theirs. The unstoppable force of the 

Leviathan will collide with the immovable object of the world's most powerful superheroes in an 

unflinching tale of ul!mate horror and ul!mate sacrifice. (STL290973) (C: 0-1-2) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP231196) 

SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241122 

BLACK HAMMER TP VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A/CA) Malachi Ward 

The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga returns in this story picking up immediately aJer the 

events of the hit Reborn series. In this mul!-!meline, world-hopping adventure, we find new stakes, 

new heroes, and the long-awaited return to Black Hammer farm with the Weber family reuni!ng and 

facing many new challenges and villains in Jeff Lemire's biggest event in the Black Hammer series 

thus far! Collects Black Hammer: The End #1-6 and features a sketchbook sec!on and bonus art by 

Tonci Zonjic, Tyler Crook, Caitlin Yarsky, David Rubin, Max Fiumara, and Wilfredo Torres. (STL313941) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241123 

CENSUS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Marc Bernardin, Adam Freeman (A/CA) Sebas!an Piriz 

Liam Malone is an aimless college slacker living in New York City who answers a job pos!ng ad for 

the Census Bureau that seems to require liGle of him. Knock on doors, ask a few ques!ons, move on. 

But what he discovers is that the doors of New York City are hiding lots of things. Dangerous things. 

Supernatural things. Liam's new gig requires him to register all of the demons, djinn, and other 

bizarre creatures living in New York. How will Liam both keep his life and a stellar performance 

review? Collects Census #1-5, originally published by Comixology Originals. (STL290974) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP231198) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR241124 

EMPOWERED TP VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Adam Warren 

From comics kingpin Adam Warren comes Empowered, the sexy superhero comedy—except when it 

isn't—that pushes envelopes, crosses boundaries, and breaks a few buildings for good measure! 

Costumed crimefighter Empowered is trapped in a surreal nightmare scenario as her universe begins 

spontaneously reboo!ng again and again, with each varia!on more twisted and bizarre than the last! 

Can our befuddled superheroine somehow undo this inexplicable Neverending Reboot—while 

simultaneously steering her love life in a boldly polyamorous new direc!on with Thugboy and 

NinjeGe!—or is this The End for Emp and her chao!cally convulsing cosmos? (STL264075) (C: 0-1-2) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #2 (FEB230403) 

SC, 6x9, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241125 

KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF EIZOUKEN TP VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Sumito Oowara 

Beyond the anime—the Eizouken storyline con!nues! When Mizusaki begs Kanamori to fill in for her 

on a fashion shoot, Kanamori finds her campus rival in willpower, student council secretary Sowande, 

has been booked for the same gig! But as always, the real rivalry in Eizouken is the crea!ve one, as 

Mizusaki also realizes that she's not the only talented amateur animator out there, and writer and 

director Asakusa ponders what it means to be able to successfully complete a work on their terms, if 

an outside audience doesn't understand what they were trying to say! Student screenings are one 

thing, but how will Clutch That Machete With Strength! fare before fes!val judges at an anime 

tournament…? (STL302445) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231032) 

SC, 5x7, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241126 

KUROSAGI CORPSE DELIVERY SERVICE OMNIBUS ED TP BOOK 06 (C: 1 

(W) Eiji Otsuka (A) Housui Yamazaki (CA) Bunpei Yorifuji 

Five students at a Buddhist college in Japan find there's liGle call for their job skills… among the 

living, that is! But their unique talents allow them to work with the dead… carrying out the last 

wishes of those whose spirits are s!ll trapped in their corpses, and can't move on to the next life! 

Book Six brings Kurosagi back to work…on some of their oddest jobs yet! When Numata's fujoshi 

acupuncturist becomes the target of a manga-banning poli!cian, it's up to the Kurosagi gang to s!ck 

the needle into his power-hungry scheme. Next, a contest prize vaca!on to Shanghai turns into a side 

gig on the set of a Chinese zombie movie… but are all those corpses method ac!ng? Then, we know 

the tragic story of Yata's sister, but will things turn out happier for his partner Kereellis? For 

Kereellis's sister, that is. His puppet sister. (STL313942) (C: 1-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 664pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241127 

LEGEND OF LUTHER ARKWRIGHT HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Bryan Talbot 

Bryan Talbot launches the long-awaited third Arkwright saga, The Legend of Luther Arkwright, 

another milestone in graphic literature. Luther Arkwright, a being of vast psychic power capable of 

traversing the swirling mul!verse of infinite existences, is pursued by a far superior adversary across 



mul!ple historically divergent parallel worlds, both utopian and dystopian, and only Arkwright's 

experience and force of will provide any hope to avert humanity's annihila!on. (STL290975) (C: 0-1-

2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP231204) 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241128 

LEGEND OF VOX MACHINA WHITESTONE CHRONICLES HC VOL 01 RIPLEY 

(W) Cri!cal Role, Marieke Nijkamp (A) Tyler Walpole 

Fans of the fantasy animated series from Cri!cal Role and Amazon Studios won't want to miss this 

original graphic novel—the first of three interconnected prequel stories! Tragedy strikes the 

renowned de Rolo family of Whitestone when they're massacred by the vicious Briarwoods. Luckily 

for Dr. Anna Ripley, the bloodshed and regime change presents the perfect opportunity for her to 

further her own dark plans in service to Whitestone's new ruling family. But just how much of her 

loyalty lies with the family, when compared to her work? (STL302463) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231035) 

HC, 9x12, 80pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241129 

MOEBIUS LIBRARY MAJOR HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jean Giraud 

The Major is a psychedelic, sequen!al romp created by Mœbius between 1997 and 2009, following a 

produc!on principle that embraces graphic spontaneity and improvisa!on. The lead character of this 

pseudo-story, Major Grubert, evolves in a humorous yet philosophical manner, echoing how 

Mœbius's crea!ons are treated in the Inside Mœbius series. Join the Major on his last trip to the 

nebula of The Air!ght Garage, where Mœbius rules as the playful Trickster of legend. What begins as 

a comical jaunt into unusually profound philosophical ques!ons regarding the nature of existence, 

eventually winds up as a penetra!ng examina!on of the rela!onship between the author and his 

crea!on, the laGer of whom must necessarily suffer at the heartless whim of his creator, despite the 

Major's passionate desire for real life—and even freedom—beyond these comics! Translated by 

Diana Schutz, with leGering by Adam PrueG. (STL295047) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231275) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241130 

MURDERVALE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Vicente Cifuentes 



Victor and Sara are going through a rough spell. Stress from work leads to constant arguments, but 

when Victor collapses, the couple decides it's !me to go on a vaca!on—doctor's orders! With no 

des!na!on in mind, they get in the car and drive. They encounter a shopkeeper who tells them 

about a town so remote it isn't even on the map. When they manage to find it, Victor starts to get 

the feeling the town isn't what it seems. Worse yet, Victor's medica!on is causing nightmarish 

hallucina!ons—but what if they're real? Now it's no longer about making sure their rela!onship 

survives—it's about making sure they do! Collects Murdervale Books #1-3. (STL274092) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY231292) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241131 

SKINNER HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Samwise Didier, Micky Neilson (A) Piotr Kowalski 

Skinner is the terrifying tale of six internet celebri!es who accompany a superstar survivalist on a 

one-week trip deep into the remote Canadian wilderness. AJer their plane crashes, the influencers 

and their guide are stalked by a mountain man of local legend—Skinner—who tracks, murders and 

skins his vic!ms. When the celebri!es mount a desperate counteraGack, they discover that there is 

much more to the Skinner myth than any of them could have imagined—a nightmare-creature that 

can assume any form. Will the celebri!es survive, or be canceled by the horrific monster of a 

thousand faces? (STL266177) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #3 (MAR231412) 

HC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241132 

VAMPIRE HUNTER D TP VOL 30 GOLD FIEND PT 1&2 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hideyuki Kikuchi (A/CA) Yoshitaka Amano 

Marquis Verenis's a powerful Noble. He's in possession of an!maGer technology... and he's three 

hundred million dalas in debt to Old El, the lender of last resort out on the Fron!er! The vampire lord 

even put up his castle as collateral—and not a single collec!on agent dispatched by El has returned, 

so it's !me to call in an outside consultant, named D! But the mooching Marquis isn't the only one 

who owes the financier big !me and would rather kill Old El than pay up—and those debtors too 

mean deadly trouble ahead for D... even if they are only human! (STL295055) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231281) 

SC, 7x10, 352pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

IDW PUBLISHING 

 



MAR241133 

BENEATH TREES WHERE NOBODY SEES #6 CVR A HORVATH (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Patrick Horvath 

At the end of this issue, someone will die; There's no way to avoid it, so we simply won't try; A 

horrific plan drives the fate of our bear; And unspeakable ac!ons will give quite a scare; Join us now, 

as we finally liJ the veil—As this, my friends, is the end of our tale! (STL314030) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241134 

BENEATH TREES WHERE NOBODY SEES #6 CVR B ROSSMO (MR) 

(W/A) Patrick Horvath (CA) Riley Rossmo 

At the end of this issue, someone will die 

 

  

 There’s no way to avoid it, so we simply won’t try 

 

 

 A horrific plan drives the fate of our bear 

 

 

And unspeakable ac!ons will give quite a scare 

 

 

Join us now, as we finally liJ the veil 

 

 

 As this, my friends, is the end of our tale (STL314031) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241135 



DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FORTUNE FINDER TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Jose Jaro 

Get lost in the Planescape seYng in this all-new D&D tale! In the city of Sigil, an amnesiac hero only 

known as Finder tries to uncover who they are and why they're being chased by planar beings intent 

on capturing them or worse. But as their tumultuous journey unfolds across the mul!verse, they 

discover that their fate is !ed to grand forces that dictate reality itself throughout the planes! A 

shocking surprise lurks around every corner in Fortune Finder, a story inspired by the new Dungeons 

& Dragons sourcebook Planescape: Adventures in the Mul!verse. (STL314108) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241136 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS SATURDAY MORNING ADV II TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) David M. Booher, George Kambadais (A) George Kambadais 

The adventures con!nue in this second graphic novel collec!on, featuring the cast of the 1980s 

cartoon! Some !me has passed since the team's adventure in Waterdeep. Now Dungeon Master is 

growing weaker with an unknown ailment, and while thoughts of returning home are never far from 

their minds, Hank the Ranger, Diana the Acrobat, Sheila the Thief, Eric the Cavalier, Presto the 

Magician, and Bobby the Barbarian must save their mentor. Sailing between planes in their 

Spelljammer, the party finds themselves on the swashbuckling Sword Coast. With Venger closing in 

and pirates blocking the way forward, can our heroes cure Dungeon Master before it's too late? 

(STL314107) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241137 

GODZILLA 70TH ANNIV #1 CVR A SU 

(W/A)  Various (CA) E. J. Su 

Celebra!ng 70 years of Godzilla! Since 1954, Godzilla has been King of the Monsters, and what beGer 

way to celebrate than with a gigan!c anthology of tales that get to the heart of Godzilla’s las!ng 

popularity! From the American Old West to modern Tokyo and beyond, this collec!on features 

stories of the King of the Monsters figh!ng with its allies like Mothra, against old enemies like the 

terrible Mechagodzilla, and reshaping the lives of all who fall in its path!Nine !tanic stories by first-

!me and beloved Godzilla creators alike, including Joëlle Jones (Catwoman), Michael Conrad 

(Wonder Woman), MaG Frank (Godzilla: Rulers of Earth), James Stokoe (Godzilla: The Half-Century 

War), Adam Gorham (Ms. Marvel: The New Mutant), Dan DiDio (Metal Men), and many more! 

(STL314073) 

7x10, 100pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241138 



GODZILLA 70TH ANNIV #1 CVR B CAMPBELL 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Sophie Campbell 

Celebra!ng 70 years of Godzilla! Since 1954, Godzilla has been King of the Monsters, and what beGer 

way to celebrate than with a gigan!c anthology of tales that get to the heart of Godzilla’s las!ng 

popularity! From the American Old West to modern Tokyo and beyond, this collec!on features 

stories of the King of the Monsters figh!ng with its allies like Mothra, against old enemies like the 

terrible Mechagodzilla, and reshaping the lives of all who fall in its path!Nine !tanic stories by first-

!me and beloved Godzilla creators alike, including Joëlle Jones (Catwoman), Michael Conrad 

(Wonder Woman), MaG Frank (Godzilla: Rulers of Earth), James Stokoe (Godzilla: The Half-Century 

War), Adam Gorham (Ms. Marvel: The New Mutant), Dan DiDio (Metal Men), and many more! 

(STL314074) 

7x10, 100pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241142 

GODZILLA RIVALS MOTHRA VS HEDORAH #1 CVR A CORNILLON 

(W) Josh Trujillo (A/CA) Josh Cornillon 

A strange meteor crashes outside a small Icelandic village just aJer their annual Mothra fes!val, 

suddenly bringing the remote town to the aGen!on of a dying trillionaire. As he seeks the secrets to 

eternal life in the crater, twin villagers Astrid and Aurora deal with the death of their fes!val-

organizing grandmother. But what is wai!ng to seep out into the village, and who could defend it? 

It's a cycle of death and rebirth in Godzilla Rivals: Mothra Vs. Hedorah! (STL314069) 

7x10, 52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR241143 

GODZILLA RIVALS MOTHRA VS HEDORAH #1 CVR B ANN 

(W) Josh Trujillo (A) Josh Cornillon (CA) Rebecca Ann 

A strange meteor crashes outside a small Icelandic village just aJer their annual Mothra fes!val, 

suddenly bringing the remote town to the aGen!on of a dying trillionaire. As he seeks the secrets to 

eternal life in the crater, twin villagers Astrid and Aurora deal with the death of their fes!val-

organizing grandmother. But what is wai!ng to seep out into the village, and who could defend it? 

It’s a cycle of death and rebirth in Godzilla Rivals: Mothra Vs. Hedorah! (STL314070) 

7x10, 52pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR241145 

GODZILLA VS MMPR II #2 CVR A RIVAS 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Baldemar Rivas 



The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers and Godzilla have been caught in a sprawling space-!me 

scheme orchestrated by Rita Repulsa and Astronema! They team up to save alternate versions of the 

Power Rangers from being targeted by sinister forces. As the Power Rangers and Godzilla transverse 

reali!es with the help of a newfound ally, the shape of the foes they face become clear: the Psycho 

Rangers! But the Psycho Rangers have siphoned powers and abili!es from beyond their own world, 

and if the Rangers and Godzilla can’t stop them, the en!re mul!verse will suffer the consequences! 

(STL314032) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241146 

GODZILLA VS MMPR II #2 CVR B SANCHEZ 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Baldemar Rivas (CA) Alex Sanchez 

The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers and Godzilla have been caught in a sprawling space-!me 

scheme orchestrated by Rita Repulsa and Astronema! They team up to save alternate versions of the 

Power Rangers from being targeted by sinister forces. As the Power Rangers and Godzilla transverse 

reali!es with the help of a newfound ally, the shape of the foes they face become clear: the Psycho 

Rangers! But the Psycho Rangers have siphoned powers and abili!es from beyond their own world, 

and if the Rangers and Godzilla can’t stop them, the en!re mul!verse will suffer the consequences! 

(STL314033) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241148 

GOLGOTHA MOTOR MOUNTAIN #3 CVR A RODRIGUEZ (MR) 

(W) MaGhew Erman, Lonnie Nadler (A/CA) Robbi Rodriguez 

Vernon and Elwood’s nightmare ride through the heart of Golgotha County to sell the rest of their 

infected supply of product leads them to the Skull Hill Veteran’s associa!on… and a world of pain and 

conspiracy. But when the infected mutants the boys accidentally created catch up with them, all hell 

breaks loose, and they won’t be able to put the toothpaste back in the tube! (STL314035) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241149 

GOLGOTHA MOTOR MOUNTAIN #3 CVR B CIZMESIJA (MR) 

(W) MaGhew Erman, Lonnie Nadler (A) Robbi Rodriguez (CA) Nikola Cizmesija 

Vernon and Elwood’s nightmare ride through the heart of Golgotha County to sell the rest of their 

infected supply of product leads them to the Skull Hill Veteran’s associa!on…and a world of pain and 



conspiracy. But when the infected mutants the boys accidentally created catch up with them, all hell 

breaks loose, and they won’t be able to put the toothpaste back in the tube! (STL314036) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241150 

MONSTER HIGH PRIDE 2024 #1 CVR A COLA 

(W) Megan Brown, Hannah Templer (A) Siobhan Keenan, Bowen McCurdy (CA) Betsy Cola 

Hi, Ghouls. Rainbow-striped flags are flying everywhere, which must mean it's the best !me of year: 

Pride Month. At Monster High, everyone belongs, and Pride Month is a !me to skelebrate and show 

extra love to the LGBTQIA+ community.First, Hannah Templer and Siobhan Keenan conjure a story 

about expecta!ons and role models. Clawdeen and Toralei are claws over tails for each other…but 

their summer DIY project, and a group of mischievous gnomes, is threatening the ghouls' 

rela!onship! Meanwhile, Ghoulia is wri!ng fan fic!on and is on the verge of star!ng a shipping war! 

Then, Megan Brown and Bowen McCurdy brew a fang-tas!c love story. Kieran Valen!ne thinks love 

sucks. He enlists the help of his (very cute) Bite-ology partner, Spelldon Cauldronello, to create a 

po!on that will drain him of the feeling forever. But aJer spending !me with Spelldon, will he have 

the guts to follow through? Get in from the start as IDW kicks off a whole new run of comics set on 

the most spooktacularly inclusive campus! (STL314081) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241151 

MONSTER HIGH PRIDE 2024 #1 CVR B GODFRIED 

(W) Megan Brown, Hannah Templer (A) Siobhan Keenan, Bowen McCurdy (CA) Celi Godfried 

Hi, Ghouls. Rainbow-striped flags are flying everywhere, which must mean it's the best !me of year: 

Pride Month. At Monster High, everyone belongs, and Pride Month is a !me to skelebrate and show 

extra love to the LGBTQIA+ community.First, Hannah Templer (Cosmoknights) and Siobhan Keenan 

(Big Ethel Energy) conjure a story about expecta!ons and role models. Clawdeen and Toralei are 

claws over tails for each other…but their summer DIY project, and a group of mischievous gnomes, is 

threatening the ghouls' rela!onship! Meanwhile, Ghoulia is wri!ng fan fic!on and is on the verge of 

star!ng a shipping war! 

Then, Megan Brown (My LiGle Pony: Classics Reimagined—LiGle Fillies) and Bowen McCurdy (Specter 

Inspectors) brew a fang-tas!c love story. Kieran Valen!ne thinks love sucks. He enlists the help of his 

(very cute) Bite-ology partner, Spelldon Cauldronello, to create a po!on that will drain him of the 

feeling forever. But aJer spending !me with Spelldon, will he have the guts to follow through? 

Get in from the start as IDW kicks off a whole new run of comics set on the most spooktacularly 

inclusive campus! (STL314082) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 



 

MAR241152 

MY LITTLE PONY CAMP BIGHOOF TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Stephanie Cooke (A) Kate Sherron 

Go to summer camp with all your favorite ponies in this graphic novel full of hijinks and fun! 

Welcome, campers, to Camp Bighoof! The Mane 5 have taken over an old camp named aJer the 

elusive Bighoof creature ("Bridlesquatch" if you're a unicorn, "Yaku!" if you're a Pegasus), to teach 

fillies and colts about their powers. Plus, arts & craJs with Izzy, singing with Pipp, and obstacle 

courses with Zipp? What could be beGer?! Surely nothing could go wrong, right? Right?! (STL314111) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241153 

MY LITTLE PONY CLASSICS REIMAGINED UNICORN OF ODD TP (C: 0-1 

(W) Jeremy Whitley (A) Jenna Ayoub 

In the second installment of IDW's My LiGle Pony: Classics Reimagined line, L. Frank Baum's The 

Wonderful Wizard of Oz is reimagined with our favorite ponies! And we've got a feeling they're not in 

Equestria anymore! Dorothy lives an ordinary life at her farm in Ponyville, Kansas, with her Uncle 

Henrie and Granny Em. But a tornado whisks her away to a magical land of Breezies, silver 

horseshoes, and good and evil princesses. It almost makes her want to sing... (But she won't. Those 

songs aren't in the public do-mane.) Dorothy and the unlikely friends she makes on the yellow brick 

road will have to work together if they want to reach the Wizard of Odd. Rumor has it only the 

wizard can get her back to Ponyville. The road is dangerous, but they have to try. AJer all, there's no 

place like home! Travel through all of Odd with Applejack as Dorothy, Pinkie Pie as Scarecrow, Rarity 

as Tin Woodsmare, and FluGershy as Cowardly Lion. (STL314112) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241154 

MLP KENBUCKY ROLLER DERBY #4 CVR A SCRUGGS 

(W) Casey Gilly (A) Natalie Haines (CA) Sophie Scruggs 

Sunny has read every book about leadership, coaching roller ska!ng, roller derby, the Kenbucky 

Derby, the history of the wh—well, a lot of books, but the newly formed Mare!me Bay Brawlers can 

barely run a successful play. Pipp, hoping to boost their spirits, blasts some tunes and lowers the 

disco ball, and the team skates like a dream! All they needed was a bit of fun! But with the Kenbucky 

Derby just around the corner, Sunny doesn’t have !me for disco breaks. (STL314037) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR241155 

MLP KENBUCKY ROLLER DERBY #4 CVR B DUTREIX 

(W) Casey Gilly (A) Natalie Haines (CA) Gigi Dutreix 

Sunny has read every book about leadership, coaching roller ska!ng, roller derby, the Kenbucky 

Derby, the history of the wh—well, a lot of books, but the newly formed Mare!me Bay Brawlers can 

barely run a successful play. Pipp, hoping to boost their spirits, blasts some tunes and lowers the 

disco ball, and the team skates like a dream! All they needed was a bit of fun! But with the Kenbucky 

Derby just around the corner, Sunny doesn’t have !me for disco breaks. (STL314038) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241156 

MY LITTLE PONY SET YOUR SAIL #2 CVR A GANUCHEAU 

(W) Megan Brown (A) Amy Mebberson (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

Pipp was totally salty about being sent to the seven seas for princess du!es, so when Zipp receives 

an oddly chipper message from her sister, Zipp is more suspicious than a clownfish in a clamshell. 

She takes maGers into her own hooves—er, fins and travels to the Sparkling Sea where she meets 

Princess Anemone. The sea princess’ odd behavior and Pipp’s absence make Zipp wonder if she can 

trust the seaponies and if their sparkles are only scale-deep. (STL314039) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241157 

MY LITTLE PONY SET YOUR SAIL #2 CVR B JUSTASUTA 

(W) Megan Brown (A) Amy Mebberson (CA)  JustaSuta 

Pipp was totally salty about being sent to the seven seas for princess du!es, so when Zipp receives 

an oddly chipper message from her sister, Zipp is more suspicious than a clownfish in a clamshell. 

She takes maGers into her own hooves—er, fins and travels to the Sparkling Sea where she meets 

Princess Anemone. The sea princess’ odd behavior and Pipp’s absence make Zipp wonder if she can 

trust the seaponies and if their sparkles are only scale-deep. (STL314040) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241158 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #69 CVR A KIM 

(W) Evan Stanley (A/CA) Min Ho Kim 

On your marks! Get set! Race! Welcome, Extreme Gear fans, to the qualifier for the Clean 

Sweepstakes race around the world, sponsored by the Restora!on and Clean Sweep Inc.! And look at 



the star!ng line! It's Sonic, Tails, Amy, Surge, Kit, the Diamond CuGers, and the Babylon Rogues! Hold 

on to your tails because we're in for one heck of a race! (STL314053) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241159 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #69 CVR B CURRY 

(W) Evan Stanley (A) Min Ho Kim (CA) Bracardi Curry 

On your marks! Get set! RACE! Welcome, Extreme Gear fans, to the qualifier for the Clean 

Sweepstakes race around the world, sponsored by the Restora!on and Clean Sweep Inc.! And look at 

the star!ng line! It’s Sonic, Tails, Amy, Surge, Kit, the Diamond CuGers, and the Babylon Rogues! Hold 

on to your tails because we’re in for one heck of a race! (STL314054) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241161 

STAR TREK #20 CVR A LEVENS 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A/CA) Megan Levens 

Having revealed their true godlike iden!ty, T’Lir is relying on Captain Sisko to help repair Kahless’ 

damage to space-!me and save their species from ex!nc!on. Despite the Prophets’ eerie warning 

that Sisko is forbidden at the Pleroma—a mee!ng place for god-level species at intersec!ng space-

!me coordinates—he and his crew head to the Utopia Plani!a Federa!on Shipyards for a retrofit to 

the Theseus in prepara!on to boldly take on the unknown. Meanwhile, a mysterious figure from 

Sec!on 31 approaches Lily with a mission, claiming the Federa!on’s future is in her hands. 

(STL314041) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241162 

STAR TREK #20 CVR B CLARKE 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Megan Levens (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Having revealed their true godlike iden!ty, T’Lir is relying on Captain Sisko to help repair Kahless’ 

damage to space-!me and save their species from ex!nc!on. Despite the Prophets’ eerie warning 

that Sisko is forbidden at the Pleroma—a mee!ng place for god-level species at intersec!ng space-

!me coordinates—he and his crew head to the Utopia Plani!a Federa!on Shipyards for a retrofit to 

the Theseus in prepara!on to boldly take on the unknown. Meanwhile, a mysterious figure from 

Sec!on 31 approaches Lily with a mission, claiming the Federa!on’s future is in her hands. 

(STL314042) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



MAR241164 

STAR TREK CELEBRATIONS #1 CVR A GANUCHEAU 

(W) Vita Ayala & Various (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

"Star Trek was an aGempt to say that humanity will reach maturity and wisdom on the day that it 

begins not just to tolerate but to celebrate differences in ideas and differences in life forms." —Gene 

Roddenberry 

IDW proudly presents a one-shot anthology centering and celebra!ng LGBTQIA+ characters from 

across the Star Trek universe! Join legendary heroes from each era of the beloved franchise in stories 

that showcase the strengths of infinite diversity in infinite combina!ons, brought to you by a star-

studded cast of writers and ar!sts including Vita Ayala, Steve Orlando, Mags Visaggio, and more! 

(STL314088) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241165 

STAR TREK CELEBRATIONS #1 CVR B SOLORZANO 

(W) Vita Ayala & Various (CA) Angel Solorzano 

"Star Trek was an aGempt to say that humanity will reach maturity and wisdom on the day that it 

begins not just to tolerate but to celebrate differences in ideas and differences in life forms." —Gene 

Roddenberry 

IDW proudly presents a one-shot anthology centering and celebra!ng LGBTQIA+ characters from 

across the Star Trek universe! Join legendary heroes from each era of the beloved franchise in stories 

that showcase the strengths of infinite diversity in infinite combina!ons, brought to you by a star-

studded cast of writers and ar!sts including Vita Ayala, Steve Orlando, Mags Visaggio, and more! 

(STL314089) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241167 

STAR TREK DEFIANT #15 CVR A UNZUETA 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Angel Unzueta 

It's a good day to die! LeJ with no other choice, the crew of the Defiant assists Hugh in assimila!ng 

B'Elanna in hopes of reclaiming control over the parasite embedded in her brain stem. But it's a race 

against !me and the undead as hordes of infected Starbase crew bang on the hangar doors, 

demanding Worf and his crew surrender and become one with the parasi!c Collec!ve! (STL314044) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241168 



STAR TREK DEFIANT #15 CVR B VILCHEZ 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Angel Unzueta (CA) Suspiria Vilchez 

It’s a good day to die! LeJ with no other choice, the crew of the Defiant assists Hugh in assimila!ng 

B’Elanna in hopes of reclaiming control over the parasite embedded in her brain stem. But it’s a race 

against !me and the undead as hordes of infected Starbase crew bang on the hangar doors, 

demanding Worf and his crew surrender and become one with the parasi!c collec!ve! (STL314045) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241170 

STAR TREK SONS OF STAR TREK #3 CVR A BARTOK 

(W) Morgan Hampton (A) Angel Hernandez (CA) Jake Bartok 

In a—SNAP!—turn of events, Q Jr has kidnapped three of Starfleet's eldest sons and transported 

them to an alternate reality.By way of a bold maneuver with Lieutenant Jadzia at the helm, the U.S.S. 

Avery crew finally avoided being turned to shrapnel by the Breen… for now. But the crew now face a 

new challenge: The infamous Curzon maneuver has leJ them siYng dead in space, and the Breen 

have already begun infiltra!ng the ship. To make maGers worse, QJ's powers have stopped working. 

It's do or die for Jake Sisko and the crew of the Avery—for real this !me! (STL314047) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241171 

STAR TREK SONS OF STAR TREK #3 CVR B HARVEY 

(W) Morgan Hampton (A) Angel Hernandez (CA) Aaron Harvey 

In a—SNAP!—turn of events, Q Jr has kidnapped three of Starfleet’s eldest sons and transported 

them to an alternate reality.By way of a bold maneuver with Lieutenant Jadzia at the helm, the U.S.S. 

Avery crew finally avoided being turned to shrapnel by the Breen…for now. But the crew now face a 

new challenge: The infamous Curzon maneuver has leJ them siYng dead in space, and the Breen 

have already begun infiltra!ng the ship. To make maGers worse, QJ’s powers have stopped working. 

It’s do or die for Jake Sisko and the crew of the Avery—for real this !me. (STL314048) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241173 

STAR TREK STRANGE NEW WORLDS SCORPIUS RUN TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Mike Johnson, Ryan ParroG (A) Angel Hernandez 

Set course with Captain Pike and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise to the Scorpius Constella!on as 

they become the first Federa!on vessel to explore this uncharted region of space! In this romp across 

the stars, the Enterprise crew learn what it truly means to explore the strange and unfamiliar when 

they lose contact with Starfleet and everything outside the region. AJer entering a crime lord's 



starship compe!!on to save an innocent pilot, the Enterprise jets through a gauntlet of dangerous 

environments in the unexplored Scorpius sector. But cosmic storms and sen!ent ship-ea!ng 

asteroids aren't the only obstacles the crew will have to survive! 

Collects the five-issues series by Star Trek comics veterans Ryan ParroG, Mike Johnson, and Angel 

Hernandez. (STL314113) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241174 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ALPHA #1 CVR A 

(W) Jason Aaron, Tom Waltz (A) Chris Burnham, Gavin Smith 

What's the world like without the TMNT? Since their !me-spanning victory over Armaggon, the 

Turtles have started to pursue other interests, leaving a void in New York among humans and 

mutants alike. This special issue explores the effects this change has on those connected to the 

brothers, from Old Hob to Jennika, across the five boroughs and all the way through Mutant Island. 

It's hard to tell how important someone is un!l they are gone. And who beGer to write such a story 

than Tom Waltz, the man who scripted the first 100 issues of IDW's series and the co-writer of The 

Last Ronin, and resign TMNT ar!st Gavin Smith! 

Also, get your first glimpse of what is coming in a special prequel to the new TMNT #1, wriGen by 

superstar scribe Jason Aaron (Scalped, Batman: Off-World) and drawn by white-hot ar!st Chris 

Burnham (Batman, Inc., Die!Die!Die!). Donatello has had a hard !me since he came back from the 

future, and he's found himself in an unexpected place. (STL314091) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241175 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ALPHA #1 CVR B SMITH 

(W) Jason Aaron, Tom Waltz (A) Chris Burnham, Gavin Smith (CA) Gavin Smith 

What's the world like without the TMNT? Since their !me-spanning victory over Armaggon, the 

Turtles have started to pursue other interests, leaving a void in New York among humans and 

mutants alike. This special issue explores the effects this change has on those connected to the 

brothers, from Old Hob to Jennika, across the five boroughs and all the way through Mutant Island. 

It's hard to tell how important someone is un!l they are gone. And who beGer to write such a story 

than Tom Waltz, the man who scripted the first 100 issues of IDW's series and the co-writer of The 

Last Ronin, and resign TMNT ar!st Gavin Smith! 

Also, get your first glimpse of what is coming in a special prequel to the new TMNT #1, wriGen by 

superstar scribe Jason Aaron (Scalped, Batman: Off-World) and drawn by white-hot ar!st Chris 

Burnham (Batman, Inc., Die!Die!Die!). Donatello has had a hard !me since he came back from the 

future, and he's found himself in an unexpected place. (STL314092) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 



 

MAR241176 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ALPHA #1 CVR C 

(W) Jason Aaron, Tom Waltz (A) Chris Burnham, Gavin Smith (CA) Gavin Smith 

What's the world like without the TMNT? Since their !me-spanning victory over Armaggon, the 

Turtles have started to pursue other interests, leaving a void in New York among humans and 

mutants alike. This special issue explores the effects this change has on those connected to the 

brothers, from Old Hob to Jennika, across the five boroughs and all the way through Mutant Island. 

It's hard to tell how important someone is un!l they are gone. And who beGer to write such a story 

than Tom Waltz, the man who scripted the first 100 issues of IDW's series and the co-writer of The 

Last Ronin, and resign TMNT ar!st Gavin Smith! 

Also, get your first glimpse of what is coming in a special prequel to the new TMNT #1, wriGen by 

superstar scribe Jason Aaron (Scalped, Batman: Off-World) and drawn by white-hot ar!st Chris 

Burnham (Batman, Inc., Die!Die!Die!). Donatello has had a hard !me since he came back from the 

future, and he's found himself in an unexpected place. (STL314093) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241181 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES BEST OF SLASH 

(W/A)  Various (CA) James Biggie 

Born on a palm-tree paradise and turned evil aJer his planet was— No… A half-mutated snapping 

turtle, once the TMNT's most fearsome enemy— No, that's not it either… Well! Good or evil, alien or 

mutant, super-intelligent or otherwise, Slash is always going to steal the show! These are his greatest 

hits! Collec!ng The Mighty Mutanimals #9, and TMNT (2011) #15, #35, and #88. (STL314098) 

7x10, 100pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241182 

TMNT BLACK WHITE & GREEN #1 CVR A SHALVEY 

(W) Paulina Ganucheau & Various (CA) Declan Shalvey 

It's the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles like you've never seen them before! This special series gathers 

up some of comics' most eclec!c and exci!ng talent to bring their takes on TMNT to the page, taking 

the characters back to their origins in black-and-white independent comics… but with a touch of 

green! Thrill to all-new adventures by the likes of Paulina Ganucheau, Declan Shalvey, and more. 

With covers by Shalvey, Ganucheau, and superstar James Stokoe! (STL314099) 

7x10, 44pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241183 



TMNT BLACK WHITE & GREEN #1 CVR B STOKOE 

(W) Paulina Ganucheau & Various (CA) James Stokoe 

It’s the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles like you’ve never seen them before! This special series gathers 

up some of comics’ most eclec!c and exci!ng talent to bring their takes on TMNT to the page, taking 

the characters back to their origins in black-and-white independent comics…but with a touch of 

green!Thrill to all-new adventures by the likes of Paulina Ganucheau (Wonder Woman: The 

Adventures of Young Diana), Declan Shalvey (Deadpool vs. Old Man Logan, Moon Knight), and more. 

With covers by Shalvey, Ganucheau, and superstar James Stokoe (Orc Stain; Godzilla: The Half-

Century War)! (STL314101) 

7x10, 44pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241185 

TMNT BLACK WHITE & GREEN #1 CVR D 40TH ANNIV 

(W) Paulina Ganucheau & Various (CA) Dan Berger 

It’s the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles like you’ve never seen them before! This special series gathers 

up some of comics’ most eclec!c and exci!ng talent to bring their takes on TMNT to the page, taking 

the characters back to their origins in black-and-white independent comics…but with a touch of 

green!Thrill to all-new adventures by the likes of Paulina Ganucheau (Wonder Woman: The 

Adventures of Young Diana), Declan Shalvey (Deadpool vs. Old Man Logan, Moon Knight), and more. 

With covers by Shalvey, Ganucheau, and superstar James Stokoe (Orc Stain; Godzilla: The Half-

Century War)! (STL314103) 

7x10, 44pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241186 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV 2023 #13 CVR A MYER 

(W) Erik Burnham (A/CA) Sarah Myer 

The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles have beaten Mr. Ogg's first game, but he's too genre-savvy to give 

up that easily! With two more challenges to go, there's s!ll enough !me for him to make a 

comeback. The good guys may always win, but the scheming trickster from Dimension Z has found a 

catch: what if the Heroes in a Half-Shell aren't the only good guys in the room? The games con!nue 

in part two of "The Ogglympics!" (STL314050) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241187 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV 2023 #13 CVR B ROSANAS 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Sarah Myer (CA) Ramon Rosanas 



The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles have beaten Mr. Ogg’s first game, but he’s too genre-savvy to give 

up that easily! With two more challenges to go, there’s s!ll enough !me for him to make a 

comeback. The good guys may always win, but the scheming trickster from Dimension Z has found a 

catch: what if the Heroes in a Half-Shell aren’t the only good guys in the room? The games con!nue 

in part two of the Ogglympics! (STL314051) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241188 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADVENTURES TP VOL 02 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Tim LaYe & Various 

The adventures of the animated Turtles con!nue in this new series inspired by the '80s animated TV 

show! AJer an accidental encounter with an unknown element in the sewers of the city, the Rat King 

finds his ability to control the hearts and minds of rodents is waning. But in its place, he finds the 

ability to control rep!le life, which will totally make things harder for the Heroes in a Half Shell! Plus, 

the TMNT are stoked when Professor McGuffin sends them on a special expedi!on to the ocean floor 

where the heroes are shell-shocked to discover Turtlan!s, a subaqueous civiliza!on that reveres 

turtles! Then, aJer learning that the Shredder has stolen an indestruc!ble meteorite from TCRI, 

Donatello discovers an interdimensional signal in the Deep South that he thinks might be connected, 

and gets some help from the Punk Frogs! Collects issues #1-5 of the ongoing Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles: Saturday Morning Adventures series! (STL314114) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241189 

TMNT SOURCEBOOK #3 

(W) Patrick Ehlers (A)  Various (CA) Jodi Nishijima 

IDW's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles comics synthesize and remix 40 years of Turtles' lore and 

transform it into a single, sprawling epic! This sourcebook collects and catalogs every character, every 

loca!on, and every notable event—and serves as a comprehensive companion to that epic—into 

four issues by writer Patrick Ehlers. What lies in the space between spaces? What exists beyond the 

edge of !me? The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles take their fight to the Thin Places and discover 

worlds and creatures that defy explana!on. Issue #3 of the TMNT Sourcebook catalogs the deeds of 

an ancient Pantheon figh!ng for control of the world, of the interdimensional mega-corpora!on the 

Null Group, and of the !me travelers who threaten to unmake reality with every swing of their Time 

Scepters. Traverse the Astral Plane, explore alternate reali!es, master kuji-kiri, and understand the 

energy that connects every soul in existence. (STL314052) NOTE: Available in US, Canada, UK, 

Australia, Mexico, much of Europe, and other select countries. 

100pgs, FC SRP: $7.99 

 

MAR241190 



TMNT BEST OF TMNT COLLECTION TP VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kevin Eastman & Various (A) Jim Lawson 

What makes great heroes? Great villains of course! And the TMNT have some of the greatest in pop 

culture! This collec!on digs into the dark underbelly of the Turtles' world, focusing on Bebop, 

Rocksteady, Karai, and of course, the otherworldly Krang! In these stories from throughout TMNT 

history, see the characters develop from their early roots in the original comics to their monstrous 

present day incarna!ons. Delve into issues from the Mirage series that started it all, TMNT 

Adventures and Tales of the TMNT, to IDW's ongoing universe. Uncover crucial tales of the 

powerhouse mutants Bebop and Rocksteady, the ninja an!hero Karai, and the alien warlord Krang. 

Includes issues by TMNT co-creators Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird, plus contribu!ons from Jim 

Lawson, Tom Waltz, Erik Burnham, Sophie Campbell, Cory Smith, Chris Allan, Michael Dooney, Joshua 

Williamson, Bobby Curnow, Jackson Lanzing, David Server, and others. (STL314105) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241191 

TMNT JENNIKA FIFTH TURTLE TP 

(W) Tom Waltz & Various (A) Jodi Nishijima, Dave Wachter 

The newest member of the TMNT team, Jennika, embarks on her own adventures in these 

standalone stories! Relive the events that led up to Jennika's muta!on into a Turtle. Then, as she 

tries to acclimate to life as a mutant, she must come to terms with both her troubled past and 

conflicted present. In search of a dangerous procedure to reverse her muta!on, Jennika is tempted 

by the call of her old life. Then, mutants begin turning into monsters and spreading fear in Mutant 

Town. Jennika takes to the underworld to get to the boGom of the situa!on, but enemies old and 

new await! This collec!on includes Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles issues #93-95, 2019 Free Comic 

Book Day issue, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Jennika #1-3 and Teenage Mutant Ninja: Jennika II #1-

6. (STL314115) 

SC, 7x10, 344pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241192 

EC COVERS ARTISAN ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Wally Wood 

Here is your chance to collect some of the most iconic comic book covers by some of the greatest 

ar!sts to ever pick up a pencil! EC Comics, under the guidance of publisher Bill Gaines, was—

according to the editor of this collec!on—the greatest line of comics ever done. This once-in-a-

life!me Ar!st's Edi!on collects more than 140 EC covers by their best and brightest talents. The 

luminaries included in this gigan!c (15 x 22 inches!) tome include: Wally Wood, Harvey Kurtzman, 

Graham Ingels, Al Williamson, Johnny Craig, Frank FrazeGa, Jack Davis, Al Feldstein, and more! To 

make a baseball analogy, this is a Murderers Row every bit as noteworthy as the '27 Yankees! Also 

includes an Introduc!on by noted EC scholar Thommy Burns. (STL306762) (C: 0-1-2) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN241259) 

HC, 15x22, 160pgs, PC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241193 

KINGDOM RIDERS TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Shannon Eric Denton (A) Marcus To 

Race through an exci!ng and dangerous fantasy world on the back of a toad in this wildly original 

combina!on of Hunger Games and Amulet. Kayla is a peasant who cares liGle about the world 

outside her town or the wildly popular Kingdom Races. That is, un!l her best friend, Mal, finds 

herself in trouble and Kayla must enter as a rider to save her. But the prize for winning this series of 

races is more than Kayla could ever imagine. With control of the en!re kingdom at stake, Kayla finds 

herself thrust into poli!cal intrigue and lurking danger. Readers follow Kayla as she adventures into 

the wider world while puYng her own life on the line for her friends, both old and new. No one has 

ever even finished the Kingdom Races. Will Kayla be the first? (STL314109) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241194 

KORGI COMPLETE TALES TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Chris!an Slade 

One of the most adorable comics of our !me now arrives in a bookshelf edi!on for all !me. When 

day breaks in their woodland village, Ivy and her corgi pup, Sprout, have no idea that they’ll soon be 

swept up in an astonishing adventure! Soon they’ll journey across land, sea, and air, from past to 

present and beyond, to learn more about themselves, escape the forces of evil, and uncover the 

ancient mysteries behind their magical world. The sumptuously detailed pen-and-ink drawings of 

former Disney animator Chris!an Slade make every page a joy to behold, using the power of “silent 

comics” to bring every moment wordlessly to life for readers of all ages. What’s more, this deluxe 

soJcover collec!on includes not only all five Korgi graphic novels but also every bonus short story 

previously exclusive to comic books. The result is a complete fantasy epic that is truly !meless. 

(STL314110) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 584pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

AARDVARK VANAHEIM 

 

MAR241195 

CEREBUS TP VOL 02 HIGH SOCIETY REMASTERED ED NEW PTG (C: 0-1 

(W/A/CA) Dave Sim 



The graphic novel classic of poli!cal intrigue and adventure is back, just in !me for its eleventh US 

Presiden!al Elec!on! High Society was masterfully restored back in 2015, but this new edi!on 

features improved paper stock, binding, and rich state-of-the-art sheet-fed offset prin!ng, as well as 

a dozen pages from newly-surfaced original art! The graphic novel that's been making folks laugh 

since the middle of the first Reagan Administra!on. Collects Cerebus #26-50. (STL153185) 

(MAR201418) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 500pgs, B&W SRP: $40.00 

 

ABRAMS 

 

MAR241196 

UMBRELLA ACADEMY THE COMMISSION HANDBOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) MaG Epstein 

Umbrella Academy: The Commission Handbook gives fans of Ne[lix's hit show—based on the Eisner 

Award-winning Dark Horse comic book series and produced by USG—a chance to step into the shoes 

of a Commission agent. This secret organiza!on is well known to the show's fan-favorite character 

Number Five, a former Commission agent/assassin who regularly references this guide for the skills 

necessary to ensure the con!nuity of Earth's !meline. Designed to look and feel like an in-universe 

object, readers will learn about the hazards of !me travel, including the symptoms of paradox 

psychosis; gain insight into the roles of analyst, special opera!ons, and infinite switchboard operator; 

and read in-depth dossiers on the members of the Umbrella and Sparrow Academies. (STL300542) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231125) 

Reference Book, HC, 8x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $35.00 

 

ABRAMS COMICARTS - MEGASCOPE 

 

MAR241197 

DEVOUR HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jazmine Joyner (A) Anthony Pugh 

Devour tells the story of the Turner family, who move to Alabama to care for their ailing matriarch, 

Vassie, when she begins suffering from demen!a. But Vassie isn't just any old lady; she's the last of a 

line of powerful root women who have been caring for the community since her ancestors were first 

captured and enslaved by white planta!on owners. Patsy, the eldest daughter in the family, is 

immediately suspicious; the locals' fear and supers!!on of her grandmother leads Patsy to take a 

closer look at the Turner family home, and what she finds is beyond her wildest nightmares. In a 

magical room beneath the house, Patsy discovers the source of her family's legendary skills: the 

Ghanaian spider god Anansi. As Patsy learns about her family's culture and dark past, she also 



realizes what's really happening to Vassie; Anansi is ea!ng Vassie's memories. With their legacy and 

the god's imprisonment in the balance, Patsy and her brother, Demetrius, will have to take up their 

grandmother's mantle—while she can s!ll remember who they are. (STL311819) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

AC COMICS 

 

MAR241198 

SUPERBABES STARRING FEMFORCE #18 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mark G. Heike, Stephanie Heike (A) Stephanie Heike & Various (CA) Mark & Stephanie Heike 

Sorceress Nightveil wields mys!cal power enough to threaten galaxies. Can anyone (even the rest of 

the Femforce) reign in her rage when her families' holdings are threatened? Will this distrac!on 

allow an old enemy to pull of a sneak aGack? "Good Girl" art, ac!on and drama in full color! 

(STL312138) (C: 0-0-1) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.95 

 

AHOY COMICS 

 

MAR241199 

DEADWEIGHTS #2 (OF 6) CVR A PIRIZ 

(W) Tyrone Finch (A/CA) Sebas!an Piriz 

Jerry and Clarence, two former henchman, thought their lowest point was being fired by their 

supervillain bosses-but now they've been captured by the Paladins, the shady organiza!on that 

kicked their asses in the first place. What do the Paladins want with them? And will Jerry ever find 

some pants to wear? WriGen by Tyrone Finch (Swine, Sta!on 19) with art by Sebas!án Piriz (We Ride 

Titans). (STL313857) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241201 

MY BAD ESCAPE FROM PECULIAR ISLAND #1 (OF 5) CVR A KRAUSE (M 

(W) Mark Russell, Bryce Ingman (A/CA) Peter Krause 

Unmasked and exposed, the crime-figh!ng Chandelier is finally defeated-by the IRS! Former US 

President John "Amazing" Adams assumes governorship of the tropical Peculiar Islands! Featuring a 

Zap-worthy "underground" incen!ve cover by Shannon Wheeler. (STL313861) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241203 

PROJECT CRYPTID #9 (MR) 

(W) Alisa Kwitney, Kirk Vanderbeek (A/CA)  Mauricet, Shane Oakley 

More tales of strange, unlikely creatures! Alisa Kwitney and Mauricet take us on a heart-warming 

cruise through Alaska, where a recent divorcée meets the love of her life… who just happens to be a 

Ye!. Kirk Vanderbeek and Shane Oakley bring us to Ireland, where the Pooka will give a drunken man 

a ride home, although he might not want it. (STL313867) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241204 

WRONG EARTH DEAD RINGERS #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Tom Peyer (A) Jamal Igle, Juan Castro (CA) Jamal Igle 

In this issue of AHOY's ul!mate mul!verse comic: a salute to rage! Earth-Omega's griGy S!nger II 

can't stand being cast away on campy Earth-Alpha! Dragonfly and Dragonflyman wage war on each 

other! Everyone's down to their very last nerve-and there are s!ll two issues to go! Aaargh! 

(STL313914) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

AIRSHIP ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAR241205 

GIRL GENIUS GN VOL 01 AGATHA & BEETLEBURG (NEW PTG) (C: 0-1- 

(W) Phil Foglio, Kaja Foglio (A/CA) Phil Foglio 

Adventure, Romance, Mad Science! Meet Agatha Clay, Transylvania Polygnos!c University student 

with the drive to create and the worst luck in the world. Volume One of the Hugo Award-winning 

epic, now available in hardcover! (STK620857) (AUG130922) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC SRP: $25.00 

 

ALOHA COMICS 

 

MAR241206 



HERE U ARE HC VOL 01 (OF 3) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  DJUN 

Here U Are is a story of incredible chemistry between two very different characters. Li Huan is a 

college freshman, quick to push people away. Yu Yang's job is to help new students like him… But 

how can he approach such a gloomy giant?! As they gradually grow closer, the two of them will 

experience many things: good, bad, and some!mes even dangerous. Sophomore Yu Yang is a real 

treasure. He has a cheerful, easy-going, and empha!c personality. Seniors look up to him, and he 

knows how to stand up for himself. Freshman Lu Huan is moody and taciturn, haughty and, at !mes, 

outright rude. How will these two manage to get along, and where will it lead them? (STL313918) (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x8, 144pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241207 

NIRVANA IN FIRE HC VOL 01 (OF 3) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Haiyan (A) Chen Si 

A feudal war rages in Ancient China. While the Emperor's sons are embroiled in a biGer rivalry for 

power, word spreads across the capital about the arrival of a man of extraordinary genius and a 

brilliant strategist Mei Changsu, adding fuel to the fire. The prophecy says that one who enlists his 

support will rule the world. But will Mei Changsu agree to be used as a pawn? Many years ago, the 

capital knew him under another name, and the reason why he returned has nothing to do with the 

whims of the powerful ones. He only seeks to clear the names of tens of thousands wrongly 

executed warriors. Willing to sacrifice his past affec!ons and put his own life at stake, he is prepared 

to go to any length to achieve his goal, even to shake the founda!ons of the Empire. (STL313916) (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x8, 216pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $19.99 

 

ALIEN BOOKS 

 

MAR241208 

VALIANTS (2024) #1 (OF 4) CVR A ALESSIO 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Agus!n Alessio 

A mysterious sinkhole emerges in the heart of DC, devouring the newly erected X-O Memorial statue 

in its depths. But this is no ordinary sinkhole; it's a gateway to The Faraway, a realm beyond 

imagina!on, teeming with peril and unknown wonders. 



Prepare for an epic adventure as Jamie Capshaw, the mastermind behind Valiant's new team, brings 

together an ensemble of extraordinary characters, including the iconic Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, 

Bloodshot, and other guest stars! (STL315228) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241209 

VALIANTS (2024) #1 (OF 4) CVR B DI MATTIA 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Nico Di MaYa 

A mysterious sinkhole emerges in the heart of DC, devouring the newly erected X-O Memorial statue 

in its depths. But this is no ordinary sinkhole; it's a gateway to The Faraway, a realm beyond 

imagina!on, teeming with peril and unknown wonders. 

Prepare for an epic adventure as Jamie Capshaw, the mastermind behind Valiant's new team, brings 

together an ensemble of extraordinary characters, including the iconic Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, 

Bloodshot, and other guest stars! (STL315229) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241210 

VALIANTS (2024) #1 (OF 4) CVR C ALESSIO VIRGIN 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Agus!n Alessio 

A mysterious sinkhole emerges in the heart of DC, devouring the newly erected X-O Memorial statue 

in its depths. But this is no ordinary sinkhole; it's a gateway to The Faraway, a realm beyond 

imagina!on, teeming with peril and unknown wonders. 

Prepare for an epic adventure as Jamie Capshaw, the mastermind behind Valiant's new team, brings 

together an ensemble of extraordinary characters, including the iconic Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, 

Bloodshot, and other guest stars! (STL315230) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241211 

VALIANTS (2024) #1 (OF 4) CVR D DI MATTIA VIRGIN 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Nico Di MaYa 

A mysterious sinkhole emerges in the heart of DC, devouring the newly erected X-O Memorial statue 

in its depths. But this is no ordinary sinkhole; it's a gateway to The Faraway, a realm beyond 

imagina!on, teeming with peril and unknown wonders. 

Prepare for an epic adventure as Jamie Capshaw, the mastermind behind Valiant's new team, brings 

together an ensemble of extraordinary characters, including the iconic Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, 

Bloodshot, and other guest stars! (STL315231) 



32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241212 

VALIANTS (2024) #1 (OF 4) CVR E ALESSIO FOIL 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Agus!n Alessio 

A mysterious sinkhole emerges in the heart of DC, devouring the newly erected X-O Memorial statue 

in its depths. But this is no ordinary sinkhole; it's a gateway to The Faraway, a realm beyond 

imagina!on, teeming with peril and unknown wonders. 

Prepare for an epic adventure as Jamie Capshaw, the mastermind behind Valiant's new team, brings 

together an ensemble of extraordinary characters, including the iconic Eternal Warrior, Ninjak, 

Bloodshot, and other guest stars! (STL315232) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241213 

BLOODSHOT UNLEASHED RELOADED #3 (OF 4) CVR A ALESSIO (MR) (C 

(W) Mauro Mantella (A) Rodrigo Rocha (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

The epic arc of the fugi!ve psiots from The Dump con!nues! And in this issue, Bloodshot will have to 

face the latest and most dangerous of them: New Blood! An unstoppable and messianic being who 

not only seems to be the one to end the Bloodshot family but also every living being on the planet. 

(STL315217) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241214 

FAITH RETURNS #1 (OF 2) CVR A ERBETTA 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Aleta Vidal (CA) Luca ErbeGa 

When Faith's world crumbles under the weight of a wrongful accusa!on, she turns to the enigma!c 

Capshaw for aid. But every favor has its price, and now Faith finds herself indebted not only to 

Capshaw but also to the organiza!on G.A.T.E. Can she navigate the dangerous web of alliances to 

emerge victorious? (STL315218) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241215 

FAITH RETURNS #1 (OF 2) CVR B VIDAL 



(W) Jody Houser (A/CA) Aleta Vidal 

When Faith's world crumbles under the weight of a wrongful accusa!on, she turns to the enigma!c 

Capshaw for aid. But every favor has its price, and now Faith finds herself indebted not only to 

Capshaw but also to the organiza!on G.A.T.E. Can she navigate the dangerous web of alliances to 

emerge victorious? (STL315219) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241216 

FAITH RETURNS #1 (OF 2) CVR C ERBETTA VIRGIN 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Aleta Vidal (CA) Luca ErbeGa 

When Faith's world crumbles under the weight of a wrongful accusa!on, she turns to the enigma!c 

Capshaw for aid. But every favor has its price, and now Faith finds herself indebted not only to 

Capshaw but also to the organiza!on G.A.T.E. Can she navigate the dangerous web of alliances to 

emerge victorious? (STL315220) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241217 

FAITH RETURNS #1 (OF 2) CVR D VIDAL VIRGIN 

(W) Jody Houser (A/CA) Aleta Vidal 

When Faith's world crumbles under the weight of a wrongful accusa!on, she turns to the enigma!c 

Capshaw for aid. But every favor has its price, and now Faith finds herself indebted not only to 

Capshaw but also to the organiza!on G.A.T.E. Can she navigate the dangerous web of alliances to 

emerge victorious? (STL315221) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241218 

FAITH RETURNS #1 (OF 2) CVR E ERBETTA FOIL 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Aleta Vidal (CA) Luca ErbeGa 

When Faith's world crumbles under the weight of a wrongful accusa!on, she turns to the enigma!c 

Capshaw for aid. But every favor has its price, and now Faith finds herself indebted not only to 

Capshaw but also to the organiza!on G.A.T.E. Can she navigate the dangerous web of alliances to 

emerge victorious? (STL315222) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241219 



RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #1 (OF 2) CVR A WILLSMER 

(W) Dan AbneG (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Toby Willsmer 

Hold onto your seats as Rai and Raijin face off against their ul!mate nemesis-the sinister Darque! 

Brace yourselves as the storytelling maestro, Dan AbneG (Nova, the Guardians of the Galaxy), returns 

triumphantly to conclude his epic run on Rai in this miniseries. (STL315223) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241220 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #1 (OF 2) CVR B GIRIBALDI 

(W) Dan AbneG (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Diego Giribaldi 

Hold onto your seats as Rai and Raijin face off against their ul!mate nemesis-the sinister Darque! 

Brace yourselves as the storytelling maestro, Dan AbneG (Nova, the Guardians of the Galaxy), returns 

triumphantly to conclude his epic run on Rai in this miniseries. (STL315224) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241221 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #1 (OF 2) CVR C WILLSMER VIRGIN 

(W) Dan AbneG (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Toby Willsmer 

Hold onto your seats as Rai and Raijin face off against their ul!mate nemesis-the sinister Darque! 

Brace yourselves as the storytelling maestro, Dan AbneG (Nova, the Guardians of the Galaxy), returns 

triumphantly to conclude his epic run on Rai in this miniseries. (STL315225) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241222 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #1 (OF 2) CVR D GIRIBALDI VIRGIN 

(W) Dan AbneG (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Diego Giribaldi 

Hold onto your seats as Rai and Raijin face off against their ul!mate nemesis-the sinister Darque! 

Brace yourselves as the storytelling maestro, Dan AbneG (Nova, the Guardians of the Galaxy), returns 

triumphantly to conclude his epic run on Rai in this miniseries. (STL315226) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241223 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #1 (OF 2) CVR E WILLSMER FOIL 

(W) Dan AbneG (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Toby Willsmer 



Hold onto your seats as Rai and Raijin face off against their ul!mate nemesis-the sinister Darque! 

Brace yourselves as the storytelling maestro, Dan AbneG (Nova, the Guardians of the Galaxy), returns 

triumphantly to conclude his epic run on Rai in this miniseries. (STL315227) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241224 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #1 (OF 4) CVR A PERALTA 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) German 

Peralta 

X-O MANOWAR returns in the thrilling odyssey of "X-O MANOWAR: INVICTUS" by Becky Cloonan and 

Micheal W Conrad, joined by Fernando Heinz Furukawa. 

X-O MANOWAR's unyielding quest for jus!ce drives him to the heart of Nova Romanus to rescue the 

enigma!c Soothsayer, unveiling an odyssey that tests power, loyalty, and the essence of heroism. 

Amidst the chaos, Shanhara, the sen!ent armor, falls silent, shrouding the bond between warrior and 

armor in mystery. As X-O MANOWAR baGles on mul!ple fronts, the arrival of the cosmic wanderer 

Ivar adds a layer of complexity to the intricate tapestry of fate. (STL315234) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241225 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #1 (OF 4) CVR B WILLSMER 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) Toby 

Willsmer 

X-O MANOWAR returns in the thrilling odyssey of "X-O MANOWAR: INVICTUS" by Becky Cloonan and 

Micheal W Conrad, joined by Fernando Heinz Furukawa. 

X-O MANOWAR's unyielding quest for jus!ce drives him to the heart of Nova Romanus to rescue the 

enigma!c Soothsayer, unveiling an odyssey that tests power, loyalty, and the essence of heroism. 

Amidst the chaos, Shanhara, the sen!ent armor, falls silent, shrouding the bond between warrior and 

armor in mystery. As X-O MANOWAR baGles on mul!ple fronts, the arrival of the cosmic wanderer 

Ivar adds a layer of complexity to the intricate tapestry of fate. (STL315235) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241226 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #1 (OF 4) CVR C PERALTA VIRGIN 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) German 

Peralta 

X-O MANOWAR returns in the thrilling odyssey of "X-O MANOWAR: INVICTUS" by Becky Cloonan and 

Micheal W Conrad, joined by Fernando Heinz Furukawa. 



X-O MANOWAR's unyielding quest for jus!ce drives him to the heart of Nova Romanus to rescue the 

enigma!c Soothsayer, unveiling an odyssey that tests power, loyalty, and the essence of heroism. 

Amidst the chaos, Shanhara, the sen!ent armor, falls silent, shrouding the bond between warrior and 

armor in mystery. As X-O MANOWAR baGles on mul!ple fronts, the arrival of the cosmic wanderer 

Ivar adds a layer of complexity to the intricate tapestry of fate. (STL315236) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241227 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #1 (OF 4) CVR D WILLSMER VIRGIN 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) Toby 

Willsmer 

X-O MANOWAR returns in the thrilling odyssey of "X-O MANOWAR: INVICTUS" by Becky Cloonan and 

Micheal W Conrad, joined by Fernando Heinz Furukawa. 

X-O MANOWAR's unyielding quest for jus!ce drives him to the heart of Nova Romanus to rescue the 

enigma!c Soothsayer, unveiling an odyssey that tests power, loyalty, and the essence of heroism. 

Amidst the chaos, Shanhara, the sen!ent armor, falls silent, shrouding the bond between warrior and 

armor in mystery. As X-O MANOWAR baGles on mul!ple fronts, the arrival of the cosmic wanderer 

Ivar adds a layer of complexity to the intricate tapestry of fate. (STL315237) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241228 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #1 (OF 4) CVR E PERALTA FOIL 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) German 

Peralta 

X-O MANOWAR returns in the thrilling odyssey of "X-O MANOWAR: INVICTUS" by Becky Cloonan and 

Micheal W Conrad, joined by Fernando Heinz Furukawa. 

X-O MANOWAR's unyielding quest for jus!ce drives him to the heart of Nova Romanus to rescue the 

enigma!c Soothsayer, unveiling an odyssey that tests power, loyalty, and the essence of heroism. 

Amidst the chaos, Shanhara, the sen!ent armor, falls silent, shrouding the bond between warrior and 

armor in mystery. As X-O MANOWAR baGles on mul!ple fronts, the arrival of the cosmic wanderer 

Ivar adds a layer of complexity to the intricate tapestry of fate. (STL315238) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241229 

BLOODSHOT BLOOD OF HEROES TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Bob Layton & Various (A) David Lapham & Various 



Rediscover the series that defined a genera!on of comic book fans in this first volume of the smash-

hit series behind the blockbuster BLOODSHOT movie! From his very first appearance, Bloodshot 

comes armed to the teeth with bullets, nanites - and ques!ons. Featuring appearances by Ninjak, the 

Eternal Warrior, Rai, the H.A.R.D. Corps, and more, this collected edi!on presents the classic 

adventures of Valiant's nanite enhanced commando from the very beginning! 

 

Join Valiant icons Kevin VanHook and Don Perlin - along with an all-star cast of comics creators 

including Bob Layton, David Lapham, David Michelinie, and more - as they dive headlong into the 

very first adventures of the original man from Rising Spirit! 

 

Collec!ng BLOODSHOT (1993) #0-7, ETERNAL WARRIOR #5, H.A.R.D. CORPS #5, and RAI (1992) #0. 

(STL298211) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 280pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241230 

FAKE REBELLION GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Yuuchan Sasaki 

The princess of the ancient Einheit Empire, Hanamiya Kikuhoin, unleashed the rebellion against the 

Machine Empire that stripped humanity of its freedom and dignity! 

 

AJer splendidly infiltra!ng the maximum security prison "Horizon", will they be able to summon the 

former head of the cavalry, Gilbert, considered the strongest man of humanity, for the revolu!on?  

 

The card that turned the game upside down, the "Deadly Genesis Impulse", shall take back a future 

marked by eternal love! (STL304085) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241231 

ENDROLL BACK GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kantetsu (A/CA) Haruna Nakazato 

In his search for answers behind Yuuka's suicide, Asaharu embarks on a race against !me to discover 

the author of a mysterious email addressed to the school's students. 

 



In the midst of this fran!c search, a photograph of a brutal assault suffered by Yuuka comes into the 

hands of the students. Surprisingly, the perpetrator seems to be Itsuki Tojima. 

 

Could this sinister incident be the cause of Yuuka's suicide? Get ready to dive into the second volume 

of this intrigue charged with clashing egos, where each character hides their darkest secrets! 

(STL304084) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 194pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR241232 

BOOK OF SHADOWS HC 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Vicente Cifuentes 

Shadowman. Eternal Warrior. Punk Mambo. Doctor Mirage. The supernatural protectors of the 

Valiant Universe unite for the very first !me to stand against a terrifying ancient threat: Exarch Fane. 

No one is safe as the fearsome foe has his cold hands on the Book of Shadows. 

Valiant is proud to present BOOK OF SHADOWS, a supernatural event with master of horror Cullen 

Bunn (Venom) and bone-chilling ar!st Vicente Cifuentes (Jus!ce League Dark) that's the perfect 

opportunity to join the Valiant Universe. 

If Exarch Fane doesn't destroy the world first! 

Collec!ng BOOK OF SHADOWS 1-4 (STL296442) (OCT231397) 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241233 

ETERNAL WARRIOR CLASSIC OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 

(W) Jim Shooter & Various (A) Barry Windsor-Smith & Various (CA) Barry Windsor-Smith 

Against all odds. Forever. 

 

For a thousand genera!ons, Gilad Anni-Padda has defended the innocent and dealt out jus!ce as the 

Eternal Warrior - the undying champion of the Geomancers, the Earth's chosen Fist and Steel. An 

unsung veteran of every war ever waged, Gilad's hard-fought quest from the ancient world to 

modern day Los Angeles will force him to the forefront of the Valiant Universe - and into a brand new 

kind of baGle alongside the likes of Bloodshot, X-O Manowar, and his own long-lost brother, the one 

and only Armstrong. 

 

Prepare for ten thousands years of war as comics legends Jim Shooter (The Avengers, Secret Wars), 

Barry Windsor-Smith (Monsters, Weapon X), John Dixon (SHADOWMAN), Kevin VanHook 



(BLOODSHOT, Batman Confiden!al), Mark MoreY (NINJAK) and more come together for the first 

omnibus collec!on of Valiant's original immortal hero! 

 

Collec!ng ETERNAL WARRIOR (1992) #1-25, ETERNAL WARRIOR YEARBOOK (1993) #1, ARCHER & 

ARMSTRONG (1992) #25, HARBINGER (1992) #32, SECRET WEAPONS (1993) #3 and #6-10, and 

VALIANT ERA COMPANION (1993) #1 (STL296441) (OCT231396) 

HC, 912pgs, FC SRP: $124.99 

 

MAR241234 

VALIANT CLASSICS ARCHER & ARMSTRONG REVIVAL TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Barry Windsor-Smith,  Various (A) Barry Windsor-Smith (CA) Frank Miller 

"The best buddy team book of all !me..." - Ain't It Cool News 

Archer is the world's greatest hand-to-hand fighter, an expert marksman, and a seeker of truth and 

righteousness. Armstrong is an immortal warrior who has reluctantly brawled his way from 

prehistory to modern !mes only to realize that the best way to face life's many challenges is to grab a 

drink. But Armstrong counts as his worst day when Archer turned up and decided they were partners 

- a team chosen by fate to save the world! 

From the minds of legendary creators Barry Windsor-Smith (Weapon X), Jim Shooter (Secret Wars), 

Bob Layton (Iron Man), and more comes the first Valiant Classics Collec!on of the groundbreaking 

series! 

Collec!ng ARCHER & ARMSTRONG (1992) #0-12. (STL298223) (NOV231099) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS 

 

MAR241235 

TOM HOLLAND FRIGHT NIGHT EVIL ED RISING #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Roy Alan Mar!nez 

Plucked straight from the cult classic horror franchise Fright Night, fan favorite character - Evil Ed is 

back! And he's leJ Charley, Amy, and Peter in the shadows! He's a vampire without rules! Without 

cares! And without a future! Follow everyone's favorite horror fan turned creature of the night as he 

embarks on a solo journey to find some type of meaning to his new existence. Haunted by memories 

of Jerry Dandrige and his former life, a new threat has emerged which could bring it all crumbling 

down around him! Don't miss out on this one-shot feeding frenzy of fangs and fun! You're so cool, 

Brewster! (STL314358) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR241236 

TOM HOLLAND FRIGHT NIGHT EVIL ED RISING #1 CVR B VOKES 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Neil Vokes 

Plucked straight from the cult classic horror franchise Fright Night, fan favorite character - Evil Ed is 

back! And he's leJ Charley, Amy, and Peter in the shadows! He's a vampire without rules! Without 

cares! And without a future! Follow everyone's favorite horror fan turned creature of the night as he 

embarks on a solo journey to find some type of meaning to his new existence. Haunted by memories 

of Jerry Dandrige and his former life, a new threat has emerged which could bring it all crumbling 

down around him! Don't miss out on this one-shot feeding frenzy of fangs and fun! You're so cool, 

Brewster! (STL314359) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241237 

TOM HOLLAND FRIGHT NIGHT EVIL ED RISING #1 CVR C HASSON HOMA 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Buz Hasson 

Plucked straight from the cult classic horror franchise Fright Night, fan favorite character - Evil Ed is 

back! And he's leJ Charley, Amy, and Peter in the shadows! He's a vampire without rules! Without 

cares! And without a future! Follow everyone's favorite horror fan turned creature of the night as he 

embarks on a solo journey to find some type of meaning to his new existence. Haunted by memories 

of Jerry Dandrige and his former life, a new threat has emerged which could bring it all crumbling 

down around him! Don't miss out on this one-shot feeding frenzy of fangs and fun! You're so cool, 

Brewster! (STL314360) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241238 

TOM HOLLAND FRIGHT NIGHT EVIL ED RISING #1 CVR D B&W VIRGIN  

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Gerardo Gambone (CA) Roy Alan Mar!nez 

Only 350 printed! Get this limited edi!on black & white virgin art cover slabbed by your favorite 

grading company. (STL314361) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241239 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 



The final issue of our first series is here!  Peter, Amy, and Charlie must once again face the creatures 

of darkness as their insidious plan is revealed!  The resurrec!on of Jerry Dandrige and there is going 

to be Hell to pay!  But an unsuspec!ng ally may help the motley crew of vampire killers to escape the 

moun!ng horrors with their lives.  The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay 

delivers Fright Night's unique mix of horror, humor, and heart!  This issue comes with four covers - 

Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Jerry & Evil by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL235700) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241240 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR B VOKES 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Neil Vokes 

The final issue of our first series is here!  Peter, Amy, and Charlie must once again face the creatures 

of darkness as their insidious plan is revealed!  The resurrec!on of Jerry Dandrige and there is going 

to be Hell to pay!  But an unsuspec!ng ally may help the motley crew of vampire killers to escape the 

moun!ng horrors with their lives.  The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay 

delivers Fright Night's unique mix of horror, humor, and heart!  This issue comes with four covers - 

Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Jerry & Evil by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL235702) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241241 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR C HAESER & HASSON 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Cyrus Mesarcia, Neil Vokes (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

The final issue of our first series is here!  Peter, Amy, and Charlie must once again face the creatures 

of darkness as their insidious plan is revealed!  The resurrec!on of Jerry Dandrige and there is going 

to be Hell to pay!  But an unsuspec!ng ally may help the motley crew of vampire killers to escape the 

moun!ng horrors with their lives.  The official con!nua!on of Tom Holland's amazing screenplay 

delivers Fright Night's unique mix of horror, humor, and heart!  This issue comes with four covers - 

Main by Roy Allan Mar!nez, Throwback by Neil Vokes, Jerry & Evil by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, and 

a limited edi!on also featuring the stark Black & White art of Roy Allan Mar!nez! (STL235690) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241242 

O/A TOM HOLLANDS FRIGHT NIGHT #4 CVR D VIRGIN B&W LTD ED 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Jason Craig, Neil Vokes (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

It's the rare Black & White Virgin art limited edi!on!  This is perfect to slab with your favorite grading 

company! (STL235703) 



SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241243 

AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #0 CVR A SNYDER III (MR) 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) John K. Snyder, Brian Miller 

The cult hit of 2023 is back with a mega-sized one-shot for a special non-mega price! In the first 

story, Detec!ve Sippel, newly a believer in vampires, has a connec!on to Al Capone that dates back 

to the days of Prohibi!on, when his great grandfather was a Chicago copy. Find out what it is and 

what it means for the future. That's followed by an exclusive preview of Summer's most 

unpredictable crossover event, Captain Ac!on vs. Al Capone, Vampire! And for the final tale in this 

48-page extravaganza, we witness the accidental first mee!ng of future vampire hunter Dean 

Marklin and vampire queen Jocelyn when they both end up at a trendy Miami dance club! 

(STL315004) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241244 

AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #0 CVR B FRAIMS (MR) 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A/CA) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim 

The cult hit of 2023 is back with a mega-sized one-shot for a special non-mega price! In the first 

story, Detec!ve Sippel, newly a believer in vampires, has a connec!on to Al Capone that dates back 

to the days of Prohibi!on, when his great grandfather was a Chicago copy. Find out what it is and 

what it means for the future. That's followed by an exclusive preview of Summer's most 

unpredictable crossover event, Captain Ac!on vs. Al Capone, Vampire! And for the final tale in this 

48-page extravaganza, we witness the accidental first mee!ng of future vampire hunter Dean 

Marklin and vampire queen Jocelyn when they both end up at a trendy Miami dance club! 

(STL315007) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241245 

AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #0 CVR C GONZALES (MR) 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Gene Gonzales 

The cult hit of 2023 is back with a mega-sized one-shot for a special non-mega price! In the first 

story, Detec!ve Sippel, newly a believer in vampires, has a connec!on to Al Capone that dates back 

to the days of Prohibi!on, when his great grandfather was a Chicago copy. Find out what it is and 

what it means for the future. That's followed by an exclusive preview of Summer's most 



unpredictable crossover event, Captain Ac!on vs. Al Capone, Vampire! And for the final tale in this 

48-page extravaganza, we witness the accidental first mee!ng of future vampire hunter Dean 

Marklin and vampire queen Jocelyn when they both end up at a trendy Miami dance club! 

(STL315010) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

BRILLIANT ENTERPRISE LLC 

 

MAR241246 

GUNHAND #1 CVR E LTD ED CENTURY 1/100 

(W) Marty Grosser, MaGhew Plog (CA) Kelley Jones 

The rarest of edi!ons - only 100 copies of the Century Cover were printed! Get this exclusive comic 

slabbed by your favorite grading company for the ul!mate in collec!ng. (STL314362) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS 

 

MAR241247 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #1 CVR A CHAYKIN & NITRO 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Howard Chaykin, Yen Nitro 

It's Al Capone, he's back, he's a vampire, and he's decided to take over Chicago, again. This is one of 

those rare !mes when the !tle almost does really tell you everything you need to know… Only 

there's way more, we promise! The original Scarface is back in a big way and the gangs of Chicago - 

and the other vampires - beGer look out! (STL287833) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241248 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #1 CVR B HOMAGE 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Brendon Fraim & Various 

It's Al Capone, he's back, he's a vampire, and he's decided to take over Chicago, again. This is one of 

those rare !mes when the !tle almost does really tell you everything you need to know… Only 

there's way more, we promise! The original Scarface is back in a big way and the gangs of Chicago - 

and the other vampires - beGer look out! (STL287834) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241249 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #2 CVR A LOPRESTI 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Aaron Lopres! 

As the newly returned and newly vampiric Al Capone con!nues his takeover of Chicago's 

underworld, his war on the criminal gangs and the other vampire clans shiJs into high gear into all 

out carnage. Amid the mayhem in the Windy City, Dean and the team in PiGsburgh, who handed 

Capone his only vampiric defeat, grow increasingly worried about his expected retribu!on. This issue 

includes a stunning gallery by cover ar!st James Nelms. (STL291394) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241250 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #2 CVR B HOMAGE FRAIM 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Brendon Fraim & Various 

As the newly returned and newly vampiric Al Capone con!nues his takeover of Chicago's 

underworld, his war on the criminal gangs and the other vampire clans shiJs into high gear into all 

out carnage. Amid the mayhem in the Windy City, Dean and the team in PiGsburgh, who handed 

Capone his only vampiric defeat, grow increasingly worried about his expected retribu!on. This issue 

includes a stunning gallery by cover ar!st James Nelms. (STL291395) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241251 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #2 CVR C NELMS 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) James Nelms 

As the newly returned and newly vampiric Al Capone con!nues his takeover of Chicago's 

underworld, his war on the criminal gangs and the other vampire clans shiJs into high gear into all 

out carnage. Amid the mayhem in the Windy City, Dean and the team in PiGsburgh, who handed 

Capone his only vampiric defeat, grow increasingly worried about his expected retribu!on. This issue 

includes a stunning gallery by cover ar!st James Nelms. (STL291396) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241252 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #3 CVR A WHEATLEY 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Mark Wheatley 



Sure, Al Capone is back, and yes, he's a vampire, and he's preGy much taken over Chicago once 

again, but how did this come to pass? How did he just show up now as a vampire when his death in 

1947 was so well documented? This issue holds the answers! It's the vampire origin of Al Capone, 

and a whole lot more! (STL295560) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241253 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #3 CVR B HOMAGE FRAIM 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Brendon Fraim & Various 

Sure, Al Capone is back, and yes, he's a vampire, and he's preGy much taken over Chicago once 

again, but how did this come to pass? How did he just show up now as a vampire when his death in 

1947 was so well documented? This issue holds the answers! It's the vampire origin of Al Capone, 

and a whole lot more! (STL295561) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241254 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #4 CVR A GUGLIELMINI 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Simone Guglielmini, Wes Hartman 

The concluding chapter of the vampire origin of Al Capone is packed with ac!on and danger as the 

original Scarface has just about cemented his control of Chicago. So far, no one's been able to stop 

him. But now we know someone's wai!ng in the wings to do just that. Will she succeed? You'll have 

to read it to find out! (STL299040) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241255 

O/A AL CAPONE VAMPIRE #4 CVR B HOMAGE FRAIM & FRAIM 

(W) J. C. Vaughn (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA) Brendon Fraim & Various 

The concluding chapter of the vampire origin of Al Capone is packed with ac!on and danger as the 

original Scarface has just about cemented his control of Chicago. So far, no one's been able to stop 

him. But now we know someone's wai!ng in the wings to do just that. Will she succeed? You'll have 

to read it to find out! (STL299041) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241256 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD COMPLETE COLLECTION TP SIGNED (C: 0 



(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo 

The complete 8 issue collec!on signed by the writers - S.A. Check & James Kuhoric! Limited to just 50 

signed. Comes with one of four possible promo!onal trading cards featuring Barbra, Ben, Johnny, & 

Karen. (STL314550) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 292pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241257 

BEAST OF BOWER BOULEVERD READER PACK (3 ISSUES) (MR) 

An awesome reader pack of the 3 issue monster series by Willy's Wonderland movie writer - G.O. 

Parsons!  Covers are random fill. (STL314557) 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241258 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

A brand new tale set in the NOTLD universe! Family is always worth figh!ng for! Purgatory Hill, West 

Virginia, April 1968. Something is bringing the dead back to life..Something New - Something Evil - 

And Something Unspeakably Terrifying! They're coming to get you…again! All 14-year-old Melba Mae 

ever knew was her small close-knit mountain community who have helped each other to survive, to 

live off the land, and to keep the outside world at bay for genera!ons. But aJer the unexpected 

death and funeral for her favorite uncle, Melba Mae sets out into the hills alone to prove her worth 

to her family and friends. What she ends up in is a far more deadly game of survival, piGed against 

the last person she ever imagined would want to harm her! There are fates worse than death! 

(STL266718) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241259 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #1 CVR B HASSON OUT OF GRAVE 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson 

A brand new tale set in the NOTLD universe! Family is always worth figh!ng for! Purgatory Hill, West 

Virginia, April 1968. Something is bringing the dead back to life..Something New - Something Evil - 

And Something Unspeakably Terrifying! They're coming to get you…again! All 14-year-old Melba Mae 

ever knew was her small close-knit mountain community who have helped each other to survive, to 

live off the land, and to keep the outside world at bay for genera!ons. But aJer the unexpected 

death and funeral for her favorite uncle, Melba Mae sets out into the hills alone to prove her worth 

to her family and friends. What she ends up in is a far more deadly game of survival, piGed against 



the last person she ever imagined would want to harm her! There are fates worse than death! 

(STL266719) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241260 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #1 CVR C PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 

A brand new tale set in the NOTLD universe! Family is always worth figh!ng for! Purgatory Hill, West 

Virginia, April 1968. Something is bringing the dead back to life..Something New - Something Evil - 

And Something Unspeakably Terrifying! They're coming to get you…again! All 14-year-old Melba Mae 

ever knew was her small close-knit mountain community who have helped each other to survive, to 

live off the land, and to keep the outside world at bay for genera!ons. But aJer the unexpected 

death and funeral for her favorite uncle, Melba Mae sets out into the hills alone to prove her worth 

to her family and friends. What she ends up in is a far more deadly game of survival, piGed against 

the last person she ever imagined would want to harm her! There are fates worse than death! 

(STL266720) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241261 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #1 CVR D MARTINEZ B&W LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

This beau!ful black & white virgin art cover is limited to just 350 copies!  Get it before it gets you! 

(STL266721) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241262 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #1 CVR F FOC PHOTO CVR 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 

The super rare cover that was only available to comic retailers at FOC !me featuring a dynamic photo 

of Johnny from the original Night of the Living Dead movie! (STL295231) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241263 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 



When they told Melba Mae family was forever, this wasn't what she had in mind! Running for her life 

from one of last people she should have to fear, the legendary NOTLD saga con!nues with this fresh 

take on terror during one very dark and fear-fueled night in Purgatory Hill, West Virginia in 1968. 

Does one young girl have what it takes to survive the night, even if it costs her everything she holds 

dear? Find out when fear and family collide! There's s!ll a reason to be afraid of the dark! 

(STL275102) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241264 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR B HASSON 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson 

When they told Melba Mae family was forever, this wasn't what she had in mind! Running for her life 

from one of last people she should have to fear, the legendary NOTLD saga con!nues with this fresh 

take on terror during one very dark and fear-fueled night in Purgatory Hill, West Virginia in 1968. 

Does one young girl have what it takes to survive the night, even if it costs her everything she holds 

dear? Find out when fear and family collide! There's s!ll a reason to be afraid of the dark! 

(STL275103) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241265 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR C PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 

When they told Melba Mae family was forever, this wasn't what she had in mind! Running for her life 

from one of last people she should have to fear, the legendary NOTLD saga con!nues with this fresh 

take on terror during one very dark and fear-fueled night in Purgatory Hill, West Virginia in 1968. 

Does one young girl have what it takes to survive the night, even if it costs her everything she holds 

dear? Find out when fear and family collide! There's s!ll a reason to be afraid of the dark! 

(STL275104) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241266 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #2 CVR D 1/350 LTD B&W VIRGIN 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Giancarlo Caracuzzo 

This beau!ful black & white virgin art cover is limited to just 350 copies! Get it before it gets you! 

(STL275105) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 



MAR241267 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #3 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

Melba Mae survived one unholy terror-fueled nightmare only to find herself trapped in another with 

a cabin filled with nervous strangers trying to understand how hell found its way to Earth! Will they 

be ready for what's coming? Or what they'll be forced to do if they expect to make it through the 

night alive? Sound familiar? Deja-ghoul! It's a new chapter in the NOTLD universe where alliances are 

formed and shaGered in the beat of a heart and the only thing thicker than blood…is kin. The Dead 

never die! (STL283287) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241268 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #3 CVR B HASSON 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson 

Melba Mae survived one unholy terror-fueled nightmare only to find herself trapped in another with 

a cabin filled with nervous strangers trying to understand how hell found its way to Earth! Will they 

be ready for what's coming? Or what they'll be forced to do if they expect to make it through the 

night alive? Sound familiar? Deja-ghoul! It's a new chapter in the NOTLD universe where alliances are 

formed and shaGered in the beat of a heart and the only thing thicker than blood…is kin. The Dead 

never die! (STL283288) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241269 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #3 CVR C PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 

Melba Mae survived one unholy terror-fueled nightmare only to find herself trapped in another with 

a cabin filled with nervous strangers trying to understand how hell found its way to Earth! Will they 

be ready for what's coming? Or what they'll be forced to do if they expect to make it through the 

night alive? Sound familiar? Deja-ghoul! It's a new chapter in the NOTLD universe where alliances are 

formed and shaGered in the beat of a heart and the only thing thicker than blood…is kin. The Dead 

never die! (STL283289) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241270 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #3 CVR D FOC PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 



The super rare cover that was only available to comic retailers at FOC !me featuring an unforgeGable 

photo from the original Night of the Living Dead movie! (STL303249) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241271 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #4 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Roy Allen Mar!nez 

Every night may end with a new dawn, but Melba Mae's nightmares are just warming up.  This is the 

gut-wrenching conclusion to the newest chapter in the NOTLD universe.  Will the mysterious new 

stranger in the cabin prove to be the group's salva!on or the death of them all?! The dead have 

come knocking! Who makes it out alive? Who joins the undead? When fear and family collide, 

there's nowhere leJ to run? (STL291306) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241272 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #4 CVR B HASSON 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson 

Every night may end with a new dawn, but Melba Mae's nightmares are just warming up.  This is the 

gut-wrenching conclusion to the newest chapter in the NOTLD universe.  Will the mysterious new 

stranger in the cabin prove to be the group's salva!on or the death of them all?! The dead have 

come knocking! Who makes it out alive? Who joins the undead? When fear and family collide, 

there's nowhere leJ to run? (STL291307) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241273 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD KIN #4 CVR C PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA)  Photo 

Every night may end with a new dawn, but Melba Mae's nightmares are just warming up.  This is the 

gut-wrenching conclusion to the newest chapter in the NOTLD universe.  Will the mysterious new 

stranger in the cabin prove to be the group's salva!on or the death of them all?! The dead have 

come knocking! Who makes it out alive? Who joins the undead? When fear and family collide, 

there's nowhere leJ to run? (STL291308) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241274 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR B HASSON & HAESER 



(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the 

farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinema!c 

landscape of horror for the last fiJy years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image 

Ten, the original produc!on company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new dose 

of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow Johnny 

and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the story, but get 

ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores the lost tales of 

how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the Cooper family, came to 

find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled night! It's !meless terror 

at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel from the original NOTLD 

movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic cover by Richard Bonk, and 

a 350 copy limited edi!on Black & White homage cover! (STL238468) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241275 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #1 CVR C BONK 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzzo (CA) Rich Bonk 

The Dead shall rise…again! The horror comic event of the year begins as we take fans back to the 

farmhouse that started it all! George Romero's macabre masterpiece shaped the cinema!c 

landscape of horror for the last fiJy years! Now, American Mythology has joined forces with Image 

Ten, the original produc!on company for the film and official license holder, to bring fans a new dose 

of the dead with a comic series paying homage to the horror classic. Come along as we follow Johnny 

and Barbra to the graveyard that changed their lives forever! You thought you knew the story, but get 

ready for some surprises and unexpected twists along the way as the series explores the lost tales of 

how our group of wayward travelers, Tom, Judy, Ben, Barbra, Johnny, and the Cooper family, came to 

find each other at the same fateful farmhouse on one dark and ghoul-filled night! It's !meless terror 

at its finest! This issue comes with four covers - Main Photo featuring a cel from the original NOTLD 

movie, Collage Cover by Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Classic cover by Richard Bonk, and 

a 350 copy limited edi!on Black & White homage cover! (STL238471) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241276 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR B CORPSE CREW 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

The ORIGINAL ZOMBIE flick returns with a BRAND-NEW OFFICIAL COMIC BOOK SERIES! New alliances 

are formed and rela!onships are strained as the survivors struggle to find safe passage from the hell 

on earth unleashed around them. It's the classic horror tale that started it all but with a fresh look of 

the bloody paths it took Ben, Barbra, and the others to get to that small farm house in the middle of 

the night. Some!mes, the journey can be just as frightening as what waits for you at the end! It's 

neighbor versus neighbor and family piGed against each other as the true horror of their savage new 



world order becomes painfully clear. You think you know the story? Think again, ghoul-friend! You 

ain't seen this NOTLD yet! The horror index is predic!ng one bloody good !me! (STL246544) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241277 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR C CARACUZO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Giancarlo Caracuzo 

The ORIGINAL ZOMBIE flick returns with a BRAND-NEW OFFICIAL COMIC BOOK SERIES! New alliances 

are formed and rela!onships are strained as the survivors struggle to find safe passage from the hell 

on earth unleashed around them. It's the classic horror tale that started it all but with a fresh look of 

the bloody paths it took Ben, Barbra, and the others to get to that small farm house in the middle of 

the night. Some!mes, the journey can be just as frightening as what waits for you at the end! It's 

neighbor versus neighbor and family piGed against each other as the true horror of their savage new 

world order becomes painfully clear. You think you know the story? Think again, ghoul-friend! You 

ain't seen this NOTLD yet! The horror index is predic!ng one bloody good !me! (STL246545) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241278 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #2 CVR E FOC PHOTO CVR 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA)  Photo 

Did your shop miss the cool "Ghoul Ea!ng Bug" FOC cover?  Gobble it up now!  Alloca!ons may 

occur. (STL260547) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241279 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #3 CVR A PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA)  Photo 

Join us as we revisit the original Night of the Living Dead with an official licensed tale from George A. 

Romero's classic zombie film! The nightmare spreads as the seven survivors rush towards their final 

fate at a small farm house tucked into the woods of southwestern PA. The police discover what true 

evil looks like when a town turns on itself while trying to restore order from chaos, while Ben and the 

Beekmans have to make some hard choices just to survive. Don't look back or you'll become one of 

the infected as this twisted tale of an American Horror Classic sets the scene for the climac!c finale 

fans have been wai!ng for! It's all poin!ng to one final des!na!on fans of NOTLD know all too well! 

"It's ten '!l three!" Do you know where your ghouls are?  This issue comes with four covers - Main 

Photo Image, Corpse Crew cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Interior ar!st Giancarlo Caracuzzo, 

and black & white limited edi!on cover also by Hasson & Haeser. (STL253664) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241280 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #3 CVR B CORPSE CREW 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

Join us as we revisit the original Night of the Living Dead with an official licensed tale from George A. 

Romero's classic zombie film! The nightmare spreads as the seven survivors rush towards their final 

fate at a small farm house tucked into the woods of southwestern PA. The police discover what true 

evil looks like when a town turns on itself while trying to restore order from chaos, while Ben and the 

Beekmans have to make some hard choices just to survive. Don't look back or you'll become one of 

the infected as this twisted tale of an American Horror Classic sets the scene for the climac!c finale 

fans have been wai!ng for! It's all poin!ng to one final des!na!on fans of NOTLD know all too well! 

"It's ten '!l three!" Do you know where your ghouls are?  This issue comes with four covers - Main 

Photo Image, Corpse Crew cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Interior ar!st Giancarlo Caracuzzo, 

and black & white limited edi!on cover also by Hasson & Haeser. (STL253665) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241281 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #3 CVR C CARACUZO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Giancarlo Caracuzo 

Join us as we revisit the original Night of the Living Dead with an official licensed tale from George A. 

Romero's classic zombie film! The nightmare spreads as the seven survivors rush towards their final 

fate at a small farm house tucked into the woods of southwestern PA. The police discover what true 

evil looks like when a town turns on itself while trying to restore order from chaos, while Ben and the 

Beekmans have to make some hard choices just to survive. Don't look back or you'll become one of 

the infected as this twisted tale of an American Horror Classic sets the scene for the climac!c finale 

fans have been wai!ng for! It's all poin!ng to one final des!na!on fans of NOTLD know all too well! 

"It's ten '!l three!" Do you know where your ghouls are?  This issue comes with four covers - Main 

Photo Image, Corpse Crew cover by Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Interior ar!st Giancarlo Caracuzzo, 

and black & white limited edi!on cover also by Hasson & Haeser. (STL253666) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241282 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #3 CVR E FOC PHOTO ED 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA)  Photo 

The super rare FOC photo cover of Night of the Living Dead Revenance #3 is available while supplies 

last!  Alloca!ons may occur. (STL277244) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR241283 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #4 CVR B HASSON 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA) Buz Hasson 

Seven Strangers. Four paths. One des!ny. It's all been leading up to this! Ben does his best to pull the 

group together as they realize their world has taken a ghoulish turn. With !me running out, the 

group comes up with a risky plan to escape that puts them all at risk. Will they be able to work 

together long enough to see the light of the next day? Or will the throngs of the undead finally come 

calling - with a fresh taste for human flesh! The finale chapter to our homage to George Romero's 

classic film, paying tribute to a horror classic that redefined fear for a whole new genera!on! 

(STL260351) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241284 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #4 CVR C CARACUZO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Giancarlo Caracuzo 

Seven Strangers. Four paths. One des!ny. It's all been leading up to this! Ben does his best to pull the 

group together as they realize their world has taken a ghoulish turn. With !me running out, the 

group comes up with a risky plan to escape that puts them all at risk. Will they be able to work 

together long enough to see the light of the next day? Or will the throngs of the undead finally come 

calling - with a fresh taste for human flesh! The finale chapter to our homage to George Romero's 

classic film, paying tribute to a horror classic that redefined fear for a whole new genera!on! 

(STL260352) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241285 

O/A NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD REVENANCE #4 CVR D FOC PHOTO 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Giancarlo Caracuzo (CA)  Photo 

Seven Strangers. Four paths. One des!ny. It's all been leading up to this! Ben does his best to pull the 

group together as they realize their world has taken a ghoulish turn. With !me running out, the 

group comes up with a risky plan to escape that puts them all at risk. Will they be able to work 

together long enough to see the light of the next day? Or will the throngs of the undead finally come 

calling - with a fresh taste for human flesh! The finale chapter to our homage to George Romero's 

classic film, paying tribute to a horror classic that redefined fear for a whole new genera!on! 

 

The super rare FOC photo cover of Night of the Living Dead Revenance #4 is available while supplies 

last!  Alloca!ons may occur. (STL284776) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241286 

ROBONIC STOOGES SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS #1 CVR A SHANOWER 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Jorge Pacheco, Diego Tapie (CA) Eric Shanower 

The Robonic Stooges are back and evil is running scared! Straight from their humble beginnings on 

Saturday Morning Cartoons, the most famous robonic trio the world has ever seen has returned! 

They may not be the heroes this world wanted, or needed, or expected, or, well - you get the picture, 

but they're here and ready bring the funny back to funny books. Join Moe, Larry, and Curly as they 

take on some of comics most legendary stories and bend, poke, and twist them into robonic shape! 

This ain't your grandpa's Stooges! These are…the Robonic Stooges! Knuckleheads beware! 

(STL314363) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241287 

ROBONIC STOOGES SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS #1 CVR B FRIDOLFS 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Jorge Pacheco, Diego Tapie (CA) Derek Fridolfs 

The Robonic Stooges are back and evil is running scared! Straight from their humble beginnings on 

Saturday Morning Cartoons, the most famous robonic trio the world has ever seen has returned! 

They may not be the heroes this world wanted, or needed, or expected, or, well - you get the picture, 

but they're here and ready bring the funny back to funny books. Join Moe, Larry, and Curly as they 

take on some of comics most legendary stories and bend, poke, and twist them into robonic shape! 

This ain't your grandpa's Stooges! These are…the Robonic Stooges! Knuckleheads beware! 

(STL314364) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241288 

ROBONIC STOOGES SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS #1 CVR C CARTOON C 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Jorge Pacheco, Diego Tapie (CA)  Photo 

The Robonic Stooges are back and evil is running scared! Straight from their humble beginnings on 

Saturday Morning Cartoons, the most famous robonic trio the world has ever seen has returned! 

They may not be the heroes this world wanted, or needed, or expected, or, well - you get the picture, 

but they're here and ready bring the funny back to funny books. Join Moe, Larry, and Curly as they 

take on some of comics most legendary stories and bend, poke, and twist them into robonic shape! 

This ain't your grandpa's Stooges! These are…the Robonic Stooges! Knuckleheads beware! 

(STL314365) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR241289 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES FANTASTIC FOOLS #3 CVR D ROBONIC SHEMP 

(W) S.A. Check, Todd Livingston (A) Diego Tapie, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Eric Shanowar 

For the first !me EVER!  Lovable lunk, Shemp becomes a Robonic Stooge! This is an awesome 

exclusive cover that delivers a brand new Stooge to the ranks of the Robonic! (STL217518) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241290 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES RETURN #1 CVR A SHANOWER 

(W) S.A. Check, Jordan Gershowitz (A) Philip Murphy, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Eric Shanowar 

Faster than a speeding locomo!ve. Able to leap tall villains with a single spring. The Robonic Stooges! 

Saturday Morning Cartoons are back! Do you remember siYng with a huge bowl of cereal laughing 

at the exploits of The Three Stooges as super heroes? We do! And we're bringing a whole new 

genera!on these awesome laugh-a-minute adventures! The cartoon was part of the classic Hannah 

Barbera Saturday morning line up and was created by Norman Maurer. SA Check & Philip Murphy 

present "The Imbecile Gauntlet" - a story that finds our junkyard robo!c heroes in control of a 

cosmic doohickey. And Jordan Gershowitz & Jorge Pacheco deliver "Fright at the Museum" - where 

The Boys must save the museum by defea!ng a low-rent Gandalf. The Robonic Stooges is available 

with three covers - Main by Eric Shanower, Variant by Jorge Pacheco, and a 350 copy Limited Edi!on 

Black & White collector's variant! (STL182981) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241291 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES RETURN #1 CVR B PACHECO 

(W) S.A. Check, Jordan Gershowitz (A) Philip Murphy, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Jorge Pacheco 

Faster than a speeding locomo!ve. Able to leap tall villains with a single spring. The Robonic Stooges! 

Saturday Morning Cartoons are back! Do you remember siYng with a huge bowl of cereal laughing 

at the exploits of The Three Stooges as super heroes? We do! And we're bringing a whole new 

genera!on these awesome laugh-a-minute adventures! The cartoon was part of the classic Hannah 

Barbera Saturday morning line up and was created by Norman Maurer. SA Check & Philip Murphy 

present "The Imbecile Gauntlet" - a story that finds our junkyard robo!c heroes in control of a 

cosmic doohickey. And Jordan Gershowitz & Jorge Pacheco deliver "Fright at the Museum" - where 

The Boys must save the museum by defea!ng a low-rent Gandalf. The Robonic Stooges is available 

with three covers - Main by Eric Shanower, Variant by Jorge Pacheco, and a 350 copy Limited Edi!on 

Black & White collector's variant! (STL182982) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



MAR241292 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES RETURN #1 CVR C B&B LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, Jordan Gershowitz (A) Philip Murphy, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Jorge Pacheco 

Faster than a speeding locomo!ve. Able to leap tall villains with a single spring. The Robonic Stooges! 

Saturday Morning Cartoons are back! Do you remember siYng with a huge bowl of cereal laughing 

at the exploits of The Three Stooges as super heroes? We do! And we're bringing a whole new 

genera!on these awesome laugh-a-minute adventures! The cartoon was part of the classic Hannah 

Barbera Saturday morning line up and was created by Norman Maurer. SA Check & Philip Murphy 

present "The Imbecile Gauntlet" - a story that finds our junkyard robo!c heroes in control of a 

cosmic doohickey. And Jordan Gershowitz & Jorge Pacheco deliver "Fright at the Museum" - where 

The Boys must save the museum by defea!ng a low-rent Gandalf. The Robonic Stooges is available 

with three covers - Main by Eric Shanower, Variant by Jorge Pacheco, and a 350 copy Limited Edi!on 

Black & White collector's variant! (STL182983) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241293 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES FANTASTIC FOOLS #2 CVR A SHANOWER 

(W) S.A. Check, Todd Livingston (A) Diego Tapie, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Eric Shanowar 

Saturday morning cartoons are back! The Robonic Stooges leap from the TV screen to comics with 

another slaps!ck issue! In "Fantas!c Fools" the Robonic Stooges aGempt to stop a meteor hurtling 

toward Earth only to awaken the MoleShemp! And in "The Island of DrEams" the boys win a vaca!on 

to a tropic island. Unfortunately instead of a vaca!on they end up the pawns of a strangely poe!c 

mad scien!st! This issue is crammed with awesome extras too - all taking you back to the days 

watching cartoons with your favorite bowl of cereal. The Robonic Stooges #2 Fantas!c Fools is 

available with three covers - Main by Eric Shanower, Variant by Dean Rankine, and a 350 copy 

Limited Edi!on Black & White collector's variant! (STL188511) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241294 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES FANTASTIC FOOLS #2 CVR B RANKINE 

(W) S.A. Check, Todd Livingston (A) Diego Tapie, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Dean Rankine 

Saturday morning cartoons are back! The Robonic Stooges leap from the TV screen to comics with 

another slaps!ck issue! In "Fantas!c Fools" the Robonic Stooges aGempt to stop a meteor hurtling 

toward Earth only to awaken the MoleShemp! And in "The Island of DrEams" the boys win a vaca!on 

to a tropic island. Unfortunately instead of a vaca!on they end up the pawns of a strangely poe!c 

mad scien!st! This issue is crammed with awesome extras too - all taking you back to the days 

watching cartoons with your favorite bowl of cereal. The Robonic Stooges #2 Fantas!c Fools is 

available with three covers - Main by Eric Shanower, Variant by Dean Rankine, and a 350 copy 

Limited Edi!on Black & White collector's variant! (STL188512) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241295 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES FANTASTIC FOOLS #2 CVR C SHANOWER LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, Todd Livingston (A) Diego Tapie, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Eric Shanower 

Saturday morning cartoons are back! The Robonic Stooges leap from the TV screen to comics with 

another slaps!ck issue! In "Fantas!c Fools" the Robonic Stooges aGempt to stop a meteor hurtling 

toward Earth only to awaken the MoleShemp! And in "The Island of DrEams" the boys win a vaca!on 

to a tropic island. Unfortunately instead of a vaca!on they end up the pawns of a strangely poe!c 

mad scien!st! This issue is crammed with awesome extras too - all taking you back to the days 

watching cartoons with your favorite bowl of cereal. The Robonic Stooges #2 Fantas!c Fools is 

available with three covers - Main by Eric Shanower, Variant by Dean Rankine, and a 350 copy 

Limited Edi!on Black & White collector's variant! (STL188513) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241296 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES FANTASTIC FOOLS #3 CVR A SHANOWER 

(W) S.A. Check, Todd Livingston (A) Diego Tapie, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Eric Shanowar 

The Saturday Morning Cartoon Revival Con!nues!  The Robonic Stooges are back and fans have 

responded with a resounding Nyuk Nyuk to the Nyuk!  They've already saved the planet from the 

world-devouring Oreganose, and the subterranean terror known as MoleShemp! But now The Boys 

must face their greatest challenge yet when they're thrust into a pastry-fueled post-apocalyp!c 

future filled with a threat so dark, so vile, its name is only men!oned in whispers - The Shempinels - 

featured in "Days of Dunderheads Past" and an added special behind the scenes training tale in 

"Dangerously Stupid"!  The Robonic Stooges #2 Fantas!c Fools is available with three covers - Main 

by Eric Shanower, Variant by *, and a 350 copy Limited Edi!on Black & White collector's variant! 

(STL195418) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241297 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES FANTASTIC FOOLS #3 CVR B ANIMATION CELL VAR 

(W) S.A. Check, Todd Livingston (A) Diego Tapie, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Dean Rankine 

The Saturday Morning Cartoon Revival Con!nues!  The Robonic Stooges are back and fans have 

responded with a resounding Nyuk Nyuk to the Nyuk!  They've already saved the planet from the 

world-devouring Oreganose, and the subterranean terror known as MoleShemp! But now The Boys 

must face their greatest challenge yet when they're thrust into a pastry-fueled post-apocalyp!c 

future filled with a threat so dark, so vile, its name is only men!oned in whispers - The Shempinels - 

featured in "Days of Dunderheads Past" and an added special behind the scenes training tale in 



"Dangerously Stupid"!  The Robonic Stooges #2 Fantas!c Fools is available with three covers - Main 

by Eric Shanower, Variant by *, and a 350 copy Limited Edi!on Black & White collector's variant! 

(STL195419) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241298 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES FANTASTIC FOOLS #3 CVR C SHANOWER LTD ED 

(W) S.A. Check, Todd Livingston (A) Diego Tapie, Jorge Pacheco (CA) Eric Shanower 

The Saturday Morning Cartoon Revival Con!nues!  The Robonic Stooges are back and fans have 

responded with a resounding Nyuk Nyuk to the Nyuk!  They've already saved the planet from the 

world-devouring Oreganose, and the subterranean terror known as MoleShemp! But now The Boys 

must face their greatest challenge yet when they're thrust into a pastry-fueled post-apocalyp!c 

future filled with a threat so dark, so vile, its name is only men!oned in whispers - The Shempinels - 

featured in "Days of Dunderheads Past" and an added special behind the scenes training tale in 

"Dangerously Stupid"!  The Robonic Stooges #2 Fantas!c Fools is available with three covers - Main 

by Eric Shanower, Variant by *, and a 350 copy Limited Edi!on Black & White collector's variant! 

(STL195650) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241299 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES STOOGE WARS #1 CVR A SHANOWER MAIN PARODY 

(W) S.A. Check (A) Diego Tapie (CA) Eric Shanower 

Could this be The Robonic Stooges last stand?! The fate of the world hangs in the balance as the 

mysterious stranger known only as The Overyonder has kidnapped the planet's greatest heroes and 

deadliest villains to baGle for the ul!mate prize! Can Moe, Larry, and Curly pull their ragtag team 

together? Or will the combined forces of Professor Cluck, PoodleMan, Dr. Crackula, and the rest of 

the Robo-Stooges' legendary rogues gallery prove too much for the boys! Tune in to find out! This is 

the Robonic Stooges event of the year! The Robonic Stooges Present - Stooge Wars comes with three 

covers - Main Parody Cover by Eric Shanower, Anima!on Cel cover, and a 100 copy limited edi!on 

Century cover! (STL235644) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241300 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES STOOGE WARS #1 CVR B PACHECO 

(W) S.A. Check (A) Diego Tapie 

Could this be The Robonic Stooges last stand?! The fate of the world hangs in the balance as the 

mysterious stranger known only as The Overyonder has kidnapped the planet's greatest heroes and 

deadliest villains to baGle for the ul!mate prize! Can Moe, Larry, and Curly pull their ragtag team 



together? Or will the combined forces of Professor Cluck, PoodleMan, Dr. Crackula, and the rest of 

the Robo-Stooges' legendary rogues gallery prove too much for the boys! Tune in to find out! This is 

the Robonic Stooges event of the year! The Robonic Stooges Present - Stooge Wars comes with three 

covers - Main Parody Cover by Eric Shanower, Anima!on Cel cover, and a 100 copy limited edi!on 

Century cover! (STL235666) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241301 

O/A ROBONIC STOOGES: STOOGE WARS #1 AM EXCLUSIVE CVR D (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check (A/CA) Diego Tapie 

The impossible to find limited crowd funder & AM Web store exclusive cover!  This is harder to find 

than a competent Stooge! (STL249444) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241302 

SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS READER PACK (5 ISSUES) 

Welcome back to the days of Saturday morning cartoons! Kids would grab a big bowl of their favorite 

sugary cereal and watch for hours as the best funnies played for hours. Grab your own bowl and go 

back to those good old days with five random kids cartoon comics! (STL314545) 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

ANTARCTIC PRESS 

 

MAR241303 

NYOBI OUTBREAK #1 (OF 5) CVR A JUAN ANTONIO ONTIVEROS (C: 0- 

(W) Larry Higgins (A) Juan Antonio On!vero 

BOLD BAD-GIRL ACTION!  

SERIOUS SOCIAL ISSUES! 

A new virus has emerged, one that has the ability to create new variants of the superpowered beings 

known as G-noms.  This complex situa!on just adds to the fire of protests surrounding G-nom rights 

in the face of oppression.  Nyobi is thrust into the mix as she ques!ons if she is on the right side. 

(STL313308) (C: 0-0-1) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR241304 

NYOBI OUTBREAK #1 (OF 5) CVR B BEN DUNN (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Larry Higgins (A) Juan Antonio On!vero (CA) Ben Dunn 

Ben Dunn, the Godfather of American Manga limns our lovely leaping into ac!on!  Jump at your 

chance to reserve your copy of this variant today! (STL313316) (C: 0-0-1) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241305 

NYOBI OUTBREAK #1 (OF 5) CVR C PAUL GREEN (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Larry Higgins (A) Juan Antonio On!vero (CA) Paul Green 

Nyobi's looking strong and stunning in this stupendous sight served up by veteran Zenescope cover 

ar!st Paul Green!  Don't just stand there, mooning over it-reserve your copy now! (STL313331) (C: 0-

0-1) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241306 

TOMORROW GIRL #6 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ben Dunn, David Furr (A/CA) Ben Dunn 

SUPERVERSE TITLE!   

SUPER-ALLY GONE ROGUE? 

AMERICAN MANGA SUPERHERO! 

(David Furr, Ben Dunn): Tomorrow Girl and her allies con!nue their fight against Crimson Scorpion, 

who seems to have gone rogue.  (Baalta, Rocio Perez): Tomorrow Girl's vaca!on is rudely interrupted 

when an Atlantean prince challenges her! (STL313283) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241307 

TOMORROW GIRL TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ben Dunn (CA) Carlo Barberi 

SUPERVERSE TITLE!   

AMERICAN MANGA SUPERHERO! 

Collects Tomorrow Girl #1-3 



Ninja High School's high-flying heroine is ready to move out of her small town and into the big !me 

with her own collec!on of adventures! Set fight through a sizzling septet of stories, as the dynamic 

damsel travels around the world, to other dimensions, and even to the Moon in her pursuit of truth, 

jus!ce, and maybe a liGle normal, everyday life! (STL313304) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241308 

EXCITING COMICS #44 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Diego Albuquerque, Nestor Redulla Jr 

SUPER-SIZE SUPERHEROINE VS. SINISTER SUPERHUMANS!   

HOLY WARRIOR VS. DEMONS! 

MONSTER VS. ALIENS! 

"Demon Hunter Raven" (Nicholas Mueller), "Fatgirl, Pt. 3" (John Rhodes, Joseph Olesco), "Killinger" 

(Fred Sosa) 

"Demon Hunter Raven" (Nicholas Mueller): As host of the Light Stone, Adam becomes Ligh!ng 

Raven, a demon hunter in the paramilitary organiza!on of the church known as the Order.  "Fatgirl, 

Pt. 3" (John Rhodes, Joseph Olesco): Fatgirl (currently falling to her death) is determined to save 

Paradise City from the Hyprids  and the Coali!on, no maGer the cost!  She just needs a liGle help 

from a friend!  "Killinger" (Fred Sosa): The monster known as Killinger baGles an alien invasion. 

(STL313279) (C: 0-1-1) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241309 

FANTASY COMICS #9 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Rod Espinoza (A) Rod Espinosa (CA) Brian Denham 

SEASON FINALE! 

CLASSIC CASTLE-CRAWLING CAMPAIGN! 

FANTASY HEROES FACING ALL-TOO-REAL DANGER! 

ClarieGe and her fellow adventurers find an old castle with a rumored treasure, where they 

encounter a monster protec!ng it. (STL313280) (C: 0-1-1) 

40pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241310 

GOLD DIGGER WAR MISTRESS OF MARS #2 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 



(W/A/CA) Fred Perry 

IN THE GRAND TRA-DEN-TION OF RICHARD CORBEN! 

FULL-FRONTAL ASSAULT WRESTLING ON ANOTHER WORLD! 

ADULTS ONLY 

Trapped in the brutal heat of the Marzian desert, Britanny and Ayane push forward in their pursuit of 

Keldoor, the only one who can get them back home to Earth.  But Keldoor has plans for his newly 

acquired cosmic might: He has a planet to conquer!  Star!ng with the hapless residents of a 

mysterious skull-grey tower! (STL313281) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241311 

FREAKIER THAN NORMAL #1 (OF 4) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Francisco Balbuena (A/CA) Maximo Montero 

DIGITAL DREAMS VS. ANALOG REALITY! 

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR! 

Mia had long wondered what she'd do if she were a video game superhero, and then a strange 

meteor shower grants her wish.  But every hero has their villains, and the ones Mia and her friends 

will face may turn her dream come true into a digital nightmare! (STL313293) (C: 0-1-1) 

48pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241312 

ROUTE 666 HOODIE SM (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Brian Denham 

THERE'S SOMETHING GREAT IN THIS NEIGHBOR-HOODIE! 

 

BUSTIN' THIS OUT FEELS GOOD! 

 

Are you troubled by strange choices in the middle of your closet?  Do you experience feelings of 

dread in choosing what to wear?  If the answer is yes, then don't wait another minute!  Even when 

there's something weird in the neighborhood, just put this on, and you'll look good! (STL313284) (C: 

0-1-1) 

Hoodie, FC SRP: $40.00 

 



MAR241313 

ROUTE 666 HOODIE MED (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Brian Denham 

THERE'S SOMETHING GREAT IN THIS NEIGHBOR-HOODIE! 

 

BUSTIN' THIS OUT FEELS GOOD! 

 

Are you troubled by strange choices in the middle of your closet?  Do you experience feelings of 

dread in choosing what to wear?  If the answer is yes, then don't wait another minute!  Even when 

there's something weird in the neighborhood, just put this on, and you'll look good! (STL313298) (C: 

0-1-1) 

Hoodie, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241314 

ROUTE 666 HOODIE LG (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Brian Denham 

THERE'S SOMETHING GREAT IN THIS NEIGHBOR-HOODIE! 

 

BUSTIN' THIS OUT FEELS GOOD! 

 

Are you troubled by strange choices in the middle of your closet?  Do you experience feelings of 

dread in choosing what to wear?  If the answer is yes, then don't wait another minute!  Even when 

there's something weird in the neighborhood, just put this on, and you'll look good! (STL313299) (C: 

0-1-1) 

Hoodie, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241315 

ROUTE 666 HOODIE XL (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Brian Denham 

THERE'S SOMETHING GREAT IN THIS NEIGHBOR-HOODIE! 

 

BUSTIN' THIS OUT FEELS GOOD! 

 



Are you troubled by strange choices in the middle of your closet?  Do you experience feelings of 

dread in choosing what to wear?  If the answer is yes, then don't wait another minute!  Even when 

there's something weird in the neighborhood, just put this on, and you'll look good! (STL313301) (C: 

0-1-1) 

Hoodie, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241316 

ROUTE 666 HOODIE 2XL (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Brian Denham 

THERE'S SOMETHING GREAT IN THIS NEIGHBOR-HOODIE! 

 

BUSTIN' THIS OUT FEELS GOOD! 

 

Are you troubled by strange choices in the middle of your closet?  Do you experience feelings of 

dread in choosing what to wear?  If the answer is yes, then don't wait another minute!  Even when 

there's something weird in the neighborhood, just put this on, and you'll look good! (STL313302) (C: 

0-1-1) 

Hoodie, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241317 

ROUTE 666 HOODIE 3XL (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Brian Denham 

THERE'S SOMETHING GREAT IN THIS NEIGHBOR-HOODIE! 

 

BUSTIN' THIS OUT FEELS GOOD! 

 

Are you troubled by strange choices in the middle of your closet?  Do you experience feelings of 

dread in choosing what to wear?  If the answer is yes, then don't wait another minute!  Even when 

there's something weird in the neighborhood, just put this on, and you'll look good! (STL313303) (C: 

0-1-1) 

Hoodie, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241318 

JUNGLE COMICS #27 (C: 0-1-1) 



(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Alex Genaro 

CLASSIC JUNGLE BEAUTY ADVENTURES FROM ITALY AND BRAZIL! 

POWERFUL BEAUTIES RULE THE WILD! 

"Valkiria:" (Alex Mir, Alex Genaro): Valkíria, the savage sensa!on from Brazil, drives her enemies 

before her in "Eyes of Crystal" by Alex Genaro and Alex Mir!  Stephen Died and Steven Ross's "Kyla: 

The Goddess Who Walks the Earth" returns!  Plus more classic Euro thrills with "The Adventures of 

Zan the Jungle Lord"  by Giuseppe Pederiali and Roberto Renzi! (STL313282) (C: 0-1-1) 

32pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

AMULET BOOKS 

 

MAR241319 

EXPLORER SC VOL 01 MYSTERY BOXES NEW PTG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kazu Kibuishi 

Seven clever stories answer one simple ques!on: What's in the box?  

Funny, fantas!c, spooky, and suspenseful, each of these unique and beau!fully illustrated short 

graphic works revolves around a central theme: a mysterious box and the marvels—or mayhem—

that is hidden inside. Ar!sts include middle school favorites Kazu Kibuishi, Raina Telgemeier (Smile), 

and Dave Roman (Astronaut Academy), as well as Jason Caffoe, Stu Livingston, Johane MaGe, Rad 

Sechrist (all contributors to the groundbreaking comics anthology series Flight), and Emily Carroll. 

Don't hesitate. Come and open the box. You'll be amazed. You'll be entertained. You'll be scared. And 

then you'll want to read each story over again! (STL276965) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241320 

EXPLORER SC VOL 02 LOST ISLANDS NEW PTG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kazu Kibuishi,  Various (A) Kazu Kibuishi,  VARIOUS 

Seven author/ar!sts !e their scary or exhilara!ng nau!cal adventures to metaphorical 

underpinnings. Captain Ahab-like obsession with catching the big one leads a sailor into a cave that is 

really a giant mouth. One young castaway meets a crab ghost. Another meets someone she never 

expected to see: an older version of herself. A young island girl is lured to join !ki-masked celebrants 

who turn out to be dead.  

Beau!fully drawn, each ar!st works in a different style, but all share humor, suspense, and a buoyant 

tone. Young readers will be entertained, and maybe a liGle scared, by this one-of-a-kind, alone-on-

an-island tales of mystery and magic. (STL313971) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 



 

MAR241321 

EXPLORER SC VOL 03 HIDDEN DOORS NEW PTG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kazu Kibuishi,  Various (A) Kazu Kibuishi,  VARIOUS 

Edited by New York Times bestselling comics creator Kazu Kibuishi, who is also a contributor, 

Explorer: The Hidden Doors—the third volume in the highly praised series—gathers some of the 

foremost and fastest-rising talents in comics for kids. A bullied boy discovers a door guarded by a sly 

monster... A pain!ng of a door opens in a forgoGen Egyp!an tomb... A portal in the park promises to 

turn you into a much cooler 2.0 version—if you can just get the bugs out... and much more! 

(STL313973) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241322 

YOUNG HAG AND THE WITCHES QUEST GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Isabel Greenberg 

Once there was magic in Britain. There were dragons and wizards and green knights and round tables 

and kings that pulled swords out of stones. But now, the doors to the Otherworld have closed, and 

the magic is gone. All that is leJ are the stories of those bygone days. Young Hag, her mother and her 

grandmother, Ancient Crone, are the last of the witches in Britain. At least, that's what Ancient Crone 

says.  

Young Hag has grown up hearing those tales and believing in her the power of her Grandmother. But 

when tragedy strikes, and their world is shaken, Young Hag turns her back on magic. She is sick of the 

tales of family curses, faerie doors, lost magic, and ancient swords. If they are witches, where is their 

magic when they really need it? And then one day they find a changeling baby in the woods. 

Confronted with real magic at last, Young Hag has no choice but to believe. She sets off on the 

greatest quest of her life; to bring the magic back to Britain. But when faced with magic and myth, 

can Young Hag put aside her doubts and fears? (STL311895) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241323 

YOUNG HAG AND THE WITCHES QUEST HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Isabel Greenberg 

Once there was magic in Britain. There were dragons and wizards and green knights and round tables 

and kings that pulled swords out of stones. But now, the doors to the Otherworld have closed, and 

the magic is gone. All that is leJ are the stories of those bygone days. Young Hag, her mother and her 

grandmother, Ancient Crone, are the last of the witches in Britain. At least, that’s what Ancient Crone 

says. 

  



Young Hag has grown up hearing those tales and believing in her the power of her Grandmother. But 

when tragedy strikes, and their world is shaken, Young Hag turns her back on magic. She is sick of the 

tales of family curses, faerie doors, lost magic, and ancient swords. If they are witches, where is their 

magic when they really need it? 

  

And then one day they find a changeling baby in the woods. Confronted with real magic at last, 

Young Hag has no choice but to believe. She sets off on the greatest quest of her life; to bring the 

magic back to Britain. But when faced with magic and myth, can Young Hag put aside her doubts and 

fears?  Or will she simply become a forgoGen footnote in the tale of famous kings and wizards? 

(STL311896) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

ANDREWS MCMEEL 

 

MAR241324 

BIRTLE AND THE VERY UNWELCOME GARRY GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Tara J Hannon 

Too!e the turtle and Teeny the bird leave Turtletown to visit the beach in this adorable graphic novel 

for early readers that's all about friendship. Too!e and Teeny are going on a trip to the beach! It's 

going to be a Birtle BFF Beach Bonanza. But when they get to the beach, a gull named Garry 

interrupts their plans. Teeny is excited to meet another bird. Too!e is... not. Will these BFFs stay 

BFFs, or is this BFF Beach Bonanza doomed? This adorable graphic novel is about making new 

friends, dealing with jealousy, and being open-minded. It features a Dyslexia-friendly font. 

(STL311919) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241325 

PHOEBE & HER UNICORN GN VOL 19 UNICORN CRUSH (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Dana Simpson 

In this collec!on, nine-year-old Phoebe Howell and her magical unicorn friend, Marigold Heavenly 

Nostrils, explore the complexi!es of popularity, friendship, and crushes. Phoebe finds herself in the 

awkward posi!on of taking on her friend Max in a debate contest and also helping her best frenemy, 

Dakota, regain her confidence. Marigold goes to therapy and reconnects with a friend named 

Sparkleface McGee who she hasn't seen in 700 years. And both Phoebe and Marigold draw a fun 

series of comics about their lives. As it turns out, the social lives of a nine-year-old human and a 

centuries-old unicorn have a lot in common! (STL311064) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 



ASPEN MLT INC 

 

MAR241326 

O/A FATHOM THE CORE #1 CVR A KONAT 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Mark Roslan, Alex Konat (CA) Alex Konat 

FATHOM: THE CORE #1 will ship with two different covers by series ar!st Alex Konat and ar!st Donny 

Tran. Each cover is available to order separately, with no quan!ty limita!on or restric!ons. 

 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi!ous release of 2021 is now available in two ac!on-packed 

chapters! 

 

Aspen MaGhews was born of two worlds-The OCEAN and LAND. Now, deeper within the confines of 

The Earth-a new threat has risen, one that will reclaim the eco-system for those of much more 

powerful descent.  

 

The human world has tenuously learned to co-exist with the underwater species known as The Blue. 

The powerful Elite Blue Aspen MaGhews has returned to her life's work-that of a marine biologist. 

Yet, not all creatures from below are seeking peace, and when an unimaginable force from the deep 

confines of The Earth's core makes their presence felt in a catastrophic way, Aspen and the en!re 

Fathom Universe must unite in order to not only save themselves-but the en!re planet! 

 

Featuring covers by Alex Konat, Donny Tran and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Fathom direct 

market launch of 2021! (STL205054) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241327 

O/A SOULFIRE CORE #1 CVR A KONAT 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Alex Konat 

Aspen Comics' largest and most ambi!ous release of 2022 is now available in a two-part ac!on-

packed adventure! 

The hidden world of magic has made its presence known in the conflict above the surface between 

The Blue, The Humans and the previously concealed race of The Core. One of the  

greatest decisions of their kingdom stands before them, as the mysterious—and deadlyfrom The 

Core have been brought to their realm, under the watchful eye of Grace… 

Now, the magical denizen of The Everlands must decide how to harbor its most deadly and powerful 

inhabitant… a decision that will send shockwaves across the en!re Aspen Universe! 



Featuring covers by Alex Konat, Jordan Gunderson and Michael Turner, this is THE biggest Soulfire 

direct market launch of 2022! (STL242963) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241328 

SOULFIRE SHADOW MAGIC TP VOL 01 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A/CA) Sana Takeda 

The world of magic has gone dark… 

Before the return of the light forever altered the events of the present SOULFIRE universe, a long ago 

era of flourishing magic enveloped the land as well as SOULFIRE's preeminent heroine, Grace. Amidst 

a bloody war between the two dominant races, the Rahtumi and the Sethoru, that endangered both 

of their existences, an even greater threat soon emerged. It is a malevolent form of magic that 

threatens to cast a dark shadow over all that is decent and magical by consuming everything in it's 

path. And through all of this perilous disorder, Grace aGempts to overcome the greatest obstacle she 

has yet to encounter in her !me in Empyrea-the bonds of love. Collec!ng together the en!re sold 

out SOULFIRE: SHADOW MAGIC mini-series, and fully illustrated by Sana Takeda, this long-awaited 

trade paperback is a must have addi!on to everyone's SOULFIRE collec!on! (STK431481) 

(MAY181405) 

SC, 152pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241329 

O/A ETERNAL SOULFIRE TP VOL 01 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Alex Konat 

The world of magic and technology have finally collided! 

A new cast of characters has risen. Cassidy, a young high school student with a very big secret, will 

discover that magic is not only real-but will change her life forever in ways she never could've 

imagined. Meanwhile, Miya, the ancient warrior from the earliest days of the Soulfire Universe, has 

returned with a vengeanceboth of their paths will be inextricably united! Explore the world of 

Michael Turner's Soulfire as you've never seen it before! 

Brought to you by New York Times Best-Selling author J.T. Krul (DC's Bloodlines, Jirni), with art by 

superstar ar!st Alex Konat (DC's Gotham GazeGe:Batman, Fathom), and colorist Federico Blee (Jirni), 

this thrilling new series in the Soulfire Universe is not to be missed! (STL029640) 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241330 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #1 CVR A LADJOUZE 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Chahine Ladjouze 



Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner's incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume!  

 

As the new age of magic con!nues in the shadows of this future landscape, Malikai and his friends 

try to enjoy a liGle down !me, but such plans never seem to last. Grace con!nues to serve as a 

protector for all things magic, more specifically the dragons, but she is growing !red of having to 

keep the true power of the world a secret. And, there is a new danger on the horizon, a new figure in 

the Soulfire universe who may be the greatest threat to the fragile balance between magic and 

technology yet! 

 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics' flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL085472) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241331 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #2 CVR A LADJOUZE 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Chahine Ladjouze 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner’s incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume! 

In the hidden magical realm of the Everlands, Faye struggles in her duty to serve as queen beside the 

strong-willed King Sarin, who only seems to value power. Meanwhile, Malikai and Grace learn of the 

aGack on Ren. What could it mean? And, how great is the threat? (STL089186) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241332 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #2 CVR B KONAT 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Chahine Ladjouze (CA) Alex Konat 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner’s incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume! 

In the hidden magical realm of the Everlands, Faye struggles in her duty to serve as queen beside the 

strong-willed King Sarin, who only seems to value power. Meanwhile, Malikai and Grace learn of the 

aGack on Ren. What could it mean? And, how great is the threat? (STL089187) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR241333 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #3 CVR A LADJOUZE 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Chahine Ladjouze 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner's incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume! 

Cassidy wants nothing more than to live a normal life, but there's nothing normal about having 

magical abili!es. Like it or not, she's special and that puts a target on her back. Meanwhile, Malikai 

and Grace try to find Janus, the man who aGacked Ren. While in the Everlands, Sarin looks to Onyx 

for answers about a means to a power greater than his own! 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics' flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL092229) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241334 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #3 CVR B MARIA 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Chahine Ladjouze (CA) Michael Sta. Maria 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner's incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume! 

Cassidy wants nothing more than to live a normal life, but there's nothing normal about having 

magical abili!es. Like it or not, she's special and that puts a target on her back. Meanwhile, Malikai 

and Grace try to find Janus, the man who aGacked Ren. While in the Everlands, Sarin looks to Onyx 

for answers about a means to a power greater than his own! 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics' flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL092230) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241335 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #4 CVR B RISSO 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Chahine Ladjouze (CA) Andre Risso 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner's incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume!  

Malikai and Grace finally come face to face with Janus in the ruins of Egypt, but Janus is less 

interested in the pyramids than he is of the secret hidden within the ancient structures. Evani is 



haunted by strange visions from her encounter with the shadow magic. And, if all that wasn't 

enough, Rainier is back! 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics' flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL096554) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241336 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #5 CVR B CAMPETELLA 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Chahine Ladjouze (CA) Mauricio Campetella 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner's incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume!  

 

As the baGle rages on in Egypt between Malikai and Janus, another storm is brewing in Rainier's new 

lair. Cassidy finds herself in the middle of events far bigger than she imagined, and she just wants to 

avoid becoming collateral damage from the chaos around her. 

 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics' flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL099666) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241337 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #6 CVR A LADJOUZE 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Chahine Ladjouze 

The team that answered to no one is back…but altogether different! 

 

Aspen's popular mash-up of supernatural characters returns for a thrilling second volume! Doc Blue 

discovers he might be the key to The Four Point con!nued existence as a group-a discovery he may 

not survive! Meanwhile, Gia reveals to the group her knowledge of an extraterrestrial element that 

could spell doom for all of them! Plus, the return of a popular Aspen Comics character!  

 



WriGen by legendary Uncanny X-Men scribe ScoG Lobdell (The Four Points), along with  acclaimed 

Arena Mode Saga writer Blake NorthcoG (Michael Turner's Fathom), with art by Giuseppe Cafaro 

(Michael Turner's Soulfire), this is THE NEW Aspen !tle you won't want to miss! (STL102293) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241338 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #6 CVR B ARIZMENDI 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Chahine Ladjouze (CA) Alex Arizmendi 

The team that answered to no one is back…but altogether different! 

 

Aspen's popular mash-up of supernatural characters returns for a thrilling second volume! Doc Blue 

discovers he might be the key to The Four Point con!nued existence as a group-a discovery he may 

not survive! Meanwhile, Gia reveals to the group her knowledge of an extraterrestrial element that 

could spell doom for all of them! Plus, the return of a popular Aspen Comics character!  

 

WriGen by legendary Uncanny X-Men scribe ScoG Lobdell (The Four Points), along with  acclaimed 

Arena Mode Saga writer Blake NorthcoG (Michael Turner's Fathom), with art by Giuseppe Cafaro 

(Michael Turner's Soulfire), this is THE NEW Aspen !tle you won't want to miss! (STL102294) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241339 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #7 CVR A LADJOUZE 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Chahine Ladjouze 

Celebra!ng over 15 years of its crea!on, Michael Turner’s incredible vision of magic and wonder 

returns for an all-new volume! 

Malikai and the gang track Janus back to his castle stronghold. Outnumbered and seemingly 

overmatched, the wri!ng is on the wall, but Janus has his own wri!ng - And, the magic it unleashes 

will shock and awe. Plus, Rainier con!nues his war with Madix’s army, and the !me has come for 

Rainier to make his mark –-Permanently! 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics’ flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL104911) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241340 



O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #8 CVR A LADJOUZE 

(W) J. T. Krul (A/CA) Chahine Ladjouze 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner's incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume!  

Janus and his manipula!on of magic seems to know no bounds. Will Malikai and Grace be able to 

overcome his latest display of power? And, at what cost? In the Everlands, Faye is surrounded on all 

sides by enemies… what is a queen to do in order to protect her kingdom? Plus, Cassidy finds herself 

in a literal hell on Earth in Rainier's new realm as the latest Soulfire volume reaches it's clima!c 

finale! 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics' flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL108487) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241341 

O/A SOULFIRE VOL 7 #8 CVR B CAFARO 

(W) J. T. Krul (A) Chahine Ladjouze (CA) Giuseppe Cafaro 

Celebra!ng the 15th anniversary of its crea!on, Michael Turner's incredible vision of magic and 

wonder returns for an all-new volume!  

Janus and his manipula!on of magic seems to know no bounds. Will Malikai and Grace be able to 

overcome his latest display of power? And, at what cost? In the Everlands, Faye is surrounded on all 

sides by enemies… what is a queen to do in order to protect her kingdom? Plus, Cassidy finds herself 

in a literal hell on Earth in Rainier's new realm as the latest Soulfire volume reaches it's clima!c 

finale! 

Michael Turner and Aspen Comics' flagship !tle commemorates its landmark fiJeenth year and the 

crea!ve team of long !me Soulfire writer J.T. Krul (Teen Titans, Jirni), newcomer Chahine Ladjouze, 

and colorist Wes Hartman have joined forces to bring new readers as well as loyal fans alike a Soulfire 

story for the next genera!on! (STL108488) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

ATHENEUM BOOKS FOR YOUNG READE 

 

MAR241342 

CLOUD PUPPY GN (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A) Kelly Leigh Miller 



Narwhal and Jelly meets The Amazing World of Gumball in this first book in a deligh[ul graphic novel 

chapter book series about Cloud Puppy—part puppy, part cloud, and all adorable—and her forays 

into friendship, adventure, and all things geeky! Meet Cloud Puppy! Her hobbies include making 

rainbows, super sniffing, and, of course, reading the PreGy Princess Warrior DragoneGa series with 

her best friend, Berry Rose. AJer Cloud Puppy finds out that her favorite author will be a guest at the 

local comic book conven!on, she and Berry Rose decide to aGend in homemade costumes. But when 

they both insist on dressing up as the same character, Cloud Puppy and Berry Rose have their first 

fight ever! Now, they're going to the conven!on separately. Will these feuding friends be able to 

make amends? (STL311059) (C: 1-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

AVERY HILL PUBLISHING 

 

MAR241343 

CATALYTIC CONVERSIONS TP VOL 01 INFINITE WHEATPASTE (C: 0-1- 

(W/A/CA) L Pidge 

Rela!onships... androids... car repair... !me travel... gods—these interconnected stories set on the 

edges of human experience share the moments of the liGle bits of life that feel less than real. Abby 

and Lilah are a couple driJing apart. Jeff is a flaming star. Soe is a student who has a complicated 

rela!onship with her overbearing grandmother. Casimir is a man with a past and Abe is in his future; 

maybe in everyone's future. O!s is a grief-stricken android on a road to enlightenment. Groob is fun-

loving and the salt of the earth. Some are slowly making their way to each other, but some are 

breaking apart. (STL312425) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 264pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

A WAVE BLUE WORLD INC 

 

MAR241344 

BECOMING WHO WE ARE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Sammy Lisel, Lilah Sturges (A) Hazel Reed Newlevant & Various (CA) Hazel Reed Newlevant 

In a collec!on of stories from across the spectrum of real-life experience, nine members of the trans 

community share their inspira!onal childhood stories. These are tales of ques!oning, affirming, 

transi!oning, and growing up; courageous, gripping accounts from musicians, actors, teachers, 

scien!sts, forest rangers, and ac!vists of how they overcame their unique challenges to become who 

they truly are. (STL301904) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 



 

MAR241345 

MEZO TRIAL OF RODEN #1 (OF 5) CVR A VAL RODRIGUES 

(W) Tyler Chin-Tanner, Jarred Lujan (A/CA) Val Rodrigues 

In the aJermath of war, the Tzalekuhl Empire has reclaimed its dominance over the land of Mezo. 

But there is a traitor in the midst. Roden, the once faithful soldier, showed mercy to the enemy by 

aiding their escape. Now he faces judgement before the Almighty Kuhl. Who will come to his 

defense? Old friends, fellow soldiers, and even biGer rivals will decide the fate of the man who once 

risked everything to save them all. (STL312952) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241346 

MEZO TRIAL OF RODEN #1 (OF 5) CVR B CHRIS SHEHAN 

(W) Tyler Chin-Tanner, Jarred Lujan (A) Val Rodrigues (CA) Chris Shehan 

In the aJermath of war, the Tzalekuhl Empire has reclaimed its dominance over the land of Mezo. 

But there is a traitor in the midst. Roden, the once faithful soldier, showed mercy to the enemy by 

aiding their escape. Now he faces judgement before the Almighty Kuhl. Who will come to his 

defense? Old friends, fellow soldiers, and even biGer rivals will decide the fate of the man who once 

risked everything to save them all. (STL313261) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

AVATAR PRESS INC 

 

MAR241349 

CROSSED HC VOL 02 FAMILY VALUES (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows 

All seven issues of David Lapham's horror masterpiece of Crossed: Family Values are collected here 

with a large cover gallery! In one terrifying moment, civiliza!on crumbled. An outbreak of insanity 

swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the homicidal maniacs known as "the 

Crossed." But from their isolated horse ranch, the PraG family of North Carolina remain uninfected 

and defiant. Bonded together as genera!ons of working, living, and learning together, they rely on 

Joe, the family patriarch, to see them through the apocalypse. But the PraG family has a deep, dark 

secret - one that threatens to tear them apart, even under the constant threat of the murderous 

hordes. See, some men are turned to Crossed, but others… others are just born evil. Eighteen year-

old daughter Adaline will soon discover which breed is worse. David Lapham, the cri!cally acclaimed 

creator of the griGy STRAY BULLETS series, delivers a tale so twisted, so shocking, it more than earns 

its place next to the original runaway bestseller, CROSSED VOLUME 1, by superstar writer Garth 

Ennis! Available in soJcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Jacen Burrows (Alan 



Moore's NEONOMICON) Also available in a special Signed Hardcover by writer David Lapham that is 

limited to just 1000 copies. (STK445778) (JUN110886) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241350 

CROSSED HC VOL 03 PSYCHOPATH (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Raulo Caceres 

The long-awaited third volume of Crossed is finally here, collec!ng all seven issues of the Psychopath 

series by David Lapham and ar!st Raulo Caceres!  In one terrifying moment, civiliza!on crumbled.  

An outbreak of insanity swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the scarred 

homicidal maniacs known as "the Crossed."  For one small band of survivors, the discovery of a 

starving, injured man in the desert seems like an unexpected blessing.  He knows where they could 

be safe: the loca!on of the last holdout of the scien!fic community, where the military offers 

protec!on and the cure to the Crossed plague is being developed.  But Harold Lorre is not the savior 

they hope him to be.  He's a calcula!ng, lethal man whose mind was dangerously unhinged even 

before the world went mad.  Surrounded by marauding hordes, their nerves shaGered by unending 

fear, the group fall vic!m to the manipula!ons and deadly perversions of a psychopath.  Writer David 

Lapham, the cri!cally acclaimed creator of Stray Bullets, returns to the universe of Crossed with a 

descent into evil so far beyond what you could possibly imagine.  Available in three edi!ons:  as a 

TPB or Hardcover with new covers by series ar!st Raulo Caceres and also a Signed Hardcover, with a 

new Caceres cover, signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK459303) 

(JAN120870) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241351 

CROSSED HC VOL 04 BADLANDS (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis, Jamie Delano (A) Jacen Burrows, Leandro Rizzo (CA) Jacen Burrows 

The best-selling Crossed collec!ons con!nue here with Vol 4, collec!ng Crossed: Badlands #1-9. Two 

tales of terror from the most vicious landscape in modern horror, wriGen by groundbreaking graphic 

novelists Garth Ennis and Jamie Delano!  When the worldwide outbreak transforms most of 

humanity into murderous psychopaths, the uninfected survivors are driven by despera!on to the 

very brink of sanity and morality.  In Scotland, a young man devastated by the trauma!c death of his 

wife struggles to survive the roving bands of Crossed at his heels.  Meanwhile, three small groups of 

survivors in the marshy Florida Everglades - haunted by personal demons, driven by primal fears and 

all-too-human desires - find themselves on a collision course guaranteed to leave bloody, fiery 

destruc!on in their wake...  Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard 

Cover Edi!on (limited to 1000 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Jacen Burrows) all featuring 

covers by Jacen Burrows! (STK473635) (AUG120846) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241352 

CROSSED HC VOL 05 (MR) 

(W) David Lapham, David Hine (A) Jacen Burrows, Eduardo Vienna (CA) Jacen Burrows 

Journey back to the earliest days of the Crossed outbreak, when an outbreak of viral insanity first 

plunged an unsuspec!ng world into darkness, in two tales scribed by the masters of modern horror, 

David Lapham and David Hine! In high school, Edmund earned his nickname "Yellow Belly" by 

running away and hiding whenever confronted by conflicts or fears. But when the Crossed infec!on 

ignites at a local circus, perhaps it's that very same cowardice that will save him in the end! 

Meanwhile, a group of self-centered and hedonis!c college kids head to a writer's retreat to explore 

their inner selves... but end up surrounded by berserk killers. What depths will they sink to in order 

to survive?  This volume collects Crossed: Badlands #10 - 18. (STK524613) (JAN130905) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241353 

CROSSED HC VOL 06 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis & Various (A) Raulo Caceres, Miguel Ruiz (CA) Raulo Caceres 

In a volume that spans several eras of Crossed infec!on, we join three prolific writers each telling a 

tale set in the horrifying misery of the world during the plague.  Series creator GARTH ENNIS returns 

to tell a story so big that it re-defines the way you will see the Crossed.  In "The Fatal Englishman" the 

last military unit in Britain faces the biggest ques!on of them all - when do you risk elimina!ng all life 

to stop the Crossed!  SIMON SPURRIER puts us in the mind of a unique Crossed rela!onship, one 

which sees lovers from two different worlds as they are driven apart by infec!on.  DAVID LAPHAM 

con!nues fan-favorite Crossed Psychopath survivor, Amanda's tale as she fights with the rising 

insanity in her own mind and a group of luna!c scavengers in "The Livers."  Go where other horror 

survival stories fear to tread and enter the grueling world of the Crossed!  This volume collects issues 

#19-28 of the Crossed Badlands series. (STK616448) (JUN130812) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241354 

CROSSED HC VOL 07 (MR) 

(W) Christos N. Gage, David Lapham (A) Chris!an Zanier, Miguel Ruiz (CA) Chris!an Zanier 



 From the boundary-pushing world of Crossed come two master storytellers who take you into the 

depraved depths of uncensored grueling survival horror.  CHIRSTOS GAGE tells the tale of ul!mate 

betrayal as one of the survivors betrays his own kind to live among the monsters in "Quisling" with 

the luscious art of Chris!an Zanier.   DAVID LAPHAM reveals the final chapter in the trilogy of stories 

digging into the deepening insanity overtaking the mind of Crossed: Psychopath survivor Amanda.  

This volume of Crossed collects issues #29 - 36 of the Crossed: Badlands series. (STK625861) 

(OCT130911) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241355 

CROSSED HC VOL 08 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier, David Hine (A) Rafa Or!z & Various (CA) Jacen Burrows 

Two of the hoGest names in horror deliver three tales of terror in this volume of vile repulsions!  

SIMON SPURRIER spins the mad tale of the insane survivalist from Crossed: Wish You Were Here - 

Jackson!  And from the Badlands vault comes Spurrier's Crossed tale of hippies meet grindhouse 

terror like you've never experienced in "American QuiGers."  Finally, an epic from the first hours of 

the Crossed outbreak in Japan as DAVID HINE releases the "Gore Angels."  What happens when an 

abused manga ar!st in a tradi!onal Japanese home must not only face grinning Crossed devils but 

also the men that sexually aGacked her?  The result is a tale of misery and vengeance made reality!  

Crossed Vol 8 TP collects issues #37 - 43 of the Crossed: Badlands series and the Crossed 2013 

Annual. Also available in Hardcover. (STK632770) (JAN140903) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241356 

CROSSED HC VOL 09 (MR) 

(W) Daniel Way, Simon Spurrier (A) Emiliano Urdinola, Gabriel Andrade (CA) Gabriel Andrade 

Two very different Crossed scribes open new wounds in the miserable world of the Crossed!  Daniel 

Way introduces a naval captain and his crew as they aGempt to survive the plague of insanity 

spreading across the globe in "Grave New World."  He's a shrewd man and watching the monsters 

has given him an insigh[ul plan for saving those in his charge.  But whether it is inspira!on or 

insanity, the crew s!ll faces the gleeful misery of the Crossed.  And Simon Spurrier returns to tell a 

tale set in the infected outback.  Todd drives a road train through the desolate Australian desert. 

Before C-day he was a loser, an outcast, a fat nobody with a nobody-job. Now he's an Emperor of the 

wasteland. His rig and its trailers are the safest place around: stocked to the brim with canned food 

and gasoline. But his desire to have a harem who worship him opens himself up to the true horrors 

of the outback.  Spurrier brings his trademark flare for developing intricately flawed characters to a 

story that will haunt your dreams for years to come.   In a world of Crossed...there is no hope and 



there is no help.  There is only the Crossed.  This volume collects Crossed: Badlands #44 - 49 and the 

Crossed Special 2013.  Also available in Hardcover. (STK641131) (APR140893) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241357 

CROSSED HC VOL 10 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Chris!an Zanier 

GARTH ENNIS returns to the horrifyingly brutal world he created with a story that fans have waited 

over five years for!  The Crossed outbreak created a miserable grueling world of monsters that dash 

out all hope of survival and ensures a terrifying end to everything in their path.  For the first !me, 

master storyteller Garth Ennis takes you back to the early days of outbreak and delivers the 

unexpected - a pa!ent zero tale.  With the outbreak spreading like wildfire across the globe, a group 

of soldiers aGempt to piece together how the disease spread so quickly and to reverse the horror 

they see taking place in the streets.  And as they struggle to catch up with events, a fleet of nuclear-

armed planes carry the ex!nc!on of the human race as they race towards America, with only one 

Bri!sh flight crew to stand in their way.  No one can deliver this level of poignant horror like Garth 

Ennis.  In a world where there is no help and there is no hope…there is only the Crossed.  Crossed Vol 

10 collects the story Thin Red Line from issues 50 - 56 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series.  

Available as both a TPB and Hardcover. (STK651554) (AUG141060) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241358 

CROSSED HC VOL 11 (MR) 

(W) Jus!n Jordan, Simon Spurrier (A) Rafael Or!z, Georges Duarte (CA) Chris!an Zanier 

The Crossed universe is an unyielding nightmare vision of animal depravity and homicidal insanity.  In 

this volume, two of the industry's best new talents come together to tell very different stories of 

despair.  Simon Spurrier takes you to a picturesque environment in the English countryside with 

twee!ng birds, friendly vicars, crumpets and jam, and a mob of Crossed lurking near the duck pond.  

No one sees Wheezy the fat asthma!c kid hiding up in the old tower but if he shows his face it will 

only be the farmer's wife between him and a bloody fate.  The problem is, she's Crossed too.  And 

newly-Crossed Jus!n Jordan tells his first diabolical tale as two women aGempt to escape the band of 

monsters out for their blood.  When a mysterious unseen Samaritan helps them escape to a 

sanctuary it seems as though they've found what liGle safety there is in the new world order.  But 

trus!ng anyone in the world of Crossed usually leads to a gut-wrenching and miserable end.  Crossed 

Vol 11 TP collects Crossed 2014 Annual and issues #57 - 61 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands comic 

book series. (STK660206) (NOV141004) 

MATURE THEMES 



HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241359 

CROSSED HC VOL 12 (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A) Francesco Manna (CA) Gabriel Andrade 

Garth Ennis' world of Crossed has become the pinnacle of survival horror in fic!on.  David Lapham 

(Stray Bullets) returns to Crossed with a crime story told both before and aJer the Crossed outbreak!  

A father is pushed to the brink when his family is brutally tortured and killed.  With only revenge to 

keep him going, he becomes a monster himself with only one purpose, to find the man that did this 

and make him suffer more than anyone has before.  But then C-Day happened and the world 

changed. Now a mystery to solve becomes one man's singular obsession to cross a sea of maniacs 

and destroy a monster no maGer the cost.  There is no help and there is no hope. There is only the 

Crossed.  This volume collects issues #62 - 70 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series. (STK667782) 

(FEB151040) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241360 

CROSSED HC VOL 13 (MR) 

(W) David Hine, Jus!n Jordan (A) Fernando Heinz, Nahuel Lopez (CA) Chris!an Zanier 

Twisted tales master David Hine returns to the grueling world of Garth Ennis' survival horror Crossed 

with a story from the early days of the outbreak.  When a Japanese mobster's daughter is trapped at 

a cosplay conven!on on C-Day, the criminals learn the hard way that in a Crossed world it doesn't 

maGer how tough you are…just how fast you run.  And Jus!n Jordan locks us in our nightmares with 

a visceral tale that takes us to Federal Prison.  Jesse Bullock is not a good man, but a very hard man. 

Down for armed robbery and assault, the only crimes they were able to prove, he has but one good 

quality:  he loves his cousin O!s.  When they end up imprisoned at the same jail, Jesse inten!onally 

gets himself denied parole to make sure he's there to protect O!s, who isn't the sharpest tool in the 

shed.   But that job gets much harder when the Crossed spread inside those escape-proof walls! This 

volume collects issues #71 - 74 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series and the Crossed Special 

2014. (STK676243) (MAY150989) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241361 

CROSSED HC VOL 14 (MR) 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Rafa Or!z (CA) Fernando Heinz 



Kieron Gillen (Uber, Wicked & Devine) takes the horrors of the Crossed back to the ancient past 

where 75,000 years ago humanity came as close as it has ever come to being purged from the Earth.  

There were as few as 2000 humans remaining.  This is historical fact.  Why it came to this is generally 

blamed on super-volcano Toba causing a minor ice-age. But that's not the full story.  That is not the 

history of the Homo Tortor, i.e. Man The Torturer.  This empire before the beginning of !me, that 

sends raiding par!es gathering other Homo species and enormous mega-fauna, invented cruelty, 

refined domina!on, and perfected killing.  And they think their power will last forever. There is no 

help, there is no hope.  There is only the Crossed.   This volume collects issues #75 - 80 of the 

ongoing Crossed: Badlands series.  Available in paperback and hardcover edi!ons. (STK688096) 

(SEP151050) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241362 

CROSSED HC VOL 15 (MR) 

(W/A) Mike Wolfer (CA) Chris!an Zanier 

Comics horror veteran Mike Wolfer writes and illustrates a powerful new chapter in the Crossed 

saga! AJer admiYng two women into their defensible stronghold atop a collapsed bridge, an uneasy 

alliance of survivors discovers just how the women successfully navigated through the horrors on the 

ground below. They followed the advice of their "bible," a best-selling, "survival guide" novel. Fic!on 

or not, the book could be the answer to saving all of their lives in the wasteland ruled by the 

maniacal Crossed. But trust in the uninfected can be more dangerous than the violent urges of the 

Crossed themselves. There is no help, there is no hope. There is only the Crossed. This volume 

collects issues #81-86 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series. (STK696393) (DEC151032) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241363 

CROSSED HC VOL 16 (MR) 

(W) Max Bemis (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Chris!an Zanier 

Singer and song writer Max Bemis of Say Anything spins a fresh tale of terror in the pages of Crossed: 

Badlands! In a world overrun by madmen and maniacs, how can anyone hope to survive with their 

sanity intact? When two brothers survive, one human, one Crossed, the family dynamic can be 

heartbreaking. Siblings are a blessing and a curse. Jack discovers that a life!me of hatred by his 

troubled brother can turn into an instant of misery in a Crossed world. Three very different people 

come to terms with the Crossed infec!on as a strange love triangle plays out once more further 

fracturing the dysfunc!onal family dynamic between brothers. The lessons of a Crossed world are 

taught in tainted blood in "Shrink" - a new terrifying story of loss and misery. There is no help, there 

is no hope. There is only the Crossed.  This volume collects issues #87 - 92 of the ongoing Crossed: 

Badlands series. (STL004650) (MAR161124) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241364 

CROSSED HC VOL 17 (MR) 

(W) Christos Gage (A) Emiliano Urdinola (CA) Raulo Caceres 

TV and Screenwriter Christos Gage returns to the grueling world of Garth Ennis' Crossed with a 

vengeance. Fans favorite Alpha-Crossed Smokey has returned and he's on the mission he began back 

in the legendary "Quisling" story arc. Driven by a powerful controlled cruelty, Smokey discovers a 

survivalist bunker and forces a desperate man to help him do the unthinkable…create a new Crossed 

civiliza!on and city called "Smokeyville." But how long can even a creature like Smokey hold the 

murderous Crossed to his will before they turn upon each other? It's the ul!mate sociological 

experiment amidst the wreckage of civiliza!on. There is no equal to the terror and depravity within 

the pages of Crossed. It is simply the most terrifying uncensored horror comic book being published. 

This volume collects issues #93 - 100 of the ongoing Crossed: Badlands series. (STL020750) 

(AUG161261) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241365 

O/A CROSSED PLUS 100 HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Heinz, Rafa Or!z (CA) Gabriel Andrade 

Alan Moore’s redefining of the Crossed universe 100 years in the future con!nues with his hand 

selected successor, Crossed: Wish You Were Here scribe, Simon Spurrier. Future Tayler’s world was 

devastated by the realiza!on that one of her closest friends led to the devasta!on of Chooga. Now as 

she helps a new town of survivors prepare for the organized aGack of the evolved Crossed, she 

realizes that her best efforts may not be enough. The Crossed have a plan and they are coming. No 

amount of wishful fic!on will prevent the conflict to come. The Crossed +100 series is a self-

contained whole new world; no prior knowledge of the Crossed series is needed. Crossed +100 Vol 2 

TP contains the con!nuing story originally presented in issues #7 - 12 of the ongoing comic book 

series. (STK699074) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241366 

CROSSED PLUS 100 HC VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Rafa Or!z, Mar!n Tunica (CA) Chris!an Zanier 



The future world of Alan Moore's evolved Crossed saga takes another leap forward as Crossed: Wish 

You Were Here scribe, Simon Spurrier, catapults Future Taylor five more years into the uncertain 

future.  The world has con!nued to change as the Crossed have developed their own alien culture 

and grand plan.  Towns con!nue to fall and suspicions about infiltrators are at an all-!me high.  But 

when Future finds an infected baby and decides to keep it alive, she begins to see another side to the 

snapping, snarling, fury that is innate within the Crossed.  This volume collects issues #13 - 18 of 

Crossed +100 . (STL030641) (NOV161187) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241367 

CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows 

The first volume of the most popular Horror web comic is finally here!  Crossedcomic.com has been 

delivering weekly chapters of this blood-stained epic and now the legion of fans can finally buy it in 

print!  Simon Spurrier and Javier Barreno take us on a fresh journey into pain and misery with a new 

batch of survivors in the brutal Crossed world.  This is the story of a writer who witnessed the 

downfall of London, and now finds himself in the midst of a new community, a new start, on a barren 

island off the ScoYsh coast. Pretending, just for a while, that he's safe, that he's useful... that he has 

a future. It won't last. There's no sanctuary. No figh!ng back. No hope. There's only the Crossed.   

Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard Cover Edi!on (limited to 

1000 copies and signed by Si Spurrier and Jacen Burrows) all featuring covers by Jacen Burrows! 

(STK468965) (JUN120843) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241368 

O/A CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Jacen Burrows 

Available in print for the first !me!  The second chapter of the brutal, apocalyp!c horror series is 

finally here!  WriGen by Si Spurrier (X-Men Legacy, Silver Surfer, Extermina!on), this cri!cally 

acclaimed volume collects the latest arc of the weekly webcomic, ongoing at Crossedcomic.com.  

Unable to bear life on the doomed island-sanctuary he calls home, manipula!ve writer Shaky has 

tricked his way into an expedi!on crew: hun!ng supplies among the vile, violent hordes of Crossed 

on mainland Scotland. But will he find what he seeks amidst the blood-stained snow - a way to stave-

off numbness; a reason to go on - or will the tough decisions of leadership and the terrors of a 

Crossed world rob him of what liGle humanity he has leJ? And if he survives, what will he and his 

companions find when they struggle home to the killing-shores of Cava Island?  These are the 

con!nuing excerpts from Shaky's bleak diary: the story of a community clinging to a false future in a 

world overrun by infec!ous, sadis!c fiends. There is no hope. There's only the Crossed. 



 

 *Collects the second chapter of the runaway hit web comic from www.CrossedComic.com 

 *Trade Paperback and Hard Cover edi!ons, each featuring new covers by Jacen Burrows! 

(STK528220) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241369 

CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Jacen Burrows 

Manipula!on, deceit, and peGy poli!cs rule the plague survivors living off the ScoYsh coast and 

pretending their isolated island is safe from the Crossed. But every day brings them closer to a 

horrible reckoning and the truth behind Shaky's past begins to reveal his hidden nature. Now the 

island dreamers have met up with a society living upon a floa!ng city of derelict boats. But the 

feeling that something very bad is about to happen is palpable. And the survivors must decide if they 

should trust in their new allies or treat the uninfected with as much cau!on as the insane Crossed 

maniacs. This is the story of the search for meaning in in a world filled with homicidal luna!cs. There 

is no help. There is no hope. There's only the Crossed. Collects the third chapter of the runaway hit 

webcomic from www.crossedcomic.com and available as a soJ and hard cover. (STK628518) 

(NOV130805) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241370 

CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE HC VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Fernando Melek (CA) Jacen Burrows 

Si Spurrier unleashes the epic conclusion to the longest and most intense Crossed story ever!  The 

island was a safe place. Sure there were peGy poli!cs, strife, and discontent, but that was life on 

Cava. Now the arrival of the American driJ fleet brings true civiliza!on back to the liGle paradise and 

opens the eyes of the peGy and the jealous. Everything they've created on the island is but a shadow 

of the luxury and apparent safety the driJ fleet has acquired. And what of the strange Crossed Nun 

that is !ed to Shaky's past? Is she a savior holding back the Crossed berserkers from their eventual 

urges to pillage? Or is she a demon wai!ng for the moment to strike? Hell is coming for the island 

survivors and no place is safe from the monsters in its wake. In a world without help and without 

hope... there is only the Crossed. This volume collects the and final chapter of the hit online web 

comic Crossed: Wish You Were Here.  Also available in hardcover, with a new cover by Jacen Burrows. 

(STK646272) (JUN140842) 

MATURE THEMES 



HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241371 

FREAKANGELS HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Two of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, Freakangels, is here! his 

installment collects the en!re second arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 

moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders - but the post-apocalyp!c 

drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded 

by friends. Night has only just fallen, but strangers already creep through Whitechapel with the worst 

of inten!ons and the weapons to see them through. In Freakangels: Volume Two, we discover just 

how bad the situa!on in sunken England has become, and we meet the last of the eleven strange 

Freakangels. But the twelJh, sinister Mark, is s!ll out there somewhere. Ellis' ongoing story of a 

flooded London is beau!fully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as 

much a work of art as it is a compelling and mul!-layered story. This second collec!on is also 

available as a Hardcover edi!on with an all-new cover by series ar!st Paul Duffield that is limited to 

just 2,000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both 

Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! (STK392459) (MAR094093) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241372 

O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Three of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here!  

This installment collects the en!re third arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous,  full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 

moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyp!c 

drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded 

by friends. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME THREE, the FreakAngels begin to address how to build their 

community while a serial killer stalks in their midst.  Everything almost comes crashing down around 

them as one of their own breaks their most valued rule. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is 

beau!fully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art 

as it is a compelling and mul!-layered story. This third collec!on is also available as a Hardcover 

edi!on with an all-new cover by series ar!st Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a 



Dual Signed Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul 

Duffield! (STK404281) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241373 

FREAKANGELS HC VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Four of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This 

installment collects the en!re fourth arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 

moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyp!c 

drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded 

by friends. In fact, there's a serial killer stalking in their midst, and one of their own has broken their 

most valued rule. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FOUR, as the clan faces danger from nearly every 

direc!on, it's !me to really take a look at what happened six years ago. Back when there were twelve 

FREAKANGELS. Back when they were all running for their lives.  Because a lot of things have changed, 

but maybe not as many as they thought...  Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is beau!fully 

illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art as it is a 

compelling and mul!-layered story. This fourth collec!on is also available as a Hardcover edi!on with 

an all-new cover by series ar!st Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a Dual Signed 

Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! 

(STK416025) (APR100763) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241374 

O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 05 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Five of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This 

installment collects the en!re fourth arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 

moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they've successfully defended their home from outside aGackers, a ghost from 

the past, and threats from within. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FIVE, everything you thought you knew 

about the 'Angels is wrong. In fact, much of what *they* thought was true simply hadn't been 

sufficiently examined. While Alice keeps watch over Whitechapel from the watchtower, the twelve 



Freakangels -- that's right, *twelve* -- down below are forced to re-examine their lives... and their 

deaths. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is beau!fully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by 

Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art as it is a compelling and mul!-layered story. 

This fourth collec!on is also available as a Hardcover edi!on with an all-new cover by series ar!st 

Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 

1,000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! 

MATURE THEMES (STK431317) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241375 

FREAKANGELS HC VOL 06 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same moment. 

Six years ago, they used their psychic powers in unison and accidentally flooded the world. Today, 

they live in and defend Whitechapel, perhaps the last real seGlement in soggy London, from the evil 

machina!ons of one of their own - a "FreakAngel" gone rogue. But when Mark, the bad seed, returns 

and forces his old friends to expand their consciousness beyond all concepts of space and !me, they 

discover there's something coming… something dark and terrible beyond the borders of 

Whitechapel, closing in for the kill. Writer Warren Ellis and ar!st Paul Duffield proudly present the 

last stand of the FreakAngels in this final, gorgeous sixth volume of the 2010 Eagle Award-winning 

online web comic! Available in soJcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by series 

ar!st Paul Duffield. Also available as a special Signed Hardcover featuring the signatures of writer 

Warren Ellis and ar!st Paul Duffield and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK448025) (JUL110888) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241376 

WOLFSKIN HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A) Gianluca Pagliarani, Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Felipe Massafera 

Before history was recorded in stone and ink, some men wrote it in blood! Warren Ellis' barbarian 

epic is finally collected, just in !me for the new series coming late 2009! From the !me before 

history began, in the !me when the con!nents were s!ll connected by land, from the harsh climes at 

the top of the world, a Northish soldier wrapped in a cape of wolfpelts walks south, into the forests 

of the High Midlands that are now Europe, to find a village cut in two by travelers from the East. 

Soon, he too is torn - between duty to the lives he has ruined just by finding them, and duty to the 

hideous murder-god of the Northish wastes and the berserker drugs that are his sacrament... Warren 

Ellis cuts loose to unleash his take on the genre fans demanded he assault with full color art from 

Juan Jose Ryp and Gianluca Pagliarani! Wolfskin fuses heroic fantasy in the mode of Conan, the 



Viking sagas, and samurai fic!on into a single story of weird history and apocalyp!c violence.  This 

first volume collects the original 3-issue series with art by Ryp, Annual #1 with art by Pagliarani, and a 

huge cover gallery all wrapped in a stunning new painted cover by Felipe Massafera! This killer 

collec!on is also available as a Hardcover edi!on with an all-new cover by Massafera that is limited 

to just 1,500 copies. (STK394267) (APR090699) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241377 

WOLFSKIN HC VOL 02 HUNDREDTH DREAM (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Gianluca Pagliarani 

Before history was recorded in stone and ink, some men wrote it in blood! The en!re Wolfskin: 

Hundredth Dream six issue series is collected here. Wolfskin, a nomadic warrior, hopes to find a new 

purpose in life aJer the accidental slaughter of his own tribe while in the throes of an uncontrollable 

berserker rage. Hired as a guide and swordsman for a rescue mission to the volcanic ice plains, he 

travels north with a band of misfits and magicians whose skills and ideology is perched between 

prehistory and the advent of technology. What dreadful enemy will they face on the outskirts of 

civiliza!on, and will Wolfskin even have a place in the world should he slay it? A new heroic legend 

from the darkest corridors of !me, as chronicled by long-!me collaborators Warren Ellis and Mike 

Wolfer (Gravel) with stunning art by Gianluca Pagliarani (Crossed 3D)! (STK451840) (SEP110815) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241378 

O/A ABSOLUTION HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Christos N. Gage (A) Jacen Burrows & Various (CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

One of the most cri!cally acclaimed recent superhero stories is finally collected along with all-new 

material! All seven of the original issues of ABSOLUTION are here as well as a huge cover gallery and 

an all-new Crime Files segment with addi!onal informa!on on John Dusk's allies and most feared 

villains! You've seen Christos Gage's work for Marvel, Wildstorm, IDW, and others, but you've never 

seen his imagina!on unleashed with absolutely no restric!ons... un!ln ow. ABSOLUTION introduces 

John Dusk, a superhero in a world where they're a sanc!oned arm of law enforcement. But this 

veteran hero has been scarred by his exposure to man's infinite capacity for evil, and he's seen one 

too many perpetrators escape jus!ce. One day he crosses the line... lets a murderer die... and 

discovers it feels good. Surrounded by sociopaths, both human and superhuman, who he knows will 

prey on others if they're not stopped -- permanently -- how far will he go, knowing every step he 

takes puts him further on a collision course with his teammates Alpha and The Servant, not to 

men!on his homicide detec!ve girlfriend? Drawing on his experience wri!ng for TV crime dramas 

like Law & Order: SVU, and his years of acclaimed work on comics like G.I. Joe: Cobra, StormWatch: 

PHD, and Avengers: The Ini!a!ve, Gage and ar!st Roberto Viacava bring you a rive!ng, no-punches-



pulled saga that fans of shows like The Shield and Dexter, or comics such as Powers and Sleeper, 

won't be able to put down. John Dusk just wants to be forgiven... but he doesn't want to stop. This 

amazing collec!on is also available as a Hardcover edi!on with an all-new cover by ar!st Juan Jose 

Ryp that is limited to just 1,500 copies. (STK419720) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241379 

O/A ALAN MOORE LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE HC (MR) 

(W) Antony Johnston, Alan Moore (A/CA) Felipe Massafera 

Alan Moore, master and magician of storytelling, tears back the veil of one of the most arcane of 

enchantments -- The Magic of Television. Part grimoire, part grim invoca!on of things that are all too 

ordinary, this beau!ful 48-page novella is stunningly painted by Felipe Massafera. Maureen Cooper is 

not real.  She is an appari!on summoned to screens, into homes, into the hearts and mind of the 

viewing audience by Carol Livesly.  But Carol Livesly is not the god that creates the illusions that 

capture the mind and bind the soul. She is only a servant of a higher power. A higher, hungry power, 

as old as the world and eternally new. As, perhaps, are we all...  LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE, an 

original and breathtaking story by Alan Moore, has been adapted to graphic novella format by 

Antony Johnston preserving every word, and each page has been painstakingly painted by Felipe 

Massafera to create this comics masterpiece.  Available in a standard SoJcover and a limited edi!on 

Hardcover, of just 2000 copies, both with covers by Massafera. (STK384495) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241380 

ANNA MERCURY HC VOL 01 THE CUTTER (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A) Jacen Burrows & Various (CA) Felipe Massafera 

Warren Ellis introduces you to the sultry Anna Mercury in this collec!on of first ac!on-packed series! 

Dancing amid the spires of a city called New Ataraxia, there is a woman who can cloud men's minds, 

leap across buildings as if weightless, unerringly fire twin automa!c pistols in the most insane 

condi!ons, and disappear in a crowded room. She fights against the poli!cal repression of an insane 

technocra!c society, and she comes from a place that no-one in New Ataraxia has ever heard of. And 

she's got one hour to save the city from itself. A high-octane blend of The Shadow, Tomb Raider, 

retro-punk science fic!on and 21st-century Weird Pulp ac!on, Anna Mercury is a headlong 

adventure serial about a beau!ful and mysterious spy-adventurer who is not what she seems! Anna 

Mercury Volume 1 features all five of the original issues with art by all-new talent Facundo Percio as 

well as a special super-sized cover gallery! Available in a standard SoJcover and a limited edi!on 

Hardcover, of just 2,000 copies, both with fully-painted covers by Felipe Massafera. (STK388852) 

(JAN094013) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241381 

O/A WARREN ELLIS BLACK GAS HC (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A) Max Fiumara, Ryan Waterhouse (CA) Jacen Burrows 

A !ny island with an odd history sits off the east coast of North America, res!ng on the faultline of 

the underlying tectonic plate, ignored by almost everyone. Then comes the night of the big storm, 

the shiJ in the faultline, and the release of something foul from the Earth's core, blown across the 

liGle town on Smoky Island. The only two people on the island outside its reach are now trapped on 

a black spit of rock with a popula!on who aren't people anymore, monsters that started ea!ng one 

another an hour ago! (STK351725) 

MATURE THEMES 

144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241382 

CALIGULA HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A) German Nobile (CA) Jacen Burrows 

In an age of depravity, one man's appe!tes horrified the en!re Roman Empire... the mad emperor, 

Caligula.  When his family was brutally slaughtered by Caligula and his court, Junius travels to Rome 

to avenge their deaths, but discovers that the emperor cannot be killed, no maGer how horrific the 

wound!  Renamed "Felix" and admiGed into Caligula's court as a pet, confidante, lover, and 

biographer, the young man witnesses the worst depravity and brutality that the ancient world has to 

offer: virgin blood ceremonies, rigged gladiator fights, and dinner par!es where guests are randomly 

slaughtered.  Can Felix maintain his sanity in the face of so much horror and discover the secret 

behind Caligula's mysterious supernatural power over life and death?  All six issues of the first series 

are collected here.  The modern master of horror, David Lapham (Crossed Vol. 2: Family Values, Stray 

Bullets), joins talented painter German Nobile in a descent into the darkest corners of Rome's history.  

Available in three edi!ons:  as a TPB or Hardcover with covers by ar!st Jacen Burrows and also a 

Signed Hardcover signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK463126) 

(MAR120792) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241383 

CAPTAIN SWING HC (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Raulo Caceres 



From the sparking-mad mind of Warren Ellis, the creator of TRANSMETROPOLITAN and PLANETARY, 

comes an electrical romance of a pirate utopia thwarted!  In the London of 1830, newly-minted 

copper Charlie Gravel keeps seeing things he's not supposed to: a crooked Bow Street Runner with a 

flintlock revolver, high-flying vessels that are not supposed to fly, and the violent Scien!fic 

Phantasmagoria popularly known as Spring-Heeled Jack.  With the coming of Captain Swing and his 

Electrical Pirates, history shall never be the same!  This crackling new graphic novel is illustrated by 

Raulo Caceres in a stunning woodcut style, capturing the classic literary feel from days of yore.  

Available in soJcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Raulo Caceres. (STK449216) 

(AUG110837) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241384 

CHRONICLES OF WORMWOOD LAST BATTLE HC (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Oscar Jimenez 

Writer Garth Ennis returns to the chronicles of Danny Wormwood, a shiJy yet sympathe!c television 

execu!ve who also happens to be the An!christ.  Having averted his devilish father's plans for an all-

out apocalypse by elimina!ng God and the Devil, Danny has started to get his life back together - 

reuni!ng with his girlfriend Maggie and drinking beers with humbled messiah Jay and Jimmy the 

Talking Rabbit.  But having rid Hell of its righ[ul lord, he now must face an even worse successor - 

the fallen, corrupt Pope Jacko!  Ennis, the cri!cally acclaimed creator of PREACHER and CROSSED, 

drags the whole world into the guGer with his trademark razor-sharp dialogue and bi!ng wit, 

alongside the stunning artwork by collaborator Oscar Jimenez.  Available in soJcover and hardcover 

formats, with illustrated covers by Oscar Jimenez. (STK449229) (AUG110842) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241385 

CINEMA PURGATORIO #1 EXPANDED HC (MR) 

(W) Alan Moore & Various (A) Kevin O'Neil & Various (CA) Kevin O'Neill 

Very few copies remain of the red-hot Deluxe Hardcover of #1, available in Previews for the first 

!me!  Don't miss out on this exclusive Kevin O'Neill cover!  Copies have been selling for upwards of 

$100 on eBay, so the few we offer here will vanish quickly!  This edi!on is not going to be reprinted 

or kept in print and this amazing hardcover edi!on features 16 pages that were not included in the 

standard edi!on!  [please note: there is no printed cover price on this item]  <Alloca!ons May 

Occur> (STL013719) (JUN161169) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 



 

MAR241386 

DISENCHANTED HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A/CA) German Erramouspe 

SIMON SPURRIER welcomes you to Vermintown!  The smash-hit webcomic is collected for the first 

!me!  Nobody gives a crap about the liGle people any more.  Once they were the mainstay of 

folklore: goblins, leprechauns, pixies, and fey. But now? Dispossessed, forgoGen, doub!ng even their 

own tradi!ons, they've trickled into Vermintown: a vast and vile city of a million inch-tall 

malcontents. Sprawling through an abandoned subway sta!on deep beneath London, here myth has 

given way to sleaze, drugs, gangland violence and interracial hatred. Vermintown is where magic 

went to die.  What ever happened to magic?  Disenchanted answers that ques!on with all the 

ugliness of the fairy slums in this first chapter of the collected webseries disenchantedcomic.com. 

(STK638309) (MAR140875) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241387 

O/A DOKTOR SLEEPLESS HC VOL 01 ENGINES OF DESIRE (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A) Ivan Rodriguez (CA) Felipe Massafera 

The revolu!onary first eight issues of Warren Ellis' sa!rical-poli!cal science fic!on novel are collected 

in this deluxe trade paperback. It all begins with a simple ques!on: Where is the Future We Were 

Promised? But the man asking the ques!on is not going to be content un!l he's taken apart the very 

city of Heavenside to find the answer! Doktor Sleepless and his sultry and murderous Nurse are 

broadcas!ng non-stop intrigue to a city populated with beau!ful Shrieky Girls, angry Grinders, 

corrupt police, and the Doktor's old flame Sing Watson, perhaps the only person who really knows 

how dangerous things are about to get. This collec!on is the first complete story arc of this ongoing 

opus by Warren Ellis, and it's an essen!al source for the ques!ons, mo!va!ons and clues that 

con!nue to unfold in the new season. You may not have your jetpack, but the good Doktor has just 

the prescrip!on you've been looking for! Also available as a Hardcover edi!on with an all-new cover 

by master painter Felipe Massafera that is limited to just 2,000 copies! (STK377549) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241388 

DREADFUL BEAUTY ART OF PROVIDENCE HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

First !me offered in Previews and only 1000 copies available!  The amazing work of Jacen Burrows is 

celebrated in this special art book!  Over 15 years of amazing works are featured here, all showcasing 



Burrows' original pencils and inks.  Included is a complete cover gallery, from The Courtyard to 

Neonomicon to Providence,  as well as choice pages, designs and lots of unused, ultra-rare, and 

unseen art! (STL072570) (DEC171167) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241389 

FERALS HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Gabriel Andrade 

David Lapham and Gabriel Andrade's hit horror series redefines modern werewolf mythology the 

Avatar way, with violent animal ferocity and gallons of blood!  Officer Dale ChesnuG is a lawman with 

a big, bloody problem.  Slaughtered civilians are turning up in the sleepy town of Cypress, and the 

burden falls on him to end the carnage.  But no sooner does he begin his inves!ga!on than he finds 

himself violently drawn to a sexy, mysterious woman… and a vicious creature strikes again at Dale's 

own family.  Hidden among the faces on Cypress streets, unrecognizable to neighbors and friends, a 

culture of werewolves da!ng back a thousand years has found their ancient secrets threatened… and 

worth tearing their enemies to pieces for. Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special 

Signed Hard Cover Edi!on (limited to 1000 copies and signed by David Lapham) all featuring covers 

by Gabriel Andrade! (STK517953) (OCT120821) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241390 

GEORGE RR MARTIN FEVRE DREAM HC (MR) 

(W) Daniel Abraham, George R. R. Mar!n (A) Rafa Lopez (CA) Felipe Massafera 

From George R.R. Mar!n, author of the New York Times best-selling novel series A Song of Ice and 

Fire, comes a moonlit tale of feuding vampire clans, death, and debauchery in the bayou! Set in 1857 

along the muddy Mississippi, FEVRE DREAM introduces Abner Marsh, a remarkably ugly man who 

longs to captain the fastest steamboat on the river. When a pale, mysterious gentleman named 

Joshua - who keeps strange hours and stranger friends - approaches him with an offer of partnership, 

Abner's dreams appear to come true... though he may have unleashed a nightmare on the 

unsuspec!ng shores! Adapted by Hugo-nominated author Daniel Abraham and ar!st Rafa Lopez, this 

graphic novel stays faithful to Mar!n's original dark vision, immersing the reader in the tortures and 

joys of vampire society. Available in soJcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Felipe 

Massafera (Alan Moore's LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE). (STK443556) (MAY110863) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 



MAR241391 

IGNITION CITY HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A) Gianluca Pagliarani 

Where did the space heroes go to die? From Warren Ellis, the writer who reinvented science fic!on 

in comics, in the alternate-world style of the award-winning Ministry Of Space and Aetheric 

Mechanics, comes a retropunk “future of the past” where spaceships s!ll belched smoke and 

arguments were s!ll seGled with laser pistols. Grounded space pilot Mary Raven has come to the 

interzone seGlement in the middle of Igni!on City, Earth's last spaceport, to recover the effects of 

her dead father (STK408699) (DEC090685) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241392 

O/A GRAVEL HC VOL 01 BLOODY LIARS (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A) Raulo Caceres, Oscar Jimenez (CA) Oscar Jimenez 

William Gravel carves a bloody path of death in his first full-color collec!on! Gravel Volume 1 

features the first eight issues (#0-7) of this on-going series from Warren Ellis and co-writer Mike 

Wolfer with art by Raulo Caceres and Oscar Jimenez, as well as a special cover gallery! Long-buried 

and lost in an!quity, a unique book of magic once existed, filled with such extraordinary and arcane 

spells, supernatural rites, and inherent power that its possessor would be either unequaled, or 

driven irrevocably insane. Recently unearthed, the Sigsand Manuscript has been divided into six 

pieces and distributed among the Minor Seven, Britain's great Occult Detec!ves. With the Sigsand in 

their grasp, the Seven now wield more power than they were ever meant to possess - and William 

Gravel is not happy about it. Once a member of their Order but unceremoniously replaced within 

their ranks, the SAS Sergeant Major and Combat Magician is on a mission of revenge, redemp!on, 

and quite possibly rebirth, as he takes on the members of the Minor Seven one-by-one. And God 

help each of Gravel's former colleagues should they decide not to relinquish their sec!ons of the 

Sigsand to the one man who might have the supernatural skills and restraint to use the recons!tuted 

manuscript without accidentally destroying the Earth in the process. They all promised to use the 

unholy power wisely, but Gravel knows they are all Bloody Liars! Available in a standard SoJcover 

and a limited edi!on Hardcover, of just 1,500 copies, both with all-new covers by Oscar Jimenez. 

(STK390669) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241393 

O/A GRAVEL HC VOL 02 THE MAJOR SEVEN (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A) Jacen Burrows & Various (CA) Mike Wolfer 



This second color volume of Warren Ellis’ and Mike Wolfer’s on-going adventures of Combat 

Magician William Gravel is now available, collec!ng issues 8 through 14 of the series.  AJer carving a 

bloody path through his fellow members of the Minor Seven, the last thing Sergeant Major William 

Gravel expected was to be welcomed with open arms into a much more pres!gious ensemble: The 

Major Seven. But enlistment as the newest recruit among the Master Magicians of England comes 

with a price, and a penance. Before Gravel can fully gain acceptance within their ranks, the Major 

Seven have two tasks for him. The first, to reform the Minor Seven, whom he personally crushed 

with his own hands. The second, to uncover the murderer within the Major Seven who killed one of 

their own, the woman whose place Gravel will fill if he completes his inaugural assignments. Trouble 

is, the six remaining members of the Major Seven are just like the Minor Seven, a pack of bloody 

liars. And before he's done, the seasoned Combat Magician will make it very clear to the overseers of 

Britain's occult hierarchy that a penance, and a price, is not only his burden to endure. This second 

collec!on features and all-new cover by Mike Wolfer and is also available as a Hardcover edi!on with 

an exclusive cover by series ar!st Mike Wolfer that is limited to just 2000 copies. (STK405730) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241394 

GRAVEL HC VOL 03 LAST KING OF ENGLAND (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer 

It's never a dull day, being the last king of Britain's magicians, and before this bloody day is through, 

Combat Magician William Gravel will be rocked to the founda!ons of his beliefs and powers of the 

occult. AJer his systema!c and murderous elimina!on of the members of both the Minor Seven and 

the Major Seven, Gravel now stands supreme, but being the King is not as glamorous as it sounds. 

He's reformed the Minor Seven, filling their ranks with young, working-class occult detec!ves, but 

their powers and Gravel's own leadership skills are about to be put to the test when a twisted, 

demented magician who didn't make the cut decides to show Gravel the error of passing him up for 

selec!on. To complicate his life even further, the Bri!sh Government is breathing heavily down 

Gravel's neck as the body count of innocent Bri!sh ci!zens rises. But is Downing Street's concern 

solely for public safety related to Bible Jack's terrorist aGacks on London, or is it something more 

poli!cally-mo!vated? Collec!ng issues 15-21 of the Gravel series, this incredible and violent chapter 

in the Gravel saga completes the three-part story arc that began in GRAVEL VOLUME 1: BLOODY 

LIARS and con!nued in GRAVEL VOLUME 2: THE MAJOR SEVEN.  Available as both a soJ cover and 

hard cover edi!on, limited to 1500 copies, each with new covers by series ar!st Mike Wolfer. 

(STK427602) (SEP100804) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241395 

NIGHT O/T LIVING DEAD HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) John Russo, Mike Wolfer (A) Tomas Aira, Mike Wolfer (CA) Mike Wolfer 



The most horrifying night in American history con!nues as the next chapter of NIGHT OF THE LIVING 

DEAD is revealed by writers Mike Wolfer (GRAVEL, WOLFSKIN) and John Russo, the co-writer of the 

original film classic! Set on the fateful evening in 1968 when shocking reports flood the airwaves with 

accounts of the dead rising up to kill theliving, officials in Washington struggle to quell the panic-

stricken public as thousands of an!-war protesters converge on Capitol Hill. With the Na!onal Guard 

spread impossibly thin to deal with civilunrest, Washington is completely unprepared as an 

unstoppable army of the undead brings its bloodthirsty reign of terror to the steps of the White 

House! This volume collects the five issue Night of the Living Dead mini-series as well as the Holiday 

Special. (STK443553) (MAY110872) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241396 

NIGHT O/T LIVING DEAD HC VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Dheeraj Verma (CA) Mike Wolfer 

The most terrifying night in American history was only the beginning!  The year is 1969, and though 

the risen dead had ravaged the eastern seaboard a year earlier, two thousand miles of distance bring 

comfort to a handful of young and carefree "weekend warriors."  Eager to leave their tensions 

behind, they head out into the Californian dunes for three days of hot sun, dune buggies, and skimpy 

bikinis.  But the pris!ne white sands will soon run red, as a secret even more gut-wrenching than 

flesh-ea!ng ghouls comes to light!  Collec!ng the en!re "Death Valley" story arc by horror comic 

legend Mike Wolfer, with an added bonus story set in the Louisiana bayou, where the psychological 

threat of the coming undead hordes pits survivor against survivor!  Available in SoJcover and 

Hardcover edi!ons with covers by horror veteran Mike Wolfer. (STK457177) (DEC110856) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241397 

O/A NO HERO HC (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Juan Jose Ryp 

Warren Ellis and Juan Jose Ryp, the team behind the fan-favorite BLACK SUMMER, are revolu!onizing 

masked heroes yet again in this blockbuster epic! Dead heroes in the dirt. A killer capable of almost 

supernatural tortures. Five genera!ons of the world's only superhuman group. A forty-year legacy of 

standing for the rights of freedom and safety. A young man obsessed with the need for street jus!ce. 

How much do you want to be a superhuman?  How badly does he want it? Bad enough to bring on 

the last days of an American legend? If he even gets to survive that long? Forty years ago, a group of 

superhumans emerged in San Francisco, guided by the man whose unique new drugs gave them 

their incredible powers. But the team is not the only thing that's advanced over the years, and there 

are no easy victories when their luck finally begins to run out... This huge collec!on features all eight 

issues of the series with a cover gallery under an all-new cover by Juan Jose Ryp. This tome is also 



available as a Hardcover edi!on with an exclusive cover by series ar!st Ryp  that is limited to just 

2000 copies and a special Dual Signed Hardcover featuring a new cover and is signed by both writer 

Warren Ellis and ar!st Juan Jose Ryp that is limited to only 400 copies! (STK407272) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241398 

STREETS OF GLORY HC (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Mike Wolfer 

Garth Ennis gives a new glory to the Old West in this blazing six-issue saga! Colonel Joseph Dunn is a 

man of honor, integrity, and one of the last bas!ons of the old guard. Joe has lived his life both as a 

soldier and a lone gun, but above all, someone that could be trusted to defend the common man 

with everything in him - and, if need be, the hot steel of death. Dunn has been away from Montana 

for more than 15 years, lost to all who knew him. When he comes riding back into town, Dunn s!ll 

represents the best of the past, but that era is quickly fading. It is 1899, and the world is changing, 

the future is coming. There are glorious new sights on the horizon, but a few things have changed 

too much, and the bad isn't to Dunn's liking. It's up to one man to make things right - a man that can 

stomach the task of bodies piling up, while the streets run red with glorious blood! Ennis teams with 

Mike Wolfer for this epic full-color series that promises to thrill every fan of Garth's powerful story-

telling and brutal violence. Available in a standard SoJcover and a limited edi!on Hardcover, of just 

1,500 copies, both with covers by Wolfer. (STK386218) (DEC083792) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241399 

STITCHED HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer 

Cri!cally acclaimed graphic novelist Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer unleash an all-new kind of horror 

as they  rip the horrors of war right from today's headlines and thrust it beyond the boundaries of 

sanity.  Three American soldiers, the survivors of a helicopter crash in Afghanistan, struggle across 

the Taliban-controlled mountains.  Injured and lacking food, water, and medicine, they discover 

something far worse than enemy fighters among the sun-bleached rocks: an ancient supernatural 

power, murderous and unstoppable.  Despite a !mely rescue by a handful of Bri!sh S.A.S. 

commandos, they're s!ll hopelessly outnumbered by the shambling, ragged undead and the evil 

human intelligence that controls them.  Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special 

Signed Hard Cover Edi!on (limited to 500 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer) all 

featuring covers by Mike Wolfer! (STK475578) (SEP120828) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 



 

MAR241400 

O/A SUPERGOD HC (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A) Garrie Gastonny (CA) Felipe Massafera 

Praying to be saved by a man who can fly will get you killed!  From the mind of Warren Ellis, the 

creator of TRANSMETROPOLITAN and PLANETARY, comes the most horrifying superhero graphic 

novel you will ever read!  What if the arms race of global superpowers did not yield nuclear 

stockpiles, but rather messianic beings capable of wondrous miracles and - when needed - the ability 

to unleash the wrath of gods?  But when the scien!sts, generals, and poli!cians built super-humans 

to save the planet, no one ever imagined how their heroes would do it - or even if they'd want to.  

Behold the apocalyp!c tomorrow, when supermen kill us all and end the world just because we 

wanted to be rescued by human-shaped things from beyond Science itself!  All five issues of the 

series are collected here with a cover gallery and available in soJcover and hardcover formats, with 

illustrated covers by Felipe Massafera (Alan Moore's LIGHT OF THY COUNTENANCE) (STK445776) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241401 

UBER ENHANCED HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Canaan White 

Uber Vol 1 debuts in monstrously huge fashion, with a collec!on that goes far beyond the story.  This 

epic tome contains Uber #0-5, the first story arc, for the first 176 pages.  But then we Enhance that 

with 160 pages of addi!onal material!  From behind-the-scenes interviews, scores of pages of the 

original pencil art, notes from the writer on development of the story, to an epic cover gallery, this is 

not to be missed.  But all that extra material is only available right here, this edi!on of 5000 copies, 

and the Remarqued edi!on of 350 copies offered this month,  are the only edi!ons Previews will 

offer.  Then it's gone.  This Enhanced HC will not be reprinted.  Uber Vol 1 collec!on in paperback will 

be released in 2014, with the full 176 pages of story.  But none of the special back maGer offered 

only here.  This is also a Direct Market Exclusive, the Uber Vol 1 Enhanced Hardcover edi!on will not 

be available in book stores or on Amazon!    

1945. Germany is in ruins. The war in the west can only be days away from ending. Threats of 

"wunderwaffen" to be unleashed by the dying Reich have become laughable. There are no miracle 

weapons here.  It's over. It has to be over.  It's not.  There've been stories which have mixed 

enhanced humans and World War II before. There's never been one like this.  See super beings in a 

whole new light as Gillen presents an epic original series that not only rewrites history, it redefines 

the genre!  Limited to 5000 copies. (STK620895) (AUG131039) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 



MAR241402 

O/A CROSSED HC VOL 01 ENNIS & BURROWS SGN ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

Garth Ennis has pulled out all the stops to write the most depraved and twisted book of his career, 

one that also may be his most poignant human drama!  Crossed is Ennis’ horrifically visceral 

explora!on of the pure evil that humans are truly capable of indulging and collected here are all ten 

heart-stopping chapters. This gut-wrenching vision is brought to vivid (and more than a liGle 

disturbing) life by his partner in crime Jacen Burrows.  Imagine, for a moment, the worst crimes 

against humanity.  Picture the cruelest affronts to decency. Conjure your darkest nightmares... and 

then realize it could all be so much worse.  When civiliza!on crumbles in one terrifying moment; 

when people are gleefully breaking into unthinkable acts of violence all around you; when everyone 

you love has died screaming in agony: What do you do?  There is no help.  There is no hope.  There is 

no escape. There are only the Crossed.  The Crossed collected volume is available in three edi!ons, 

all with new covers by series ar!st Jacen Burrows.  This special Dual Signed Hardcover is signed by 

both writer Garth Ennis and ar!st Burrows, and is limited to only 1000 copies! (STK411985) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241403 

O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 02 FAMILY VALUES (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows 

All seven issues of David Lapham's horror masterpiece of Crossed: Family Values are collected here 

with a large cover gallery! In one terrifying moment, civiliza!on crumbled. An outbreak of insanity 

swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the homicidal maniacs known as "the 

Crossed." But from their isolated horse ranch, the PraG family of North Carolina remain uninfected 

and defiant. Bonded together as genera!ons of working, living, and learning together, they rely on 

Joe, the family patriarch, to see them through the apocalypse. But the PraG family has a deep, dark 

secret - one that threatens to tear them apart, even under the constant threat of the murderous 

hordes. See, some men are turned to Crossed, but others… others are just born evil. Eighteen year-

old daughter Adaline will soon discover which breed is worse. David Lapham, the cri!cally acclaimed 

creator of the griGy STRAY BULLETS series, delivers a tale so twisted, so shocking, it more than earns 

its place next to the original runaway bestseller, CROSSED VOLUME 1, by superstar writer Garth 

Ennis! Available in soJcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by Jacen Burrows (Alan 

Moore's NEONOMICON) Also available in a special Signed Hardcover by writer David Lapham that is 

limited to just 1000 copies. (STK445779) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241404 



O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 03 PSYCHOPATH (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Raulo Caceres 

The long-awaited third volume of Crossed is finally here, collec!ng all seven issues of the Psychopath 

series by David Lapham and ar!st Raulo Caceres!  In one terrifying moment, civiliza!on crumbled.  

An outbreak of insanity swept across the planet, turning millions of people into the scarred 

homicidal maniacs known as "the Crossed."  For one small band of survivors, the discovery of a 

starving, injured man in the desert seems like an unexpected blessing.  He knows where they could 

be safe: the loca!on of the last holdout of the scien!fic community, where the military offers 

protec!on and the cure to the Crossed plague is being developed.  But Harold Lorre is not the savior 

they hope him to be.  He's a calcula!ng, lethal man whose mind was dangerously unhinged even 

before the world went mad.  Surrounded by marauding hordes, their nerves shaGered by unending 

fear, the group fall vic!m to the manipula!ons and deadly perversions of a psychopath.  Writer David 

Lapham, the cri!cally acclaimed creator of Stray Bullets, returns to the universe of Crossed with a 

descent into evil so far beyond what you could possibly imagine.  Available in three edi!ons:  as a 

TPB or Hardcover with new covers by series ar!st Raulo Caceres and also a Signed Hardcover, with a 

new Caceres cover, signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK459304) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241405 

O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 04 BADLANDS (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis, Jamie Delano (A) Jacen Burrows, Leandro Rizzo (CA) Jacen Burrows 

The best-selling Crossed collec!ons con!nue here with Vol 4, collec!ng Crossed: Badlands #1-9. Two 

tales of terror from the most vicious landscape in modern horror, wriGen by groundbreaking graphic 

novelists Garth Ennis and Jamie Delano!  When the worldwide outbreak transforms most of 

humanity into murderous psychopaths, the uninfected survivors are driven by despera!on to the 

very brink of sanity and morality.  In Scotland, a young man devastated by the trauma!c death of his 

wife struggles to survive the roving bands of Crossed at his heels.  Meanwhile, three small groups of 

survivors in the marshy Florida Everglades - haunted by personal demons, driven by primal fears and 

all-too-human desires - find themselves on a collision course guaranteed to leave bloody, fiery 

destruc!on in their wake...  Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard 

Cover Edi!on (limited to 1000 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Jacen Burrows) all featuring 

covers by Jacen Burrows! (STK473636) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241406 

O/A CROSSED HC SGN ED VOL 05 (MR) 

(W) David Lapham, David Hine (A) Jacen Burrows, Eduardo Vienna (CA) Jacen Burrows 



Journey back to the earliest days of the Crossed outbreak, when an outbreak of viral insanity first 

plunged an unsuspec!ng world into darkness, in two tales scribed by the masters of modern horror, 

David Lapham and David Hine! In high school, Edmund earned his nickname "Yellow Belly" by 

running away and hiding whenever confronted by conflicts or fears. But when the Crossed infec!on 

ignites at a local circus, perhaps it's that very same cowardice that will save him in the end! 

Meanwhile, a group of self-centered and hedonis!c college kids head to a writer's retreat to explore 

their inner selves... but end up surrounded by berserk killers. What depths will they sink to in order 

to survive?  This volume collects Crossed: Badlands #10 - 18. (STK524614) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 240pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241407 

O/A CROSSED WISH YOU WERE HERE SIGNED HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Simon Spurrier (A) Javier Barreno (CA) Jacen Burrows 

The first volume of the most popular Horror web comic is finally here!  Crossedcomic.com has been 

delivering weekly chapters of this blood-stained epic and now the legion of fans can finally buy it in 

print!  Simon Spurrier and Javier Barreno take us on a fresh journey into pain and misery with a new 

batch of survivors in the brutal Crossed world.  This is the story of a writer who witnessed the 

downfall of London, and now finds himself in the midst of a new community, a new start, on a barren 

island off the ScoYsh coast. Pretending, just for a while, that he's safe, that he's useful... that he has 

a future. It won't last. There's no sanctuary. No figh!ng back. No hope. There's only the Crossed.   

Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special Signed Hard Cover Edi!on (limited to 

1000 copies and signed by Si Spurrier and Jacen Burrows) all featuring covers by Jacen Burrows!    

 

This exclusive signed hard cover edi!on features the autographs of Simon Spurrier and Jacen 

Burrows and is limited to just 1000 copies! (STK468966) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241408 

O/A STITCHED SIGNED LTD HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Garth Ennis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer 

Cri!cally acclaimed graphic novelist Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer unleash an all-new kind of horror 

as they  rip the horrors of war right from today's headlines and thrust it beyond the boundaries of 

sanity.  Three American soldiers, the survivors of a helicopter crash in Afghanistan, struggle across 

the Taliban-controlled mountains.  Injured and lacking food, water, and medicine, they discover 

something far worse than enemy fighters among the sun-bleached rocks: an ancient supernatural 

power, murderous and unstoppable.  Despite a !mely rescue by a handful of Bri!sh S.A.S. 

commandos, they're s!ll hopelessly outnumbered by the shambling, ragged undead and the evil 



human intelligence that controls them.  Available with a Trade Paperback, Hard Cover, and a special 

Signed Hard Cover Edi!on (limited to 500 copies and signed by Garth Ennis and Mike Wolfer) all 

featuring covers by Mike Wolfer! (STK475579) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241409 

O/A FERALS HC VOL 01 SIGNED LTD ED (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A/CA) Gabriel Andrade 

This exclusive signed hard cover edi!on features the autograph of David Lapham and is limited to just 

1000 copies! (STK517954) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241410 

O/A UBER ENHANCED HC VOL 01 REMARQUED (MR) 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Canaan White 

This edi!on features signatures from both Keiron Gillen and Caanan White and also a unique original 

sketch from Caanan!  All wrapped inside an exclusive cover, for Uber fans, it gets no beGer than this!  

Limited to just 350 copies.  <Alloca!ons are likely> (STK620896) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241411 

O/A CALIGULA HC VOL 01 SIGNED ED (MR) 

(W) David Lapham (A) German Nobile (CA) Jacen Burrows 

In an age of depravity, one man's appe!tes horrified the en!re Roman Empire... the mad emperor, 

Caligula.  When his family was brutally slaughtered by Caligula and his court, Junius travels to Rome 

to avenge their deaths, but discovers that the emperor cannot be killed, no maGer how horrific the 

wound!  Renamed "Felix" and admiGed into Caligula's court as a pet, confidante, lover, and 

biographer, the young man witnesses the worst depravity and brutality that the ancient world has to 

offer: virgin blood ceremonies, rigged gladiator fights, and dinner par!es where guests are randomly 

slaughtered.  Can Felix maintain his sanity in the face of so much horror and discover the secret 

behind Caligula's mysterious supernatural power over life and death?  All six issues of the first series 

are collected here.  The modern master of horror, David Lapham (Crossed Vol. 2: Family Values, Stray 

Bullets), joins talented painter German Nobile in a descent into the darkest corners of Rome's history.  



Available in three edi!ons:  as a TPB or Hardcover with covers by ar!st Jacen Burrows and also a 

Signed Hardcover signed by writer David Lapham and limited to just 1000 copies!Cover: Jacen 

Burrows 

Writer: David Lapham 

Art:  German Nobile (STK463127) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241412 

O/A NIGHT O/T LIVING DEAD SGN HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) John Russo, Mike Wolfer (A) Sebas!an Fiumara, Edison George (CA) Jacen Burrows 

The zombie series fans have long-demanded is collected for the first !me! All eight issues of the fully-

authorized series of color comics are included here along with a horrific cover gallery!   This is the 

story everyone was dying to see: a prequel to the original film from the original creator and script co-

writer John Russo!  WriGen by Russo and Mike (Gravel, Wolfskin) Wolfer this is the horror series of 

the decade from the men who defined the genre!  We heard the eyewitness accounts and were 

shocked by the television news reports, but now for the first !me we will experience the horrifying 

events which led to that first Night Of The Living Dead!   A strange mist brings the unburied dead 

back to life, hungry for the flesh of the living! There is nowhere safe to run and no one could possibly 

prepare for the onslaught of the ghouls, thirs!ng for human blood!  This incredible prequel to the 

blockbuster classic 1968 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD film gives new insight into many of the film's 

characters and loca!ons, including horrific encounters at the farm house and Beekman's diner and 

introduces us for the first !me to The Cemetery Zombie, Sheriff McClellan, the zombie girl Karen, and 

NOTLD hero, Ben!  This terror tome is available in two edi!ons with covers by Jacen Burrows, a soJ 

cover and a limited Signed Hardcover featuring the signatures of original screenplay and series 

creator John Russo, co-writer Mike Wolfer, and cover ar!st Jacen Burrows that is limited to just 1250 

copies! (STK416035) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241413 

O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 02 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Two of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, Freakangels, is here! his 

installment collects the en!re second arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 

moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders — but the post-apocalyp!c 



drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded 

by friends. Night has only just fallen, but strangers already creep through Whitechapel with the worst 

of inten!ons and the weapons to see them through. In Freakangels: Volume Two, we discover just 

how bad the situa!on in sunken England has become, and we meet the last of the eleven strange 

Freakangels. But the twelJh, sinister Mark, is s!ll out there somewhere. Ellis' ongoing story of a 

flooded London is beau!fully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as 

much a work of art as it is a compelling and mul!-layered story. This second collec!on is also 

available as a Hardcover edi!on with an all-new cover by series ar!st Paul Duffield that is limited to 

just 2,000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both 

Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! (STK392460) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241414 

O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 03 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Three of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here!  

This installment collects the en!re third arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous,  full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 

moment. Six years later, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyp!c 

drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded 

by friends. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME THREE, the FreakAngels begin to address how to build their 

community while a serial killer stalks in their midst.  Everything almost comes crashing down around 

them as one of their own breaks their most valued rule. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is 

beau!fully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art 

as it is a compelling and mul!-layered story. This third collec!on is also available as a Hardcover 

edi!on with an all-new cover by series ar!st Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a 

Dual Signed Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul 

Duffield! (STK404282) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241415 

O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 04 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Four of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This 

installment collects the en!re fourth arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 



moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they successfully defended their home from raiders--but the post-apocalyp!c 

drowned London that the eleven Freakangels survive in is never a safe place, and never surrounded 

by friends. In fact, there's a serial killer stalking in their midst, and one of their own has broken their 

most valued rule. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FOUR, as the clan faces danger from nearly every 

direc!on, it's !me to really take a look at what happened six years ago. Back when there were twelve 

FREAKANGELS. Back when they were all running for their lives.  Because a lot of things have changed, 

but maybe not as many as they thought...  Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is beau!fully 

illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art as it is a 

compelling and mul!-layered story. This fourth collec!on is also available as a Hardcover edi!on with 

an all-new cover by series ar!st Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a Dual Signed 

Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 1000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! 

(STK416027) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241416 

O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 05 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Volume Five of award-winning author Warren Ellis' ongoing web comic, FREAKANGELS, is here! This 

installment collects the en!re fourth arc of the post-apocalyp!c saga into 144 gorgeous, full-color 

pages. Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same 

moment. Six years ago, the world ended. Today, eleven strange 23-year-olds are living in and 

defending Whitechapel, maybe the last real seGlement in flooded London. They've made a new 

friend, and together they've successfully defended their home from outside aGackers, a ghost from 

the past, and threats from within. In FREAKANGELS: VOLUME FIVE, everything you thought you knew 

about the 'Angels is wrong. In fact, much of what *they* thought was true simply hadn't been 

sufficiently examined. While Alice keeps watch over Whitechapel from the watchtower, the twelve 

Freakangels -- that's right, *twelve* -- down below are forced to re-examine their lives... and their 

deaths. Ellis' ongoing story of a flooded London is beau!fully illustrated in jaw-dropping detail by 

Paul Duffield, and every page is as much a work of art as it is a compelling and mul!-layered story. 

This fourth collec!on is also available as a Hardcover edi!on with an all-new cover by series ar!st 

Paul Duffield that is limited to just 2000 copies, and a Dual Signed Hardcover edi!on, limited to only 

1,000 copies, signed by both Warren Ellis and Paul Duffield! 

MATURE THEMES (STK431318) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241417 

O/A FREAKANGELS HC VOL 06 ELLIS & DUFFIELD SGN ED (MR) 



(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Paul Duffield 

Twenty-three years ago, twelve strange children were born in England at exactly the same moment. 

Six years ago, they used their psychic powers in unison and accidentally flooded the world. Today, 

they live in and defend Whitechapel, perhaps the last real seGlement in soggy London, from the evil 

machina!ons of one of their own – a “FreakAngel” gone rogue. But when Mark, the bad seed, 

returns and forces his old friends to expand their consciousness beyond all concepts of space and 

!me, they discover there’s something coming… something dark and terrible beyond the borders of 

Whitechapel, closing in for the kill. Writer Warren Ellis and ar!st Paul Duffield proudly present the 

last stand of the FreakAngels in this final, gorgeous sixth volume of the 2010 Eagle Award-winning 

online web comic! Available in soJcover and hardcover formats, with illustrated covers by series 

ar!st Paul Duffield. Also available as a special Signed Hardcover featuring the signatures of writer 

Warren Ellis and ar!st Paul Duffield and limited to just 1000 copies! (STK448032) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241418 

O/A IGNITION CITY HC VOL 01 DUAL SGN ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Gianluca Pagliarani 

Where did the space heroes go to die? From Warren Ellis, the writer who reinvented science fic!on 

in comics, in the alternate-world style of the award-winning Ministry Of Space and Aetheric 

Mechanics, comes a retropunk “future of the past” where spaceships s!ll belched smoke and 

arguments were s!ll seGled with laser pistols. Grounded space pilot Mary Raven has come to the 

interzone seGlement in the middle of Igni!on City, Earth's last spaceport, to recover the effects of 

her dead father (STK408702) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241419 

O/A GRAVEL NEVER A DULL DAY SGN HC (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis, Mike Wolfer (A/CA) Mike Wolfer 

It's never a dull day, being a magician. Now you can read the collected history of William Gravel in all 

it's strange glory in this gigan!c signed hardcover! All 24 original B&W issues of the adventures of 

William Gravel are finally together in this super-sized hardcover volume! From lizard women to 

armies of the undead, bad juju and worse military secrets, strange love and stranger death, this is the 

ul!mate Gravel collec!ble. As an added bonus, every single copy is signed by the amazing crea!ve 

team of Warren Ellis and Mike Wolfer, the two guys responsible for all the madness! Collected herein 

are these six volumes: Strange Kiss, Stranger Kisses, Strange Killings, SK: Body Orchard, SK: Strong 

Medicine, and SK: Necromancer! (STK372688) 

MATURE THEMES 



HC, 7x10, 576pgs, B&W SRP: $89.99 

 

MAR241420 

WARREN ELLIS ATMOSPHERICS COLOR ED SKETCH HC (MR) 

(W) Warren Ellis (A/CA) Ken Meyer 

Warren Ellis and painter Ken Meyer unleash a totally re-mastered and fully-painted color version of 

this terrifying alien tale! She's in a hospital. Except it may be a police sta!on. She's been trauma!zed. 

Or she's been arrested. She's the only living witness of a caGle-mu!la!on style aGack on humans. Or 

she's a mul!ple killer who has a psycho!c reac!on to heroin use. Who may not survive discovering 

who she really is? This graphic novel also features a gallery of stunning pain!ngs Ken Meyer 

produced for the series, a special sec!on focusing on how Ken creates his work, and an introduc!on 

by Warren Ellis! (STK455708) (NOV110759) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

AWA 

 

MAR241421 

DEATH RATIOD (ONE SHOT) CVR A RAHZZAH (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A)  Laci (CA)  Rahzzah 

In this futuris!c dark comedy by Eisner and 'Ringo Award-winning writer Mark Russell, life and death 

are ruled by social media. One too many dislikes…and you're dead. 

 

When Arnold awakes from a coma twenty years into the future, he discovers that society is now 

ruled by social media. Enough "likes" and "upvotes" can unlock fame and fortune but - watch your 

step! - enough "thumbs down" clicks and the collar around your neck explodes. And you're done. 

Now, confused and running on his last Like, Arnold must navigate a world in which the slightest 

online misstep can have fatal consequences. (STL314193) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241422 

DEATH RATIOD (ONE SHOT) CVR B FERGUSON & LACI (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell (A)  Laci (CA) Chris Ferguson,  Laci 



In this futuris!c dark comedy by Eisner and 'Ringo Award-winning writer Mark Russell, life and death 

are ruled by social media. One too many dislikes…and you're dead. 

 

When Arnold awakes from a coma twenty years into the future, he discovers that society is now 

ruled by social media. Enough "likes" and "upvotes" can unlock fame and fortune but - watch your 

step! - enough "thumbs down" clicks and the collar around your neck explodes. And you're done. 

Now, confused and running on his last Like, Arnold must navigate a world in which the slightest 

online misstep can have fatal consequences. (STL314197) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241423 

LITTLE BLACK BOOK #3 (OF 4) CVR A FRANCAVILLA (MR) 

(W) Jeff McComsey (A) Felipe Cunha (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The hardboiled neo-western crime thriller con!nues!  

Cole, a handyman in over his head and hunted by a vengeful crime family, has just escaped a brush 

with death thanks to a liGle help from a mysterious figure from his past. Now, he must race to save 

his pregnant wife while dealing with the fallout of his savior's reappearance. Does !me heal all 

wounds? Or are new wounds about to be opened? (STL314186) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241424 

LITTLE BLACK BOOK #3 (OF 4) CVR B FINNEGAN & SIMPSON (MR) 

(W) Jeff McComsey (A) Felipe Cuhna (CA) Marco Finnegan, Brad Simpson 

The hardboiled neo-western crime thriller con!nues!  

Cole, a handyman in over his head and hunted by a vengeful crime family, has just escaped a brush 

with death thanks to a liGle help from a mysterious figure from his past. Now, he must race to save 

his pregnant wife while dealing with the fallout of his savior's reappearance. Does !me heal all 

wounds? Or are new wounds about to be opened? (STL314188) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241425 

LITTLE BLACK BOOK #3 (OF 4) CVR C MOVIE POSTER HOMAGE (MR) 



(W) Jeff McComsey (A) Felipe Cunha (CA) Chris Ferguson, Felipe Cunha 

The hardboiled neo-western crime thriller con!nues!  

Cole, a handyman in over his head and hunted by a vengeful crime family, has just escaped a brush 

with death thanks to a liGle help from a mysterious figure from his past. Now, he must race to save 

his pregnant wife while dealing with the fallout of his savior's reappearance. Does !me heal all 

wounds? Or are new wounds about to be opened? (STL314189) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241426 

U & I #4 (OF 6) CVR A CHOI 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A/CA) Mike Choi 

The ac!on/romance epic set in the Resistance Universe con!nues!  

As U & Isabelle grow closer, U begins to unlock the mystery of his past. But before they can get very 

far they must face the local crime syndicate's fearsome enforcer: a massive, invulnerable Reborn 

called the Hand. (STL314190) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241427 

U & I #4 (OF 6) CVR B MAGUIRE & CHEETHAM 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Mike Choi (CA) Kevin Maguire, Rosemary Cheetham 

The ac!on/romance epic set in the Resistance Universe con!nues!  

As U & Isabelle grow closer, U begins to unlock the mystery of his past. But before they can get very 

far they must face the local crime syndicate's fearsome enforcer: a massive, invulnerable Reborn 

called the Hand. (STL314191) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241428 

U & I #4 (OF 6) CVR C ROMANCE NOVEL HOMAGE 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Mike Choi (CA) Chris Ferguson, Mike Choi 

The ac!on/romance epic set in the Resistance Universe con!nues!  

As U & Isabelle grow closer, U begins to unlock the mystery of his past. But before they can get very 

far they must face the local crime syndicate's fearsome enforcer: a massive, invulnerable Reborn 

called the Hand. (STL314192) 



32pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241429 

THE RIBBON QUEEN TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows (CA) Declan Shalvey 

There is something ancient and terrible loose in the world of men. Something that hates them with 

burning passion, that bears a grudge born of ten thousand years. Something that wants its revenge. 

 

NYPD Detec!ve Amy Sun has a problem: Three years ago, a young woman was rescued from a serial 

killer by a police tac!cal unit. Now she's dead, and Amy has a bad feeling that the SWAT team leader 

is responsible. As she inves!gates the existence of a corrupt cabal within her own precinct, Detec!ve 

Sun soon discovers that there is something else on their trail - a force of vengeance older than the 

human race itself has awoken, invoked by the tormented murder vic!m in the weeks before she 

died, and is out for the blood of the guilty, who soon find themselves suffering a fate more gruesome 

than anything they could have dreamed of. The Ribbon Queen has come to New York City...and when 

she learns the truth, Amy is not at all certain that it should be stopped. 

 

Collects THE RIBBON QUEEN #1-8.  

 

Featured in Comics Beat's Best Horror Comics of 2023! (STL314199) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

BALZER + BRAY 

 

MAR241430 

EMMIE & FRIENDS GN ALWAYS ANTHONY (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Terri Libenson 

Friends. Bullies. Middle school! Anthony is TPFW (Too Popular for Words), loves science, hates 

wri!ng. Leah is a super-shy nerd who's finally making friends of her own. What could they have in 

common? A lot more than they thought, as it turns out! But then one day they witness Anthony's 

teammates bullying a sixth grader. What happens next could cement their new friendship—or blow it 

up forever. (STL312552) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 



MAR241431 

EMMIE & FRIENDS HC GN ALWAYS ANTHONY (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Terri Libenson 

Friends. Bullies. 

 

MIDDLE SCHOOL 

 

Anthony is TPFW (Too Popular for Words), loves science, hates wri!ng. 

 

Leah is a super-shy nerd who’s finally making friends of her own. 

 

What could they have in common? 

 

A lot more than they thought, as it turns out! 

 

But then one day they witness Anthony’s teammates bullying a sixth grader. What happens next 

could cement their new friendship—or blow it up forever. (STL312554) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

BAND OF BARDS 

 

MAR241432 

COINS OF JUDAS THE GAMBLER #1 (OF 2) CVR A KALNINS 

(W) Travis Gibb (A/CA) Rolands Kalnins 

God Bless America! Sophia and Gunther con!nue their search for the Coins of Judas. The 

Westergaard family travels to the United States to learn the secrets of The Gambler, an old legend of 

the Navajo. A mystery man in possession of a coin takes control of a small town, forcing its 

inhabitants to do his bidding. Is this one of the mysterious coins of Judas? (STL313854) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241433 

COINS OF JUDAS THE GAMBLER #1 (OF 2) CVR B CARPENTER 



(W) Travis Gibb (A) Rolands Kalnins (CA) Rolands Kalnins, Tyler Carpenter 

God Bless America! Sophia and Gunther con!nue their search for the COINS OF JUDAS. The 

Westergaard family travels to the United States to learn the secrets of The Gambler, an old legend of 

the Navajo. A mystery man in possession of a coin takes control of a small town, forcing its 

inhabitants to do his bidding. Is this one of the mysterious COINS OF JUDAS? (Part 1 of 2) 

(STL313855) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 2) SRP: $4.99 

 

BATTLE QUEST COMICS 

 

MAR241434 

TRIDENT OF AURELIA STORM #1 CVR A MOYER 

(W) Lee Moyer (A) Melissa Spandri, Lee Moyer (CA) Lee Moyer 

Trident returns in a double-sized new issue with The Storm! Two-!me Hugo Award-winning creator 

Lee Moyer pairs with interna!onal ar!st sensa!on Melissa Spandri and legendary leGerer Tom 

Orzechowski in a new mermaid tale for the ages. Imperia has fallen, and the Empress seeks 

sanctuary in Porto Stelle, the only island leJ untouched by the evil Halrik the Conquerer. Five 

mermaids begin a dangerous quest to save their people, seeking allies through the Citadel of Worlds. 

Come join the series Elaine Lee (Starstruck) calls "An enchan!ng fantasy epic!" (STL313963) 

52pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241436 

NOMADD CAVE OF BROKEN TOMBS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Andrew Kafoury (A) Aaron McConnell, Russ Brown (CA) Aaron McConnell, Lee Moyer 

In his second adventure, No'madd and his son must unite with a sorceress and journey into a frozen 

land filled with poisons, thorns, and nightmares—a land long forsaken by the Gods. All while the 

alien V-or aGack No'madd's allies and again threaten the Ah'kee City. Can anything prepare our hero 

for the V-or onslaught—or the sacrifices that must be made? Collects The Cave of Broken Tombs #1-5 

and The Star of Fallen Foes. (STL313961) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 180pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241437 

O/A NOMADD CITY OF EMPTY TOWERS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Andrew Kafoury (A) Aaron McConnell (CA) Aaron McConnell, Lee Moyer 

In his first adventure, No'madd embarks on a perilous quest to confront the intruders who threaten 

his home. His journey takes him beyond the sea of storms to a land masked in legend. There, he 



must unravel the fate of a lost race and confront a ruthless enemy who threatens to devastate the 

fabric of the galaxy! (STL255739) (C: 0-1-2) 

162pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

BLACK PANEL PRESS 

 

MAR241438 

CAMP POCK A WOCKNEE DYNOMITE SUMMER OF 77 SP PRICE 

(W/A) Eric Glickman 

Named one of Kirkus' Best Books of 2023! Camp Pock-a-Wocknee & the DYN-O-MITE Summer of '77 

is a coming-of-age graphic novel celebra!ng the tradi!ons, friendships, and idiocy that make up 

summers at Jewish sleepaway camp. Combining the nostalgic mood of The Wonder Years, the 

raucousness of Superbad, and the adolescent angst of Pen15, this 300-page graphic novel juxtaposes 

classic, black and white, comic strip art with stories that capture the tension created when the 

innocence of childhood crashes into the messiness of adolescence. (STL313856) 

SC, 6x9, 304pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241439 

ALL TALK GN 

(W) Bartosz Sztybor (A/CA)  Akeussel 

Rahim is a suburban kid like any other, a "good kid." Chilling with his boys, hearing the legends of 

"Immortal Al," the greatest gangster who ever lived, it's hard not to get stars in his eyes. Rahim starts 

dreaming of becoming a kingpin, idolizing his local gangsters in the hopes of climbing their ranks. But 

his friends laugh: they say he's all talk, no ac!on. Un!l one day, he sees an opportunity to prove 

himself. (STL258598) (JAN231379) 

HC, 7.5x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

BLACKBOX COMICS 

 

MAR241440 

BIO MECHS #2 (OF 5) CVR A LIMA (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jay Sandlin (A/CA) Cleber Souza Lima 

AJer Mechis is defeated by the HIVE, there is only one way to save it—traveling through space and 

!me. (STL313853) (C: 0-1-1) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR241441 

O/A GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST ONE-SHOT 

(W/A/CA) ScoG McDaniel 

Dynamic and colorful illustra!ons accompanied by though[ul narra!on uniquely bring to life 

powerful Scriptures that reveal core truths of the Chris!an faith—God, man, sin, and the salva!on 

found only in Jesus Christ.  Easy to read and thought-provoking gospel presenta!on features New 

American Standard Bible Scriptures. (STL098674) 

SC, 7x10, 40pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241442 

O/A MILITIA TP 

(W) Chuck Dixon (A) Jethro Morales (CA) Dyana Wang 

When 40 young girls become pawns in a bloody civil war, the stakes are high. AJer being thrown into 

the fire, a special-forces unit led by a fearless woman, is determined to show the world how it's 

done. Mission 2: The hunt for a terrorist's wife takes Mili!a and her crew to Afghanistan. 

(STL147746) 

112pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241443 

PSYCHO LIST #1 (OF 6) 2ND PTG 

(W) Kevin Grevioux (A/CA) Jonathan Lau 

AJer a former FBI agent becomes a therapist, he has a hard !me staying out of his pa!ents lives, 

taking on their problems as his own. FBI calls him back in for a special case that requires his unique 

skillset. (STL140697) 

(1 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241444 

O/A PSYCHO LIST #2 (OF 6) 

(W) Kevin Grevioux (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Patrick Blaine 

Against his beGer judgement, Donovan gets further into the FBI case, but will he be able to help? 

(STL129345) 

(2 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR241445 

O/A PSYCHO LIST #3 (OF 6) 

(W) Kevin Grevioux (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Patrick Blaine 

Donovan is knee deep in the FBI case but as it progresses he may be past the point of no return. 

(STL133026) 

24pgs, FC (3 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241446 

O/A PSYCHO LIST #4 (OF 6) 

(W) Kevin Grevioux (A/CA) Jonathan Lau 

Has Agent Kane asked too much of Donovan? No turning back now. (STL135897) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC (4 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241447 

O/A PSYCHO LIST #5 (OF 6) 

(W) Kevin Grevioux (A/CA) Jonathan Lau 

Donovan uncovers tracks thought to be well hidden, but is he prepared for the truth that is 

uncovered? (STL138648) 

24pgs, FC (5 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241448 

O/A PSYCHO LIST #6 (OF 6) 

(W) Kevin Grevioux (A/CA) Jonathan Lau 

The case comes to a fiery end, but what will become of Donovan? (STL141928) 

24pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241449 

SHI NO KAGE TP 

(W) Neil Davis (A) Gus Mauk (CA) Jae Lee 

AJer the murder of one of his clan's seven samurai, the young warrior Hachiro is called upon to 

finish his training.  Bound by a sense of honor to his sister and community, he baGles through a 

gauntlet filled with demons, beasts and his past while his village braces for war. (STL198053) 

(JUL211460) 



96pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

BLACK MASK STUDIOS ENTERTAINME 

 

MAR241450 

FAUST LOVE OF THE DAMNED TP (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x10, 500pgs, PC SRP: $59.95 

 

BLOOD MOON COMICS LLC 

 

MAR241451 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #1 (OF 4) CVR A STEFANO CARDOSELLI (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A) MaYa Doghini (CA) Stefano Cardoselli 

A betrayal as old as Time itself. 

Only in the future can you save the past. 

When the bad-luck magic of hellblazer blend with the conspiracies of the X-files...Who can Deliver us 

from Evil? 

The crea!ve genius of sold out hit comic THESE DAMN KIDS, Peter Breau, craJs a plot for issue one 

of Deliver Us From Evil is probably best perused with the lights on and a s!ff drink to hand. Indeed, 

it's difficult to imagine a reader experiencing a more disturbing twenty-two-page periodical as 

they're brutally thrown into the chaos-filled world of the mysterious Mister Lazar. (STL313274) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241452 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #1 (OF 4) CVR B MATTIA DOGHINI (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A/CA) MaYa Doghini 

A betrayal as old as Time itself. 

Only in the future can you save the past. 



When the bad-luck magic of hellblazer blend with the conspiracies of the X-files...Who can Deliver us 

from Evil? 

The crea!ve genius of sold out hit comic THESE DAMN KIDS, Peter Breau, craJs a plot for issue one 

of Deliver Us From Evil is probably best perused with the lights on and a s!ff drink to hand. Indeed, 

it's difficult to imagine a reader experiencing a more disturbing twenty-two-page periodical as 

they're brutally thrown into the chaos-filled world of the mysterious Mister Lazar. (STL313275) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241453 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #1 (OF 4) CVR C MIRANDA M (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A) MaYa Doghini (CA)  Miranda M 

A betrayal as old as Time itself. 

Only in the future can you save the past. 

When the bad-luck magic of hellblazer blend with the conspiracies of the X-files...Who can Deliver us 

from Evil? 

The crea!ve genius of sold out hit comic THESE DAMN KIDS, Peter Breau, craJs a plot for issue one 

of Deliver Us From Evil is probably best perused with the lights on and a s!ff drink to hand. Indeed, 

it's difficult to imagine a reader experiencing a more disturbing twenty-two-page periodical as 

they're brutally thrown into the chaos-filled world of the mysterious Mister Lazar. (STL313276) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (1 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241454 

DEVIL TREE #5 (MR) 

(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Wolfgang Schwandt 

The influence of the tree has finally goGen to Jim, and word about the Devil Tree is beginning to 

spread. The killer has made her move, but the calling from the Tree requires more blood. You can 

expect more vic!ms and intrigue as we approach the conclusion of the first story arc in issue 6. 

(STL220442) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #2 (FEB221313) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241455 



FIRE IN THE MADHOUSE #3 (OF 4) CVR A HERNAN GONZALEZ (MR) 

(W) Elliot Worth (A/CA) Hernan Gonzalez 

Responding to passenger complaints on board the SS Meroveus, Lester looks into the plumbing 

problem that has stunted the submarine's supply of drinking water. LiGle does he know, there is a 

much graver dilemma at hand; an oceanic parasite has breached the ship and begun spreading its 

eggs from body to body, causing unending thirst, delirium and a bloody crescendo of violence. 

(STL313269) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (3 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241456 

FIRE IN THE MADHOUSE #3 (OF 4) CVR B GERMAN ERRAMOUSPE (MR) 

(W) Elliot Worth (A) Hernan Gonzalez (CA) German Erramouspe 

Responding to passenger complaints on board the SS Meroveus, Lester looks into the plumbing 

problem that has stunted the submarine's supply of drinking water. LiGle does he know, there is a 

much graver dilemma at hand; an oceanic parasite has breached the ship and begun spreading its 

eggs from body to body, causing unending thirst, delirium and a bloody crescendo of violence. 

(STL313270) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (3 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241457 

HEXPAW LEFT PAW OF DEVIL #4 

(W/A/CA) Trevor Markwart 

In a gambit to shake the assassins of the Global Elite from his tail, super-thief Colt Brass (aka the 

werecat Hexpaw) rekindles his affair with the witch Ginger Beers, District AGorney. He needs her 

influence, and she needs his lovin'. (STL313271) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241458 

HUMBABA #4 (OF 4) (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA) Ricky Sikes 

It's winding down! Join us for our final romp in the swamp in this four part series as Gil suffers his 

final confronta!on with the mutant creature Humbaba. (STL313272) (C: 1-0-0) 

28pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $5.99 



 

MAR241459 

LAND LEFT BEHIND #3 (OF 5) 

(W/A/CA) Joseph Hoobler 

The terrors of the night have leJ their mark on the caravan. As the situa!on grows more desperate, 

the kni-ghts of the charging steer caravan must plunge deeper in-to the depths of the land leJ 

behind by !me. Either they find a source of water, or they all die. (STL313273) 

28pgs, FC (3 of 5) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241460 

LONG ROAD TO RETRIBUTION #1 (OF 4) CVR A ANDY KUHN (MR) 

(W) Mark Fenton (A) Brian Rogers (CA) Andy Kuhn 

Two cops are sent to man a space sta!on prison for a year. One is going with a vendeGa, the other 

just wants to survive the year in space. (STL313277) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241461 

LONG ROAD TO RETRIBUTION #1 (OF 4) CVR B VICTOR SANTOS (MR) 

(W) Mark Fenton (A) Brian Rogers (CA) Victor Santos 

Two cops are sent to man a space sta!on prison for a year. One is going with a vendeGa, the other 

just wants to survive the year in space. (STL313278) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

BOTTLEROCKET 

 

MAR241462 

CYKO KOS COLOSSAL COMIC COMPENDIUM TP #3 (OF 3) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Rob Feldman 

SuperEarth's greatest hero has arrived, and his name is Cyko KO! Prepare for an exhilara!ng ride as 

you dive into the ac!on-packed world of this fourth-wall breakin', pinball-addicted, motorcycle-ridin' 

superhero as he baGles wacky characters and giant monsters! With the help of his guide Peachy Keen 



and their pet Meemop, take a trip with Cyko in this vintage Saturday morning cartoon-inspired 

collec!on that will make you want to stay in your pajamas and camp out in the living room with a big 

bowl of cereal! Watch as Cyko faces off against his oldest rival, Cuda Cano, in an epic surf 

compe!!on, but things take a wild turn when Cuda unleashes a remote control giant squid, turning 

the friendly challenge into a dangerous baGle for supremacy! Buckle up, readers, because this 

collector's item is the inspira!on for an upcoming animated pilot featuring Jon Heder and the cast of 

Napoleon Dynamite! (STL312537) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 132pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241463 

GO BEEZERK GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Mike Federalli 

Shane Campos and Mike Federali bring you the whimsical world of would-be superhero Beezerk as 

she explores the silly suburbs of Ayo City. She’s joined by her liGle brother Medbot, new best friend 

Tetra, and always looking up to Ayo City’s high flying champion, Pizzow! Lurking in the shadows of 

Ayo City are oddball villains and memorable monsters of all shapes and sizes, like Abra-Cow-Dabra 

the Cow Magician, Kaboombox the Robo!c Rapper, Mommy Brain the Evil Android, and the most 

roGen wrongdoer of them all, Obnoxio. Does a powerless kid like Beezerk stand a chance against 

such impossible odds? (STL312536) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 100pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

BOUNDLESS COMICS 

 

MAR241464 

NIRA X CYBERANGELS BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Bill Maus 

Contains: Nira X History #1, Allura #1, Mercy #1, and Cyberangels Preview regular covers and Mercy 

#0 Commemora!ve.  All first prin!ngs. Some of these 20+ year old comics may have minor damage. 

(STL314947) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241465 

HELLINA SLAYER BAG SET (5CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Juan Jose Ryp 



Contains: Hellina Companion Regular and Bikini, Seduc!on Preview Regular, Seduc!on #1/2 Wrap 

and Statuesque covers.  All first prin!ngs. Some of these 20+ year old comics may have minor 

damage. (STL314948) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241466 

THRESHOLD HARPY BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dan Parsons 

Contains: Threshold (Avatar) #13, 18, 21 and 36 Harpy covers.  All first prin!ngs. Some of these 20+ 

year old comics may have minor damage. (STL314946) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241467 

BELLADONNA FIRE & FURY STRIKE NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0- 

(CA) Nahuel Lopez 

Contains: Belladonna: Fire and Fury #3 Nude, #5 Viking Vixen Nude, and Annual 2017 Nude covers.  

All first prin!ngs. (STL314949) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241468 

HELLINA SCYTHE BOMBSHELL NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Ron Adrian 

Contains: Hellina: Scythe #1 Guardian, #2 Stunning, and #3 Bad Girl Nude covers.  All first prin!ngs. 

(STL314950) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241469 

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2017 ATTITUDE NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR)  

(CA) Juan Jose Ryp 



Contains: Jungle Fantasy Annual 2017 AYtude, Perfec!on, and Rear View Nude covers.  All first 

prin!ngs. (STL314951) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241470 

JUNGLE FANTASY SURVIVORS BESTIES NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 

(CA) Renato Camilo 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Survivors #2 Sultry Nude, #3 Nude, and #8 Sirens Nude covers.  All first 

prin!ngs. (STL314952) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241471 

LOOKERS CUTIES NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) MaG Mar!n 

Contains: Lookers: Ember #3, 4,and 6 Luscious Nude covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL314955) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241472 

UNHOLY ANGELIC NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA)  Jonatas 

Contains: UnHoly #3, 4,and 5 Stunning Nude covers.  All first prin!ngs. (STL314956) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

FC SRP: $19.99 

 

BROADSWORD COMICS 

 

MAR241473 



TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #75 SKYCLAD LTD ED (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

Only 250 of these card stock high quality variant Skyclad covers have been created of, Tarot #75: "The 

Dark Spiral: The Abandoned Witch Village." This first printed edi!on will come bagged, boarded, 

numbered, and signed by Jim with a COA. A perfect collector's self care treat. (STL313775) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR241474 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #76 BOO CAT SKYCLAD LTD ED (MR 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

Only 250 of these card stock high quality variant Skyclad covers, This is a first prin!ng of the second 

in the Skyclad Edi!ons! This rare Edi!on marks part 2 of the story arc, "The Dark Spiral." Come 

bagged, boarded, numbered, & signed by Jim with a COA. A perfect collector's self care treat. 

(STL313776) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Comic with Print, 32pgs, FC SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR241475 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #130 STUDIO DLX ED (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

"Halloween Massacre!" This limited classic cover edi!on of Tarot #130 is a recoloring of Tarot's 16th 

issue which now graces Tarot #130: Halloween Massacre! To set them apart from our other variants, 

we're created them like giant trading cards! On the front is Jim's betwitching art and on the back a 

liGle history of the cover. Comes signed, bagged, and boarded with an unsigned skyclad art print of 

Tarot #130 Cover A. Limited to 250 copies. (STL313774) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Comic plus Print, 32pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

CALIBER ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAR241476 

HARVEST OF HORROR TP VOL 03 

(W) Peter Breau & Various (A) Stefano Cardoselli & Various (CA) Jimmy Nijs 



Welcome to a third season of Harvest of Horrors! For fans of Creepshow, Tales from the Crypt, and 

The Twilight Zone! In this new volume we bring you a crazed killer in a history making snow storm, 

and a carnival of evil, just to name a few. This collec!on contains five twisted short tales by award 

winning comic creators and ar!sts. So sit back, relax if you can, and be prepared to be served up a 

heaping helping of horror! (STL314232) 

SC, 60pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR241477 

HP LOVECRAFT CALL OF CTHULHU GN (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) H. P. LovecraJ, Steve Philip Jones (A/CA) Trey Baldwin 

An all-new authorized adapta!on of one of H. P. LovecraJ's most popular weird tales. Professor 

George Angell spent decades researching the !me-scaGered clues of a mysterious cult. Then… 

suddenly… Angell died. Or was he killed? Francis Thurston insists on finding out what really 

happened and believes Angell's research is the key: a loathsome, abominable secret that has driven 

those who have learned it to madness or suicide. But insanity and death pale to the ravening eons-

old horror wai!ng pa!ently to be released upon humanity. (STL313759) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 76pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

CARTOON BOOKS 

 

MAR241478 

BONE COLOR ED SC VOL 01 OUT BONEVILLE NEW PTG (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith 

The Bone adventures tell the story of a young bone boy, Fone Bone, and his two cousins, Phoney 

Bone and Smiley Bone, who are banned from their homeland of Boneville. When the cousins find 

themselves mysteriously trapped in a wonderful, but oJen terrifying, land filled with secrets and 

dangers — and special new friendships — they are soon caught up in adventures beyond their 

wildest dreams! (STK469208) (MAR128109) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241479 

BONE COLOR ED SC VOL 02 GREAT COW RACE NEW PTG (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith 

Fone Bone and his cousins plan to return home aJer visi!ng the village of Barrelhaven with Thorn 

and Gran'ma Ben. But Phoney risks everything on one last get-rich-quick scheme for the town's 



annual Great Cow Race. As usual, Phoney's plans go disastrously awry, and Boneville seems further 

away than ever. Meanwhile, ominous signs indicate that a war is brewing, and Fone finds himself 

helping his friends defend their valley from a formidable enemy. (STK469209) (MAR128110) (C: 1-0-

0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241480 

BONE COLOR ED SC VOL 03 EYES OF THE STORM NEW PTG (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith 

Lucius, Smiley, and Phoney survive an aGack by the rat creatures and return safely to Lucius' tavern in 

Barrelhaven. Phoney, desperate to win a bet with Lucius, stokes the townspeople's fear of dragons 

and boasts that he is a professional dragonslayer. Back at the farm, Fone Bone and Thorn are 

troubled by strange dreams, and Gran'ma Ben's reac!on to them is stranger s!ll: She reveals long-

kept secrets and warns of great danger. Thorn, Fone Bone, and Gran'ma Ben may have to leave the 

farm forever. (STK469210) (MAR128111) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241481 

BONE ADVENTURES SC VOL 01 FINDERS KEEPERS (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith 

For the youngest fans of the bestselling graphic novel series Bone, Jeff Smith has created two 

hilarious tales to delight beginning readers. the Bone cousins find a coin—finders keepers!—but the 

boys can't agree on how to spend it. Fone Bone wants an apple and bananas they can share. Smiley 

Bone wants an ice cream cone with a pickle on top. And Phoney Bone wants to build a giant statue... 

of himself! Whose idea will win out? Then, Smiley Bone walks through the woods on a beau!ful 

morning. During his journey, he meets a flock of friendly and playful birds. Smiley is having such a 

good !me that he must find a fantas!cal way to keep up with his new friends as they soar into the 

big, blue sky. (STL153086) (MAR201901) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

SC, 9x9, 96pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241482 

MORE BONE TALL TALES GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jeff Smith, Tom Sniegoski (A) Jeff Smith & Various (CA) Jeff Smith 

Jeff Smith's bestselling, award-winning Bone saga returns with this hilarious sequel to Tall Tales! 

Smiley Bone, Fone Bone, and their Rat Creature pal, Bartleby, take a group of young scouts to a 

legendary landmark that the Bone cousins found when they were kids. They share stories around a 

campfire, spinning tales of trips to the moon, the delights of quiche, an imagined monster come to 

life, and an encounter with the two stupid Rat Creatures gone hilariously wrong! This volume 



includes stories wriGen by Jeff Smith and Tom Sniegoski, and illustrated by Jeff Smith, Stan Sakai, 

Ka!e Cook, MaG Smith, and ScoG Brown. (STL276922) (JUN231886) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241483 

TUKI GN VOL 01 (OF 6) FIGHT FOR FIRE 

(W/A) Jeff Smith (CA) Jeff Smith, Tom Gaadt 

The ancient world was filled with restless spirits and powerful forces. Two million years ago, human 

evolu!on made its move. It chose Fire. At the dawn of humanity, during a period of tremendous 

change and drought, three lost children meet a mysterious traveler named Tuki. Together, their 

search for the Motherherd of all Buffalo leads them far north through the dangerous territory of a 

rival species called the Habiline. The Habiline hunt and kill anyone found using fire. Tuki's reputa!on 

precedes them and soon they find themselves at the center of unwanted aGen!on not only from 

Habiline warriors, but of tribal spirits and giants! (STL203769) (SEP211387) 

SC, 9x11, 160pgs, B&W (1 of 6) SRP: $20.00 

 

CEX PUBLISHING 

 

MAR241484 

SEVEN YEARS IN DARKNESS YEAR TWO #2 (OF 4) CVR A SCHMALKE (C 

(W/A/CA) Joseph Schmalke 

MaGhew's black cat familiar, Fell, inves!gates the Scholomance residents suspected of abduc!ng 

Academy students for use in dark and foul rituals. While Fell secures an unexpected ally for her 

young master, the Headmaster ques!ons the early arrival and mo!va!ons of this otherworldly 

creature. (STL313938) (C: 0-1-2) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241485 

SEVEN YEARS IN DARKNESS YEAR TWO #2 (OF 4) CVR B SCHMALKE (C 

(W/A/CA) Joseph Schmalke 

MaGhew's black cat familiar, Fell, inves!gates the Scholomance residents suspected of abduc!ng 

Academy students for use in dark and foul rituals. While Fell secures an unexpected ally for her 

young master, the Headmaster ques!ons the early arrival and mo!va!ons of this otherworldly 

creature. (STL313939) (C: 0-1-2) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 



CLARION BOOKS 

 

MAR241487 

HOOKY GN VOL 01 NEW PTG 

(W/A/CA) Miriam Bonastre Tur 

When Dani and Dorian missed the bus to magic school, they never thought they'd wind up declared 

traitors to their own kind! Now, thanks to a series of mishaps, they are being chased by powerful 

magic families seeking the prophesied King of Witches and royals searching for missing princes. But 

they aren't alone. With a local troublemaker, a princess, and a teacher who can see the future on 

their side, they might just be able to clear their names… but can they heal their torn kingdom? Based 

on the beloved webcomic from WEBTOON, Hooky is in a stunning print format with exclusive new 

content sure to please fans new and old. (STL301554) (SEP238111) 

SC, 6x9, 384pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

CLARKSON POTTER 

 

MAR241488 

MAGIC GATHERING ORACLE DECK SC BOX (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Magic The Gathering 

From the team behind The Dungeons & Dragons Tarot Deck comes this officially licensed oracle deck 

comprising 52 all-new illustra!ons that celebrate the characters, creatures, and lore of the world's 

largest trading card game, Magic: The Gathering. Inspired by Theros, the plane where monsters 

prevail, mortals endure, and heroes ascend, this deck features Jace, the Planeswalker; Hythonia, the 

legendary gorgon; and well-known creatures such as the Pegasus, Chimera, Sirens, and more. With 

stunning illustra!ons, The Magic: The Gathering Oracle Deck also features a guidebook that 

introduces readers to the prac!ce of oracle cards, including instruc!ons on how to use and interpret 

the cards and descrip!ons of each card image. (STL313748) (C: 0-1-1) 

Card Deck, SC, 6x9, 52pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED 

 

MAR241489 

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED TP CYRANO DE BERGERAC 

(W) Edmond Rostand (A) Alex A. Blum 

Paris, 1640, the giJed and charisma!c poet Cyrano de Bergerac finds himself deeply in love with the 

beau!ful and intellectual Roxane. Considering himself too ugly for Roxane's affec!ons, he helps 



dashing Chris!an to capture her heart through poe!c leGers, but can Cyrano find the courage to 

reveal his true feelings? Classics Illustrated tells this wonderful tale in colorful comic strip form, 

offering an excellent introduc!on for younger readers. This edi!on also includes theme discussions 

and study ques!ons, which can be used both in the classroom and at home to further engage the 

reader in the story. (STL311914) 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $9.95 

 

MAR241490 

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED TP PATHFINDER 

(W) James F. Cooper (A) Louis Zansky 

James Fennimore Cooper's most picturesque novel, The Pathfinder, is a naval story set on the Great 

Lakes amidst the French and Indian War of the 1750s. NaGy Bumpo traverses new dangers of love 

and war in this thrilling wilderness adventure. Classics Illustrated tells this wonderful tale in colorful 

comic strip form, offering an excellent introduc!on for younger readers. This edi!on also includes 

theme discussions and study ques!ons, which can be used both in the classroom and at home to 

further engage the reader in the story. (STL311913) 

SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC SRP: $9.95 

 

CLOVER PRESS, LLC 

 

MAR241494 

ARMORED #2 CVR A PITARRA 

(W) Michael Schwartz (A) Ismael Hernandez (CA) Nick Pitarra 

While inves!ga!ng the site of his adop!ve parents' son's death, orphan teen Andy discovers magical 

armor that is s!ll being haunted by the ghost who wore the armor hundreds of years ago.  

 

Now that Andy has the armor, he has to be trained by the ghost and go face-to-face against the 

creature who killed the young boy... or succumb to the same fate! 

 

Superstar ar!sts Nick Pitarra and Jeff Dickson provide insane covers for the sophomore issue to the 

spooky series legendary GOOSEBUMPS creator R.L. S!ne calls "A fun read and a great new twist on 

old-fashioned horror"! Retailers purchasing five copies of the regular cover by Nick Pitarra will 

receive a gold foil variant by Jeff Dickson at no addi!onal charge. (STL314570) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241496 



TERRY & THE PIRATES MASTER COLL HC VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Milton Caniff 

"Terry significantly altered and dominated the landscape of the newspaper comic strip. [Caniff's] 

work is notable for its reliance on character instead of plot to dictate the ac!on. The other thing 

Caniff brought to the comic strip was sex. Terry's female characters prac!cally oozed sexuality in a 

way that previous strips had never dared." - The Harrisburg Patriot News 

 

The saga con!nues in Terry and the Pirates Volume 8, reproduced from Milton Caniff's personal set 

of color syndicate tabloid proofs! 

 

Pat Ryan's biGersweet reunion with the en!re Sandhurst family-including young daughter Merrily-is 

cut short when they are captured and placed in a Japanese prisoner of war camp. Even worse, 

human weasel Tony Sandhurst is revealed as an Axis conspirator! Pat revs up an escape for 

Normandie, Merrily, and himself, but their path to freedom intersects with the Dragon Lady. When 

the Sandhurst women find themselves on their own behind enemy lines, their priva!ons finally end 

in the same U.S. Army camp hospital where Terry Lee is recupera!ng! Terry has happy encounters 

with nurse Taffy Tucker and aviator Flip Corkin, and a less-pleasant encounter with the conniving 

redhead known only as Rouge! 

 

This tabloid-sized Volume 8 containing the 1942 dailies and Sundays is an unparalleled upgrade that 

no Terry fan can afford to pass up. (STL313749) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 11x14, 164pgs, PC SRP: $100.00 

 

COFFIN COMICS 

 

MAR241497 

LADY DEATH IMPERIAL REQUIEM #2 (OF 2) CVR A BERNARD STANDARD 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A/CA) Diego Bernard 

Stranded in an alterna!ve dystopian future Earth where her evil persona "Empress Death" has nearly 

ex!nguished the human race, things get worse for "our" Lady Death. Empress Death's mission to 

murder the last 999 souls on Earth and finally achieve megadeath is within reach. Can Lady Death 

conquer the cruelest opponent she's ever faced or will Empress Death be victorious and set her 

murderous sights on "our" Earth. (STL313264) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241498 



LADY DEATH IMPERIAL REQUIEM #2 (OF 2) CVR B TERMINATRIX (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Mike Krome 

Stranded in an alterna!ve dystopian future Earth where her evil persona "Empress Death" has nearly 

ex!nguished the human race, things get worse for "our" Lady Death. Empress Death's mission to 

murder the last 999 souls on Earth and finally achieve megadeath is within reach. Can Lady Death 

conquer the cruelest opponent she's ever faced or will Empress Death be victorious and set her 

murderous sights on "our" Earth. (STL313265) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241499 

LADY DEATH IMPERIAL REQUIEM #2 (OF 2) CVR C BISLEY PREMIUM F 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Simon Bisley 

Stranded in an alterna!ve dystopian future Earth where her evil persona "Empress Death" has nearly 

ex!nguished the human race, things get worse for "our" Lady Death. Empress Death's mission to 

murder the last 999 souls on Earth and finally achieve megadeath is within reach. Can Lady Death 

conquer the cruelest opponent she's ever faced or will Empress Death be victorious and set her 

murderous sights on "our" Earth. 

 

This premium edi!on, limited to quan!!es ordered, features intricate, cuYng edge foil 

enhancements! (STL313266) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR241500 

LADY DEATH IMPERIAL REQUIEM #2 (OF 2) CVR D ORTIZ NAUGHTY ED 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Richard Or!z 

Stranded in an alterna!ve dystopian future Earth where her evil persona "Empress Death" has nearly 

ex!nguished the human race, things get worse for "our" Lady Death. Empress Death's mission to 

murder the last 999 souls on Earth and finally achieve megadeath is within reach. Can Lady Death 

conquer the cruelest opponent she's ever faced or will Empress Death be victorious and set her 

murderous sights on "our" Earth. (STL313267) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2) SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241502 



O/A HELLWITCH FORSAKEN PREMIERE ED #1 (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Mike Krome 

To avenge her murdered lover, Hellwitch slaughtered a queen and burnt her whole hive to the 

ground. Now, she has become Hell's most notorious rebel, with a price on her head to match. Forced 

to wander the wastelands, Hellwitch finds herself hunted by old enemies. They will stop at nothing to 

finish her and butcher the last survivors of her hive. Can Hellwitch defeat her ruthless adversaries? 

Or will a twisted rival from her past annihilate Hellwitch's very soul? This premium square bound 

graphic novel contains all 48 pages of The Forsaken! (STL217728) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

COMIC SHOP NEWS INC 

 

MAR241503 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1861 

If you haven't ordered the new Comic Shop News, you are seriously missing out! CSN's brand new 

format includes a greater variety of products, more reasons to come into the store, and awesome 

fan-submiGed content to keep your customers entertained and informed. It's the best pre-orders and 

exclusive content you can't find anywhere else. Folks are calling the new Comic Shop News, "Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "the best way to retain my customers and grow sales." (STL312059) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241504 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1862 

If you haven't ordered the new Comic Shop News, you are seriously missing out! CSN's brand new 

format includes a greater variety of products, more reasons to come into the store, and awesome 

fan-submiGed content to keep your customers entertained and informed. It's the best pre-orders and 

exclusive content you can't find anywhere else. Folks are calling the new Comic Shop News, "Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "the best way to retain my customers and grow sales." (STL312060) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241505 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1863 

If you haven't ordered the new Comic Shop News, you are seriously missing out! CSN's brand new 

format includes a greater variety of products, more reasons to come into the store, and awesome 

fan-submiGed content to keep your customers entertained and informed. It's the best pre-orders and 



exclusive content you can't find anywhere else. Folks are calling the new Comic Shop News, "Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "the best way to retain my customers and grow sales." (STL312061) 

Tabloid, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241506 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1864 

If you haven't ordered the new Comic Shop News, you are seriously missing out! CSN's brand new 

format includes a greater variety of products, more reasons to come into the store, and awesome 

fan-submiGed content to keep your customers entertained and informed. It's the best pre-orders and 

exclusive content you can't find anywhere else. Folks are calling the new Comic Shop News, "Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "the best way to retain my customers and grow sales." (STL312062) 

Tabloid, SC, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241507 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1865 

If you haven't ordered the new Comic Shop News, you are seriously missing out! CSN's brand new 

format includes a greater variety of products, more reasons to come into the store, and awesome 

fan-submiGed content to keep your customers entertained and informed. It's the best pre-orders and 

exclusive content you can't find anywhere else. Folks are calling the new Comic Shop News, "Wizard 

magazine for preorders" and "the best way to retain my customers and grow sales." (STL312063) 

Tabloid, SC, FC SRP: PI  

 

COMICSBURGH 

 

MAR241508 

BLOWTORCH BURY THE PAST ONESHOT (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Alfred Paige, Alex De Gruchy (A)  Montos (CA) Netho Diaz, Jesse Hansen 

Years ago as a Army ranger, Richard Kinkaid, a.k.a. Blowtorch, had his face disfigured In a minefield 

blast. During that recovery he fell in love with the nurse taking care of him Susanne. Things did not 

work out but the love for her was s!ll in his heart. Years later he gets a call from her saying she needs 

help. He runs to be her hero. Only Catch his team mate and new girlfriend Rowan Kelly, a.k.a. 

Footpath, goes with him. (STL313757) (C: 0-0-1) 

28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241509 

THE EDGE #6 (C: 0-0-1) 



(W) Marvin Wynn (A/CA) Mark Louie Vuycankiat 

Mys!c goes on a solo journey, while the rest of the team deals with a new threat. (STL313742) (C: 0-

0-1) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241510 

THE THEME OF THIEVES #2 (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) DP Brown (A) Dan Ekis (CA) Steve Dasguspta 

As the Man in the Red Suit con!nues to jump through !me, Rebecca con!nues to deal with the 

pressures of high school.  Meanwhile Jason gets ask out on a date to a party. (STL313743) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

CONUNDRUM PRESS 

 

MAR241512 

FIELD GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Dave Lapp 

Dave's on the verge of summer vaca!on and change is on the horizon. Developers have begun 

digging up a field on the edges of Dave's small town, presen!ng endless nooks and crannies for Dave 

and his fearless friend Edward to explore. Over the course of the summer, while the town's adults 

remain focused on their fractured marriages and neighborly resentments, the children are allowed to 

run wild in the field, collec!ng caterpillars and tadpoles, catching field mice (which they smuggle 

home), and nursing a curious fascina!on with Dave's mother's matches and their poten!al for 

disaster. As the summer meanders on, Edward brings a new friend into the circle. But John's got a 

mean streak that's strong enough to flip Dave's world-and his place in it—upside down. Dave Lapp 

examines a !me when kids stayed out un!l the streetlights came onexposes the dangers, foibles, and 

wildness of childhood in the 1970s. (STL312031) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x9, 540pgs, B&W SRP: $30.00 

 

CRITICAL ENTERTAINMENT LLC 

 

MAR241513 

PLANETARY EXPANSION #3 (OF 8) (MR) 

(W) Christopher Reda (A/CA)  Alonso Molina Gonzales 



Abandoning their lives on earth, 1,000 hand selected passengers aboard a starship head to 

repopulate a new habitable planet. In another solar system exists a planet just like Earth with fresh 

air, clean water, and sustainable life. They will brave the dangers of space and push past the limit to 

get there. (STL312079) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC (3 of 8) SRP: $4.99 

 

DAVID & CHARLES 

 

MAR241514 

DRAW COMIC BOOK ACTION SC (C: 0-1-0) 

(A) Lee GarbeG 

Learn how to render all aspects of adrenalin-filled movement, from jaw-dropping superhero an!cs to 

kick-ass fis[ights. The hallmark of the comic book, the ac!on is what draws a reader in and keeps 

them hungry for more. Techniques for drawing every dynamic ac!on are explained, from body 

contact and flying through to fis[ights, group rumbles and full-on baGles. Everything you need to 

know to get started as a comic ar!st, from the tools you need, to techniques for shading and 

linework are covered, with specific !ps and tricks related to crea!ng comic art for publica!on. 

Author and comic book ar!st Lee GarbeG introduces the basics of anatomy for comic art, and 

explains a number of the classic and important poses to master when looking to create dynamic and 

exci!ng layouts. (STL312395) (C: 0-1-0) 

How-to-Draw, SC, 8x11, 128pgs, PC SRP: $22.99 

 

DEAD SKY PUBLISHING LLC 

 

MAR241515 

DEPROG #3 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Tina Horn (A) Lisa Sterle (CA)  DaNi 

With Les going undercover in the Adaptogen!c desert bathhouse, Tate and Vera are staked out in a 

sleazy motel. As Les aGempts to resist seduc!ve hippie girls, Vera finally learns the backstory of 

Tate's cult upbringing, which is weirder than anyone could have possibly imagined. (STL313721) (C: 0-

0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

DISNEY HYPERION 



 

MAR241516 

CURVEBALL GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Pablo Cartaya (A) Miguel Diaz Rivas 

Roller Girl meets Cardboard Kingdom in this original, contemporary graphic novel from award-

winning author Pablo Cartaya and New York Times-bestselling illustrator Miguel Díaz Rivas. Baseball 

is Elena Rueda's en!re life: She may be the only girl on her team, but she's the best player and 

everyone knows it. Except... Elena has stopped having fun, and it's !me to leave the sport behind. 

The problem is, Elena has no idea who she is without a bat in her hand. Can a summer spent with her 

brother's quirky friends in an empty sandlot that offers a world of possibility show Elena who she 

is—and teach her to love to play again? (STL313750) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

DRAWN & QUARTERLY 

 

MAR241518 

SECOND HAND LOVE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Yamada Murasaki 

Drawn soon aJer the cri!cally-acclaimed Talk to My Back, the two stories in Second Hand Love mark 

the triumphant return of Yamada Murasaki, one of literary manga's most respected feminist voices. 

Through a cracked door, heartsick Emi hears a playful growl. Cau!ously, she lets her lover in-a wolf of 

a man wielding a bouquet of roses. His shoulders must have been four inches wider than mine. As I 

stood behind him, I fantasized about the broadness of his chest and the thickness of his neck... and 

about becoming his mistress once again. (STL313719) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x6, 228pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 

 

MAR241519 

VERA BUSHWACK GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Sig Burwash 

The wondrous rus!c landscape of Nova Sco!a bursts from the page in Vera Bushwack, where reality 

gladly gives way to fantas!cal flights of fancy before gently coming back down to earth. Joy, anger, 

grief, and self-acceptance ripple through these pages with Sig Burwash's hilariously expressive pencil 

drawings and flair for buoyant watercolors. Approaching something like libera!on, our protagonist 

comes to terms with past traumas, boundaries, and the many expressions of themself. (STL313718) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 9x6, 236pgs, FC SRP: $29.95 

 

MAR241520 

MOOMIN ADVENTURES GN BOOK ONE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tove Jansson, Lars Jansson (A) Lars Jansson, Tove Jansson (CA) Tove Jansson, Lars Jansson 

Presented in an all new soJcover format that collects the all ages comics of both Tove Jansson and 

Lars Jansson, the five-volume Moomin Adventures series will introduce the !meless comic strip to a 

new genera!on of readers of all ages. Moomin Adventures Book One kicks off with perhaps the most 

famous adventure of them all, Moomin on the Riviera, which was adapted into an animated feature 

and debuted at the London Film Fes!val. In Moomin’s Desert Island, the en!re Moomin family is 

stranded on a desert island—the very island their ancestors came from. The Moominvalley hijinx 

con!nued with a charming mix of strips from Finland’s most famous writer/ar!st Tove Jansson, and 

her brother Lars Jansson who taught himself how to draw in order to take over the strip when it was 

in syndica!on. (STL313377) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x8, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $22.95 

 

MAR241521 

MOOMIN AND FAMILY LIFE GN 

(W/A/CA) Tove Jansson 

AJer losing both his fortune and his girlfriend, Moomin has hit rock boGom. Luckily, in his darkest 

moment, he stumbles across the beloved family he lost as a child — Moominmamma and 

Moominpappa — and together, the Moomins embark on their first adventure. Moominmamma 

struggles to balance her husband's desire for danger with her own homebody sensibili!es, while 

Moomin fears his new parents will eventually !re of him. A poignant story of love and reunion 

unwinds in this classic Moomin caper from Tove Jansson. (STL022280) (SEP161626) 

SC, 8.5x6, 40pgs, FC SRP: $9.95 

 

MAR241522 

MOOMIN AND THE BRIGANDS GN 

(W/A/CA) Tove Jansson 

Moomin's pushy rela!ons have come to stay, and in the process of geYng them out, he unwiYngly 

embarks on a quest for fame and fortune with his sly friend Sniff. But it's much harder to get rich 

than either of them expects, whether it's through selling rare creatures to the zoo, using a fortune-

teller to find treasures, or making modern art. Through a stroke of luck, however, Moomin meets the 

love of his life, Snorkmaiden, and with her help he finds the self-confidence he needs to get his 

house back. The iconic first Moomin comic strip by Tove Jansson, Moomin and the Brigands is a 

thrilling introduc!on to the vibrant inhabitants of Moominvalley we've come to know and love. 

(STL062687) (SEP171572) 



SC, 9x6, 40pgs, FC SRP: $9.95 

 

MAR241523 

MOOMIN DESERT ISLAND GN 

(W/A/CA) Tove Jansson 

AJer a disastrous helicopter ride through a thunderstorm, the en!re Moomin family is stranded on a 

desert island, the very island their ancestors came from! They make the best of it, hun!ng for their 

supper, exploring mysterious tunnels, and salvaging items from a wrecked pirate ship (including the 

Mymble!), but their ancestors don't let them live in peace and quiet for too long. Soon the whole 

island will have to deal with the explosive consequences of their ancestors' misbehavior. (STK624815) 

(OCT131145) 

SC, 8x7, 48pgs, FC SRP: $9.95 

 

MAR241524 

MOOMIN COMPLETE TOVE JANSSON COMIC STRIP HC VOL 01 NEW PTG 

(W/A/CA) Tove Jansson 

Tove Jansson is revered around the world as one of the foremost children's authors of the twen!eth 

century for her illustrated chapter books regarding the magical worlds of her crea!on, the Moomins. 

The Moomins saw life in many forms but debuted to its biggest audience ever on the pages of 

world's largest newspaper the London Evening News, in 1954. The strip was syndicated in 

newspapers around the world with millions of readers in 40 countries. This will deservedly place 

Jansson among the interna!onal cartooning greats of the last century. (STL062691) (JUN178324) 

HC, 9x12, 88pgs, B&W SRP: $24.95 

 

MAR241525 

MOOMIN DLX HC TOVE JANSSON ANNIV ED SLIPCASE 

(W/A/CA) Tove Jansson 

Tove Jansson's Moomin stories made her one of the most beloved Scandinavian authors of the 20th-

century. Jansson's whimsical tales of Moominvalley resonate with children for their light-hearted 

spirit, and with adults for their incisive commentary on the banality of everyday life. Drawn & 

Quarterly celebrates the centenary of Jansson's birth with Moomin: The Deluxe Anniversary Edi!on, 

a slipcased, hardcover collec!on of the complete Tove Jansson-penned Moomin comic strip, replete 

with all of her most popular storylines and original pencil sketches. (STK654913) (SEP141384) 

HC, 9x12, 448pgs, PC SRP: $69.95 

 

MAR241526 



MOOMIN DLX HC LARS JANSSON ED SLIPCASE 

(W/A/CA) Lars Jansson 

Since the first Moomin comic strip appeared in the London Evening News, Tove Jansson's crea!ons 

have become an interna!onal sensa!on, inspiring TV shows, cafés, a museum, an opera, and even an 

amusement park. And now in this new deluxe anniversary edi!on are hundreds of pages of Moomin 

comics, starring Moominmamma, Snorkmaiden, Sniff, Mrs. Fillyjonk, and many more familiar faces. 

This slipcase edi!on collects Lars Jansson's contribu!ons to the series when his sister, Tove, grew 

!red of drawing a daily strip aJer half a decade, alongside rare ephemera and tributes by cartoonists 

and writers. (STL126088) (AUG191877) 

HC, 9x12, 448pgs, B&W SRP: $69.95 

 

MAR241527 

MOOMINS & GREAT FLOOD HC 

(W/A/CA) Tove Jansson 

Moominmamma and Moomintroll need to find a home for the winter, someplace where sun is 

plen!ful and safe from the dangers of the unknown. But before they can seGle down, they must 

cross a dark and sinister forest and find their way through a flood of epic propor!ons, all the while 

hoping that they will find Moominpappa again. With beau!ful black and white artwork interspersed 

throughout the text and curious, playful prose, you find yourself roo!ng for the Moomins and their 

quest to find Moominpappa and a place to call home. (STL085342) (MAY181611) 

HC, 8x12, 88pgs, B&W SRP: $16.95 

 

MAR241528 

KITARO GN VOL 01 BIRTH OF KITARO 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

The Birth of Kitaro collects seven of Shigeru Mizuki's early and beloved Kitaro stories, making them 

available for the first !me in English, in a kid-friendly format and price point. With more than 150 

pages of spooky and oJen funny all-ages comics about the !tular yokai boy, The Birth of Kitaro is the 

perfect introduc!on to Mizuki's most popular series, which has won the hearts of Japanese children 

and adults for more than half a century! (STK697927) (APR161577) 

SC, 5x8, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

MAR241529 

PIPPI LONGSTOCKING HC VOL 02 FIXES EVERYTHING 

(W) Astrid Lindgren (A/CA) Ingrid Vang Nyman 

The world's most beloved strong-girl fights fires, saves babies, and causes mischief at a tea party. 

Pippi Longstocking returns to fix everything in the second volume of comics wriGen by the series 



creator, Astrid Lindgren, and illustrated by the original Pippi ar!st, Ingrid Vang Nyman. It is Pippi's 

birthday, which means there is a lot of fun to be had! Join Pippi, Annika, and Tommy in their 

adventures on board a ship, hos!ng farewell par!es, and visi!ng with Pippi's father, the island king. 

(STK620841) (AUG131265) 

HC, 8x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

MAR241530 

PIPPI LONGSTOCKING STRONGEST IN THE WORLD GN 

(W/A/CA) Astrid Lindgren, Ingrid Vang Nyman 

Who can rescue babies from a burning building, outwit burglars, overpower a circus strongman, and 

s!ll get home in !me for Christmas? Pippi Longstocking can! Pippi Longstocking: The Strongest in the 

World! collects over 100 pages of comics from Pippi creator Astrid Lindgren and her collaborator, 

illustrator Ingrid Vang Nyman. Unearthed by D+Q and republished between 2011 and 2014, these 

mid-century comics had never before been seen by North American audiences. (STK690850) 

(JUL158516) 

SC, 8x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

DREN PRODUCTIONS 

 

MAR241531 

SIRE #6 REBIRTH (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Michael Dolce (A) Michael Dolce, Daniele Carmanico (CA) Tony Donley 

"Rebirth," Part 1: New costume, new powers… bigger problems! Returning from his off-world 

adventure with new, cosmic-like powers, The Sire comes face-to-face with enemies from his past, 

who've leveled up in his absence to take him down. Meanwhile, his allies, J.J. and ShaGer embark on 

their own mission to save him! (STL312699) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

DREN PRODUCTIONS AFTER DARK 

 

MAR241532 

TALES OF THE BIZARRE #6 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Mascia (A) Jack Lineses (CA) Mike Shampine 

A brand new anthology series with the best and strangest sci-fi and horror tales we could create. 

Think about those old B-movies from the classic movie theaters (or stuff you might find playing on 

the Syfy channel today). In this issue, we conclude a three-issue story-arc featuring a big-game 



hunter crashing on an alien world, only to become the hunted himself in this sci-fi adap!on of "The 

Most Dangerous Game." (STL312700) (C: 0-1-1) 

24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

DUTTON BOOKS FYR 

 

MAR241533 

BREATHE JOURNEYS TO HEALTHY BINDING SC (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Maia Kobabe, Dr. Sarah Peitzmeier (A) Maia Kobabe 

A graphic guide to chest binding with real-life stories and research-backed advice from bestselling 

Gender Queer author Maia Kobabe and University of Michigan professor Sarah Peitzmeier. Breathe 

arose from the need for an evidence-based resource for folks considering chest binding as gender-

affirming care. Its original form was a 32-page digital-only 'zine, but Peitzmeier and Kobabe saw 

poten!al for reaching a wider audience with an expanded version with more art and more 

explora!on of what the research really shows about binding, designed to be easily readable as a 

printed book. Peitzmeier and her research team interviewed many people of different ages and 

backgrounds about their journeys with binding. The result is both a prac!cal resource for trans and 

nonbinary folks and an engaging and perspec!ve-broadening read for anyone interested in what it 

means to be on a journey of expressing one's gender in the ways that are joyful, healthy, and 

affirming. (STL313755) (C: 1-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

DSTLRY MEDIA, INC 

 

MAR241534 

WHITE BOAT #2 CVR A FRANCAVILLA (MR) 

(W) ScoG Snyder (A/CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The hit series con!nues! 

 

White Boats are the mega-yachts that the super-rich use to traverse the globe—floa!ng islands 

where your every desire can be fulfilled. And geYng invited on board one should be a dream come 

true…that is un!l the crew traps and transports you to a remote island where secret cults have 

existed for millennia, working on something called “The Human Project.” Does the White Boat ship 

you to paradise or sink you into hell on earth? 

 



WHITE BOAT reunites ScoG Snyder, the visionary writer who redefined comic book dread with 

Wytches and introduced Batman into a terrifying, cerebral era, with modern noir master Francesco 

Francavilla for a white-knuckle descent into LovecraJian mari!me madness! 

 

For fans of HEREDITARY, THE HOST, JURASSIC PARK & THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU (STL315578) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241535 

WHITE BOAT #2 CVR B (MR) 

(W) ScoG Snyder (A) Francesco Francavilla (CA)  TBA 

The hit series con!nues! 

 

White Boats are the mega-yachts that the super-rich use to traverse the globe—floa!ng islands 

where your every desire can be fulfilled. And geYng invited on board one should be a dream come 

true…that is un!l the crew traps and transports you to a remote island where secret cults have 

existed for millennia, working on something called “The Human Project.” Does the White Boat ship 

you to paradise or sink you into hell on earth? 

 

WHITE BOAT reunites ScoG Snyder, the visionary writer who redefined comic book dread with 

Wytches and introduced Batman into a terrifying, cerebral era, with modern noir master Francesco 

Francavilla for a white-knuckle descent into LovecraJian mari!me madness! 

 

For fans of HEREDITARY, THE HOST, JURASSIC PARK & THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU (STL315579) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241539 

ONE FOR SORROW #1 CVR A MCKELVIE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jamie McKelvie 

JAMIE McKELVIE IS BACK WITH HIS FIRST SOLO CREATOR-OWNED PROJECT IN OVER A DECADE! 

 

London, 1900. The capital hums with the energy of the new era, but something darker lurks beneath 

the surface. A monstrous figure stalks the city’s criminal underworld at night, leaving a trail of bloody 



corpses in its wake. Rumors about the mysterious killer spread like wildfire. It’s a demon. A phantom. 

An angel of vengeance.  

 

Nothing can kill it. Nothing can stop it. And once it picks a new target, well, he beGer have a coffin 

picked out, because he’s already dead. 

 

The only clue that a baffled police force has to work with is the black and white feather leJ on each 

corpse, leading the press to dub the killer The Magpie.  

 

Is the Magpie killing at random, or is there a paGern that no one else can see? Three individuals, 

strangers to each other, might together have the answer. 

 

Madame Hendrikov, the Russian medium with an upper-class clientele desperate for the secrets of 

the dead.  

 

Bess Turner, the East End barmaid caught up in the schemes of an organized crime gang. 

 

And Igna!ous Thorn, the world’s most famous consul!ng detec!ve, brought to ruin by horrific 

tragedy. 

 

The ar!s!c mastermind behind THE WICKED + THE DIVINE, CAPTAIN CARTER, and CATWOMAN: ONE 

BAD DAY is back with a new comic unlike anything he’s created before. ONE FOR SORROW is an 

intensely stylish, supernatural suspense thriller, full of kine!c ac!on, bloody revenge, and ghostly 

mystery. (STL315584) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241540 

ONE FOR SORROW #1 CVR B MCKELVIE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jamie McKelvie 

JAMIE McKELVIE IS BACK WITH HIS FIRST SOLO CREATOR-OWNED PROJECT IN OVER A DECADE! 

 

London, 1900. The capital hums with the energy of the new era, but something darker lurks beneath 

the surface. A monstrous figure stalks the city’s criminal underworld at night, leaving a trail of bloody 



corpses in its wake. Rumors about the mysterious killer spread like wildfire. It’s a demon. A phantom. 

An angel of vengeance.  

 

Nothing can kill it. Nothing can stop it. And once it picks a new target, well, he beGer have a coffin 

picked out, because he’s already dead. 

 

The only clue that a baffled police force has to work with is the black and white feather leJ on each 

corpse, leading the press to dub the killer The Magpie.  

 

Is the Magpie killing at random, or is there a paGern that no one else can see? Three individuals, 

strangers to each other, might together have the answer. 

 

Madame Hendrikov, the Russian medium with an upper-class clientele desperate for the secrets of 

the dead.  

 

Bess Turner, the East End barmaid caught up in the schemes of an organized crime gang. 

 

And Igna!ous Thorn, the world’s most famous consul!ng detec!ve, brought to ruin by horrific 

tragedy. 

 

The ar!s!c mastermind behind THE WICKED + THE DIVINE, CAPTAIN CARTER, and CATWOMAN: ONE 

BAD DAY is back with a new comic unlike anything he’s created before. ONE FOR SORROW is an 

intensely stylish, supernatural suspense thriller, full of kine!c ac!on, bloody revenge, and ghostly 

mystery. (STL315585) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

DYNAMIC FORCES 

 

MAR241544 

DF ULTIMATES #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

TBA! (STL315172) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 



MAR241545 

DF ULTIMATE X-MEN #1 MAYSTORM VARIANT GOLD BROOKS SGN (C: 0- 

Visionary creator Peach Momoko reinvents mutantkind for the Ul!mate age! In Japan, when a young 

student named Hisako Ichiki develops armor powers, she discovers she's a mutant-and she's not the 

only one! Meet a new genera!on of mutants, filled with original and familiar X-Men characters. 

Together, they'll learn what it means to be mutant in the Ul!mate Universe as they explore their 

emerging powers and the startling ways they connect to folklore, legend, and magic! (STL315173) (C: 

0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $63.00 

 

MAR241546 

DF ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #3 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

PETER PARKER'S NEW LIFE GETS EVEN MORE COMPLICATED… Spider-Man sizes up the new hero 

Green Goblin! As they team up to fight a new super villain, secrets about the corpora!ons running 

North America are revealed… And you'll never guess who discovers Spider-Man's secret iden!ty! 

(STL315174) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241547 

DF ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #4 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

WHO IS THE GREEN GOBLIN? Peter Parker's secret life starts fraying the edges of his personal life! J. 

Jonah Jameson and Ben Parker's pursuit of truth - or, at least, the news - s!rs unrest with the world 

at large… And now that Spider-Man may not have to operate alone, the real work of rebuilding this 

corrupt world can begin! (STL315175) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241548 

DF EDGE OF SPIDER-VERSE #3 FOXE SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Your neighborhood can be a few blocks long, or it can be the size of an en!re space sta!on. STAR-

SPIDER slings through the stars in her Silk ship helping those in need, thwipping through alien 

cityscapes. Meet the coolest new Spider-hero to grace the comics page in a story by writer Jus!na 

Ireland and ar!st Pete Woods! The runway-struYng Web-Weaver is back, back, back again! Don't 

miss one of the coolest new characters of the Spider-Verse kicking buG, taking names and looking 

good while doing it in a new adventure wriGen by the character's co-creator Steve Foxe! (STL315176) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 



MAR241549 

DF SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #2 WEISMAN SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

"ARACHNOBATICS" CONTINUES! Surprising anyone who knows Peter Parker (but probably not those 

who know Miles Morales), the Spider-Men have been keeping up their weekly meetup at the Coffee 

Bean! Sadly, that hasn't given them any insight into the machina!ons of the Jackal!!! And what do all 

these mysterious interludes add up to? (STL315177) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241550 

DF MARVEL COMISSIONED SGN & REMARKED SECRET WARS #8 SKETCH ( 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY DAN NEIDLINGER! BLANK VARIANT MAY VARY. (STL315178) (C: 0-1-

2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241551 

DF WHAT IF VENOM #3 HOLT SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

THE SYMBIOTE SUPREME! NONE ARE SAFE from the Venom symbiote's permea!on of every corner 

of yesteryear and the present alike with its inky, black tendrils… not even DOCTOR STRANGE, THE 

SORCERER SUPREME! BY THE CRYING CREATURES OF KLYNTAR, THIS IS ONE YOU CAN'T MISS! 

(STL315179) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.88 

 

MAR241552 

DF WHAT IF VENOM #2 HOLT SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

THEY'RE THE BEST THERE IS AT WHAT THEY DO! And what they do is eat the hell out of your brain 

before slicing you to ribbons with six adaman!um claws! WOLVERINE! VENOM! 'Nuff said! 

(STL315180) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.88 

 

MAR241553 

DF WHAT IF VENOM #1 BLACK BLANK VAR HEASER SILVER SYMBIOTE ( 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY KEN HAESER! EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME! (STL315181) (C: 

0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $88.00 



 

MAR241554 

DF KID VENOM #1 LEE VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

EMBRACE YOUR INNER VENOM! JAPAN, 977. KID VENOM has made his presence known to the evil 

symbiotes taking people and creatures hostage...but who else has their eye on Kintaro and his 

symbiote? The world of KID VENOM expands as new characters and dangers are revealed! Breakout 

manga creator TAIGAMI con!nues his vision of KID VENOM in this brand-new series! (STL315182) (C: 

0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $97.70 

 

MAR241555 

DF SPIDER-GWEN SHADOW CLONES #1 PINK SPIDER-PUNK SKETCH (C:  

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY JESSICA COURT! (STL315183) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241556 

DF MARVEL COMISSIONED SGN & REMARKED DEADPOOL VS WOLVERINE S 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY MARIANO NICIEZA AND JOE DELBEATO! BLANK VARIANT MAY VARY. 

(STL315187) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241557 

DF PUNISHER #4 MARVEL 97 VAR JURGENS SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

WHO IS JIGSAW? Ever since his family was murdered, re!red S.H.I.E.L.D. agent Joe Garrison has 

turned New York City upside down in his bloody search for answers. But now he's finally put all the 

pieces together...and what he's found could lead to all-out war. Alone and outgunned, Joe must push 

his deadly set of skills to their limit to stop the clandes!ne terror group known as JIGSAW - but even 

if he survives, can this all-new Punisher finally come to terms with his role as the Marvel Universe's 

most dangerous hero? (STL315189) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241558 

DF MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #19 ZIGLAR SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

FALLOUT FROM ISSUE #300! The climac!c events of issue #300 have FOREVER CHANGED Miles 

Morales! But a SPIDER-MAN's job is never done. And in fact, learning to live with the consequences 



of his ac!ons might be the greatest job of Miles' life. Who will survive? What has the baGle cost him? 

And what does the future look like for Miles Morales: Spider-Man?! (STL315184) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241559 

DF MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #17 ZIGLAR SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

FALLOUT FROM GANG WAR! Spider-Man needs rest. New York City needs to heal. But the most 

dangerous super villain in Spidey's history needs Miles Morales to die. The gauntlet is thrown, and 

the events of this issue setup the explosive MILES MORALES: SPIDER-MAN #300 next month!!! 

(STL315185) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241560 

DF DEADPOOL #1 LIEFELD VAR ZIGLAR SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

A new era for the Merc with a Mouth, and a gun, and a sword... Ziglar and Antonio have a wild ride 

planned for the Merc with the Mouth! Introducing a terrifying new villain who won't stop un!l he 

catches Wade in his Death Grip. But all work and no play makes Deadpool a very DEAD boy! FINAL 

COVER TO BE REVEALED. (STL315186) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241561 

DF DEADPOOL #10 WAITE TACO TIME 2 COMIXPOSURE EXC VAR (C: 0- 

HEART - BROKEN! Things aren't looking great for Deadpool and his new paramour, Valen!ne Vuong. 

You know how it can be in love - you just want to be together, but there is always some secret society 

of killers that gets in the way and your heart and/or glass arms get shaGered. (STL315188) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241562 

DF WOLVERINE #47 PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

SAVAGE ESCAPE! LAURA KINNEY must escape the clutches of the SAVAGE SABRETOOTH! Will VICTOR 

CREED'S WEAPON spell the end for LOGAN? LEGACY #389. (STL315190) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $38.90 

 

MAR241563 



DF WOLVERINE #48 PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

CREED VS. CREED! It's a family affair as GRAYDON CREED, the maligned son of VICTOR CREED, A.K.A. 

SABRETOOTH, brings the fight to his father. The winner gets WOLVERINE - or… what's leJ of him…! 

(STL315191) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.00 

 

MAR241564 

DF GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #1 SU FOIL VAR CGC GRAD (C: 0 

WHO IS THE NEW SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE? Johnny Blaze was bonded with the Spirit of Vengeance. 

Unwilling to be a monster, Johnny used this demon from Hell to do good as the Ghost Rider. But 

heroism isn't what the Rider was meant for. So who will be the new Spirit of Vengeance? And what 

will it mean for the Marvel Universe? Find out in this extra-sized first issue by writer Benjamin Percy 

and hot new art sensa!on Danny Kim! (STL315193) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $149.99 

 

MAR241565 

DF GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #2 PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

THE NEW GHOST RIDER! There's a new Spirit of Vengeance in town and he's looking to run the place. 

There will be no stopping THIS rider. The mystery of Johnny Blaze's disappearance con!nues! 

(STL315192) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241566 

DF GHOST RIDER #1 YOON DOUBLE-EXPOSURE COMICXPOSURE EXC VAR  

JOHNNY BLAZE!! Johnny Blaze has the perfect life: a wife and two kids, a job at an auto repair shop 

and a small-town community that supports him... But Johnny isn't doing well. He has nightmares of 

monsters when he sleeps. And he sees bloody visions when he's awake. This life is beginning to feel 

like a prison. And there's a spirit in him that's begging to break out! Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, X-

FORCE) and Cory Smith (CONAN THE BARBARIAN, CAPTAIN MARVEL) are going back to basics with 

the Spirit of Vengeance in this extra-sized first issue! (STL315194) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241567 

DF BLOOD HUNT #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

THE BLOODIEST MARVEL EVENT EVER! The skies have gone dark, the sun hiding its face from the 

carnage to come. The children of the night, the vampires, have risen from the dark and hidden places 



of the world as one to drown the Marvel Universe in blood. Earth's final night has fallen - can even 

the heroes of this doomed world stem the !de of blood that is to come? Join the AVENGERS, BLADE, 

BLOODLINE, SPIDER-MAN, HUNTER'S MOON, TIGRA, DOCTOR STRANGE and CLEA as the dance of 

death begins in BLOOD HUNT #1! (STL315195) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241568 

DF STAR WARS DARTH MAUL B&W & RED PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

DARTH MAUL STARS IN HIS VERY OWN HORROR BLOCKBUSTER! A prison ship - transpor!ng a cult 

known as the FINAL OCCULTATION - goes offline, and DARTH MAUL is sent by PALPATINE to 

inves!gate. What he finds on board is the stuff of nightmares!!! It's up to him to stop this profoundly 

dark and unstable force that wishes to bring chaos to the galaxy. (STL315196) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241569 

DF STAR WARS THRAWN ALLIANCES #2 OLLIFFE SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

THE ADAPTATION OF THRAWN: ALLIANCES CONTINUES! As THRAWN and DARTH VADER carve their 

way through the galaxy, get a glimpse of their early partnership as THRAWN and ANAKIN are on the 

hunt for PADMÉ! JODY HOUSER and original THRAWN: ALLIANCES novelist TIMOTHY ZAHN con!nue 

to plot the course of Thrawn's rise with PAT OLLIFFE and ANDREA DI VITO! (STL315197) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241570 

DF STAR WARS THRAWN ALLIANCES #2 RAHZZAH GOLD SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

THE ADAPTATION OF THRAWN: ALLIANCES CONTINUES! As THRAWN and DARTH VADER carve their 

way through the galaxy, get a glimpse of their early partnership as THRAWN and ANAKIN are on the 

hunt for PADMÉ! JODY HOUSER and original THRAWN: ALLIANCES novelist TIMOTHY ZAHN con!nue 

to plot the course of Thrawn's rise with PAT OLLIFFE and ANDREA DI VITO! (STL315198) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $47.00 

 

MAR241571 

DF SUPERMAN HOUSE OF BRAINIAC SP #1 WILLIAMSON SGN (C: 0-1-2 

BRAINIAC'S SECRET HISTORY WITH LOBO IS REVEALED! An essen!al issue in the Ac!on 

Comics/Superman crossover as Brainiac's secret history with Lobo and Czarnia is revealed! How did 

Brainiac create a BoGled City of Czarnia? Who steps up to protect Metropolis aJer Brainiac's army 

leaves it in ruins? Will Lois Lane confront Perry White about his own secrets as he runs for mayor of 

Metropolis? And how is Amanda Waller involved in all of this? All these ques!ons are answered in 



this crucial issue that connects to DC's Superman-Sized event! Meanwhile, Bibbo steps up! With the 

heroes gone and a city in need of some champions, our favorite bartender organizes the community 

to save their beloved home. (STL315201) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $38.00 

 

MAR241572 

DF ACTION COMICS #1064 WILLIAMSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

BRAINIAC ATTACKS! Brainiac's Lobo army invades Metropolis in an ac!on-packed oversized issue! The 

Super family and all the heroes of Metropolis join the fight, but will they be enough to hold off 

Brainiac's lethal and crazed soldiers?! Can Superman and Lex learn what Brainiac is searching for? 

He's not boGling Metropolis, so what is he collec!ng instead?! (STL315199) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $38.00 

 

MAR241573 

DF SUPERMAN #13 WILLIAMSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Superman and Lobo… team-up? Together, the Man of Steel and the Main Man race across the 

universe on a hunt for the Lobo Army and Brainiac. Can they get along long enough to get to them 

before Brainiac enacts the next stage of his dangerous plans to create a new House of Brainiac?! 

LEGACY #856. (STL315200) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $38.00 

 

MAR241574 

DF DETECTIVE COMICS #140 FASIMILIE ED BLANK BATMAN #9 HOMAGE 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY DAN NEIDLINGER! (STL315202) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR241575 

DF JIM HENSON LABYRITH ARCHIVE ED #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

It's a nightmare come true for one teenage girl when goblins tear her baby brother from her grasp! 

Journey back to the iconic fantasy realm of the 1986 classic in this brand new edi!on of the original 

Marvel Comics adapta!on. Adapted by Sid Jacobson with enchan!ng artwork by John Buscema, this 

archive-worthy edi!on is a can't-miss collec!ble for fans of the seminal film, available for the first 

!me in over 35 years. This facsimile release features the original cover by John Buscema, as well as 

an all-new variant cover by Miguel Mercado! EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME! (STL315203) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $86.00 



 

MAR241576 

DF UNCANNY VALLEY #1 FLEECSS SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Oliver is a seemingly typical 12 year old boy... except for a mysterious family history that seems to 

start and end with his mother, and unexplainable powers, that is. He can do things other boys can't, 

to the point of landing him in some trouble. Baffled by the surreal cartoonish nature of his abili!es 

and followed by a murder of peculiar crows, the mystery behind Oliver's family history finally 

unfolds! WriGen by fan-favorite writer Tony Fleecs (Stray Dogs, Local Man) and illustrated by 

acclaimed ar!st Dave Wachter (Punisher, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles), discover what makes Oliver 

special and strange as he searches for his place in the world. (STL315204) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241577 

DF GODZILLA 70TH ANN #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Celebra!ng 70 years of Godzilla! Since 1954, Godzilla has been King of the Monsters, and what beGer 

way to celebrate than with a gigan!c anthology of tales that get to the heart of Godzilla's las!ng 

popularity! From the American Old West to modern Tokyo and beyond, this collec!on features 

stories of the King of the Monsters figh!ng with its allies like Mothra, against old enemies like the 

terrible Mechagodzilla, and reshaping the lives of all who fall in its path! (STL315205) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $70.00 

 

MAR241578 

DF OFFSPRING LET BAD TIMES ROLL #1 TRUJILLO SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

A Day of the Dead slasher adventure set to the rollicking rock and roll of punk royalty! EVENT PRICED 

FOR A LIMITED TIME! (STL315206) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $20.21 

 

MAR241579 

DF OFFSPRING LET BAD TIMES ROLL #1 HAESER HOMAGE SKETCH (C:  

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY KEN HAESER! EVENT PRICED FOR A LIMITED TIME! (STL315207) (C: 

0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $98.21 

 

MAR241580 

DF MAY MADNESS MASH-UP 2024 (C: 0-1-2) 



This special package includes 5 limited-edi!on comics from mul!ple publishers! Minimum value of 

$149.95 with a special package price of $55.55 for MAY! (STL315208) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $55.55 

 

EPICENTER COMICS 

 

MAR241581 

ALVAR MAYOR HC VOL 04 (OF 4) GOLD OF PERU (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Carlos Trillo (A/CA) Enrique Breccia 

Alvar Mayor's winding journey reaches its end! Don't miss the final book of this classic from two 

legends, Carlos Trillo and Enrique Breccia! (STL314572) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 184pgs, B&W (4 of 4) SRP: $23.99 

 

MAR241582 

KEN PARKER BREATH AND THE DREAM (MASTERWORK ED (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(W) Giancarlo Berardi (A/CA) Ivo Milazzo 

For the first !me ever in English, a work of the acclaimed Italian duo, Berardi & Milazzo! This poe!c, 

one-off graphic novel of a man and nature in all of its seasons, colored with Milazzo's breathtaking 

watercolor, is also our precursor to the Ken Parker western series! (STL313406) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 106pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241583 

TOMS BAR (MASTERWORK ED (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Giancarlo Berardi (A/CA) Ivo Milazzo 

Tom's Bar, set in the 1940's in Chicago, is an expressive gray-tone colored, emo!onally resona!ng 

masterwork by Berardi & Milazzo that has a feel of an old Hollywood noirs, not only by its themes, 

but also by the way the "camera" moves in the story, as well as the rhythm of the story, which is 

oJen dictated by the sounds of blues and jazz that fill the spaces. (STL313407) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 106pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 



FANFARE 

 

MAR241584 

DICKIE NATURAL BORN LOSER HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Pieter de Poortere 

Dickie is a loser. He is constantly betrayed by his own shortcomings, desires and naivety, crushed by 

the indifference of the world in these one-page wordless cartoons. Originally published in Belgium 

over 20 years ago under its Flemish name "Boerke" by Nanuq.be, Dickie is well known for pushing 

boundaries and challenging tradi!onal comic norms. Pieter de Poortere's storytelling skills and 

crea!ve genius have earned Dickie a devoted following and cri!cal acclaim. Now this wonderful 

humour and pathos can also be enjoyed in silent English! AJer conquering the world of publishing, 

Dickie now appears in his own animated series based on the books which aired on Adult Swim in 

over ten countries and can be found on You Tube. (STL313374) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $28.00 

 

FAIRSQUARE COMICS LLC 

 

MAR241585 

KHIEM GN 

(W) Yasmine MorisseGe Phan (A) Djibril MorisseGe Phan 

ASIAN AMERICAN & PACIFIC ISLANDER MONTH  

 

All their lives, Yasmine and Djibril MorisseGe Phan have heard of their mother's old country, 

Vietnam. But it was more a far distant land with lots of folklore more than a real place in their minds. 

 

Too oJen, immigrants bring fragments of their culture with them, pass them on to their seeds, but 

the reality remains sketchy to those descendants. Yasmine and Djibril decided to reconnect with their 

mother's ancestral home and confront themselves with the reali!es of Vietnam. 

 

What they found will leave them change forever. Khiem is a poignant story about the past, the 

present and the future. About genera!ons. About reconnec!ng with your own roots. 

 

A drama!c departure from his work on Black Widow, Alpha Flight, GliGerbomb or History of Science-

Fic!on, Djibril MorisseGe Phan delivers a raw and emo!onal volume unlike anything you've ever 

read. (STL304113) 

SC, 7x9, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 



 

MAR241586 

O/A BEYONDTOPIA LEGENDS TP 

(W) Bryan Valenza, Henry Barajas (A) Sami Basri & Various (CA) Stephen Segovia 

When the past is the future. Where unknown myths and legends are discovered. Witness the birth of 

the Mys!c Universe! here comes BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS 

From the mind of Indonesian visual ar!st Bryan Valenza (Marvel, Image,…) BEYONDTOPIA: LEGENDS 

is an anthology series blending a variety of folklores, heroes and legends all reimagined for American 

and interna!onal audiences with a unique flavor. Horror, magic, social jus!ce warriors, fantasy, sci-

fi… There's something for everyone in the Mys!c Universe. 

Co-spearheaded by Award-Winning La!nX author Henry Barajas (HELM GREYCASTLE, LA VOZ DE 

M.A.Y.O.: TATA RAMBO, BATMAN: URBAN LEGENDS), the anthology brings together the best ar!sts 

from Indonesia and the world, including Sami Basri (HARLEY QUINN, GREEN LANTERN), Garrie 

Gastonny (ODYSSEY) and many more! (STL259501) 

SC, 204pgs, FC SRP: $29.90 

 

MAR241587 

O/A LADY-BIRD TP CVR A LISSA 

(W) Fabrice Sapolsky (A) Dawn J. Starr, Daniele Sapuppo (CA)  LISSA 

Two young women, with extraordinary powers, living 100 years apart, have to find the way to break 

free! In 1911, Vega de Ortega is a very shy and naive young woman. She's touring Europe as the 

Lady-Bird, going from city to city, from Circus from Circus, bringing joy to people of all ages. But she's 

uncomfortable with everything happening around her. Her benefactor, Count San Remo, has 

convinced her to become a weapon of War. Unhappy and Afraid, she has to free herself. In 2022, 

Mina is a prisoner. Everyday, a nurse comes to take samples of her blood and use it as currency for a 

pharmaceu!cal company.  She has no idea who she is. Why she's even being kept cap!ve. But an 

earthquake gives Mina an opportunity to escape and discover how she's different from everyone, 

how she's a Lad-Bird too! Two Lady-Birds. Two eras. Same incredible powers: They can fly and their 

genes are unlike any other known being on the planet. Who are they?  And how can they be 

connected. (STL220958) 

SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241588 

O/A BREATH OF THE GIANT TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Tom Aureille 

According to legends, the North is the home of Giants whose breath has the power to bring the dead 

back to life. Sisters Iris and Sophia, decide to go on a quest to steal this breath in order to resuscitate 

their dearly departed mother. They can count on magic, but above all, they will have to conquer their 



fears. And who's Fagus, the man following them from a distance? He too, has lost a person dear to 

his heart and wants to bring them back at all costs. Will he prevent Iris and Sophia from being 

reunited with their mom? Filled with hope, Breath of the Giant combines Sorcery and Fantasy in a 

powerful tale from young writer and ar!st Tom Aureille. (STL234633) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x9, 148pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241589 

O/A DEAR BODY TP (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Lea Bordier (A) Carole Maurel & Various (CA) Eve Gen!lhomme 

12 women and non binary people describe their rela!onship with their bodies in their own words. 

Illustrated by 12 brilliant ar!sts. A stunning and crea!ve graphic novel about body posi!vity. 

 

Our Bodies. Our Rules. Our Stories. 

  

For years, Lea Bordier has interviewed over 70 women and non-binary people from all walks of life 

about themselves and their bodies on her YouTube channel. 

With the help of 12 female and non-binary cartoonists, Lea has adapted hundreds of hours of 

interviews into a graphic novel packed with 12 powerful and emo!onal stories. This is a journey into 

the lives of twelve women and non-binary people and their rela!onship with their bodies, in their 

own words. 

  

Dear Body is an important and visually stunning graphic novel about body posi!vity. (STL251716) (C: 

0-0-1) 

SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241590 

NO KIDDING TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Vero Cazot (A/CA) Madeleine Mar!n 

Making babies is a big decision. There's Jean, the one who doesn't want any kids.  

And Lucy, the one who might want them one day. But is their mind set up for real or is it just society 

torturing them with guilt, playing tricks on them? This is No Kidding, a real book about real women 

making real choices with big chunks of humor in it! No Kidding is a journey into the heart, mind and 

soul of these women op!ng out of motherhood and how they find their place in a world full of 

children and laws about their bodies. (STL234634) (JUL221516) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 



FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 

 

MAR241591 

ATLAS COMICS LIBRARY HC VOL 03 DAYS OF THE ROCKETS (C: 1-1-2 

(A) Joe Maneely & Various 

Expanding Fantagraphics' project to reprint Marvel Comics' 1950s genre !tles, this volume blasts off 

to space opera adventure. 

 

In the vein of earlier comics-to-mul!media stars Buck Rogers and Flash Gordon, Atlas Comics 

launched their own pulp hero in 1951, looking ahead to the futuris!c year 2000. Across five issues of 

Space Squadron (and one of Space Worlds), headline talents including George Tuska, Werner Roth 

and Allen Bellman (with back-up features by Joe Maneely, Christopher Rule, George Klein and Vern 

Henkel) showed Captain Jet Dixon and his Space Squadron blas!ng into ac!on, facing cosmic threats 

like "The Armada of Death," "The Space Demons," "Terror from the Deep," "The Temptress of 

Jupiter," and "The Midnight Horror." 

 

Come 1953, Hank Chapman and Joe Maneely gazed further into the future, envisioning the distant 

year 2075 and the adventures of Speed Carter, Spaceman. Scripted throughout by Chapman, 

Maneely launched and drew the first three issues before handing off to one issue each by Mike 

Sekowsky, George Tuska and Bob Forgione, with back-up features by John Romita, Maneely, and Bill 

Savage. As other aspects of the Atlas line leaned into the peak of pre-Code horror, the Captain of the 

Space Sen!nels and young cadet Johnny Day baGled monstrous aliens with stories including "The 

Space Trap," "A Slaughter in Space," "Die, Spaceman, Die," and "The Thing in Outer Space." 

 

Unseen in 70 years, scanned in high resolu!on, restored to perfec!on, and packaged as one extra-

sized, beau!ful hardcover volume, In the Days of the Rockets will open a wormhole to the early cold-

war four-color era of futuris!c science fantasy. HANK CHAPMAN (1915-1973) wrote steadily for a 

variety of comics publishers between 1940 and 1967, usually uncredited, but he has been iden!fied 

as the author of several hundred stories. He is most known for his war stories while on staff at Atlas 

in the 1950s and at DC in the '50s and '60s. JOE MANEELY (1926-1958) landed at Timely in 1949 

following the Street & Smith line's collapse and freelanced for Timely/Atlas for the next eight years, 

becoming one of the most prolific and important ar!sts of the Atlas period. MIKE SEKOWSKY (1923-

1989) was a prolific workman of the Silver Age of comics, notably co-crea!ng the Jus!ce League of 

America for DC in 1960 and having a run as writer/ar!st on Wonder Woman. But he began at Timely, 

drawing everything from Ziggy Pig and Silly Seal to The Human Torch and The Sub-Mariner. 

(STL304146) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 8x11, 336pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241592 



O/A THE ATLAS ARTIST EDITION VOL 01 JOE MANEELY (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Joe Maneely 

The first book in Fantagraphics' new Atlas Ar!st 

Edi!on series collects the best work of Marvel's top 

ar!st of the 1950s in a lush, lavish, full-color, oversize 

collector's volume, scanned directly from the original 

prin!ngs and me!culously restored and presented in 

a wealth of detail never seen before. 

Joe Maneely was known for his draJsmanship, his versa!lity, and 

his speed. He could draw horror, science fic!on, war, crime, Madstyle 

humor, Westerns, and funny animals with equal dexterity. His 

tac!le, chiaroscuro graphic approach to storytelling has made him 

a legend among the comics cognoscen!, but because he never drew 

superheroes and his life ended tragically at age 32, he has never 

been given the aGen!on his short but incandescent career deserves. Un!l now. 

As Geoffrey C. Ward wrote in American Heritage, "Maneely's knowledge of 19th 

century ar!facts was encyclopedic, his rumpled, unshaven cowboys all wore the 

right hats, swung the right lariats, sat in the right saddles, fired the right model 

Colts - with every screwhead and trigger guard and notched handle precisely 

rendered." 

And that's only his Westerns. That !ghtly focused aGen!on to detail pervades 

his work in every genre. 

The Atlas Ar!st Edi!on Vol. 1: Joe Maneely, presents a cornucopia of Maneely's 

work for Marvel (then called Atlas) including Westerns (Kid Colt, Black Rider, Ringo 

Kid, WyaG Earp, Two-Gun Kid), pre-Code horror ("Haunted!", "The Raving Maniac", 

and the classic "Your Name Is Frankenstein"), space opera (Speed Carter), war (Combat 

Kelly), Mad-style parodies from the pages of Crazy and Riot, cold-war intrigue 

and paranoia (Yellow Claw), and Maneely's pride and joy - his Arthurian champion, 

The Black Knight. Series editor Dr. Michael J. Vassallo provides expert contextual 

and historical commentary in a special essay for this volume. 

Dr. Michael J. Vassallo is the pre-eminent expert on the Timely/Atlas period of Marvel's 



history. He co-wrote The Secret History of Marvel Comics (Fantagraphics Books, 

2013) and edited Atlas at War (2020) and Timely Confiden!al: When the Golden Age of 

Comic Books Was Young (2017). He has wriGen extensively for the Marvel Masterworks 

series and maintains his own Timely/Atlas Comics blog. He lives in New York. (STL289912) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR241593 

DELIGHTS A STORY OF HIERONYMUS BOSCH HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Guy Colwell 

In this imagina!vely conceived historical graphic novel, Guy Colwell explores the story behind 

Hieronymus Bosch and his most famous work. 

 

In Guy Colwell's first full graphic novel in over 30 years, we see one painter, Colwell himself, consider 

another, Hieronymus Bosch, and the story behind the laGer's most notable work told in sequen!al 

panels. The known details of Bosch's life, and the commissioning of his enormous triptych, "The 

Garden of Earthly Delights," are scant. Colwell takes the facts of Bosch's !me and seYng and 

constructs a tale of a man and ar!st torn equally among piety, crea!vity, and commerce. In Colwell's 

version of Jheronimus van Aken (Bosch's real name), he is an ar!st paid well by local dukes to paint a 

vision of the world before the fall, but will the religious leaders of his village see it as celebra!ng 

God's crea!on, or fatally corrupted by sensuality? And what of the increasing numbers of young 

models needed to depict pre-apple innocence? 

 

This imagina!vely conceived graphic biography is Colwell's crowning achievement in a cartooning 

career, begun in the underground comix movement of the 1970s, and marked by risk-taking and 

poli!cal engagement. His drawing, rendering, and storytelling has never been as self-assured as in 

Delights.  

 

GUY COLWELL is a painter and comics ar!st best known for his bestselling underground comix series 

Inner City Romance (collected into a volume published by Fantagraphics in 2015). He worked 

extensively as an illustrator, cartoonist and color ar!st for underground newspapers and publishers 

from the 1970s into the 1990s, between sabba!cals for environmental research travel and social 

ac!on. His other books include Street Scenes (2015), In Fox's Forest (2016), and Doll (2019). 

(STL304139) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x11, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241594 



INNER CITY ROMANCE TP (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(A/CA) Guy Colwell 

Beginning in 1972, Guy Colwell’s Inner City Romance forged new territory for underground comix, 

portraying stories about prison, black culture, gheGo life, the sex trade and the reali!es of inner city 

life. Every issue is included in this collec!on, as well as many of the highly detailed pain!ngs he 

created at the same !me. Colwell recounts in the accompanying text, his personal journey to ar!s!c 

maturity forged by radicalism and frustra!on. (STK659203) (JAN151445) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241595 

IN FOX FOREST HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Guy Colwell 

In the tradi!on of Kipling’s The Jungle Book comes a gorgeously rendered all ages fable reminiscent 

of the Golden Age of children’s book illustra!on. Created by underground cartoonist and fine ar!st 

Guy Colwell (Inner City Romance), this instant classic is a metaphor for the ar!st’s previous 

incarcera!on, and a medita!on on masculinity. (STL011939) (JUL161610) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x12, 80pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241596 

COMICS JOURNAL YEARBOOK BEST OF 2023 (C: 0-1-2) 

Original cover by Max Huffman, lauded as one of 2022's Best Cartoonists for HypermuG! In this 

supplement to The Comics Journal magazine (free for subscribers), cri!cs and cartoonists highlight 

the most innova!ve, risky, and unapologe!cally ar!s!c English-language comics work of 2023. 

Interviews, essays and excerpts make this an essen!al guide for what is happening in comics right 

now. Contributors include Rina Ayuyang, Caroline Cash, Chris Cajero Cilla, Tony Wei Ling, Tegan 

O'Neil, Sally Madden, Joe McCulloch and Tucker Stone. (STL314615) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x10, 64pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241597 

J & K TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) John Pham 

This colorful graphic novel follows lovable losers Jay and Kay, whose quo!dian 

adventures are oJen hilarious and occasionally poignant, calling to mind 

everything from Peanuts to the work of Simon Hanselmann. 



 

John Pham's simple-seeming stories of best friends Jay and Kay and their misfit friends weave in and 

out, with unexpectedly sad twists and comical turns, all steered by Pham's mastery of the cartooning 

craJ and the language of comics storytelling. Pham's bold use of bright color and high hilarity draws 

the reader in, only to slowly reveal extra layers of psychological acuity, character depth, and 

existen!al gravitas. 

 

For all of its emo!onal richness, at its heart, J+K remains laugh out loud funny throughout, whether 

driven by Pham's giJ for memorable one-liners, his expertly delivered sight gags, or the inherent 

humor in his character designs and their physicality on the page. This new paperback edi!on will 

feature a number of the extra items that were included in the hardcover edi!on package - collec!ble 

trading cards, a mini magazine with inserts, a s!cker sheet, and a fold out map and poster - which 

will all be printed as interior pages within the book. Combined with Pham's brilliant use of color and 

innate grasp of prin!ng, packaging, and graphic design, J+K is a chiseled gem of comics perfec!on. 

 

JOHN PHAM is a cartoonist and animator living in Los Angeles, CA. He is a Xeric Grant 

recipient, mul!ple Ignatz Award nominee, and his work has been featured in two 

volumes of Best American Comics. (STL304141) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241598 

PSYCHODRAMA ILLUSTRATED #7 

(W/A/CA) Gilbert Hernandez 

Gilbert Hernandez (Love and Rockets) cannot be contained to one comic! This issue, Fritz is Desalde, 

official sexual partner and caregiver to the king. This is Fritz at her most maddening zenith of sexual 

manipula!on! (STL314613) 

6.5x10, 24pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241599 

ALL MY BICYCLES TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Powerpaola 

In this nonlinear graphic memoir, Powerpaola uses bicycles she's owned as a vehicle to explore the 

world, her rela!onships, her memories - and herself. 

 

"A bicycle is a machine that you power yourself. You decide where you want to go," writes cartoonist 

Powerpaola, as the guiding principle of this graphic memoir. All My Bicycles is a story that never 



really begins, exis!ng all at once in Paola's memory. The book illustrates Powerpaola's rela!onships 

through her many bicycles: in fragments, it takes her back to her great loves and losses, friendships, 

and disappointments. Powerpaola's memories arrive abruptly and leave just as fast, crea!ng a 

pathway through herself she can only find in moving forward. In remembering a bicycle, a manhole, 

an alligator, or a necklace, Powerpaola reflects upon these items in her consciousness without 

finding a concrete solu!on. All My Bicycles is a glimpse into how exploring these flee!ng tangible 

moments - of physical objects, of traveling and seeing a new city, of even the end of a rela!onship - is 

an explora!on of self.  

 

POWERPAOLA is a Columbian Ecuadorian cartoonist and illustrator based in Buenos Aires, Argen!na. 

She is the author of the graphic memoir Virus Tropical (2011), which became a movie in 2017 and 

received cri!cal acclaim worldwide; followed by Por Dentro, (2012), Diario (2013), qp (2014), Todo Va 

a Estar Bien (2015) and Nos vamos (2016). Her work deals with themes of sexuality, feminism, family, 

and personal iden!ty. She is a member of the interna!onal collec!ve Chicks on Comics. (STL304138) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6.7x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241600 

PASSION OF GENGOROH TAGAME TP VOL 01 & 02 BOX SET (A) (C: 1- 

For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 7x10, 688pgs, PC SRP: $64.99 

 

MAR241601 

O/A PASSION OF GENGOROH TAGAME GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 288pgs, PC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241602 

O/A PASSION OF GENGOROH TAGAME VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 



SC, 400pgs, B&W SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241603 

PETAR & LIZA HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Miroslav Sekulic-Struja 

In this resplendently painted graphic novel, a poet and a dancer form a beau!ful connec!on in a 

bleak world. When Petar returns home to civilian life aJer his two-year conscrip!on in the ex-

Yugoslavian army, he finds himself adriJ. Even amidst the most raucous, late-night par!es, he feels 

detached from it all, like a ghost haun!ng the living. But a serendipitous encounter with Liza, a 

dancer with joie de vivre about her, brings a flood of vibrant color into his gray life. Their lyrical 

romance forms an oasis in a bleak world, un!l his inner demons start to reveal themselves. 

 

A hear[elt character study, this graphic novel paints the portrait of a complex protagonist oJen at 

odds with himself. At !mes, Petar writes soulful, life-affirming poetry, while at others he falls into 

spells of depression and self-destruc!on. Petar & Liza is a work of me!culous expressionism that 

reflects Miroslav Sekulic-Struja's vivid ar!s!c vision. In dazzling gouache, Sekulic-Struja conjures an 

earthy, street-level view of humanity, bringing to life bohemian environs of dive bars, back rooms, 

and crowded cityscapes. He paints a world in darkness and turmoil, in which rays of sunshine 

occasionally peek through. 

 

MIROSLAV SEKULIC-STRUJA (b. 1976, Rijeka, Croa!a) is a self-taught painter, illustrator, and novelist, 

whose rich and profound works seek to chronicle the underrepresented struggles of a genera!on 

lost to war. He is best known for his Pelote trilogy, which tells the Dickensian story of orphans in 

war!me. In 2010, his graphic novel The Man Who Bought a Smile received the Young Talent Award 

from the Angoulême Interna!onal Comics Fes!val. (STL304144) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9x12, 176pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241604 

FRANK BOOK SC (NEW PTG) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jim Woodring 

In honor of Frank’s 20th anniversary, Fantagraphics is re-releasing the long out-of-print Frank Book 

omnibus in both the classic hardcover format and also a soJcover edi!on for those on a budget. The 

Frank Book collects all the Frank material up to the mid-aughts, including several jaw-droppingly 

beau!ful full-color stories, literally dozens of lushly-delineated black-and-white stories, and a 

treasure trove of covers and illustra!ons. 

Introduc!on by Francis Ford Coppola (STL312608) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 352pgs, PC SRP: $39.99 

 



MAR241605 

HEART OF THOMAS HC (NEW PTG) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Moto Hagio 

Fantagraphics’ acclaimed foray into classic manga con!nues with the legendary and enigma!c The 

Heart of Thomas, by Moto Hagio (A Drunken Dream). A complex love story set in a German all-boys 

boarding school, The Heart Of Thomas can be found at the top of any list of classic shojo manga. 

(STL312626) (DEC237329) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x10, 568pgs, PC SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR241606 

21 STORY OF ROBERTO CLEMENTE GN 

(W/A/CA) Wilfred San!ago 

Now available for the first !me in paperback, Wilfred San!ago’s instant classic 21: The Story of 

Roberto Clementeis a human drama of courage, faith, and dignity, inspired by the life of the 

acclaimed PiGsburgh Pirates baseball star. 21chronicles Clemente’s life from his early days growing 

up in Puerto Rico, through the highlights of his career on the baseball field and his fundamental 

decency off of it. San!ago’s invi!ng style combines realis!c aGen!on to detail and expressive 

cartooning to great effect. (STK645696) (JUN141217) 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241607 

ROCK STEADY GN BRILLIANT ADVICE MY BIPOLAR LIFE FORNEY (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Ellen Forney 

The eagerly awaited sequel companion book to Forney’s 2012 best-selling graphic memoir, Marbles: 

Mania, Depression, Michelangelo, and Me. Whereas Marbles was a memoir, Rock Steady offers a 

survival guide of !ps, tricks, and tools by someone who has been through it all and come through 

stronger for it. Personal stories and solid advice on how to overcome the hassle of meds, recognize 

red flags, and other tools from her own experience all in comics form. Rock Steady: Brilliant Advice 

from My Bipolar Life invites readers into Ellen’s home, head, and Peanuts pill box. (STL074511) 

(MAR181650) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241608 

END OF F$$$ING WORLD HC (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Charles Forsman 



To coincide with the forthcoming Ne[lix television adapta!on of Chuck Forsman’s best-selling 2013 

graphic novel, Fantagraphics is proud to publish this new hardcover edi!on. TEotFW portrays James 

and Alyssa living a typical teen experience that takes a more nihilis!c turn as James’s character 

exhibits a rapidly forming sociopathy. Forsman’s story highlights the existen!al search of many 

teenagers through a road trip drama that owes as much to Badlands as Charles Schulz, crea!ng a 

wholly unique narra!ve tension between form and content. (STL021982) (MAY171599) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241609 

FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND HURRICANE NANCY TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Nancy Burton 

Nancy Burton was among the earliest 1960's underground cartoonists, crea!ng comic strips under 

the pen name "Hurricane Nancy" among others. Burton stopped making art in the early 1970's un!l 

2009 when she began pos!ng artwork online. Hurricane Nancy is the first collec!on of Burton's work 

ever published and reprints many of her comics and drawings from the 1960's in addi!on to her 

more recent work. Burton talks about the origins of her pen names, encounters with Timothy Leary 

and the Grateful Dead and explains why she stopped making art en!rely in the 1970's. Hurricane 

Nancy is both a retrospec!ve of a significant ar!st in the history of comics as well as a first-person 

account of a fascina!ng moment in counter-cultural America. (STL312540) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 9x12, 112pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR241610 

FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND LOST WORLDS OF GEORGE METZGER TP ( 

(W/A/CA) George Metzger 

George Metzger's comics stand out for their cap!va!ng combina!on of high fantasy and science 

fic!on, his prescient views of climate change and poli!cal chicanery - and, just when you need it. 

Explore a feudal landscape in steam-powered vehicles, soar the skies in anachronis!c airships and 

hitchhike back to nature with the hippies. It's all here in this long-awaited anthology of George 

Metzger's most iconic (and idiosyncra!c) comics crea!ons - including two never-before-seen stories 

rediscovered aJer missing for decades! (STL312542) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 320pgs, PC SRP: $50.00 

 

1FIRST COMICS 

 

MAR241611 

SPACE NEGRO THE LAST NEGRO #4 (OF 5) (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 



(W/A/CA) Jared Sams 

The Last Negro No More! Enter: The Queen of the Negroes! Supernova Watkins has found an 

afrofuturist utopia, a place without want and where every barber can hook up a decent fade. It's a 

perfect land of chocolate milk and honey... or is it? The dark side of dark paradise, revealed! 

(STL312267) Available exclusively in North America through Previews! (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (4 of 5) SRP: $6.99 

 

FIRST SECOND BOOKS 

 

MAR241612 

BOOKS OF CLASH GN VOL 03 LEGENDS OF LEGENDARIOUS ACHIEVERY ( 

(W) Gene Luen Yang (A) Les McClaine, Alison Acton (CA) Les McClaine 

Based on the global hit Clash of Clans and penned by superstar graphic novelist Gene Luen Yang, the 

third volume of this hilarious genre-bending series brings the characters from everyone's favorite 

mobile gaming sensa!on to life! Sonny the Golem is !red of being stepped on by his teammates—

literally! His Royale team, the JazzyPickleton Cucumbers, has a new move that leaves him with 

footprints on his face! And when he needs backup, Sonny is leJ to fend for himself... and literally gets 

split into two Golems! Can his best friend, the Cucumbers' star wizard, help him now? And does he 

even want the help of his so-called friend? (STL312605) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241613 

BOOKS OF CLASH HC VOL 03 LEGENDS OF LEGENDARIOUS ACHIEVERY ( 

(W) Gene Luen Yang (A) Alison Acton, Kendall Goode 

Based on the global hit Clash of Clans and penned by superstar graphic novelist Gene Luen Yang, the 

third volume of this hilarious genre-bending series brings the characters from everyone's favorite 

mobile gaming sensa!on to life! 

Sonny the Golem is !red of being stepped on by his teammates—literally! His Royale team, the 

JazzyPickleton Cucumbers, has a new move that leaves him with footprints on his face! And when he 

needs backup, Sonny is leJ to fend for himself . . . and literally gets split into TWO Golems! Can his 

best friend, the Cucumbers' star wizard, help him now? And does he even want the help of his so-

called friend? 

Con!nuing the epic graphic novel series set in the world of Clash of Clans and Clash Royale, Gene 

Luen Yang pens an oieat and ac!on-packed tale that turns the fantasy-adventure genre on its 

head! This series has a rapid-fire release schedule: two books a year, star!ng in the summer of 2023! 

(STL312606) (C: 0-1-0) 



HC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $25.99 

 

MAR241614 

KARATE PROM GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Kyle Starks 

Don “TheDragonWilson” Jones is the finest fighter Benjamin Harrison High School has ever 

produced. But when he enters the ring against Lincoln High’s Sam Steadman, it’s love at first 

knockout. 

Unfortunately, Sam has a jerky ex-boyfriend…and Don has a seriously terrifying ex-girlfriend. Like, 

“global crime cartel” terrifying. From prom to the aJer-party to gradua!on, Don and Sam—and an 

increasingly eclec!c cast of suppor!ng oddballs—will have to fight their way through a gauntlet of 

opponents, all in the name of love (and punching). Did we men!on the punching? 

Fast-paced, madcap, and completely free of any kind of redeeming or morally though[ul content, 

KARATE PROM is a loving homage to teen comedies of the '80s as well as badly dubbed kung-fu films. 

(STL312594) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241615 

KARATE PROM HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Kyle Starks 

Don “TheDragonWilson” Jones is the finest fighter Benjamin Harrison High School has ever 

produced. But when he enters the ring against Lincoln High’s Sam Steadman, it’s love at first 

knockout. 

Unfortunately, Sam has a jerky ex-boyfriend…and Don has a seriously terrifying ex-girlfriend. Like, 

“global crime cartel” terrifying. From prom to the aJer-party to gradua!on, Don and Sam—and an 

increasingly eclec!c cast of suppor!ng oddballs—will have to fight their way through a gauntlet of 

opponents, all in the name of love (and punching). Did we men!on the punching? 

Fast-paced, madcap, and completely free of any kind of redeeming or morally though[ul content, 

KARATE PROM is a loving homage to teen comedies of the '80s as well as badly dubbed kung-fu films. 

(STL312596) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $25.99 

 

MAR241616 

PLAIN JANE & MERMAID GN (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Vera Brosgol 



Jane is incredibly plain. Everyone says so: her parents, the villagers, and her horrible cousin who kicks 

her out of her own house. Determined to get some semblance of independence, Jane prepares to 

propose to the princely Peter, who might just say yes to get away from his father. It’s a good plan! 

Or it would’ve been, if he wasn’t kidnapped by a mermaid. 

With her last shot at happiness lost in the deep blue sea, Jane must venture to the world underwater 

to rescue her maybe-fiancé. But the depths of the ocean hold beau!ful mysteries and dangerous 

creatures. What good can a plain Jane do? 

From Anya's Ghost and Be Prepared author Vera Brosgol comes an instant classic that flips every 

fairy-tale you know, and shows one girl's crusade for the only thing that maGers—her own 

independence. (STL312590) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.) 

SC, 6x9, 368pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241617 

PLAIN JANE & MERMAID HC GN (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Vera Brosgol 

Jane is incredibly plain. Everyone says so: her parents, the villagers, and her horrible cousin who kicks 

her out of her own house. Determined to get some semblance of independence, Jane prepares to 

propose to the princely Peter, who might just say yes to get away from his father. It’s a good plan! 

Or it would’ve been, if he wasn’t kidnapped by a mermaid. 

With her last shot at happiness lost in the deep blue sea, Jane must venture to the world underwater 

to rescue her maybe-fiancé. But the depths of the ocean hold beau!ful mysteries and dangerous 

creatures. What good can a plain Jane do? 

From Anya's Ghost and Be Prepared author Vera Brosgol comes an instant classic that flips every 

fairy-tale you know, and shows one girl's crusade for the only thing that maGers—her own 

independence. (STL312592) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.) 

HC, 6x9, 368pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

FLOATING WORLD COMICS 

 

MAR241619 

AMERICAN NATURE PRESENTS #1 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Greg & Fake, MARC KOPRINAROV (A)  Greg & Fake, Josh PeYnger (CA)  Greg & Fake 

A newsprint explosion of comics and entertainment! Sink your teeth into a brand-new Santos Sisters 

adventure, struggle to contain your laughter at Josh PeYnger's Tedward, and explore a treasure 

trove of ar!cles. This ain't your average mag—it's a raw, unapologe!c celebra!on of comics culture. 

Walk on the wild side! (STL312447) (C: 0-1-0) 



7x10, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $6.00 

 

MAR241620 

SEPT N EMBER ONESHOT (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Farel Dalrymple 

Sept and her alter-ego Ember wander the weird magical wasteland world of The Wrenchies, 

encountering many dangers and wonderful sights along the way. 32-pages of art and text, this liGle 

poe!c narra!ve is a !e-in and companion piece to the soon forthcoming and ongoing comic Robot 

Tod. (STL312449) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

5x7, 32pgs, FC SRP: $10.00 

 

MAR241621 

VENGEANCE IS FOR THE LIVING #2 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Keenan Marshall Keller (A) Alex Delaney (CA) Keenan Marshall Keller 

AJer several masked men aGempt (and fail) to execute Sheila, it's now her chance to turn the tables. 

A pair of Homicide Detec!ves review the bloody crime scene, hoping to find the Buckler Sisters 

before anyone else gets hurt… but is it already too late? 

Will the Buckler Sisters rush guns blazing into a strip-mall steakhouse and start an all out war with a 

criminal empire?! How Far will Shelia go for her vengeance? And what new hell awaits her when she 

gets there? (STL312448) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 52pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $8.00 

 

FLYING EYE BOOKS 

 

MAR241622 

GARBAGE NIGHT COMPLETE COLL GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Benji Lee 

A bind-up edi!on of the first Garbage Night book, along with the eagerly an!cipated new sequel. A 

tale of friendship, trust and survival in a post-apocalyp!c world. In a barren and ransacked backyard, 

a dog named Simon lives with his two best friends: a raccoon and a deer. The unlikely gang spend 

their days loo!ng and wai!ng for the return of the hallowed "garbage night"—but week aJer week, 

the bins remain empty. When the gang are told of the "other town," where humans are rumored to 

live, the trio set off into the unknown… (STL313466) (C: 0-1-0) 



SC, 7x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $20.99 

 

GALLERY BOOKS 

 

MAR241623 

STAR TREK STNG PLIABLE TRUTHS SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Dayton Ward 

2369: Shortly aJer Starfleet thwarts a Cardassian aGack on a Federa!on star system, the Cardassian 

government orders an end to its fiJy-year occupa!on of the planet Bajor. As a result, a newly 

installed Bajoran government requests immediate assistance from the Federa!on to mediate the 

withdrawal. Captain Jean-Luc Picard is ordered by Starfleet Command to oversee these tense 

nego!a!ons on Terok Nor, the massive Cardassian space sta!on s!ll orbi!ng Bajor, even as he s!ll 

deals with his own recent trauma as a prisoner held and tortured by a Cardassian interrogator. As 

these cri!cal peace talks get underway, Ensign Ro Laren receives a call for help from a friend thought 

long dead. Now, Picard and the crew of the Enterprise must act to prevent an interstellar incident 

from reigni!ng deadly hos!li!es between the Federa!on and the Cardassians. (STL312538) (C: 0-1-0) 

Novel, SC, 6x9, 352pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING 

 

MAR241624 

OVERSTREET PG TO LOST UNIVERSES SC VOL 02 SPIDER-MAN 2099 (C 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet, J. C. Vaughn (CA) Butch Guice 

The ground-breaking second volume of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide To Lost Universes 

takes a tour through a whole new set of comic book worlds that have come and gone (and 

some!mes come again): FawceG's Marvel Family, Marvel 2099, original Chaos! Comics, Captain 

Canuck, Badger and Nexus, DNA Agents, Tim Truman's Scout, BOOM!'s Stan Lee Universe, and 

others. Every comic listed in this book is pictured, and there are plenty of examples of original comic 

art as well, making it a hybrid of the Guide and the acclaimed Photo-Journals! With covers of Spider-

Man 2099 by Butch Guice (colors by Hi-Fi's Brian Miller), Lady Death by Diego Bernard (colors by Ceci 

De La Cruz), and Scout by Tim Truman. (STL304082) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR241625 

OVERSTREET PG TO LOST UNIVERSES HC VOL 02 SPIDER-MAN 2099 (C 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet, J. C. Vaughn (CA) Butch Guice 



The ground-breaking second volume of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide To Lost Universes 

takes a tour through a whole new set of comic book worlds that have come and gone (and 

some!mes come again): FawceG's Marvel Family, Marvel 2099, original Chaos! Comics, Captain 

Canuck, Badger and Nexus, DNA Agents, Tim Truman's Scout, BOOM!'s Stan Lee Universe, and 

others. Every comic listed in this book is pictured, and there are plenty of examples of original comic 

art as well, making it a hybrid of the Guide and the acclaimed Photo-Journals! With covers of Spider-

Man 2099 by Butch Guice (with colors by Hi-Fi's Brian Miller). (STL312443) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241626 

OVERSTREET PG TO LOST UNIVERSES SC VOL 02 LADY DEATH (C: 0-1 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet, J. C. Vaughn (CA) Diego Bernard 

The ground-breaking second volume of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide To Lost Universes 

takes a tour through a whole new set of comic book worlds that have come and gone (and 

some!mes come again): FawceG's Marvel Family, Marvel 2099, original Chaos! Comics, Captain 

Canuck, Badger & Nexus, DNA Agents, Tim Truman's Scout, BOOM!'s Stan Lee Universe, and others. 

Every comic listed in this book is pictured, and there are plenty of examples of original comic art as 

well, making it a hybrid of the Guide and the acclaimed Photo-Journals! Lady Death cover by Diego 

Bernard (with colors by Ceci De La Cruz). (STL312441) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR241627 

OVERSTREET PG TO LOST UNIVERSES HC VOL 02 LADY DEATH 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet, J. C. Vaughn (CA) Diego Bernard 

The ground-breaking second volume of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide To Lost Universes 

takes a tour through a whole new set of comic book worlds that have come and gone (and 

some!mes come again): FawceG's Marvel Family, Marvel 2099, original Chaos! Comics, Captain 

Canuck, Badger & Nexus, DNA Agents, Tim Truman's Scout, BOOM!'s Stan Lee Universe, and others. 

Every comic listed in this book is pictured, and there are plenty of examples of original comic art as 

well, making it a hybrid of the Guide and the acclaimed Photo-Journals! Lady Death cover by Diego 

Bernard (with colors by Ceci De La Cruz). (STL312444) 

Reference, HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241628 

OVERSTREET PG TO LOST UNIVERSES SC VOL 02 SCOUT (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet, J. C. Vaughn (CA) Tim Truman 

The ground-breaking second volume of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide To Lost Universes 

takes a tour through a whole new set of comic book worlds that have come and gone (and 



some!mes come again): FawceG's Marvel Family, Marvel 2099, original Chaos! Comics, Captain 

Canuck, Badger & Nexus, DNA Agents, Tim Truman's Scout, BOOM!'s Stan Lee Universe, and others. 

Every comic listed in this book is pictured, and there are plenty of examples of original comic art as 

well, making it a hybrid of the Guide and the acclaimed Photo-Journals! Scout cover by Timothy 

Truman. (STL312442) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR241629 

OVERSTREET PG TO LOST UNIVERSES HC VOL 02 SCOUT (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet, J. C. Vaughn (CA) Tim Truman 

The ground-breaking second volume of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide To Lost Universes 

takes a tour through a whole new set of comic book worlds that have come and gone (and 

some!mes come again): FawceG's Marvel Family, Marvel 2099, original Chaos! Comics, Captain 

Canuck, Badger & Nexus, DNA Agents, Tim Truman's Scout, BOOM!'s Stan Lee Universe, and others. 

Every comic listed in this book is pictured, and there are plenty of examples of original comic art as 

well, making it a hybrid of the Guide and the acclaimed Photo-Journals! Scout cover by Timothy 

Truman. (STL312445) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR241630 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 53 AVENGERS 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Kevin Nowland 

The 53rd edi!on of the Guide celebrates the 60th anniversaries of The Avengers and the storied 

Jus!ce League of America/Jus!ce Society of America crossovers. It also includes a look at the 

influen!al adver!sing comics of the pioneering R.F. Outcault, creator of The Yellow Kid and Buster 

Brown, and a spotlight on Frank FrazeGa's Death Dealer. The Bible of serious comic book collectors, 

dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci!ng comic book market. Iron Man, Thor, Giant Man, and The Wasp square off 

against Namor the Sub-Mariner and the Incredible Hulk as celebrated ar!st Kevin Nowlan offers an 

imagina!ve new take on Jack Kirby's classic image from The Avengers #3 for one cover of The 

Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #53. The other cover this year features Dan Lawlis' take on Frank 

FrazeGa's Death Dealer: with his horned helmet and obscured facial features, the axe-carrying, 

armor-clad warrior sits atop a horse and permanently looks ready for baGle, evoking whole stories 

from a single image. (STL266753) (APR231491) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

MAR241631 



OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 53 AVENGERS 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Kevin Nowland 

Iron Man, Thor, Giant Man, and The Wasp square off against Namor the Submariner and the 

Incredible Hulk as celebrated ar!st Kevin Nowlan offers an imagina!ve new take on Jack Kirby's 

classic image from The Avengers #3 for the cover of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #53. This 

edi!on of the Guide celebrates the 60th anniversaries of The Avengers and the storied Jus!ce League 

of America/Jus!ce Society of America crossovers. It also includes a look at the influen!al adver!sing 

comics of the pioneering R.F. Outcault, creator of The Yellow Kid and Buster Brown, and a spotlight 

on Frank FrazeGa's Death Dealer. The Bible of serious comic book collectors, dealers, and historians 

since it was first published in 1970, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is released each July by 

Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with contribu!ons from an 

extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the complex and exci!ng comic 

book market. (STL268330) (APR231492) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $44.95 

 

MAR241632 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 53 DEATH DEALER 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Dan Lawlis 

With his horned helmet and obscured facial features, the axe-carrying, armor-clad warrior sits atop a 

horse and permanently looks ready for baGle, evoking whole stories from a single image: Frank 

FrazeGa's Death Dealer. Now ar!st Dan Lawlis has brought the Death Dealer to the cover of The 

Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #53. This edi!on of the Guide celebrates the 60th anniversaries 

of The Avengers and the storied Jus!ce League of America/Jus!ce Society of America crossovers. It 

also includes a look at the influen!al adver!sing comics of the pioneering R.F. Outcault, creator of 

The Yellow Kid and Buster Brown, and a spotlight on Frank FrazeGa's Death Dealer. The Bible of 

serious comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, The 

Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by 

founder Robert M. Overstreet with contribu!ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the 

Guide offers insight into the complex and exci!ng comic book market. (STL268331) (APR231493) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC SRP: $34.95 

 

GOLDEN BOOKS 

 

MAR241633 

AMERICAN GIRL LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Various 

Introduced in 1986, American Girl's flagship line of historical characters features 18-inch dolls, books, 

and accessories that give girls a drama!c understanding of the role women and girls played in 



shaping our country. This hardcover storybook collec!on features three American Girl LiGle Golden 

Books: Making a Difference, Time for School, and Grandmas are the Best. (STL313493) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 80pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241634 

DISNEY LION KING FAVORITES LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Golden Books (A)  Disney 

Celebrate Disney The Lion King's 30th anniversary with this collec!on of three LiGle Golden Book 

adventures featuring best-loved characters all in one book! This hardcover collec!on includes three 

exci!ng stories all in the same book starring Simba and his pals: The Lion King, No Worries, and 

Simba's Daring Rescue. (STL313494) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 80pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241635 

DISNEY PIXAR INSIDE OUT 2 LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Golden Books (A)  Disney 

Disney and Pixar’s Inside Out 2 is an all-new adventure inside the mind of now-teenager Riley, who is 

definitely feeling all kinds of new Emo!ons. Amy Poehler returns as the voice of Joy. This LiGle 

Golden Book retelling of the animated feature film is perfect for children ages 2 to 5, as well as 

Disney LiGle Golden Book collectors of all ages! (STL313502) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241636 

DISNEY PRINCESS & FROG LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Victoria Saxon (A)  Disney 

Ambi!ous and talented Tiana dreams of opening her own restaurant in New Orleans. When she 

meets a frog prince who desperately wants to be human again, a fateful kiss leads them both on a 

hilarious adventure through the mys!cal bayous of Louisiana. Working together, they find their way 

home and achieve their dreams! Featuring all new illustra!ons, this retelling of the film is perfect for 

Disney fans ages 2 to 5 and LiGle Golden Book collectors of all ages! (STL313500) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241637 

FUNKO DC BATMAN JOKERS PARADE LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1- 

(W) Jeneanne DeBois (A)  Golden Books 



Batman saves the day in this Funko POP! LiGle Golden Book featuring the classic 1989 Batman! The 

classic 1989 Batman meets the quirky and loveable Funko POP! art style in this deligh[ul LiGle 

Golden Book featuring Gotham City's favorite super-hero. When The Joker throws a sinister parade 

for Gotham City, it's up to Batman to stop his an!cs! (STL313487) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241638 

FUNKO F IS FOR FRIENDS LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jeneanne DeBois (A)  Golden Books 

Rachel, Ross, Monica, Joey, Chandler, Phoebe and all the gang star in this first-ever Friends ABC LiGle 

Golden Book! A is for Apartment, B is for Ball, and C is for Couch! Friends fans can learn their ABCs 

with the adorable Funko POP! versions of  Rachel, Ross, Monica, Joey, Chandler, and Phoebe  in this 

Friends alphabet LiGle Golden Book—perfect for children 2 to 5, as well as fans and collectors of all 

ages. (STL313488) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241639 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SPONGEBOB LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jeneanne DeBois (A)  Golden Books 

A LiGle Golden Book featuring Nickelodeon's SpongeBob SquarePants! It's SpongeBob's birthday. Can 

Patrick distract him while Sandy, Mr. Krabs, and the rest of his Bikini BoGom friends prepare a 

surprise party in !me? (STL313484) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241640 

LION KING CIRCLE OF LIFE LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Tim Rice (A) Courtney LoveG 

Follow Simba’s journey from confident cub, to lost runaway, to the righ[ul king of Pride Rock. 

Featuring the lyrics from the song “Circle of Life” wriGen by Tim Rice and Elton John as well as 

beau!ful illustra!ons of iconic movie moments, this book is perfect for fans of Disney The Lion King 

ages 2 to 5 and LiGle Golden Book collectors of all ages! (STL313496) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241641 

MARVEL X-MEN LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 



(W) Arie Kaplan (A)  Golden Books 

Born with amazing mutant abili!es and trained by Dr. Charles Xavier, the X-men stand ready to 

defend the world even though that world doesn't always trust them. These ac!on-packed full-color 

pages will introduce Wolverine, Rogue, Storm, Cyclops and the other mutants on their team as well 

as their friends and foes. Kids 2 to 5—along with Marvel fan and collectors—will love this LiGle 

Golden Book based on X-Men: The Animated Series. (STL313492) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241642 

SEINFELD WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1- 

(W)  Golden Books (A) Robert Islas 

Learning all about your neighbors has never been funnier as adorable Funko POP! versions of Jerry, 

Elaine, George, Kramer, and other loveable oddball characters from Seinfeld ask the ques!on, "Who 

Are These People?" in their first-ever Seinfeld LiGle Golden Book! From Seinfeld's mailman Newman 

to Yev the soup guy, learning about the wacky people in New York City has never been more fun. 

Perfect for children 2 to 5, Funko collectors of all ages, and fans of the hit television series Seinfeld 

will love this new addi!on to the LiGle Golden Books line. (STL313490) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

GRAPHIC MUNDI - PSU PRESS 

 

MAR241643 

FLAVORS OF IRAQ IMPRESSIONS OF MY VANISHED HOMELAND GN (C: 0 

(W) Feurat Alani (A) Leonard Cohen 

Originally published in French in 2018 and winner of the Prix Albert Londres, this unique graphic 

novel provides a glimpse of the devasta!ng changes inflicted on Iraq in the aJermath of the 

American invasion. During the summer of 2016, distrought and disappointed by how Iraq is 

described in the media, French-Iraqi journalist Feurat Alani posted over 1,000 tweets in which he told 

the world about his Iraq. Feurat grew up in Paris, but spent many childhood summers in an Iraq that 

he watched fall apart under the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein. As an adult, he reports from an Iraq 

under American occupa!on, and discovers the sounds and silences of war. The Flavors of Iraq is an 

in!mate and discerning look at a baGered country from first a child's, then a young man's 

perspec!ve. Together with Léonard Cohen's superb illustra!ons, the result is a poe!c and powerful 

story of a different Iraq. (STL298205) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 184pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

MAR241644 



TRACES OF MADNESS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Fernando Balius (A) Mario Pellejer 

Fernando Balius was a perfectly ordinary, if misunderstood, young adult—un!l he started hearing 

voices. In Traces of Madness, Fernando describes what it feels like, both mentally and physically, to 

lose your grip on reality. His life spins out of control when the voices he hears inside his head, 

depicted in the narra!ve as a monster, work to destroy his self-esteem and, worse, urge him to hurt 

himself. Various psychiatric diagnoses and prescribed medica!ons do more harm than good, 

promp!ng Fernando to ques!on whether s!fling his voices is truly the right path for him. 

Throughout his experiences, he finds that his connec!ons with others lend him the strength to 

survive. (STL298206) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

GRAPHIC UNIVERSE 

 

MAR241645 

HOTELITOR LUXURY-CLASS DEFENSE AND HOSPITALITY UNIT (C: 0-1- 

(W/A) Josh Hicks 

Take a trip aboard Hotelitor: the finest hospitality craJ in its colony, equipped with jet feet, a 

hyperspace engine, and single, double, and adjoining rooms. When a giant alien aGacks the ship, 

Hotelitor's surviving guests and staff find themselves stranded in deep space. There, 18-year-old 

intern Anna Greene must take charge. Alongside her fellow entry-level service workers, she'll try to 

control the chaos while rival fac!ons emerge, wealthy VIPs seize hotel resources, and the musician-

in-residence develops a literal cult following. As Anna and her friends search for a way home, 

shocking discoveries about Hotelitor's owners await them—if another giant alien doesn't smash the 

crew first. (STL311879) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

GRAPHITTI DESIGNS 

 

MAR241646 

O/A BATMAN DARK KNIGHT RETURNS GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Frank Miller 

Commemorate the 30th anniversary of one of the most defining works in comics history with the 

BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS – FRANK MILLER Gallery Edi!on. Sourced from the original art 

that has been scanned from collectors worldwide, this is the collec!on we’ve all been wai!ng for. 

Featured within the hardcovers of this Smythe-sewn edi!on is Miller’s artwork from DKR #1-4, 

scanned in full color from the original black-and-white pages. Also included are the covers, related 

art and previously unpublished pieces showcasing Miller’s artwork as never seen before.  



GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc!ons that are obtainable nowhere else.  

Though we were unable to locate every original from this story, we are pleased to present to fans 

everywhere the best presenta!on of the artwork from this historic series ever seen. This is your only 

opportunity to see the artwork that truly changed Batman forever. (STL213714) 

HC, 13x20, 216pgs, FC SRP: $175.00 

 

MAR241647 

O/A BATMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Kelley Jones 

GraphiY Designs proudly launches their new, large-format hardcover book series with BATMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. For the first !me ever, Dark Knight fans and collectors will have the 

opportunity to see and own museum-quality reproduc!ons of memorable Batman art...as it was 

originally conceived by the ar!st. 

Printed in color from high-resolu!on scans of the actual original art, this first entry in GraphiY 

Designs’ new Gallery Edi!ons line replicates the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock, capturing the artwork stray pencil marks, whiteout, 

coffee stains and all! The pages are alive with all of the subtle!es and nuances one would expect 

from BATMAN: KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION is the first in a series of deluxe, hardcover books 

from GraphiY Designs that faithfully reproduces the original art from select, key DC Comics series. 

This inaugural volume contains the covers and interior pages from BATMAN #515 through #525, 

minus the interior of issue #520, which Kelley did not draw. These stories are 

WriGen by Doug Moench, with most pages inked by John BeaGy. GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons 

reproduce the look, feel and aYtude of the original art as it was Access to original art is an absolute 

must for the originally created by the ar!st. Though it appears to be printed in black and white, the 

contents of remains in the hands of the ar!sts, most stories have these books are sourced from high-

resolu!on, full- color scans taken directly from the artwork. Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn 

hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and are printed at 200 line-screen on a 

rich, heavy paper stock. Replica!ng the original art experience is our goal. Our Gallery Edi!ons are 

the next best thing to holding the original art in your hands and easier success of future Gallery 

Edi!ons. Though some art been split up and scaGered to fans and collectors across the world. 

Knowing that we have our work cut out for us, GraphiY Designs’ approach is both pragma!c and 

prac!cal while retaining our focus to produce the best, most defini!ve edi!ons ever. We at GraphiY 

Designs pledge to always do our best to pack each Gallery Edi!on with the best source material 

available. With the help of the comics fan and collector community, we’re confident you’ll be very 

pleased with the books we produce. (STL213703) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR241648 



O/A BATMAN SECRETS SAM KIETH GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Sam Kieth 

Sam Kieth’s unforgeGable depic!on of the Dark Knight fills the pages on the new BATMAN: 

SECRETS—SAM KIETH GALLERY EDITION. Focusing on Kieth’s artwork from the 124-page BATMAN: 

SECRETS series, this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on is sourced from and captures the 

look and feel of the original boards. Rounding out this 248- page presenta!on is the complete art 

from BATMAN: CONFIDENTIAL #40, BATMAN/LOBO #1, Kieth’s eight-page story from BATMAN #38 

and an extensive gallery sec!on containing covers and pages from SCRATCH, ARKHAM ASYLUM: 

MADNESS and BATMAN: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.  

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc!ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Containing samples of Kieth’s art from his early days (1992) to the present (2015), this book gives the 

fan, collector and art student a never-before-seen overview of his incredible work. (STL213718) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR241649 

O/A DEADMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Mike Baron (A/CA) Kelley Jones 

The unmistakable art of Kelley Jones sets the mood for two gothic thrillers in the new DEADMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. Collec!ng Jones’ artwork from DEADMAN: LOVE AFTER DEATH #1-2 

and DEADMAN: EXORCISM #1-2, this Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on is sourced from the original 

boards and showcases the boldly drama!c line art that established Jones’ crea!ve style prior to his 

work on Batman and other DC characters. Both tales were wriGen by Mike Baron and first published 

in 1989 and 1992.  

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc!ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Aerialist Boston Brand comes to (aJer)life as never before in these graceful, moody pages. 

Experience the glory of Kelley Jones’ legendary DEADMAN artwork here in all its haun!ng beauty! 

(STL213717) 

HC, 228pgs, B&W SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR241650 

O/A FRANK MILLERS RONIN GALLERY ED HC 

(W/A/CA) Frank Miller 

GraphiY Designs proudly presents FRANK MILLER’S RONIN GALLERY EDITION, featuring the story and 

art by Frank Miller that forever changed the world of graphic storytelling. Miller’s evolu!onary 



stepping-stone between Daredevil and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS comes alive in this 

oversize format that it so richly deserves. This is the content that the Gallery Edi!on format was 

made for. 

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original-size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with museum-quality 

reproduc!ons that are obtainable nowhere else. FRANK MILLER’S RONIN features Miller’s art as 

you’ve never seen it before, scanned from the original art. This all-inclusive volume contains the 

covers, interior pages and gatefolds from RONIN #1-6, first published more than thirty years ago. The 

power and innova!on of Miller’s artwork shine through for all to see in this actual-size presenta!on 

of this pivotal work. Brilliant. (STL213712) 

HC, 328pgs, FC SRP: $195.00 

 

MAR241651 

O/A GIRL POWER AMANDA CONNER GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Jus!n Gray & Various (A/CA) Amanda Conner 

Amanda Conner’s amazing artwork showcasing some of DC’s most iconic female characters is 

collected together for the first !me in the large, deluxe-format GIRL POWER: AMANDA CONNER 

GALLERY EDITION. Sourced from the original art, this collec!on reflects the incredible diversity and 

power of Conner’s style. Contained between the oversized covers of this Smythe-sewn edi!on are 

high-resolu!on scans of Amanda’s art boards for POWER GIRL #1, 7, 8 and 9, DC’S WEDNESDAY 

COMICS Supergirl feature and the complete BEFORE WATCHMAN: SILK SPECTRE saga, as well as an 

assortment of cover art from these series. 

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons strive to replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with 

museum-quality reproduc!ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

See for yourself why Conner’s fan-favorite work con!nues to grow in popularity with this larger-than-

life presenta!on! 

Measuring 12” by 17”, this deluxe Smythe-sewn volume features Conner’s work printed in high 

defini!on at 200 lines per inch on heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the 

original art boards. (STL213715) 

HC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR241652 

O/A LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

As the Victorian era draws to a close, Allan Quatermain, Captain Nemo, Hawley Griffin, Dr. Henry 

Jekyll, Mr. Edward Hyde and Mina Murray have been gathered together to save their na!on. Now, 

the original adventures of this group have been collected and sourced from the original art for the 

first !me ever in THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION. 



This Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on includes all of Kevin O’Neill’s artwork from the original six-issue 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN miniseries Vol. I, scanned in full color from the 

original art boards. Also included are the covers and various League artwork that showcase Kevin’s 

incredible craJsmanship. 

GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!ons replicate the look, feel and aYtude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc!ons that are obtainable nowhere else. 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION captures the 

intricate art of Kevin’s artwork as never seen before. His collabora!on with writer Alan Moore 

resulted in a !meless tale set in an era in desperate need of champions. A more enjoyable 

presenta!on of this fine tale has never before been seen. 

Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and is 

printed at 200 lines-per-inch screen on a rich, heavy paper stock. Replica!ng the original art 

experience is our goal. GraphiY Designs’ Gallery Edi!on are the next best thing to holding the 

original art in your hands—and easier on the wallet, too! (STL213713) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR241653 

O/A SANDMAN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

THE SANDMAN GALLERY EDITION: FEATURING THE ART OF SAM KIETH, P. CRAIG RUSSELL & MORE 

The original art that brought to comics life the wri!ngs of Neil Gaiman are collected together in THE 

SANDMAN Gallery Edi!on. 

In addi!on to artwork by Sam Kieth from THE SANDMAN #1 and P. Craig Russell’s THE SANDMAN: 

THE DREAM HUNTERS includes pages from THE SANDMAN #2-75, the six-page story “Death: A 

Winter’s Tale” of the premiere talents in comics. 

This 272 page, 13” x 20” deluxe, Smythesewn hardcover volume is printed at 200 line-screen on 

heavy paper-stock replica!ng the original art experience. Never before has artwork by so many 

different top talents in comics been seen in this format. (STL213711) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $175.00 

 

MAR241654 

O/A SANDMAN OVERTURE GALLERY EDITION 

(W) Neil Gaiman (A) J. H. Williams, J. H. Williams 

The complete SANDMAN: OVERTURE saga, scanned from J.H. Williams' original art, is the centerpiece 

for this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi!on. The numerous double-page spreads can be 



seen as never before and with minimal guGer interference, thanks to the lay-flat feature of these 

books. Measuring 12" by 17", this deluxe volume is printed in high resolu!on at 200 lines per inch on 

heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the original art boards. Limited to 2000 

copies. Advance solicita!on for May release. All prior orders have been canceled. (STL213719) 

HC, 230pgs, FC SRP: $150.00 

 

MAR241655 

TERRY MOORE STRANGERS IN PARADISE GALLERY EDITION (C: 1-0-0) 

Celebrate the 25th Anniversary of SIP with this presenta!on of Moore's art that spans the en!re 

Eisner Award-winning series. The evolu!on of Terry together with Francine, Katchoo, David, and all of 

the other characters that inhabit the SIP world is captured in this 248-page, large-format, hardcover 

edi!on. The artwork contained in this Smythe-sewn deluxe edi!on is framed by the original 20-page 

version of the very first SIP story and SIP #90, the series' 2007 finale. Included between these 

"bookends" is a representa!onal page from each of the 105 issues published between issues #1 and 

#90 as well as covers and miscellaneous SIP art from the last 25 years. (STL077446) (FEB180963) (C: 

1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

HC, 12x17, 248pgs, FC SRP: $125.00 

 

GRAPHIX 

 

MAR241656 

BABY SITTERS LITTLE SISTER GN VOL 08 KARENS SLEEPOVER (C: 0- 

(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Katy Farina (A) Katy Farina 

Karen is having her first sleepover! She and her friends are going to tell spooky stories, bake cookies, 

and raid the refrigerator. But then Karen and Nancy get into a big fight, and Karen doesn't want 

Nancy to come to her party. A new girl, Pamela, comes instead and she isn't any fun. What is Karen 

going to do? (STL312683) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241657 

BABY SITTERS LITTLE SISTER HC GN VOL 08 KARENS SLEEPOVER (C: 

(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Katy Farina (A) Katy Farina 

Karen is having her first sleepover! She and her friends are going to tell spooky stories, bake cookies, 

and raid the refrigerator. 

 



But then Karen and Nancy get into a big fight, and Karen doesn't want Nancy to come to her party. A 

new girl, Pamela, comes instead and she isn't any fun. What is Karen going to do? (STL312681) (C: 0-

1-0) 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR241658 

BABY SITTERS LITTLE SISTER GN VOL 01 KARENS WITCH 

(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Katy Farina (A/CA) Katy Farina 

Karen Brewer lives next door to Mrs. Porter, who wears long robes and has wild gray hair. Mrs. Porter 

has a black cat named Midnight and always seems to be working in her garden. Karen isn't supposed 

to spy on her neighbor, but she's determined to prove that Mrs. Porter is a witch named Morbidda 

Des!ny! Mrs. Porter is geYng ready to have a special mee!ng at her house, and Karen is sure the 

mee!ng is for witches. Are they going to cast a spell on Karen? Or will she be brave enough to send 

them away, once and for all? (STL138229) (OCT191924) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR241659 

BABY SITTERS LITTLE SISTER GN VOL 02 KARENS ROLLER SKATES (C 

(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Katy Farina (A/CA) Katy Farina 

Another graphic novel in this fresh and fun series spin-off of The Baby-siGers Club, featuring Kristy's 

liGle stepsister! It's going to be a great weekend! Karen has new roller skates and is a very good 

skater. She's looking forward to trying some new tricks. But, oh no! Karen falls down and has to go to 

the hospital. Her wrist is broken! Karen is determined to get everyone she knows — plus someone 

famous — to sign her cast. It isn't going to be easy, but she won't give up un!l the job is done. 

Available in soJcover and hardcover edi!ons. (STL158505) (JUN201147) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR241660 

AMULET SC VOL 01 STONEKEEPER NEW PTG 

(W/A/CA) Kazu Kibuishi 

AJer the tragic death of their father, Emily and Navin move with their mother to the home of her 

deceased great-grandfather. The strange house proves to be dangerous. Before long, a tentacled 

creature lures the kids' mom through a door in the basement. Em and Navin, desperate not to lose 

her, follow her into a fantas!cal world inhabited by robots, mysterious plants, and talking animals. 

It's up to Em and Navin to figure out how to set things right and save their mother's life! (STK472203) 

(APR128211) 

SC, 6x9, FC SRP: $12.99 



 

MAR241661 

AMULET SC VOL 02 STONEKEEPERS CURSE NEW PTG 

(W/A/CA) Kazu Kibuishi 

Emily and her brother Navin head for Kanalis, a beau!ful and mysterious city of waterfalls, where 

they hope to find the an!dote for the poison that felled their mother. That cure lies in the eggs of a 

giant serpent atop Demon's Head Mountain, but the kids' archenemy, Trellis, is headed for the peak, 

too. It's up to Em to triumph over evil while controlling the amulet's power - without losing herself! 

(STK470930) (MAR128292) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241662 

AMULET SC VOL 03 CLOUD SEARCHERS NEW PTG 

(W/A/CA) Kazu Kibuishi 

Kazu Kibuishi's #1 New York Times-bestselling graphic novel series con!nues! Emily, Navin, and their 

crew of resistance fighters charter an airship and set off in search of the lost city of Cielis. There they 

hope to find help from the Guardian Council's powerful Stonekeepers. It's a mission that Alledia's 

survival depends on, and !me is running out. Emily's got to find Cielis before the Elf King finds her. 

(STK455956) (AUG118100) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241663 

AMULET SC VOL 04 LAST COUNCIL NEW PTG 

Emily and her friends think they'll find the help they need in Cielis, but something isn't right. Streets 

that were once busy are deserted, and the townspeople who are leJ live in crippling fear. Emily is 

escorted to the Academy where she's expected to compete for a spot on the Guardian Council, the 

most powerful Stonekeepers. But as the number of compe!tors gets smaller and smaller, a terrible 

secret is slowly uncovered-a secret that, if leJ buried, means certain destruc!on of everything Emily 

fights for. (STK462212) (NOV118145) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241664 

AMULET SC VOL 05 PRINCE OF THE ELVES 

(W/A/CA) Kazu Kibuishi 

Emily survived the chaos of the Guardian Academy, but Max Griffin has stolen the Mother Stone. 

With it, the Elf King forges new Amulets that will give him the power to invade and destroy the 



na!on of Windsor. Emily and her friends lead the soldiers of the Cielis Guard in a fight to stop him, 

but Max stands in their way. Emily seeks informa!on from the Voice of her Amulet, but instead she 

discovers the Voice is much more sinister than she ever could have imagined. (STK469229) 

(JUN121162) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241665 

AMULET SC VOL 06 ESCAPE FROM LUCIEN 

(W/A/CA) Kazu Kibuishi 

Kazu Kibuishi's bestselling series con!nues! Emily, Navin, and their friends con!nue to baGle the Elf 

King in hopes of destroying him forever, but one of his most loyal followers, Max, isn't making it easy 

for them. The crew journeys to Lucien, a city that's been ravaged by the war. Emily has more enemies 

there than she realizes — and it'll take everything she's got to get herself and her friends out of the 

city alive. (STK645527) (JUN141273) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241666 

AMULET SC VOL 07 FIRELIGHT 

(W/A/CA) Kazu Kibuishi 

The unforgeGable seventh installment of Kazu Kibuishi's New York Times-bestselling series! Emily, 

Trellis, and Vigo visit Algos Island, where they can access and enter lost memories. They're hoping to 

uncover the events of Trellis's mysterious childhood, knowledge they can use against the Elf King. 

What they discover is a dark secret that changes everything. Meanwhile, the Voice of Emily's Amulet 

is geYng stronger, and threatens to overtake her completely. Available in soJcover and hardcover 

edi!ons. (STK694765) (DEC151396) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241667 

AMULET SC GN VOL 08 SUPERNOVA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Kazu Kibuishi 

Kazu Kibuishi's thrilling #1 New York Times-bestselling series con!nues! Emily has lost control of her 

Amulet and is imprisoned in the Void, where she must find a way to escape the influence of the 

Voice. Meanwhile, Emily's brother, Navin, travels to Lighthouse One, a space sta!on where the 

Resistance is preparing to baGle the approaching Shadow forces that would drain planet Alledia of all 

its resources. Emily and Navin must be smarter and stronger than ever to ensure Alledia's survival. 

Available in soJcover and hardcover edi!ons. (STL090015) (JUL181945) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 



 

MAR241668 

BABY SITTERS CLUB FC GN VOL 01 KRISTYS GREAT IDEA NEW PTG (C 

(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Raina Telgemeier (A/CA) Raina Telgemeier 

New prin!ngs of the full-color edi!ons of the Baby-SiGers Club graphic novels, adap!ng the best-

selling novels! Kristy, Mary Anne, Claudia, and Stacey are best friends and founding members of The 

Baby-siGers Club. Whatever comes up — cranky toddlers, huge dogs, scary neighbors, prank calls — 

you can count on them to save the day. Baby-siYng isn't always easy, and neither is dealing with 

strict parents, new families, fashion emergencies, and mysterious secrets. But no maGer what, the 

BSC have what they need most: friendship. (STL260242) (FEB231439) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241669 

BABY SITTERS CLUB FC GN VOL 02 TRUTH ABOUT STACY NEW PTG (C: 

(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Raina Telgemeier (A/CA) Raina Telgemeier 

Graphic novels adapted and illustrated by Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Times bestselling, 

mul!ple Eisner Award-winning author of Smile! Poor Stacey. She just moved to a new town, is s!ll 

coming to terms with her diabetes, and is facing baby-siYng problems leJ and right. Fortunately, 

Stacey has three new friends—Kristy, Claudia, and Mary Anne. Together they're the BSC —and they 

will deal with whatever's thrown their way... even if it's a rival baby-siYng club! (STL260243) 

(FEB231440) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241670 

BABY SITTERS CLUB FC ED GN VOL 03 MARY ANNE SAVES THE DAY 

(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Raina Telgemeier (A/CA) Raina Telgemeier 

A graphic novel adapted and illustrated by Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Times bestselling, 

mul!ple Eisner Award-winning author of Smile!When The Baby-siGers Club gets into a huge fight, 

Mary Anne is leJ to her own devices. She has to eat alone in the school cafeteria, figure out how to 

make new friends, and deal with her overprotec!ve father. But the worst happens when she finds 

herself in a baby-siYng emergency and can't turn to her friends for help. Will Mary Anne solve her 

problems and save The Baby-siGers Club from falling apart? (STL260244) (FEB231441) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241671 

BABY SITTERS CLUB GN VOL 04 CLAUDIA & MEAN JANINE NEW PTG (C 



(W) Ann M. Mar!n, Raina Telgemeier (A/CA) Raina Telgemeier 

 

A graphic novel adapted and illustrated by Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Times bestselling, 

mul!ple Eisner Award-winning author of Smile! 

 

Claudia and her sister, Janine, may as well be from two different planets. Claudia, who pays more 

aGen!on to her artwork and The Baby-siGers Club than her homework, feels like she can't compete 

with her perfect sister. Janine studies nonstop, gets straight As, and even takes college-level courses! 

But when something unexpected happens to the most beloved person in their family, will the sisters 

be able to put aside their differences? (STL260247) (FEB231442) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241672 

CAT KID COMIC CLUB HC GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

A brand-new graphic novel series by Dav Pilkey, the interna!onally bestselling author and illustrator 

of the Dog Man and Captain Underpants series. Welcome to the Cat Kid Comic Club, where Li'l Petey 

(LP), Flippy, and Molly introduce twenty-one rambunc!ous, funny, and talented baby frogs to the art 

of comic making. As the story unwinds with mishaps and hilarity, readers get to see the progress, 

mistakes, and improvements that come with prac!ce and persistence. Squid Kid and Katydid, Baby 

Frog Squad, Gorilla Cheese Sandwich, and Birds Flowers Tree: A Haiku Photo Comic are just some of 

the mini-comics that are included as stories-within-the-story, each done in a different style, u!lizing 

humor and drama, prose and poetry, illustrated in different media including acrylics, pastels, colored 

pencils, felt-!p markers, clay, hand-made cardboard sculptures, photographs, pipe cleaners, 

construc!on paper collages, and cookies. (STL168532) (OCT201425) 

HC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241673 

CAT KID COMIC CLUB HC GN VOL 02 PERSPECTIVES (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

Cat Kid Comic Club is back in session in this groundbreaking graphic novel narra!ve by Dav Pilkey, the 

worldwide bestselling and award-winning author and illustrator of Dog Man. Flippy, Molly, Li'l Petey, 

and twenty-one baby frogs each have something to say. Naomi and Melvin don't see eye to eye and 

Poppy perceives the world differently than her siblings. Will the baby frogs figure out how to work 

together and appreciate one another's point of view —both inside and outside the classroom? 

Crea!ng stories within a story, ilkey uses a variety of techniques —including acrylic paints, colored 

pencils, Japanese calligraphy, photography, collage, gouache, watercolors, and much more —to 

portray each frog's perspec!ve. (STL203984) (SEP211568) (C: 0-1-0) 



HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241674 

CAT KID COMIC CLUB HC GN VOL 03 ON PURPOSE 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

The Cat Kid Comic Club is deep in discovery in the newest graphic novel in the 

hilarious and heartwarming worldwide bestselling series by Dav Pilkey, the 

author and illustrator of Dog Man. 

The comic club is going in all different direc!ons! Naomi, Melvin, and siblings are each 

trying to find their purpose. Naomi has an idea to get rich quick that causes a lot of 

commo!on and emo!on. And when faced with rejec!ons, the friends try and try again 

to stay true to their vision. To top it off, a surprise visitor comes to class to s!r things 

up. Will a desire for money and power cloud Naomi's purpose? Is it quiYng !me? Will 

the club ever be the same? 

The hilarity is nonstop as the baby frogs navigate sibling rela!onships, follow their 

path, and create art -- with purpose! Featured as stories-within-the-story, the mini 

comics showcase each baby frog's perspec!ve and individual art style. (STL220227) (FEB221494) 

HC, 5.5x8, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241675 

CAT KID COMIC CLUB HC GN VOL 04 COLLABORATIONS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

Excitement and imagina!on run wild as Naomi, Melvin, Poppy, Gilbert, Curly, and their siblings get 

back to making comics with originality and laughter. But wait — have they cleaned their rooms yet?! 

AJer their chores, the rambunc!ous group presents even more amazing mini-comics: a thrilling ride 

in "Chubbs McSpiderbuG," an ac!on-packed romp in "Frogzilla," reflec!ve haikus in "In the Autumn 

Pond," a candy-coated mystery in "Mallo Cop," and much, much, more. By working together, the 

baby frogs discover that small things can have a huge impact. (STL243424) (SEP221646) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241676 

CAT KID COMIC CLUB HC GN VOL 05 INFLUENCERS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 



The Cat Kid Comic Club is in crisis! AJer learning that one of their comics will be published, the baby 

frogs are filled with anxiety and doubt. How will they get their crea!ve groove back? Will Naomi or 

Melvin emerge as a leader? Will Flippy convince them to finally straighten up and fly right? The story 

is hysterical, thought-provoking, and full of ac!on-packed mini-comics: "Frogzilla vs. Mechafrogzilla," 

"I Am Dr. Fredric Wertham," "Two Birds," and "RoboChubbs." Bestselling author-illustrator Dav Pilkey 

shows the reader that the best way to influence people is to be open, gentle, and kind. The variety of 

art styles, paired with Dav Pilkey's trademark storytelling and humor, inspires imagina!on and 

innova!on for readers of all ages. (STL284837) (AUG231977) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241683 

DOG MAN GN VOL 07 FOR WHOM BALL ROLLS 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the #1 New York Times-bestselling series from Dav Pilkey, the 

creator of Captain Underpants! The Supa Buddies have been working hard to help Dog Man 

overcome his bad habits. But when his obsessions turn to fears, Dog Man finds himself the target of 

an all-new supervillain! Meanwhile, Petey the Cat has been released from jail and starts a new life 

with Li'l Petey. But when Petey's own father arrives, Petey must face his past to understand the 

difference between being good and doing good. (STL119837) (JAN198511) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241684 

DOG MAN GN VOL 08 FETCH 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

Howl with laughter with Dog Man, the interna!onally bestselling series from Dav Pilkey, the creator 

of Captain Underpants! Petey the Cat is out of jail, and he has a brand-new lease on life. While 

Petey's reevaluated what maGers most, Li'l Petey is struggling to find the good in the world. Can 

Petey and Dog Man stop figh!ng like cats and dogs long enough to put their paws together and work 

as a team? They need each other now more than ever; Li'l Petey (and the world) is coun!ng on 

them! (STL135291) (JUN198128) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241685 

DOG MAN GN VOL 09 GRIME & PUNISHMENT 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

The next great Dog Man adventure from the worldwide bestselling author and ar!st Dav Pilkey. The 

Supa Buddies bamboozled the baddies, but all's not right in the world. Dog Man has a new problem 



to pound, and he's going to need his en!re pack to help him. Will he go barking up the wrong tree? 

You'll howl with laughter! Available in soJcover and hardcover edi!ons. (STL162339) (JUL201207) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241686 

DOG MAN GN VOL 10 MOTHERING HEIGHTS 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

The tenth Dog Man adventure from the worldwide bestselling author and ar!st Dav Pilkey. You'll 

howl with laughter! Dav Pilkey's wildly popular Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and 

explores universally posi!ve themes, including empathy, kindness, persistence, and the importance 

of doing good. (STL178910) (JAN211374) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241687 

DOG MAN GN VOL 11 TWENTY THOUSAND FLEAS UNDER SEA 

(W/A/CA) Dav Pilkey 

Dog Man is back! The highly an!cipated new graphic novel in the #1 worldwide bestselling Dog Man 

series starring everyone's favorite canine superhero by award-winning author and illustrator Dav 

Pilkey is coming March 28, 2023!Piggy is back, and his newest plot is his most diabolical yet. Dog 

Man and the rest of your favorite characters must join together in this heroic and hilarious, ALL NEW 

adventure. WHAT new villains are on the horizon? WHERE are they all coming from? And WHO will 

step forward to save the city when scoundrels sabotage our Supa Buddies? Find out in DOG MAN 

#11—there's so much more than ever before —it's EPIC! (STL255978) (JAN231567) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241688 

ESCAPE FROM ST HELL MY TRANS TEEN LEVELS UP GN (MR) (C: 1-1- 

(W/A/CA) Lewis Hancox 

Lewis Hancox tells the hilarious, inspiring story of coming into his own as a trans man. For Lew, 

figuring out he was a guy and wanted to live life as a guy was the end of our journey... and the start 

of a whole other journey. Escape From St. Hell charts all the changes that Lew wanted to be made in 

order for him to live as a young trans man —changes not just to his own body and perspec!ve, but to 

the perspec!ves of the family, friends, and enemies around him. As he did in his bestselling graphic 

memoir Welcome to St. Hell, Lewis Hancox charts his journey with plenty of laughs, a good number 

of cringes, and an honesty that takes readers along for the ride of Lew's life. (STL312692) (C: 1-1-1) 

NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241689 

ESCAPE FROM ST HELL MY TRANS TEEN LEVELS UP HC GN (MR) (C: 1 

(W/A/CA) Lewis Hancox 

 

In this sequel to the Indie bestseller WELCOME TO ST. HELL, Lewis Hancox tells the hilarious, inspiring 

story of coming into his own as a trans man 

 

For Lew, figuring out he was a guy and wanted to live life as a guy was the end of our journey... and 

the start of a whole other journey. Escape From St. Hell charts all the changes that Lew wanted to be 

made in order for him to live as a young trans man -- changes not just to his own body and 

perspec!ve, but to the perspec!ves of the family, friends, and enemies around him. 

 

As he did in his bestselling graphic memoir Welcome to St. Hell, Lewis Hancox charts his journey with 

plenty of laughs, a good number of cringes, and an honesty that takes readers along for the ride of 

Lew's life. (STL312693) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC SRP: $27.99 

 

MAR241690 

RAINA TELGEMEIER GHOSTS GN 

(W/A/CA) Raina Telgemeier 

Catrina and her family are moving to the coast of Northern California because her liGle sister, Maya, 

is sick. Cat isn't happy about leaving her friends for Bahía de la Luna, but Maya has cys!c fibrosis and 

will benefit from the cool, salty air that blows in from the sea. As the girls explore their new home, a 

neighbor lets them in on a secret: There are ghosts in Bahía de la Luna. Maya is determined to meet 

one, but Cat wants nothing to do with them. As the !me of year when ghosts reunite with their 

loved ones approaches, Cat must figure out how to put aside her fears for her sister's sake — and her 

own. (STL012253) (JUN161552) 

SC, 5.5x8, 256pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR241691 

O/A RAINA TEIGEMEIER SISTERS GN NEW PTG 

(W/A/CA) Raina Telgemeier 



Raina can't wait to be a big sister. But once Amara is born, things aren't quite how she expected 

them to be. Amara is cute, but she's also a cranky, grouchy baby, and mostly prefers to play by 

herself. Their rela!onship doesn't improve much over the years, but when a baby brother enters the 

picture and later, something doesn't seem right between their parents, they realize they must figure 

out how to get along. They are sisters, aJer all. (STL213690) 

SC, 5.5x8, 208pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241692 

SMILE GN NEW ED 

(W/A/CA) Raina Telgemeier 

Raina Telgemeier's #1 New York Times-bestselling, Eisner Award-winning graphic memoir based on 

her childhood! Raina just wants to be a normal sixth grader. But one night aJer Girl Scouts she trips 

and falls, severely injuring her two front teeth. What follows is a long and frustra!ng journey with 

on-again, off-again braces, surgery, embarrassing headgear, and even a retainer with fake teeth 

aGached. And on top of all that, there's s!ll more to deal with: a major earthquake, boy confusion, 

and friends who turn out to be not so friendly. (STL166053) (SEP201274) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

HARPER ALLEY 

 

MAR241693 

I CAN READ COMICS LEVEL 3 GN TINY TALES FIREFLY NIGHT (C: 0- 

(W/A) Steph Waldo 

It's hard to see in the dark… unless you're Firefly! Will Firefly be able to show their friends the 

beau!ful moonflower, or will sleep win the night? This third installment of the Tiny Tales series also 

has a "Cartooning Basics" page at the front of the book and a "Nature Guide" page at the back, 

making it the whole package for emerging readers—and a great example of what I Can Read Comics 

is all about! This is a Level Three book, meaning it's a complex story for an independent reader. 

(STL312558) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241694 

LUNAR BOY GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Jes Wibowo, Cin Wibowo 

The Witch Boy meets Stargazing in Lunar Boy, a debut middle grade graphic novel by twin creators 

Jes and Cin Wibowo, which follows the story of Indu, a young trans boy from the moon in this 

touching coming-of-age story. Indu, a boy from the moon, feels like he doesn't belong. He hasn't 



since he and his adop!ve mom disembarked from their spaceship—their home—to live on Earth 

with their new blended family. The kids at school think he's weird; he has a crush on his pen pal, who 

might not like him back; and his stepfamily doesn't seem to know what to do with him. Worst of all, 

Indu can't even talk to his mom about how he's feeling because she's so busy. In a moment of 

loneliness, Indu calls out to the moon, begging them to take him back. And against all odds, the 

moon hears him and agrees to bring him home on the first day of the New Year. But as the promised 

day draws nearer, Indu finds friendship in unlikely places and must decide: Is he willing to give up 

what he's just found? (STL312560) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR241695 

LUNAR BOY HC GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Jes Wibowo, Cin Wibowo 

The Witch Boy meets Stargazing in Lunar Boy, a debut middle grade graphic novel by twin creators 

Jes and Cin Wibowo, which follows the story of Indu, a young trans boy from the moon in this 

touching coming-of-age story. Indu, a boy from the moon, feels like he doesn't belong. He hasn't 

since he and his adop!ve mom disembarked from their spaceship—their home—to live on Earth 

with their new blended family. The kids at school think he's weird; he has a crush on his pen pal, who 

might not like him back; and his stepfamily doesn't seem to know what to do with him. Worst of all, 

Indu can't even talk to his mom about how he's feeling because she's so busy. In a moment of 

loneliness, Indu calls out to the moon, begging them to take him back. And against all odds, the 

moon hears him and agrees to bring him home on the first day of the New Year. But as the promised 

day draws nearer, Indu finds friendship in unlikely places and must decide: Is he willing to give up 

what he's just found? (STL312562) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241696 

SUNHEAD GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Alex Assan 

Rotem is a Sunhead, a fan of the interna!onal smash hit Sunrise series of books and films. There’s 

just something about the book that speaks to her. She’s obsessed with the main character, Edmund, 

and no one else gets it. But all that changes when she befriends Ayala, a shy classmate and avid book 

lover who seems to be as swept away by the romance as she is. The two become fast friends, but as 

their deep connec!on grows stronger, Rotem starts to wonder: what exactly draws her to this story? 

(STL312555) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR241697 

SUNHEAD HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 



(W/A) Alex Assan 

Rotem is a Sunhead, a fan of the interna!onal smash hit Sunrise series of books and films. There’s 

just something about the book that speaks to her. She’s obsessed with the main character, Edmund, 

and no one else gets it. But all that changes when she befriends Ayala, a shy classmate and avid book 

lover who seems to be as swept away by the romance as she is. The two become fast friends, but as 

their deep connec!on grows stronger, Rotem starts to wonder: what exactly draws her to this story? 

(STL312556) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $26.99 

 

MAR241698 

WORST RONIN GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Maggie Tokuda-Hall (A) Faith Schaffer 

Nimona meets AGack on Titan in this edgy, unexpectedly hilarious, genre-defying young adult graphic 

novel. Being a samurai isn't easy. Sixteen-year-old Chihiro Ito knows that more than anyone. Her 

father is renowned among the samurai, but the only thing Chihiro is known for is spending way too 

much !me on her phone obsessing over Tatsuo Nakano, Chihiro's idol and the first woman to be 

accepted into Keisi Academy, a pres!gious samurai school. So, when Chihiro's father is conscripted 

for service and the opportunity arises to work with Tatsuo in his stead, Chihiro jumps at the chance 

to prove that she's worthy of a spot at Keisi Academy and the samurai !tle. Their mission: kill the 

yamauba demon terrorizing a village. With a legendary samurai like Tatsuo by her side, Chihiro is 

convinced victory is inevitable. But Tatsuo isn't at all like the hero Chihiro imagined. Forced to work 

together, the two are thrust on a treacherous journey filled with epic baGles and twisted conspiracies 

as they must put aside their differences to save the village and face the demons of the past. 

(STL312564) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR241699 

WORST RONIN HC GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Maggie Tokuda-Hall (A) Faith Schaffer 

Nimona meets AGack on Titan in this edgy, unexpectedly hilarious, genre-defying young adult graphic 

novel. Being a samurai isn't easy. Sixteen-year-old Chihiro Ito knows that more than anyone. Her 

father is renowned among the samurai, but the only thing Chihiro is known for is spending way too 

much !me on her phone obsessing over Tatsuo Nakano, Chihiro's idol and the first woman to be 

accepted into Keisi Academy, a pres!gious samurai school. So, when Chihiro's father is conscripted 

for service and the opportunity arises to work with Tatsuo in his stead, Chihiro jumps at the chance 

to prove that she's worthy of a spot at Keisi Academy and the samurai !tle. Their mission: kill the 

yamauba demon terrorizing a village. With a legendary samurai like Tatsuo by her side, Chihiro is 

convinced victory is inevitable. But Tatsuo isn't at all like the hero Chihiro imagined. Forced to work 

together, the two are thrust on a treacherous journey filled with epic baGles and twisted conspiracies 

as they must put aside their differences to save the village and face the demons of the past. 

(STL312565) (C: 0-1-1) 



HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $26.99 

 

HENRY HOLT 

 

MAR241700 

MAELSTROM A PRINCE OF EVIL GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lorian Merriman 

Maelstrom is a half-demon prince pining for a place in history. (Honestly, he's just bored and 

searching for a way to pass the !me.) Twigs is the young, prophesized Hero of Virtue fated to face 

him—or so we've been told... But Maelstrom's mother, regent to the throne and a powerful 

necromancer, is determined to keep an iron grip on her domain. Bemoaning his lost des!ny, 

Maelstrom teams up with the Hero to stop his mother and forge a new des!ny for himself. What 

Twigs doesn't know is that Maelstrom has a cunning plan to build his own epic legend and double-

cross Twigs at the perfect moment... (STL312610) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241701 

MAELSTROM A PRINCE OF EVIL HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lorian Merriman 

Maelstrom is a half-demon prince pining for a place in history. (Honestly, he's just bored and 

searching for a way to pass the !me.) Twigs is the young, prophesized Hero of Virtue fated to face 

him—or so we've been told... But Maelstrom's mother, regent to the throne and a powerful 

necromancer, is determined to keep an iron grip on her domain. Bemoaning his lost des!ny, 

Maelstrom teams up with the Hero to stop his mother and forge a new des!ny for himself. What 

Twigs doesn't know is that Maelstrom has a cunning plan to build his own epic legend and double-

cross Twigs at the perfect moment... (STL312617) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241702 

THE TALK GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Darrin Bell 

Darrin Bell was six years old when his mother told him he couldn't play with a white friend's realis!c 

water gun. "She told me I'm a lot more likely to be shot by police than my friend was if they saw me 

with it, because police tend to think liGle Black boys—even light-skinned ones—are older than they 

really are, and less innocent than they really are." Bell examines how "the talk" has shaped nearly 

every moment of his life into adulthood and fatherhood. Through evoca!ve original illustra!ons, The 

Talk is a medita!on on this coming-of-age—as Bell becomes painfully aware of being regarded as 



dangerous by white teachers, neighbors, and strangers, and thus of his mortality. Bell takes us up to 

the very moment of reckoning when people took to the streets protes!ng the murders of George 

Floyd and Breonna Taylor and when he must have "the talk" with a six-year-old son of his own. 

(STL312624) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 352pgs, FC SRP: $23.99 

 

HERMES PRESS 

 

MAR241703 

O/A ABBY CURLED UP & ON ROLL HC 

(W/A/CA) Paige Walshe 

Abby is learning how to tackle everything childhood throws her way. With her friends by her side and 

imagina!on levels high, she's bound to have good !mes and big laughs despite the obstacles that 

pop up along the way. Abby is taking on the world. Even if it means some!mes curling up in a 

blanket, she is on a roll. Join Abby in this collec!on of light-hearted and humorous slice-of-life comics 

for fun-loving readers of all ages! (STL215023) 

HC, 8x8, 96pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241704 

O/A BEAR WITH ME HC 

(W/A/CA) Bob ScoG 

Molly has real-world problems; Bear has problems with the real world! It can be tough being a 

tween. You want to do big things, change the world, and right some wrongs. But you also have to 

deal with math homework, geYng enough sleep and the drama between your dad and pet bear. 

Being a tween is so much easier when your BFF is an 800 pound bear. Bear is no ordinary bear. He 

sheds like a normal bear, he snores like a normal bear, but he is afraid of absolutely everything. Plus, 

he is allergic to fur. His own. But with Molly holding his paw, he can muddle through. (STL172564) 

HC, 12x9, 204pgs, FC SRP: $60.00 

 

HOLIDAY HOUSE 

 

MAR241705 

BEST WORST CAMP OUT EVER HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Joe Cepeda 

A boy and his father go on a camping trip! Despite one disaster aJer another, in the end, father and 

son agree it was their best weekend ever!  Like the father in the book, Theodor Seuss Geisel and Pura 



Belpré Honor winner Joe Cepeda is of Hispanic heritage and he loves going camping with his son. 

Simple text and comic-book style illustra!ons support comprehension in this deligh[ul book, ideal 

for first graders. (STL313476) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

HORRORHOUND LTD 

 

MAR241706 

HORRORHOUND #102 (C: 0-1-1) 

The wise-crackin' horror icon, known as Ashley J. Williams, has been tortured, tormented, and 

thrown out of !me. That's where HorrorHound find him with our feature retrospec!ve on The Army 

of Darkness. The third film in the Evil Dead franchise is one of the most licensed genre films of 

modern !mes, and our guide to the film comes paired with an exhaus!ve look at the comic books, 

ac!on figures, statues, Halloween masks, games, and everything else that had turned AOD into a 

licensing juggernaut. Addi!onally, we look into the history of merging horror and comedy. Addi!onal 

ar!cles include a new "VHS Invasion" ar!cle, a "Collect This!" spotlight on Leading Edge Games, plus 

our features on movie and comic book news, as well as a look at the latest horror toys and 

collec!bles. (STL313373) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, SC, 68pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

HUMANOIDS INC 

 

MAR241707 

SEOUL BEFORE SUNRISE GN 

(W/A/CA) Samir Dahmani 

Long!me friends Seong-ji and Ji-won are excited to begin university in Seoul, swearing to stay close 

in the big city, but from the moment they arrive, they begin to driJ apart. (STL301897) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231520) 

SC, 7.6x10.2, 144pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241708 

ROBERT SILVERBERGS BELZAGOR HC (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) Robert Silverberg & Various (A) Laura Zuccheri, Adrien Villesange (CA) Laura Zuccheri 

This re-release of fan-favorite adapta!on of Robert Silverberg's Downward to the Earth is 

accompanied by the highly-an!cipated Children of Belzagor, the original and never before released 

sequel. (STL301891) (C: 0-0-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231521) 

HC, 7.8x10.5, 208pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR241709 

SHY NINJA HC 

(W) Ricardo Sanchez, Adara Sanchez (A/CA) Arianna Florean 

Eleven-year-old Rena suffers from social anxiety disorder, leaving her feeling like an outsider. But 

when, on a dare, she enrolls in a fake-sounding "school for Ninjas," she quickly learns that it's no joke 

and that she's des!ned for Ninja greatness - if she can conquer her fears in !me to save her family 

from danger! Created and wriGen by the father/daughter team of Ricardo and Adara Sanchez! 

(STL188247) (APR211759) 

HC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241710 

O/A SCARE CITY HC 

(W) Paul Jenkins (A) Fred Pham Chuong 

Tensions rise in a Monster Metropolis when spooky things start to happen to its ci!zens! Will they 

solve the mystery before ancient riJs tear the community apart? 

Deep beneath the human world lies Scare City, the hub where all the ghouls, ghosts and goblins 

dwell in perfect harmony. It took the monsters centuries to overcome their differences and live 

together in peace. 

But when a mysterious light begins to steal people in the night, Scare City falls back into the hands of 

angry, pitchfork-wielding mobs! It's up to Gina, a compassionate Zombie-Witch baker, and her crew 

of spooky friends to solve the mystery and bring everyone together once again. (STL132682) 

HC, 8x11, 112pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

MAR241711 

O/A GHOSTS OF SCIENCE PAST HC 

(W) Joseph Sieracki (A) Jesse Lonergan 

A teenager desperate to pass his Biology final is visited in the night, Christmas Carol-style, by the 

spirits of some of the greatest scien!sts in history. 

 

Trevor suffers from an ailment common among high schoolers: apathy. He snoozes through science 

class, distrusts his teachers, and would rather stay up all night playing video games than studying for 



his upcoming science quiz. With an "F" in Biology looming ominously in Trevor's near future unless 

he finds mo!va!on, Trevor's parents take away his video games for a week in an effort to make him 

buckle down and study. When he opens up his book, however, an epic adventure begins, and the 

greatest scien!sts in history become his guides-literally! (STL226334) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241712 

O/A URBAN LEGENDZ GN (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Paul Downs & Various (A/CA) Michael Yates 

AJer his mother's death, 13 year old Dwayne and his family move from Indiana  to his grandmother's 

apartment in rapidly changing Brooklyn. The shy teen's anxie!es about the move are thrown aside 

when monsters begin aGacking all over the borough! Can he and his new friends solve the mystery of 

these Urban Legendz come to life? (STL282911) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241713 

O/A YOUNG MOZART HC 

(W/A) William Augel 

Enter Young Mozart, the boy genius! Follow the many, real and imaginary, childhood adventures of 

the world's greatest composer, as he finds inspira!on in the most unexpected places! A journey filled 

with music and humor, that always ends on a high note! Included: Young Mozart's Playbook. Play and 

learn with the musical legend! (STL114246) 

HC, 88pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

INHABIT EDUCATION BOOKS INC. 

 

MAR241714 

MANGILALUK GRAPHIC MEMOIR (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Bernard Andreason (A) Alan Gallo 

AJer running away from residen!al school, Bernard Andreason and his two best friends begin a 

harrowing 130-kilometre journey from Inuvik to Tuktoyaktuk, one which only Bernard would survive. 

In this heartbreaking and beau!fully told graphic memoir, Bernard recounts his !me in residen!al 

school and the tragic journey that took the lives of his two best friends. We then follow Bernard as 

he returns home, haunted by his past and struggling to find his place. Despite enduring more 

challenges into adulthood, Bernard never stops pursuing healing and higher learning, and he finds a 



support network that helps him. His story shows us that the possibility of finding a safe and loving 

home exists, and it is something every child deserves. (STL312042) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x11, 100pgs, FC SRP: $18.95 

 

INKLORE 

 

MAR241715 

LORE OLYMPUS GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Rachel Smythe 

Chaos reigns in Olympus as Zeus publicly declares Persephone a traitor and issues a warrant for her 

arrest. But Hades defies his brother's decree, sheltering Persephone in the Underworld—and as the 

pair spend more !me together, they are able to speak openly about their pasts. The goddess of 

spring admits the truth behind the bloody secret that led to Zeus's ire, and the king of the 

Underworld shares the trauma he suffered at the hands of his power-hungry father, Kronos. But as 

Hades and Persephone's rela!onship grows stronger, others begin to fall apart. A line is being drawn 

in the heavens, puYng everyone's loyal!es into ques!on as all the gods are forced to choose sides. 

This volume collects episodes 127-152 of the #1 WEBTOON comic. (STL313460) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x9, 400pgs, FC SRP: $21.00 

 

MAR241716 

LORE OLYMPUS HC GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Rachel Smythe 

Witness what the gods do aJer dark in the sixth volume of a stylish and contemporary reimagining of 

one of the best-known stories in Greek mythology, featuring exclusive behind-the-scenes content 

from creator Rachel Smythe. 

“We have to make an example of her.” 

 

Chaos reigns in Olympus as Zeus publicly declares Persephone a traitor and issues a warrant for her 

arrest. But Hades defies his brother’s decree, sheltering Persephone in the Underworld—and as the 

pair spend more !me together, they are able to speak openly about their pasts. The goddess of 

spring admits the truth behind the bloody secret that led to Zeus’s ire, and the king of the 

Underworld shares the trauma he suffered at the hands of his power-hungry father, Kronos. 

 

But as Hades and Persephone’s rela!onship grows stronger, others begin to fall apart. The bond 

between Hades and Zeus is stretched to its limit, threatening to fracture the peace between their 

realms. Persephone and Artemis’s friendship hangs by a thread as the goddess of the hunt slowly 



uncovers the vile truth about her twin, Apollo. A line is being drawn in the heavens, puYng 

everyone’s loyal!es into ques!on as all the gods are forced to choose sides. 

 

And as the cracks in the founda!on of the pantheon spread, something darker and more earth-

shaGering might soon be released. . . . 

 

This edi!on of Smythe’s original Eisner Award–winning webcomic Lore Olympus features exclusive 

behind-the-scenes content and brings the Greek pantheon into the modern age in a sharply 

percep!ve and roman!c graphic novel. 

 

This volume collects episodes 127–152 of the #1 WEBTOON comic Lore Olympus. (STL313464) (C: 0-

1-0) 

HC, 7x9, 432pgs, FC SRP: $28.99 

 

COMICS 

 

INSIGHT EDITIONS 

 

MAR241717 

TMNT ULT VISUAL HIST REVISED & EXPANDED HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Andrew Farago (A) Kevin Eastman, Peter Laird (CA)  Various 

Celebrate the 40th anniversary of those heroes in a half-shell with this updated edi!on of the 

bestselling Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Ul!mate Visual History, featuring a wealth of addi!onal 

content, including new chapters on Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, The Last Ronin, and 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Mutant Mayhem. Experience the complete 40-year-long saga of the 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles—from their humble beginnings as black-and-white comics created by 

Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird to their mul!million-dollar breakout success and remarkable longevity 

as a true pop culture phenomenon. Featuring interviews with key figures in the Turtles' evolu!on, 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Ul!mate Visual History: Revised and Expanded Edi!on presents 

the complete history straight from the mouths of co-creators Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird—as well 

as the mul!tude of crea!ve minds behind the wider TMNT universe of anima!on, video games, 

movies, and more. (STL312586) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, HC, 9x11, 252pgs, FC SRP: $75.00 

 

INVADER COMICS 

 



MAR241718 

ENORMOUS TP VOL 02 IN A SHALLOW GRAVE (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) Tim Daniel (A) Mehdi Cheggour (CA) Mehdi Cheggour, Tim Daniel 

"Ex!nc!on Level Event." In the midst of a planetary crisis for food and fuel, a vast ecological 

cataclysm has spawned "The Enormous," massive beasts unlike anything ever witnessed. Humankind 

struggles to survive in the wake of the monstrous rampage. Abandoning Phoenix, Ellen Grace and her 

fellow survivors search the surrounding desert in hopes of loca!ng a Titan II missile silo and its 

promise of safety. But not all the survivors think alike, nor are they all fully human. Collects issues #7-

12 of the best-selling series. (STL313371) (C: 0-0-2) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241719 

NEUROCRON #4 (OF 4) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Daniel Powell, Erin Foley-Chan (A) Dennis Calero (CA) Michael Nelsen 

FBI Agent Vera Morales' search for a technological killer has put her in the crosshairs of assassins 

who would silence her before she uncovers their darkest secrets. Now, as her own bureau disavows 

her, she must strike a deal with an unlikely ally to stay alive and finally unmask the killer she's been 

seeking. Will closing this chapter open another that might lead to humanity's ex!nc!on? Find out in 

the shocking conclusion of Neurocron Book One! (STL313370) (C: 0-1-2) 

24pgs, FC (4 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

IPI COMICS 

 

MAR241720 

BRISTLEMOUTH COVE HORROR #3 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Hayden Fryer 

Amelia flees the Bristlemouth horrors of The Cove and stress triggers awful memories of her dark 

medical history: both current deadly danger and past trauma baGer her mind! Hayden Fryer's 

poignant depic!ons in wash tone art draw us in deep, as this remote-locale horror story con!nues. 

For fans of Children of the Woods; like an introspec!ve take on Evil Dead. (STL313627) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, B&W (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241721 

DREAMING GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 



(W/A/CA) Queenie Chan 

The revised/updated manga classic con!nues! AJer the discovery of Millie's body, gloom sets in to 

Greenwich College. Jeanie inves!gates further into the school's dark past, while Amber dreams of a 

dark, nameless en!ty. Then, a startling event creates panic one rainy night… Mystery-horror, as if 

LovecraJ met the Australian classic Picnic at Hanging Rock. (STL313630) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 190pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241722 

SHERLOCK HOLMES & DOCTOR WAS NOT PROSE NOVEL SC (MR) (C: 0-1 

(W)  Various (A) Philip Cornell (CA) Luke Spooner 

Imagine that Sherlock Holmes' best friend, roommate, fellow inves!gator, and biographer was, 

indeed, a doctor, just not John H. Watson, as we see different doctors from history and literature—

such Dr. Jekyll, Dr. Van Helsing, or gunslinger the Doc Holliday—occupy the vacancy at 221B Baker 

Street! Twelve mind-bending tales by talented genre-ists including Nancy Holder, Dennis O'Neil, Will 

Murray, and others! (STL313628) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Prose Anthology, SC, 6x9, 334pgs, B&W SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR241723 

SUPERHUMANITY VOL 01 #3 (OF 4) SUPERAUSTRAILIANS 

(W) Karen Beilharz & Various (A) Queenie Chan & Various (CA) J. Scherpenhuizen 

The saga con!nues! 28 top Aussie writers and ar!sts con!nue to reveal the baGles-to-the-death 

happening between Australia's costumed heroes and their super-villain nemeses in every 

geographical landscape of the island con!nent, as Dr. Epoch, the uber-menace, escalates his plans! 

(STL313629) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241724 

X-DIMENSIONAL ASSASSIN ZAI THROUGH UNFOLDED EARTH PROSE SC ( 

(W) Jason Franks (CA) Daniele Serra 

Zai's an interna!onal assassin, and his agency sends him to places that do not exist! He hunts 

crooked accountants, faerie industrialists, hero scien!sts, down-at-heels gods, and refugees from 

Atlan!s; and he finds them: in hidden con!nents, secret space sta!ons, or post-apocalyp!c Faerie 

Lands. Good thing he's a professional killer who likes to travel! (STL313631) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



Novel, SC, 6x9, 244pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

IRON CIRCUS COMICS 

 

MAR241725 

INDIGINERDS TALES FROM MODERN INDIGENOUS LIFE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Various 

First Na!ons culture is living, vibrant, and evolving, and genera!ons of Indigenous kids have grown 

up with pop culture creeping inexorably into our lives. From gaming to social media, pirate radio to 

garage bands, Star Trek to D&D, and missed connec!ons at the pow wow, Indigenous culture is so 

much more than how it's usually portrayed. Indignerds is here to celebrate those stories! Featuring 

an all-Indigenous crea!ve team, Indignerds is an exhilara!ng anthology collec!ng 11 stories about 

Indigenous people balancing tradi!onal ways of knowing with modern pop culture. Includes work by 

Alina Pete, PJ Underwood, Kameron White, Rhael McGregor, and many more! (STL312044) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR241726 

STUDENT AMBASSADOR GN VOL 02 SILVER CITY (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Ryan Estrada (A) Ryan Estrada, Axur Eneas 

When former president Tex Olman, impressed by Joseph’s character and crea!ve problem-solving, 

asks for his help on a trip to Mexico, it’s a dream come true. Not only does he have the adventure 

itch, Joseph has always wanted to learn more about his ancestral roots in the vibrant, ancient city of 

Zacatecas. But this vaca!on isn’t all churros and museums (though it does have those!). There's a 

legend that ghosts haunt the city's famous silver mines, and it's star!ng to seem like more than just a 

story! Joseph will need his deep knowledge, knack for friendship, and adventurous meGle to decode 

secret messages, explore dangerous caves, and save the city... that is, if the Ghosts of Zacatecas don’t 

get him first! (STL312043) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 150pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR241727 

SMUT PEDDLER PRESENTS MY MONSTER GIRLFRIEND GN (A) (C: 1-1-0 

For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #11 (NOV221638) 

SC, 7x10, 280pgs, FC SRP: $30.00 



 

JY 

 

MAR241728 

CANINE DETECTIVE CHRIS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tomoko Tabe (A)  KeG 

Hinata aGends a classmate's recital on a luxury cruise ship, but before he knows it, the ship has set 

off for Russia with everyone s!ll aboard! And now a violin worth millions is missing. It's up to Hinata 

and Chris to catch the culprit and find the lost treasure. But what happens when Chris is taken, too? 

Will Hinata ever see his beloved dog again? (STL315482) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241729 

ONLINE THE UNBEATABLE GAME GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Midori Amagaeru (A) Shinichirou Otsuka 

As usual, Mai Yashiro is filling her days with gaming, gaming, and more gaming! AJer all, missing 

even one day means losing her life. This !me around she'll brave a creepy mansion and finds herself 

in another BaGle of Wits. Mai is surrounded by reliable allies: the cheeky Tsubasa, the number one 

Nightmare player Tanaka, and the handsome and gentlemanly Masuda. Will there s!ll be an 

opportunity for Mai and Asagi to get a liGle bit closer? (STL315506) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $8.99 

 

KEENSPOT ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAR241730 

BIDENS TITANS VS MICKEY MOUSE (UNAUTH) #1 CVR A MICKEY UNLEA 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

The totally unauthorized and unofficial crossover that's 95 years in the making! Your favorite non-

defunct presiden!al superhero team, Biden's Titans, have previously baGled monsters like Dracula, 

QAnon, and even Elon Musk! But nothing can prepare them for their next foe… Mickey Mouse?! 

(And Winnie-The-Pooh, also!) The public domain is to blame for this bonkers parody, which also 

introduces a new independent superhero: RFK Jr as… The Unvaxxed! Stare in slack-jawed awe as you 

read this magically stupid seventh chapter of Biden's Titans! (Includes bonus pull-out poster!) 

(STL312839) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 



MAR241731 

BIDENS TITANS VS MICKEY MOUSE (UNAUTH) #1 CVR B STEAMBOAT JO 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

The totally unauthorized and unofficial crossover that's 95 years in the making! Your favorite non-

defunct presiden!al superhero team, Biden's Titans, have previously baGled monsters like Dracula, 

QAnon, and even Elon Musk! But nothing can prepare them for their next foe… Mickey Mouse?! 

(And Winnie-The-Pooh, also!) The public domain is to blame for this bonkers parody, which also 

introduces a new independent superhero: RFK Jr as… The Unvaxxed! Stare in slack-jawed awe as you 

read this magically stupid seventh chapter of Biden's Titans! (Includes bonus pull-out poster!) 

(STL312840) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241732 

BIDENS TITANS VS MICKEY MOUSE (UNAUTH) #1 CVR C RFK JR UNVAX 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

The totally unauthorized and unofficial crossover that's 95 years in the making! Your favorite non-

defunct presiden!al superhero team, Biden's Titans, have previously baGled monsters like Dracula, 

QAnon, and even Elon Musk! But nothing can prepare them for their next foe… Mickey Mouse?! 

(And Winnie-The-Pooh, also!) The public domain is to blame for this bonkers parody, which also 

introduces a new independent superhero: RFK Jr as… The Unvaxxed! Stare in slack-jawed awe as you 

read this magically stupid seventh chapter of Biden's Titans! (Includes bonus pull-out poster!) 

(STL312841) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241733 

BIDENS TITANS VS MICKEY MOUSE (UNAUTH) #1 CVR D MICK & POOH  

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

The totally unauthorized and unofficial crossover that's 95 years in the making! Your favorite non-

defunct presiden!al superhero team, Biden's Titans, have previously baGled monsters like Dracula, 

QAnon, and even Elon Musk! But nothing can prepare them for their next foe… Mickey Mouse?! 

(And Winnie-The-Pooh, also!) The public domain is to blame for this bonkers parody, which also 

introduces a new independent superhero: RFK Jr as… The Unvaxxed! Stare in slack-jawed awe as you 

read this magically stupid seventh chapter of Biden's Titans! (Includes bonus pull-out poster!) 

(STL312842) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241734 



BIDENS TITANS VS MICKEY MOUSE (UNAUTH) #1 CVR E E TICKET 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

The totally unauthorized and unofficial crossover that's 95 years in the making! Your favorite non-

defunct presiden!al superhero team, Biden's Titans, have previously baGled monsters like Dracula, 

QAnon, and even Elon Musk! But nothing can prepare them for their next foe… Mickey Mouse?! 

(And Winnie-The-Pooh, also!) The public domain is to blame for this bonkers parody, which also 

introduces a new independent superhero: RFK Jr as… The Unvaxxed! Stare in slack-jawed awe as you 

read this magically stupid seventh chapter of Biden's Titans! (Includes bonus pull-out poster!) 

(STL312843) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $95.00 

 

MAR241735 

BIDENS TITANS VS MICKEY MOUSE (UNAUTH) #1 CVR F HOLOFOIL FLI 

(W) John Barron (A/CA) Shawn Remulac 

The totally unauthorized and unofficial crossover that's 95 years in the making! Your favorite non-

defunct presiden!al superhero team, Biden's Titans, have previously baGled monsters like Dracula, 

QAnon, and even Elon Musk! But nothing can prepare them for their next foe… Mickey Mouse?! 

(And Winnie-The-Pooh, also!) The public domain is to blame for this bonkers parody, which also 

introduces a new independent superhero: RFK Jr as… The Unvaxxed! Stare in slack-jawed awe as you 

read this magically stupid seventh chapter of Biden's Titans! (Includes bonus pull-out poster!) 

(STL312844) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241736 

BIDENS TITANS VS MICKEY MOUSE (UNAUTH) #1 CVR G BLANK SKETCH 

(W) John Barron (A) Shawn Remulac (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

The totally unauthorized and unofficial crossover that's 95 years in the making! Your favorite non-

defunct presiden!al superhero team, Biden's Titans, have previously baGled monsters like Dracula, 

QAnon, and even Elon Musk! But nothing can prepare them for their next foe… Mickey Mouse?! 

(And Winnie-The-Pooh, also!) The public domain is to blame for this bonkers parody, which also 

introduces a new independent superhero: RFK Jr as… The Unvaxxed! Stare in slack-jawed awe as you 

read this magically stupid seventh chapter of Biden's Titans! (Includes bonus pull-out poster!) 

(STL312845) 

7x10, 24pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241739 

DUST PIRATES #2 



(W) Bob Frantz, Kevin Cuffe (A) Tony Gregori (CA) Liana Kanga 

The evil king XCISOR has the two pirates in his sights, and now Sam and Quintor are on the run. 

While the king's eyes are elsewhere, the rebellious water witch Ysennia uses the opportunity to set 

her plan into mo!on—a daring aGack on the kingdom's largest water sta!on! Will The Dust Pirates 

survive? Will Ysennia's plan succeed? Find out in the thrilling second issue! (STL312848) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241740 

HAPPY ASTRONAUT #5 CVR A MATT RODGERS 

(W) MaG Fife (A/CA) MaG Rodgers 

Super: The Star Wizard, Captain Dook, Orion, Ptoophagus, Sirius, and even that 

mustachioed scorpion fella, all show up on Planet Esveep, right where our 

adventure began, ready for a magic-sapping, planet-demolishing war! The only 

thing standing in their way is Happy, Half, Barry and a whole army of Starlings! 

Join us for the thrilling conclusion to the opening arc of Happy Astronaut! (STL312849) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241741 

HAPPY ASTRONAUT #5 CVR B ART BALTAZAR 

(W) MaG Fife (A) MaG Rodgers (CA) Art Baltazar 

Super: The Star Wizard, Captain Dook, Orion, Ptoophagus, Sirius, and even that 

mustachioed scorpion fella, all show up on Planet Esveep, right where our 

adventure began, ready for a magic-sapping, planet-demolishing war! The only 

thing standing in their way is Happy, Half, Barry and a whole army of Starlings! 

Join us for the thrilling conclusion to the opening arc of Happy Astronaut! (STL312850) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241742 

HAPPY ASTRONAUT #5 CVR C BALTAZAR VIRGIN HOLOFOIL 

(W) MaG Fife (A) MaG Rodgers (CA) Art Baltazar 

Super: The Star Wizard, Captain Dook, Orion, Ptoophagus, Sirius, and even that 

mustachioed scorpion fella, all show up on Planet Esveep, right where our 



adventure began, ready for a magic-sapping, planet-demolishing war! The only 

thing standing in their way is Happy, Half, Barry and a whole army of Starlings! 

Join us for the thrilling conclusion to the opening arc of Happy Astronaut! (STL312851) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241743 

HAPPY ASTRONAUT #5 CVR D MATT RODGERS WEATHERED VAR 

(W) MaG Fife (A/CA) MaG Rodgers 

Super: The Star Wizard, Captain Dook, Orion, Ptoophagus, Sirius, and even that 

mustachioed scorpion fella, all show up on Planet Esveep, right where our 

adventure began, ready for a magic-sapping, planet-demolishing war! The only 

thing standing in their way is Happy, Half, Barry and a whole army of Starlings! 

Join us for the thrilling conclusion to the opening arc of Happy Astronaut! (STL312852) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241744 

SQUISH & SQUASH #3 CVR A MIKE HARTIGAN 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A/CA) Mike Har!gan 

Our heroic duo, Squish and Squash of The Intergalac!c Search and Rescue Squad, are called into 

ac!on to save Planet Blip from an army of out-of-control toy robots! Can our brave heroes save the 

workers at Tomorrow's Toys from their cruel robot overlords? Squish and Squash are going to need 

all the help they can get to stop… The Rise of The Robots! (STL312853) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241745 

SQUISH & SQUASH #3 CVR B FRANCO 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A) Mike Har!gan (CA)  Franco 

Our heroic duo, Squish and Squash of The Intergalac!c Search and Rescue Squad, are called into 

ac!on to save Planet Blip from an army of out-of-control toy robots! Can our brave heroes save the 

workers at Tomorrow's Toys from their cruel robot overlords? Squish and Squash are going to need 

all the help they can get to stop… The Rise of The Robots! (STL312854) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 



MAR241746 

SQUISH & SQUASH #3 CVR C SEAN VON GORMAN 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A) Mike Har!gan (CA) Sean Von Gorman 

Our heroic duo, Squish and Squash of The Intergalac!c Search and Rescue Squad, are called into 

ac!on to save Planet Blip from an army of out-of-control toy robots! Can our brave heroes save the 

workers at Tomorrow's Toys from their cruel robot overlords? Squish and Squash are going to need 

all the help they can get to stop… The Rise of The Robots! (STL312855) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

KIDS CAN PRESS 

 

MAR241747 

UNLUCKY KID GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Bob Holt 

Poor Quin. No maGer what he does or where he goes, something always goes horribly—and 

hilariously—wrong! Like when he gets chased by a swarm of seagulls shou!ng "Fries!" Or when a 

plan to remove a loose tooth leaves him hanging by a kite string. Or when he goes fishing and 

catches… something. But not to worry. This unlucky kid never lets the world get him down. AJer all, 

tomorrow just might be his lucky day! High-energy physical comedy spills out of every panel in this 

three-story collec!on from Bob Holt. Holt is a writer, illustrator and animator who co-created 

Hallmark's Hoops and Yoyo, and he knows just what it takes to make kids laugh. (STL312274) (C: 0-1-

0) 

HC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

KITCHEN TABLE MAGAZINE 

 

MAR241748 

KITCHEN TABLE MAGAZINE #6 THE PIZZA ISSUE 

(CA) BeGy Turbo 

Ooey-gooey, saucy, crispy, cheesy, chewy-who among us doesn't love pizza?! This issue: from 

Portland-to-Brooklyn, pizzerias coast-to-coast; pizza philosophy by Bill Murray; pizza-flavored ice 

cream; Escape from New York (pizza); and more! With lush illustra!on and photography throughout, 

Kitchen Table #6 is an art lover/foodie dream come true. (STL312766) 

Magazine, SC, 120pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

KNOPF BOOKS FOR YOUNG R 



 

MAR241749 

BRINKLEY YEARBOOKS GN VOL 02 TRYOUTS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Sarah Sax 

Alexandra, also known as Al, has been playing baseball with her older brothers for as long as she can 

remember. But when she ages out of LiGle League, it seems like it's the end of the road for Al and the 

sport she loves. Un!l, that is, her friend Sammy suggests that Al try out for the middle school team—

a team that has always been boys-only. Al is prepared to fight for her right to try out, but to her 

surprise, the coach is delighted by her interest. When Al makes the team, it seems like everything is 

going to work out. But with a tenth consecu!ve championship on the line for Brinkley Middle School 

and a team that can't seem to get along, will their season ground out faster than Al can say "home 

run"? (STL313747) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

LEGENDARY COMICS 

 

MAR241750 

SCIENCE OF GHOSTS GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Lilah Sturges (A) El Garing 

She'll take ghosts over solving her own problems any day. While naviga!ng the mysteries of the 

aJerlife, Joy Ravenna—a transgender parapsychologist—must also deal with the very real challenges 

of her past and present. Her first post-transi!on rela!onship, a hos!le ex-wife, and clues to murder 

long forgoGen will test her at every twist and turn. For Joy, working with ghosts is way easier than 

dealing with the living. (STL183422) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXI #3 (MAR211406) 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $23.99 

 

MAR241751 

WITCHES OF SILVERLAKE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Simon Cur!s (A) Stephanie Son 

Elliot Green has had a rough year. His dad died, he had to move across the country, and now he's 

about to start high school in one of LA's most pres!gious private schools, where his mom has 

accepted the posi!on of Vice Principal. He's quickly taken in by the school's outcasts: the scholarship 

kids; the queer kids; and the ones who just don't really fit in with the glossy trust fund babies of 

SJTBA. They quickly let him in on their liGle secret… they are witches. Elliot joins them in their world 

among the crystal stores and occult shops of Silverlake and ends up joining his new friends' coven. 



During one of their magical experiments, they accidentally release a bloodthirsty demon that starts 

murdering their classmates and teachers. Elliot and his coven realize that the fun and games of 

playing with crystals and candles is over, that magic is powerful, real, and that it might be more 

dangerous than they'd ever imagined. (STL272211) (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY231880) 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

LEVINE QUERIDO 

 

MAR241752 

BOY FROM CLEARWATER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Lin King, Yu Pei-yun (A) Chou Jian-xin 

The follow-up to the acclaimed graphic novel memoir and true story about censorship and 

persecu!on during Taiwan's White Terror era. AJer his imprisonment in Green Island, Kun-lin 

struggles to pick up where he leJ off ten years earlier. He reconnects with his childhood crush Kimiko 

and finds work as an editor. But when manhua publishing becomes vic!m to censorship, and many of 

his friends lose their jobs, Kun-lin takes maGers into his own hands. He starts a children's magazine, 

Prince, for a group of unemployed ar!sts and his old inmates who cannot find work anywhere else. 

Kun-lin's life finally seems to be looking up... but how long will this last? Forty years later, Kun-lin 

serves as a volunteer at the White Terror Memorial Park, promo!ng human rights educa!on. With 

the end of mar!al law, Kun-lin and other former New-Lifers felt compelled to mobilize to rehabilitate 

fellow White Terror vic!ms, forcing him to face his past head-on. (STL311920) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241753 

BOY FROM CLEARWATER HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Lin King, Yu Pei-yun (A) Chou Jian-xin 

The follow-up to the acclaimed graphic novel memoir and true story about censorship and 

persecu!on during Taiwan's White Terror era 

AJer his imprisonment in Green Island, Kun-lin struggles to pick up where he leJ off ten years earlier. 

He reconnects with his childhood crush Kimiko and finds work as an editor, jumping from publisher 

to publisher un!l finally seGling at an adver!sing company. But when manhua publishing becomes 

vic!m to censorship, and many of his friends lose their jobs, Kun-lin takes maGers into his own 

hands. He starts a children's magazine, Prince, for a group of unemployed ar!sts and his old inmates 

who cannot find work anywhere else. Kun-lin's life finally seems to be looking up... but how long will 

this last? 

Forty years later, Kun-lin serves as a volunteer at the White Terror Memorial Park, promo!ng human 

rights educa!on. There, he meets Yu Pei-yun, a young college professor who provides him with an 



opportunity to reminisce on his past and how he picked himself up aJer grappling with bankruptcy 

and depression. With the end of mar!al law, Kun-lin and other former New-Lifers felt compelled to 

mobilize to rehabilitate fellow White Terror vic!ms, forcing him to face his past head-on. While 

naviga!ng his changing homeland, he must conciliate all parts of himself—the vic!m and the savior, 

the patriot and the rebel, a father to the future genera!on and a son to the old Taiwan—before he 

can bury the ghosts of his past. (STL311922) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 356pgs, FC SRP: $25.99 

 

LITTLE BROWN INK 

 

MAR241754 

UPSTAGED GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Robin Easter 

Ever since sixth grade, Ashton Price and their best friend and enduring crush, Ivy Santos, have spent 

their summers together at theater camp. Now it's their last year before they part ways for high 

school, and Ash is determined to end it on a high note! With Ash as stage manager and Ivy the lead 

in this year's musical, this summer's shaping up to be everything the two could have hoped for. 

Maybe Ash will even work up the courage to ask Ivy out! But between Ivy rehearsing long hours with 

her colead and Ash throwing themself into an ambi!ous stage produc!on, will they end up driJing 

apart instead? As summer wanes and September looms, Ash and Ivy's friendship will change forever, 

one way or another. (STL312275) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241755 

UPSTAGED HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Robin Easter 

In a summer of goodbyes and new beginnings, shy Ashton Price hopes to confess to their theater 

camp crush in this hear[elt middle-grade graphic novel. Perfect for fans of The Tryout and The Girl 

from the Sea. 

This is it: the last hurrah, the final curtain call.  

Ever since sixth grade, Ashton Price and their best friend and enduring crush, Ivy Santos, have spent 

their summers together at theater camp. Now it’s their last year before they part ways for high 

school, and Ash is determined to end it on a high note! 

With Ash as stage manager and Ivy the lead in this year’s musical, this summer’s shaping up to be 

everything the two could have hoped for. Maybe Ash will even work up the courage to ask Ivy out! 

But between Ivy rehearsing long hours with her colead and Ash throwing themself into an ambi!ous 

stage produc!on, will they end up driJing apart instead? 



As summer wanes and September looms, Ash and Ivy’s friendship will change forever, one way or 

another. (STL312276) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

LITTLE SHOPPE OF HORRORS 

 

MAR241756 

LITTLE SHOPPE OF HORRORS #50 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  VARIOUS,  VARIOUS (CA) Mark Maddox 

Making Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell (1972), Hammer Films' last film for Peter Cushing's 

Baron. Making The Devil Rides Out (The Devil's Bride in the United States), Hammer Films 1967, with 

Denis Wheatley and Christopher Lee. Making Tales of the Unexpected (Roald Dahl) . Anton Diffring, 

career retrospec!ve. As always, much more! (STL313368) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, SC, 100pgs, PC SRP: $13.95 

 

LIVING THE LINE 

 

MAR241757 

MOONRAY HC ECHOES OF ASCENSION (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Brandon Graham (A) Brandon Graham, Xurxo G. Penalta (CA) Xurxo G. Penalta, Brandon Graham 

In a post-human world, the Miium warrior Adam is now separated from his companions and explores 

his strange world. Pursued by an alien Hive cult, he's chased through an undertown of malformed 

half-men and a living sen!ent city. WriGen and drawn by Eisner and Diamond Gem award-winning 

author and ar!st Brandon Graham and featuring ar!st Xurxo G. Penalta, Moonray presents a mind-

altering new dawn for a distant sci-fi future unlike any other. Introduc!on by filmmaker and 

illustrator Sylvain Despretz. (STL304121) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $35.00 

 

MAR241758 

O/A MOONRAY MOTHERS SKIN HC 

(W) Brandon Graham (A/CA) Brandon Graham, Xurxo G. Penalta 

In a post-human world, the man of miium is born. Created to avenge a slain goddess, our nameless 

warrior travels an unrecognizable landscape, constantly evolving with new wonders and terrors: 

Zanikam pirates, deadly reflec!ons, a living bridge, and a red tear in the sky. WriGen and drawn by 



Eisner-award-winning author and ar!st Brandon Graham and featuring ar!st Xurxo G. Penalta, 

Moonray presents a mind-altering new dawn for a distant sci-fi future unlike any other. This bold 

graphic odyssey births the Moonray universe, from comic book to video game and beyond. 

(STL288849) 

HC, 7.33x11, FC SRP: $35.00 

 

MAR241759 

O/A CENTRALIA HC 

(W/A/CA) Miel VandepiGe 

The earth in and around Centralia has warmed so much, it's impossible to stand on without mel!ng. 

Those who survive long enough will be confronted with carnivorous birds, collapsing buildings, and 

the trigger-happy Simia Nasalis, armed with bazookas and s!lts. Against their beGer judgment, a 

group of adventurers set out to discover the treasure of gold hidden away at the heart of the 

abandoned town. (STL241247) 

HC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $35.00 

 

MAR241760 

STRANGE DEATH OF ALEX RAYMOND HC 

(W/A) Dave Sim, Carson Grubaugh (CA) Dave Sim 

Legendary creator Dave Sim is renowned world-wide for his groundbreaking Cerebus the Aardvark. 

Now, in The Strange Death of Alex Raymond, Sim brings to life the history of comics' greatest 

creators, using their own techniques. Equal parts Understanding Comics and From Hell, Strange 

Death is a head-on collision of ink drawing and spiritual intrigue, pulp comics and movies, history and 

fic!on. The story traces the lives and techniques of Alex Raymond (Flash Gordon, Rip Kirby), Stan 

Drake (Juliet Jones), Hal Foster (Prince Valiant), and more, dissec!ng their techniques through 

recrea!ons of their artwork, and highligh!ng the metatextual resonances that bind them together. 

(STL191916) (MAY211557) 

HC, 8x12, 326pgs, PC SRP: $40.00 

 

LOCUS MAGAZINE 

 

MAR241761 

LOCUS MAGAZINE #760 VOL 92 NO 5 (C: 0-1-1) 

The May Locus includes our coverage of the Interna!onal Conference on the Fantas!c in the Arts, 

interviews with new and established authors, commentary from Cory Doctorow, people notes, and 

news covering industry sales and releases, along with awards, books lis!ngs, and more. (STL311900) 

(C: 0-1-1) 



Magazine, 60pgs, FC SRP: $12.50 

 

LONE STAR COMICS 

 

MAR241762 

SPAWN BATMAN (1994) 

(W) Frank Miller (A) Todd McFarlane (CA) Todd McFarlane, Kiko Taganashi 

This never reprinted, pres!ge format one-shot from 1994 pits the legendary Dark Knight against Todd 

McFarlane's now classic crea!on, Spawn! Batman travels to New York City where he finds himself 

unwiYngly manipulated by a twisted humanitarian into a confronta!on with the Hellspawn himself! 

Features pin-ups by Greg Capullo, Todd McFarlane and Frank Miller. Copies from this warehouse find 

are in new condi!on, uncirculated, and fresh from the original cases. Stock is limited, alloca!ons may 

occur. (STL313396) 

7x10, 56pgs, FC SRP: $6.00 

 

MANUSCRIPT PRESS 

 

MAR241763 

ALLEY OOP AND THE HUBOTS OF TALAXIA (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Dave Graue 

Strange visitors threaten the ancient land of Moo!  Can Alley defeat the inhuman Hubots of Talaxia?  

Also featuring the quest for the Grand Wizer's beads… and the lonely island of Redbeard the Pirate!  

This volume reprints all the daily strips from 1988. (STL312701) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W (72 of 54) SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241764 

ROLLERBONING WITH ALLEY OOP TP COMPLETE SUNDAYS 1976-1978 (C 

(W/A/CA) Dave Graue 

160 pages of full-color Alley Oop! Reprin!ng all the Sunday comic strips from 1976-1978 in 

"remastered" color.  Featuring mul!ple storylines: Guz and the Flying Rocks, LiGlebeak and 

Longbeard, the Great Pipeline, the Outlander invasion, rollerboning through Moo, and more! 

(STL312702) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x9, 160pgs, FC (20 of 54) SRP: $34.99 

 



MAR241765 

O/A ALLEY OOP IN THE LAND OF THE GIANTS TP (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A/CA) Dave Graue 

160 pages of full-color Alley Oop! Reprin!ng all the Sunday comic strips from 1982-1984 in 

"remastered" color. Featuring mul!ple storylines: Alley Oop discovers the Cursed Crystal, rescues the 

beau!ful Lana of the Lake, fights the savage Yorkles, visits the land of giants, encounters Mango, Lord 

of the Jungle-and more! (STL273604) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 160pgs, FC (23 of 54) SRP: $34.99 

 

MAD CAVE STUDIOS 

 

MAR241766 

ATTABOY GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Tony McMillen 

 

"There's a video game from when I was a kid that no one else seems to remember." 

 

AGaboy is an ac!on-adventure comic disguised as an illustrated instruc!onal booklet for a video 

game. The "byte"-sized hero is forced to avenge the destruc!on of his father and creator, Dr. AGa, by 

the sinister rebellious mechazoid Motherboard. However, the turn of each page unravels a much 

deeper story of pixelated thoughts, real world references, and heartbreaking truths. (STL312712) (C: 

0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241767 

SANCTION #1 (OF 5) CVR A DAN PANOSIAN (MR) 

(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Dan Panosian 

Leningrad, 1987. When a woman's corpse is discovered on New Year's Day, a hungover Detec!ve 

Pavel Smirnoff hands off the case to his partner, Detec!ve Boris Dimitrovich, hoping he'll close it 

without fuss. Instead, Dimitrovich uncovers a connec!on to an old, unsolved crime, dragging them 

both into an inves!ga!on that puts their careers - and possibly their lives - at risk. (STL312713) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 



MAR241768 

SANCTION #1 (OF 5) CVR B RAY FAWKES (MR) 

(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Ray Fawkes 

Leningrad, 1987. When a woman's corpse is discovered on New Year's Day, a hungover Detec!ve 

Pavel Smirnoff hands off the case to his partner, Detec!ve Boris Dimitrovich, hoping he'll close it 

without fuss. Instead, Dimitrovich uncovers a connec!on to an old, unsolved crime, dragging them 

both into an inves!ga!on that puts their careers - and possibly their lives - at risk. (STL312714) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241769 

LOVE ME A ROMANCE STORY #2 (OF 4) 

(W) Francesca Perillo (A/CA) Stefano Cardoselli 

 

It was love at first sight...or at least it was for JoJo, but Gilda never showed up for their date. JoJo is a 

robot, but he does have feelings, and his heart has been broken. However, JoJo has received a call 

from a very distressed Gilda but their conversa!on was cut short...something horrible has happened 

to her, and JoJo has made it his mission to find her. Don't worry, Gilda, JoJo is on the case! 

(STL312707) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241770 

MORNING STAR #2 (OF 5) 

(W) Tim Daniel, David Andry (A/CA) Marco Finnegan 

Young Charlie GarreG has vanished into the Kootenai Forest. Together with her teen daughter 

Marabeth, Jolene GarreG launches a fran!c search through the surrounding Montana wilderness to 

find her missing boy. There's only one thing more powerful than grief and that's a mother's will to 

protect her children, a will fueled by the loss of her husband and for!fied by the gleaming blade of 

her ax (STL312708) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241771 

MUGSHOTS #1 (OF 4) CVR A CHRIS MATTHEWS (MR) 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A/CA) Chris MaGhews 



Brighton, UK. 2008. The kidnapping of a young woman sets in mo!on a chain of events that will set 

con ar!sts, gangsters, killers and corrupt police on a collision course in this tale of family trauma, 

betrayal, murder and revenge that threatens to bring the city's whole underworld down. (STL312715) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241772 

MUGSHOTS #1 (OF 4) CVR B JORGE FORNES (MR) 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A) Chris MaGhews (CA) Jorge Fornes 

Brighton, UK. 2008. The kidnapping of a young woman sets in mo!on a chain of events that will set 

con ar!sts, gangsters, killers and corrupt police on a collision course in this tale of family trauma, 

betrayal, murder and revenge that threatens to bring the city's whole underworld down. (STL312716) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC (1 of 4) SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241773 

NOTTINGHAM #12 (OF 15) CVR A SHANE CONNERY VOLK (MR) 

(W) David Hazan (A/CA) Shane Connery Volk 

Trial by combat! The Siege of NoYngham begins in the wake of a gruesome death at the heart of the 

castle. The Sheriff fights for the life of an old enemy as Marian's control over the city falters. 

(STL312709) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (12 of 15) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241774 

NOTTINGHAM #12 (OF 15) CVR B SHANE CONNERY VOLK B&W (MR) 

(W) David Hazan (A/CA) Shane Connery Volk 

Trial by combat! The Siege of NoYngham begins in the wake of a gruesome death at the heart of the 

castle. The Sheriff fights for the life of an old enemy as Marian's control over the city falters. 

(STL312710) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (12 of 15) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241775 



WHEN THE BLOOD HAS DRIED #2 (OF 5) 

(W) Gary Moloney (A) Daniel Romero Ulloa (CA) Marco Rudy 

The Adventurers' Guild tries to charm the town of Carraig an Bhun as the inhabitants gather to 

discuss their arrival. The Guild's leader, Darius, is disappointed to discover his former protége, 

Meabh, is alive and well. Meabh, meanwhile, vows to do whatever's necessary to protect her new 

life...even if it means killing the man she once considered her mentor. (STL312711) 

28pgs, FC (2 of 5) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241776 

DEER EDITOR TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Ryan Lindsay (A) Sami Kivela (CA) Sami Kivelä 

A John Doe slaying lures a journalist into a world of poli!cal intrigue, a wi-fi-enabled groGo, and a 

sta!on locker full of secrets. For Bucky, an editor of the crime beat at "The Truth," it's all in a day's 

work… but he also happens to be a deer. 

 

Will he chase down his last story in this antler noir series? Deer Editor is perfect for fans of Blacksad 

and Chinatown. (STL312717) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 108pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241777 

DEVIL THAT WEARS MY FACE #6 (OF 6) 

(W) David Pepose (A/CA) Alex Cormack 

The Curia is broken, as Legion's corrup!on floods the streets of Rome. While the Va!can burns, 

Father Vieri must make his final stand against the demon that wears his face. Yet with his greatest 

weapon proven powerless against the Devil, can Vieri and Maria find another way to reclaim his 

body? Or will the horrifying secrets of Vieri's past turn out to be his undoing? All that is certain is 

that Legion's depravity has finally been unleashed… and it will take more than a priest to banish this 

terrifying demon back to Hell. (STL312706) 

28pgs, FC (6 of 6) SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241778 

EDENFROST TP (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Amit Tishler (A/CA) Bruno Frenda 

Two Jewish siblings summon the power of a Golem to fight their way through the fires of the Russian 

Civil War. Will the monster be their salva!on, or hasten their demise? 



AJer losing their parents in a pogrom, teenage siblings Alex and Yuli use the mys!cal power of a 

Golem to survive the chaos of the Russian Civil War. In a harrowing journey through war-torn 

Ukraine, the duo will face the harsh reality of warfare, ethnic bias, and na!onal pride as they fight for 

their own place in the world. (STL312718) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAVERICK -MAD CAVE STUDIOS 

 

MAR241779 

PRINCESS GWENEVERE AND THE JEWEL RIDERS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jordie Bellaire (A/CA) Koi Carreon 

Join Gwenevere, the princess of Avalon and wielder of the Sun Stone, and her friends, Fallon and 

Tamara, on a quest to keep Avalon safe as enchanted Jewel Riders. While the girls remain friends, 

things are not as they once were. Gwenevere-once the leader of the Jewel Riders-has had to take a 

step back from being a Jewel Rider in order to step into a new role as the future queen. 

   When Merlin begins ac!ng oddly, it's a sign that evil Wild Magic has returned to the kingdom-and 

so has a foe the Jewel Riders thought they'd once vanquished. With her kingdom, friends, and magic 

on the line, Gwenevere must choose between the life she loves and knows as a Jewel Rider and her 

newfound du!es. Come join our circle of friends on an enchanted, new adventure for Young Adult 

readers! (STL312719) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAGMA COMIX 

 

MAR241780 

SCALE TRADE #1 CVR A HUANG 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Megan Huang 

In a modern-day world one step removed from our own, dragons are a highly respected-and highly 

endangered-species, but poaching is an existen!al threat. When a young idealist joins the federal 

agency tasked with managing dragon popula!ons, he quickly discovers that the en!re system is 

corrupt. AJer seeing firsthand the cruelty of the system, our newly radicalized dragon savior takes 

maGers into his own hands! 

 

Eisner Award nominated writer Steve Orlando (Wonder Woman, Spider-Man 2099) teams with 

Megan Huang (Star Wars, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) for a fantasy-meets-reality story that's sure 



to make your heart race and warm it as well. Each issue features a variant cover by Max Dunbar 

(Dungeons & Dragons)! (STL315239) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241781 

SCALE TRADE #1 CVR B DUNBAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Megan Huang (CA) Max Dunbar 

In a modern-day world one step removed from our own, dragons are a highly respected-and highly 

endangered-species, but poaching is an existen!al threat. When a young idealist joins the federal 

agency tasked with managing dragon popula!ons, he quickly discovers that the en!re system is 

corrupt. AJer seeing firsthand the cruelty of the system, our newly radicalized dragon savior takes 

maGers into his own hands! 

 

Eisner Award nominated writer Steve Orlando (Wonder Woman, Spider-Man 2099) teams with 

Megan Huang (Star Wars, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) for a fantasy-meets-reality story that's sure 

to make your heart race and warm it as well. Each issue features a variant cover by Max Dunbar 

(Dungeons & Dragons)! (STL315240) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241783 

PRINCIPLES OF NECROMANCY #2 CVR A WINKLE 

(W) Jackson Lanzing, Collin Kelly (A/CA) Eamon Winkle 

Dr. Eyes can solve even the most deadly ailments… if his pa!ents are willing to pay the price. When a 

young girl becomes enchanted with his macabre methods, Eyes will have to decide whether to spare 

this child the ghastly reality of his prac!ce or take her under his wing as a new appren!ce! 

 

The phenomenal wri!ng duo of Collin Kelly and Jackson Lanzing (Outsiders, Guardians of the Galaxy, 

Star Trek) return to creator-owned comics with this macabre series brought to life by the evoca!vely 

horrific art of Eamon Winkle. Each issue features a variant cover by Jana Heidersdorf (Dark Souls)! 

(STL315242) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241784 

PRINCIPLES OF NECROMANCY #2 CVR B HEIDERSDORF 

(W) Jackson Lanzing, Collin Kelly (A) Eamon Winkle (CA) Jana Heidersdorf 



Dr. Eyes can solve even the most deadly ailments… if his pa!ents are willing to pay the price. When a 

young girl becomes enchanted with his macabre methods, Eyes will have to decide whether to spare 

this child the ghastly reality of his prac!ce or take her under his wing as a new appren!ce! 

 

The phenomenal wri!ng duo of Collin Kelly and Jackson Lanzing (Outsiders, Guardians of the Galaxy, 

Star Trek) return to creator-owned comics with this macabre series brought to life by the evoca!vely 

horrific art of Eamon Winkle. Each issue features a variant cover by Jana Heidersdorf (Dark Souls)! 

(STL315243) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241786 

SILICON BANDITS #2 CVR A TALAJIC 

(W) Jason Starr (A) Dakbor Talajic (CA) Dalibor Talajic 

Kenji and Aurora, now unemployed, decide to take their group of robo!c robbers on a trial crime 

spree. While everything seems to go according to plan, already abnormali!es appear in the robots' 

programming. Add in an old "friend" with plans of his own and more than one unforeseen disaster, 

and Kenji and Aurora learn that even the best laid plans can create a calamity! 

 

Crime novelist and comic author Jason Starr (Wolverine Max, Ant-Man: Natural Enemy) reunites with 

Casual Fling collaborator Dalibor Talaji? (Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe) in a tale with enough 

twists and turns to fry your circuits! Each issue features a variant cover by Goran Parlov (The 

Punisher)! (STL315245) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $3.99 

 

MAR241787 

SILICON BANDITS #2 CVR B PARLOV 

(W) Jason Starr (A) Dakbor Talajic (CA) Goran Parlov 

Kenji and Aurora, now unemployed, decide to take their group of robo!c robbers on a trial crime 

spree. While everything seems to go according to plan, already abnormali!es appear in the robots' 

programming. Add in an old "friend" with plans of his own and more than one unforeseen disaster, 

and Kenji and Aurora learn that even the best laid plans can create a calamity! 

 

Crime novelist and comic author Jason Starr (Wolverine Max, Ant-Man: Natural Enemy) reunites with 

Casual Fling collaborator Dalibor Talaji? (Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe) in a tale with enough 

twists and turns to fry your circuits! Each issue features a variant cover by Goran Parlov (The 

Punisher)! (STL315246) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MOONSTONE 

 

MAR241789 

MOONSTONE DOUBLE SHOT MAY 2024 PROSE NOVEL SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jim Beard, Richard Scanlan (A) Erik Kreffel 

Jim Beard, author of acclaimed novella The Green Hornet: How Sweet the S!ng, has a new emo!onal 

noir crime tale in Daily Nightly. Both the Green Hornet and BriG Reid are missing! Kato is on the 

warpath, and Casey and BriG… well, that would be telling! Plus, a brand new Phantom Detec!ve 

story! (STL313633) (C: 0-1-2) 

Prose Collec!on, SC, 6x9, 52pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241790 

MOONSTONE TRIPLE THREAT MAY 2024 PROSE NOVEL SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Robert T. Jeschonek (A) Jay Piscopo 

A ghostly appari!on haunts Kolchak, somehow connected to a murderous creature terrorizing 

Chicago. As he hunts for the truth behind both phenomena, a window opens on a terrible tomorrow 

in which Earth has been conquered by alien invaders… a conquest blamed on Kolchak!  And, the 

ul!mate traitor betrays the Secret Squadron from within, igni!ng a blazing dogfight in the sky and a 

threat that could unleash untold devasta!on unless the aviator hero Captain Midnight manages to 

turn the tables. And, in a black coach speeding through the desert, Rayka the assassin must fend off 

an army of fierce mercenaries and protect a mother-to-be whose unborn child is the target of a 

relentless royal family. (STL313632) (C: 0-1-2) 

Prose Collec!on, SC, 6x9, 74pgs, B&W SRP: $7.99 

 

NBM 

 

MAR241791 

GOOD FROM THE AMAZON JUNGLE TO SUBURBIA AND BACK GN (C: 0-1- 

(W)  FLuX, David Good (A)  FLuX 

This is the story of the incredible journey of David Good, the son of an American anthropologist 

father and indigenous Yanomami mother who calls the Amazon rainforest her home. Overlapping the 

story of what David's mother's early years were like being raised in the rainforest, the book follows 

David from childhood to adulthood as he searches for iden!ty, love, acceptance, and the one thing 

truly missing from his life—his mother. Growing up in a predominantly white popula!on of the US 

without a mother or a deeper connec!on to his South American roots, David struggles with issues of 

iden!ty and rela!onships. His and his mother's stories intertwine in a heartbreakingly beau!ful 



climax when they are reunited in the jungle. Beau!fully illustrated and co-authored by award 

winning ar!st and storyteller, FLuX, Good is a vivid and breathtaking visualiza!on of a highly unusual 

life's journey. (STL312450) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x10, 216pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241792 

OF DUST & BLOOD HC 

(W) Jim Berry (A) Val Mayerik 

By the ar!st creator of Howard the Duck! This thrilling tale details the day of The BaGle at The LiGle 

Big Horn through the eyes of Greenhaw, a 7th Cavalry scout on one side of the baGlefield, and 

Slowhawk, a young Lakota warrior on the other. Featuring appearances of SiYng Bull, G.A. Custer, 

and Crazy Horse, as well as generous por!ons of me!culously researched history on every page, the 

book's art has been lauded as "Tremendous... Beau!ful. Each panel and page could easily be a piece 

of solo art hanging on someone's wall." (STL095235) (AUG182092) 

HC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241793 

RED HARVEST TERROR FAMINE IN SOVIET UKRAINE GN 

(W/A) Michael Cherkas 

Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin waged a brutal war against the Soviet peasantry leading to the 

Holodomor, the terror-famine that killed at least 4 million Ukrainians during the fall and winter of 

1932-33. Red Harvest is based on the tragic events that took place in Soviet Ukraine and other parts 

of the Soviet Union from 1929 to 1933. Stalin and the ruling Communist Party began their program 

of forced large-scale collec!viza!on of individual farms and farmers, including the seizure of 

livestock, farm implements, crops, seed stock, and other property. Red Harvest is based on true 

stories as related to the Ukranian-Canadian author of Mykola Kovalenko, a Ukrainian immigrant to 

Canada, who was the only member of his family to have survived the famine. (STL289384) 

(SEP231862) 

HC, 6x9, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241794 

O/A TAMBA CHILD SOLDIER HC GN 

(W) Marion Achard (A) Yan Degruel 

"My name is Tamba Cisso. When I was eight years old, I lived in the village with my father, my mother 

and my sister. I went to school and had learned to read. I knew there was war in my country, but I 

didn't know that children could wage it." Providing a tes!monial to one of the most heart-wrenching 

and chilling developments in modern warfare, this graphic novel chronicles the reali!es of hundreds 

of thousands across the world, kidnapped and forced to commit atroci!es. (STL131445) 



HC, 8x11, 112pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241795 

O/A THOREAU A SUBLIME LIFE HC 

(W/A) Dan A., Maximilien Le Roy 

"To be a philosopher is not merely to have subtle thoughts, nor even to found a school, but so to love 

wisdom as to live according to its dictates, a life of simplicity, independence, magnanimity and trust." 

This graphic novel biography relates the forward looking inspira!onal life of the great author, 

philosopher and pioneering ecologist. Henry David Thoreau was also the father of the concept, s!ll 

fresh today (see all the recent protests), of "civil disobedience" which he used against slavery and the 

encroachment of government. (STK698230) 

HC, 9x11, 88pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

NEW YORK REVIEW BOOKS 

 

MAR241796 

SPIRAL & OTHER STORIES GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Aidan Koch 

For years, Aidan Koch's comics have been pushing the boundaries of the medium, helping reimagine 

what a comic can look like, and the kinds of stories it can tell. Koch has been living and working in the 

desert of California, turning her focus toward the ways humans and the natural world converge. 

Spiral and Other Stories is a triumph of that con!nuing process. Using watercolors, pencils, crayons, 

charcoals, and collage, Koch builds worlds of dense detail and vast open spaces, urgent scrawled text 

and long silences, telling a series of stories about people and the places they inhabit. With an 

accompanying essay by the author and cri!c Nicole Rudick, who explores Koch's craJ and her move 

into environmentally focused comics, this is a showcase of Koch's mastery of the form of comics, as a 

medium that can contain astonishing forms and tell new stories for our uncertain !mes. (STL313478) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $24.95 

 

NON-SPORT UPDATE 

 

MAR241797 

NON SPORT UPDATE VOL 53 #3 JUN/JUL 24 (C: 0-1-1) 

Every issue of Non-Sport Update magazine brings trading card collectors news on the latest in non-

sport and entertainment cards (Star Wars, Marvel, Star Trek etc.). Feature stories are devoted to new 

releases and the classic trading cards of the 50s and 60s. Non-Sport Update's big 32-page price guide 



provides current values for thousands of the most popular non-sport series. Departments focus on 

auc!on highlights, a list of upcoming releases, top 10 lists, what's trending in non-sports, collector 

interviews, and more. Each issue includes sample promo!onal cards. (STL313367) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 72pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

ONI PRESS INC. 

 

MAR241798 

TOXIC SUMMER #1 CVR A CHARM 

(W/A/CA) Derek Charm 

FROM THE MUTATED MIND OF EISNER AWARD–WINNING CARTOONIST DEREK CHARM (JUGHEAD, 

THE UNBEATABLE SQUIRREL GIRL) COMES A MONSTER-SIZED 48-PAGE NIGHTMARE BEACH PARTY 

THAT WILL KEEP YOU UP ALL NIGHT . . . IF YOU CAN LIVE LONG ENOUGH TO TELL THE TALE! 

 

 

Best friends Ben and Leo had the perfect summer planned aJer high school gradua!on. As lifeguards 

in the idyllic beach town of Port Dorian, they were planning for three months of hot guys, late-night 

bonfires, and no regrets . . . un!l a toxic spill of unknown proper!es on the beach transformed their 

dream summer into a waking nightmare. Now Port Dorian is flooded with panicked tourists, a local 

researcher is paralyzed while inves!ga!ng the spill, and a horrifying pack of subhuman monstrosi!es 

is snatching beachgoers in the night. 

 

 

Mix one part Riverdale with one part The Creature from the Black Lagoon and drink it down fast 

because this bi-monthly horror shocker comes packed with enough acidic sludge, perverted beach 

maniacs, and ill will to ruin anyone's first summer away from home! (STL314935) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241799 

TOXIC SUMMER #1 CVR B FORBES 

(W/A) Derek Charm (CA) ScoG Forbes 

FROM THE MUTATED MIND OF EISNER AWARD–WINNING CARTOONIST DEREK CHARM (JUGHEAD, 

THE UNBEATABLE SQUIRREL GIRL) COMES A MONSTER-SIZED 48-PAGE NIGHTMARE BEACH PARTY 

THAT WILL KEEP YOU UP ALL NIGHT . . . IF YOU CAN LIVE LONG ENOUGH TO TELL THE TALE! 

 

 



Best friends Ben and Leo had the perfect summer planned aJer high school gradua!on. As lifeguards 

in the idyllic beach town of Port Dorian, they were planning for three months of hot guys, late-night 

bonfires, and no regrets . . . un!l a toxic spill of unknown proper!es on the beach transformed their 

dream summer into a waking nightmare. Now Port Dorian is flooded with panicked tourists, a local 

researcher is paralyzed while inves!ga!ng the spill, and a horrifying pack of subhuman monstrosi!es 

is snatching beachgoers in the night. 

 

 

Mix one part Riverdale with one part The Creature from the Black Lagoon and drink it down fast 

because this bi-monthly horror shocker comes packed with enough acidic sludge, perverted beach 

maniacs, and ill will to ruin anyone's first summer away from home! (STL314936) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241800 

TOXIC SUMMER #1 CVR C PARTRIDGE 

(W/A) Derek Charm (CA) Skylar Patridge 

FROM THE MUTATED MIND OF EISNER AWARD–WINNING CARTOONIST DEREK CHARM (JUGHEAD, 

THE UNBEATABLE SQUIRREL GIRL) COMES A MONSTER-SIZED 48-PAGE NIGHTMARE BEACH PARTY 

THAT WILL KEEP YOU UP ALL NIGHT . . . IF YOU CAN LIVE LONG ENOUGH TO TELL THE TALE! 

 

 

Best friends Ben and Leo had the perfect summer planned aJer high school gradua!on. As lifeguards 

in the idyllic beach town of Port Dorian, they were planning for three months of hot guys, late-night 

bonfires, and no regrets . . . un!l a toxic spill of unknown proper!es on the beach transformed their 

dream summer into a waking nightmare. Now Port Dorian is flooded with panicked tourists, a local 

researcher is paralyzed while inves!ga!ng the spill, and a horrifying pack of subhuman monstrosi!es 

is snatching beachgoers in the night. 

 

 

Mix one part Riverdale with one part The Creature from the Black Lagoon and drink it down fast 

because this bi-monthly horror shocker comes packed with enough acidic sludge, perverted beach 

maniacs, and ill will to ruin anyone's first summer away from home! (STL314937) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241801 

TOXIC SUMMER #1 CVR D RADIOACTIVE WASTE FIFTH INK SKETCH VAR 

(W/A) Derek Charm 



FROM THE MUTATED MIND OF EISNER AWARD–WINNING CARTOONIST DEREK CHARM (JUGHEAD, 

THE UNBEATABLE SQUIRREL GIRL) COMES A MONSTER-SIZED 48-PAGE NIGHTMARE BEACH PARTY 

THAT WILL KEEP YOU UP ALL NIGHT . . . IF YOU CAN LIVE LONG ENOUGH TO TELL THE TALE! 

 

 

Best friends Ben and Leo had the perfect summer planned aJer high school gradua!on. As lifeguards 

in the idyllic beach town of Port Dorian, they were planning for three months of hot guys, late-night 

bonfires, and no regrets . . . un!l a toxic spill of unknown proper!es on the beach transformed their 

dream summer into a waking nightmare. Now Port Dorian is flooded with panicked tourists, a local 

researcher is paralyzed while inves!ga!ng the spill, and a horrifying pack of subhuman monstrosi!es 

is snatching beachgoers in the night. 

 

 

Mix one part Riverdale with one part The Creature from the Black Lagoon and drink it down fast 

because this bi-monthly horror shocker comes packed with enough acidic sludge, perverted beach 

maniacs, and ill will to ruin anyone's first summer away from home! (STL314938) 

48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241805 

NIGHT PEOPLE #3 CVR A STRIPS & SIMPSON (MR) 

(W) Chris Condon (A) Artyom Topilin (CA) Dani Strips 

From acclaimed writer Chris Condon (That Texas Blood, The Enfield Gang Massacre) and rising star 

Artyom Topilin (I Hate This Place) comes the next neon-saturated tale of despera!on, fana!cism, and 

murder based on the work of neo-noir icon Barry Gifford (Lost Highway, Wild at Heart) . . .  

 

 

Easy Earl Blakey was having an uneven[ul evening at Alfonzo’s Mexicali Club un!l a heated argument 

at a neighboring table erupted into a hail of bullets. Now Earl, who can barely remember what 

happened next, is wanted for shoo!ng a New Orleans cop—and the only thing he can think to do is 

drive. (STL314865) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241806 

NIGHT PEOPLE #3 CVR B PHILLIPS (MR) 

(W) Chris Condon (A) Artyom Topilin (CA) Jacob Phillips 



From acclaimed writer Chris Condon (That Texas Blood, The Enfield Gang Massacre) and rising star 

Artyom Topilin (I Hate This Place) comes the next neon-saturated tale of despera!on, fana!cism, and 

murder based on the work of neo-noir icon Barry Gifford (Lost Highway, Wild at Heart) . . .  

 

 

Easy Earl Blakey was having an uneven[ul evening at Alfonzo’s Mexicali Club un!l a heated argument 

at a neighboring table erupted into a hail of bullets. Now Earl, who can barely remember what 

happened next, is wanted for shoo!ng a New Orleans cop—and the only thing he can think to do is 

drive. (STL314866) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241809 

CEMETERY KIDS DONT DIE #4 CVR A IRIZARRI 

(W) Zac Thompson (A/CA) Daniel Irizarri 

"THE FINAL LEVEL! 

 

The King of Sleep awaits as Birdie, Wilson, and Enid ready themselves for the final baGle to save Pik. 

But the outcome may not be what anyone expected in Zac Thompson (Hunt for the Skinwalker) and 

Daniel Irizarri's (Holy West) kine!c, heart-pounding conclusion to 2024's genre-defying sci-fi/horror 

hybrid!" (STL314862) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241810 

CEMETERY KIDS DONT DIE #4 CVR B WARD 

(W) Zac Thompson (A) Daniel Irizarri (CA) Malachi Ward 

"THE FINAL LEVEL! 

 

The King of Sleep awaits as Birdie, Wilson, and Enid ready themselves for the final baGle to save Pik. 

But the outcome may not be what anyone expected in Zac Thompson (Hunt for the Skinwalker) and 

Daniel Irizarri’s (Holy West) kine!c, heart-pounding conclusion to 2024’s genre-defying sci-fi/horror 

hybrid!" (STL314863) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241812 



ROBOFORCE #2 CVR A WEAVER 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Diogenes Neves (CA) Dus!n Weaver 

THE RISE OF THE NACELLEVERSE CONTINUES! ROBOFORCE LEAPS INTO ACTION! 

 

Soraya, the brilliant young scien!st who created RoboForce, has developed a new bleeding-edge 

technology that is poised to change the world—un!l it falls into the wrong hands! A new age of 

corporate espionage is about to jeopardize everything she's worked for . . . unless ROBOFORCE 

RETURNS TO DUTY! Melissa Flores (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers) and Diogenes Neves (Realm of 

X, Suicide Squad) deliver a rapid-fire assault of robot-on-robot ac!on . . . and shake the pillars of an 

all-new mythology that will soon deliver the Biker Mice from Mars, Sectaurs, and dozens more into 

the throes of the NacelleVerse! (STL314872) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241813 

ROBOFORCE #2 CVR B DALFONSO 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Diogenes Neves (CA) Marco D'Alfonso 

THE RISE OF THE NACELLEVERSE CONTINUES! ROBOFORCE LEAPS INTO ACTION! 

 

Soraya, the brilliant young scien!st who created RoboForce, has developed a new bleeding-edge 

technology that is poised to change the world—un!l it falls into the wrong hands! A new age of 

corporate espionage is about to jeopardize everything she's worked for . . . unless ROBOFORCE 

RETURNS TO DUTY! Melissa Flores (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers) and Diogenes Neves (Realm of 

X, Suicide Squad) deliver a rapid-fire assault of robot-on-robot ac!on . . . and shake the pillars of an 

all-new mythology that will soon deliver the Biker Mice from Mars, Sectaurs, and dozens more into 

the throes of the NacelleVerse! (STL314873) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241814 

ROBOFORCE #2 CVR C TOY VARIANT 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Diogenes Neves (CA)  Photo 

THE RISE OF THE NACELLEVERSE CONTINUES! ROBOFORCE LEAPS INTO ACTION! 

 

Soraya, the brilliant young scien!st who created RoboForce, has developed a new bleeding-edge 

technology that is poised to change the world—un!l it falls into the wrong hands! A new age of 

corporate espionage is about to jeopardize everything she's worked for . . . unless ROBOFORCE 

RETURNS TO DUTY! Melissa Flores (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers) and Diogenes Neves (Realm of 

X, Suicide Squad) deliver a rapid-fire assault of robot-on-robot ac!on . . . and shake the pillars of an 



all-new mythology that will soon deliver the Biker Mice from Mars, Sectaurs, and dozens more into 

the throes of the NacelleVerse! (STL314874) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241816 

RICK AND MORTY KINGDOM BALLS #3 CVR A WILLIAMS (MR) 

(W) Josh Trujillo, Ryan LiGle (A/CA) JarreG Williams 

Rick and Morty’s weird descent into the murky worlds of narra!ve conflict just got even weirder . . .  

 

The tenuous narra!ve reali!es Rick, Morty, and Jerry have been jumping through in pursuit of the 

Dream Balls are unraveling as they disturb the delicate balance of conflicts that were already 

teetering in the nuanced and bloated modern era of storytelling. Rick is so close to rescuing his 

former flame Julio from the mysterious Castera!, if they can just find the final remaining Dream Ball . 

. . back in their own world. (STL314869) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241817 

RICK AND MORTY KINGDOM BALLS #3 CVR B VASQUEZ (MR) 

(W) Josh Trujillo, Ryan LiGle (A) JarreG Williams (CA) Mike Vasquez 

Rick and Morty’s weird descent into the murky worlds of narra!ve conflict just got even weirder . . .  

 

The tenuous narra!ve reali!es Rick, Morty, and Jerry have been jumping through in pursuit of the 

Dream Balls are unraveling as they disturb the delicate balance of conflicts that were already 

teetering in the nuanced and bloated modern era of storytelling. Rick is so close to rescuing his 

former flame Julio from the mysterious Castera!, if they can just find the final remaining Dream Ball . 

. . back in their own world. (STL314870) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241819 

TEA DRAGON SOCIETY SLIPCASE BOX SET 

(W/A/CA) K. O'Neill 



The complete collec!on of K. O’Neill’s enchan!ng, award-winning Tea Dragon books, now all 

together in one paperback slipcase box set!  

 

 

In the bewitching Tea Dragon Society series, two-!me Eisner Award-winning creator K. O’Neill offers 

three stories featuring the enchan!ng world of Tea Dragons. Now collected in a beau!ful paperback 

box set with brand-new box cover art, readers can experience The Tea Dragon Society, The Tea 

Dragon Fes!val, and The Tea Dragon Tapestry from start to finish. This charming and peaceful trilogy 

is heartwarming, inclusive, and absolutely magical.  

 

 

The Tea Dragon Society 

AJer discovering a lost tea dragon in the marketplace, Greta learns about the dying art form of tea 

dragon caretaking from the kind tea shop owners, Hesekiel and Erik. As she befriends them and their 

shy ward, MineGe, Greta sees how the craJ enriches their lives—and eventually her own. 

 

 

The Tea Dragon Fes!val 

Rinn has grown up with the Tea Dragons that inhabit their village, but stumbling across a real dragon 

turns out to be a different maGer en!rely! Aedhan is a young dragon who was appointed to protect 

the village, but fell asleep in the forest eighty years ago. With the aid of Rinn’s adventuring uncle Erik 

and his partner Hesekiel, they inves!gate the mystery of his enchanted sleep. . . . But Rinn’s real 

challenge is to help Aedhan come to terms with feeling that he cannot get back the !me he has lost. 

 

 

The Tea Dragon Tapestry 

Join Greta and MineGe once more for the heartwarming conclusion of the award-winning Tea 

Dragon series! Over a year since being entrusted with Ginseng's care, Greta s!ll can't chase away the 

cloud of mourning that hangs over the !mid Tea Dragon. Meanwhile, MineGe receives a surprise 

package from the monastery where she was once training to be a prophetess. Told with the same 

care and charm as the previous installments of the Tea Dragon series, The Tea Dragon Tapestry 

welcomes old friends and new into a hear[elt story of purpose, love, and growth. (STL302007) 

344pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR241820 

CHEFS KISS DLX ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) JarreG Melendez (A) Danica Brine (CA) Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou 



2023 Alex Award Winner | 2023 Eisner Award Nominee | 2023 GLAAD Award Nominee | 2023 YALSA 

Great Graphic Novel for Teens | 2022 New York Public Library Best Book 

 

Discover JarreG Melendez and Danica Brine’s award-winning, Eisner–nominated debut graphic novel 

in a beau!ful deluxe hardcover edi!on featuring never-before-seen bonus content! 

 

When recent college grad Ben lands a job at a restaurant, he soon finds that his favorite dish is spicy 

sous-chef Liam . . .  

 

Now that college is over, English graduate Ben Cook is on the job hunt looking for something—

anything—related to his passion for reading and wri!ng, but the job hunt isn’t going great. When he 

stumbles upon a “Now Hiring, No Experience Necessary” sign outside a restaurant, he jumps at the 

chance to land his first job. But when Ben begins developing a crush on Liam, one of the other super-

dreamy chefs at the restaurant, and starts ditching his old college friends and his wri!ng job plans, 

his future becomes much less clear. Will he follow his wri!ng dreams or will he see what cooks up 

between him and Liam? Watch things start to really heat up in the kitchen in this queer new adult 

graphic novel wriGen by JarreG Melendez, illustrated by Danica Brine, colored by Hank Jones, and 

leGered by Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou. 

 

New bonus content will include a foreword by New York Times bestselling author Kami Garcia, 

author Q&A, new recipes, and behind-the-scenes process art! (STL302002) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241821 

ISSUNBOSHI GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Ryan Lang 

In a feudal Japan where creatures of myth and folklore are real, a demon sets out to reforge an 

ancient weapon to take over the world. The only person who can stop him is an inches-tall would-be 

samurai, who also happens to be the final and most important piece of the weapon. Issunboshi: A 

Graphic Novel is a lush retelling of the classic Japanese folktale reminding us that one is not born a 

hero–you must discover the courage to become one. (STL302003) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241822 

SIXTH GUN OMNIBUS SHADOW ROADS TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cullen Bunn, Brian HurG (A/CA) A.C. Zamudio 



he ul!mate collec!on for fans and new readers alike—Cullen Bunn and Brian HurG’s iconic weird 

western, The Sixth Gun and The Sixth Gun: Shadow Roads, is available for the first !me in beau!ful 

soJcover omnibus edi!ons! 

 

 

In the world that remains aJer the conclusion of The Sixth Gun, the thinnest veil between reality and 

the mys!cal plane that serves as a doorway throughout the universe lies at the Crossroads. A band of 

disparate outsiders in the Wild West are brought together here to defeat the Hunter, a creature of 

apocalyp!c power that endangers all crea!on. 

 

 

This volume collects The Sixth Gun: Shadow Roads #1–10 from master storytellers Cullen Bunn 

(Harrow County, The Empty Man), Brian HurG (The Damned, Manor Black), and illustrator A.C. 

Zamudio. (STL302006) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241823 

THE MAN FROM MAYBE TP 

(W) Jordan Thomas (A/CA) Shaky Kane 

Amidst the irradiated plains walks a legend who is more than man . . . BEWARE THE MAN FROM 

MAYBE! 

 

 

In the dry and dead future that's coming soon, all life belongs to Oppenheimer-obsessed billionaire 

Harvard Denny and his corporate scavengers from Smile, Inc., who pillage the wastelands in search of 

atomic contraband. 

 

 

But when a hyper-advanced vessel of possibly alien origin crash lands on the outer edge of Denny's 

empire of neon-lit ruins, will it bring promise or poison to a distorted world? 

 

 

As the race to acquire the ship's cargo begins, our fate will be decided by a masked bandit and the 

cold iron of his laser rifle. He knows no name, no home, no surrender—only the whispered hush of 

those in need who dare call him . . . THE MAN FROM MAYBE! 

 



 

Give yourself over to an upside-down world where all mutants eat lead and all dinosaurs speak truth 

in the post apocalyp!c epic of Western-infused ac!on from rising star Jordan Thomas (Weird Work, 

XINO) and psychedelic warlord Shaky Kane (Bulletproof Coffin, The Beef)! (STL302005) 

SC, 112pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR241824 

RICK AND MORTY COMPENDIUM TP VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kyle Starks & Various (A) CJ Cannon & Various (CA) Fred C. Stresing 

This massive tome of interdimensional mayhem collects issues #16–30 of the hit Rick and Morty 

comic book series, which boldly answers the ques!on “Can a comic book ever sa!sfy the emo!onal 

and psychological needs of Rick and Morty fans?” (The answer is, “Sure, why not!”) 

 

 

Follow the foibles of universally deranged, !me-traveling, portal-hopping genius Rick Sanchez, his 

incompetent fourteen-year-old grandson and half-hearted sidekick Morty, self-absorbed 

granddaughter Summer, horse surgeon daughter Beth, and . . . adjec!veless son-in-law Jerry.  

 

 

Featuring stories from Eisner Award-nominated writer Kyle Starks (Kill Them All, Sexcastle) including 

“Desperately Meeseeking Ruin,” “Honey I Shrunk the Ricks,” and “Interdimensional Cable 3: The 

Threequel.” (STL302004) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 336pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

PANINI PUBLISHING LTD 

 

MAR241825 

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #603 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS 

Bringing monsters to life. DWM looks at the secrets behind the making of Doctor Who's awesome 

monsters. Doctor Who Magazine is packed with exclusive content including revealing interviews, 

behind-the-scenes info and unique insights into the world's longest-running science-fic!on 

programme. The magazine also celebrates the best of Doctor Who's past with a compelling mix of 

ar!cles and rare images. (STL312670) (C: 0-1-2) 



Magazine, 76pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

PAPERCUTZ 

 

MAR241826 

MAGICAL HISTORY TOUR GN VOL 15 DINOSAURS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Fabrice Erre (A) Sylvain Savoia 

The latest volume of this educa!onal graphic novel series takes readers on a journey to archeological 

digs the world over! Join modern-day siblings Annie and Nico as they learn about dinosaurs, 

ex!nc!on, and the people who discovered the dino bones. Featuring jokes, brief historical bios, a 

!meline of events, and more in this educa!onal and entertaining middle grade graphic novel, perfect 

for reluctant readers! (STL311070) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 5x7, 48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241827 

MAGICAL HISTORY TOUR 3IN1 GN VOL 01 

(W) Fabrice Erre (A) Sylvain Savoia 

Three educa!onal adventures in one volume! Modern day kids, Annie and Nico, travel way back in 

!me to ancient Egypt and the great pyramids. That's 4,500 years ago, to when the Great Pyramid of 

Giza, the biggest pyramid in the world, was built. Then, Annie and Nico check out the Great Wall of 

China, another impressive architectural feat. Finally, Annie and Nico go back in !me to learn about 

"black gold," otherwise known as oil, a non-renewable natural resource. Collec!ng three graphic 

novel adventures. (STL289099) (SEP231901) 

HC, 5X7, 144pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241828 

O/A MAGICAL HISTORY TOUR GN VOL 11 SLAVERY 

(W) Fabrice Erre (A) Sylvain Savoia 

Modern-day kids Annie and Nico go on a magical history tour to understand one of society's lowest 

points—Slavery. The right of ownership over individuals found in all major socie!es, exploi!ng 

masses of people and contribu!ng to the wealth and power of privileged civiliza!ons. From the 

oriental slave trade to transatlan!c slave trade that pillaged Africa of its peoples and riches, Annie 

and Nico explain this tragic phenomenon with compassion, clarity, and the keys to how we can 

reconcile with history's tragic past in this important pocket-sized book. (STL227118) 

HC, 6x9, 48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 



MAR241829 

MAGICAL HISTORY TOUR HC VOL 12 SAMURAI 

(W) Fabrice Erre (A) Sylvain Savoia 

Who hasn’t heard of the samurai? These Japanese warriors who served under the orders of the 

shogun and lived by their strict code of honor, bushido, have made a name for themselves 

worldwide. Modern-day kids Annie and Nico go on a magical history tour to find out more about the 

samurai, an essen!al group in Japanese society for 700 years. Masters of the sword and men of 

honor, the samurai are s!ll shrouded in intrigue today. But Annie and Nico will peel back the curtains 

on the mystery and capably explain the samurai’s origins, way of life, and their eventual decline in 

this pocket-sized book, perfect for classrooms and libraries! (STL261602) (FEB231584) 

HC, 5X7, 48pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241830 

NEW ADV OF TURNING RED GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-0) 

(W)  Disney Comics Group 

Growing up can be a beast... but everything is a liGle easier and a lot more fun with your bes!es by 

your side. Meilin Lee is adjus!ng to life with her inner panda, and her best friends and family are 

helping her through it-with a special appearance by mega boy band 4*Town! (STL312704) (C: 1-1-0) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand. 

SC, 6x9, 88pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241831 

NEW ADV OF TURNING RED HC GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-0) 

(W)  Disney Comics Group 

Growing up can be a beast...but everything is a liGle easier and a lot more fun with your bes!es by 

your side. Meilin Lee is adjus!ng to life with her inner panda, and her best friends and family are 

helping her through it-with a special appearance by mega boy band 4*Town! (STL312705) (C: 1-1-0) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand. 

HC, 6x9, 88pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

PENGUIN YOUNG READERS 

 

MAR241832 

AMBER BROWN IS NOT A CRAYON GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Paula Danzinger (A) Victoria Ying 



A heartwarming re-introduc!on to Paula Danziger's beloved character Amber Brown, in a fresh new 

graphic novel format. Third graders Amber Brown and Jus!n Daniels have been best friends since the 

day they first met in preschool. How great of a team are they? Amber helps Jus!n with his 

handwri!ng, and Jus!n helps Amber with her frac!ons. They sit next to each other in class and hang 

out together aJer school every day—that's just how it's always been. But when Jus!n finds out his 

family is moving away, everything starts to feel different. Amber gets sad whenever she thinks about 

Jus!n leaving, and Jus!n seems overwhelmed by all the change to come. Can the two bes!es figure 

out a way to say goodbye that will keep their friendship strong, no maGer how far apart they are? 

(STL313475) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x9, 112pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR241833 

MINI BLUEY STORYBOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Random House 

Get ready to see double in this fun storybook based on the wildly successful animated series Bluey, 

as seen on Disney+. When Dad complains about how different Bluey and Bingo are, Bluey decides to 

color Bingo to be more like her. But when Bluey paints herself to look more like her liGle sister, Mum 

and Dad like Big Bingo more! Will Bluey and Bingo learn to be happy just how they are? Read along 

to find out! (STL313480) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 7x9, 32pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

PHOENIX STUDIOS 

 

MAR241834 

PRINCESS ACADEMIA GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kayden Phoenix (A) Phineas Conrad & Various 

Princess Academia stands as a pres!gious boarding school, drawing in the brightest princesses from 

across the galaxies. The Majes!cs, a select group of princesses endowed with extraordinary magical 

abili!es, band together to solve an eerie mystery that shrouds Princess Academia. Night aJer night, 

princesses mysteriously vanish, and recently, an en!re close-knit clique disappeared without a trace. 

It falls upon the Majes!cs princess team to uncover the sinister curse that haunts the academy and 

put an end to its dark power. (STL313636) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 100pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR241835 

O/A MAGNUM OPUS GN (MR) 

(W) Ghezal Omar (A) Mingchen Shen (CA) Fanny Arteaga 



A bounty hunter rejoins her hit squad for an easy cash hit. Unfortunately, they apprehend the wrong 

person and accidentally kill him. Now these bounty hunters are fugi!ves at risk of being the crime 

boss' next target. (STL294288) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 172pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

PIE INTERNATIONAL INC. 

 

MAR241836 

O/A GODZILLA HISTORY OF FORMATIVE ARTS 1954-2016 BI-LINGUAL ED ( 

(W) Osamu Kishikawa 

From its first cinema!c release as Godzilla in 1954 to its latest incarna!on as Shin Godzilla in 2016, 

this book offers a massive collec!on of rare, never-before-seen s!ll photos from the movies and 

behind-the-scenes studio snapshots in chronological order (excluding the Hollywood series). 

Bilingual explanatory text is included in each chapter to guide readers in understanding the history of 

Godzilla episode by episode. Sophis!cated design by the designers of many of PIE Interna!onal's 

Japanese art books (including Wagashi, Hell in Japanese Art and others) makes this book not only 

gorgeous but also the ul!mate must-have collector's item for hardcore Godzilla fans. (STL230771) (C: 

1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Reference Book, SC, 8x12, 528pgs, FC SRP: $99.00 

 

PS ARTBOOKS 

 

MAR241838 

PRE CODE CLASSICS THUNDA KING OF CONGO HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Bob Powell 

First appearing in comics in 1952 and on film in Columbia Pictures serial "King of the Congo" starring 

Buster Crabbe. Thun'da was a fic!onal Tarzan-esque character scripted by Gardner Fox and originally 

created by ar!st Frank FrazeGa, who leJ aJer the first issue and was replaced with Bob Powell for 

issue #2 who carried on the !tle un!l its demise aJer issue #6. Thun'da was Roger Drum, a World 

War II United States Air Force officer who was shot down while flying over a valley deep in the heart 

of Africa. He was captured by hos!le ape-men but managed to escape and wandered through the 

valley, pushing his exercise daily to become a paragon of physical perfec!on with the help of Pha, the 

queen of the valley people, who worshipped him aJer he killed "the mother of all serpents" with his 

last three bullets. Collects Thun'da, King of the Congo #2-6 (1952-1953). (STL312386) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $52.99 

 



MAR241839 

PRE CODE CLASSICS THUNDA KING OF CONGO SLIPCASE VOL 01 (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Bob Powell 

First appearing in comics in 1952 and on film in Columbia Pictures serial "King of the Congo" starring 

Buster Crabbe. Thun'da was a fic!onal Tarzan-esque character scripted by Gardner Fox and originally 

created by ar!st Frank FrazeGa, who leJ aJer the first issue and was replaced with Bob Powell for 

issue #2 who carried on the !tle un!l its demise aJer issue #6. Thun'da was Roger Drum, a World 

War II United States Air Force officer who was shot down while flying over a valley deep in the heart 

of Africa. He was captured by hos!le ape-men but managed to escape and wandered through the 

valley, pushing his exercise daily to become a paragon of physical perfec!on with the help of Pha, the 

queen of the valley people, who worshipped him aJer he killed "the mother of all serpents" with his 

last three bullets. Collects Thun'da, King of the Congo #2-6 (1952-1953). (STL312387) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 224pgs, FC SRP: $62.99 

 

MAR241840 

PS ARTBOOKS BLACK MAGIC SOFTEE VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Joe Simon (A) Mort Meskin & Various 

The fiJh in an ongoing series of amazing accounts of the strangest stories ever told. By masters of 

the genre Jack Kirby & Joe Simon. Ably assisted by Mort Meskin. All in our popular SoJee format, 

four comics in each volume. Collects Black Magic #18-22. (STL312364) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 220pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241841 

PS ARTBOOKS BLUE BEETLE SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Nicholas Wojtkoski (A) Pierce Rice 

Blue Beetle Issues 4-6 are a testament to The Fox Publica!on's dedica!on to reviving the magic of 

the Golden Age. With dynamic visuals and a narra!ve that captures the spirit of a bygone era, this 

collec!on is a must-read for both seasoned comic enthusiasts and those discovering the !meless 

allure of Blue Beetle for the first !me. Join us on a journey back to the roots of superhero 

storytelling, where it all began! Collects Blue Beetle (Fox Publica!ons) #4-6. Collects Blue Beetle #2. 

(STL312384) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241842 

PS ARTBOOKS CLASSIC SCI FI COMICS SOFTEE VOL 07 WOLVERTON (C 

(W/A) Basil Wolverton 



Basil Wolverton (1909-1978) born in Central Point, Oregon, later moving to Vancouver, Washington.  

He worked as a vaudeville performer and a cartoonist and reporter for the Portland News. Wolverton 

was a master in caricaturing the human face and body and his drawings have elicited a wide range of 

reac!ons; he even described himself as a "Producer of Preposterous Pictures of peculiar People who 

Prowl this Perplexing Planet." Preferring to work with pen and ink, Wolverton's lack of ar!s!c 

schooling gave his drawings an otherworldly appearance. There was no other ar!st at the !me who 

drew like him! Harvey Kurtzman felt "Wolverton never borrowed, never hacked, and he never 

shortchanged the public - Wolverton was an original." In 1991 he was posthumously inducted in the 

Jack Kirby Hall of Fame and in 2000 in the Will Eisner Hall of Fame. Collects Amazing Mystery Funnies 

Featuring Space Patrol (December 1939-September 1940), Target Comics Month featuring 

Spacehawk (June 1940-June 1941), and Weird Tales of the Future (June-September 1952). 

(STL312365) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241843 

PS ARTBOOKS MAD MONSTERS MAGAZINE #1 (C: 0-1-2) 

Charlton Publica!ons joined in the monster magazine mayhem with Mad Monsters. This issue (#6, 

Fall 1963) features: "The Day of the Triffids," horror-science fic!on at its best, as monstrous man-

killing plants stalk the Earth; "The Boris Karloff Story," the true life story of the man of a million 

horrors; "Monster on the Campus," spine-chilling terror fills the screen as an unknown horror stalks a 

college town; "M.M. goes to the Black Zoo Party," ghasty ghouls, pan!ng putrescences and fantas!c 

fiends at the costume caper of the year; "Horrorwood TV," exclusive premiere of a horde of horror as 

seen on TERRORVISION; "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," Hideous! Deformed! Twisted in mind and 

body! Anthony Quinn re-creates the bell tower monster, Quasimodo! (STL312381) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 68pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR241844 

PS ARTBOOKS PLANET COMICS SOFTEE VOL 19 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Joseph Doolin & Various 

Packed with crazy heroes and villains on far flung and distant planets. Drawn by H.C. Kiefer, George 

Evans, George Roussos, John Rosenberger, Enrico Bagnoli, Iger Shop, Joe Doolin, Lee Elias, Graham 

Ingels, George Tuska, George Appel, Maurice Whitman, Saul Rosen, Rudy Palais, Art Saaf, Pagsilang 

Isip and Nick Cardy. With our latest offering of the on-going SOFTEE series from PS Artbooks. Collects 

Planet Comics #63-67 (Winter 1949-Summer 1952). (STL312366) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 180pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241845 

PS ARTBOOKS WHIZ COMICS FACSMILE ED #2 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) C. C. Beck 



Follow the adventures of young Billy Batson as he discovers the magical word that transforms him 

into the mighty Captain Marvel. Issue #2 showcases the character's origin story and early exploits, 

establishing the groundwork for the enduring legacy that would follow. Whiz Comics #2 is a pivotal 

chapter that captures the excitement and wonder of a bygone era. With dynamic artwork and a 

narra!ve that resonates with the spirit of the !mes, this issue remains a cornerstone in the history of 

superhero comics. Join Captain Marvel on his inaugural journey into heroism and witness the genesis 

of a character that would go on to become a beloved symbol of hope for genera!ons to come. 

(STL312369) (C: 0-1-2) 

Facsimile Edi!on, 7x10, 68pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR241846 

PS ARTBOOKS WHIZ COMICS FACSMILE ED #16 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) C. C. Beck, Pete Costanza 

Synopsis: : FawceG Comics:    

Whiz Comics: ISSUES : #16  

 

 

The crea!ve minds behind Whiz Comics #16 delivers a perfect blend of ac!on, intrigue, and 

character development, weaving a narra!ve that captures the imagina!on of readers. As Captain 

Marvel's popularity soars, this issue stands as a testament to the enduring appeal of the character 

and his ability to cap!vate audiences during a pivotal era in comic book history. Brace yourself for an 

unforgeGable journey into the expanding universe of Captain Marvel! (STL312375) (C: 0-1-2) 

Facsimile Edi!on, 7x10, 68pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR241847 

PS ARTBOOKS WHIZ COMICS FACSMILE ED #24 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) C. C. Beck, Pete Costanza 

 

Synopsis: : FawceG Comics:    

Whiz Comics: ISSUES : #24  

 

 

 

Whiz Comics #24 encapsulates the essence of Golden Age storytelling, blending dynamic visuals with 

an engaging plot that keeps readers eagerly turning each page. This classic installment stands as a 

testament to the enduring legacy of Captain Marvel and the crea!ve brilliance of the early comic 



book era, invi!ng fans to relive the magic of a bygone age of superheroic excitement. Brace yourself 

for another thrilling chapter in the ongoing saga of Captain Marvel! (STL312377) (C: 0-1-2) 

Facsimile Edi!on, 7x10, 68pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR241848 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS MYSTERIOUS TRAVELER SOFTEE VOL 01 (C: 0- 

(A) Rocco Mastroserio & Various 

Courtesy of the Traveler's creator, Steve Ditko, this !tle beat preGy much everything else on the old 

creaking metal comicbook spinners. What it may have lacked in the comicbook equivalent of $100M 

SFX budgets, the Mysterious Traveler made up for it with sheer class, style and out 'n out pizzazz and 

charm.  A clear inspira!on to the hugely popular Amazing Adult Fantasy, the Mysterious Traveler is 

surely the original 'adult' comic and published for the first !me in our popular SOFTEE format is  

absolutely s!ll worth a deep read. Collects Tales of the Mysterious Traveler #1-5 (August 1956-

January 1957). (STL312378) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC SRP: $32.99 

 

MAR241849 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS SPACE ADVENTURES HC VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Steve Ditko & Various 

A long !me ago, in a galaxy far, far away we blasted off and feasted our eyes on the mind-blowing 

pages of Space Adventures with Captain Atom, Master of the Universe, aka Captain Allen Adams of 

the U.S. Air-Force who, aJer an atomic accident, finds himself with new super powers—the iconic 

space-age superhero created by Joe Gill and Steve Ditko! This latest volume 8 prac!cally demands 

that you dig out that old goldfish bowl and holster your space ray gun! And remember space cadets 

don't miss the shuGle! Collects Space Adventures #37-41 (December 1960-August 1961). 

(STL312367) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $52.99 

 

MAR241850 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS SPACE ADVENTURES SLIPCASE ED VOL 08 (C:  

(A) Bill Molno & Various 

A long !me ago, in a galaxy far, far away we blasted off and feasted our eyes on the mind-blowing 

pages of Space Adventures with Captain Atom, Master of the Universe, aka Captain Allen Adams of 

the U.S. Air-Force who, aJer an atomic accident, finds himself with new super powers—the iconic 

space-age superhero created by Joe Gill and Steve Ditko! This latest volume 8 prac!cally demands 

that you dig out that old goldfish bowl and holster your space ray gun! And remember space cadets 

don't miss the shuGle! Collects Space Adventures #37-41 (December 1960-August 1961). 

(STL312368) (C: 0-1-1) 



HC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $62.99 

 

QUILL TREE BOOKS 

 

MAR241851 

NEW KID 3 BOOK BOX SET 

(W/A/CA) Jerry CraJ 

Middle school is hard enough without being the new kid… From cri!cally acclaimed New York Times 

bestselling author-illustrator Jerry CraJ comes a new special box set that includes all three books in 

his award-winning collec!on of graphic novels. In New Kid, winner of the Newbery Medal, the 

CoreGa ScoG King Author Award, and the Kirkus Prize, you'll meet twelve-year-old Jordan Banks as 

he starts seventh grade at the pres!gious Riverdale Academy Day School—where diversity is low and 

expecta!ons are high. In Class Act, Jordan's friends Drew and Liam have their own struggles as they 

enter their eighth grade year. Can two kids who are really so different s!ll be friends? And the saga 

soars to new heights in School Trip, where Jordan, Drew, Liam, and their rest of their friends all feel 

like the "new kid" as they spend an en!re week in Paris. (STL312568) 

Box Set, SC, 6x9, 768pgs, FC SRP: $40.97 

 

MAR241852 

NEW KID GN 

(W/A/CA) Jerry CraJ 

Seventh grader Jordan Banks loves nothing more than drawing cartoons about his life. But instead of 

sending him to the art school of his dreams, his parents enroll him in a pres!gious private school 

known for its academics, where Jordan is one of the few kids of color in his en!re grade. As he makes 

the daily trip from his Washington Heights apartment to the upscale Riverdale Academy Day School, 

Jordan soon finds himself torn between two worlds, and not really fiYng into either one. Can Jordan 

learn to navigate his new school culture while keeping his neighborhood friends and staying true to 

himself? (STL107030) (DEC181899) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

RABBIT PUBLISHERS 

 

MAR241853 

O/A HARRY MOON BIG TOP PROSE NOVEL HC 

The circus comes to Sleepy Hollow everyone is thrilled, especially Harry Moon. That is, un!l Harry 

and his Good Mischief friends uncover something suspicious under Clive Cantaloni's Big Top. Harry 

sets out to uncover the truth, but this !me it's not all about magic. Harry gets help from the new kid, 



Jules Arthur lll who answers the call of duty, just like his military dad. With a bit of magic and a lot of 

"special ops," the gang snoops their way into Big Top's secret. (STL051242) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241854 

O/A HARRY MOON WAND PAPER SCISSORS PROSE NOVEL HC COLOR ED 

(W) Mark Andrew Poe (A) Chris!na Weidman 

In this origin story, Harry Moon is up to his eyeballs in magic. In the small town of Sleepy Hollow 

where every day is Halloween night, his archenemy, Titus Kligore, has eyes on winning the annual 

Scary Talent Show. Harry's sister, Honey Moon, says Harry needs beGer tricks so he finds a new and 

beGer magic wand. S!ll, Harry has a tough job ahead of him if he is going to steal the crown. He 

takes a chance on a magical rabbit who introduces him to the deep magic. Harry decides the best 

way forward is to "do no evil " while the baGle to defeat Titus goes epic. (STL053977) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 5.5x7.75, 216pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241855 

O/A HONEY MOON DOG DAZE PROSE NOVEL HC 

Wan!ng to start a business together to earn some spending money, Honey Moon and her friends 

have a magical idea. In the town where every day is Halloween night, Honey and friends start a dog-

walking service called the Sleepy Hollow Howlers. But when the business becomes more than the 

girls can handle, dog-walking suddenly takes on a new leash and fur flies with disastrous and 

entertaining results. (STL051235) 

HC, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241856 

O/A SNOWMAN GRAPHIC NOVEL HC 

When mayor Kligore announces his plan to build the world's largest snowman in the middle of town, 

the residents of Sleepy Hollow are thrilled! Media coverage will be epic, for sure, as the town 

constructs a perfect snow and ice replica of the Headless Horseman statue. Town revenue will 

skyrocket! What could possibly go wrong? Plenty! Harry Moon had his suspicions from the get-go. 

But when the massive snow sculpture springs to life and begins an evil rampage through town, it's 

Mayor Kligore who asks Harry for help. It all comes down to a mano a mano baGle between Harry 

and Sleepy Hollow's newest villain, Lazarus. This is a baGle Harry must win or Sleepy Hollow will be 

destroyed under the crushing hoofs of the Headless Horseman. (STL051238) 

HC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

RAMPART PRESS 



 

MAR241857 

WAR PARTY BESTIARY COMPENDIUM SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Jus!n Murphy 

Discover the "hidden secrets" of the dark magic origins in the War Party universe. Includes en!!es 

and creatures, both good and evil. Original illustra!ons with extensive biographies, symbols and 

creature power charts. (STL313375) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 28pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS YOUNG READE 

 

MAR241858 

ADVENTURE TIME AMAZING COLORING BOOK SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Random House 

Color big, bold scenes from Cartoon Network's Adventure Time in this highly-detailed coloring book 

for all ages. Follow Finn and his magical dog Jake into the Land of Ooo for a coloring adventure with 

Princess Bubblegum, the Ice King, and all your favorite characters from the series. Featuring big, 

intricate images and heavy paper perfect for colored pencils and markers, this coloring book is sure 

to please fans of all ages. (STL313388) (C: 0-1-1) 

Coloring Book, SC, 9x10, 80pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR241859 

POWERPUFF GIRLS SUPER FIERCE COLORING BOOK SC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Random House 

Color big, bold scenes from Cartoon Network's The Powerpuff Girls in this highly-detailed coloring 

book for all ages. Join Blossom, Bubbles, and BuGercup as they save the City of Townsville from Mojo 

Jojo, Fuzzy Lumpkins, and other troublemakers. Featuring big, detailed images and heavy paper 

perfect for colored pencils and markers, this deluxe coloring book is sure to entertain fans of all ages. 

(STL313389) (C: 0-1-1) 

Coloring Book, SC, 9x10, 80pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE CHILDRENS BOOKS 

 

MAR241860 



DISNEY INSIDE OUT 2 BOARD BOOK HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Disney 

This sturdy board book is based on the Disney/Pixar film Inside Out 2—in theaters summer 2024! 

Disney and Pixar's Inside Out 2 is an all-new adventure inside the mind of now-teenager Riley, who is 

definitely feeling all kinds of new Emo!ons. Amy Poehler returns as the voice of Joy. Directed by 

Kelsey Mann and produced by Mark Nielsen, Inside Out 2 is set for release in Summer 2024. Babies 

and toddlers will love this sturdy board book based on the animated feature film. (STL313399) (C: 0-

1-1) 

Board Book, HC, 6x9, 22pgs, FC SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241861 

DISNEY INSIDE OUT 2 EMOTIONS SURVIVAL GUIDE HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Disney 

Discover the colorful world of emo!ons in this exci!ng guided ac!vity book based on Disney/Pixar's 

Inside Out! This guide helps you navigate the twists and turns of your feelings with advice from your 

favorite Emo!ons. Lists, challenges, and journal prompts help readers understand and process the 

feelings of Joy, Sadness, Disgust, Fear, and Anger! Children will love this nonfic!on guided ac!vity 

book featuring advice from the Emo!ons. VeGed by an industry expert, this hardcover book is 64 

pages, features full-color illustra!ons, and has all the heart and humor of Disney and Pixar's Inside 

Out! (STL313398) (C: 0-1-1) 

Illustrated Ac!vity Book, HC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC 

 

MAR241862 

JURASSIC JEFF HC VOL 02 RACE TO WARP SPEED (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Royden Lepp 

Jeff the alien is ready to take his dino-friends on a quest to find their missing family... that is if he can 

remember where he put his warp drive first! Having just made his first friend, Hungry, the T-rex, Jeff 

wants  to make a good impression and that means helping out, right? Like maybe helping Hungry find 

his missing family. (At least, that is what Jeff thinks they are supposed to do? He's s!ll very new to 

this friend thing.) Jeff decides to fix his ship so they can fly around for their search but first they'll 

need to find his lost warp drive! Too bad a rival group of flying rep!les wants to use the it for 

themselves! Dive into this dino-dilemma and find out if Jeff can save the day and be a good friend! 

(STL313395) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 



MAR241863 

MAX MEOW CAT CRUSADER GN VOL 01 NEW PTG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) John Gallagher 

Max is just a regular cat in KiGyopolis, trying to make it big as a podcaster un!l he accidentally takes 

a bite of a radioac!ve space meatball at his best friend Mindy's secret lab. Then before you can say 

MEOWZA, Max becomes...the cat crusader! Being a super hero is fun—but not if you get so cocky, 

you forget your best friend! Will Max and Mindy make up? And together, can they save KiGyopolis 

from the evil Agent M and Big Boss? Find out in this furr-ociously funny series! Bonus: Includes how 

to draw Max Meow! (STL313634) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR241864 

MAX MEOW CAT CRUSADER GN VOL 02 DONUTS AND DANGER (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) John Gallagher 

Meowza! Max was just geYng used to being a secret super hero when his and his best friend 

Mindy's evil look-alikes show up in KiGyopolis! And what's worse, they're determined to take over 

the world's donut supply — and Max and Mindy are geYng blamed! Can Max and Mindy work 

together to save the day — and the donuts?! Includes How to Draw Mindy and Max Meow's secret 

Donut Scavenger hunt! (STL181406) (FEB211473) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241865 

MAX MEOW CAT CRUSADER GN VOL 03 PUGS FROM PLANET X (C: 0-1-0 

(W/A/CA) John Gallagher 

Meowza! Space pugs have landed in KiGyopolis and they're aJer the Space Meatball that gave Max 

his powers! Can Max and Mindy save KiGyopolis?! Some!mes being a hero means knowing when to 

ask for help, and it will take a whole universe of good guys working together to stop these space 

dogs! Luckily Max and Mindy have backup. Meet Rex Rocket, Intergalac!c Space Guard, and get 

ready for KiGyopolis's Bad Guys to become Good (at least temporarily!) to join the adventure! Packed 

with twists and turns, puns and fun, put your paws together for the latest ac!on packed adventure in 

the laugh out loud series kids (and cats!) love! Bonus: Includes how to draw Rex Rocket! (STL197269) 

(JUL211875) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241866 

MAX MEOW CAT CRUSADER GN VOL 04 TACO TIME MACHINE NEW PTG (C 

(W/A/CA) John Gallagher 



It's a cat! It's a superhero! It's... a Taco Time Machine!?!?  Uh-oh! Mindy's dad, Professor Microbe, is 

lost in the !me space con!nuum! It's up to Max and Mindy to save him! But !me is tricky once you 

start messing with it and—oops!—Max may have accidentally undone his and Mindy's very first 

mee!ng! That means no Space Meatball. No Science KiGy. No Cat Crusador. No best friends 

forever?!?! Ack! This !me it's not just KiGyopolis that's in trouble, it's Max and Mindy's en!re 

friendship! Put on your superhero capes, grab your tacos and get ready to go back in !me in the 

graphic novel series kids (and kiYes!) love! Bonus: Includes how to Draw Agent M! (STL313635) (C: 

0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR241867 

O/A MAX MEOW CAT CRUSADER GN VOL 05 ATTACK OF ZOMBEES 

(W/A/CA) John Gallagher 

Max Meow—the superhero with cat-itude and his best friend, Mindy (aka Science KiGy!) are back! 

Bad Guys are aJer KiGyopolis's bees—can Max and Mindy stop them, BEE-fore it's too late?! Buzzzz 

off bad guys! There's a new villain in KiGyopolis—Dr. ZomBEE! And he has it in for the city's bees! 

(Boy, does that s!ng!). Why would anyone want to hurt bees?! And who is Dr. ZomBEE? It's a 

KiGyopolis mystery! Can Max and Mindy get to the boGom of it or are they about to BEE stung?! 

(STL290432) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR241868 

SUMMER VAMP GN HC (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A) Violet Chan Karim 

AJer a lackluster school year, Maya an!cipates an even more disappoin!ng summer. The only thing 

she's looking forward to is cooking and mixing ingredients in the kitchen, which these days brings her 

more joy than mingling with her peers... that is un!l her dad's girlfriend registers her for culinary 

summer camp! Maya's summer is saved! Or not. What was meant to be a summer filled with baking 

pastries and cooking pasta is suddenly looking a lot... paler?! Why do all of the kids have pointy 

fangs? And hate garlic? Turns out that Maya isn't at culinary camp. She's at a camp for vampires! 

Maya has a lot to learn if she's going to survive this summer... and if she's lucky, she might even make 

some friends along the way. (STL313394) (C: 1-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

MAR241869 

SWEET VALLEY TWINS GN VOL 04 HAUNTED HOUSE (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Francine Pascal (A) Claudia Aguirre, Nicole Andelfinger 



There's a new girl in Sweet Valley...and she's a witch?! Join twin sisters Jessica and Elizabeth as they 

discover if the rumors match reality in this all new graphic novel from the The New York Times 

bestselling world of Sweet Valley Twins. The buzz at Sweet Valley Middle School is all about Nora 

Mercandy, the new girl living in the town's infamous haunted house. Jessica is convinced there's 

something witchy about her, but Elizabeth thinks there's more to the story. Caught in a whirl of 

rumors and a riJ with her twin, can Elizabeth discover the truth before friendships are torn apart? 

(STL313392) (C: 1-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR241870 

SWEET VALLEY TWINS GN HC VOL 04 HAUNTED HOUSE (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Francine Pascal (A) Claudia Aguirre, Nicole Andelfinger 

There's a new girl in Sweet Valley...and she's a witch?! Join twin sisters Jessica and Elizabeth as they 

discover if the rumors match reality in this all new graphic novel from the The New York Times 

bestselling world of Sweet Valley Twins. 

The buzz at Sweet Valley Middle School is all about Nora Mercandy, the new girl living in the town's 

infamous haunted house. Jessica is convinced there's something witchy about her, but Elizabeth 

thinks there's more to the story. Caught in a whirl of rumors and a riJ with her twin, can Elizabeth 

discover the truth before friendships are torn apart? (STL313393) (C: 1-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $21.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS 

 

MAR241871 

OFFICIAL GAME OF THRONES COOKBOOK HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chelsea Monroe-Cassel 

From the world of George R. R. Mar!n's A Song of Ice and Fire comes a collec!on of 80 delicious 

recipes inspired by the histories of Westeros, Essos, and beyond. 

For those who long to dine with the Dragonlords of Old Valyria or quaff a cup of mead with King 

Robert I, The Official Game of Thrones Cookbook unlocks the vast culinary world of George R. R. 

Mar!n's fantasy saga. Presented as the in-world manuscript of a Citadel maester, these eighty 

recipes take the reader on a delectable journey throughout the Seven Kingdoms, across the Narrow 

Sea, and back into the annals of history. The eight chapters offer recipes for every meal of the day, 

including Dothraki Blood Pie, Crown Roast of Boar's Ribs, Dornish Creamcakes, Redwyne Roasted 

Grapes, Seaweed Ship's Biscuits, Barley Griddle Cakes, Winter Town Wassail. Recipes are illustrated 

by mouthwatering food photography and stunning woodcut illustra!ons. (STL313390) (C: 0-1-2) 

Cookbook, HC, 8x11, 240pgs, FC SRP: $35.00 

 



MAR241872 

OFFICIAL STARDEW VALLEY COOKBOOK HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chelsea Monroe-Cassel 

An immersive cookbook based on the farming, foraging, and community role-playing video game, 

The Official Stardew Valley Cookbook celebrates seasonal ingredients through unique recipes 

inspired by the game. In Spring, enjoy a delicious Complete Breakfast made with fresh early spring 

rhubarb, followed by a filling Farmer's Lunch. In Summer, snack on tasty Crab Cakes and, as a dessert, 

the almost unanimously adored Pink Cake. In Fall, cozy up with some Pumpkin Soup and the Survival 

Burger. In Winter, warm up with the seasonal Roots PlaGer, Seafoam Pudding, or the ever-odd 

Strange Bun! With over fiJy mouthwatering recipes accompanied by vibrant photography and 

original illustra!ons, this is an invaluable addi!on to finding your sense of belonging in Stardew 

Valley. (STL313391) (C: 0-1-2) 

Cookbook, HC, 192pgs, FC SRP: $28.00 

 

REBELLION / 2000AD 

 

MAR241873 

2000 AD PROG PACK (MAY 2024 SHIPPING) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Gordon Rennie & Various (A) Patrick Goddard & Various (CA) Patrick Goddard, Dylan Teague 

Incredible SF ac!on from the Eisner-nominated UK anthology! Armies clash in Aquila: The Rivers of 

Hades by Gordon Rennie & Patrick Goddard; Bridget is drawn into another suspected sect killing in 

Brink: Consumed by Dan AbneG & INJ Culbard; the galaxy is hun!ng for Proteus Vex in "Devious" by 

Mike Carroll & Jake Lynch; and fan-favourite series Azimuth returns in "The Fabled Basilisk" by Dan 

AbneG & Tazio BeYn. Plus Judge Dredd fights a baGle of survival in the wild in "Rend & Tear With 

Tooth & Claw" by Rob Williams and RM Guera! (STL312572) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Pack, 8x11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $29.50 

 

MAR241874 

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #468 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alex Kot & Various (A) P. J. Holden & Various (CA) Mike Dowling 

More ac!on and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! Two new stories start: 

Devlin Waugh takes a break, but horror is never far away in "Two Months Off" by Ales Kot & PJ 

Holden; and the mutated Goya seeks a sanctuary in Death Cap: Fron!er Jus!ce by TC Eglington & 

Boo Cook. Elsewhere, Judge Dredd inves!gates a pop star in "Hard Copy" by Alec Worley & Ben 

Willsher, DeMarco, P.I.: No Smoke by Laura Bailey & Rob Richardson comes to an end, and Brit-Cit 

detec!ve Armitage is faced with his strangest case yet in "Bullets For an Old Man" by Liam Johnson & 

Warren Pleece. Plus interviews, features and much more! (STL312573) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 8x11, 128pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR241875 

MONSTER FUN SINISTER SCIENCE 2024 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Stacey WhiGle & Various (A) BreG Parson & Various (CA) Abigail Bulmer 

Mirthful May is here and so is the Monster Fun Sinister Science issue! Prepare for your mind to be 

blown as our roster of not-so-bright, beastly beings expriment with things best leJ to the experts! 

Gums, Kid Kong, Hell's Angel, Witch Vs. Warlock, Martha's Monster Make-Up and Space Invaded! 

bring the winning, comedic formula, while Rex Power provides some explosive ac!on! Adventure is 

also the order of the day in Peaches' Creatures, which reaches its drama!c conclusion. And finally, 

we take you on a visit to the Forest of Fear! Enter if you dare! (STL312587) (C: 0-1-2) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241876 

ESSENTIAL JUDGE ANDERSON TP SATAN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alan Grant (A/CA) Arthur Ranson 

In Mega-City One, ci!zens live in fear under the iron fist of the Judges' unyielding rule, but PSI Judge 

Cassandra Anderson knows it's a flawed system. In this volume, showcasing the stunning work of 

Arthur Ranson (BuGon Man, Mazeworld) alongside the rich storytelling of Alan Grant (Judge Dredd, 

Batman), Anderson grapples with maGers of faith and damna!on. A chance at eternal life comes at 

the cost of losing her mind forever, and her pursuit of a just system leads her to inves!gate a 

religious cult, and ul!mately to engage in a baGle of the minds with the most formidable of foes: 

Satan himself! (STL312655) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC SRP: $26.99 

 

MAR241877 

IRON FIST WAR PICTURE LIBRARY HC PX EXC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) V.A.L. Holding (A/CA) Hugo PraG 

The !tle story of this collec!on, The Iron Fist, focuses on the lives of the crew manning the Goliath 

and the baGles they fight, ranging from El Alamein to the D-Day landings - the tank crew rely on each 

other to get through the hellish situa!ons. Also included in this collec!on are The Big Arena featuring 

Australian soldiers figh!ng in Egypt, and Strongpoint featuring sappers in Italy. Each of the three 

stories in this compila!on is stunningly drawn by the Italian comics maestro Hugo PraG just a few 

years before he created Corto Maltese. (STL312642) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $25.99 

 



MAR241878 

ROBOT ARCHIE AND THE TIME MACHINE TP 

(W) E. George Cowan (A) Ted Kearon, Mike Western (CA) Mike Western 

Originally built by Professor C.R. Ritchie, the mechanical being known as Robot Archie was employed 

to baGle injus!ces around the world, par!cularly in the jungles of Africa and South America. The 

automated ac!on hero has worked with the Professor to create "The Castle," a fully-func!oning !me 

machine! Together with the Professor's nephew, Ted Ritchie and his best friend Ken Dale, Archie is 

ready to embark on a journey through !me that will bring him into conflicts with medieval knights 

and a terrifying, dystopian future where aliens have conquered the Earth! (STL312593) 

SC, 8x11, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241879 

O/A BATTLE OF BRITAIN WAR PICTURE LIBRARY HC (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A) Ian Kennedy 

A talented pilot who never loses his determina!on to defend his country against immense obstacles 

both technical and personal. A squadron undertakes heart-stopping missions to combat the intense 

night-!me assaults of the Axis air force. Two true stories of avia!on heroism and derring-do set 

during the BaGle of Britain in 1940, drawn by comics legend Ian Kennedy! (STL150536) (C: 0-0-1) 

HC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR241880 

O/A BATTLER BRITTON PRATT WAR PICTURE LIBRARY HC (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) V.A.L. Holding (A) Hugo PraG 

Two stories of soaring combat as the master of Euro comics, Hugo PraG, meets the classic comic 

book air ace who's as skilled a fighter on land as he is in his Spi[ire! Reprinted in graphic novel form 

for the first !me, these two fast-paced BaGler BriGon stories from 1960—Wagons of Gold and 

Rockets of Revenge—are drawn by the legendary ar!st behind Corto Maltese. In this thrilling 

collec!on, BriGon helps resistance fighters smuggle gold from Nazi occupied Yugoslavia, before 

escor!ng a ballis!cs expert on his mission to analyze an unexploded V2 rocket in Poland! 

(STL186985) (C: 0-0-2) 

HC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241881 

O/A NIGHT OF THE DEVIL WAR PICTURE LIBRARY HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Tom Tully (A) Gordon Sowman, Hugo PraG 



In Night of the Devil, take a hallucinatory trip through the oppressive heat of the Burmese jungle 

along with Bri!sh soldiers engaged in desperate skirmishes with the enemy. In Bayonet Jungle, 

Private Jack Green’s presence is seen as an omen of bad luck but he struggles to prove himself to the 

experienced soldiers of Third Platoon as they fight against the Japanese army that surrounds them. 

Two exci!ng and explosive war stories lushly illustrated by Hugo PraG, comics’ legend and creator of 

iconic character, Corto Maltese. (STL175909) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 8x11, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

RED 5 COMICS 

 

MAR241882 

BLOOD AND FIRE #1 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Aaron Wroblewski (A/CA) Ezequiel Rubio Lancho 

In 16th Century Japan, aJer centuries of rule, the central government has lost control, plunging the 

country into a bloody civil war. As warlords seek power and territory, a lone samurai takes a stand 

against the chaos. But the price of peace will be blood and fire! (STL312270) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.95 

 

MAR241883 

DYING DAYS #4 

(W) MaG Kund (A/CA) Bora Orcal 

This is it, !me is up! The Penn Family con!nues to be the center of the baGle against "The Aging." 

Nancy has hidden a clue that could change the scope of the baGle against aging. Gus looks to bring 

jus!ce to "The Seeker" and Payton, who is s!ll struggling to find himself, could be the key to saving 

the world. (STL293372) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231953) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.95 

 

RUDE DUDE PRODUCTIONS 

 

MAR241884 

O/A NEXUS NEWSPAPER STRIPS TP OVERSIZED ED COMING OF GOURMANDO 

(W) Mike Baron, Steve Rude (A/CA) Steve Rude 

Something long dormant beneath the surface of Ylum comes alive, triggering a visit from the planet-

devouring Gourmando and his mysterious ally. With powers far beyond those of even Nexus himself, 



this unstoppable being banishes Nexus to an unknown realm--and the only way out is to face ones 

worst fears! Mike Baron and Steve Rude deliver a new Nexus adventure in this special oversized 

collec!on. (STL295483) 

SC, 9x12, 136pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241885 

O/A NEXUS NEWSPAPER STRIPS COMING OF GOURMANDO DLX HC 

(W) Mike Baron, Steve Rude (A/CA) Steve Rude 

Something long dormant beneath the surface of Ylum comes alive, triggering a visit from the planet-

devouring Gourmando and his mysterious ally. With powers far beyond those of even Nexus himself, 

this unstoppable being banishes Nexus to an unknown realmthe only way out is to face ones worst 

fears! With over 320 pages this Deluxe Hardcover Edi!on is nearly triple the size of most Ar!st 

Edi!on books at the same price! Includes pencils, inks, and colors for all 90 story pages, plus over 20 

pages of extras. Also available, a signed, slipcase edi!on of the hardcover, limited to 250 copies! 

(STL295484) 

HC, 12x17, 322pgs, FC SRP: $299.99 

 

MAR241886 

O/A NEXUS NEWSPAPER STRIPS COMING OF GOURMANDO LTD SGN DLX ED 

(W) Mike Baron, Steve Rude (A/CA) Steve Rude 

Something long dormant beneath the surface of Ylum comes alive, triggering a visit from the planet-

devouring Gourmando and his mysterious ally. With powers far beyond those of even Nexus himself, 

this unstoppable being banishes Nexus to an unknown realm--and the only way out is to face ones 

worst fears! Mike Baron and Steve Rude deliver a new Nexus adventure in this special oversized 

collec!on. With over 320 pages this Deluxe Hardcover Edi!on is nearly triple the size of most 

Ar!st Edi!on books at the same price! Includes pencils, inks, AND colors for all 90 story pages PLUS 

over 20 pages of extras.  The LIMITED DELUXE ARTIST EDITION is a signed, numbered edi!on of only 

250 and includes a plate signed by writer Mike Baron and ar!st Steve Rude s!tched into the book.  It 

also includes a slipcase and is shrink wrapped. (STL295485) 

HC, 12x17, 322pgs, FC SRP: $349.99 

 

SCOUT COMICS 

 

MAR241887 

BANSHEES COMPLETE SET 

(W) Dave Dwonch, Jessica Balboni (A) Riccardo Facinni (CA) Tim Daniel 



This beau!fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") includes all five issues 

(bagged and boarded) of the hit Scout series, Banshees! Emily is entering her first year of college and 

looking to reinvent herself aJer the loss of her best friend. But when she discovers the terrible 

history of her dormitory, she channels her guilt into a new obsession: discovering the truth about 

The Lion, a serial killer that stalked her college campus for nearly a decade. But old ghosts can lay 

dormant for only so long... (STL312481) 

Set, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR241888 

BLACK DEMON TALES DESCENT #2 

(W) Hector Rodriguez Iii (A) Vincenzo Sansone (CA) Hugo Petrus 

When the Black Demon aGacks a cruise ship in 2006, Dr. Bella González teams up with the 

corpora!on Nixon-Ivo to take out the massive megalodon once and for all. To do so, she has to pilot a 

thirty-foot tall mecha in an unprecedented offensive move. But when the divine avenger causes her 

to hallucinate and lose the baGle, Bella must turn to the mys!c harbinger Mateo and his acolyte Rey 

for a spiritual boost to her technological prowess. Will she prevail against the sen!nel of the seas, or 

will she fail once again? (STL312470) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241889 

BURNING MAID #1 CVR A SASHA YOSSELANI 

(W) Roberto X. Molinari, Andrea L. Molinari (A) Luca Panciroli (CA) Sasha Yosselani 

Historical Horror. May 30, 1431, Rouen, France. Nineteen-year-old Jehanne d'Arc was burned at the 

stake, condemned by the local bishop for heresy. With her brutal death, it would seem that her story 

had ended. However, years later her name was cleared. She was eventually declared a saint. But… 

what if she doesn't know this? What if her soul is dark and scorched, consumed with rage because of 

what she endured? What if all she craves now is… revenge? A Sheperd Story! (STL312485) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241890 

BURNING MAID #1 CVR B LUCA PANCIROLI 

(W) Roberto X. Molinari, Andrea L. Molinari (A/CA) Luca Panciroli 

HISTORICAL HORROR. May 30, 1431, Rouen, France. Nineteen-year-old Jehanne d'Arc was burned at 

the stake, condemned by the local bishop for heresy. With her brutal death, it would seem that her 

story had ended. However, years later her name was cleared. She was eventually declared a saint. 

But… what if she doesn't know this? What if her soul is dark and scorched, consumed with rage 

because of what she endured? What if all she craves now is… revenge? A Sheperd Story! (STL312487) 



32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241891 

CHILDREN OF THE GRAVE COMPLETE SET (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Sam Romesburg, Ben Roberts (A/CA) Gioele Filippo 

This beau!fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") includes all five issues 

(bagged and boarded) of the hit Scout series, Children of the Grave! Earth has been reset. Now 

known as Terra, the populace lives in blissful ignorance of the centuries of unrest that plagued 

mankind. Now the Terrans receive all they need from the mysterious, but unques!oned, "Providers." 

Life is free of hardship, pain, and suffering on Terra, but something is brewing and young Terran 

Daniel is determined to find the truth. (STL312490) (C: 0-1-0) 

Set, SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241892 

CISSY VOL 2 #3 

(W) Charles Chester (A/CA) Alonso Hernán Molina Gonzales 

Chronicles of Narnia meets Ted! The Dark Lands have devolved and produced a bevy of new horrors. 

One of these horrors has its eyes on Gabriel-a memory vampire called The Newspaper Man who 

wants to feed! To stop him from killing Gabriel, our heroes-Cissy, Brambles, and Twizzle-will have to 

work together against the evils that wait for them on the island of Banyans. (STL312471) 

42pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241893 

DEATH DROP DRAG ASSASSIN TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) David Hazan (A/CA) Alex Moore 

Out of the Closet and Into the Fire! Death Drop, a hitman turned drag queen, enters a race against 

!me to find her missing drag sister as a mysterious rash of killings and disappearances spreads across 

the city. With the specter of her former mentor haun!ng her every step, Death Drop must decide 

how far she is willing to be pulled back into a life of violence in order to protect her community in 

this supernatural queer noir. Collects Death Drop Drag Assassin #1-5. (STL312491) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241894 

GREYLOCK #5 



(W) Eli Shockey (A/CA) Atagun Ilhan 

What beGer way to spend a Thursday evening than raiding your enemies house with their husband 

as a hostage. Greylock, the Darkroots and Mindwitch are prepared to take the fight to Chaal 

Highflower and her garrison of BaGlemages. Mysteries will be revealed, vengeance will be sated, and 

someone is gonna die. Don't miss this penul!mate issue as it is sure to leave you reading on the edge 

of your seat! (STL312472) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241895 

JUNIOR NONSTOP COLLECTORS PACK (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Alex Kmeto, Sean Callahan (A) Alex Kmeto 

A NONSTOP collector's pack! This beau!fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") 

includes a collec!ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! When 

Castor, homeworld to the siblings Nero and Minerva, is destroyed by aliens, they decide to join the 

dreaded Impure, living weapons who are created by merging elite soldiers with god-like beings. 

When Minerva unexpectedly betrays her brother and all they ever believed in, it falls to Nero to stop 

his sister before she reaches the alien alliance. Can he stop her before what she stole can turn the 

!des of war and spell humanity's downfall? (STL312493) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 9x13, 142pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241896 

MISFITZ CLUBHOUSE ALL THE SHENANIGANS SO FAR TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Steph Cannon, MaG Knowles (A/CA) Rahil Moshin 

Best friends Meeky and S!g, alongside their two animal companions, Ferry and Slothie, embark on 

everything from light-hearted shenanigans to the wildest adventures imaginable in this short story 

series. Pure fun and good-spirited hijinks abound! Aliens and pirates may only be as far away as a 

laundry basket, the old pinball machine in the garage, or as Kings and Queen of fable… But don’t 

think this is all make-believe. The kids’ imagina!ons are so grand that they might just be affec!ng the 

reality around them! So if you see that dirty sock on your floor moving, be careful! There might be a 

shark hiding in there! (STL289114) (C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP231991) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241897 

MISSION APPLESEED #1 CVR A DAVID ANTON GOMIS PUSTE 

(W) Lesa Miller, Trent Miller (A/CA) David Anton Gomis Puste 



If you like Star Trek and enjoy Silo, then you will love Mission Appleseed. This is the story of 

humanity's post-apocalyp!c Hail Mary mission to seed the universe—which turns out to be a 

centuries-long hoax designed to perpetuate humanity on a poisoned Earth, systema!cally ejec!ng 

some of its occupants to test Earth's habitability. Our heroes must break into the source of the 

experiment to replicate a cure and free themselves from the grip of an omnipotent AI. (STL312500) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241898 

MISSION APPLESEED #1 CVR B HUGO PETRUS 

(W) Lesa Miller, Trent Miller (A) David Anton Gomis Puste (CA) Hugo Petrus 

 If you lIKE STAR TREK and enjoy SILO, then you will love MISSION APPLESEED. This is the story of 

humanity's post-apocalyp!c Hail Mary mission to seed the universe - which turns out to be a 

centuries-long hoax designed to perpetuate humanity on a poisoned Earth, systema!cally ejec!ng 

some of its occupants to test Earth's habitability. Our heroes must break into the source of the 

experiment to replicate a cure and free themselves from the grip of an omnipotent AI. (STL312503) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241899 

MITCH #5 

(W/A/CA) Maxim Simic 

Another oversized issue! Fans of Howard the Duck and Hellboy will love this series! Mitch as the 

anthropomorphic lead, juxtaposed to the seemingly realis!c world of the late 90s. Mitch faces 

uninvited extraterres!al guests-but are they really uninvited? Check out the final issue where all the 

loose ends get !ed up, and Mitch finally uncovers his true origins, as promised by his spirit guide! 

(STL312473) 

36pgs, FC SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR241900 

ORSON WELLES WARRIOR OF WORLDS TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Milton Lawson (A/CA) Erik Whalen 

What if Orson Welles's infamous War of the Worlds radio broadcast wasn't a prank? What if he was 

broadcas!ng a real invasion? Orson joins a secret agency protec!ng Earth from aliens. Buckle up for 

an epic saga spanning Welles's career as a filmmaker by day, alien-hunter by night. (STL312507) (C: 0-

1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 248pgs, FC SRP: $34.99 

 



MAR241901 

SENGI AND TEMBO NONSTOP COLLECTORS PACK 

(W/A) Guiseppe Falco 

A NONSTOP collector's pack! This beau!fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") 

includes a collec!ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! The 

African savannah, a windswept expanse of tall grass, a few all-too-rare trees, overwhelming heat... 

and more than a few hungry predators. Sengi, the liGle mouse, finds himself alone aJer the death of 

his mother and must learn to survive. Tembo, the old elephant, feels that his life is coming to an end. 

So he decides to leave his herd to try to reach the "Land without beginning," a mythical place 

accessible by a secret passage to the west. These two disparate lives, that of the pragma!c mouse 

and the even-tempered elephant, will collide and join paths. (STL312513) 

SC, 9x12, 122pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241902 

STABBITY EVER AFTER LEGACY ED #1 CVR A RYAN KINCAID 

(W) Richard Rivera (A/CA) Ryan Kincaid 

Scout Legacy edi!ons bring back some of our most prolific issue number ones back in print! This 

alternate reality version of Stabbity Bunny takes place nowhere near the world of the regular series. 

This is for those who crave unbridled mayhem and long to see the ul!mate bunny fury unleashed! 

Stabbity takes on the fairyland inhabitants who stand in his way as he fights to rescue Grace from an 

evil sorcerer. No profanity. No sexual situa!ons. It's a mixture of humor and extreme cartoony 

violence for the fans that need more Stabbity goodness in their lives. Brought to life by the talents of 

Richard Rivera and Ryan Kincaid. Be sure to get in on the ground floor of this epic offering! 

(STL312521) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241903 

STABBITY EVER AFTER LEGACY ED #1 CVR B RYAN KINCAID 

(W) Richard Rivera (A/CA) Ryan Kincaid 

 Scout Legacy edi!ons bring back some of our most prolific issue number ones back in print! This 

alternate reality version of Stabbity Bunny takes place nowhere near the world of the regular series. 

This is for those who crave unbridled mayhem and long to see the ul!mate bunny fury unleashed! 

Stabbity takes on the fairyland inhabitants who stand in his way as he fights to rescue Grace from an 

evil sorcerer. No profanity. No sexual situa!ons. It's a mixture of humor and extreme cartoony 

violence for the fans that need more Stabbity goodness in their lives. Brought to life by the talents of 

Richard Rivera and Ryan Kincaid. Be sure to get in on the ground floor of this epic offering! 

(STL312522) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR241904 

THANKS ROMINA TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Giulie Speziani (A/CA) S.E. Case 

Meet Romina, Florida-born and Hollywood-bound. Daughter of a successful and hardworking 

immigrant, breaking free of her successful sister's shadow and her father's expecta!ons, she is trying 

to build her career in Los Angeles. Romina's hilarious journey to success is paved with crazy 

coworkers, family opinions, and a monologue inspired by her overac!ve imagina!on. Can she make it 

on her own… and pay off her student loans? (STL312524) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241905 

WEST MOON CHRONICLE COMPLETE SET 

(W) Frank Jun Kim (A/CA) Joe Bocardo 

This beau!fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") includes all three issues 

(bagged and boarded) of the hit Scout series, The West Moon Chronicle! A hint of Supernatural 

mixed Korean mythology! The elusive creatures of mud and blood known as the dokkaebi live just off 

of Route 4 in east Texas, in the ancient pine forest known as the Tanglechase. Joon-Ho, a Korean 

immigrant with a shadowy past, and his estranged grandson Jae-Sun are the only people in the 

nearby town of Vane who know the true nature of the dokkaebi. Together, they must figure out 

what's causing the creatures to turn hos!le. Perhaps it has something to do with the 

interdimensional portal at the heart of the Tanglechase, for it is from here that the past comes 

knocking, demanding a reckoning from both men. (STL312526) 

comic set, 7x10, 112pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR241906 

SOLAR FLARE SEASON 1 FORT MYERS COMIC TAG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Haick Iii (A) Branko Jovanovic 

Making digital comics collec!ble! This plas!c collec!ble card that contains a PDF of the complete 

Solar Flare Season 1: Fort Myers graphic novel! Fans of Walking Dead and Y: The Last Man will love 

this epic sci-fi survival story! Where were you when the world went dark? Solar Flare is the story of 

Jake Clifford and his friends traveling through a world where electronics no longer work aJer Earth is 

hit directly by a solar flare. Jake and his friends are trying to survive in this new post apocalyp!c 

world while searching for his lost daughter. They find out almost immediately that they have a 

chance to help restart the world. Collects all 6 issues! (STL312517) (C: 0-1-1) 

Comic tag, 3x4, 160pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 



MAR241907 

SOLAR FLARE SEASON 2 PORT CHARLOTTE COMIC TAG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Haick Iii (A) Branko Jovanovic 

Making digital comics collec!ble! This plas!c collec!ble card that contains a PDF of the complete 

Solar Flare Season 2: Port CharloGe graphic novel! With no electricity and society unraveling quickly, 

Jake and his friends begin their long trip up the state of Florida. AJer their run in with mili!a group 

known as the New Americans their trip is not just about reuni!ng Jake with his daughter anymore. 

The stakes have risen and making it safely to the secret compound in Tennessee has become priority 

number one. As they head north they stop in the city of Port CharloGe where they encounter both 

friends and foes. Collects all 6 issues! (STL312519) (C: 0-1-1) 

Comic tag, 3x4, 148pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241908 

SOLAR FLARE SEASON 3 SARASOTA COMIC TAG (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Haick Iii (A) Branko Jovanovic 

Making digital comics collec!ble! This plas!c collec!ble card that contains a PDF of the complete 

Solar Flare Season 3: Sarasota graphic novel! A few weeks have gone by since the largest x-class solar 

flare hit Earth wiping out all electricity and most modern technology. Jake and his friends have 

arrived at Ringling College in Sarasota, FL in search for a former colleague of Dr. Wilman, whose 

knowledge will be pivotal in helping reestablish the country's infrastructure. Will they be able to 

locate his colleague without running into any New Americans? Collects all 6 issues! (STL312520) (C: 

0-1-1) 

Comic tag, 3x4, 148pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

SCOUT COMICS- CHISPA 

 

MAR241909 

THIRTEEN ORIGINS THE SHAPER #1 

(W/A/CA) Angelo Bowles 

CHISPA: The Thirteen Origins is a series of one-shot origin stories for the members of The Thirteen, a 

group of Mexicans and Mexican Americans who discover they are chispas, able to wield impossible 

powers. Cal Casas has a lot of problems-they're unhoused, for one, and they can't get a specific jerk 

at work to gender them correctly, for two—but they've got things under control, for the most part. 

They don't need anything more than a tent and their temp construc!on jobs, driJing from place to 

place because they know they're not smart enough for much else. One thing they definitely don't 

need is to get chispa abili!es to form structures out of inorganic maGer on their 18th birthday. 

(STL312525) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 



 

SCOUT EUROPE 

 

MAR241910 

ROGUES #3 CVR A STEFANO MARTINO 

(W) El Torres (A) Pablo Moreno Collar (CA) Stefano Mar!no 

The Rogues face their most eldritch challenge yet! Bram and Weasel forge an unholy alliance with 

the Mouth of Elders—also called Moe-in a daring quest to retrieve the Necronomicon from the Crypt 

of the Gods. As LovecraJian horrors invade Gerada, an ominous omen unfolds and the sky weeps… 

with a rain of frogs! (STL312474) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241911 

ROGUES #3 CVR B PABLO M COLLAR 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Pablo Moreno Collar 

The Rogues face their most eldritch challenge yet! Bram and Weasel forge an unholy alliance with 

the Mouth of Elders -also called Moe-in a daring quest to retrieve the Necronomicon from the Crypt 

of the Gods. As LovecraJian horrors invade Gerada, an ominous omen unfolds and the sky weeps… 

with a rain of frogs! (STL312475) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241912 

ROMAN RITUAL #2 CVR A JAIME MARTINEZ 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Jaime Mar!nez 

Exorcist John Brennan, cast aside, plumbs the depths of the Va!can Secret Archives, inves!ga!ng the 

origins of the most horrific possession ever recorded-that of the Pope himself. Meanwhile, not even 

the most revered exorcists can escape the malevolent fate that awaits those who dare challenge this 

unholy afflic!on. Prepare for a descent into supernatural terror and spiritual despair! (STL312476) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241913 

ROMAN RITUAL #2 CVR B JAIME MARTINEZ 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Jaime Mar!nez 



Exorcist John Brennan, cast aside, plumbs the depths of the Va!can Secret Archives, inves!ga!ng the 

origins of the most horrific possession ever recorded-that of the Pope himself. Meanwhile, not even 

the most revered exorcists can escape the malevolent fate that awaits those who dare challenge this 

unholy afflic!on. Prepare for a descent into supernatural terror and spiritual despair! (STL312477) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241914 

VEIL #3 CVR A GABRIEL HERNANDEZ WALTA 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Gabriel Hernandez Walta 

Acclaimed and award-winning ar!st Gabriel Hernández Walta and writer El Torres present their 

renowned work in a long-awaited edi!on, remastered and re-leGered! Revisit their horror 

masterpiece! Chris Luna is trapped in the madness engulfing Greenville. As the city spirals into chaos, 

the delicate veil between worlds tears, and Chris becomes a helpless witness to the unfolding horror. 

As souls in agony call out for aid, Chris, trapped and powerless, grapples with her inability to assist 

them. (STL312479) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241915 

VEIL #3 CVR B GABRIEL HERNANDEZ WALTA 

(W) El Torres (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta (CA) Pablo Moreno Collar 

Acclaimed and award-winning ar!st Gabriel Hernández Walta (The Vision, Phantom Road) and writer 

El Torres (Roman Ritual, Straitjacket) present their renowned work in a long-awaited edi!on, 

remastered and re-leGered! Revisit their horror masterpiece! In this issue, Chris Luna is trapped in 

the madness engulfing Greenville. As the city spirals into chaos, the delicate veil between worlds 

tears, and Chris becomes a helpless witness to the unfolding horror. As souls in agony call out for aid, 

Chris, trapped and powerless, grapples with her inability to assist them. (STL312480) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

SCREAM HORROR MAGAZINE 

 

MAR241916 

SCREAM MAGAZINE #83 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

Blood, guts, gore and more! Scream Magazine covers horror in all forms, whether film, TV, book, 

game or comic. If you're aJer zombies, werewolves, ghosts, ghouls and vampires (the proper kind 

mind you, no sparkly one's here, thank you!), this is the place to find them. Each issue takes a well-

wriGen, informa!ve approach to covering its favourite subject, including insigh[ul ar!cles, reviews, 

previews, interviews with horror's biggest names and several behind the scenes features and set-



reports of some of horror cinema past and present greats alongside plenty of gruesome pics and an 

entertaining yet expert review sec!on covering recent DVD/Blu-ray releases. (STL312668) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

SELFMADEHERO 

 

MAR241917 

GEORGE SAND TRUE GENIUS TRUE WOMAN GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Severine Vidal (A) Kim Consigny 

George Sand: True Genius, True Woman is a scrupulously researched and tenderly revealing 

biography of one of the great pioneering figures of 19th-century French literature. Born in 1804—at 

a !me when women were deprived of their civil rights (along with minors, criminals, and the 

insane)—Aman!ne Lucile Aurore Dupin grew up to defy those norms, both in her life and her 

wri!ng. Adop!ng the gender-neutral pen name George Sand, and in a career las!ng over forty years 

as a novelist and playwright, she is best remembered today for the affairs and friendships she 

enjoyed with men: the composer Chopin; the painter Delacroix; the novelist Balzac. (STL311888) (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 344pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

SELLERS PUBLISHING 

 

MAR241918 

DRAGONS BY CIRUELO 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Ciruelo Cabral 

 (STL311852) (C: 0-1-1) 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241919 

FANTASY ART OF LUIS ROYO 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-2) 

(A/CA) Luis Royo 

 (STL311850) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: U.K. cannot buy from Diamond US - may be able to buy direct from 

vendor or elsewhere. 



Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR241920 

LEGEND OF VOX MACHINA 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-2) 

 (STL311854) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: U.K. cannot buy from Diamond US - may be able to buy direct from 

vendor or elsewhere. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

SILVER DOLPHIN BOOKS 

 

MAR241921 

ACTION DUDE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Andy Riley 

First name... Ac!on. Second name... Dude. Who is Ac!on Dude? He's the bravest ac!on hero there 

ever was, and he lives for danger. He lives for excitement. And he lives with his mom because he's 

nine years old! Ac!on Dude is a thrill-packed graphic novel full of jumping out of helicopters, 

crashing ships, running along cranes, outwiYng villains, and so much more all in the name of saving 

the day and seeking thrills. When robots at a new amusement park go haywire, it's up to Ac!on 

Dude to come to the rescue! (STL311071) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

SILVER SPROCKET 

 

MAR241922 

MY BODY UNSPOOLING ONESHOT (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Leo Fox 

"My name is Lucille, and me and my body have broken up." Lucille and his body are constantly at 

odds. Lucille is too cold and too resen[ul for his body, and his body is too warm and too loud for 

Lucille. It's !me to ask God for a divorce. A minicomic by the author of Prokaryote Season and Boy 

Island, My Body Unspooling explores the push and pull between body and mind, and what !es them 

together. (STL312466) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 32pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 



MAR241923 

O/A LEFTSTAR AND THE STRANGE OCCURRENCE GN 

(W/A) Jean Fhilippe 

LeJstar can't seem to access the world they've been building. They also haven't slept in a long !me. 

These things are almost certainly unrelated, and they should really go get the mail, anyway. But their 

trip to the post office is interrupted by a curious visitor: an enormous fruit bat. Whisked away in the 

bat's claws, LeJstar is taken on an adventure to unblock the path to their deserted crea!on. Between 

bites of pie and words of wisdom, can LeJstar remember the most crucial part of inven!on? 

(STL288757) 

SC, 6x8, 88pgs, PC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR241924 

O/A MAKING COMIC ZINES ONESHOT 

(W/A) Eddy Atoms 

A friendly, easy-to-understand explainer for making comic zines from comics educator Eddy Atoms! 

Appropriate for kids to adults, this guide shows you the basic steps for crea!ng your very own comic, 

from brainstorming and character design to layouts and produc!on. Grab some paper, some pens, a 

stapler, and have fun! (STL243603) 

SC, 6x9, 36pgs, B&W SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241925 

O/A PROKARYOTE SEASON GN (MR) 

(W/A) Leo Fox 

Sydney and Laurelie are best friends searching for the contentment of oblivion. Failing that, they'd 

like to be adored—Laurelie, by their caus!c boyfriend Trip, and Sydney by Laurelie. On a typical night 

partying in the woods, Sydney grows frustrated with their unrequited obsession for Laurelie, and 

asks for a wish to be granted by the curious cosmic creature Starman. Not only will Laurelie love 

Sydney, but Laurelie will be dependent on them, will need to be saved by them. When the wish 

becomes deadly serious, Sydney and Trip will have to figure out how to save Laurelie for real, or risk 

losing the person most important to them both. (STL266324) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241926 

O/A PUPPY KNIGHT DEN OF DECEPTION 

(W) Michael Sweater (A/CA) Josue Cruz 



There's no knight braver than Sparky MuGson! (Except maybe his enthusias!c and very cute 

appren!ce, Pugsly.) They're ready for their first adventure together, and while this quest might not 

turn out exactly how they expected, Sparky and Pugsly have the chops to make it through—no bones 

about it! (STL219507) 

SC, 7x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

SILVERLINE COMICS 

 

MAR241927 

KAYLESS #2 

(W) Brent T Larson (A) Luis Czerniawski 

AJer the CIA refuses to acknowledge ScoG Anders existence since his mysterious return to Earth 

aJer disappearing in 1967, ScoG takes on the dangerous task of tracking down a missing girl. 

Meanwhile, the granddaughter of a CIA agent ScoG worked with previously in the 1960s informs him 

that she wants to reopen Project Kayless, and wants ScoG to work with them. Unfortunately for her, 

she's caught the aGen!on of the clandes!ne organiza!on pulling the strings—and they're not happy. 

(STL312358) 

32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

SIMON SPOTLIGHT 

 

MAR241928 

CREEPOVER GN VOL 06 BEST FRIENDS FOREVER (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) PJ Night (A)  Glass House Graphics 

Ka!e Lee is majorly bummed when her BFF moves away. But her hopes soar when the new girl at 

school, Whitney, befriends her right away and invites her to spend the night at her house for a 

sleepover. Ka!e loved sleepovers with her old best friend, so she's sure she will have a great !me. 

But something is not quite right at Whitney's house. Whitney seems really, really into her dolls… and 

later that night, Ka!e's convinced that the dolls are threatening her. The next morning, a freaked-out 

Ka!e decides that maybe she hasn't found a new BFF aJer all. Whitney, however, has made up her 

mind about Ka!e—they're going to be best friends forever… no maGer what! (STL311049) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241929 

DOG AND PONY SHOW GN DOG GETS A PET (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Jeff Mack 



Pony has a surprise for Dog—a pet rock! Dog would have preferred a T-Rex, or a moose, or a cow for 

a pet, but Pony says if Dog gives the pet rock a name, Dog will like it more. Dog names his pet rock 

Lulu the T-Rex and says it likes to eat ponies! Uh-oh. Will Dog and Pony and Lulu learn to get along in 

this sweet and funny first book in a Level 1 Ready-to-Read Graphics series from award-winning 

author-illustrator, Jeff Mack? (STL312535) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 64pgs, FC SRP: $6.99 

 

MAR241930 

PEANUTS TP SNOOPYS BEAGLE SCOUT TALES (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Charles M. Schulz 

Enjoy nature with the Peanuts gang in this graphic novel that features classic Schulz comic strips, 

previously published stories, including the classic Race for Your Life, Charlie Brown, and an all-new 

original camping-themed story! (STL311058) (C: 1-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $11.99 

 

SOARING PENGUIN PRESS 

 

MAR241931 

I DO I DONT HOW TO BUILD A BETTER MARRIAGE SC (MR) (C: 0-1-1 

(W)  Chandrama & Various (A) Jaffar Litap Nur 

Why doesn't marriage come with a manual? Now it does, in graphic detail! 

I Do I Don't: How to Build a BeGer Marriage tells the story of Ben and Grace on their journey of 

learning and prac!cing the tools and skills needed for a life!me of in!macy. Each chapter introduces 

a new rela!onship skill, and ends with Put It Into Prac!ce, a set of easy-to-follow exercises to help 

the reader develop a personal understanding of the skills needed to build and strengthen any 

rela!onship. (Check out the first chapter: hGps://!nyurl.com/klf456Hlp) (STL305834) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

SQP ART BOOKS 

 

MAR241932 

O/A DRAGON SONG TP (MR) 

(CA)  Pelaez 



Dragon Song takes a loving look (from a safe distance) at that most special rela!onship between a 

girl and her dragon! A magnificent oversized collec!on of pain!ngs and illustra!ons by Pelaez, James 

HoYnger, Dave Dunstan, Carlos Valenzuela, and many more. (STK423383) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, SC, 9x12, 64pgs, FC SRP: $19.95 

 

MAR241933 

O/A TITILLATING TALES OF DOLLY SC (MR) (C: 1-0-0) 

(A) Blas Gallego 

The abundant aGributes of Blas Gallego's oh-so-naughty-but-super-nice Dolly have been squeezed 

into a collec!on of monumental magnificence! To quote another impossibly buxom cartoonish 

heroine—she's not bad, she's just drawn that way! Europe's answer to "LiGle Annie Fanny" doesn't 

need to speak English—her body language speaks glorious volumes of pure desire! (STL280505) (C: 

1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, and Indonesia. 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

STORM KING PRODUCTIONS, INC 

 

MAR241934 

O/A FETCH TP VOL 02 THE RESCUE 

(W) Mike Sizemore (A/CA) Dave Kennedy 

Danni thought nothing could be worse than mourning her beloved pet dog, but when her fantas!cal 

quest to bring her pup back from the Underworld goes wrong, Hades takes her younger brother 

Sammy hostage! Heartbroken but determined to rescue Sammy she sets off on an even more 

incredible final journey, but this !me she's taking her new mythological friends with her. If a Cyclops, 

a Minotaur, a Ferryman and the legendary Hero, Odysseus, can't ou[ox Hades then no one can. 

Brace yourself for the wonderful finale to Fetch! (STL302008) 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241935 

O/A FETCH THE JOURNEY GN VOL 01 

(W) Mike Sizemore (A/CA) Dave Kennedy 

Join 12-year-old Danni, her younger brother Sammy, and the Greek Hero Odysseus, as they explore 

the Underworld to face both monsters and gods in a seemingly impossible adventure to fetch their 

dog back to the land of the living. Writer Mike Sizemore and the art team of brothers Dave Kennedy 



and Pete Kennedy, bring you an adventure for the ages, in Fetch: The Journey, an exci!ng story from 

John Carpenter Presents Storm Kids. (STL244448) 

SC, 104pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

SURELY BOOKS 

 

MAR241936 

GRAND SLAM ROMANCE GN BOOK 02 MAJOR LEAGUE HOTTIES (MR) (C:  

(W) Ollie Hicks (A) Emma Oosterhous 

Astra and Mickey are celebra!ng the Belle City Broads's epic victory over their archrivals the Gaiety 

Gals, but the party is cut short when their nemesis Jasmine Von Schitz reveals the shocking truth: 

now that Mickey's magical girl powers have been revealed, they can't play soJball un!l they obtain a 

Magical Girl license! Too bad there's only one place to get it: the Magical Girl DMV in Berlin! For 

Mickey to get their license and for Astra to renew hers, they'll have to intern for the Berlin Grinders, 

and only a successful season and a glowing recommenda!on from their captain will get them there. 

Too bad that captain is Wolfgang and not all their new teammates want to see the rookies score. 

(STL311891) (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 

 

T PUB 

 

MAR241937 

TWISTED DARK GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Neil Gibson (A)  Various (CA) Neil Gibson 

Similar in feel to The Twilight Zone or Black Mirror, Twisted Dark is the hit comic book detailing the 

darker side of humanity. Seemingly unconnected people from around the world reveal the dark side 

of their characters in shocking stories with twist endings. Gradually their ac!ons and decisions 

connect all the characters in the build-up to a shaGering conclusion. (STL312696) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 193pgs, B&W SRP: $24.99 

 

TEN SPEED PRESS 

 

MAR241938 



LETS MAKE BREAD COOKBOOK GN (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Ken Forkish, Sarah Becan 

New York Times-bestselling author Ken Forkish adapts his expert bread baking !ps and recipes from 

Evolu!ons in Bread and Flour Water Salt Yeast for the fun, beginner-friendly comic book cookbook 

format. With comics ar!st Sarah Becan's lively and colorful illustra!ons, Let's Make Bread invites 

readers to embark on the journey of making bread with this new visual twist. Forkish and Becan 

provide valuable !ps for the first-!me breadmaker, from the necessary equipment and ingredients to 

the basic eight-step bread method. They explain how to start, feed, maintain, and share a sourdough 

starter and include valuable troubleshoo!ng !ps for temperature, dough texture, proofing, and 

more. They also present seventeen gold-standard recipes for both tradi!onal and customizable 

loaves, including The Saturday Bread, The Standard, Corn Kernel Bread, Raisin-Pecan Bread, and 

more! (STL313401) (C: 1-1-0) 

Cookbook, SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC SRP: $22.00 

 

MAR241939 

NOODLES RICE & EVERYTHING SPICE COOKBOOK GN (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Chris!na De WiGe (A) Mallika Kauppinen 

Noodles, Rice, and Everything Spice showcases real Thai food from the country's dis!nct culinary 

regions. Journey to the northern Lanna region and dine "khan tok"-style with small bowls of chile 

dips, curries, s!cky rice, and vegetables on a gilded pedestal tray for sharing; sit cross-legged on a 

bamboo mat around a spread of tangy salads and grilled meats in the northeast Isaan region; roam 

the bustling markets of central Bangkok for iconic street food treats; and lounge on a beach in 

southern Thailand with dangerously spicy seafood. In celebra!on of the warm, welcoming spirit of 

Thailand, Noodles, Rice, and Everything Spice shares the secrets to making these dynamic Thai dishes 

at home, whether as a quick one-plate meal or a showstopping spread of mul!ple dishes for enjoying 

communally. (STL313400) (C: 1-1-0) 

Cookbook, SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC SRP: $22.99 

 

TKO STUDIOS LLC 

 

MAR241940 

SCALES & SCOUNDRELS BOOK 01 WHERE DRAGONS WANDER (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sebas!an Girner (A/CA)  Galaad 

A loner by trade, treasure hunter Luvander is forced to team up with a team of scraggly adventurers, 

each hoping to find a treasure of their own in the fabled dungeon known as "the Dragon's Maw," at 

the boGom of which slumbers endless wealth... or certain doom! For these scruffy scoundrels, what 

starts out as a road to riches becomes the first step on an epic journey to des!ny, for Luvander holds 

a secret in her heart that will shaGer the chains of fate, and bring light to a world encroached upon 

by an ancient darkness. (STL273184) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 6.2X9.5, 270pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

TOYCOLLECTR 

 

MAR241941 

TOYCOLLECTR MAGAZINE #11 (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

Toycollectr is the return of the print-based, collector-focused toy magazine 

offering behind the curtain deep dives into the world of collec!ble ac!on figures 

past and present. Old stuff! New stuff! All good stuff! This issue features toy 

hun!ng at The Great Ohio Toy Show, an in-depth look at the G.I. Joe Classified 

HISS Tank, our favorite playsets of the 1990s, toy news, reviews and a ton of stuff 

we can’t talk about yet! (STL312168) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 8x11, 80pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

TRIPWIRE 

 

MAR241942 

TRIPWIRE QUARTERLY MAY/JUNE 2024 (C: 0-1-2) 

Tripwire celebrates 25 years of crime comics crea!ve team Ed Brubaker and Sean Phillips with their 

Criminal comic coming to Amazon Prime. Also the magazine takes a look at 10 years of US indie 

comics publisher Mad Cave studios and also profiles London's renowned Capital Crime fes!val. Plus 

the fourth and final part of The Greatest Comic Ar!sts of all Time, coun!ng down to number one, its 

regular Stripwire strip sec!on, reviews of graphic novels and trade paperbacks in On The Shelf and 

more. (STL312669) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC SRP: $9.50 

 

TUNDRA BOOKS 

 

MAR241943 

BUNS GONE BAD GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Anna Humphrey (A) Irma Kniivila 



A brand-new graphic novel chapter book series for ages 6 to 8! This story starts, as stories oJen do, 

with a tragedy. Three bunnies are leJ without their mother when she goes off to Brazil to learn 

jiujitsu. The bunnies—Flop, Biggie and Boingie—learn some hard truths about life preGy quick: 

squirrels will take over your cozy nest as soon as you leave and refuse to give it back, dogs are to be 

avoided at all costs and raccoons will believe anything you tell them. With quick thinking, ingenuity 

and maybe a liGle bit of raccoon manipula!on, these three buns will take on all comers to be the 

rulers of the park. Will they win? Well, this is an origin story... (STL313402) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC SRP: $9.99 

 

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING 

 

MAR241945 

COMIC BOOK CREATOR #35 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  VARIOUS (A)  Various (CA) Dan Jurgens 

A celebra!on of quintessen!al 1970s writer/editor Denny O'Neil is the centerpiece of CBC #35, 

featuring an in-depth look at his life, work, and legacy, focusing on the era of relevant comics — from 

the fabled Green Lantern/Green Arrow series to the mod, mini-skirted Wonder Woman —  that 

brought comics into the modern age. Plus, Bob Levin examines the roller-coaster life and chao!c 

career of George Caragonne, from his start as Jim Shooter protege at kiddie Star Comics to becoming 

the drug-fueled helmsman of Penthouse Comix, plunging off a Times Square hotel to his death at age 

29. Also, part one of a career-spanning interview with Arnold Drake, co-creator of The Doom Patrol 

and Deadman. Plus we visit with Jack BuGerworth (Warren horror mag writer and comics historian), 

chat with alterna!ve cartoonist Tim Hensley, and of course, the great Fred Hembeck’s latest 

“Dateline” feature is here too! (STL312529) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC SRP: $10.95 

 

MAR241946 

ZOWIE TV SUPERHERO CRAZE IN 60S POP CULTURE HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Mark Voger (A)  Various 

Holy phenomenon! In the way-out year of 1966, the ac!on comedy Batman starring Adam West 

premiered and triggered a tsunami of super swag, including toys, games, Halloween costumes, 

puppets, ac!on figures, and lunch boxes. Meanwhile, s!ll more costumed avengers sprang forth on 

TV (The Green Hornet, Ultraman), in movies (The Wild World of Batwoman, Rat Pfink and Boo Boo), 

and in anima!on ("Space Ghost," "The Marvel Super Heroes"). Zowie! traces the history of the 

superhero genre from early films, through the 1960s TV superhero craze, and its pop culture 

influence ever since. This history, in pop art colors that conjure the period, spotlights the coolest 

collec!bles and kookiest knockoffs every '60s kid begged their parents for, and features interviews 

with the TV stars (West, Burt Ward, Yvonne Craig, Frank Gorshin, Burgess Meredith, Cesar Romero, 

Julie Newmar, Van Williams), the ar!sts behind the comics (Jerry Robinson, Dick Sprang, Carmine 

Infan!no, Joe Giella), and others. (STL312533) (C: 0-1-1) 



Cultural History, HC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC SRP: $43.95 

 

MAR241947 

AMERICAN COMIC BOOK CHRONICLES HC 1970S NEW PTG 

(W) Jason Sacks 

New Prin!ng! The American Comic Book Chronicles con!nues its ambi!ous series with this volume 

on the 1970s, covering all the pivotal moments and behind-the-scenes details of the emerging 

Bronze Age of comics! You'll get a year-by-year account of the most significant publica!ons, notable 

creators, and impac[ul trends, including: the dawn of relevance with Denny O'Neil and Neal Adams' 

Green Lantern! Jack Kirby's Fourth World saga! Revisions to the Comics Code that opens the 

floodgates for monsters and the supernatural! JeneGe Kahn's arrival at DC and the subsequent DC 

Implosion! The coming of Jim Shooter and the Direct Market! (STL210819) (NOV211756) 

Comics History, HC, 8x11, 288pgs, FC SRP: $48.95 

 

MAR241948 

BEST OF SIMON & KIRBYS MAINLINE COMICS HC 

(W) Joe Simon (A) Chris Kirby, Joe Simon (CA) Jack Kirby 

In 1954, industry legends Joe Simon and Jack Kirby founded Mainline Publica!ons to publish their 

own comics during that turbulent era in comics history. The four !tles—Bullseye, Foxhole, Police 

Trap, and In Love—looked to build off their reputa!on as hit makers in the Western, War, Crime, and 

Romance genres, but the 1950s backlash against comics killed any chance at success, and Mainline 

closed its doors just two years later. TwoMorrows Publishing compiles the best of Simon & Kirby's 

Mainline comics work, including all of the stories with S&K art, as well as key tales with contribu!ons 

by Mort Meskin and others. This collec!on bridges the gap between Simon & Kirby's peak with their 

1950s romance comics, and the lows that led to Kirby's resurgence with Challengers of the Unknown 

and the early Marvel Universe. The Best of Simon & Kirby's Mainline Comics presents some of the 

final, and finest, work Joe and Jack ever produced! (STL256072) (APR231905) 

Comics History, HC, 8x11, 256pgs, FC SRP: $49.95 

 

MAR241949 

CLIFFHANGER CINEMATIC SUPERHEROES OF SERIALS HC 

(W) Christopher Irving 

Hold on !ght as historian Christopher Irving explores the origins of the first on-screen superheroes 

and the comic creators and film-makers who brought them to life. CLIFFHANGER! touches on the 

early days of the film serial, to its explosion as a juvenile medium of the 1930s and '40s. See how the 

crea!on of characters like Superman, Captain America, Spy Smasher, and Captain Marvel dovetailed 

with the early film adapta!ons. Along the way, you'll meet the stuntmen, directors (Spencer BenneG, 

William Witney, producer Sam Katzman), comic book creators (Siegel & Shuster, Simon & Kirby, Bob 



Kane, C.C. Beck, Frank FrazeGa, Will Eisner), and actors (Buster Crabbe, George Reeves, Lorna Gray, 

Kane Richmond, Kirk Alyn, Dave O'Brien) who brought them to the silver screen. (STL256070) 

(FEB231774) 

Film History, HC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

MAR241950 

JOHN SEVERIN TWO-FISTED COMIC BOOK ARTIST HC 

(W)  VARIOUS (A/CA) John Severein 

From a start in 1947 at the Simon & Kirby shop, John Severin co-created the legendary Western strip 

American Eagle, and became an EC Comics mainstay, working with Harvey Kurtzman on MAD and 

Two-Fisted Tales. In addi!on to an over 40 year associa!on with Cracked magazine, his pivotal 

Marvel Comics work included an extended run inking Herb Trimpe on The Hulk, and teaming with 

sister Marie Severin to create the defini!ve comics version of King Kull. He freelanced for virtually 

every major publisher, and remained a workhorse up un!l his final Dark Horse mini-series at age 89. 

WriGen by Greg Biga and mul!ple Eisner Award-winner Jon B. Cooke, this profusely illustrated book 

celebrates the centennial of the two-fisted ar!st's birth! (STL196634) (SEP211853) 

Biography, HC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

MAR241951 

MARVEL COMICS IN THE 1970S EXPANDED ED TP 

New Edi!on With 16 Extra Pages! Marvel Comics in the 1970s covers Marvel's final historical phase: 

the twilight years of the 1970s, aJer the ini!al '60s wave of popularity pushed the company to the 

forefront of the comics industry, and made many of its characters household names. This full decade 

of pop-culture history saw Stan Lee's role as writer diminish as he ascended to Publisher, the 

stunning departure of Jack Kirby to DC (and his later return to Marvel), the rise of Roy Thomas as 

editor (and eventual Editor In Chief), and the introduc!on of a new wave of writers and ar!sts who 

would expand the boundaries of comics beyond super-heroes, while plan!ng the seeds for the 

company's eventual self-destruc!on. (STL179148) (JAN211615) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

MAR241952 

O/A REED CRANDALL ILLUSTRATOR OF COMICS SC 

(A) Reed Crandall 

From the 1940s to the ’70s, Reed Crandall brought a unique and masterful style to American comic 

art. Using an illustrator's approach on everything he touched, Crandall gained a reputa!on as the 

“ar!st’s ar!st” through his skillful interpreta!ons of Golden Age super-heroes Doll Man, The Ray, and 

Blackhawk (his signature character); horror and sci-fi for the legendary EC Comics line; Warren 

Publishing’s Creepy, Eerie, and Blazing Combat; the THUNDER Agents and Edgar Rice Burroughs 



characters; and even Flash Gordon for King Features. Comic art historian Roger Hill has compiled a 

complete and extensive history of Crandall’s life and career, from his early years and major successes, 

through his tragic decline and passing in 1982. (STL179141) 

Biography, SC, 8x11, 256pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

UNCIVILIZED BOOKS 

 

MAR241953 

MAPLE TERRACE TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Noah Van Sciver 

From a mul!ple-award-winning cartoonist Noah Van Sciver comes Maple Terrace, a new 

autobiographical graphic novel. Based on the author's childhood, Maple Terrace unfolds a tale of big 

money comic-collec!ng craze of the early 90s as seen from the ground floor. In a !me when super-

heroes were oversized, adorned with massive guns, and countless pouches, comic books were 

currency! Young investors struggled to collect every cover gimmick under the sun—embossed-

metallic ink-holographic foil—hoping they someday would pay for their college educa!on. Brutally 

hilarious, Maple Terrace shines a light on the strange intersec!on between poverty and specula!ve 

comic book craze of the 90s. (STL312035) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC SRP: $24.95 

 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPP 

 

MAR241954 

BIOGRAPHIX SC GEORGE PEREZ (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Patrick L Hamilton (A) George Perez 

Born in the South Bronx to Puerto Rican parents, ar!st and writer George Pérez (1954-2022) cut his 

teeth in the 1970s as an ar!st at Marvel who worked on lesser !tles like The Deadly Hands of Kung 

Fu and Creatures on the Loose, and then mainstays like Fantas!c Four and The Avengers. In the 

1980s, Pérez jumped ship to DC where he helped turn The New Teen Titans into a top-selling !tle 

and co-created Crisis on Infinite Earths, which marked the publisher's fiJieth anniversary and 

consolidated its sprawling universe. As writer and ar!st, Pérez relaunched DC's Wonder Woman, a 

run that later inspired much of the 2017 film. Though Pérez's style is highly recognizable, his 

contribu!ons to comic art and history have not been fully acknowledged. In George Pérez, author 

Patrick L. Hamilton addresses this neglect, first, by discussing Pérez's ar!s!c style within the context 

of Bronze Age superhero art, and second, by analyzing Pérez's work for its representa!ons of race, 

disability, and gender. Though he struggled with deadlines and health issues in the 1990s, Pérez 

would reintroduce himself and his work to a new genera!on of comics fans with a return to Marvel's 

The Avengers, as well as aGempts at various creator-owned comics, the last of these being Sirens 



from Boom! Studios in 2014. Throughout his career, Pérez established a dynamic and minutely 

detailed style of comic art that was both unique and influen!al. (STL311036) (C: 0-1-1) 

Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 128pgs, PC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR241955 

COPYRIGHT VIGILANTES INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HOLLYWOOD SC (C:  

(W) Ezra Claverie 

Copyright Vigilantes: Intellectual Property and the Hollywood Superhero, 1998–2018 explains 

superhero blockbusters as allegories of intellectual property rela!ons. In movies based on characters 

owned by the comics duopoly of DC and Marvel, no narra!ve recurs more oJen than a villain’s 

aGempt to copy the superhero's unique powers. Since the 1930s, the dominant American comics 

publishers have treated the crea!ons of ar!sts and writers as work for hire, such that stories and 

characters become company property. Thus, publishers avoided sharing the profits both from 

magazine sales and from licensing characters into other media. For decades, creators have 

challenged this regime, demanding either shares of profits or outright ownership of their crea!ons. 

Now that the duopoly rents, licenses, and adapts superheroes for increasingly expensive franchises, 

and for growing interna!onal audiences, any challenge to intellectual property rela!ons threatens a 

produc!on regime worth billions of dollars. Weaving together legal analysis, Marxist poli!cal 

economy, and close readings of movies, Copyright Vigilantes explains the preoccupa!ons of 

Hollywood’s leading genre. (STL311038) (C: 0-1-1) 

Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 256pgs, PC SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR241956 

SHAOLIN BREW RACE COMICS & EVOLUTION OF SUPERHERO SC (C: 0-1 

(W) Troy D. Smith 

Shaolin Brew: Race, Comics, and the Evolu!on of the Superhero looks at how the comic book 

industry developed from a white perspec!ve and how minority characters were and are viewed 

through a stereotypical white gaze. Further, the book explores how voices of color have launched a 

shiJ in the industry, taking nonwhite characters who were originally viewed through a white lens and 

situa!ng them outside the framework of whiteness. The financial success of Blaxploita!on and Kung 

Fu films in the early 1970s led to major comics publishers crea!ng, for the first !me, Black and Asian 

superhero characters who headlined their own comics. Author Troy D. Smith focuses on Asian, Black, 

and La!nx representa!on in the comic industry and how it has evolved over the years. (STL311037) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 288pgs, PC SRP: $30.00 

 

VAULT COMICS 

 



MAR241957 

BEYOND REAL #4 CVR A PEARSON 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Jorge Corona & Various (CA) John Pearson 

An ar!st's mo!va!on. June and her friends finally reach the source, a central hub where they are 

pressured to relinquish their iden!!es and join the ranks of crea!ve automatons. When June dares 

to resist, she finds herself plunged into a world of darkness, facing her greatest enemy of all: herself. 

(STL313609) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241958 

BEYOND REAL #4 CVR B MENHEERE PREMIUM VAR 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Jorge Corona & Various (CA) Dennis Menheere 

An ar!st’s mo!va!on. June and her friends finally reach the source, a central hub where they are 

pressured to relinquish their iden!!es and join the ranks of crea!ve automatons. When June dares 

to resist, she finds herself plunged into a world of darkness, facing her greatest enemy of all: herself. 

(STL313610) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241959 

BEYOND REAL #4 CVR C MENHEERE PREMIUM VAR 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Jorge Corona & Various (CA) Dennis Menheere 

An ar!st’s mo!va!on. June and her friends finally reach the source, a central hub where they are 

pressured to relinquish their iden!!es and join the ranks of crea!ve automatons. When June dares 

to resist, she finds herself plunged into a world of darkness, facing her greatest enemy of all: herself. 

(STL313611) 

SC, 32pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241960 

DEATHSTALKER #3 CVR A GOODEN & TERRY (MR) 

(W)  Slash & Various (A) Jim Terry (CA) Nathan Gooden, Jim Terry 

AJer the death of the only friend he had, Deathstalker has fallen to the very boGom, and that's 

saying a lot. Now, teamed with one of his archenemies, he's concocted a plot to force the paladins of 

Abraxeon to fight the cancerous evil that's poisoning the realm. He just has to stay sober long 

enough to execute. It all comes to a head here in the most twisted sword and sorcery tale ever told. 

(STL313612) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR241961 

DEATHSTALKER #3 CVR B GOODEN & TERRY PREMIUM VAR (MR) 

(W)  Slash & Various (A) Jim Terry (CA) Jim Terry, Nathan Gooden 

AJer the death of the only friend he had, Deathstalker has fallen to the very boGom, and that's 

saying a lot. Now, teamed with one of his archenemies, he's concocted a plot to force the paladins of 

Abraxeon to fight the cancerous evil that's poisoning the realm. He just has to stay sober long 

enough to execute. It all comes to a head here in the most twisted sword and sorcery tale ever told. 

(STL313613) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241962 

DEATHSTALKER #3 CVR C TERRY PREMIUM VAR (MR) 

(W)  Slash & Various (A/CA) Jim Terry 

AJer the death of the only friend he had, Deathstalker has fallen to the very boGom, and that's 

saying a lot. Now, teamed with one of his archenemies, he's concocted a plot to force the paladins of 

Abraxeon to fight the cancerous evil that's poisoning the realm. He just has to stay sober long 

enough to execute. It all comes to a head here in the most twisted sword and sorcery tale ever told. 

(STL313614) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241963 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #2 CVR A PEIRANO 

(W) M. Son (A/CA) Cas Madcursed Peirano 

Hell is a place on earth. 

Eddie and Rainer start their hunt for the missing CharloGe, which leads them to an unforgiving city of 

shady clubs and scummy talent agencies. Unveiling one horror aJer the next, Eddie realizes that if 

she doesn't find her sister alive soon, she'll find her dead later. That means she needs answers...by 

any means necessary. (STL289305) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP232052) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 



MAR241964 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #2 CVR B KWAN PREMIUM VAR 

(W) M. Son (A) Cas Madcursed Peirano (CA) Cathy Kwan 

Hell is a place on earth. 

Eddie and Rainer start their hunt for the missing CharloGe, which leads them to an unforgiving city of 

shady clubs and scummy talent agencies. Unveiling one horror aJer the next, Eddie realizes that if 

she doesn't find her sister alive soon, she'll find her dead later. That means she needs answers...by 

any means necessary. (STL313637) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241965 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #2 CVR C DANINO PREMIUM VAR 

(W) M. Son (A) Cas Madcursed Peirano (CA) Kenya Danino 

Hell is a place on earth. 

Eddie and Rainer start their hunt for the missing CharloGe, which leads them to an unforgiving city of 

shady clubs and scummy talent agencies. Unveiling one horror aJer the next, Eddie realizes that if 

she doesn't find her sister alive soon, she'll find her dead later. That means she needs answers...by 

any means necessary. (STL313615) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241966 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #2 CVR D KWAN PREMIUM VAR 

(W) M. Son (A) Cas Madcursed Peirano (CA) Cathy Kwan 

Hell is a place on earth. 

Eddie and Rainer start their hunt for the missing CharloGe, which leads them to an unforgiving city of 

shady clubs and scummy talent agencies. Unveiling one horror aJer the next, Eddie realizes that if 

she doesn't find her sister alive soon, she'll find her dead later. That means she needs answers...by 

any means necessary. (STL313616) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241967 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #2 CVR E DANINO PREMIUM VAR 

(W) M. Son (A) Cas Madcursed Peirano (CA) Kenya Danino 

Hell is a place on earth. 



Eddie and Rainer start their hunt for the missing CharloGe, which leads them to an unforgiving city of 

shady clubs and scummy talent agencies. Unveiling one horror aJer the next, Eddie realizes that if 

she doesn't find her sister alive soon, she'll find her dead later. That means she needs answers...by 

any means necessary. (STL313617) 

SC, 48pgs, FC SRP: PI  

 

MAR241968 

UNNATURAL ORDER TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chris Yost (A/CA) Val Rodrigues 

From Chris Yost (co-creator of X-23, writer of X-men, Spider-man, and The Avengers, plus Thor: 

Ragnarok and Star Wars: The Mandalorian) and ar!st Val Rodrigues comes an ac!on packed dark 

fantasy with a sci-fi twist! 

 

AJer the fall of the Britons and the Roman invasion of Hibernia, the cap!ve known only as the Druid 

is released, sending a wave of dark magic across the world. As the innocent burn in the Wicker fields, 

those who would resist learn of a man who even the Druid fears. Led by a powerful witch and a 

Roman soldier, a ragtag crew of rebels aGempt to free this strange man. For it is this prisoner, a 

soldier from a different !me, who alone knows the Druid’s secret: this is not how the world is 

supposed to be. 

 

Collects issue #1- 4 of the genre-bending Top 10 Best-Selling Comics of 2024! (STL314106) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $19.99 

 

VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 

 

MAR241969 

ANZU & REALM OF DARKNESS GN HC (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A) Mai K. Nguyen 

Anzu has just moved to a new town is already worrying about whether or not her new classmates 

will make fun of her name and family tradi!ons. But when she's accidentally transported to the 

Shinto underworld, Yomi, she's realizes what being an outsider truly feels like. While in Yomi, she 

meets a spirit guardian in the form of a dog, as well as the suspiciously welcoming Queen Izanami. 

When Anzu discovers that Izanami has been kidnapping the spirits of lost children for decades, she's 

torn between escaping from Yomi as fast as she can and staying to help the trapped spirits. She must 

find the courage to stand up to Izanami, free the spirits of the kidnapped children, and reach the gate 

leading home all before nigh[all... otherwise, Anzu will be doomed to roam Yomi as a lost spirit 

forever. (STL313403) (C: 1-1-0) 



HC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC SRP: $23.99 

 

WAKE ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAR241970 

ASCENCIA #22 (MR) 

(W) John Dolmayan (A) Ryan Benjamin (CA) Bill Sienkiewicz 

Dr. Assadourian's origin con!nues as the android insurrec!on brings unimaginable death to billions 

worldwide. Ascencia stands as a beacon of hope as the world falls. (STL312269) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC SRP: $4.99 

 

WALKER BOOKS US 

 

MAR241971 

LOKI BAD GODS GUIDE TO RULING WORLD HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Louie Stowell 

Norse god Loki’s been able to avoid eternity in a pit of angry snakes, but living on Earth as an eleven-

year-old is s!ll a drag. When Thor and Loki’s “parents” abandon them to go on holiday, Odin sends 

Balder—Thor’s half brother and god of making Loki look bad—to babysit. Then there’s the school 

play. Despite Loki’s ac!ng genius (it’s lying, aJer all), Thor is cast as the wonderful prince, while Loki 

is the villain. What?! At least Loki’s found a cool ring to wear with his costume. One that looks 

suspiciously like the cursed ring of Andvari. It’s probably a coincidence that when Loki wears it, 

everyone gives him the same adoring look they give Balder. And that new voice telling Loki to give in 

to his deepest, darkest desires is just his conscience, right? Loki starts to wonder: What’s the point of 

being good if everyone’s already decided you’re bad? Drama and hilarity ensue in this third doodle-

packed diary that will have readers giving Loki a standing ova!on. (STL313404) (C: 0-1-1) 

Illustrated Humor, HC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

WARRANT PUBLISHING COMPANY 

 

MAR241972 

SHUDDER #17 (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Don Glut & Various (A)  Various & Various (CA) Ken Kelly 



Shudder revives the iconic Warren illustrated horror magazines of the 60's and 70's by replica!ng 

Warren's early page layouts and publishing new, classic styled work by original Warren ar!sts, writers 

and editors. Each issue is a highly collec!ble instant classic! (STL312116) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 8x11, 52pgs, B&W SRP: $6.99 

 

WEBTOON UNSCROLLED 

 

MAR241973 

TRUE BEAUTY GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Yaongyl 

The smash-hit webcomic from Korea! A story about self-esteem, love, and learning to accept yourself 

for who you are. Once bullied for being perceived as ugly, Jugyeong Lim uses online video tutorials to 

transform into a beau!ful, popular girl. Caught in a love triangle between a mysterious guy and a bad 

boy, Jugyeong navigates both high school and her personal life, while her self-esteem, roman!c life 

and career are constantly in flux. Who is truly Jugyeong's type? Collects episodes 39-50. (STL312599) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

MAR241974 

TRUE BEAUTY HC GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Yaongyl 

rue Beauty, a smash hit webcomic from Korea… 

 

In this fourth book of the series, a love triangle evolves! Who is truly Jugyeong’s type? 

 

From the smash hit WEBTOON comic comes a story about self-esteem, love, and learning to accept 

yourself for who you are. Once bullied for being perceived as ugly, Jugyeong Lim uses online video 

tutorials to transform into a beau!ful, popular girl. Caught in a love triangle between a mysterious 

guy and a bad boy, Jugyeong navigates both high school and her personal life, while her self-esteem, 

roman!c life and career are constantly in flux. 

 

 

This volume collects episodes 39- 50 of the hit WEBTOON comic True Beauty. (STL312600) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC SRP: $24.99 



 

WHITE OWL 

 

MAR241975 

STAR TREK DISCOVERING THE TV SERIES HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Tom Salinsky 

How well do you know Star Trek? Lifelong science fic!on fan, podcaster and author Tom Salinsky 

decided that the answer was "not well enough," and so at the beginning of 2022, he embarked on a 

two-year mission to watch everything from the start of The Original Series to the end of Enterprise, 

at the rate of one episode per day. This book is the first part of that odyssey, covering the 79 

television episodes which started it all, the animated series which briefly brought it back in the 

1970s, the first six original movies and the full run of The Next Genera!on. Whether you're a die-

hard fan, a casual viewer, or just someone interested in the history of television, you'll adore coming 

on this daily journey though the highs and lows of one of the most significant and much-loved media 

proper!es in the world. (STL311916) (C: 0-1-1) 

Reference Book, HC, 6x9, 224pgs, PC SRP: $34.95 

 

MAR241976 

THE MOST RELAXING VIDEO GAMES HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Ryan Janes 

Video games are so much more than just full throGle blasts of gunfights, violence and white-knuckle 

compe!!on. They can also be beau!ful, cozy and even emo!onally upliJing journeys too. The Most 

Relaxing Video Games will walk you through a selec!on of gaming experiences sure to help you 

unwind. From the familiar warmth of siYng down with a good classic board game (51 of them to be 

exact) through to the solving of hundreds of puzzles on a mysterious island using nothing but lines, 

there's a world of deligh[ully comfor!ng video games just wai!ng to soothe your gaming soul. This 

comprehensive guide includes detailed explana!ons of every peaceful entry along with full-color 

screenshots, standout moments, fascina!ng facts and of course what it is that makes them such a 

relaxing alterna!ve. (STL311915) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, HC, 8x12, 208pgs, FC SRP: $39.95 

 

WORKMAN PUBLISHING 

 

MAR241977 

BORIS VALLEJO JULIE BELL FANTASY 2024 WALL CAL (C: 0-1-2) 

(A/CA) Julie Bell, Boris Vallejo 

 (STL312278) (C: 0-1-2) 



Wall Calendar, 12x12, 28pgs, FC SRP: $16.99 

 

YEARLING 

 

MAR241978 

MAX & MIDKNIGHTS GN BATTLE OF BODKINS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lincoln Peirce 

Max didn't expect knight school to be so tough. Luckily, she has her best friends—the Midknights—at 

her side. But when Byjovia is under aGack, the Midknights will have to face beastly creatures, 

powerful spells, and their greatest foe yet? Lincoln Peirce, author of the New York Times bestselling 

Max & the Midknights, brings more laughs, more adventures, and more silliness to BaGle of the 

Bodkins, the second book in the series. (STL313405) (C: 0-1-0) 

Comics-Illustrated Novel, SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

ZANDO 

 

MAR241979 

WORLD WITHOUT END ILLUST GUIDE TO CLIMATE CRISIS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jean-Marc Jancovici, Christophe Blain (A) Christophe Blain 

In this intelligent, eye-opening, and wiGy interna!onal bestseller, an eminent climate expert takes a 

graphic novelist on a journey to understand the profound changes that our planet is experiencing. 

The scien!st, Jean-Marc Jancovici, explains the workings of superpowers and history; oil and climate; 

ecology, economics, and energy flows. He describes, in short, the world we live in today—a world 

whose future is deeply uncertain. The ar!st, Christophe Blain, intently listens and draws. As the pair 

come face to face with global warming, they—along with Mother Nature and a cast of others—

create a picture of what the solu!on to our predicament actually looks like. It's not just about 

switching to renewable energy sources. It's about rethinking everything: our energy supply, our 

economies, and our whole world. We're leJ with a vision of the future in which food, educa!on, 

housing, transport, and communi!es—in other words, all of us—come together and, with a few 

technological fixes, work to create a world without end. (STL312396) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 9x11, 208pgs, FC SRP: $35.00 

 

MANGA 

 

SUBLIME 

 



MAR241980 

THERAPY GAME RESTART GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Meguru Hinohara 

Minato has been tying himself in knots over Shizuma's rela!onship with the director of the animal 

hospital where he works, but his lover is able to ease his mind and convince him she is of no threat 

to their rela!onship. The couple shelve the issue and get back to apartment hun!ng, lucking out and 

finding a place they both like! Will they finally get to live together, or does the universe yet again 

have other plans? (STL305943) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 194pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241981 

WORLDS GREATEST FIRST LOVE GN VOL 17 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shungiku Nakamura 

Manga editor Ritsu Onodera feels like his job at Marukawa Publishing's Emerald shojo magazine is 

going to drive him nuts when his boss-and first love!-Masamune Takano gives him special 

"homework." He's assigned to a brand-new manga creator making her debut, and taking this as a 

sign of Takano's faith in him as an editor, Ritsu gets excited for his new project. But as soon as this 

new creator finds out Takano isn't her editor, she looks clearly disappointed! Meanwhile, Ritsu 

extracts a promise from Takano for no kissing and no sex un!l he properly confesses his love for him. 

Takano (barely) keeps it, but he relentlessly teases Ritsu un!l Ritsu starts feeling the effects of 

intense sexual frustra!on. (STL305942) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 170pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

UDON ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

MAR241982 

TEAM PHOENIX VOL 4 GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kenny Ruiz, Osamu Tezuka (A/CA) Kenny Ruiz 

The heroes of Team Phoenix baGle the !tans of the Robot Alliance! Astro Boy VS Atlas! Sapphire VS 

the Blue Knight! Leo VS Hercules! As the whole universe watches, the struggle between biologicks 

and robots comes to a head! The adventure con!nues in this sprawling space opera starring heroes 

created by Osamu Tezuka, the "god of manga"!! (STL302011) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 5x8, 208pgs, B&W (4 of 5) SRP: $13.99 



 

MAR241983 

O/A TEAM PHOENIX GN VOL 01 (OF 5) 

(W) Kenny Ruiz, Osamu Tezuka (A/CA) Kenny Ruiz 

Osamu Tezuka's greatest characters unite!! The Robot Alliance dominates 90 percent of the universe, 

but one of the brave biologicks (organic organisms) — Sapphire, Princess Knight of Silverland — 

forms a band of space pirates to strike back against injus!ce!! Joining her in her rebellion are Leo of 

the planet Jungaly, and Sharaku, the Three-Eyed One. The curtain rises on a sprawling space opera 

starring the heroes created by Osamu Tezuka, the "god of manga"!! (STL277142) Available Now! 

SC, 192pgs, B&W (1 of 5) SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR241984 

OTHERWORLDLY IZAKAYA NOBU TP VOL 01 

(W) Natsuya Semikawa (A/CA) Virginia Nitouhei 

A Japanese style pub called “Nobu” exists in a back alley of the fic!onal medieval European city of 

Eiteriach. Its customers? A pair of slacker soldiers, a spoiled heiress, an up!ght tax collector, and 

more... When the ci!zens of this strange world sit down to enjoy some unfamiliar Japanese cuisine, 

their troubles simply melt away… The curtain rises on this otherworldly eatery and the gourmet 

fantasy about to unfold within! (STL082695) Available Now! (JUL182335) 

SC, 164pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR241985 

O/A ROBOTICS NOTES GN VOL 01 (OF 3) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  5pb (A/CA) Keiji Asakawa 

The year is 2019, Steins;Gate world line "1.048596%". On the island of Tanegashima, augmented 

reality has exploded in popularity and robots are becoming last year's fad. In danger of being closed, 

the Chuo Tanegashima High School Robo!cs Research Club decide on one final project… to build 

their own GIANT ROBOT! (STL285932) Available Now! (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5.7x8.2, 352pgs, B&W (1 of 3) SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR241986 

STREET FIGHTER 6 VOL 1 HC DAYS OF THE ECLIPSE 

(W) MaG Moylan,  Capcom (A)  Bengus & Various (CA) Hanzo Steinbach 

The new era of figh!ng games begins here, in the official STREET FIGHTER 6 prequel graphic novel! IN 

THIS VOLUME: American mar!al arts champion KEN MASTERS travels to the city-state of Nayshall for 

a new figh!ng tournament, but he finds much more danger than he bargained for! It's a thrilling 



adventure featuring art by BENGUS, PANZER, HANZO STEINBACH, and CHISATO MITA! Also included 

are bonus stories featuring fan-favorite World Warriors like JURI, KIMBERLY, RASHID, LUKE, CAMMY, 

AKI, and MORE! (STL302009) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. 

HC, 8x11, 248pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR241987 

SWANS IN SPACE GN VOL 01 (OF 3) 

(W/A/CA) Lun Lun Yamamoto 

A full-color Manga For Kids series! Corona and Lan are the newest recruits of the Space Patrol, a 

special agency dedicated to helping those in need across the galaxy. With the help of Instructor, their 

fuzzy blue alien guide, the girls are off to explore exci!ng new planets in search of friends in trouble! 

(STK395623) Available Now! (JUN091094) 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, FC (1 of 3) SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241988 

SWANS IN SPACE GN VOL 02 (OF 3) 

(W/A/CA) Lun Lun Yamamoto 

A full-color Manga For Kids series! Corona and Lan have joined the Space Patrol and are ready to help 

outer space friends in trouble. In this volume, the girls visit a planet full of seemingly friendly aliens 

who don't want the girls to leave…ever! Plus Corona helps her partner overcome her social 

awkwardness by invi!ng Lan on a girls aJernoon out. With equal parts space adventure and school 

hijinks, Swans in Space has something for everyone. (STK399649) Available Now! (SEP090998) 

SC, 5x7, 150pgs, FC (2 of 3) SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR241989 

SWANS IN SPACE GN VOL 03 (OF 3) 

(W/A/CA) Lun Lun Yamamoto 

A full-color Manga For Kids series! Corona and Lan have joined the Space Patrol and are ready to help 

outer space friends in trouble. In this volume, the girls visit a space restaurant full of weird and 

wacky aliens. Plus, Corona learns of a sinister plot that might put all of planet Earth in danger! 

(STK409016) Available Now! (APR101109) 

SC, 5x7, 128pgs, FC (3 of 3) SRP: $8.99 

 

VIZ MEDIA LLC 

 



MAR241990 

HIRAYASUMI GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Keigo Shinzo 

At 29 years old, carefree Hiroto Ikuta doesn't have a girlfriend, a full-!me job, or a plan for the 

future-and he couldn't be happier. Hiroto's breezy aYtude isn't easy for everyone to understand, 

though. In a world filled with anxiety, confusion, and grief, Hiroto and the people who surround him 

are all just doing their best to figure out this thing called life. (STL305916) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241991 

POKEMON COMP POKEMON POCKET GUIDE SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Shogakukan 

This second volume of a two-book set, organized by Pokédex number, includes data on 456 

Pokémon, from Gible to Calyrex! Plus details on many regional, Gigantamax, and Mega Evolu!on 

forms! (STL307243) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 552pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241992 

POKEMON ADV OMEGA RUBY & ALPHA SAPPHIRE GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hidenori Kusaka (A) Satoshi Yamamoto 

Under orders from Joseph Stone, president of the Devon Corpora!on, the nefarious Pokémon energy 

absorp!on plan con!nues to move forward. Already filled with unease, Sapphire and Emerald are 

inexplicably aGacked by Zinnia, another Trainer. Meanwhile, can Ruby find the elusive Pokémon 

Rayquaza?! (STL305931) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241993 

ONE PUNCH MAN GN VOL 28 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  One (A) Yusuke Murata 

Psychos and Tornado's psychic baGle rages on! With Genos's help, Tornado succeeds in rescuing the 

scaGered heroes from their fight against the monsters, allowing her to unleash a devasta!ng aGack 

that warps the city. Although the outlook appears grim, a group of S-class heroes finds the inspira!on 

to turn the !de of baGle! (STL305930) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 



 

MAR241994 

DRAGON BALL SUPER GN VOL 21 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Akira Toriyama (A)  Toyotarou 

In the wake of the commo!on on Mt. BuGerfly, Trunks decides to take a look into the data on the 

disc that he stole from Dr. Hedo's lab. However, the evil scien!st intends to steal it back! And his 

genius plan is to create an android to infiltrate Trunks's school as a transfer student named Baytah. 

Meanwhile, the dastardly Red Ribbon Army is rising from the ashes and making new plans of their 

own… (STL305911) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241995 

STAR WARS VISIONS MANGA ANTHOLOGY GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kamome Shirahama & Various 

The first volume of Star Wars: Visions on Disney+ invited visionary Japanese anime studios to explore 

the Star Wars galaxy through their unique cultural lens. Now, top creators such as Kamome 

Shirahama and Yusuke Osawa bring those visions to life in manga form! Featuring adapta!ons of: 

"The Elder," "Lop and Och?," "The Ninth Jedi," and "The Twins." (STL305939) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241996 

STAR WARS MANDALORIAN MANGA GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yusuke Osawa 

The Mandalorian, a solitary bounty hunter, is sent to secure the Child at the request of a ruthless 

Imperial Remnant, which is all that remains of the once all-powerful Galac!c Empire. The journey to 

return his passenger to the client proves more dangerous than anyone could have ever imagined, but 

the Child demonstrates a mysterious power that changes everything about the Mandalorian's 

mission. 

 

Based on the series created by Jon Favreau and wriGen by Jon Favreau, Dave Filoni, Christopher Yost, 

and Rick Famuyiwa. (STL305938) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 212pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR241997 

IN THE NAME OF MERMAID PRINCESS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Yoshino Fumikawa (A) Miya Tashiro 

Mio and Yuri flee her father's kingdom to explore the world, making new friends and possible 

enemies along the way. Mio learns about the other magical abili!es and begins to use her magic to 

help others. But when Yuri is threatened, she loses control of her power over water! Is it true that 

mermaids are a menace to society aJer all...? (STL305918) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241998 

LIKE A BUTTERFLY GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Suu Morishita 

Suiren and Kawasumi are finally going on their first date! Unfortunately, neither one of them is quite 

sure what they're supposed to do on one. Their day out together takes an upseYng turn, and now 

that Suiren finds herself hiding an embarrassing secret, will things go from bad to worse if Kawasumi 

finds out what it is? (STL305922) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR241999 

YONA OF THE DAWN GN VOL 41 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mizuho Kusanagi 

Yona and friends embark on a dangerous mission to get Meinyan back-by sneaking into an enemy 

camp where the Dromos assassins await! Val must baGle his former South Kai comrade General 

HiGan for Meinyan's sake, but the rescue effort backfires once the cruel Emperor Chagol draws near! 

(STL305948) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242000 

SAKURA SAKU GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Io Sakisaka 

Now that Saku realizes she's in love with Haruki, she finds her heart racing for a new reason every 

day-un!l Haruki and Kotono start pretending to be a couple to protect Kotono from her ex-boyfriend. 

Then the blunt-speaking Iryu gets involved in Saku's life, causing even more trouble! (STL305935) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242001 



MY SPECIAL ONE GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Momoko Koda 

Actress Emika Nanase is in love with idol Kanato, but she's stuck in the friend zone! When the perfect 

opportunity comes along-a chance to costar with Kanato in a TV drama-she does her best to bring 

the two of them closer together. But being a top-notch actress doesn't help her avoid being a total 

mess when she's around her crush! (STL305927) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242002 

WOLF GIRL BLACK PRINCE GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ayuko HaGa 

Kyoya goes full sadist mode when he's tasked with tutoring Erika's liGle cousin Lena, a headstrong, 

smart-aleck middle schooler. But Lena appreciates Kyoya's tough love approach, and later, when he 

saves her from a scrape in a bookstore, she suddenly finds herself head over heels! How will Kyoya 

and Erika get out of this one?! (STL305946) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242003 

YOU AND I ARE POLAR OPPOSITES GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kocha Agasawa 

Suzuki's a high school girl in love, but the guy she's fallen for is nothing like her! While she's cheerful, 

outgoing, and always trying to fit in, her classmate Yusuke Tani is stoic, quiet, and doesn't seem to 

care what people think of him. Will Suzuki be able to overcome her anxie!es and ask him out, or will 

she discover that opposites really don't aGract? (STL305949) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242004 

CHAINSAW MAN GN VOL 15 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tatsuki Fujimoto 

As a primal fear devil makes its appearance, the world may soon be turned upside down. This devil 

has the power to drive a wedge between Asa and Yoru-can the two of them manage to work 

together to avoid becoming a meal for the residents of hell? (STL305908) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 



MAR242005 

DARK GATHERING GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kenichi Kondo 

Before Keitaro, Yayoi, and Eiko can set off on their next haunted site expedi!on, they need to acquire 

another of the sealed graduates-a vengeful courtesan looking to escape from Yayoi's control. 

However, things turn even more dangerous when Keitaro is drawn into the spirit world, forcing him 

to contend with the horrors of a haunted love hotel's bloody history all on his own. 

For older teen audiences. (STL305910) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242006 

ELUSIVE SAMURAI GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yusei Matsui 

The baGle for control of Kamakura has been joined! The Hojo and Ashikaga forces clash as Tokiyuki 

and his Elusive Warriors take on the members of the infamous Kanto Hisashiban, and Kojiro has 

engaged Kagetada, a warrior twisted by Uesugi's chemical experiments. Meanwhile, Genba skirts the 

edges of the baGle trying to track down another Ashikaga ninja. AJer Tokiyuki's inspiring race around 

the baGlefield, his opponent, the horse-mad samurai Imagawa, moves in for the kill. Even Tokiyuki's 

famed elusiveness may not save him this !me... (STL305940) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242007 

JOJOS BIZARRE ADV PART 6 STONE OCEAN HC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hirohiko Araki 

The true reason Ermes is in prison is revealed-to seek revenge for her sister's murder by killing Sports 

Maximum! Jolyne rushes to stop her before she makes the biggest mistake of her life. But 

unbeknownst to either of them, Sports Maximum is host to the Stand Limp Viscuit. AJer a vicious 

baGle, Jolyne is sent to the maximum security disciplinary wing. But like a true Joestar, she does not 

intend to let her fight to save her father's life end there. She con!nues to hone her strength-that is, 

un!l, Father Pucchi sets loose a number of Stand users in search of the mysterious bone that Jolyne 

once held in her possession. All hell breaks loose as prisoners and guards start murdering each other, 

and Jolyne takes this opportunity to escape. Meanwhile, F.F. enlists the help of an unlikely, dangerous 

ally to help save Jolyne: the murderous Anastasia, who is hell-bent on…marrying Jolyne? (STL305919) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 376pgs, B&W SRP: $25.00 

 



MAR242008 

BLACK CLOVER GN VOL 35 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yuki Tabata 

With Ichika and the others in trouble, Asta arrives to save the day. Has he mastered his new ZeGen 

technique, and will it work against Lucius's Paladins? Meanwhile, Lucius launches his final aGack on 

the Clover Kingdom. Can the Magic Knights prevent the end of the world? (STL305904) Scheduled to 

ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242009 

BLUE BOX GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kouji Miura 

AJer a hec!c shopping date, Taiki takes Chinatsu to watch a beau!ful sunset. With this perfect 

atmosphere, Taiki is preparing to tell her something important-when he's interrupted by Chinatsu's 

former teammate! The venom Yumeka unleashes on Chinatsu leaves Taiki stunned. Who exactly is 

Yumeka, and what ruined her seemingly unbreakable friendship with Chinatsu? (STL305906) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242010 

I WANT TO END THIS LOVE GAME GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yuki Domoto 

With the burning sensa!on of love in their chests growing hoGer, Miku and Yukiya push the 

boundaries of the Love Game! Between a scandalous hand-holding compe!!on and an aJer-school 

coffee date, it's like they're aiming for the world record in a love speedrun! (STL305917) Scheduled to 

ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242011 

ZOM 100 BUCKETLIST OF DEAD GN VOL 14 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Haro Aso (A) Kotaro Takata 

The climax of the vaccine arc is here! Izuna has snapped into the team leader role with panache, but 

the final boss's recovery ability puts the gang in desperate straits! Later, in Hakata, Kencho takes a 

trip back home, but will he find his house s!ll standing? And just who is it that he's leJ the group to 

go searching for? (STL305950) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 



 

MAR242012 

HEART GEAR GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tsuyoshi Takaki 

General Wodan has been wai!ng centuries for the one thing he needs to make his dreams of the 

ul!mate command a reality-a human biosignature. And now that Roue has fallen into his lap, he's 

able to rewrite the base program of every gear in Valhalla and force them to fight according to his 

will. The general has declared war, and Chrome must emerge victorious if he wants to have any hope 

of saving Roue before it's too late! (STL305914) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242013 

TWIN STAR EXORCISTS ONMYOJI GN VOL 31 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yoshiaki Sukeno 

What is Gabura's true iden!ty, and who will be willing to sacrifice everything to prevent him from 

killing their beloved? Meanwhile, Chinu offers Rokuro a temp!ng yet perilous deal to save Benio… 

(STL305945) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242014 

TOKYO THESE DAYS HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Taiyo Matsumoto 

Shiozawa forges ahead with an independently published manga project. But the manga creators 

around him are crumbling into chaos-Chosaku drinks himself into ever less produc!vity over worries 

about his career and family, a long!me creator can't discern the difference between fic!on and 

fantasy, and Aoki disappears rather than face the deadlines for his new hit series. Some!mes, the 

simple pleasure of an apple is worth more than all the fame and toil of making manga. (STL305944) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $28.00 

 

MAR242015 

CHOUJIN X GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Sui Ishida 

AJer being kidnapped from training camp, Tokio and his friends end up at the Tower of Mourning, 

home of a creepy choujin named Zora. It turns out she's actually Sora Siruha, the founder of Yamato 

Mori, and now she wants Tokio's help in figh!ng the dark future her (possibly false) prophe!c visions 



have foretold. It's all very weird and confusing, and Tokio needs some !me before commiYng his 

body to her ques!onable cause. But enormous unhinged monster choujin aren't known for their 

pa!ence! Can his friends help him escape, or will he be conscripted into Zora's growing choujin 

army? (STL305909) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 228pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR242016 

HELCK GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nanaki Nanao 

As the Empire's army sets out to destroy the towers, a structure pivotal to the humans' plans, Helck 

and Vermilio enter the Land of the Humans to confront the Human King. The pair baGle through 

deadly traps and monstrous golems, but the real danger lies in the truth they uncover in the bowels 

of the castle... (STL305915) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242017 

FLY ME TO THE MOON GN VOL 23 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kenjiro Hata 

Tsukasa and Nasa are closer than ever to unlocking the mystery of her eternal curse, but Tsukasa is in 

a melancholy mood, haunted by memories of her past. The situa!on only gets more emo!onal when 

the newlyweds are called upon to tend the Yuzaki family grave, s!rring up Nasa's memories of his 

eccentric grandfather, a WWII vet who supposedly once encountered a demon. On the bright side, 

Nasa finally gets the technological inspira!on he needs-by obsessing over swimsuits! (STL305913) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $11.99 

 

YEN PRESS 

 

MAR242018 

A SINNER OF DEEP SEA GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Akihito Tomi 

The ocean covers about 70% of the earth’s surface—A whole world, yet unknown to humanity... And 

in its depths a na!on, thousands of meters beneath the waves. There, the mermaid Jo has been 

whiling away her days in peace. But that tranquility is shaGered when her friend Ryuu is locked away 

for breaking the gravest of undersea laws: That humans must never know of the world below.   But 

why would Ryuu let the secret slip? And who did she tell? The curtain rises on Jo’s adventure to save 

her friend—and on her love..!?? (STL315469) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242019 

THIS MONSTER WANTS TO EAT ME GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sai Naekawa 

“I’ve come to eat you.” So soJly uGers the mermaid Shiori, as she emerges from the sea and takes 

high school girl Hinako by the hand. Hinako lives alone in a town by the sea, and possesses an 

unusually delicious body that is irresis!ble to nearby monsters. To ensure that she matures to the 

best condi!on, Shiori seeks to protect Hinako—all so that someday, she can devour every piece of 

her. What will become of Hinako’s feelings as this looming unjust death closes in on her...? 

(STL315530) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242020 

PENGUIN HIGHWAY GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tomihiko Morimi (A) Keito Yano 

One day, penguins are spoGed in the suburban town that fourth-grader Aoyama calls home. The 

penguins make their sudden appearance in a residen!al district—nowhere near the ocean—and 

disappear just as mysteriously. Where could they have come from, and where did they go? Aoyama is 

determined to get to the boGom of it! This is the slightly curious, unforgeGable tale of that summer. 

(STL315508) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 480pgs, B&W SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR242021 

SISTER & GIANT GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Be-con 

Reincarnated in another world, Hinako declines the abili!es offered to her by the Goddess, and 

instead takes a vow of sisterhood with the giant Eiris, becoming known herself as “the smallest 

giant.” The two may be different species, born on different worlds, but they share one goal—

searching for the precious siblings they lost. But they must be cau!ous, for just as their bonds and 

strength win them fame, they also bring aGen!on from the knights of the church… (STL315514) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242022 

APOCALYPSE BRINGER MYNOGHRA GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Fehu Kazuno (A) Yasaiko Midorihana 

“I reincarnated as an evil god.” Takuto Ira, aJer dying from illness at a young age, is reborn into a 

world just like the strategy simula!on game he loved in his past life, “Eternal Na!ons.” There, what 

appears before his eyes is a girl, Atou, whom he had used before in the evil civiliza!on he previously 

subdued in the game, Mynoghra. The two resolve to create a new na!on in this world once more.?? 

(STL315474) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242023 

SWORD ART ONLINE KISS & FLY GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Reki Kawahara (A)  Abec 

As Anne and the other candy craJers race to finish their sugar candy in !me for the First Holy 

Fes!val, the unthinkable happens. Lafalle, a beau!ful but dangerous fairy with a strange aGachment 

to Challe, aGacks the Paige Workshop and kidnaps Anne and her fairy companion. But even now, 

when she is being held prisoner, all Anne can think about is the approaching deadline... (STL315517) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242024 

SENPAI THIS CANT BE LOVE GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shinta Harekawa 

Friendly, confident, amazing at his job...All words applicable to veteran CG designer Yanase who was 

asked to teach the hardworking new hire, Kaneda, the ropes! Although excited about the prospect, 

he begins to lose heart in the face of Kaneda’s frosty indifference. However, on the inside, Kaneda’s 

been struggling to play it cool whenever Yanase so much as pats him on the back... (STL315513) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242025 

VISIONS 2023 ILLUSTRATORS BOOK SC (C: 0-1-2) 

The ul!mate collec!on of pixiv ar!sts returns with a 2023 compila!on featuring 170 of some of the 

greatest illustrators on the pla[orm. This year’s collec!on boasts a broad selec!on of styles and 

contributors from across the globe that any art fan is sure to love! (STL315534) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 360pgs, FC SRP: $45.00 

 



MAR242026 

ADULTS PICTURE BOOK GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kei Itoi 

Married and moved in, Fusako is all ready to start her new life with Kiki and Kudou! But one early 

morning, an unexpected guest disrupts the fragile peace of the household...Fusako and Kiki forge an 

alliance to cover for Kudou’s lie, but how long can they keep it up?! Meanwhile, Kudou is riddled with 

doubt over his decisions... (STL315472) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242027 

BLACK SUMMONER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Doufu Mayoi (A) Gin Ammo 

Ever since arriving in a new world with overpowered abili!es—at the cost of his memories—Kelvin 

has steadily gathered one powerful ally aJer another. But now, the threat of a demon looms over 

Parth, City of Peace. As the strongest party in the area, Kelvin's group is tasked with inves!ga!ng this 

new threat...only to walk into a life-and-death fight with a Rank S opponent! Luckily, our snarky, fun-

loving baGle junkie has assembled some of the most formidable allies around to combat them. The 

exhilara!ng baGle fantasy journey con!nues as this black-clad warrior and his companions con!nue 

to leave their mark upon the world! (STL315478) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242028 

AKO & BAMBI GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  HERO 

AJer moving into a poten!ally ghost-infested apartment, Bambi met a girl who may or may not 

actually be a ghost. Through random conversa!ons in the dark of night, much about Ako remains a 

mystery, but maybe going to a fes!val at the school she might have aGended will shed some light on 

her past... (STL315473) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242029 

REBORN TO MASTER BLADE FROM HERO-KING TO SQUIRE GN VOL 03 (C 

(W)  Hayaken (A) Moto Kuromura 

Reincarnated as a girl far in the future, former Hero-King Inglis has the chance to hone her figh!ng 

skills. Lacking a Rune, she was free to spend her days engrossed in training while her beauty grew 

alongside her exper!se with the blade. Now fiJeen years old, she sets off for the royal capital to 



enroll in the knights’ academy with her childhood friend, Rafinha. But when their budget grows !ght 

along the way, they might have to make a slight detour... What kind of mayhem is in store for them 

as mercenaries? (STL315511) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242030 

WHOEVER STEALS THIS BOOK GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nowaki Fukamidori (A) Kakeru Sora 

The “Books’ Curse”—an ancient hex that ac!vates when a book is stolen from the massive library, 

Mikura Hall, turning the en!re town into the seYng of a story. To break this curse, high schooler 

Mifuyu is tasked with journeying through these story worlds to track down the thief. This !me, she’ll 

be naviga!ng the dangerous streets of a hard-boiled noir novel, as well as a fantasy adventure 

surrounding the large and mysterious “Silver Beast”!! And will the book thief reveal themselves at 

last?! (STL315535) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242031 

BLOODY SWEET GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) NaRae Lee 

With the help of those close to her, Naerim was finally able to confront her bullies and move on. 

Becoming an adult, working as a full-fledged shaman, and falling in love with her vampire...whatever 

the future holds, she cannot wait to face the next chapter in her life! However, some scars are slow 

to heal, even aJer centuries pass. A pair of vampires from Fetechou’s dark past have tracked him 

down, and they are determined to drag him back to the shadows... (STL315479) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 296pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242032 

BRIDE OF THE BARRIER MASTER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kureha (A)  Odayaka 

Hana has kept her recently emerged powers a secret from her condescending family. However, the 

new head of the clan, the beau!ful and powerful Saku Ichinomiya, makes Hana into his bride to help 

strengthen the barrier of a pillar that protects Japan. Now, Hana's powers are being tested by Saku’s 

family, and she’s even met with harassment at school! (STL315480) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 



MAR242033 

CHEERFUL AMNESIA GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tamamushi Oku 

The loss of Arisa’s memories has s!ll has her girlfriend Mari worried, but Arisa herself is cheerfully 

enjoying their lovey-dovey days together. That said, there are certain things couples do together—

things Arisa no longer has any experience with. Can she step up to the plate and give Mari what she 

wants?! (STL315483) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242034 

BUNGO STRAY DOGS DEAD APPLE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Gun_Zi 

High above the streets of Yokohama, Chuuya unleashes his Corrup!on to face off against Shibusawa, 

now transformed into a dragon. The clash of skills unleashes a singularity—one that threatens to 

envelop the en!re planet. Faced with a poten!al apocalypse, Atsushi, Akutagawa, and Kyouka join 

the final baGle to save the city—and the world. Bungo Stray Dogs: Dead Apple comes to a 

magnificent conclusion in this final volume! past… (STL315481) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242035 

MAY BE GUILD RECEPTIONIST BUT CLOCK OUT ON TIME GN VOL 03 (C 

(W) Mato Kousaka (A) Suzu Yuuki 

The new dungeon, Chalk Tower, is riddled with unpredictable situa!ons—first, boss-class foes 

wandering the halls, and then the annihila!on of Rufus’ party at the hands of an unknown enemy...! 

Silver Sword reluctantly opts for a temporary withdrawal. That means escape from adventuring duty 

for Alina, and a return at last to her beloved job as a recep!onist! But for some reason, a sense of 

unease lingers... Meanwhile, Rufus joins Silver Sword as the vanguard and the party aGempts to clear 

the Chalk Tower once more. But do they have any chance against a humanoid monster with Divine 

Relic!?? (STL315494) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242036 

I WANT TO BE A WALL GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Honami Shirono 



Gaku and Yuriko prepare to face the final hurdle of their newlywed life—mee!ng Gaku’s 

grandmother! But as they do, the pair are forced to consider exactly what kind of rela!onship they 

want to have and what kind of life they want to build together... (STL315496) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242037 

IMITATION GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kyoung-Ran Park 

Fame and love are two feelings that are new to Maha. With the success of Tea Party’s album and a 

budding romance with Ryoc, every day feels like a dream! But as her popularity grows, so does the 

price of celebrity. When she becomes caught up in an unexpected scandal, Maha begins to realize 

the spotlight she’d chased for so long now follows her around...even when she’s off the stage. 

(STL315497) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 240pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242038 

IM A WITCH MY CRUSH WANTS LOVE POTION GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Eiko Mutsuhana (A)  Kamada,  Vient 

“I never thought there’d come a day you would look at me like that.” The witch, Rose, is so estranged 

from people that she welcomes death.??Believing no one could ever love her, she lives alone, hiding 

her feelings from Harij, but the knight cares for her with no pretenses. One night, Harij accidentally 

drinks a love po!on, causing him to say honeyed words and gaze upon Rose with feverish eyes. 

Although she knows it’s only due to the po!on, Rose can’t hide her joy…? (STL315491) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242039 

PANDORA SEVEN GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuta Kayashima 

Searching for the truth behind Pandora’s Box, Lia Fron!er heads for the Great Shrine of 

Necromanie—allegedly, where the truth of the en!re world is assembled. However, since the rise of 

Humania, this isolated place has gained a reputa!on as a cursed land. What new disasters await Lia 

in this desolate corner of the world?! (STL315507) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 



MAR242040 

I WANT TO BE A RECEPTIONIST IN MAGICAL WORLD GN VOL 04 (C: 0 

(W)  MAKO (A)  Yone,  Maro 

AJer transferring to the southern office in Soreiyu, Nunnally begins her new job. Filled with new 

requests, new friends...and her long!me rival, Rockmann!?  It seems not even moving workplaces 

can sever the !es that bind them together. And this !me, for some reason, Rockmann seems to have 

taken an interest in Nunnally. Between Rockmann’s demeanor, and her choice to aGend the flower 

fes!val with her new colleague, Yakkrin—could it be that love finally come for Nunnally? (STL315495) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242041 

WITCHES MARRIAGE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  studio HEADLINE 

Though the original purpose of her marriage was to open the doors of truth and reunite with her 

mistress, the cold and beau!ful witch Melissa finds herself more and more drawn to the kindness of 

her partner and appren!ce, Tanya. AJer surpassing various challenges in The WMC (Witches’ 

Marriage College) together, Melissa and Tanya finally reach the last trial, but then... (STL315529) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242042 

MY DEAR CURSE-CASTING VAMPIRESS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chisaki Kanai 

The large-scale vampire extermina!on using Baroque’s curses has begun. As the merciless vampires 

fall one aJer another, it seems the opera!on is a success…un!l the arrival of Tsukuyomi. Mad with 

love for Isuzu, she uses a mysterious ability to control him like a puppet. Desperate to stay by 

Baroque’s side, Isuzu tries to resist, to no avail. The curtain rises on a deadly baGle as vampires on all 

sides lay claim to Isuzu’s heart…! (STL315950) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242043 

ADACHI AND SHIMAMURA GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hitoma Iruma (A) Moke Yuzuhara 

Summer vaca!on is here! This is the perfect chance to get closer to Shimamura…or so Adachi 

thought. While part-!ming at a food stall at the summer fes!val, she sees Shimamura happily 



strolling around with an unfamiliar girl. Has a new rival appeared?!? (STL315471) Scheduled to ship 

in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242044 

ASSORTED ENTANGLEMENTS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Mikanuji 

Kujo carries the weight of a friendship broken apart by unrequited feelings... Heke and Lala are afraid 

of their rela!onship changing, and neither wants to take the first step forward... Minami cries out in 

her sleep that she doesn’t have a place where she belongs, and Shizuku worries for her...  The past 

makes each recall that to be together, to have a place where they are not alone, isn’t something to 

be taken for granted—so they must treasure the loves they have built.? (STL315475) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242045 

UNNAMED MEMORY GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kuji Furumiya (A) Naoki Koshimizu 

“It doesn’t maGer if I’m given one, a hundred, or a thousand op!ons—I will always choose 

you.”?Tinasha has yet to show herself since discovering Miralys is the candidate for Oscar’s bride-to-

be.??Shut away in her tower, she con!nues to analyze the Witch of Silence’s curse. This solitary way 

of life, keeping everyone at arm's length is the root of Tinasha’s loneliness. Could Oscar be the one to 

change her ways...? (STL315533) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242046 

HETEROGENIA LINGUISTICO GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Salt Seno 

As spring finally arrives, Hakaba’s party finally finishes their journey to the coast. As they begin their 

research on the new region, Hakaba is swept into an underwater cave by its residents—who are 

indis!nguishable from fish! Will Hakaba be able to figure out how to communicate with the 

inhabitants and escape from the cave before it’s too late? (STL315490) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242047 



CHITOSE IS IN RAMUNE BOTTLE GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Hiromu (A)  Bobkya,  Raemz 

In order to deal with a poten!al stalker, Saku and Yuzuki decide to fake date each other. Soon, rumors 

are blowing up about the latest good-looking couple in town, and things go way beyond 

expecta!ons! Yan High’s delinquents come aJer them, a lovelorn Tomoya Naruse seeks Saku out for 

advice, and just as Saku is having a friendly conversa!on with Asuka Nishino, Yuzuki buGs in and 

asks—“What is the deal between you two, anyway?!” (STL315484) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242048 

DETECTIVE IS ALREADY DEAD GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  nigozyu (A)  mugiko 

Our most recent death solved and shelved, !me to kick back and relax before the next case, right? 

Psyche, we got another one right off the bat! Luckily, Kimitaka’s new partner is brimming with 

confidence aJer confron!ng the truth about Siesta. Only ques!on is, can she maintain that 

composure and be an ace detec!ve of her own right? (STL315520) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242049 

KOWLOON GENERIC ROMANCE GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jun Mayuzuki 

In Kowloon nothing is for certain, but Kujirai wonders if, to Kudou-san, the only certain truth is that 

Kujirai is a lie. She’s different, yet also the same. And what about when pessimis!c Kudou pulls her in 

and empha!cally says, “Don’t go anywhere. Always be by my side.” Kujirai’s thoughts grow both 

clearer and more confusing. (STL315500) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242050 

TSUBAKI-CHOU LONLEY PLANET GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mika Yamamori 

Although they’ve started going out, Akatsuki inadvertently con!nues to make contact with Fumi as 

though nothing has changed at all, even coming into her futon without asking. Fumi, however, is 

more conscious about it than ever before. With their feelings about da!ng out of sync, the two are at 

a loss as to what to do... ? (STL315532) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242051 

COMBATANTS WILL BE DISPATCHED GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Natsume Akatsuki (A) Masaaki Kiasa, Kakao Lanthanum 

It's become clear that Lilith intends to take Agent Six back to Earth, leaving Alice behind on the 

planet, and Six isn't sure what to think. Meanwhile, the group takes one last job inves!ga!ng a ruin, 

but it doesn't go as smoothly as they hoped…? (STL315485) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242052 

DARK HISTORY OF REINCARNATED VILLAINESS GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Akiharu Touka 

In the wake of Bloody Na!vity, Iana has been branded a criminal, while Konoha awoke her powers as 

a saint. Injured from her escape from the temple, Iana has fallen comatose—and may never awaken. 

Meanwhile, Konoha begins down the path of the original Dark History, beginning the purifica!on 

journey that started it all... (STL315519) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242053 

IM NOT POPULAR GN VOL 23 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nico Tanigawa 

The start of the culture fes!val draws near, and filming for the movie is about to end. And for some 

reason, they’re finishing it off with a baseball scene...? Everyone heads to the field in the morning for 

the shoot, but some are more op!mis!c about the idea than others... (STL315503) Scheduled to ship 

in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242054 

SO IM A SPIDER SO WHAT GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Okina Baba (A) Asahiro Kakashi 

In the midst of an ancient ruin (that look more like a spaceship than a ruin) our party boldly makes 

their way!! But, uhh, we make have accidentally awakened a weapon from the distant past...or 



would it be future? I mean, it does look like a UFO...Agh, not another last boss fight!! (STL315515) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242055 

CERTAIN MAGICAL INDEX GN VOL 28 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kazuma Kamachi (A) Chuya Kogino 

Index and Touma are ordered by the Queen of England to inves!gate the Eurotunnel bombing 

incident. The perpetrators—an organiza!on called “New Light”, whose plans promise to bring 

massive changes to Britain! Can Touma intercept them in !me to stop their scheme before it gets out 

of hand?! (STL315468) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242056 

TERRIFIED TEACHER AT GHOUL SCHOOL GN VOL 14 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mai Tanaka 

There's been a major incident in Kyoto—Seimei's spirit has scaGered! It’s a mad dash for the pieces 

as the four gods and Class 2-3 square off! Sano and the others team up with the school president and 

the head of the tengu, but what's in store for them?? (STL315470) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242057 

DEVIL IS PART TIMER GN VOL 21 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Satoshi Wagahara (A) Akio Hiiragi 

In the heart of the Bluehorn clan’s fortress, a young Satan confronts their chief, Adramelech. 

Defea!ng him would mean adding the Bluehorn’s strength to his army, but can he surmount the 

overwhelming difference in power?! Years later, a now adult Satan will come face to face with Alciel, 

leader of the Iron Scorpions. How did the Demon King meet his most loyal general? (STL315521) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242058 

IS WRONG PICK UP GIRLS DUNGEON SWORD ORATORIA GN VOL 23 (C:  

(W) Fujino Omori (A) Takashi Yagi & Various 



The black bull Asterios appears before Bell, challenging him to a long-awaited duel. While Bell has 

been trying to avoid fights lately, he can’t help geYng excited at the thought of going up against such 

a powerful opponent! The people rally around Bell as he baGles, and the adventurers, including Aiz, 

look on in awe… (STL315498) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

MAR242059 

BLACK BUTLER GN VOL 33 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yana Toboso 

In their mission to sever the enemy’s lifeline, Baldo and Lau inves!gate a veterans’ sanatorium—but 

their opinions on how to handle the situa!on cause them to clash! Meanwhile, Finny and Snake visit 

a newly established orphanage to the east, where Snake is reunited with a person he never thought 

he’d see again... (STL315476) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 178pgs, B&W SRP: $13.00 

 

YEN ON 

 

MAR242060 

BABEL LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kuji Furumiya 

One day, college student Shizuku Minase stumbles from modern day Japan into a fantasy world. 

While wandering through a backwater region of this world of sword and sorcery, she comes across 

an eccentric young man named Eric who studies a magic script. He agrees to help her return home 

on the condi!on that she teach him Japanese. With their bargain struck, the pair set off across the 

magical con!nent of Farsus in search of a way back to Earth. Thus begins the sequel to Unnamed 

Memory.?? (STL292816) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 324pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242061 

DEMONS CREST LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Reki Kawahara (A) James Balzer 

Yuuma Ashihara is playing Actual Magic, a virtual reality MMORPG, when it suddenly begins to fuse 

with the real world. While he tries to make sense of what’s happening, he runs into Sumi, one of his 

classmates. Before, she was one of the cutest girls in his grade, but she’s undergone a terrible 

metamorphosis—into one of the game's monsters! From the author of Sword Art Online and Accel 

World comes a story beyond VR and AR, where game and reality are one and the same.? 

(STL315489) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242062 

PLAYING DEATH GAMES PUT FOOD ON TABLE NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0- 

(W) Yushi Ukai 

I woke up in an unfamiliar western-style house, wearing a maid uniform and lying on a luxurious bed. 

I soon found five more girls, all dressed the same as me. This was the Ghost House, and the only way 

to survive was to make it through all the traps wai!ng for us--deadly games full of blowguns, buzz 

saws, locked rooms, and weapons. It was a hopeless, terrifying situa!on for all of us...well, except 

me. AJer all, this is my career at seventeen. Do you think that's odd? I agree. But that’s how some 

people are--and some of us make our living playing death games. (STL315509) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242063 

BLACK SUMMONER LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Doufu Mayoi (A)  Kurogin 

Following his transmigra!on, during which he bartered away his memories in exchange for rare and 

powerful skills, Kelvin is fully enjoying his new life as an adventurer. AJer making a name for himself 

in Parth, becoming the city’s most famous and respected adventurer along with his close-knit motley 

crew, he next sets his sights on Toraj, the Country of Water. But what should have been a peaceful 

visit to sa!ate his hear[elt cry of “I haven’t had a grain of rice since arriving in this world — I want 

some rice!!” was, of course, never fated to go smoothly. The unfortunate (or fortunate?) souls who 

just happened to catch the aGen!on of this sarcas!c, adventurous baGle junkie are...none other than 

the Heroes of Deramis?! Join this black-clad warrior and his allies as they con!nue to make a name 

for themselves in the second volume of this epic journey! (STL315477) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 226pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242064 

MISS SAVAGE FANG LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kakkaku Akashi (A)  Kayahara 

Now that things have quieted down at school, Mylene seGles into a fulfilling rou!ne, surrounded by 

adoring friends. One day, however, she no!ces a par!cular student cas!ng suspicious glances at her. 

It turns out this girl is none other than Melissa, Priestess of Eltania. But how exactly are Mylene and 

Melissa connected? As things grow more and more hec!c, the next major event in Mylene’s life 

arrives—her school’s annual Genius Fes!val! (STL315502) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 



 

MAR242065 

KEPT MAN OF PRINCESS KNIGHT LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Toru Shirogane 

MaGhew has a seemingly endless list of troubles. Arwin symptoms and recovery are worrying, and 

her party isn't making much progress in the dungeon. The Sun God's influence is spreading 

surrep!!ously. And Imperial Guard knights have been dispatched from the royal capital to maintain 

public order in the Dungeon City. Their presence sends shock waves through Gray Neighbor, 

disrup!ng the normal flow of things in the vice-filled city. To top it all off, one of the knights in the 

Imperial Guard has come to inves!gate the death of a guild appraiser—his own liGle sister. What will 

become of Arwin when MaGhew becomes a suspect and they are separated? The lifeline between 

the two strains, perhaps to a breaking point... (STL315523) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 232pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242066 

OTHER WORLDS BOOKS DEPEND BEAN COUNTER LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 

(W) Yatsuki Wakatsu (A) Kikka Ohashi 

AJer geYng accidentally summoned to another world, former office worker Seiichiro ends up 

becoming extremely close with the handsome knight commander Aresh—although what exactly that 

means remains ambiguous, even aJer they begin living together. Just as that’s happening, Seiichiro 

meets a priest who reminds him a bit of Aresh. When Aresh returns from his latest expedi!on, will 

he find a rival wai!ng for him? (STL315524) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 312pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242067 

UNIMPLEMENTED OVERLORDS JOINED PARTY LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 02 ( 

(W)  Nagawasabi64 

Shuutarou and his Evil Overlord pals made it out of Ross Maora Castle, but a spirit barrier is keeping 

them and the rest of Eternity’s players from entering a certain area. In order to progress further in 

this game world, Shuutarou decides to change character classes…from a swordfighter to a 

summoner! This way, he can call upon his six Evil Overlords whenever he wants. But being a 

summoner comes with its own caveats: He can bring only one overlord with him at a !me?! 

(STL315527) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 304pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242068 

YOU ARE MY REGRET PROSE NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W)  Shimesaba (A) Ui Shigure 

Yuzuru has begun to mend things with his ex-girlfriend Ai, finally overcoming his long-held regret. But 

his relief proves short-lived when fellow literature club member Kaoru stops coming to school. 

Yuzuru, who cares for her and knows something about her situa!on, tries his best to help, but she 

refuses him at every turn. As loneliness and a new regret take root in Kaoru's heart, how will her 

rela!onship with Yuzuru change? (STL315536) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242069 

REBORN TO MASTER BLADE NOVEL SC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Hayaken (A)  Nagu 

Inglis and her friends decide to protect Ripple at the academy un!l the problem of her aGrac!ng 

magicite beasts is solved. As the academy’s elite are gathered, Inglis makes the acquaintance of a 

young man who’s the only current student with a special-class Rune and a Runeless girl who shows 

excep!onal strength. Inglis is already feeling great as the number of strong people around her 

con!nues to increase, and when she hears of a Steelblood plot to assault the palace, that same 

excited grin is back on her face. “Seems like I’ll get to put my all into a fight for the first !me in a 

while!” Inglis meets challenges head-on with strength and elegance—dressed as a maid this !me! 

Her legend of power and beauty con!nues into its third act! (STL315510) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 214pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242070 

DAYS WITH MY STEPSISTER NOVEL SC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ghost Mikawa (A)  Hiten 

It's Yuuta's and Saki's first summer vaca!on as stepsiblings, and they'll be working at the same 

bookstore! As her senior coworker, Yuuta begins to see a side of Saki he hadn't no!ced before. But 

when Shiori works a shiJ with her, she makes a dark observa!on—if Saki doesn't ease up and start 

relying on others, sooner or later she's going to destroy herself. If he wants to help, Yuuta will have to 

make a decision. Should he betray his own rules and interfere in his stepsister's life? (STL315488) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242071 

MAY BE GUILD RECEPTIONIST BUT SOLO ANY BOSS LN SC VOL 03 (C: 

(W) Mato Kousaka (A)  Gaou 



Despite her best efforts to avoid doing so, Alina Clover finds herself sneaking off in the night yet 

again to smash monsters (and walls) in dungeons to cut down on her over!me. But a glimmer of 

hope emerges when Alina learns of a new policy being implemented at the recep!on counter: 

Employees who submit a compelling opera!onal improvement plan will be given a day off on their 

birthday. Now Alina is fixated on geYng that birthday break…even though she’s totally stumped for 

ideas to propose! (STL315493) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242072 

YOU CAN HAVE MY BACK NOVEL SC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Hitomi Hitoyo, Minami Kotsuna 

It is revealed that Leorino is the reincarna!on of Ionia, and he and Prince Gravis finally understand 

each other’s feelings. However, the mastermind secretly communica!ng with the enemy country is 

on the move again, and the footsteps of war are approaching... (STL315537) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 358pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242073 

LIAR LIAR LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Haruki Kuou (A)  konomi 

The May Interschool Compe!!on has been thrown into chaos by the Chameleon, a cheater able to 

impersonate anyone in the Game. Hiroto’s team has managed to stay in the running, but only barely, 

and Hiroto himself has been eliminated. However, the lying transfer student claims this was part of 

his plan. He’s uncovered the secret beneath the Game, and it’s !me for a counteraGack. Can he 

really win a compe!!on he’s already lost, though? (STL315501) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242074 

CHEAT SKILL WORLD BECAME UNRIVALED REAL NOVEL VOL 05 (C: 0-1 

(W)  Miku (A) Rein Kuwashima 

Yuuya Tenjou successfully repelled the aGack by Yu!, a girl who transformed into a devil. With her 

defeat, the tragic truth behind her anger and dark emo!ons was revealed. Moved by her plight, 

Yuuya takes mercy on her...and now they're living together?! He thinks he might be able to help Yu! 

by using his own body to seal the demonic power that has taken root inside of her. Will the unrivaled 



young man from another world transform into an unrivaled, sinister devil?! (STL315492) Scheduled 

to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242075 

SUGAR APPLE FAIRY LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Miri Mikawa (A)  Aki 

As Anne and the other candy craJers race to finish their sugar candy in !me for the First Holy 

Fes!val, the unthinkable happens. Lafalle, a beau!ful but dangerous fairy with a strange aGachment 

to Challe, aGacks the Paige Workshop and kidnaps Anne and her fairy companion. But even now, 

when she is being held prisoner, all Anne can think about is the approaching deadline... (STL315516) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242076 

ANGEL NEXT DOOR SPOILS ME ROTTEN LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 07 (C: 0 

(W)  Saekisan (A)  Hanekoto 

Summer vaca!on is over, and excitement is in the air as school fes!val prepara!on begins. The class 

is used to Amane and Mahiru’s rela!onship now, and everyone seems happy for them. At the school 

fes!val, Amane's class will hold a maid/butler cafe. Seeing his classmates’s reac!ons to the maid 

ou[its, Amane isn’t completely comfortable with everyone seeing Mahiru like that. Meanwhile, 

Mahiru is geYng a liGle frustrated seeing Amane open up to the girls around him… (STL315518) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 248pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242077 

VEXATIONS SHUT IN VAMPIRE PRINCESS LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 07 (C: 

(W) Kotei Kobayashi (A)  riichu 

AJer returning from her hot springs vaca!on, Terakomari is immediately thrust into another crisis 

when Lingzi Ailan, princess of the Enchanted Lands, shows up at the Mulnite Palace begging for help. 

According to Lingzi, the Grand Chancellor of the Enchanted Lands is in the process of overthrowing 

the current ruler, and he’s forcing her to marry him to solidify his grasp on power. Sympathe!c to 

Lingzi’s plight, Komari agrees to travel to the Enchanted Lands to help the girl break off her marriage. 

But in the background of the Grand Chancellor’s coup, something even more terrifying is brewing… 

(STL315528) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 271pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 



MAR242078 

GREATEST DEMON LORD REBORN TYPICAL NOBODY NOVEL SC VOL 10 (C 

(W) Myojin Katou (A) Sao Mizuno 

Mephisto, the ul!mate enemy, has escaped from his prison...meaning Ard has lost. Even the greatest 

demon lord couldn’t truly the defeat the most powerful Evil God. However, Ard isn’t the greatest 

demon lord anymore. He’s a typical nobody, an idiot. And an idiot never knows when to give up. If 

the fight’s impossible, then he’ll just have to bring about a miracle to change fate! (STL315522) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 228pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

MAR242079 

DATE A LIVE LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Koushi Tachibana (A)  Tsunako 

When the power of the sealed Spirits builds too high, Shido goes out of control. Before the situa!on 

can get any worse, the Spirits try to kiss Shido, but something’s different…? (STL315487) Scheduled 

to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $15.00 

 

IZE PRESS 

 

MAR242080 

OMNISCIENT READERS VIEWPOINT GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  singNsong (A)  Sleepy-C 

With all the food destroyed by the goblin, Dokja’s group is forced to venture into the dark tunnels 

teeming with vicious creatures. But in the cruel new world, monsters are not the most dangerous 

enemies. When the atroci!es commiGed by the “Major Group” come to light, chaos ensues in 

Geumho Sta!on. And amidst the bloodshed, Huiwon’s true power awakens...the Time of Judgment is 

nigh! (STL315505) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 248pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242081 

JUNGLE JUICE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hyeong Eun (A)  Juder 

NEST is in trouble! Hyeseong is in prison, Dohwa’s been beaten to a pulp, and Suchan is caught in a 

baGle with another dragonfly-human. It’s up to Huijin and Mr. Ju to save them...but they’ve been 



ambushed by Pet Shop’s feed-trained specimen! It turns out Pet Shop was an!cipa!ng Black Rock 

Island to be compromised, and the NEST task force walked right into a trap...Will they be able to get 

out with their lives?! (STL315499) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 288pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242082 

NOT SEW WICKED STEPMOM GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Iru (A)  Mo9Rang 

Though not without their ups and downs, it looks like Abigail’s rela!onships with Sabrian and 

Blanche are as great as ever—they're finally star!ng to feel like a true family! Despite this, rumors of 

the discord among the royal family con!nue to spread, so Sabrian comes up with idea that will lay 

them all to rest… (STL315504) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242083 

UNCANNY COUNTER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Jang E 

AJer joining the rest of Aun!e’s noodles as a Counter, Mun finds himself with unmatched 

superhuman strength. And with great power…comes great ability to beat up the bullies who picked 

on you and your friends! But as Mun’s reputa!on as the school’s hero grows, so does the target on 

his back… (STL315526) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 320pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242084 

REMARRIED EMPRESS GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Alphatart (A)  Sumpul 

With Duke Ergi’s help, Navier and Heinrey successfully escaped to the Western Kingdom! But many of 

the people of Heinrey’s homeland do not take kindly to news of Navier’s arrival, in light of their 

loyalty to the former queen, Krista. With her reputa!on on the line, Navier must navigate a new 

poli!cal minefield, riddled with dangers even within the palace. And when Krista insists Navier and 

Heinrey leave their wedding prepara!ons to her, it begs the ques!on—just what are her true 

inten!ons...? (STL315525) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 272pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242085 

DARK MOON THE BLOOD ALTAR GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W)  HYBE,  Enhypen 

Now that Sooha knows the truth about Heli and his friends, she can con!nue her exci!ng high school 

life without a hitch...right? If only it were that simple! The principal of the orphanage where the boys 

were kept as kids has finally tracked them down—and she’s brought bad news along with her. The 

vampires, Chris, and Sooha’s pasts and futures may be more intertwined than any of them 

thought...and Sooha’s life is very much s!ll in danger! (STL315486) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

MAR242086 

TOMB RAIDER KING GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  San.G (A)  3B2S 

Jooheon has successfully conquered the first two of the Seven Great Tombs. But when Pandora 

kidnaps Jaeha, he is forced to venture into the Tomb of Envy without his trusty sidekick! To make 

maGers worse, he is ambushed by Seolah Lee, a capable teammate from his previous life who now 

works for a hos!le organiza!on. But as he braces for a tough fight, a mysterious relic of memory 

ac!vates on its own, and it has a very unexpected effect on Seolah! (STL315531) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 312pgs, FC SRP: $20.00 

 

DENPA BOOKS 

 

MAR242087 

NANA & KAORU GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ryuta Amazume 

Nana & Kaoru is heralded as an ero!c comedy classic. This long sought aJer coming-of-age BDSM 

story is finally geYng an official English release in a 3-in-1 omnibus. Nana and Kaoru's rela!onship 

has progressed quite a bit since they started their breathers. Now it is at the point where they feel 

like they should be taking a step up in their partnership. But that also means finding giJs that are 

uniquely for each other. And at the top of that wish list is a custom choker! Is Kaoru ready for that? 

Does Nana even want one from him? (STL295443) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #11 (NOV231842) 

SC, 6x9, 580pgs, B&W SRP: $29.95 

 

FANFARE presents PONENT MON 



 

MAR242088 

SOLITARY GOURMET GN (NEW PTG) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Masayuki Kusumi (A) Jiro Taniguchi 

What do we learn about Mister Inogashira? He's a sole, independent trader impor!ng household and 

fashion goods from France into Japan. He is always busy but never rushed as he travels around Japan 

selling his wares. He's a private person who, whilst he enjoys the company of women, prefers to 

remain a bachelor. He smokes cigareGes but never touches alcohol. But above all, he enjoys his food! 

He is The Solitary Gourmet! Each of the thirty-two chapters explores another dish in another 

restaurant in another part of town - from Tokyo to ToGori, from Osaka to hospital (yes!) and even 

ventures to an Algerian restaurant in Paris, ea!ng and observing. (STL265124) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #3 (MAR232241) 

HC, 6x9, 344pgs, B&W SRP: $35.00 

 

GHOST SHIP 

 

MAR242089 

2 POINT 5 DIMENSIONAL SEDUCTION GN VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yu Hashimoto 

Okumura is thrown for a loop when he learns that Abe Marina, the only 3D girl he ever had feelings 

for, is on the student council of his very own school. Then the manga club agrees to help the student 

council by puYng on a cosplay café for the culture fes!val. Once again, Okumura’s fate and Marina’s 

intertwine... Where will the path of otakudom lead now? (STL313510) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242090 

AYAKASHI TRIANGLE GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kentaro Yabuki 

AJer Shadow Mei reveals that Matsuri and Shirogane cannot return to their original forms without 

her, she unveils a new plan… to become friends! During swim class, Shadow Mei relentlessly pursues 

Matsuri, causing Suzu's jealousy to run wild! Is a friendship even possible between the former and 

current ayakashi mediums? (STL313516) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242091 

PETER GRILL & PHILOSOPHERS TIME GN VOL 12 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Daisuke Hiyama 

Sent on a doomed quest to find a phoenix stone for their marriage ceremony, Peter and Luvellia 

journey to an underground casino. But when Luvellia loses a game, she’s kidnapped! Peter needs to 

save the girl, thwart the villain, get the stone, and then fend off the locals in a visit to Ogrestan, 

where Lisa and Mimi are wai!ng. This !me, he’s all in! (STL313563) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242092 

WICKED TRAPPER GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Wadapen 

The final volume! Souta and Sophie are celebra!ng their hard-won victory over the malevolent lord 

of Towmill, when sexy succubus Lilith steps out of the forest having escaped being kidnapped! The 

party follows Lilith to a new town where they will fight to liberate monster girls from an evil brothel 

owner... and his allies at the very top of human society! The traps are set to hard-mode for the epic 

finale of a game dev's odyssey across a dark fantasy world, but who will they snap shut upon? 

(STL313584) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

J-NOVEL CLUB 

 

MAR242093 

ASCENDANCE OF A BOOKWORM L NOVEL PART 5 VOL 3 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Miya Kazuki (A) Suzuka Quof, You Shiina 

AJer yet another fever, Rozemyne awakes to some shocking news: the Sovereign knights captured 

for interrup!ng her diGer match might have been under the influence of trug. This brings a recent 

incident involving Lady Georgine to her mind, but Rozemyne decides to leave the maGer to the 

adults. AJer all, the Interduchy Tournament is coming soon, and the students of Ehrenfest need to 

prepare! This event will also bring a long-awaited reunion—Ferdinand will be staying the night of the 

tournament in Ehrenfest’s tea party room. Rozemyne struggles to keep her emo!ons in check, but 



she makes her decision: “I will do everything in my power to welcome him!” (STL312022) Scheduled 

to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 400pgs, PC SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR242094 

FARAWAY PALADIN OMNIBUS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kanata Yanagino (A) Mutsumi Okubashi 

Under cover of night, Will and his party set out on a quest to slay the calamitous elder dragon 

Valacirca, bringer of war and transgressor upon the dwarves' former home. Before they can vanquish 

the ancient beast, however, they must survive the journey to the Rust Mountains where it dwells. 

The way is long and fraught with dangers both an!cipated and unexpected. But even with the odds 

against them, Will, Menel, Reystov, Al, and Ghelreis venture forth, emboldened by each other's 

bravery—for where there is darkness, there may always yet be light. Collects the complete volume 9-

10. (STL312027) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 360pgs, PC SRP: $24.99 

 

J-NOVEL HEART 

 

MAR242095 

TEARMOON EMPIRE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Nozomu Mochitsuki (A) Mizu Morino 

Bare your blades, students of Saint-Noel! The biannual swordsmanship tournament has arrived, and 

the compe!!on is as fierce as the stakes are high! Can Prince Abel prevail in a baGle of wills against 

his chauvinis!c brother? Can anyone stop Prince Sion’s meteoric rise through the ranks? When the 

day is finally won, who will emerge victorious as the academy’s finest swordsman? And most 

importantly, will Mia’s culinary genius secure Abel’s affec!on, or will Keithwood’s incessant nitpicking 

and idea-quashing ruin everything? (STL312020) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

KODANSHA COMICS 

 

MAR242096 

A DO GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Amano Jaku 

Following a wave of immigra!on, Japan has became a vola!le mix of people and cultures, rocked by 

the protests of xenophobic extremists unhappy with the new status quo. A brash, job-hopping young 



woman named Riko is driving her scooter through one such protest when she sees a boy about to get 

run over by a truck. Riko just manages to shove him out of the way, and, in the hours that follow, she 

finds herself looking aJer the boy, named Eito. Riko takes Eito out for a bowl of ramen, but just as 

they're about to dig in, Eito is fired upon by a distant army sniper. As the bullet pierces the restaurant 

window and comes whizzing toward Eito, plant-like tendrils snake out from his arm and stop it in 

mid-flight. Who in the world is this boy? (STL313513) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242097 

ANYWAY IM FALLING IN LOVE WITH YOU GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Haruka Mitsui 

An irresis!ble shojo manga offering an all-you-can-eat-buffet of high school drama, adolescent 

crushes, and childhood nostalgia. Just as Mizuho truly considers what Kizuki means to her, her long-

admired Saito-sempai professes his feelings! With her system overloaded by new and confusing 

emo!ons, Mizuho comes down with a fever. Her childhood friends are eager to help, but soon realize 

they have their own tumultuous feelings to face. (STL313514) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

0) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242098 

AS A REINCARNATED ARISTOCRAT USE APPRAISAL SKILL GN VOL 11 ( 

(W) Natsumi Inoue (A/CA)  jimmy 

A salaryman suffers a heart aGack and is reborn in another world as Ars Louvent, the child of an 

aristocra!c house. Though lacking in physical strength, Ars has a unique "appraisal" skill that lets him 

see other people's stats and latent abili!es. He puts this skill to the test by discovering a 

downtrodden young man with fearsome blade skills and a street urchin with a knack for magic. Has 

Ars found the diamonds in the rough that will help him secure his family's fortunes? (STL313515) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR242099 

BLOOD BLADE GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Oma Sei 

Count Dracula is reborn as a katana-wielding young vampiress in a new, never-seen-before ac!on 

manga set in a griGy, alternate-history Europe! Having narrowly escaped being blown to pieces, 

Count Vlad squares off against the mercenaries known as Grace and Gramps. However, what began 

as a baGle to the death takes an unexpected turn when the pair end up joining the band of travelers. 

Count Vlad soon stumbles across none other than the Jus!ciar, the man who had him executed in 



the distant past. The Jus!ciar then recounts the tragic story of his imprisonment and his son's death. 

Yet he may not have been en!rely forthcoming, as Count Vlad and friends soon learn when they 

cross paths with a young assassin... (STL313518) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242100 

BLUE LOCK GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Muneyuki Kaneshiro (A) Yusuke Nomura 

A mad young coach gathers soccer players from across the country to compete in a series of bizarre 

challenges in a high-tech colosseum he calls Blue Lock. AJer making it through the grueling Second 

Selec!on, Isagi and the remaining thirty-four strikers prepare for their next challenge, a match 

against the current U-20 Japan team. At stake: a chance to represent Japan on the world stage as 

part of the U-20 team. However, with only eleven spots available on the Blue Lock team, Isagi must 

first clear tryouts if he is to keep his dreams alive. Can he assert his place among the best of the 

best? (STL313519) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242101 

BLUE WOLVES OF MIBU GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tsuyoshi Yasuda 

The year is 1863. It is a turbulent !me in Japan, as rising anxie!es about the modernizing world 

coincide with the decline of the shogunate, and the possibility of civil war looms. As disgruntled 

samurai flood into the city of Kyoto, a group of ronin warriors are recruited to maintain peace and 

protect the shogunate's interests: the Mibu Roshigumi, later known as the Shinsengumi! Despite his 

youth and small stature, Nio begins to turn heads among the Roshigumi with his work ethic and 

forthright personality. But all is not well within the group—some plot against the Roshigumi for their 

own interests, and their resources are scant. Fortunately, a plea to the mighty daimyo of Aizu might 

just gain them an audience. Will the scrappy group of misfits find themselves a powerful backer, or 

will they be relegated to the dustbin of history? (STL313598) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242102 

A CONDITION OF LOVE GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Megumi Morino 



Hotaru is a 16-year-old high school first year who has always been ambivalent about love, preferring 

instead to have a lively life with her family and friends. So when she sees her schoolmate, Hananoi-

kun, siYng in the snow aJer a messy, public breakup, she thinks nothing of offering to share her 

umbrella. But when he asks her out in the middle of her classroom the next day, she can't help but 

feel that her life is about to change in a big way! (STL313512) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

1) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR242103 

DRIFTING DRAGONS GN VOL 16 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Taku Kuwabara 

The daily rou!ne aboard an airborne draking vessel springs to vivid life in this exquisitely craJed tale 

in the tradi!on of the lush, transpor!ng fantasy of Hayao Miyazaki. Part travelogue, part imaginary 

cookbook, and part otherworldly slice of life, DriJing Dragons tells the stories of the Quin Zaza and 

the colorful band of misfits that makes up her crew. (STL313528) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 

0-1-1) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242104 

FED UP WITH BEING QUEENS GENIUS BROTHER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Suu Morishita 

Leet isn't just any butler. His mistress, Princess Kilik, demands the impossible—and he delivers it, 

seven !mes before breakfast. But one day, Leet decides enough is enough, and he flees for a 

neighboring land where the talented rise up through the ranks instead of languishing in thankless, 

dead-end jobs. Under a new name, Lilt, he enrolls in a training and job placement program, and 

rapidly discovers that, easy as "wax on, wax off," his butlering skills make him a valuable asset! 

(STL313606) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242105 

FIRE FORCE OMNIBUS GN VOL 10 VOL 28-30 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Atsushi Ohkubo 

In the year 198 of the Age of the Sun, Tokyo is a crowded cosmopolis. But the world's most populous 

city is threatened by devils that cause people to burst into flame at random! The only ones who can 

stop it are the Fire Force, a team of specialized firefighters. The young Shinra, blessed with the ability 

to ignite his feet and travel at the speed of a rocket, wants nothing more than to be a hero, and 

knows that this is the place for him! But he's not the best at following orders... Includes volume 28-

30 of the original series. (STL313533) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 576pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR242106 

GACHIAKUTA GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kei Urana (A) Hideyoshi Andou 

Rudo lives in the slums of a floa!ng town, where the poor scrape by under the shadow of the rich 

who live a sumptuous life, simply cas!ng their garbage off the side, into the abyss. Then one day, he's 

falsely accused of murder, and his wrongful convic!on leads to an unimaginable punishment—exile 

off the edge, with the rest of the trash. Down on the surface, the cast-off waste of humanity has bred 

vicious monsters, and if Rudo wants to have any hope of discovering the truth and seeking 

vengeance against those who cast him into Hell, he will have to master a new power and join a group 

known as the Cleaners who baGle the hulking trash beasts of the Pit! (STL313535) Scheduled to ship 

in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242107 

GAZING AT STAR NEXT DOOR GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Ammitsu 

Chiaki is a preGy normal teenage girl. Since they were kids, she's had a thing for her best friend 

Subaru—who's fast becoming the hoGest young actor in Japan! With Subaru threatening to slip 

away, Chiaki has a decision to make: Will she finally take her shot, or give Subaru up to his adoring 

public? (STL313536) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242108 

GO GO LOSER RANGER GN VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Negi Haruba 

Thirteen years ago, an evil army of mysterious alien monsters invaded the Earth, but the great 

protectors of mankind—the Divine Dragon Rangers—rose up to stop them! To this day, the fate of 

the Earth hangs in the balance as the fierce struggle con!nues to unfold! Or does it? In truth, the evil 

aliens were subjugated within the first year, and they've now become nothing more than clowns 

forced to act out their con!nuous defeat every week for the entertainment of the masses. But one of 

the aliens has had enough. Something has to change! He'll rebel against the strongest might of the 

Dragon Rangers and destroy them all! (STL313537) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 



MAR242109 

GREAT CLERIC GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hiiro Akikaze (A)  sime 

Ordered by the Pope to study at the clinic of his old enemy BoGaculli, Luciel returns to Merratoni. 

But their fateful reunion takes a turn when one of BoGaculli's slaves mysteriously breaks the 

restraints of his curse and rebels. Luciel saves the wicked healer's life and learns that the corrup!on 

plaguing this world reaches farther than he thought. Even the "freedom" boasted by the 

Independent City-State of Yenice seems to be for appearances only. (STL313538) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242110 

I CANT SAY NO TO LONELY GIRL GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Kashikaze 

If you crave the latest yuri trending now in Japan, you need this Lonely Girl! Quintessen!al good girl 

Sakurai finds herself trapped in the middle of a bribery scheme. Her teacher offers to write a 

recommenda!on leGer in exchange for luring a truant student into aGendance. Sakurai pins down 

the reclusive transfer student Honda, but there are strings aGached. Honda demands that Sakurai 

grant one wish every day. The first wish is a kiss—and Sakurai finds herself feeling very eager to 

please… (STL313545) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242111 

I SEE YOUR FACE TURNED AWAY GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Rumi Ichinohe 

From the creator of My Sweet Girl comes a new manga about four teenagers and their four stories of 

unrequited love. One might call Hikari extraordinarily ordinary. One day, she takes up a new hobby—

imagining what a romance would be like between her preGy friend Mari and the cute guy in their 

class, Ohtani. It's all in harmless fun, un!l the roles start to get tangled in Hikari's mind. Does she 

really have to be just the best friend in this love story? And just who is on Ohtani's mind when his 

eyes driJ away? (STL313591) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242112 

KEI X YAKU BOUND BY LAW GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yoshie Kaoruhara 



Opposite sides of the law flirt with danger—and each other—in a tangled web of poli!cal intrigue 

that is fraught with decep!on and secrets. Ichiro, an agent with the Tokyo Metropolitan Public 

Security Bureau, receives orders to make contact with and closely surveil Shiro, a yakuza hotshot 

whose bed partners include a considerable amount of influen!al male poli!cians. The mission takes 

an unexpected turn when they realize they've both been pursuing the same cold case: the 

disappearance of Rion Nakaba, Ichiro's senior and Shiro's sister. Determined to uncover the truth, the 

two secretly team up under the guise of lovers to try and pick up her trail... (STL313607) Scheduled 

to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242113 

MAGUS OF LIBRARY GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Mitsu Izumi 

In the small village of Amun lives a poor boy named Theo. Theo adores books, but because of his 

pointed ears and impoverished life, he isn't allowed to use the village library. As he endures the 

prejudice and hatred of the village, he dreams of going where such things don't exist: AJzaak, the 

City of Books. But one day, Theo chances to meet a Kafna—a librarian who works for the great library 

of AJzaak—and his life changes forever... (STL313592) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242114 

MEDALIST GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Tsurumaikada 

Inori is a liGle girl who dreams of becoming a figure skater. Yet, the obstacles to this dream feel 

insurmountable: Inori's already "too old" (she's 11); she's always had trouble at school; and, worst of 

all, her older sister's ska!ng dreams ended in failure, so her mother is dead set against puYng her 

other daughter through a similar experience. S!ll, the rink is the only place Inori can be herself, and 

she's out on the ice when a fateful mee!ng takes place. Tsukasa, a frustrated coach on the edge of 

giving up compe!!ve ska!ng himself, will join Inori to form an unstoppable duo powered by hard 

work, transcendent joy, and an unshakeable belief that they can prove everyone wrong. (STL313552) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242115 

NINA STARRY BRIDE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  RIKACHI 

Nina had a rough start to life, orphaned and stealing to survive, only to be abducted for her unusual 

lapis lazuli eyes. But to her surprise, her captor, Prince Azure, ordained that she would live the life of 



a princess... specifically, that of the recently deceased princess-priestess, Alisha, who had her same 

eyes. Despite her changing fortune, Nina won't give up her old life without a fight. Azure might just 

be the one to finally match her wits, but how much can she trust him? And can she stop the feelings 

budding in her heart, knowing she must eventually marry another...? (STL313560) Scheduled to ship 

in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 176pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242116 

NINJA VS GOKUDO GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shinsuke Kondo 

An outrageous new ac!on series, like Jojo's Bizarre Adventure meets Fist of the North Star! Shinoha 

is a frickin' ninja. He can't even smile because of a dark trauma in his past that you'll find out about 

later. But for now, what you need to know is, he kicks ass and can kill so many guys. Kiwami, on the 

other hand, looks like a regular business guy, but actually he's a flipping yakuza. Everyone knows 

ninjas and yakuzas have been at war for three hundred years, so when Kiwami and Shinoha meet, it's 

like, fwoosh, slice, kabloop, stab stab stab... My point is, this manga has Real Ul!mate Power and, if 

you read it? Maybe you can too. (STL313622) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242117 

SAILOR MOON NAOKO TAKEUCHI COLLECTION VOL 08 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Naoko Takeuchi 

Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she's never goGen good grades, and, well, she's a bit of a 

crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she has a well of 

great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor 

Moon! Featuring an updated transla!on and high page count in a more affordable, portable edi!on, 

perfect to go wherever you or the magical guardian in your life want to take it. (STL313567) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

SC, 352pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242118 

SEVEN DEADLY SINS FOUR KNIGHTS OF APOCALYPSE GN VOL 12 (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Nakaba Suzuki 

Percival has always lived with his grandfather on the idyllic, remote God's Finger. And though Percival 

loves the simple life, he longs for adventure. That is, un!l adventure comes knocking at his door, 

tearing away everything he's ever known and leaving him alone in the world. Now Percival has no 

choice but to go out into the world and see what it holds... aJer all, it's his des!ny! (STL313568) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR242119 

SHANGRI LA FRONTIER GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Katarina (A/CA) Ryosuke Fuji 

Having survived a fierce aGack by one of the Shangri-La Fron!er PK clans, Sunraku goes into the 

figh!ng ring against ten powerful monsters as part of a unique scenario. He barely escapes with his 

life, only to then receive an invita!on from his gamer friend Pencilgon to help her take down a 

unique monster known as Wethermon the Tombguard. With Wethermon s!ll undefeated by any of 

the game's 30 million players, Sunraku may have biGen off more than he can chew! (STL313569) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242120 

SHES MY KNIGHT GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Saisou 

Haruma Ichinose, 17, has been popular since he was born. So popular, in fact, that he figured no one 

could even come close... un!l he met Yuki Mogami. She's tall, cool, collected, and totally makes him 

crazy. He may just be in love... but can he deal with falling for someone even more dashing than 

himself? (STL313571) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242121 

A SIGN OF AFFECTION OMNIBUS GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Suu Morishita 

Yuki, who's always been deaf, is used to communica!ng with sign language and her phone. But she's 

not used to English, so when a tourist from overseas asks for direc!ons, she nearly panics... un!l a 

handsome stranger steps in to help. His name is Itsuomi, and it turns out he's a friend of a friend. A 

charisma!c globetroGer, Itsuomi speaks three languages, but he's never had a deaf friend. The two 

feel drawn to each other and plan a date on a roman!c winter's night, but Yuki's friend is afraid that 

she might be seYng herself up to get hurt. Could this be something real? Includes volumes 1-3. 

(STL313604) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 496pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR242122 



THAT TIME I GOT REINCARNATED AS A SLIME GN VOL 24 (MR) (C: 0 

(W)  Fuse (A/CA) Taiki Kawakami 

Now that things have mostly been seGled with Hinata, its !me for Rimuru to announce his rise to 

Demon Lord to the world. Thus, Tempest prepares to hold a ceremony, invi!ng other countries to 

aGend. Will the na!on of monsters be able to convince people to respect its right to exist and its 

leader, though? It certainly seems like Rimuru has his work cut out for him. (STL313577) Scheduled 

to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242123 

THAT TIME I REINCARNATED SLIME TRINITY GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0- 

(W)  Fuse, Tae Tono (A/CA) Tae Tono 

Trinity in Tempest is the grand tour of Rimiru's world that fans have always wanted. Through the eyes 

of three cute liGle monsters, one from the fox clan, one from the dragon clan, and one from the 

winged clan, readers will meet the residents of the utopia in Jura Forest, and get a peek at how they 

live their lives. The liGle group's leader, Phos, is a fox girl from the Beast Kingdom of Eurazania. But 

this isn't just a pleasure trip for her... she's visi!ng Tempest on secret orders from Lord Carrion. What 

would a demon lord want with Rimiru's monster paradise? (STL265006) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #3 (MAR232258) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242124 

TSUGUMI PROJECT GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  ippatu 

In this acclaimed, postapocalyp!c ac!on manga, a soldier named Leon is taken from his family on a 

trumped-up charge and dropped into a suicide mission to recover a dangerous weapon from a 

deadly place, a place ruled by huge, irradiated, mutated monsters–a place once known, 200 years 

ago, as Japan. One of the scant pieces of informa!on they have is the weapon’s codename: Tsugumi. 

(STL281402) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #7 (JUL232316) 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242125 



TURNS OUT MY ONLINE FRIEND IS MY REAL LIFE BOSS GN VOL 01 (C 

(W/A)  Nmura 

A nerdy workplace BL dramedy manga perfect for fans of Cherry Magic!, Candy Color Paradox, and 

Yagi the Bookshop Goat, from the creator of The Yearning Fox Lies in Wait. Over 300 pages of manga 

in one volume! Hashimoto is a perfectly average salaryman, working a repe!!ve office job, made all 

the worse by his stylish, strait-laced boss, who insists everything be done by the book. Whatever he 

does for this perfec!onist, it's just not good enough! Thankfully, Hashimoto can go home to his 

favorite online video game, where he can unload on the forgiving shoulders of his best friend, whom 

he knows only by the name "Uma." The duo make plans to meet in person, but when they do, 

Hashimoto is horrified by a revela!on that will change his en!re life! (STL313599) Scheduled to ship 

in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR242126 

VAMPIRE DORMITORY GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ema Toyama 

Mito has finally married her love, Ruka, and become a vampire herself. But she causes chaos when 

she can't control her blood thirst, so Komori tells her that she must leave the Land of Vampires and 

undertake "bride training." Once again donning a male disguise, Mito enrolls in a peculiar all-boys 

academy filled with enigma!c and charming young men... who all turn out to be nightmares, 

zombies, and even werewolves! Will Mito be able to keep her true iden!ty hidden and succeed in 

becoming Ruka's bride? (STL254684) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #12 (DEC221936) 

SC, 180pgs, FC SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR242127 

WANDANCE GN VOL 09 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A)  Coffee 

Kabo and Kabe show up for their B-Boy baGle, where figuring out a team name is only the first of 

their problems. They soon find themselves running into old friends, old antagonists—and at least 

one fearsome dancer who seems to have it out for Kabe… If he and Kabo are going to make it to the 

top of the contest, they’ll have to figure out how to understand each other on the fly, or they might 

just get buried in the first round! Meanwhile, in Tokyo, Wanda is turning heads at Assay’s showcase 

prac!ce, and earning more than a liGle jealousy along the way. But when her fellow dancers see how 

devoted she is to her craJ, they begin to open up to her, and new friendships seem like they could 

start to bloom… (STL313602) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 

Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 



 

MAR242128 

WITCH HAT ATELIER KITCHEN GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hiromi Sato (A/CA) Kamome Shirahama 

As the new trial comes to an end, one of Coco's rewards from Beldaruit the Wise is the story of 

Qifrey's past and how he came to desire the mysteries of magic. Feeling a connec!on with her own 

desire to save her mother, Coco departs for the source of all answers: the Tower of Tomes. But it is a 

perilous journey to make on her own, and the secrets held within could sway even the most virtuous 

of witches... (STL313585) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, FC SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242129 

YEARNING FOX LIES IN WAIT GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A)  Nmura 

The year is 1920, the 9th year of the Taisho Period. Lifelong philomath Kiyo Fukasaku is ecsta!c when 

he's admiGed into the Imperial University, and can't wait to begin his new life in the na!on’s 

capital...that is, un!l he gets lost and already finds himself on hard !mes on his first day in the big 

city. Luckily, he runs into Ozaki, an eccentric, seemingly well-off man who invites Kiyo to stay in his 

mansion aJer he learns about his financial troubles. But there's more to the handsome stranger than 

meets the eye. It turns out that Ozaki is a fox spirit who had some sort of connec!on to Kiyo's 

grandfather, Seishirou, and he invites Kiyo to live with him as a way to repay Seishirou's kindness. But 

just what kind of rela!onship did Ozaki and Seishirou have, and what does it mean for Ozaki and 

Kiyo? (STL313601) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

KUMA 

 

MAR242130 

SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND FLY GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Nonomo Yamada 

The highly an!cipated English language debut, a manga set in the world of robo!cs and 

aerodynamic. Shirao is a college student who encourages research because of his childhood dreams. 

One night, he witnessed the secret of the perfect transfer/sato look with his head and face, and feels 

the beauty and heat up his body. Two people are approaching the distance rapidly, but there is a 

stranger to Harimi? A story of darkness, hope, and regenera!on. (STL312045) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x7, 210pgs, B&W SRP: $15.95 



 

MAR242131 

YATA MOMO GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Harada 

Good-for-nothing himbo Momo lacks the ability to look aJer himself, while Yata is a reliable but 

simple lug. The two get off to the worst possible start when Yata comes across Momo during a post-

sex clean-up in a public restroom. Taking advantage of Yata's kindness, Momo ends up staying at his 

apartment. As he spends more !me with Yata, the once-slovenly Momo starts to change... But in the 

midst of this, Momo's previous "owner" shows up. (STL312041) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-

1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $15.95 

 

LIONWING PUBLISHING LTD 

 

MAR242132 

STEAM BUILD RIDERS SC RPG GAME (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Haihun & Various (A)  Amenomachi & Various (CA)  Amenomachi 

Welcome to the thrilling world of Steam Build Riders, a two-player tabletop RPG set in the 

exhilara!ng realm of steampunk rally raids. Players become a duo known as "Riders," consis!ng of a 

"Driver" who expertly steers a steam-powered vehicle and a "Navigator" who not only handles the 

armaments but also offers crucial support from the passenger seat. Together, they navigate a story 

filled with no-holds-barred rally raids, enjoying a narra!ve where anything goes. Steam Build Riders 

is a tabletop RPG packed with elements of steampunk, rally raids, and buddy ac!on. Its unique 

features lie in its simple yet deep racing game mechanics and the freedom of storytelling shaped by 

outlaw characters and the randomness of dice rolls. For those who wish to immerse themselves in a 

narra!ve that's both free-spirited and rebellious, Steam Build Riders is the perfect choice. The game 

even has a single-player mode for those wishing to play solo! (STL313626) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, SC, 6x9, 127pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

NETCOMICS 

 

MAR242133 

FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 



The emperor orders Zeronis to lead his troops to the front lines to save the empire from an 

impending war. 

 

In Zeronis' absence, Prince Sharman's visit to Ripley starts an ugly rumor about her. 

Meanwhile, the shocking news of Zeronis' death reaches Ripley, but she refuses to believe he's been 

killed on the baGlefield. (STL314062) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR242134 

FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

Ripley thwarted Prince Sharman's devious plans and is spending blissful days, but she feels 

uneasiness creeping up. The novel ends when the protagonists fall in love with each other. Will this 

world cease to exist once the story reaches its conclusion? 

Is there no way to change this fate? (STL314063) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 328pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR242135 

O/A FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

One morning, a girl wakes up and discovers she'd been transported into a romance novel as Lady 

Ripley, a count's daughter, and a minor character. She decides to kick back and enjoy a life of luxury 

in the novel's background to the fullest! But then she goes to a party and makes a huge mistake. The 

last thing she remembers is when she started drinking… And when she came to her senses, she was 

in bed with the stone-hearted main character, Duke Zeronis d'Inglid! (STL271509) Available Now! (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR242136 

O/A FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

Nothing is going the way it did in the novel. Ripley has to do whatever it takes to get out of marrying 

the obsessive main character! She tries to trick Zeronis into thinking she's gravely injured. But now 

that she's lying in bed pretending to be hurt, it makes her feel bad to see how worried he is about 

her. She never thought he'd be so concerned. (STL271510) Available Now! (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR242137 

O/A FIRST NIGHT WITH DUKE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hwang DoTo Teava (A/CA)  Msg 

A stalker is harassing Etoile, so to help her out, Ripley devises Opera!on Fake Boyfriend. She figured 

if they pretended that Etoile and Wright were a couple, they could chase off the stalker, and it would 

also be a chance to bring the two of them together for real… But why the heck is Zeronis here 

instead of Wright? Together, Zeronis and Etoile look just like characters from a fairy tale. And even 

though she knows they're just ac!ng, she can't bear to see them as a couple. (STL271511) Available 

Now! (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $22.99 

 

NubeOcho 

 

MAR242138 

OLIVIA WOLF & MILLION OLIVIAS GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) jose Fragoso 

Olivia Wolf and her friends face off against dozens of evil Olivias who are out to destroy everything. 

It's Sam's birthday, and Olivia and her friends are celebra!ng it at an amusement park, which has the 

most incredible ball pit in the whole of Engendroland. But liGle do they know, Marquis Ojostrés, a 

fearsome villain, has bewitched the balls in the pit, and from its depths dozens of evil Olivias begin to 

emerge who want to destroy the en!re amusement center. (STL312013) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x11, 80pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

ONE PEACE BOOKS 

 

MAR242139 

DEATH MAGE GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Densuke, Takehiro Kojima (A/CA)  Ban ! 

Vandal faces down an epic threat to the ghoul groGo! Using his vast reserves of MP and unique death 

aGribute magic, Vandal has become a hero of the ghoul groGo. However, a horde of orcs led by the 

noble orc Bugogan is planning an aGack on his new home! (STL312429) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 



 

MAR242140 

USOTOKI RHETORIC GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Ritsu Miyako 

Kanoko and Soma spend what liGle cash they have on a train !cket. From Tsukumoya Town, they 

travel to where Soma's older brother Atsushi lives. With Kanoko's power to hear lies, they aim to 

uncover clues as to why Atsushi set that trap for his younger brother Soma. But along the way, they 

end up hearing a lie about a possible affair happening between Atsushi and his wife?! (STL312430) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $10.95 

 

MAR242141 

WRONG WAY USE HEALING MAGIC GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Kurokata (A) Kugayama Reki 

Usato parts with Kazuki and Suzuki, and heads to religious country of Samariarl with Amako. On the 

road they help a young girl being aGacked. The girl's aGackers... zombies?! And the one controlling 

them... a necromancer?! (STL312431) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $12.95 

 

MAR242142 

WRONG WAY USE HEALING MAGIC L NOVEL VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kurokata (A) Kugayama Reki 

Usato and his friends have earned the respect of the leaders of the Wizardry City of Luqvist, who 

agree to help the Llinger Kingdom stand against the Demon Lord's forces. Usato then parts with 

Suzune and Kazuki, and together with Amako, Blurin, and their guard Aruku, he sets off for their next 

des!na!on—Samariarl. On the way, however, Usato hears a young girl's cry for help, and finds her 

surrounded by zombies. He takes it upon himself to rid the gir's village of the necromancer that 

terrorizes it, but he's about to find out that there is much more to the village than meets the eye! 

(STL312432) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 296pgs, B&W SRP: $14.95 

 

PIE INTERNATIONAL INC. 

 

MAR242143 

O/A ETOILE WORLD OF PRINCESSES & HEROINES (C: 1-1-1) 



(W/A) Macoto Takahashi 

This, the third collec!on of Macoto Takahashi's artworks, celebrates his 70th anniversary as an ar!st 

in 2023. Macoto has created many works on the theme of princess heroines in different kinds of fairy 

tales. His works abound with flowers and animals filled with loving prayers that remind us that all life 

is precious and each and every creature deserves equal happiness. This is why Macoto's fans named 

the ar!st's unique utopian worldview "Macotopia," a world that the ar!st con!nues to pursue even 

today. This book includes a selec!on from Macoto's iconic large format works complete with the J/E 

bilingual introduc!on at the end of each ar!cle. (STL263693) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 

Available only in US and Canada. 

Art Book, SC, 8x12, 184pgs, FC SRP: $69.00 

 

PROJECT H 

 

MAR242144 

FETISHISMS IMMORAL GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (JUN131121) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

MAR242145 

O/A HOT AND STEAMY GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

& UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

MAR242146 

PARASITE DR SUZUNE GN VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (DEC131149) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 



 

MAR242147 

RANGE OF LOVE GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAR131149) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

MAR242148 

SEXLESS FRIEND GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAY131133) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

MAR242149 

TEACH ME A LESSON GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAY141422) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

MAR242150 

WIFE IN SHORT SHORTS GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (DEC131152) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $17.95 

 

SATURDAY AM 



 

MAR242151 

CLOCK STRIKER GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Issaka Galadima 

Cast dreams of being a SMITH, but no one in her small town ever realizes their dreams. Besides, 

these legendary warrior engineers haven't been seen in years and were never known for having 

female members. Fortunately, Cast meets one surviving member named Ms. Philomena Clock, who 

agrees to take her on as her appren!ce, or striker. (STL247707) Available Now! (OCT222205) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242152 

GUNHILD GN (SATUDAY AM TANK) VOL 02 HUNT FOR LOKI (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Fred Tornager 

Gunhild refuses to be defined by others who believe that she is unworthy of respect as an orphaned 

Jotun. In Gunhild Volume 2, the Gods have refused to heed her warnings about the impending 

Ragnarok, so she goes against their wishes and hatches her own plan to save mankind. (STL313481) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, PC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242153 

O/A GUNHILD GN (SATUDAY AM TANK) VOL 01 NEW GOD 

(W/A) Fred Tornager 

Her travels lead mainly to many foes, but a few enemies become friends, persuaded by Gunhild's 

unwavering determina!on and burning passion for her own cause. Being a !ny Jotun against a big, 

powerful world, Gunhild must fight smart and learn a trick or two from Loki to earn the !tle of 

godhood. Certainly, Gunhild will stop at nothing to forge her own fantas!c path and make her dream 

come true. (STL260347) Available Now! 

SC, 5x8, 224pgs, PC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242154 

MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER WORLD OF GHOSTS GN VOL 02 NEW CHALLENG 

(W) Frederick L Jones (A/CA) Oscar Fong 

Picking up aJer the !tanic baGle between Nilay and Gato, the World of GHOSTS is in chaos! The 

answer may rely on Nilay's ability to become a beGer player and work with Vyper Neo and Daedalus 

Bonn to defeat any threats that come their way. (STL313482) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 



SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242155 

O/A MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER WORLD OF GHOSTS GN VOL 01 SATURDAY AM 

(W) Frederick L Jones (A/CA) Oscar Fong 

When Nilay receives a mysterious device from his long-lost mother, he suddenly become a "player" 

in a supersecret video game where people use avatars to baGle over money, territory, and power — 

and that's made other players very angry. Can Nilay survive and learn where his mother is and why 

she sent this device? (STL234364) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242156 

O/A HAMMER GN (SATURDAY AM TANK) VOL 03 JUNGLE KINGDOM 

(W/A/CA) Jey Odin 

Soon aJer Stud arrived in the Jungle Kingdom, he was discovered and reported to the king as an 

intruder with Kingdom Maps, the most important treasure King Elephante had been looking for. Now 

with a target on his back, Stud con!nues searching for a way back home with an ally, Brymm, who 

has a strange request: she needs help saving her kingdom in the future. She con!nuously asks Stud, 

who can’t help because he’s trying to get back home. (STL256173) Available Now! 

SC, 5x8, 224pgs, PC SRP: $13.99 

 

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAR242157 

365 DAYS TO WEDDING GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tamiki Wakaki 

It was inevitable that Honjouji Rika would end up mee!ng Takuya’s family if they were to con!nue 

with their fake engagement plan, but nothing could have prepared her for the excitable Oohara lot! 

The two arrive in Kumamoto, intent on coming clean, but is that really so easy? And why is it that 

mee!ng Takuya’s beau!ful and peppy childhood friend has Rika feeling so glum? Can the fake couple 

convince the Ooharas that they’re really not betrothed? Can they even convince themselves? 

(STL313511) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 216pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242158 



BL FIRST CRUSH ANTHOLOGY GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kaori Tsurutani (A)  Various 

Romance can spark anywhere: on the soccer field, in the office, or in the classroom in these manga 

short stories by various creators. A Boys' Love manga collec!on about falling in love for the first !me! 

Whether between best friends, co-workers, classmates, or otherwise, this is a montage of the 

moments where sparks begin to fly. This manga collec!on features twenty-nine short Boys' Love 

stories from a variety of hit manga ar!sts, including the creators of BL Metamorphosis, Manly 

Appe!tes, I Think I Turned My Childhood Friend Into a Girl, and more! (STL313605) Scheduled to ship 

in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242159 

BLACK NIGHT PARADE GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hikaru Nakamura 

Former convenience store employee Hino Miharu is geYng used to living at the North Pole and 

working at his new job as a bad Santa. Excited about the prospect of poten!ally becoming a 

Reindeer, a posi!on that is compensated beyond his wildest dreams, Miharu is blindsided by learning 

that his deceased father may have been the last red Santa Claus. To add to the confusion, Miharu 

ends up witnessing his hot mess of an ex-coworker, Kaiser-kun, pull off the uGerly impossible! 

(STL313517) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 226pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242160 

BREAKFAST WITH MY TWO TAILED CAT GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ai Shimizu 

Souichiro’s wife wanted to re!re to the countryside, but soon aJer they achieve this dream, she dies. 

So he won’t be leJ alone, their pet cat Nii turns into a talking nekomata, a two-tailed yokai cat. 

Together they share a heartwarming slow life, cooking and ea!ng delicious food surrounded by 

nature. Enjoy freshly baked bread, handmade jam, fluffy omelets, and seasonal vegetables with the 

members of this unusual household. (STL313520) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242161 

CANDY & CIGARETTES GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 



(W/A) Tomonori Inoue 

Miharu and Raizou set off for the Middle East to find and take down Zack and Kiera Falcone, weapons 

dealers extraordinaire. Their search leads them deep into the heart of a war-torn region known as 

the Fron!er, where armed mili!as roam free. Once again, Miharu runs into the young mercenary 

Bersa. But why is Miharu so determined to save her enemy’s skin? (STL313521) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 216pgs, FC SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242162 

CAT FROM OUR WORLD & FORGOTTEN WITCH GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hiro Kashiwaba 

In her youth, Jeanne was a powerful witch who vanquished the evil Demon King and saved the 

world—but over !me, the people she rescued have forgoGen about her and her noble deeds. Now 

she is a short-spoken old woman, living by herself in a secluded forest...un !l she summons a cat 

from Earth to her home. The former city kiGy is now the size of a giant, and must acclimate to this 

new world at Jeanne's side. Through ea!ng the food Jeanne prepares, and offering a head for pats, 

can this furry feline soothe the loneliness of the forgoGen witch? (STL313522) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242163 

CHILLIN ANOTHER WORLD LEVEL 2 SUPER CHEAT POWERS GN VOL 08 ( 

(W) Miya Kinojo (A) Akine Itomachi 

With a display of his prodigious power, Flio brings the conflict between humans and demons to an 

uneasy halt. At last, he can explore the possibility of peaceful coexistence between the two forces. 

Then Flio discovers that his !me manipula!on magic had a terrible cost: it cut off Wyne, the wyvern 

girl in his care, from her kin! Rys and the rest of Flio's companions watch on as his regret drives him 

to despera!on. Can Flio's friends help him bear the terrible burden of his incomprehensible abili!es? 

If they can't, their whole world may be in danger! (STL313523) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-

1-1) 

SC, 170pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242164 

CLASSROOM OF ELITE GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Syougo Kinugasa (A) Yuyu Ichino 



Students of the pres!gious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School are given 

remarkable freedom—if they can win, barter, or save enough points to work their way up the ranks! 

As the second special test draws to a close, Ayanokouji and Horikita are determined to make sure 

Class D comes out ahead. Class C’s Ryuuen con!nues to work in the shadows, undermining 

everything they do. There’s no way to tell how the test will shake out, even right up to the very end! 

(STL313524) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 148pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242165 

COUNTRY WITHOUT HUMANS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Iwatobineko 

The final volume! The final stages of Big Basilta's plan are underway! Shii can claim the throne of the 

country without humans if she wants it, but the king won't go down without a fight. The country 

wavers on the edge of destruc!on—what fate lies ahead for the golems and their creators? 

(STL313525) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242166 

CUTIE & BEAST GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Yuhi Azumi 

Unlike her friends who are into preGy boys, Momoka has a crush on a giant professional wrestler 

named Kuga who plays a villainous heel on TV. But in real life, Kuga is a big soJie, and he really 

appreciates her fan mail! In this lighthearted roman!c comedy, a liGle TV crush for a very big man 

might just grow into something more. (STL240735) Scheduled to ship in January 2025. (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #8 (AUG222239) 

SC, 5x7, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242167 

DANCE IN VAMPIRE BUND AGE OF SCARLET ORDER GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1 

(W) Mariko Tamaki (A) Nozomu Tamaki 

The Dowager Empress, thought dead, is not only s!ll alive, but has transformed into her avatar 

form—that of an enormous flying dragon—and has set her sights on destroying the Vampire Bund 

once and for all. Worse s!ll, Mina, Minmei, and Li have been swallowed whole and are now trapped 

inside Dowager’s monstrous body, where nightmares (and shocking revela!ons) await our heroes 

around every corner! (STL313526) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 180pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 



 

MAR242168 

DUKE OF DEATH & HIS MAID GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Koharu Inoue, Koharu Inoue (A) Koharu Inoue 

DARK STORMS AND DARK HEARTS 

 

One dark and stormy night, a ghostly couple visit the Duke and Alice. It’s a tragic tale of lost love, 

broken hearts, and jealousy. At the center is a witch and her curse. At last, the truth of the Duke’s 

curse is revealed! (STL313529) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242169 

DUNGEON BUILDER LABYRINTH MODERN CITY GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 0-1 

(W) Rui Tsukiyo (A/CA) Yoshikawa Hideaki 

When Balam, the Demon Lord of Darkness, reveals he had been pulling strings in Stolas’s war and 

requests a collabora!on, Procel launches on a mission to rid himself of the troubling Demon Lord. 

Why, what beGer way to deter the Demon Lord of Darkness than by filling his own city with light? As 

his countermeasure against Balam, Procel begins his city’s newest project--a casino! Can his city full 

of smiles deter a surly fellow demon lord? (STL313530) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242170 

EASYGOING TERRITORY DEFENSE GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sou Akaike (A) Maro Aoiro (CA)  Kururi 

Exiled to a rus!c town, Van decides to make the most of it and live an easygoing country life. When 

he arrives, however, he finds that bandits have aGacked the village. He and his friends rescue the 

townspeople, but their job is far from over. Van will have to use his so-called “useless” magic to 

for!fy and protect his new territory! (STL313531) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 170pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242171 

FREE LIFE FANTASY ONLINE IMMORTAL PRINCESS GN VOL 07 (MR) (C 

(W/A)  Kakeru 



With the tournament wrapped up, the Immortal Princess Anastasia gets back to exploring the 

unimaginable limits of the VR MMORPG Free Life Fantasy Online, which now includes summoning 

her own skeleton servants! But just how useful can they be? And how deep can the study of Alchemy 

really get? And how can you get to the nether? Anastasia is overwhelmed with new ques!ons, and 

there’s really only one way to get answers! It’s !me to explore even more of this world! (STL313534) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242172 

GREAT SNAKES BRIDE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Fushiashikumo 

Miyo and Daija have slowly grown closer as their unconven!onal rela!onship deepens. Now they 

feel ready to try and deepen their physical connec!on as well. But both bear scars from the past. 

Miyo shares her family's sad history and the source of her pain—before a mysterious monk hun!ng 

for Daija brings his own history to light. The gulf between species is a vast one, and dark clouds loom 

on the horizon, threatening what seemed so recently like a blissful rela!onship. (STL313539) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 202pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242173 

HAPPY KANAKOS KILLER LIFE GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Toshiya Wakabayashi 

Nishino Kanako sure hates her job, and is only too happy to snag the first new gig that comes her 

way. She never expected that her interview would be at an agency for contract killers… or that she'd 

be really, really good at bumping people off! Kanako doesn't have a ton of self-confidence, and 

adjus!ng to her new life as an assassin isn't the easiest. Will she ever earn the respect of Sakurai, her 

prickly but kinda hot new coworker? Find out in this dangerously funny, full-color manga! 

(STL262190) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #2 (FEB232115) 

SC, 132pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242174 

HEADHUNTED TO ANOTHER WORLD SALARYMAN GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Muramitsu (A)  Benigashira 

Uchimura embarks on a perilous journey with a small band of the Demon Kingdom's finest warriors 

to rescue Ulmandra, who's been kidnapped. They aGempt to infiltrate the castle disguised as a 



traveling group of merchants. Their plan is quickly thwarted, though, by non other than Ulmandra's 

kidnapper—the dreadful Van! In dire straits, Uchimura comes up with a peculiar plan that just might 

be crazy enough to work! (STL313540) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 184pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242175 

HIS MAJESTY DEMON KINGS HOUSEKEEPER GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Saiko Wadori (A/CA) Mika Kajiyama 

For Takatsuki Sakura, a trip to the library turns into a fantas!cal journey. She has been swept away to 

a grandiose castle ruled by a gorgeous demon king. Magic and wonder covers every room. Taking it 

in, Sakura can hardly breathe… because of all the dust and dirt. A curse has prevented this kingdom 

from cleaning. Only Sakura and her housekeeping knowhow can scrub away this dark magic grime! 

(STL313541) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242176 

HITOMI CHAN IS SHY WITH STRANGERS GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Chorisuke Natsumi 

AJer finding out about Hitomi-chan's birthday at the last minute, Usa-kun rushes to get her a 

present and take her out for the day. Seeing her wholehearted smile gives him the courage he needs 

to confess his true feelings. But how will Hitomi-chan respond? (STL313542) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242177 

IM EVIL LORD OF AN INTERGALACTIC EMPIRE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Yomu Mishima (A/CA) Kai Nadashima 

Lord Liam's !me on the Razel Estate has been mostly busywork and manual labor. What a waste of 

!me! Liam has found one good thing in the drudgery—his roommate Kurt is a fellow Evil Overlord. 

But Kurt isn't living up to his full poten!al. Some sugges!ons here and tutelage there will change 

that. Together the two can make an unbreakable bond of wickedness! (STL313547) Scheduled to ship 

in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242178 



IM IN LOVE WITH VILLAINESS GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Inori (A)  Aonoshimo 

Rae is delighted when Claire decides to spend summer vaca!on in Rae's hometown of Euclid. She's 

extra delighted when she gets to see Claire in a swimsuit! But their fun is cut short when a ghost ship 

driJs into the harbor crewed by the undead! The girls will need to use their magical abili!es to 

protect the city, but they soon realize that there is a traitor close to them! Can Rae figure out who it 

is in !me? (STL313548) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 194pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242179 

KAGEKI SHOJO GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kumiko Saiki 

Ever since she was a liGle girl, Sarasa has wanted to play the role of Oscar as part of the Kouka Ac!ng 

Troupe, an all-female ac!ng troupe similar to the Takarazuka Revue. But before she can do that, she 

has to aGend two years at the Kouka School of Musical and Theatrical Arts. As Sarasa prac!ces 

singing, dancing, and ac!ng, she grows closer to the other girls in her year, including her roommate, 

the stoic former J-idol, Ai. Though Sarasa is great at making friends, her outspoken nature and grand 

ambi!ons earn her lots of enemies as well. Can Sarasa keep her upbeat aYtude and achieve her 

dream of stardom? (STL313549) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 159pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242180 

LAZY DUNGEON MASTER GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Supana Onikage (A/CA)  Nanaroku 

With Dragon Suzuki now a permanent fixture in Keima's dungeon (literally), things seem to finally be 

taking a turn for the peaceful. That is, un!l Keima is made mayor of the newly established town 

surrounding the inn! His first order of business—defeat the wolf-like creature invading his territory. 

Yet no maGer how many golems he throws at it, the beast just keeps on coming! Is this the end for 

Keima and the Cave of Desire? (STL313551) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242181 

MISS KOBAYASHIS DRAGON MAID FAFNIR RECLUSE GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1 

(W)  Coolkyoushinja (A)  Nobuyoshizamurai 



Fafnir is a dark, brooding curse dragon from the same world as Tohru, Kanna, and their friends. He’s 

also an otaku who’s as obsessed with games, merch, and doujinshi as he is with gold, jewels, and 

destroying all humans. This latest spin-off from the highly popular Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid 

offers a peek into the !meless bromance of Fafnir and Takiya, two otaku sharing an apartment. The 

life of a recluse is busier than you might expect! (STL313553) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 152pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242182 

MUSHOKU TENSEI ROXY GETS SERIOUS GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Rifujin na Magonote (A/CA) Yuka Fujikawa 

AJer gradua!ng from the Ranoa University of Magic, Roxy moves from one place to another in 

search of work. It's not easy for a demon to find a job in human territory, and it's even harder for one 

who looks as young as Roxy does. Just when her traveling funds start to run out, she finds a request 

for a new tutor for the son of a knight in Buena Village… and departs for her fated mee!ng with the 

young Rudeus Greyrat! (STL313556) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 164pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242183 

MY GIRLFRIENDS NOT HERE TODAY GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kiyoko Iwami 

In this salacious yuri/Girls' Love tale by the creator of Transparent Light Blue, one young woman 

becomes trapped in a cycle of blackmail and infidelity. Pent up and !red of her apathe!c girlfriend, 

Asahina Yuni turns to an anonymous online account to let it all out. It's just another day of 

doomscrolling aJer class when Asahina gets swept away in conversa!on with the beau!ful, outgoing 

Taki. When Taki turns out to be following Asahina's private account, it's cute… right? Taki would 

never blackmail Asahina… right? With every new lie, the web of secrets and ero!c desire grows ever-

!ghter! (STL313619) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242184 

MY LOVEY DOVEY WIFE IS A STONE COLD KILLER GN VOL 06 (MR) (C 

(W/A) Donten Kosaka 

Meet Setsuna. She’s cute, sexy, and deadly. When she’s not out murdering people as a professional 

assassin, she’s nes!ng at home, trying to adjust to a domes!c life with her new husband. She 

skewers ingredients for dinner, draws a knife on unwanted solicitors, and sleeps with one eye open, 

just in case enemies sneak in. Her lovestruck husband doesn’t ask her a lot of ques!ons about her 

day job, so this arrangement can work if love conquers all, right? This roman!c comedy is 



dangerously sexy! (STL313558) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, 

US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 130pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242185 

MY SISTER TOOK MY FIANCE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yu Sakurai (A) Kiduki Hoshikawa 

A shojo/josei fantasy romance about a scorned noblewoman and a lion of a prince! 

Cordelia, daughter of a countess, can't seem to get married—mostly because her liGle sister Priscilla 

keeps stealing the hearts of her suitors. Ready to resign herself to a spinster fate, Cordelia is 

surprised when a handsome man suddenly courts her—and he's a prince, no less! Prince Leonhardt, 

who possesses the power of a legendary lion, is a widely admired man but has his own quirks, such 

as pursuing Cordelia because he was drawn to her scent. How cat-like is this man?! A fun (and feline) 

fantasy romance! (STL313620) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242186 

MY STATUS AS ASSASSIN EXCEEDS HERO GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Matsuri Akai (A) Hiroyuki Aigamo 

Akira was summoned to a world of swords and sorcery along with his en!re high school class, where 

they obtained fantas!cal powers beyond their wildest dreams. But not all was as it seemed. AJer 

being betrayed by the king who summoned them, Akira is on the run, framed for the death of his 

dear friend and marked for elimina!on. Now, aJer several adventures, Akira and his elven 

companion Amelia have arrived on the con!nent of Brute, the home of the beas[olk. It's also the 

home of the world's greatest blacksmith, and in order to repair his jet-black katana, Akira will need to 

secure his aid. It won't be easy; hidden dangers lie ahead, including the toughest adversaries Akira's 

faced so far! (STL313593) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242187 

MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Nujima 

A novelist teams up with a demonic colleague to solve supernatural urban mysteries! Mysteries 

aren't just secrets, they're objects! There is the Elixir of the Moon, which restores one's youth! The 

Songs of Another World, which must never be uGered aloud. The Curious Report of the Enchanted 

Land, which contains the tes!monies of those who have been spirited away! And now, in Tokyo, 



these mysteries and more are reappearing in the form of urban legends. Burnt-out novelist Ogawa 

Sumireko and demon boy Adashino Ren are out to collect as many as possible, but Sumireko has a 

knack for not just finding but triggering the magical effects of the mysteries! Will she survive her 

brush with the supernatural? Does the demonic Ren have other plans for her? (STL313621) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 164pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242188 

NPCS IN THIS VILLAGE SIM GAME MUST BE REAL GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1 

(W)  Hirukuma (A/CA) Kazuhiko Morita 

The final volume! Thanks to being selected as a player of the mysteriously realis!c Village of Fate, 

Yoshio's life has been changing for the beGer. Everything seems to be going well for him these days, 

and the village welcomes its newest residents: Kan and Lan, a pair of furry friends. Yet a sudden real-

life PVP encounter brings Yoshio head-to-head with another gamer with a strikingly dark goal. The 

fate of the village hangs in the balance as two gods clash! (STL313561) Scheduled to ship in May 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 196pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242189 

ONLY STARS KNOW GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shinsuke Kondo 

A self-contained Boys' Love romance about two men connec!ng aJer a serendipitous first mee!ng! 

Sora hasn't been having a great weekend. Not only did he lose his job, but now his girlfriend's leJ 

him as well. Weighed down by misery and disappointment, he stumbles upon a stranger in the park. 

With a stunning meteor shower above and a friendly ear to his side, the young college student is 

offered a brief respite from his problems. But when the stranger leans in for a kiss, Sora is leJ 

dumbstruck. Was this chance encounter just a new problem to add to the list or have the stars finally 

aligned in his favor? (STL313623) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 248pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242190 

OTAKU ELF GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Akihiko Higuchi 

At the historic Takamimi Shrine, Elda’s quiet and comfortable days con!nue. Along with her miko 

Koganei, they allow pursuits like intricate puzzles, magic tricks, and art to fill their days--along with 

some online shopping on the down-low, of course! From elf camping trips to elf exchanges, Elda’s 

easy life endures. (STL313562) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 



SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242191 

PRECARIOUS WOMAN MISS BLACK GENERAL GN VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-1 

(W/A/CA)  Jin 

In a desperate aGempt to beat the "Organiza!on," Braveman and the General have teamed up! The 

"Organiza!on" has managed to acquire a sponsor, the shark-toothed ex-hero Carcha, and he has 

some... interes!ng theories about the nature of true evil—and how it should be defeated. Can they 

work together long enough to crush this mastermind's crazy ideology before it's too late? 

(STL313595) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242192 

REBORN AS A BARRIER MASTER GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kataoka Naotaro (A)  Souichi 

Suddenly reincarnated in another world as a six-year-old slave, Linus has grown as a talented Barrier 

Master. Having rescued the First Princess RicoleGe from a conspiracy, he has somehow found himself 

engaged to her! AJer their formal introduc!ons, RicoleGe moves to Linus’ mansion and immediately 

opens up to Peris and Meirius. However, Meirius has feelings that even she doesn’t understand and 

seems troubled... (STL313596) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually 

denied. 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242193 

ROLL OVER AND DIE GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  kiki (A)  Kinta 

AJer discovering a monstrosity made up of human bodies in the streets of the city, Flum is shaken to 

her very core. Seeing her master so uneasy, Milkit summons the courage to speak her mind in a way 

that Flum has never witnessed before. Meanwhile, OYlie and Eterna con!nue their covert 

inves!ga!on into the Church of Origin and the savage experiments they’ve been performing in 

secret. When they appear to hit a dead end, though, Eterna decides it’s !me to ques!on Ink, the 

mysterious girl currently living in Flum’s home. Could she have the answers they seek? (STL313566) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 



MAR242194 

SHE PROFESSED HERSELF PUPIL OF WISE MAN GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 0 

(W) Hirotsugu Ryuusen (A)  Fuzichoco 

Sakamori Kagami has awakened in the world of Ark Earth Online, a game he plays religiously. The 

catch? Instead of his normal avatar—an old, bearded sorcerer—he finds himself in the body of a girl! 

Now he must convince the people of this world that he—she—is a pupil of the legendary wise man 

who vanished without a trace thirty years ago. (STL313570) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242195 

SKIP AND LOAFER GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Misaki Takamatsu 

It’s the second-years’ last shot at a proper summer vaca!on before third-year responsibili!es kick in, 

and what beGer way to spend it than by living it up in the country? Mitsumi and the gang are 

Ikajima-bound, and chilling with Mitsumi's family might be just what it takes to bring hidden feelings 

to light! (STL313572) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 174pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242196 

STARS OF CHAOS SHA PO LANG L NOVEL VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Priest 

The discovery of violet gold, a vital fuel for steam-powered machines, propelled the empire of Great 

Liang into an age of prosperity. But for Chang Geng, a young man raised on the impoverished 

northern border, the concerns of the empire are as distant as the stars above. When raiders from the 

north aGack Chang Geng's small village, he discovers that the life he knows is a lie. His mother, his 

teacher, and even his godfather whom he trusted more than any other, Shen Shiliu, are not what 

they seem. As enemy na!ons close in, Chang Geng follows his godfather to the heart of the imperial 

capital, where a greater fate lies in store for him. (STL313574) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

Novel, SC, 452pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR242197 

THOUGH I AM AN INEPT VILLAINESS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Satsuki Nakamura (A) Ei Ohitsuji 



The Maiden Court's blazing summer of plots and curses wanes into cooler autumn days. Keigetsu 

buckles down to restore the Palace of Vermillion Stallion in the turbulent wake leJ by the ex-Noble 

Shu, along with Reirin's bolstering support. That fateful Double Sevens night almost seems like a 

different life!me, but the seasonal change also marks a big event—the Harvest Fes!val, a chance for 

the Maidens to trade the palace for the southern region, in none other than… Shu! (STL313579) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 186pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242198 

TRUE LOVE FADES AWAY WHEN CONTRACT ENDS GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kosuzu Kobato (A) Murasaki Shido 

In this roman!c shojo/josei period drama, a noblewoman and nobleman pretend to be in love to 

avoid geYng married! Fiona Clayburn, a headstrong young noblewoman with a passion for art, has 

no interest in succumbing to the arranged marriage her father plans for her. GeYng married would 

require her to quit her job at her uncle's art gallery and forsake her independent lifestyle. A fateful 

mee!ng with Giles BancroJ, an aloof young man and heir to the earl, presents a way out. Giles, like 

Fiona, wants nothing more than to stay single, so together, they hatch a scheme to achieve their 

common goal of avoiding marriage: pretend to be des!ned lovers! (STL313625) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 154pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242199 

WEAKEST TAMER BEGAN A JOURNEY TO PICK UP TRASH GN VOL 05 (C: 

(W)  Honobonoru 500, Tou Fukino (A/CA)  Nama 

Although Ivy and the Sword of Flames arrive in Otolwa safely, she s!ll cannot shake the unpleasant 

gaze clinging to her every move. RaGloore and the others decide to capture the “organiza!on” they 

believe to be the culprit, and despite her fear, Ivy resolves to stand with them. But will her bravery 

last when she learns the truth? (STL313581) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242200 

WHAT HE WHO DOESNT BELIEVE IN FATE SAYS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Omu the Rice 

Yuka and Kosuke are finally da!ng. Unfortunately, she’s too shy to even hold his hand, nevermind 

anything beyond that. A month has passed without a kiss, so Yuka runs to her friend Yukiho for 

da!ng advice. She’s gonna make a roman!c atmosphere, no maGer what! (STL313582) Scheduled to 

ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 



SC, 146pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242201 

WHITE MAGE DOESNT WANT TO RAISE HEROS LEVEL GN VOL 02 (C: 0- 

(W)  Kirie 

With baby-faced thief LaG and the sexy sage Alma added to their ranks, Irie and Shina's party is sure 

to succeed in leveling Irie up and dealing with the Demon Lord! But some scandalous succubi have 

designs of their own on Arie, and Shina is s!ll keen to keep Irie weak enough to cuddle forever. Will 

Irie ever return home? Will he even want to aJer the women of the fantasy realm get their hands on 

him?! (STL313583) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 186pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

SEVEN SEAS ENT - AIRSHIP 

 

MAR242202 

DIDN`T I SAY MAKE ABILITIES AVERAGE NOVEL SC VOL 18 (C: 0-1- 

(W)  FUNA (A/CA) Itsuki Akata 

The Crimson Vow saved the world, and raced up the ranks of the aristocracy as their reward. But 

they’re not about to rest on their laurels—especially when there are s!ll uncharted lands to explore. 

Even the Wonder Trio are on the move, registering as hunters in this new land. Clever, dangerous 

new monsters, a hitherto-unseen Fluffy Paradise, and more inter-party drama await the Crimson Vow 

as they set out once more! (STL313527) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 270pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242203 

EASYGOING TERRITORY DEFENSE L NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sou Akaike (A)  Kururi 

Van is hard at work using his past-life knowledge and produc!on magic to enhance his liGle hamlet in 

exile. This !me around, he's built some beefy ballistae and blasted a forest dragon! Soon the king 

himself is swinging by for an impromptu royal visit, and a newly discovered dungeon has adventurers 

flooding in. With all this hustle and bustle revitalizing the village, there's no way things could take a 

turn for the worse... right?! (STL313532) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 320pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR242204 



HOW REALIST HERO REBUILT KINGDOM LIGHT NOVEL VOL 18 (C: 0-1- 

(W)  Dojyomaru (A/CA)  Fuyuyuki 

The Demon Lord’s Domain has been liberated, ushering in a new era. With the demons no longer a 

common enemy, the threat of a power shiJ hangs in the air. Who will triumph if the Mari!me 

Alliance led by the Kingdom of Friedonia clashes with the Great Tiger Empire of Haan? While Souma 

is busy mobilizing his personnel for the impending conflict, Yuriga approaches him with a shocking 

request to return home. As it turns out, it’s merely part of Yuriga’s plan to corner her own brother, 

the Great Tiger Emperor! (STL313543) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 324pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242205 

I SWEAR I WONT BOTHER YOU AGAIN LIGHT NOVEL VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0 

(W) Reina Soratani (A) Haru Harukawa 

VioleGe, daughter of a duke, commiGed a terrible, jealous crime against her half sister. As she 

languishes in prison, something unexpected happens: !me is rewound, sending her back to the day 

her problems began! Armed with the memories of her disastrous first go-round, VioleGe is 

determined to live a quiet, unobtrusive life this !me… but fate has something else in store! 

(STL313546) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

Light Novel, SC, 248pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR242206 

MODERN DUNGEON CAPTURE L NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuuki Kimikawa (A)  cruelGZ 

Mizuki Ryosuke escaped corporate life, certain death, defeated a Boss Ogre, and now lives with a 

new roommate—fairy girl Kessie! A dungeon appears in Omori City, and the local government asks 

him to help manage it. Mizuki reluctantly accepts, and with his skillbook in tow, the dungeon clearing 

proceeds as planned. When Mizuki and Kessie face their greatest trial yet, will the skillbook reveal its 

true form? And is there any truth to that weird conspiracy going around? (STL313554) Scheduled to 

ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 268pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR242207 

REINCARNATED AS A SWORD LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 14 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yuu Tanaka (A/CA)  Llo 

Their training complete, Fran and Teacher decided to head to the Magic Academy in Belioth to fulfill 

a request from Aristea. Unfortunately, Teacher’s hopes for Fran to get in some normal student !me 



alongside her peers are thwarted by an unexpected reunion—and a campus conspiracy! (STL313565) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 444pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242208 

SWORD OF DEMON HUNTER KIJIN GENTOSHO SC NOVEL VOL 05 (MR) (C 

(W) Motoo Nakanishi (A/CA) Yu Satomi 

It’s 1872, year five of the Meiji era, and the world is rapidly changing, long leaving the samurai 

behind—but some things aren’t content to remain a memory of the past. Now in Kyoto with his 

daughter Nomari, Jinya runs a soba restaurant by day and patrols the streets at night hun!ng 

demons, which have strangely been increasing in number. As Jinya inves!gates the cause, it seems 

someone known as Magatsume is secretly responsible, but who could they be? And what do they 

want? (STL313576) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

MAR242209 

THERES NO FREAKING WAY BE YOUR LOVER L NOVEL VOL 04 (C: 0-1- 

(W) Teren Mikami (A)  Musshu 

AJer a sudden confession, Amaori Renako has just one month to answer Sena Ajisai’s feelings. But in 

the mean!me, hey, it’s Koyanagi Kaho’s !me to shine! While working through her feelings for both 

Oduka Mai and Sena Ajisai, Renako finds herself being roped into a whole bunch of cosplay ac!vi!es 

with Kaho. Cute costumes? ASMR? A love hotel??? Is this really what life’s like as an extrovert? 

(STL313578) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 312pgs, B&W SRP: $15.99 

 

SQUARE ENIX BOOKS 

 

MAR242210 

APOTHECARY DIARIES SC NOVEL VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Natsu Hyuuga (A) Touko Shino 

Maomao leads an unassuming life with her apothecary father, but kidnappers whisk her away to a 

world of consorts and serving women in the empire’s rear palace. Sold into imperial servitude, the 

girl keeps her quick wit, sharp mind, and medical knowledge a secret. But the head eunuch, Jinshi, 

shaGers Maomao’s low profile when she catches his eye. He perceives her true skills and makes her a 

lady-in-wai!ng to the rear palace’s top consort. Can Maomao quietly pass her term as her lady’s food 



tester, or will observa!onal prowess and curiosity push her into danger as she uncovers turmoil at 

court? (STL313624) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 272pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR242211 

MOBSTERS IN LOVE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yoshie Kaoruhara 

A wholesome Boys Love rom-com between a handsome but oblivious mob boss and his young, 

simplehearted but moody second-in-command! Akihiro Kashima is the right-hand man of the 

Sawatari mob, and he has a secret. He's been hopelessly in love for years—with his boss! As a trusted 

subordinate, he's subject to the head honcho's unintended acts of seduc!on. But with Akihiro's 

posi!on in the group at stake, he couldn't possibly reveal the infatua!on that plagues him. Stuck 

between duty and his feelings, something's goGa give! (STL313608) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242212 

MONSTER CATS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yoshie Kaoruhara 

A full-color manga/comic about humans living with adorably monstrous cats, from the author of 

Yokai Cats and The Evil Secret Society of Cats. Is it a banshee, a ye!, a gorgon, or... a cat? Monster 

Cats are a purrfect new breed of familiar furry friends crossed with freaky fun! If you think life with 

regular cats can get complicated, wait !ll you see what it's like for people who live with these 

charming supernatural pets. (STL313618) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 136pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

SQUARE ENIX MANGA 

 

MAR242213 

MR VILLAINS DAY OFF GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Yuu Morikawa 

For the man known as the General in the Evil League that plans to invade Earth, every day is full of 

rigorous baGles of life and death as he fends off the planet’s Defense Forces. However, on his day off, 

there shall be no baGles for him—instead, he’ll be venturing forth into town in search of wonderful 

things that will heal his overworked heart! No maGer how stressful his day job as a nefarious villain 

is, new encounters await... (STL313555) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 128pgs, FC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242214 

RAGNA CRIMSON GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Daiki Kobayashi 

A few days before the Argentum Corps’ decisive assault on the Winged Monarch, Leonica encounters 

the most terrifying obstacle yet in her quest for ul!mate strength. Back in the present, Ragna seeks 

an audience with the hallowed Dragon Scourges of the Solarian Church. To prove himself worthy, he 

leaps into danger—straight down the lair of the elusive Roaring Bloodline! (STL313564) Scheduled to 

ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

SC, 192pgs, PC SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242215 

SMOKING BEHIND SUPERMARKET WITH YOU GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-0 

(W/A)  JINUSHI 

AJer the twists of a misdiagnosis, Sasaki's strange yet calming nighYme smokes with Tayama 

con!nue. The office worker is s!ll unaware that Tayama and Yamada, his therapeu!c idol, are the 

same woman! Sasaki and Yamada are merely customer and cashier inside the store. But as more 

quirky supermarket employees enter the mix, will Sasaki's rela!onship with Tayama begin to change? 

(STL313573) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242216 

STRONGEST SAGE WITH THE WEAKEST CREST GN VOL 18 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Shinkoshoto (A)  Kansho & Hyoko, Huuka Kazabana 

A chaos demon with greater power than Zaridias will soon be revived. Such a powerful demon is 

beyond what MaGhias and his friends can handle, but an ancient sword may be able to give them a 

chance. However, the ancient weapon is sealed in a casket that is guarded by an incredibly powerful 

elite demon and in order to obtain the weapon, MaGy must use himself as bait to distract the 

demon! (STL313575) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242217 

WANDERING WITCH GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 



(W) Jougi Shiraishi (A) Itsuki Nanao (CA)  Azuru 

In this volume full of tales of journeys taken by the girls Elaina has encountered on her travels, 

Amnesia and Avilia wander in search of the lily of happiness. Meanwhile, a request sent to the 

United Magic Associa!on takes Saya on an adventure that reunites her with a good friend from 

before she became a witch, while a trip links Fran’s and Elaina’s pasts and presents. (STL313603) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

STEAMSHIP 

 

MAR242218 

I CANT REFUSE S GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ai Hibiki 

Determined to work her way out of poverty, Miku con!nues lessons with her sexy butler teacher, 

learning all about how to seduce a man. There's just one hiccup—virgin Miku doesn't think she can 

seduce anyone, unless it's her aGrac!ve and domineering teacher. (STL313544) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 168pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242219 

LADIES ON TOP GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A)  NEJIGANAMETA 

Shinomiya has made his decision. When the beau!ful morning dusk floods into their hotel room, 

when he and Mitsuki welcome the blissful morning together... he's going to pop the ques!on. 

Mitsuki has a sneaking suspicion of what's coming, but she decides to let Shinomiya take the lead, 

un!l she just can't wait any longer! The story of two lovers who won't be bound by tradi!onal roles 

or other peoples' opinions reaches its climax in this final volume! (STL313550) Scheduled to ship in 

May 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

TOHAN CORPORATION 

 

MAR242220 



ANIMAGE JUNE 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Animage is an excellent source for all the latest news on Japanese anime, aimed at fans and the 

public, not industry professionals. Each issue is packed with full-color and black-and-white pages, 

giving you the latest scoop on the hoGest anime around. Japanese Text. (STL312420) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, 400pgs, FC SRP: $21.00 

 

MAR242221 

HOBBY JAPAN JUNE 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Hobby Japan, the magazine that specializes in model kit building and customizing in Japan, is 

generally recognized as the No.1 magazine of the hobby industry. A wide variety of ar!cles features 

each month, including the montly "How to Build..." feature, which shows readers how to build and 

customize the latest and greatest Gundam kits from Bandai! As a leading magazine in the industry, 

Hobby Japan listens to its readers and offers the the hoGest informa!on on the market! Japanese 

Text. (STL312421) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, 400pgs, FC SRP: $22.00 

 

MAR242222 

MEGAMI JUNE 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Megami is Japan's top anime magazine! Focusing on bishoujo characters from anime and video 

games, Megami features tons of free giveaways, as well as full-color artwork and posters! Includes 

telephone cards, punch-out "character stands," s!ckers, and much more! Japanese Text. (STL312422) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, FC SRP: $22.00 

 

MAR242223 

NEWTYPE JUNE 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of the latest news on 

anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model reviews, interviews with directors and 

actors, and columns by industry experts. Japanese Text. (STL312423) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, FC SRP: $21.00 

 

TOKYOPOP 

 

MAR242224 



FOX & LITTLE TANUKI GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mi Tagawa 

The thrilling conclusion! Senzou struggles against Gyokumen's rage and hate, but unlike before, he 

isn't alone anymore. Determined to see things through to the end, Koyuki and Manpachi refuse to 

leave Senzou's side. Even the Makami wolves, who were tasked with stopping Senzou if he went on a 

rampage, are ready to throw their all into suppor!ng Senzou in his baGle. The !me has come at last 

for the final confronta!on, and there's only one chance for Senzou to get it right! (STL313643) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242225 

WATCH DOGS TOKYO GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Seiichi Shirato (A) Shuuhei Kamo 

The Tokyo Metropolitan Government decided to introduce J-ctOS, an urban infrastructure 

management system developed by Blume Japan. People's lives have changed completely due to the 

convenience of improved infrastructure, and the ease of interconnec!vity. Everything is fine, as long 

as they don't think too hard about what lurks in the shadows behind closed doors at the Blume 

corpora!on... (STL313645) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242226 

O/A DEAD COMPANY GN VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Yoshiki Tonogai 

Ryosuke readies to risk it all in this thrilling final volume of Dead Company! Ryosuke Miyauchi may 

have survived a real-life death game three years ago, but that brush with death is only the first of 

many to come. When he's recruited by major game developer EDC on the basis of his prior 

"experience," he soon realizes that they're the ones responsible for his trauma, all while they grow 

profits and slaughter innocents as they run other death games all around the world. Now, his late 

girlfriend's sister Kyo has joined a death game of her own accord, and Ryosuke dedicates himself to 

keeping her safe — no maGer the cost. But when he's offered a chance to strike back against the 

company that took everything away from him, Ryosuke finds himself torn. Can he trust the people 

who claim they want to take EDC down? (STL290596) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242227 

O/A SINCE I COULD DIE TOMORROW GN VOL 01 



(W) Sumako Kari 

Sawako Honna, 42, is single. She works hard at a film promo!on company. One night, all of a sudden, 

her heart palpitates, and her body goes cold... Could it be that she's going through menopause!? Not 

as hard-working as in your 20s. Not as flippant as in your 30s. The mental and physical changes, and 

the obstacles you face in your 40s. Sudden illness, menopause, fa!gue you can't get rid of, changes in 

working paGerns, money worries, life plans for the future... 23rd Japan Media Arts Fes!val Excellence 

Award winner. Nominated for the 2020 Manga Taisho Award. (STL294353) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

TOKYO POP - DISNEY MANGA 

 

MAR242228 

DISNEY MANGA STITCH MANGA COLLEC GN (C: 1-1-2) 

(A) Yumi Tsukurino, Yumi Tsukurino (CA) Nao Kodaka 

You know and love S!tch's Hawaiian adventures… so join your favorite alien as he visits a Japanese 

island near Okinawa, where he befriends a young girl named Yuna who excels at karate. Come along 

as Yuna and S!tch go fishing, enter a costume contest, and even aGempt to bake a cake. You never 

know what s!cky situa!ons they'll find themselves in next! This edi!on combines the first two 

volumes of the S!tch! manga series. (STL313659) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in North America. 

352pgs SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242229 

DISNEY MANGA KILALA PRINCESS COLLEC GN BOOK ONE (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Rika Tanaka (A) Nao Kodaka 

Kilala is an ordinary girl who loves reading stories about princesses and their courageous adventures. 

When she comes across a sleeping prince and kisses him awake, she's tossed into an adventure 

straight out of a fairy tale! The prince, Rei, comes from a faraway land searching for the magical 

princess des!ned to save his kingdom. But the ruthless villains threatening his home are aJer him 

and Kilala's best friend, who they think is the magical princess. On top of it all, the Disney Princesses 

are the key to understanding the magic of their world. Now, they must travel to each of their worlds 

to rescue Kilala's best friend and protect Rei's home. (STL313665) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

SC, 440pgs, B&W SRP: $17.99 

 

MAR242230 

DISNEY MANGA NIGHTMARE XMAS ZEROS JOURNEY ULT ED TP (C: 1-0- 



(W/A/CA) Dj Milky 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town and crea!ve genius behind the 

most spooktacular scares. Beside him through every great new creepy concept is his ever-faithful 

ghost pup, Zero. Finding himself lost in a curious land of baked goods, hand-wrapped presents, 

decorated trees, and joyful caroling, Zero must traverse the unfamiliar world of Christmas Town to 

find his way home! This deluxe collectors' edi!on combines the en!re Zero's Journey series into one 

volume in a tradi!onal manga format! (STL162833) Available Now! (JUL201637) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Available only in North America. 

SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR242231 

DISNEY MANGA TIM BURTONS NBX ZEROS JOURNEY ULTIMATE ED HC (C 

(W) Dj Milky (A) Kei Ishiyama & Various 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town and crea!ve genius behind the 

most spooktacular scares. Beside him through every great new creepy concept is his ever-faithful 

ghost pup, Zero. Finding himself lost in a curious land of baked goods, hand-wrapped presents, 

decorated trees, and joyful caroling, Zero must traverse the unfamiliar world of Christmas Town to 

find his way home! This deluxe collectors' edi!on combines the en!re Zero's Journey series into one 

book and re-releases it in full-color! This exclusive Special Edi!on Hardcover at a large premium 

collectors' edi!on size! (STL308807) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

North America. 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB242035) 

HC, 6.6x10.1, 416pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242232 

DISNEY MANGA NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS GN ED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Jun Asuka 

Jack Skellington is the Pumpkin King, the ruler of Halloween Town and master of all things creepy and 

spooky. But he's !red of his life in the shadows and longs for something new. When he accidentally 

stumbles upon Christmas Town, he decides this is the perfect chance to try his hand at a brand new 

holiday and is convinced he'll have the world yelling "Scary Christmas"! With the young patchwork 

doll Sally trying to dissuade him and the evil Oogie Boogie wai!ng in the wings to take over 

Halloween Town in Jack's absence, he'd beGer hurry if he wants to get his plan in place by December 

25th! (STL048563) Available Now! (JUN172022) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR242233 

O/A NBX BATTLE FOR PUMPKIN KING TP (C: 1-0-0) 



(W) Dan Conner (A) Dj Milky & Various 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town. But it wasn't always that way! 

Years ago, Jack and Oogie Boogie were close friends. Both eager to prove themselves, they poured all 

their passion into their fantas!cal projects to earn their righ[ul place as the scariest duo in town. But 

there could only be one Pumpkin King! What could have happened to turn two best friends into such 

biGer rivals? Collects the five-issue mini-series. (STL273944) Available Now! (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Available only in North America. 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC SRP: $15.99 

 

TOKYOPOP - LOVE X LOVE 

 

MAR242234 

FAVORITE POP IDOL MADE IT BUDOKAN GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Auri Hirao 

When it comes to idol group Cham Jam, Eripiyo is the oldest — and perhaps only — fan of Maina 

Ichii. Despite Eripiyo's enthusias!c support, Maina is the least popular member of the group, but 

that doesn't deter Eripiyo, even though she spends so much of her money that she only has a single 

ou[it of her own. But her love for Maina doesn't waver, even if she knows she might never be 

no!ced for it! (STL313642) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242235 

JEALOUSY BLINDS LOVE GN (MR) 

(W) Eiji Nagisa 

Once a child prodigy pianist, Shion Kirino is now a burnt-out, biGer shell of himself, lost in grief over 

his mother's passing and his own dying passion toward the musical career that had defined his 

connec!on to her. When he's approached by Kei Takase — a talented younger colleague who 

professes his admira!on for Kirino — he ends up invi!ng him home for sex, intending on toying with 

his feelings. When Takase isn't deterred by Kirino's abrasive exterior, Kirino finds that he cannot deny 

Takase's unwavering devo!on... But prac!cing piano together and celebra!ng Takase's successes also 

s!rs up Kirino's own insecuri!es and distorted sense of jealousy. AJer a life!me of loneliness, can he 

find salva!on in Takase without dragging him down? (STL313671) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242236 

LULLABY OF THE DAWN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Ichika Yuno 

Night aJer night, Elva steps forth into the black sea, sword in hand, to drive back the creatures that 

surge from the waves. Elva is one of the "kannagi," warrior priests chosen by the divine to protect 

the island. With his snow-white hair, unaging youth, and black-stained limbs — proof of the 

corrup!on that gradually takes the life of every kannagi — the local people fear and shun him... at 

least un!l his path crosses with that of a boy named Alto. Enraptured by Elva's strength and lonely 

soul, Alto swears to serve him and free him from his cursed fate. (STL313644) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242237 

DINNER FOR THREE (LIGHT NOVEL) 

(W) Hizaki Isamu (A) Kanae Yukinura 

Struggling to raise his young brother on his own, Shizuku has been working as a male companion in 

order to make ends meet. One day, he mistakenly thinks that his liGle brother has been kidnapped 

and aGacks his neighbor, Tsujido. Seeing that the brothers need help, Tsujido starts to cook warm 

meals and care for them. For the first !me, Shizuku got a taste of what it's like to be taken care of in 

a family... (STL313673) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. 

Light Novel, SC, 256pgs, B&W SRP: $16.99 

 

MAR242238 

TOO CLOSE TO FALL IN LOVE GN (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Scheduled to ship in July 2024.For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 

supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242239 

O/A MITSUKA VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa!on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, and Indonesia. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 



MAR242240 

O/A NEVER LET GO GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Saki Sakimoto 

Rich-kid Haruto is used to being flaGered and fawned over by fellow students, so when he's kicked 

out of his elite Alpha school, he finds himself as the ultra-desirable Alpha transfer student at a mixed-

gender high school. Everyone is quick to try to befriend him—everyone, that is, except student 

council president Miyabi, who actually seems to despise him.  Haruto swore he wouldn't get involved 

with anyone at his new school, but something about openly hos!le, sickly-looking Miyabi keeps 

drawing Haruto in. (STL290610) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

224pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

MAR242241 

O/A THE PRINCE IS IN THE VILLAINESS WAY GN VOL 01 

(W) Minami Shiina 

Iris, the "Wise Princess Who Never Smiles," had her memories of her reincarna!on come back to her. 

She discovers that Fiona, a princess of a neighboring kingdom, is her from a former life, and that she 

is in danger due to Prince Alvin's betrayal. Iris goes to the neighboring country as the princess's 

educator to save Fiona, but an obstacle stands in her way in the form of a cool-headed prince who 

has no sense of tact. So unfolds the love between a wise princess who never smiles and a cool-

headed prince. (STL294346) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

TOKYOPOP - NOIR CAESAR 

 

MAR242242 

MUTUPO GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kay Rwizi 

Mutupo — the totem — is an animal or object deemed sacred by a clan or tribe. For centuries, 

Zimbabweans would stay in touch with their ancestry and the prac!ces surrounding their culture by 

embracing Mutupo. There are some who have the ability to use their totem animal's aGributes as a 

superpower to augment their physiology. Using Mutupo is not only rare — it's also highly illegal. Join 

Shingai on his journey of self-discovery as he finds himself coming up against other Mutupo users... 

and the police who oppose them. (STL313672) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 162pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 



 

MAR242243 

O/A ARMS OF THE DRAGON VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Marcus Kwabena, John Lawrence (A) Chris Krady 

Not everyone chooses the streets. Some!mes, when everything is taken away, it's all that's leJ. The 

slums of Shindjin have long since been the champion of poverty. Violence and extor!on are 

commonplace, where one's fate can literally be determined by a roll of the dice. A place where the 

fallout of these ac!ons fall onto the shoulders of children. Shou and Jun are two such children, torn 

from the comfort of the lives they knew and thrust into an environment where organized crime is 

law. With nowhere to turn, they're forced to become the very thing that ruined their lives. 

(STL273959) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

5x7, 240pgs, B&W SRP: $13.99 

 

TUTTLE PUBLISHING 

 

MAR242244 

MANGA GUIDE TO JAPANESE FOOD TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Hiroshi Nagashima 

This book explores the fascina!ng history, lore and prac!ce of Japanese cooking through the eyes of 

Gaku, a young man who aspires to become a professional Japanese chef. Each chapter presents a 

new set of topics which help the reader to appreciate the great depth and complexity of Japan's 

amazing food culture. (STL311041) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Reference Book, SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC SRP: $18.99 

 

VERTICAL COMICS 

 

MAR242245 

MY LOVESICK LIFE AS A 90S OTAKU GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nico Nicholson 

Otaku culture has finally become mainstream, and Megumi can't quite get used to it. Divorced, with 

a teen daughter, Megumi thinks fondly back to her days as an anime and manga otaku—in 1995. 

That year, she transferred to a new school and decided to start fresh by hiding her otaku interests. 

She found herself taken under the wing of a basketball ace named Masamune, who's got a kind heart 

and looks just like one of her favorite characters. Though Megumi catches a whiff of des!ny in the air, 



she's crushed to learn that Masamune detests otaku... (STL313557) Scheduled to ship in May 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W SRP: $12.99 

 

VERTICAL INC 

 

MAR242246 

MY UNIQUE SKILL MAKES ME OP LIGHT NOVEL VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nazuna Miki (A/CA)  Subachi 

Ryota Sato gets the surprise of his life when he's suddenly transported into another world and nearly 

clobbered at the hands of the young, preGy adventurer Emily Brown. This new world revolves 

around defea!ng monsters and profi!ng off whatever they drop—food, money, items, and more. 

Unfortunately for Ryota, he has no skills to speak of... un!l he learns he has otherworldly drop luck 

that brings him never-before-seen items! Suddenly his luck turns around... or does it? (STL313559) 

Scheduled to ship in May 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Light Novel, SC, 198pgs, FC SRP: $14.95 

 

MERCHANDISE 

 

DIAMOND SELECT TOYS 

 

MAR242247 

REBEL MOON SERIES 2 AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Return to the world of Zack Snyder's Rebel Moon! The second series 

of 7-inch, 1/10 scale ac!on figures based on the sci-fi epic includes sadis!c Admiral AYcus Noble and 

pugilis!c former general Titus! Each ac!on figure features 16 points of ar!cula!on, and includes 

character-specific accessories. Each comes packaged in a full-color window box. Sculpted by Gentle 

Giant Studios! (STL298640) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242248 

LOTR GALLERY LEGOLAS DLX PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Fellowship's resident archer and intrepid elf is now the latest 

Gallery Diorama from DST! With his deadly bow drawn, Legolas stands approximately 10 inches tall 

and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. Made from high-quality PVC, it comes 

packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Jorge Santos Souza! 



(STL315869) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in 

North America, La!n America, and the European Union 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 

MAR242249 

GAME OF THRONES GALLERY DAENERYS TARGARYEN PVC STATUE (C: 1- 

A Diamond Select Toys release! All hail the Mother of Dragons! Daenerys Targaryen stands, 

surrounded by her three young dragons, in this new Gallery Diorama based on the hit TV series 

Game of Thrones! Measuring approximately 9.5 inches tall and made of high-quality PVC, this statue 

features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. 

Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Alejandro Pereira Ezcurra! (STL298675) Scheduled to ship 

in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North America, La!n America, and 

the European Union 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 

MAR242250 

GARGOYLES PREMIER COLLECTION GOLIATH STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! He hunts by night! The leader of the Gargoyles, Goliath, stands with 

his wings folded atop a castle turret base in this all-new 1/7 scale statue from DST! Measuring 

approximately 14 inches tall, this resin statue of the medieval hero at aGen!on is limited to only 

2,000 pieces and comes packaged with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Michelle Riley! (STL298752) Scheduled to ship in October 

2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $200.00 

 

MAR242251 

MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE MYSTERIO STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! He was once special-effects ar!st Quen!n Beck, but now he makes 

illusions come to life as Mysterio! The Spider-Man villain rises out of a cloud of smoke in this all-new 

animated-style statue, based on the Young Marvel variant covers of Marvel Comics. Standing 

approximately 4 inches tall, this resin statue joins other Spider-Man villains and more Marvel 

characters in the long-running line. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged ina  full-color box 

with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL298866) Scheduled to 

ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR242252 



MARVEL GALLERY ADAM WARLOCK COMIC DLX PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! They call him… Him! Born in the 1960s but drama!cally revamped in 

the 1970s, the man called Adam Warlock was ul!mately at the center of some of the most epic 

storylines in Marvel Comics history, including the Infinity Saga and Annihila!on. This approximately 

11-inch PVC diorama features Warlock rising from a plume of smoke, Karmic Staff in one hand and an 

energy blast in the other. Featuring detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, it comes packaged in a 

full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Alterton! (STL315879) Scheduled 

to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A 

Philippines 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 

MAR242253 

SW L3D GAMORREAN GUARD 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Bring a liGle security to your collec!on! What beGer way to keep your 

collec!on safe than with this ½ scale Gamorrean Guard bust? Based on the pig-headed warriors that 

guarded Jabba the HuG's palace, this approximately 10-inch resin bust sits atop a faux-metal base. It 

is limited to only 1000 pieces and comes with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a numbered, 

full-color box. (STL298851) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

U.S., U.S. Territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and EMEA 

Item SRP: $250.00 

 

MAR242254 

SW CLONE WARS ANIMATED ECHO 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Bad Batch gets another member! Based on his appearance in the 

Clone Wars, this 1/7 scale, 6-inch mini-bust of Echo joins his teammates Wrecker and Hunter in the 

Gentle Giant LTD animated-style mini-bust collec!on. With blaster in hand, this bust is based on his 

animated appearance, and is limited to only 2,000 pieces. It comes packaged with a numbered 

cer!ficate of authen!city in a numbered, full-color window box. (STL315881) Scheduled to ship in 

October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $130.00 

 

MAR242255 

SW PREMIER COLL MANDALORIAN BO-KATAN ON THRONE STATUE (C: 1- 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! For Mandalore! The wielder of the Darksaber and the heir to the 

Mandalorian crown sits at ease on her throne in this new 1/7 scale statue! Measuring approximately 

14 inches tall, this statue captures a scene straight out of The Mandalorian Season 3 and features 

detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. Limited to only 1000 pieces, it comes packaged with a 

numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a numbered full-color box. (STL315880) Scheduled to ship in 



October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the U.S., U.S. Territories, Canada, Australia, New 

Zealand and EMEA 

Item SRP: $250.00 

 

MAR242256 

NBX BEST OF SERIES4 AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! You wanted the best, you got the best! The Best of Nightmare Before 

Christmas Ac!on Figures Series 4 is coming this holiday season, and it includes four long-sold-out, 

highly in-demand figures! Pajama Jack, Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny each feature mul!ple 

points of ar!cula!on and come packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Eamon O'Donogue, 

sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL315868) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242257 

O/A NBX JACK UNLIMITED COFFIN DOLL (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Jack is back! The original, limited-edi!on Jack Skellington Coffin Doll 

is sold out, but this new version of the Nightmare Before Christmas star brings him back to the stores 

with a new facial expression, a new coffin, and the same real clothes and poseable skeleton body! 

Measuring approximately 16 inches tall, this doll looks like it just stepped off the big screen - and into 

a coffin! Packaged in a quality cardstock coffin, this doll includes a display stand. (STL004376) 

Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242258 

O/A NBX SALLY UNLIMITED COFFIN DOLL (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The beau!ful crea!on of Dr. Finkelstein, Sally now has her very own 

coffin to relax in! The star of Tim Burton's stop-mo!on masterpiece, The Nightmare Before 

Christmas, this 14-inch tall doll of Sally is a must for any home that embraces the spirit of Halloween. 

With a fully ar!culated body and a real cloth costume, this all-new edi!on of the classic Sally figure 

features a new head sculpt and will rest comfortably in her coffin-shaped window box un!l the !mes 

comes for her to rise once again! (STL007682) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242259 

O/A MARVEL LEGENDS IN 3D COMIC MOON KNIGHT 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1- 



A Diamond Select Toys release! The Fist of Khonshu is a legend in Egypt, and now he's a Legend in 

3D! Marc Spector is the newest entry in the L3D line, with a 10-inch, ½ scale bust of him in his 

taGered Moon Knight garb. Set atop an Egyp!an-inspired base, this portrait features detailed 

sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and is limited to only 1000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full color 

box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Joe Menna! 

(STL263947) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $250.00 

 

MAR242260 

O/A STAR WARS THE MANDALORIAN PAZ VIZSLA 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1- 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! All hail the House of Vizsla! The descendant of many great leaders, Paz 

Vizsla is a heavily armed, heavily armored Mandalorian who once did Din Djarin a great service. 

Standing approximately 6 inches tall atop a pedestal base, with his massive gun leveled, Paz Vizsla 

features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged 

with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. (STL272350) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $130.00 

 

MAR242261 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC BEAST COMIC PVC FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Welcome to the Danger Room! The bouncing blue Beast ar[ully 

dodges projec!les launched by the X-Men’s training facility in this dynamic new diorama in the 

Marvel Gallery line! This 10-inch diorama is made of high-quality PVC with detailed sculp!ng and 

paint applica!ons, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by 

Sam Greenwell. (STL129957) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242262 

O/A MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC SILVER SURFER STATUE (C: 1-1 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Watch out Thor, the Surfer is coming! Swooping down to the surface 

at incredible speed, the Silver Surfer rides his shimmering sur}oard in this dynamic statue. Hand-

sculpted by Clayburn Moore based on a classic Marvel Comics cover, this statue pairs well with the 

Premier Collec!on Thor statue, and stands approximately 12 inches tall. It is limited to 3,000 pieces 

and comes packaged in a full-color box with a cer!ficate of authen!city. (STL168389) Available Now! 

(C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China 

(China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $175.00 



 

MAR242263 

O/A MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC SABRETOOTH STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The claws are out! This approximately 10-inch tall statue of 

Wolverine foe Sabretooth shows the assassin in his classic costume, hun!ng his prey across a rocky, 

snowy landscape. Made of high-quality resin, this statue features detailed sculp!ng and paint 

applica!ons. It is limited to only 3,000 pieces and comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Uriel Caton, sculpted by Alejandro Pereira. 

(STL177585) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $200.00 

 

MAR242264 

O/A MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC BLACK PANTHER STATUE (C: 1-1 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Black Panther strikes a pose amid the rocky cliffs of Wakanda in 

this elegant statue. Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this piece is made of high-quality resin 

and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. It is limited to 3,000 pieces and comes 

packaged in a full-color box with a hand-numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Hand-sculpted by 

Clayburn Moore. (STL149569) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $150.00 

 

MAR242265 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC MYSTERIO PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-0) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Is it real or is it Gallery?! We don't need hypnosis to convince you 

that this diorama of Mysterio, master of illusion, is an amazing installment in the Marvel Gallery line! 

Depic!ng the Spider-Man foe rising out of a cloud of green smoke, this approximately 9-inch 

sculpture is made from high-grade PVC and features detailed sculp!ng and paint details. Packaged in 

a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton. Formerly a GameStop exclusive. 

(STL155376) Available Now! (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242266 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC HAWKEYE PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! A man's best friend is his dog, and a dog's best friend is pizza! 

Hawkeye and his sidekick Pizza Dog spring into ac!on in this all-new Gallery Diorama, inspired by 

modern Marvel Comics. Cast in high-quality PVC, this approximately 9-inch sculpture features 



detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed 

by Caesar, sculpted by Mat Brouillard. (STL171007) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242267 

O/A STAR WARS GALLERY BASTILA SHAN PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Jedi Knight Bas!la Shan became a fan-favorite in the days of the Old 

Republic, and now she’s finally available from Gentle Giant LTD! This dynamic, approximately 10-inch 

sculpture depicts Shan using her double-bladed lightsaber to slice through a Guardian Droid in the 

Dantooine ruins. Featuring detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, it is made of high-quality PVC 

and comes packaged in a full-color window box. (STL206171) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in the U.S., U.S. Territories, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and EMEA 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 

MAR242268 

O/A STAR WARS SANDTROOPER JUMBO FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! This is the Jumbo figure you're looking for! Standing 12 inches tall, the 

latest Jumbo-scale replica of an old-school Star Wars figure depicts the never-made vintage 

Sandtrooper, complete with orange shoulder pauldron and an Imperial blaster! Featuring five points 

of ar!cula!on, this figure comes packaged on a full-color, vintage-style blister card, sealed inside a 

clamshell case for its protec!on. (STL246589) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars 

items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 

MAR242269 

O/A STAR WARS DISNEY+ PREMIER COLLECTION OBI-WAN KENOBI STATUE ( 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! From the small screen to the Premier Collec!on, Obi-Wan Kenobi has an 

all-new iden!ty in this all-new statue release! With his robe on, hood up and lightsaber ignited, 

“Ben” Kenobi stands behind a wall of flames, ready to take on the enemy. This approximately 12-inch 

statue features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons and is limited to only 3000 pieces. It comes 

packaged with a cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. Companion Darth Vader statue coming 

soon! (STL242957) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but 

N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $200.00 

 

MAR242270 



O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE HAWKEYE STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! His aim is a-cute! Hawkeye of the Avengers is the newest Animated-

Style Statue based on the artwork of SkoYe Young! Inspired by his variant cover artwork for Marvel 

comics, Hawkeye fires his bow as he falls backwards – his trademark move! This sculpture features 

art-accurate sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and comes in a full-color window box. Limited to 3000 

pieces! Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL246577) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR242271 

O/A SW DISNEY+ OBI-WAN KENOBI BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Obi-Wan Kenobi is being hunted by the Empire, and he’s ready for them! 

This all-new mini-bust of Kenobi as he appears in the new Obi-Wan Kenobi TV series stands 

approximately 6-inches tall (10 inches with lightsaber) and depicts him in his robes, with lightsaber 

raised. It features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and is limited to only 3000 pieces. It 

comes packaged in a full color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. (STL246598) Available 

Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $130.00 

 

MAR242272 

O/A STAR WARS DISNEY+ OBI WAN KENOBI DARTH VADER BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Dark Lord of the Sith has returned! In the recent Obi-Wan Kenobi 

series on Disney+, Darth Vader revealed himself to Obi-Wan Kenobi and chaos ensued! Now, he has 

returned to the Star Wars mini-bust line with a new offering based on that series! Standing 

approximately 6 inches tall, this 1/6 scale bust features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and 

sits atop a black pedestal. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged with a cer!ficate of 

authen!city in a full-color box. (STL242960) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items 

- Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $130.00 

 

MAR242273 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC VENOMPOOL DLX PVC DIORAMA (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Deadpool just got deadlier! Merged with the Venom symbiote, the 

Merc with a (big) Mouth bares a row of sharp teeth and a long tongue as he slashes with his twin 

katanas. Standing approximately 10 inches tall, this diorama features detailed sculp!ng and paint 

applica!ons. It comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton! 

(STL246573) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 



Item SRP: $125.00 

 

FUNKO 

 

MAR242274 

BITTY POP MANDALORIAN HEAVY MANDALORIAN 4PK VIN FIG (C 

Your favorite Star Wars: The Mandalorian POP!s have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! Expand your 

collec!on with this assortment of BiGy Pop! collec!bles featuring the most beloved characters in the 

galaxy! Each 4-pack includes three standard figures, plus a fourth mystery BiGy Pop! figure. The 

Heavy Infanty Mandalorian pack also comes with The Armorer and Bo-Katan Kryze; The Mandalorian 

pack also features Kuiil and Offworld Jawa; the Marshal Cobb Vanth pack includes Fennec Shand and 

Boba FeG; and the Moff Gideon pack comes with Incinerator Stormtrooper and Dark Trooper. The 

possible mystery BiGy Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) Grogu, Hyper Rare (1/6) Grogu with cup, Rare (1/3) 

Grogu with frog, and Rare (1/3) Grogu with cookies. BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases 

with detachable boGom lids. Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiGy Pops! each. Vinyl 

collec!bles are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four collec!bles per single package purchase. 

(STL279166)  (4552/75451) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242275 

BITTY POP MANDALORIAN MANDALORIAN 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. Your favorite Star Wars: The Mandalorian Pops! have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! 

Expand your collec!on with this assortment of BiGy Pop! collec!bles featuring the most beloved 

characters in the galaxy! This 4-pack includes BiGy Pop! The Mandalorian, BiGy Pop! Kuiil, BiGy Pop! 

Offworld Jawa, and a mystery BiGy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiGy Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) 

Grogu, Hyper Rare (1/6) Grogu with cup, Rare (1/3) Grogu with frog, and Rare (1/3) Grogu with 

cookies. BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boGom lids. Detachable 

boGom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiGy Pop! collec!bles are adhered. Sort and arrange 

your BiGy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiGy 

Pops! each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four collec!bles per single package 

purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years 

old. Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL279167)  (4552/75452) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242276 

BITTY POP MANDALORIAN MARSHAL 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite Star Wars: The Mandalorian Pops! have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! 

Expand your collec!on with this assortment of BiGy Pop! collec!bles featuring the most beloved 



characters in the galaxy! This 4-pack includes BiGy Pop! Cobb Vanth, BiGy Pop! Fennec Shand, BiGy 

Pop! Boba FeG, and a mystery BiGy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiGy Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) 

Grogu, Hyper Rare (1/6) Grogu with cup, Rare (1/3) Grogu with frog, and Rare (1/3) Grogu with 

cookies. BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boGom lids. Detachable 

boGom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiGy Pop! collec!bles are adhered. Sort and arrange 

your BiGy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiGy 

Pops! each. Vinyl collec!bles are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four collec!bles per single package 

purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years 

old. Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL279168)  (4552/75453) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242277 

BITTY POP MANDALORIAN MOFF GIDEON 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Funko. Your favorite Star Wars: The Mandalorian Pops! have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! 

Expand your collec!on with this assortment of BiGy Pop! collec!bles featuring the most beloved 

characters in the galaxy! This 4-pack includes BiGy Pop! Moff Gideon, BiGy Pop! Incinerator 

Stormtrooper, BiGy Pop! Dark Trooper, and a mystery BiGy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiGy 

Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) Grogu, Hyper Rare (1/6) Grogu with cup, Rare (1/3) Grogu with frog, and 

Rare (1/3) Grogu with cookies. BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boGom 

lids. Detachable boGom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiGy Pop! collec!bles are adhered. 

Sort and arrange your BiGy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are stackable 

and hold four BiGy Pops! each. Vinyl collec!bles are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four collec!bles 

per single package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec!bles are small. Not for children under 

the age of 3 years old. Item selec!on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. We cannot 

accept requests for specific items. You may receive duplicate figures. (STL279169)  (4552/75454) (C: 

1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242278 

BITTY POP WWE BRET HART 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Your favorite WWE POP!s have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! Expand your collec!on with this 

assortment of BiGy Pop! figures featuring some of the greatest wrestling stars of all !me. Each 4-

pack includes three standard figures, plus a 4th mystery figure! BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard 

acrylic cases with detachable boGom lids. Detachable boGom lids double as acrylic bases, to which 

the BiGy Pop! figures are adhered. Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiGy Pop! figures 

each. Vinyl figures are approximately 7/8" tall. Four figures per single package purchase. (STL289124)  

(4552/75461) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242279 



BITTY POP WWE DUSTY RHODES 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Your favorite WWE POP!s have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! Expand your collec!on with this 

assortment of BiGy Pop! figures featuring some of the greatest wrestling stars of all !me. Each 4-

pack includes three standard figures, plus a 4th mystery figure! BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard 

acrylic cases with detachable boGom lids. Detachable boGom lids double as acrylic bases, to which 

the BiGy Pop! figures are adhered. Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiGy Pop! figures 

each. Vinyl figures are approximately 7/8" tall. Four figures per single package purchase. (STL289125)  

(4552/75462) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242280 

BITTY POP WWE RAZOR RAMONE 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Your favorite WWE POP!s have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! Expand your collec!on with this 

assortment of BiGy Pop! figures featuring some of the greatest wrestling stars of all !me. Each 4-

pack includes three standard figures, plus a 4th mystery figure! BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard 

acrylic cases with detachable boGom lids. Detachable boGom lids double as acrylic bases, to which 

the BiGy Pop! figures are adhered. Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiGy Pop! figures 

each. Vinyl figures are approximately 7/8" tall. Four figures per single package purchase. (STL289126)  

(4552/75463) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242281 

BITTY POP WWE THE UNDERTAKER 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Your favorite WWE POP!s have been shrunk into BiGy Pops! Expand your collec!on with this 

assortment of BiGy Pop! figures featuring some of the greatest wrestling stars of all !me. Each 4-

pack includes three standard figures, plus a 4th mystery figure! BiGy Pops! are packaged in hard 

acrylic cases with detachable boGom lids. Detachable boGom lids double as acrylic bases, to which 

the BiGy Pop! figures are adhered. Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiGy Pop! figures 

each. Vinyl figures are approximately 7/8" tall. Four figures per single package purchase. (STL289127)  

(4552/75464) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242282 

POP KEYCHAIN DONALD DUCK 90TH DONALD DUCK 1938 (C: 1-1-2) 

"Boy, oh boy!" Pop! Keychain Donald Duck 1938 has landed! Celebrate the 90th Anniversary of 

Donald Duck by welcoming this feathered friend into your Disney collec!on. Vinyl keychain features a 

1 1/2" tall plas!c figural dangler. (STL292181)  (4552/75726) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 



 

MAR242283 

POP KEYCHAIN MHA MIRKO (C: 1-1-2) 

Introducing the Mirko and Toga Pocket POP! Keychains from the My Hero Academia series, a 

compact and portable way to carry the dynamic heroes and villains wherever you go! Mirko, the 

fearless Pro Hero, and Toga, the League of Villains fiend, are now transformed into pocket-sized 

collec!ble with the dis!nc!ve Funko POP! design. (STL292184)  (4552/75562) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR242284 

POP KEYCHAIN MHA TOGA W FACE COVER (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. The ranks of your My Hero Academia collec!on may be blindsided by Pop! Keychain 

Himiko Toga's ferocity. This member of the League of Villains is ready to use her Transform quirk as a 

means of figh!ng the Pro Heroes in your My Hero Academia collec!on. Vinyl keychain is 

approximately 4-inches long. (STL292185)  (4552/75563) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain SRP: $4.99 

 

MAR242285 

FUNKO POP REWIND CHARMED PHOEBE W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Bewitch your Charmed collec!on with REWIND Phoebe Halliwell! REWIND collec!ble comes in VHS-

inspired packaging with a matching character card! There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of 

Phoebe Halliwell with Spirit Board. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.35-inches tall. Collec!ble case is 

approximately 5.85" H x 3.6" W x 1.65" D. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase 

with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL312047)  (4552/75809) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242286 

FUNKO POP REWIND FORREST GUMP FORREST W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2 

Enjoy a box of chocolates with REWIND Forrest Gump when you welcome him into your Forrest 

Gump collec!on! REWIND collec!ble comes in VHS-inspired packaging with a matching character 

card! There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of Ping Pong Forrest Gump. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.4-inches tall. Collec!ble case is approximately 5.85" H x 3.6" W x 1.65" D. Chase 

variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL312049)  

(4552/75817) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



MAR242287 

FUNKO POP REWIND THE GODFATHER VITO W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Get down to business with REWIND Vito Corleone as he leads his family in your The Godfather 

collec!on! REWIND collec!ble comes in VHS-inspired packaging with a matching character card! 

There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of Vito Corleone with Cat. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.4-inches tall. Collec!ble case is approximately 5.85" H x 3.6" W x 1.65" D. Chase 

variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL312050)  

(4552/76118) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242288 

FUNKO POP REWIND HE-MAN AND MOTU HE-MAN W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1 

Defeat the Evil Horde in your Masters of the Universe collec!on with REWIND He-Man! REWIND 

collec!ble comes in VHS-inspired packaging with a matching character card! There's a 1 in 6 chance 

you may find the chase of black light He-Man. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.4-inches tall. Collec!ble 

case is approximately 5.85" H x 3.6" W x 1.65" D. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a 

chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL312052)  (4552/71014) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242289 

FUNKO POP REWIND LADY AND TRAMP LADY W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

It's a beau!ful night to live life off the leash! Welcome REWIND Lady into your home by adding this 

sweet canine to your Lady and the Tramp collec!on. REWIND collec!ble comes in VHS-inspired 

packaging with a matching character card! There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of Lady 

with Red Bow. Vinyl figure is approximately 2.55-inches tall. Collec!ble case is approximately 5.85" H 

x 3.6" W x 1.65" D. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not 

guaranteed. (STL312048)  (4552/75813) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242290 

FUNKO POP REWIND SPACE JAM BUGS W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Score a slam in your Space Jam collec!on with REWIND Bugs Bunny! REWIND collec!ble comes in 

VHS-inspired packaging with a matching character card! There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the 

chase of Bugs Bunny with Basketball. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.7-inches tall. Collec!ble case is 

approximately 5.85" H x 3.6" W x 1.65" D. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase 



with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL312051)  (4552/76161) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242291 

FUNKO POP REWIND THE WIZARD OF OZ DOROTHY W/CH VIN FIG (C: 1 

Grab your Ruby Slippers and join REWIND Dorothy on an adventure down the Yellow Brick Road! 

There’s no place like a home in your The Wizard of Oz collec!on! REWIND collec!ble comes in VHS-

inspired packaging with a matching character card! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of 

Dorothy with Toto. Vinyl figure is approximately 2.7-inches tall. Collec!ble case is approximately 

5.85” H x 3.6” W x 1.65” D. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is 

not guaranteed. (STL312046)  (4552/71012) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242292 

POP ALBUMS GHOST IF YOU HAVE GHOST VIN FIG (C: 0-1-2) 

Immerse yourself in the haun!ng melodies of Ghost's If You Have Ghost with this POP! Albums 

figure. Elevate your music collec!on with this iconic release, featuring cap!va!ng tunes that 

seamlessly blend rock and the supernatural. A must-have for any music enthusiast! (STL289006)  

(4552/75273) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242293 

POP ANIMATION BLACK CLOVER FUEGOLEON GW PX VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Strengthen your ranks with Pop! Fuegoleon of the Clover 

Kingdom’s Crimson Lions! Standing at approximately 4” tall, this intricately detailed Pop! Vinyl figure 

captures Fuegoleon's fiery transforma!on following a near-fatal encounter with Licht. The limited 

edi!on, PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! Vinyl figure even glows in the dark, manifes!ng Fuegoleon’s 

newfound power aJer being chosen and transformed by the Salamander Fire Spirit. With a limited 

edi!on of only 15,000 pieces, this exclusive Fuegoleon Pop! comes packaged in a collector-friendly 

window box. Unleash the magic within your Black Clover collec!on by welcoming the formidable 

mage, Fuegoleon, into your ranks! (STL291750)  (4552/74393) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242294 

POP HEROES DC HARLEY QUINN W/ WEAPONS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



Gotham City comes alive as some of its most interes!ng characters step out from the shadows. Bring 

home POP! Harley Quinn from the animated series. She looks ready to pack a punch in your 

collec!on. Collect all the characters and recreate memorable scenes. Vinyl figure is approximately 4" 

tall. (STL230097)  (4552/65616) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242295 

POP DISNEY BAMBI 80TH BAMBI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Bring the forest home with POP! Bambi! The young prince has stopped to admire the preGy flowers 

and can't wait to share their beauty with you! Celebrate the 80th Anniversary of Disney's Bambi by 

reuni!ng POP! Bambi with POP! Thumper and POP! Flower in your home. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3 5/8" tall. (STL233760)  (4552/65664) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242296 

POP DISNEY BAMBI 80TH FLOWER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Breathe in the forest with Pop! Flower! This sweet skunk has stopped to smell the 

flowers and can’t wait to share their beauty with you! Celebrate the 80th Anniversary of Disney’s 

Bambi by reuni!ng Pop! Flower with his friends in your home. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.6-

inches tall. (STL233761)  (4552/65665) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242297 

POP DISNEY BAMBI 80TH THUMPER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko.  Hop on over to the forest with Pop! Thumper! This spunky hare has stopped to smell 

the flowers and can't wait to share their beauty with you! Celebrate the 80th Anniversary of Disney's 

Bambi by reuni!ng Pop! Thumper with his friends in your home. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.6-

inches tall. (STL233762)  (4552/65666) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242298 

POP PLUSH DD 90TH DD 1938 POP 7IN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



"Boy, oh boy!" Funko Plush Donald Duck has landed! Celebrate the 90th-anniversary of Donald Duck 

by welcoming these cuddly, feathered friends into your Disney collec!on. Collec!ble plush is 

approximately 7" tall. (STL289013)  (4552/75729) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242299 

POP PLUSH DD 90TH DD ANGRY POP 7IN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. “Boy, oh boy!” Funko Plush Donald Duck has landed and is riled up with anger! 

Celebrate the 90th Anniversary of Donald Duck by welcoming this cuddly, feathered friend into your 

Disney collec!on. Collec!ble plush is approximately 7-inches tall. (STL289014)  (4552/75730) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242300 

POP PLUSH DD 90TH DD DAPPER POP 7IN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. "Boy, oh boy!" Funko Plush Donald Duck has landed, and this dapper bird has dressed in 

his finest aYre! Celebrate the 90th Anniversary of Donald Duck by welcoming this cuddly, feathered 

friend into your Disney collec!on. Collec!ble plush is approximately 7-inches tall. (STL289015)  

(4552/75731) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242301 

POP PLUSH DD 90TH DD HEART EYES POP 7IN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. "Boy, oh boy!" Funko Plush Donald Duck has landed, smiGen with heart eyes! Celebrate 

the 90th Anniversary of Donald Duck by welcoming this cuddly, feathered friend into your Disney 

collec!on. Collec!ble plush is approximately 7-inches tall. (STL289016)  (4552/75732) (C: 1-1-2) 

Plush SRP: $12.99 

 

MAR242302 

POP FOOTBALL BARCELONA GAVI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

European football powerhouse FC Barcelona comes to Funko POP! with two new figures! Add 

midfielder Gavi and forward Raphinha are featured in the team's kit with Funko's fan-favorite style! 

Figures stand approximately 4" tall. (STL292161)  (4552/72235) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



MAR242303 

POP FOOTBALL BARCELONA RAPHINHA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

European football powerhouse FC Barcelona comes to Funko POP! with two new figures! Add 

midfielder Gavi and forward Raphinha are featured in the team's kit with Funko's fan-favorite style! 

Figures stand approximately 4" tall. (STL292160)  (4552/72234) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242304 

POP DISNEY DONALD DUCK 90TH DONALD DUCK 1938 VIN FIG (C: 1-1 

"Boy, oh boy!" Celebrate the 90th Anniversary of Donald Duck by welcoming this feathered friend 

into your Disney collec!on with four new POP! figures! Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. 

(STL292108)  (4552/75722) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242305 

POP DISNEY DONALD DUCK 90TH DONALD DUCK ANGRY VIN FIG (C: 1- 

From Funko. “Boy, oh boy!” Pop! Donald Duck has landed and is riled up with anger! Celebrate the 

90th Anniversary of Donald Duck by welcoming this feathered friend into your Disney collec!on. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.5-inches tall. (STL292109)  (4552/75723) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242306 

POP DISNEY DONALD DUCK 90TH DONALD DUCK DAPPER VIN FIG (C: 1 

From Funko. "Boy, oh boy!" Pop! Donald Duck has landed, and this dapper bird has dressed in his 

finest aYre! Celebrate the 90th Anniversary of Donald Duck by welcoming this feathered friend into 

your Disney collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.45-inches tall. (STL292110)  (4552/75724) (C: 

1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242307 

POP DISNEY DONALD DUCK 90TH DONALD DUCK HEART EYES VIN FIG ( 

From Funko. "Boy, oh boy!" Pop! Donald Duck has landed, smiGen with heart eyes! Celebrate the 

90th Anniversary of Donald Duck by welcoming this feathered friend into your Disney collec!on. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL292111)  (4552/75725) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 



 

MAR242308 

POP MOVIES GALAXY QUEST ALEXANDER DANE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

By Grabthar's Hammer, I will avenge you! Jason Nesmith, Alexander Dane, and Fred Kwan step into 

the roles of a life!me as, respec!vely, Captain Taggart, Dr. Lazarus, and Engineer Chen as they must 

revive their cult-classic space odyssey performances for an alien audience in the sci-fi comedy Galaxy 

Quest. Will they be able to help the Thermians survive? Collect all your favorite Galaxy Quest 

characters to re-create your favorite scenes. Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. (STL288950)  

(4552/75966) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242309 

POP MOVIES GALAXY QUEST FRED KWAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. All the galaxy is a stage, and Pop! Fred Kwan is about to engineer a commanding 

performance. He's in full character as Tech Sergeant Chen from a cult-classic, space-odyssey 

television series. Will he be able to step into the role of a life!me and help the Thermians survive? 

Collect all your favorite Galaxy Quest characters to re-create your favorite scenes. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.94 inches tall. (STL288951)  (4552/75967) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242310 

POP MOVIES GALAXY QUEST JASON NESMITH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. All the galaxy is a stage, and Pop! Jason Nesmith is about to lead a commanding 

performance. He’s in full character as Commander Peter Quincy Taggart from a cult-classic, space-

odyssey television series. Will he be able to step into the role of a life!me and help the Thermians 

survive? Collect all your favorite Galaxy Quest characters to re-create your favorite scenes. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 3.98 inches tall. (STL288952)  (4552/75970) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242311 

POP MOVIES GHOSTBUSTERS (2024) GARRAKA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Get ready for an all new ghost-bus!ng adventure with an all new series of POP! Vinyl figures based 

on the 2024 movie, Ghostbusters: Frozen Empire! Each figure measures about 4" tall and comes in a 

collector-friendly window box for display. (STL282810)  (4552/73389) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



MAR242312 

POP MOVIES GHOSTBUSTERS (2024) GROOBERSON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Get ready for an all new ghost-bus!ng adventure with an all new series of Pop! Vinyl 

figures based on the 2024 movie! Each Pop! Figure measures about 4" tall and comes in a collector-

friendly window box for display. (STL282815)  (4552/78984) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242313 

POP MOVIES GHOSTBUSTERS (2024) PUKEY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Get ready for an all new ghost-bus!ng adventure with an all new series of Pop! Vinyl 

figures based on the 2024 movie! Each Pop! Figure measures about 4" tall and comes in a collector-

friendly window box for display. (STL282811)  (4552/73388) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242314 

POP MOVIES GHOSTBUSTERS PHOEBE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Get ready for an all new ghost-bus!ng adventure with an all new series of Pop! Vinyl 

figures based on the 2024 movie! Each Pop! Figure measures about 4" tall and comes in a collector-

friendly window box for display. (STL282814)  (4552/73386) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242315 

POP MOVIES GHOSTBUSTERS RAY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Get ready for an all new ghost-bus!ng adventure with an all new series of Pop! Vinyl 

figures based on the 2024 movie! Each Pop! Figure measures about 4" tall and comes in a collector-

friendly window box for display. (STL282813)  (4552/73387) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242316 

POP DLX GHOSTBUSTERS (2024) MINI PUFT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Get ready for an all new ghost-bus!ng adventure with an all new series of POP! Vinyl figures based 

on the 2024 movie, Ghostbusters: Frozen Empire! This Deluxe POP! figure of Stay-PuJ Man running 

on a ghostly hampster wheel measures about 5" tall and comes in a collector-friendly window box 

for display. (STL282854)  (4552/75951) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 



 

MAR242317 

POP MOVIES GODFATHER 2 FREDO CORLEONE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Pop in for a family reunion. The family members of The Godfather Part II are gathering in POP! form. 

Add POP! Fredo Corleone, the second child of Vito and Carmela Corleone, POP! Tom Hagen, adopted 

son and family lawyer, and the young and hungry POP! Vito Corleone himself to your collec!on. 

Expand your Pop! Movies set and commemorate a classic film. Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. 

(STL288953)  (4552/75935) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242318 

POP MOVIES GODFATHER 2 TOM HAGEN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop in for a family reunion. The members of The Godfather Part II are gathering in 

Funko Pop! form. Add Pop! Tom Hagen, the head lawyer of the Corleone family, to your collec!on. 

Expand your Pop! Movies set and commemorate a classic film. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.76 

inches tall. (STL288954)  (4552/75937) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242319 

POP MOVIES GODFATHER 2 VITO CORLEONE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop in for a family reunion. The members of The Godfather Part II are gathering in 

Funko Pop! form. Add Pop! Vito Corleone, the powerful Don of the Corleone family, to your 

collec!on. Expand your Pop! Movies set and commemorate a classic film. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4.14 inches tall. (STL288955)  (4552/75938) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242320 

POP DLX GODFATHER 2 MICHAEL CORLEONE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Own a piece of cinema!c history with POP! Deluxe: The Godfather Part 2—Michael Corleone. 

Capturing the essence of power and intrigue, this collec!ble figure beau!fully portrays the iconic 

character. Enhance your pop culture display with this !meless tribute to one of cinema's greatest 

sagas. (STL289000)  (4552/75936) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242321 

POP MOVIES GOODFELLAS S1 HENRY HILL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



A glamorous lifestyle awaits POP! Henry Hill, if he stays in line, follows the rules, and never rats on his 

friends. Bring Henry Hill and other characters from Mar!n Scorsese's Goodfellas into your Funko 

POP! Movies collec!on and unite him with other members of your Goodfellas set. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4" tall. (STL288956)  (4552/75932) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242322 

POP MOVIES GOODFELLAS S1 JIMMY CONWAY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. A glamorous lifestyle awaits the “Goodfellas,” if they stay in line, follow the rules, and 

never rat on their friends. Bring Pop! Jimmy Conway from Goodfellas into your Funko Pop! Movies 

collec!on and unite this associate of the Lucchese family with other members of your set. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 3.90 inches tall. (STL288957)  (4552/75933) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242323 

POP MOVIES GOODFELLAS S1 TOMMY DEVITO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. A glamorous lifestyle awaits the “Goodfellas,” if they stay in line, follow the rules, and 

never rat on their friends. Bring Pop! Tommy Devito from Goodfellas into your Funko Pop! Movies 

collec!on and unite this powerful member of the Lucchese family with other members of your set. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.16 inches tall. (STL288958)  (4552/75934) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242324 

POP MARVEL DEADPOOL BEAUTY PAGEANT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Oh, hello! We know what you're thinking: "What more shenanigans can POP! Deadpool get into?" 

Welcome the new series of POP! Deadpool figures into your collec!on! From Beauty Pageant 

Deadpool, complete with crown and a sash, to Lederhosen Deadpool, ready for a Oktoberfest party, 

this memorable merc is ready for fun. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL288959)  

(4552/76075) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242325 

POP MARVEL DEADPOOL BOWLING VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Oh, hello! We know what you’re thinking: “What more shenanigans can Pop! Deadpool 

get into?” Welcome Pop! Bowling Deadpool to your Marvel collec!on. Pop! Bowling Deadpool is all 

dressed up in proper bowling aYre and ready to bowl a strike. Complete your set with this 



memorable character. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 3.64 inches tall. (STL288961)  (4552/76077) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242326 

POP MARVEL DEADPOOL LEDERHOSEN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Oh, hello! We know what you're thinking: "What more shenanigans can Pop! Deadpool 

get into?" Welcome Pop! Lederhosen Deadpool to your Marvel collec!on. Pop! Lederhosen 

Deadpool is dressed to celebrate, and he's holding a giant pretzel. Complete your set with this 

memorable character. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.31 inches tall. (STL288960)  (4552/76076) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242327 

POP MARVEL DEADPOOL METAL BAND VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Oh, hello! We know what you’re thinking: “What more shenanigans can Pop! Deadpool 

get into?” Welcome Funko Pop! Heavy Metal Deadpool to your Marvel collec!on. Pop! Heavy Metal 

Deadpool, guitar at the ready, prepares to rock. Complete your set with this memorable character. 

Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.05 inches tall. (STL288962)  (4552/76078) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242328 

POP MARVEL DEADPOOL SLEEPOVER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Oh, hello! We know what you’re thinking: “What more shenanigans can Pop! Deadpool 

get into?” Welcome Funko Pop! Sleepover Deadpool to your Marvel collec!on. Pop! Sleepover 

Deadpool is dressed in colorful pajamas and clutches his unicorn. Complete your set with this 

memorable character. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 3.78 inches tall. (STL288963)  (4552/76079) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242329 

POP MARVEL DEADPOOL TOURIST VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Oh, hello! We know what you’re thinking: “What more shenanigans can Pop! Deadpool 

get into?” Welcome Funko Pop! Tourist Deadpool to your Marvel collec!on. Pop! Tourist Deadpool is 

ready to see the sights that the city has to offfer, camera in hand. Complete your set with this 

memorable character. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 4.04 inches tall. (STL288964)  (4552/76080) 

(C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242330 

POP VINYL ECHO MAYA LOPEZ VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Maya Lopez is on a mission to reconnect with her roots as POP! Echo! Complete your Marvel lineup 

when you welcome this skilled an!-hero and her foe, none other than the Kingpin, into your Marvel 

Studios' Echo collec!on. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 3 3/4" tall. (STL292112)  (4552/70666) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242331 

POP VINYL ECHO WILSON FISK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Business isn't over for Wilson Fisk. As Pop! Kingpin, this scheming villain is determined 

to take back what is his. Complete your Marvel lineup when you welcome this crime lord into your 

Marvel Studios' Echo collec!on. Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 3.75-inches tall. (STL292113)  

(4552/70668) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242332 

POP DISNEY THE MUPPETS MAYHEM BABY ANIMAL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Time to bring the band together! Complete your lineup of musicians by welcoming POP! Baby Animal 

into your Disney's The Muppets Mayhem collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 2 1/2" tall. 

(STL278986)  (4552/77176) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242333 

O/A POP AVENGERS ENDGAME I AM IRON MAN PX GID DLX VIN FIG (C: 1- 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Capture the most epic moment from Avengers: Endgame for 

your collec!on with Funko! This PREVIEWS Exclusive Iron Man Pop! features the signature Funko 

style fans have come to know and love. The drama!c baGle-damaged Tony Stark kneels on a sculpted 

terrain base and features a glow-in-the-dark Arc Reactor and Infinity stones! Each PREVIEWS 

Exclusive I Am Iron Man Glow-In-The-Dark Pop! Figure stands about 4" tall and comes in a collector-

friendly window box, perfect for display! (STL145669) Available Now!  (4552/47096) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $14.99 

 



MERCHANDISE 

 

MAR242334 

O/A FCBD 2024 POP COMIC COVER MARVEL X-MEN #1 GAMBIT PX VIN FIG  

From Funko! Able to charge objects with explosive kine!c energy, with playing cards his trademark, 

Gambit was a recent addi!on to the X-Men cast in 1991 who, with his Cajun patois, quickly became a 

fan-favorite. Alongside stalwarts such as Rogue (his future wife!) and Colossus on the B panel of Jim 

Lee's gatefold over for X-Men #1 (1991), Gambit is ready to challenge a resurgent Magneto with this 

PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover released in conjunc!on with Free Comic Book Day 2024! 

Posed with his bo staff in hand, this POP! Gambit stands over 4" tall, features comic-accurate 

detailing with a backdrop of the original artwork and comes packaged in a special hard display case 

that can be hung right on your wall. This PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover is limited to only 

12,500 pieces, so order now to add this incredible mutant milestone to your X-Men collec!on, just in 

!me for Free Comic Book Day and the X-Men 60th-anniversary! The display case measures 

approximately 11" tall, 7" wide, and 3 1/2" deep. Note: Display case does not open; figure is not 

removable. (STL266852) Available Now!  (4552/71980) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

FUNKO 

 

MAR242335 

POP ANIMATION MHA BAKUGO PX VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Join Katsuki Bakugo on his journey to becoming a Pro Hero with 

this explosive PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! Vinyl figure! Brimming with vola!le energy, Bakugo is geared 

up to master his Explosion quirk in this dynamic vinyl figure. Featuring anime-accurate details almost 

5" tall, the PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! Bakugo figure comes in collector-friendly window box 

packaging. With a limited edi!on of just 25,000 pieces, make sure you keep figh!ng to add this 

exclusive Pop! to your My Hero Academia collec!on and let Bakugo's heroic spirit ignite your display! 

(STL291748)  (4552/77960) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242336 

POP ANIMATION MHA DABI FLAMES VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

The elder brother of Shoto Todoroki, Toya Todoroki, has joined the League of Villains as a means of 

achieving vengeance against their father, Pro Hero Endeavor. As Dabi, Toya Todoroki has risen to 

become a powerful, flame-wielding villain, aiding the League of Villains in their plans to eliminate the 

top-ranking Pro Hero, All Might. This plan extends to aGacking U.A. High School in aGempt to end the 

training of young heroes like Deku. Assemble the League of Villains for your My Hero Academia 



collec!on with POP! Dabi with Flames. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.6-inches tall. (STL292138)  

(4552/75557) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242337 

POP ANIMATION MHA HLB DENKI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Step up to bat for the best when you register for Hero League Baseball! Even heroes 

need a way to have fun when they’re not out figh!ng villains. Tryout for the Lionels with Pop! Denki 

and recruit this Pro Hero for your My Hero Academia collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.55-

inches tall. (STL292134)  (4552/70612) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242338 

POP ANIMATION MHA HLB JIRO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Step up to bat for the best when you register for Hero League Baseball! Even heroes 

need a way to have fun when they’re not out figh!ng villains. Tryout for the Orcas with Pop! Jiro and 

recruit this Pro Hero for your My Hero Academia collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.95-inches 

tall. (STL292135)  (4552/70614) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242339 

POP ANIMATION MHA HLB KIRISHIMA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Step up to bat for the best when you register for Hero League Baseball! Even heroes 

need a way to have fun when they’re not out figh!ng villains. Tryout for the Orcas with Pop! 

Kirishima and recruit this Pro Hero for your My Hero Academia collec!on! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4.25-inches tall. (STL292136)  (4552/70615) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242340 

POP ANIMATION MHA HLB OJIRO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Step up to bat for the best when you register for Hero League Baseball! Even heroes 

need a way to have fun when they’re not out figh!ng villains. Tryout for the Lionels with Pop! Ojiro 

and recruit this Pro Hero for your My Hero Academia collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 3.05-

inches tall. (STL292137)  (4552/70616) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



MAR242341 

POP ANIMATION MHA MIRKO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Introducing the Pop! Anima!on figure from the renowned My Hero Academia series - 

Mirko edi!on! Mirko, the fierce and agile Pro Hero, comes to life in this collec!ble figure, capturing 

her dynamic presence and iconic appearance. With the signature Pop! design featuring an oversized 

head and vibrant detailing, this Mirko figure stands as a must-have for any My Hero Academia fan or 

Pop! collector. (STL292141)  (4552/75560) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242342 

POP ANIMATION MHA OCHACO W CH MT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Aiming to be a Pro Hero, Ochaco Uraraka, also known by her hero name Uravity, will 

need to persevere through her U.A. High School training to prove that she's hero material. Help Pop! 

Ochaco master her Zero Gravity quirk as she blasts off in your My Hero Academia collec!on. There’s 

a 1 in 6 chance that you may find the metallic chase of Pop! Ochaco Uraraka. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase 

is not guaranteed. (STL292140)  (4552/75559) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242343 

POP ANIMATION MHA REDESTRO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Rikiya Yotsubashi has aligned his corpora!on with the League of Villains! Now, as Pop! 

Re-Destro, he aims to use his Stress quirk and help them eliminate the top-ranking Pro Hero, All 

Might. This plan extends to aGacking U.A. High School in aGempt to end the training of young heroes 

like Deku. Assemble the League of Villains for your My Hero Academia collec!on with Pop! Re-

Destro. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.5-inches tall. (STL292139)  (4552/75558) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242344 

POP DELUXE MHA SHIGARAKI IN CHAIR VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

POP! Tomura Shigaraki is a member of the League of Villains who uses his Decay quirk as a means of 

figh!ng against the Pro Heroes. Help him fulfill his mission by reuni!ng this Deluxe Pop! Tomura 

Shigaraki in Chair with his fellow villains in your My Hero Academia collec!on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4 1/8" tall. (STL292176)  (4552/75561) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242345 



POP GAMES POKEMON GROOKEY (C: 1-1-2) 

Your dream of becoming a Trainer is not out of reach! Catch these POP! Grookey, POP! Luxray, and 

POP! Wooloo and add them to your Pokémon collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 5/8" tall. 

(STL271989)  (4552/70585) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242346 

POP GAMES POKEMON LUXRAY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your dream of becoming a Trainer is not out of reach! Catch this Pop! Luxray to add to 

your Pokémon collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.1-inches tall. (STL271990)  (4552/70586) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242347 

POP GAMES POKEMON WOOLOO (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your dream of becoming a Trainer is not out of reach! Catch this Pop! Wooloo to add to 

your Pokémon collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3-inches tall. (STL271991)  (4552/70587) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242348 

POP MOMENTS DLX POKEMON STARTERS (C: 1-1-2) 

Relive the most iconic Pokemon Moment of all, choosing your starter Pokemon, with the Funko POP! 

Moments Deluxe Pokémon Starters vinyl figure. (STL282875)  (4552/73254) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $69.99 

 

MAR242349 

POP ROCKS BELLA POARCH INFERNO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Bring the fire to your POP! Rocks set. Bella Poarch is hiYng the stage in style now, dressed in her 

ou[it from her "Inferno: music video. Expand your Funko POP! Music set and re-create all your 

favorite music moments with this noteworthy addi!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/8" tall. 

(STL292155)  (4552/75385) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



MAR242350 

POP ROCKS MICHAEL JACKSON ARMOR VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

The King of Pop is ready to take the stage in your music collec!on! Rock on with American singer-

songwriter POP! Michael Jackson as he stuns the crowd with his iconic metallic ensemble from his 

HIStory World Tour performance of "They Don't Care About Us." Who will this legendary performer 

collaborate with in your Pop! Rocks collec!on? Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/8" tall. (STL292158)  

(4552/77430) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242351 

POP ROCKS MICHAEL JACKSON DIRTY DIANA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Ready to spin into a toe stand and moonwalk across the stage? POP! Michael Jackson is here to rock 

your Pop! Music set. He's dressed in the ou[it he wore in his "Dirty Diana" music video. Relive your 

favorite music moments and expand your POP! Rocks collec!on. Make this noteworthy addi!on the 

star of your collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL292157)  (4552/75386) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242352 

POP MOMENTS DLX QUEEN WEMBLEY STADIUM VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Celebrate Queen's legendary 1986 performance at London's Wembley Stadium with this POP! Rocks 

Moments Deluxe figure! (STL289011)  (4552/77012) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $69.99 

 

MAR242353 

POP ROCKS SLIPKNOT CLOWN MT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Light up your POP! Rocks Slipknot collec!on with POP! Clown (Michael Shawn Crahan), Jay Weinberg, 

Jim Root, Mick Thomson, Tor!lla Man, and Alessandro "Vman" Venturella. Set the stage for your own 

your own headbanging concert by gathering all the members together. Vinyl figure is approximately 

4" tall. (STL230129)  (4552/57765) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242354 

POP ROCKS SLIPKNOT JAY WEINBURG VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Light up your Pop! Rocks Slipknot collec!on with Pop! Jay Weinberg. Set the stage for 

your own your own headbanging concert by gathering all the members together. Vinyl figure is 



approximately 4-inches tall. (STL230130)  (4552/57766) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242355 

POP ROCKS SLIPKNOT JIM ROOT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Guitarist for heavy metal band Slipknot, Pop! Jim Root, is ready to take the stage in your 

music collec!on! Rock on with Pop! Jim Root and see who this ar!st will collaborate with next in your 

Pop! Rocks collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL245920)  (4552/67438) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242356 

POP ROCKS SLIPKNOT MICK THOMSON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Light up your Pop! Rocks Slipknot collec!on with Pop! Mick Thomson. Set the stage for 

your own your own headbanging concert by gathering all the members together. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4-inches tall. (STL230131)  (4552/57767) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242357 

POP ROCKS SLIPKNOT TORTILLA MAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Percussionist for heavy metal band Slipknot, Pop! Tor!lla Man, is ready to take the stage 

in your music collec!on! Rock on with Pop! Tor!lla Man and see who this ar!st will collaborate with 

next in your Pop! Rocks collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL245921)  

(4552/67439) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242358 

POP ROCKS SLIPKNOT VMAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Bassist for heavy metal band Slipknot, Pop! V-Man, is ready to take the stage in your 

music collec!on! Rock on with Pop! V-Man and see who this ar!st will collaborate with next in your 

Pop! Rocks collec!on! Vinyl figure is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL245922)  (4552/67440) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 



MAR242359 

POP SANRIO HK50TH HK IN CAKE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

It's !me to celebrate the 50th-anniversary of Hello KiGy! Complete your Sanrio collec!on by 

welcoming POP! Hello KiGy in Cake and POP! Hello KiGy with Balloons into your Hello KiGy and 

Friends set! With a pearlized sheen, these translucent POP! Hello KiGy figures are ready to party at 

your side! Vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL288984)  (4552/76089) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242360 

POP SANRIO HK50TH HK W/ BALLOONS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. It’s !me to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Hello KiGy! Complete your Sanrio 

collec!on by welcoming Pop! Hello KiGy with Balloon into your Hello KiGy and Friends set! With a 

pearlized sheen, this translucent Pop! Hello KiGy is ready to party at your side! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4-inches tall. (STL288985)  (4552/76090) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242361 

POP JUMBO HK50TH HELLO KITTY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

It's !me to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Hello KiGy! Complete your Sanrio collec!on by 

welcoming this Jumbo POP! Hello KiGy into your Hello KiGy and Friends set! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 8 1/8" tall. (STL289004)  (4552/76088) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR242362 

POP ANIMATION SDS ESTAROSSA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

The Demon Clan has been unleashed and now they are out for revenge! Strengthen the Ten 

Commandments in your Seven Deadly Sins collec!on with Pop! Estarossa! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL288970)  (4552/75536) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242363 

POP ANIMATION SDS GOWTHER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Gowther is ready to join his fellow Sins in the baGle against the Holy Knights. Unite 

this Goat’s Sin of Lust with the rest of the Sins in your iSeven Deadly Sins collec!on! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.9-inches tall. (STL288971)  (4552/75537) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242364 

POP ANIMATION SDS MERLIN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Pop! Merlin is ready to join her fellow Sins in the baGle against the Holy Knights. Unite 

this Boar’s Sin of GluGony with the rest of the Sins in your iSeven Deadly Sins collec!on! Vinyl figure 

is approximately 4-inches tall. (STL288972)  (4552/75538) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242365 

POP ANIMATION SDS ZELDRIS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. The Demon Clan has been unleashed and now they are out for revenge! Strengthen the 

Ten Commandments in your Seven Deadly Sins collec!on with the Commandment of Piety, Pop! 

Zeldris! Vinyl figure is approximately 4.5-inches tall. (STL288973)  (4552/75539) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242366 

POP&BUDDY SDS MELIODAS W/HAWK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

The Dragon's Sin of Wrath and his companion are ready to lead the Sins in the baGle against the Holy 

Knights. Unite this POP! & Buddy set featuring POP! Meliodas and POPop! Hawk with the rest of the 

Sins in your Seven Deadly Sins collec!on! Vinyl figures are approximately 1" and 4" tall. (STL288974)  

(4552/75541) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242367 

POP JUMBO SDS DIANE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Jumbo POP! Diane is ready to join her fellow Sins in the baGle against the Holy Knights. Unite this 

Serpent's Sin of Envy with the rest of the Sins in your Seven Deadly Sins collec!on! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 9 3/4" tall. (STL289003)  (4552/75540) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR242368 

POP TV SIMPSONS MR SPARKLE DIAMOND GLITTER PX VIN FIG (C: 1- 



A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Come clean: How come POP! Mr. Sparkle looks so familiar? This POP! Mr. 

Sparkle commemorates the moment from the Season 8 episode "In Marge We Trust" where Homer 

Simpson no!ces he bears a striking resemblance to the Japanese mascot character. The PREVIEWS 

Exclusive Diamond GliGer Pop! Mr. Sparkle features a sparkly bejeweled deco that shines as bright as 

the Mr. Sparkle packaging. With a limited edi!on of only 25,000 pieces, fans will not want to miss the 

chance to bring home POP! Mr. Sparkle and celebrate their favorite The Simpsons episodes! The 

figure stands approximately 4" tall and comes in collector-friendly window box packaging. 

(STL276197)  (4552/76818) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242369 

POP & BUDDY SP TIMMY & GOBBLES VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Every Thanksgiving Extravaganza needs a starring act. Bring home POP! Timmy and Goggles and let 

the fun begin. Can Funko POP! Timmy train Gobbles in !me for the show? Have fun recrea!ng your 

favorite South Park moments with memorable characters. Vinyl figures are approximately 4 1/4" and 

1 3/8" tall. (STL288965)  (4552/34391) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242370 

POP SUPER SOUTH PARK SATAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Summon POP! Super Satan to your collec!on and watch the fun begin! He's here with an explana!on 

of all the tempta!ons the members of your South Park collec!on have been wondering about. Have 

fun recrea!ng all your favorite TV moments with memorable characters. Vinyl figure is approximately 

6" tall. (STL289002)  (4552/75674) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242371 

POP TV SOUTH PARK CHEF IN SUIT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Come on down to South Park with the new series of POP! figures from Funko! From Chef in a Tuxedo 

to Randy Marsh looking forward to a quiet weekend at the farm, you can relive these deligh[ul 

moments from South Park and collect all your favorite memorable characters. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4" tall. (STL288967)  (4552/75671) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242372 

POP TV SOUTH PARK MR MACKEY W/SIGN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Be on your best behavior, okay? A special visitor has been called into class. Pop! Mr. 

Mackey is here with an important message, wriGen on his chalkboard sign. Have fun recrea!ng all 

your favorite Funko Pop! TV moments with memorable characters from South Park. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.75 inches tall. (STL288968)  (4552/75672) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242373 

POP TV SOUTH PARK RANDY MARSH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. A Colorado farm awaits Pop! Farmer Randy! Help him make the trip safely to your South 

Park set, so he can realize his dream of enjoying a simple life, full of integrity. Have fun recrea!ng 

your favorite Funko Pop! TV moments with memorable characters. Vinyl figure is approximately 4 

inches tall. (STL288966)  (4552/75670) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242374 

POP TV SOUTH PARK TWEEK TWEAK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Get the coffee and prepare for adventures! Funko Pop! Wonder Tweek is here to save 

the day. Pop! Wonder Tweek is looking to form allies and strike down enemies in your collec!on. 

Have fun recrea!ng all your favorite Pop! TV moments with memorable characters from South Park. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 3.76 inches tall. (STL288969)  (4552/75673) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242375 

POP ANIMATION TRIGUN VASH SHIRTLESS PX VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Embark on an intergalac!c journey with legendary gunslinger, 

Vash the Stampede, as he navigates the cosmos to uncover the fragments of his memory! This 

PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! Vash figure shows off the bounty hunter's beaten and scarred body that 

usually lies hidden under his signature red coat. Featuring anime-accurate detailing down to the can 

of beer in his hand, this 4" tall Pop! figure of "The Humanoid Typhoon" is limited to only 25,000 

pieces and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. Capture this iconic anime moment 

and provide a safe haven for Vash in your Trigun collec!on today! (STL291747)  (4552/77620) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242376 

POP&BUDDY WIZARD OF OZ DOROTHY W TOTO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



Grab your ruby slippers and journey on an unforgeGable adventure down the Yellow Brick Road with 

POP! Dorothy and POP! Toto! Celebrate the Warner Bros 100th Anniversary with these iconic 

characters from The Wizard of Oz. (STL292107)  (4552/75979) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242377 

POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ COWARDLY LION W CH FL VIN FIG (C: 1- 

From Funko. Grab your crown and gather your courage! You may need to hold his paw, but the Pop! 

Cowardly Lion has mustered enough bravery to join you on your journey down the Yellow Brick Road. 

Welcome this King of the Forest into your home so he may meet the Wizard in your The Wizard of Oz 

collec!on! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the flocked chase of Pop! Cowardly Lion. Vinyl figure 

is approximately 4.1-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with 

purchase is not guaranteed. (STL292102)  (4552/75973) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242378 

POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ GLINDA THE GOOD WITCH VIN FIG (C: 1- 

From Funko. There are good witches and bad witches. Which witch are you? Pop! Glinda the Good 

Witch has descended from the sky in a dazzling bubble to help you start your journey down the 

Yellow Brick Road! Welcome this Good Witch of the North into your home and reunite her with 

Dorothy in your The Wizard of Oz collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.85-inches tall. 

(STL292103)  (4552/75974) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242379 

POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ THE SCARECROW VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Put on your straw thinking hat! Pop! The Scarecrow has been hung up in the cornfield, 

but now he’s ready to leave the pesky crows and kernel rows behind to ask the Wizard for a brain! 

Help this strawman keep his foo!ng as he joins you on your journey down the Yellow Brick Road. 

Welcome him into your home and reunite him with his friends in your The Wizard of Oz collec!on. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.35-inches tall. (STL292104)  (4552/75975) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242380 

POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ THE TIN MAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. It's no wonder Pop! Tin Man is rusty with emo!ons; he's missing a heart! This 

woodsman needs your help to drum up a beat in his metallic torso with a heart from the Wizard, so 



pack your oil can and axe for a journey down the Yellow Brick Road! Welcome him into your home 

and reunite him with his friends in your The Wizard of Oz collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 5-

inches tall. (STL292105)  (4552/75976) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242381 

POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ THE WICKED WITCH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Watch out for Flying Monkeys! The Pop! Wicked Witch of the West is on the hunt for 

Dorothy—and her liGle dog too—and now this envious witch has tracked her to your The Wizard of 

Oz collec!on. Help her reclaim the Ruby Slippers by leYng her land her broom in your Movies set. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 5.25-inches tall. (STL292106)  (4552/75977) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242382 

POP TOWN WIZARD OF OZ EMERALD CITY WIZARD VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Add the Emerald City of Oz to your Funko POP! collec!on with this POP! Town The Wizard of Oz set! 

Based on the beloved 1939 film, this set also comes with a POP! Wizard figure; will he send Dorothy 

back to Kansas? Click your heels together and add this set to your collec!on!  Vinyl figures are 

approximately 3.95 and 5.35-inches tall. (STL292199)  (4552/75978) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $34.99 

 

MAR242383 

POP MOMENTS DLX WWE WM 30 TOAST VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Catch a thrilling wrestling showdown with POP! The Rock, POPop! "Stone Cold" Steve Aus!n, and 

POPop! Hulk Hogan! Complete your WWE collec!on with this Deluxe POP! Moment featuring the 

Opening Toast of WrestleMania 30! Figures are adhered to backdrop to ensure scene integrity and 

ease of display. Approximate dimensions of protec!ve case: 18"W x 13.25"H x 4.75"D. (STL289012)  

(4552/78810) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $69.99 

 

MAR242384 

POP WWE BRAUN STROWMAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Up for a POP! challenge? Welcome the wrestlers of POP! WWE into the ring for an exci!ng match! 

They look ready to destroy the compe!!on. Expand your WWE set with these record-seYng, award-

winning Superstars, and have fun recrea!ng your favorite WWE moments. Vinyl figures 

approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL288993)  (4552/75098) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242385 

POP WWE CODY RHODES(HIAC) VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Up for a Pop! challenge? Welcome Pop! Cody Rhodes™ into the ring for an exci!ng 

match. He's wearing his gear from the memorable 2022 Hell in a Cell™ match. Expand your WWE set 

with this award-winning Superstar, and have fun recrea!ng your favorite WWE moments. Vinyl figure 

is approximately 4.13 inches tall. (STL288994)  (4552/75099) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242386 

POP WWE HULKAMANIA W/BELT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Up for a Pop! challenge? Welcome Pop! Hulk Hogan™ into the ring for an exci!ng 

match. Pop! Hulk Hogan is wearing his Hulkmania™ gear, ripping his shirt to reveal the prized belt 

below. Expand your WWE set with this memorable Superstar, and have fun recrea!ng your favorite 

WWE moments. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.05 inches tall. (STL288998)  (4552/75780) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242387 

POP WWE KURT ANGLE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Up for a Pop! challenge? Welcome Pop! Kurt Angle™ into the ring for an exci!ng match. 

This 1996 Olympic Gold Medalist has all the skills to dominate the compe!!on. Expand your WWE 

set with this award-winning Superstar, and have fun recrea!ng your favorite WWE moments. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 3.73 inches tall. (STL288995)  (4552/75100) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242388 

POP WWE ROWDY RODDY PIPER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Up for a Pop! challenge? Welcome Pop! “Rowdy” Roddy Piper™ into the ring for an 

exci!ng match. Pop! “Rowdy” Roddy Piper looks like he won’t be in!midated by any opponent. 

Expand your WWE set with this memorable Superstar, and have fun recrea!ng your favorite WWE 

moments. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.07 inches tall. (STL288996)  (4552/75101) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242389 



POP WWE SHOTZI BLACKHEART VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Up for a Pop! challenge? Welcome Pop! Shotzi Blackheart™ into the ring for an exci!ng 

match. Pop! Shotzi Blackheart is ready to make a grand entrance and crush the compe!!on. Expand 

your WWE set with this memorable Superstar, and have fun recrea!ng your favorite WWE moments. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.4 inches tall. (STL288997)  (4552/75102) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242390 

POP JUMBO YU GI OH HARPIES PET DRAGON VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

BaGle! Mai Valen!ne is ready to duel the best duelists in your Yu-Gi-Oh collec!on by playing her 

Harpie's Pet Dragon card! Summon this fearsome creature into your Dueling Arena as this exclusive, 

Jumbo POP! Harpie's Pet Dragon! Vinyl figure is approximately 10" tall. (STL292151)  (4552/73629) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242391 

VINYL SODA THE MARVELS CAPTAIN MARVEL W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

Refresh your Funko collec!on with Vinyl SODA and The Marvels! Included inside this soda cans is a 4 

1/4" tall vinyl figure and collec!ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to 

hunt! Choose from Captain Marvel, Photon, Ms. Marvel, Nick Fury, and Dar Benn. Note: Chase 

figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL254713)  (4552/68764) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242392 

VINYL SODA THE MARVELS MS MARVEL W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec!on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda cans is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure and collec!ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! 

Note: Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL254715)  

(4552/68768) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242393 

VINYL SODA THE MARVELS PHOTON W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec!on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda cans is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure and collec!ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! 



Note: Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL254716)  

(4552/68770) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242394 

VINYL SODA THE MARVELS NICK FURY W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec!on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda cans is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure and collec!ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! 

Note: Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL254717)  

(4552/68772) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR242395 

VINYL SODA THE MARVELS DAR BENN W/ CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec!on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda cans is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure and collec!ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! 

Note: Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. (STL254714)  

(4552/68766) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $14.99 

 

HORROR 

 

O/A WOLFMAN GLOW 1/18 SCALE MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. This 1/8-scale model of Universal Monster's The Wolfman comes 

molded in brownwith a complete set of special spooky glow parts. Includes wolfman figure on a 

detailed base. From the Aurora Tooling. Skilll level 2. (STL255392) Available Now!  (1514/A450) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $34.99 

 

KOTOBUKIYA 

 

KOTOBUKIYA 

 

MAR242396 



MY HERO ACADEMIA IZUKU MIDORIYA DARK DEKU ARTFX J STATUE (Ne 

From Kotobukiya. From the hit anime My Hero Academia, the protagonist Izuku Midoriya rejoins the 

ARTFX J series! He comes to life in his long-awaited Dark Deku form from when he chose to separate 

from his beloved friends and con!nue the fight in solitude. With his dynamic and powerful pose, 

costume ragged from baGle, and vivid effects of his inherited Quirk, Blackwhip, extending around 

him in mid-air, no expense has been spared to recreate each exac!ng detail. He can also be displayed 

with his mask removed and face showing: with the included tear s!ckers, fans can further enjoy him 

by customizing his expression! (STL303420) Scheduled to ship in August 2024.  (4898/PV133) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $269.99 

 

MAR242397 

YU GI OH CARD GAME MONSTER COLL SKY STRIKER ACE RAYE STATUE  

From Kotobukiya. To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game, mul!ple 

companies have collaborated together to create the Yu-Gi-Oh! CARD GAME Monster Figure 

Collec!on, featuring various genera!ons of monsters. The core monster of the popular Sky Striker 

Ace series, Sky Striker Ace - Raye, joins Kotobukiya's lineup! At 1/7-scale, this figure strikes an 

impressive balance of being easy to display, while also being brought to life in a voluminous size that 

allows fine details that cannot be seen on the card to be recreated with precision. Pay close aGen!on 

to the various highlights loaded into this piece, including her blonde hair flowing in the wind, the 

weapon she wields, and her serious expression as she looks this way. (STL306595) Scheduled to ship 

in August 2024.  (4898/PV125) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $179.99 

 

MAR242398 

CODE VEIN IO CUDDLING SWORD STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the dark drama!c RPG, Code Vein, a 1/7-scale figure of the buddy character 

Io is now here! Io can be seen leaning up against the protagonist's sword, which is full of lifelike 

detail. Io herself can be seen wai!ng for the protagonist's return in this dark and harsh world. Her 

eyes look far off into the distance, with her flee!ngly beau!ful expression showing her mind is full of 

thoughts of the protagonist. The sculpt of her face, the detailed body jewelry that adorns her, the 

slight transparency in her coloring-every aspect of this figure captures the essence of this gorgeous 

character. Just like the base and sword, her bandages and the details of her arms and legs have been 

faithfully recreated, with the sculpt reflec!ng the expression of movement in her toes and details on 

the back of her hands to create a finish that seems completely lifelike. (STL306596) Scheduled to ship 

in August 2024.  (4898/PV218) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $179.99 

 

MAR242399 



STAR TREK OPERATION OFFICER UHURA BISHOUJO STATUE (C:  

From Kotobukiya. Space - the final fron!er. Star Trek: The Original Series is the iconic, 

groundbreaking sci-fi drama series that originally was broadcast in 1966, which con!nues to spin 

new tales to this day. This Kotobukiya series that drew the aGen!on of many with its first character, 

the Vulcan officer, reimagined by illustrator Shunya Yamashita, is finally releasing a second character! 

Joining the lineup is an essen!al member of the ship in charge of controls, engineering, and 

communica!ons. Represen!ng the opera!on officer is Uhura! This stylish officer's hairstyle, 

complete with her intricate bangs, as well as her earpiece, a necessary gadget for any operator, are 

all finely sculpted. Her cute and new retro design beams her up to the present day and is perfect for 

anyone looking to begin their collec!on. Her base features the transporter room pad of the USS 

Enterprise. Two tribbles, an alien species from the series, are included on the transporter pad, so 

users can enjoy a throwback to one of the fan-favorite episodes of the series, "The Trouble with 

Tribbles." (STL307941) Scheduled to ship in August 2024.  (4898/SV311) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as 

Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $129.99 

 

MAR242400 

GUILTY GEAR STRIVE BRIDGET PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the worldwide hit figh!ng game Guilty Gear -Strive-, Bridget joins the 

Kotobukiya lineup! To fully reproduce the perfect sense of dynamism in this figure, her oversized 

hoodie has been carefully sculpted to flow around her movements. Each part has been painstakingly 

recreated with the overall atmosphere in mind, with even the fine details being fully sculpted to 

make a balanced composi!on that s!ll stays faithful to the game. Bridget seems as if she could spring 

into ac!on at any moment. Even her hair has been though[ully sculpted to match the flow of her 

movements. Her beloved yo-yo has been intricately sculpted down to the finest detail. Compared to 

the previous Bridget with Return of the Killing Machine, this version features a different face sculpt 

for a unique expression. (STL308339) Scheduled to ship in July 2024.  (4898/PV122) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $179.99 

 

MAR242401 

MY HERO ACADEMIA MEI HATSUME ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the hit anime My Hero Academia, Mei Hatsume, the genius inventor from 

the Department of Support, is joining Kotobukiya's lineup as a scale figure! The number one inventor 

at U.A. High School, who is constantly crea!ng new inven!ons (her "babies"), has been brought to 

life. True to her image, she is recreated gripping a wrench in her leJ hand, with screws and other 

tools and items scaGered around her on the base to resemble the floor of the Development Studio. 

With this detailed finish, fans are able to catch a glimpse of this inventor in ac!on as she is absorbed 

in her everyday work of developing her babies. (STL308340) Scheduled to ship in August 2024.  

(4898/PV164) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $179.99 



 

MAR242402 

JUJUTSU KAISEN TOJI FUSHIGURO ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2 

From Kotobukiya. From the TV anime Jujutsu Kaisen, the man who earned the nickname of Sorcerer 

Killer, Toji Fushiguro, will be released by Kotobukiya as a 1/8-scale figure! He comes to life taking a 

powerful figh!ng stance, wielding the Inverted Spear of Heaven overhead. The sculpt perfectly 

captures his rippling muscles, which are the founda!on of his superhuman strength. His Inventory 

Curse is also detachable, allowing users to display the figure however they would like. The design of 

the base uses the character's signature colors to recreate the dark yet stylish feel of the anime. 

(STL309751) Scheduled to ship in August 2024.  (4898/PV139) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, 

but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue SRP: $149.99 

 

MAR242403 

MARVEL MS MARVEL RENEWAL PACKAGE BISHOUJO STATUE (C: 1 

From Kotobukiya. The high-school Avenger who idolizes super-heroes, Ms. Marvel is coming back as 

a reproduc!on! Kamala Khan was just a normal high-schooler un!l her powers suddenly awakened 

aJer a certain incident. The super-cute illustra!on for this BISHOUJO statue of Ms. Marvel, the young 

heroine recently in the spotlight, was created by ar!st Shunya Yamashita. This rerelease will have a 

revised base color and packaging. (STL309880) Scheduled to ship in August 2024.  (4898/MK373) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available most of North America except Mexico, plus  Iceland, Israel, New Zealand, 

Russia, South Africa. 

Statue SRP: $134.99 

 

NANOBLOCKS 

 

MAR242404 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CHIKORITA (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Catch 'em all with Nanoblock's Pokémon Collec!on Series! These entry level, difficult 

level 1 sets of Chikorita (2" tall, 120 pieces), Garchomp (2 3/8" tall, 210 pieces), Greninja (2 1/4" tall, 

180 pieces), Grookey (2 7/8" tall, 190 pieces), Lucario (3" tall, 160 pieces), Scorbunny (3 3/4" tall, 180 

pieces), and Sobble (3" tall, 210 pieces) feature all the details one would expect and are fun and easy 

to build. (STL312618) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN20722) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242405 



POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER GARCHOMP (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. GARCHOMP from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 2.4" 

tall and has 210 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun to build! 

(STL312633) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN22047) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242406 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER GRENINJA (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Greninja from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 2.3" tall 

and has 180 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! 

This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312631) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN21943) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242407 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER GROOKEY (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Grookey from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 2.9" tall 

and has 190 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! 

This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312609) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN21610) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242408 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER LUCARIO (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Lucario from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 2.9" tall and 

has 160 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! This is 

considered an entry level kit. (STL312630) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN21918) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242409 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER SCORBUNNY (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Scorbunny from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 3.8" tall 

and has 180 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! 



This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312611) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN21611) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242410 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER SOBBLE (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Sobble from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on series stands approximately 3.0" tall and 

has 210 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! This is 

considered an entry level kit. (STL312612) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN21612) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242411 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CATERPIE & POKE BALL (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Catch 'em all with Nanoblock's Pokémon Collec!on Series construc!on sets! These 

difficult level 2 sets of Caterpie & Pokéball (1 1/8" tall, 170 pieces), Chansey (1 3/4" tall, 140 pieces), 

Chimchar (2 3/8" tall, 150 pieces), Cyndaquil (1 5/8" tall, 140 pieces), Lapras (1 3/4" tall, 130 pieces), 

LiGen (2" tall, 140 pieces), Piplup (2 1/4" tall, 170 pieces), Rowlet (1 3/4" tall, 170 pieces), Totodile (1 

3/4" tall, 140 pieces), and Turtwig (1 7/8" tall, 140 pieces) feature all the details one would expect 

and are fun and easy to build! (STL312635) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN14956) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242412 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CHANSEY (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Chansey from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.8" tall 

and has 140 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun 

and easy to build! (STL312628) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN20982) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242413 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CHIMCHAR (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. CHIMCHAR Nanoblock's Pokémon series stands approximately 2.44" tall and has 

150(TBC) pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312614) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN22267) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242414 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER CYNDAQUIL (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Cyndaquil from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.6" tall 

and has 140 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun 

and easy to build! (STL312616) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN20721) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242415 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER LAPRAS (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Lapras from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.8" tall and 

has 130 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! (STL312634) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN14955) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242416 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER LITTEN (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. LiGen from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 2.0" tall and 

has 140 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! (STL312621) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN21453) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242417 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER PIPLUP (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. PIPLUP from Nanoblock's Pokémon series stands approximately 2.24" tall and has 

170(TBC) pieces. Difficulty level is 2 This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312615) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN22268) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242418 



POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER ROWLET (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Rowlet from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.7" tall and 

has 170 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! (STL312623) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN21451) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242419 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER TOTODILE (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Totodile from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.8" tall 

and has 140 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun 

and easy to build! (STL312620) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN20723) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242420 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER TURTWIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. TURTWIG from Nanoblock's Pokémon series stands approximately 1.85" tall and has 

140(TBC) pieces.  Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and 

easy to build! This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312613) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN22266) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242421 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER MAGIKARP (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. GoGa catch 'em all with Magikarp from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series 

construc!on sets! These difficult level 3 sets of Magikarp (2 1/4" tall, 120 pieces), Popplio (1 3/4" tall, 

110 pieces), and Sylveon (2 3/8" tall, 170 pieces) feature all the details one would expect and are fun 

to build! (STL312629) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN20983) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242422 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER POPPLIO (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Popplio from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 1.7" tall and 

has 110 pieces. Difficulty level is 3. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun to 



build! (STL312622) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN21452) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242423 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK SER SYLVEON (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Sylveon from Nanoblock's Pokemon Collec!on Series stands approximately 2.4" tall 

and has 170 pieces. Difficulty level is 3. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun to 

build! (STL312625) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN22007) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242424 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG NANOBLOCK SONIC (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Sega's Sonic the Hedgehog joins Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series! Sonic (2 1/2" 

tall, 150 pieces), Tails (2 1/4" tall, 140 pices), Knuckles (2 1/8" tall, 150 pieces), and Shadow (2 1/2" 

tall, 150 pieces) are entry level kits with all the details one would expect! (STL312636) Scheduled to 

ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN21822) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242425 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG NANOBLOCK TAILS (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Tails from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands approximately 2.3" tall and 

has 140 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! This is 

considered an entry level kit. (STL312637) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN21823) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242426 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG NANOBLOCK KNUCKLES (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Knuckles from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands approximately 2.1" tall 

and has 150 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! 

This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312639) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN21825) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 



 

MAR242427 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG NANOBLOCK SHADOW (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA. Shadow from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands approximately 2.5" tall 

and has 150 pieces. This kit features all the details one would expect and is fun and easy to build! 

This is considered an entry level kit. (STL312640) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  

(3647/NAN21827) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242428 

MEGA MAN NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER MEGA MAN (C: 1-1 

From BNTCA. Capcom's Mega Man from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands 

approximately 2 1/2" tall and has 180 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one 

would expect. (STL312645) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN22486) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242429 

MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER ENDEAVOR 

From BNTCA. Endeavor of My Hero Academia from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands 

approximately 3.14" tall and has 190 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one 

would expect. (STL312651) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN22529) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242430 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER ITACHI ( 

From BNTCA. Build the characters of My Hero Academia with building sets from the Nanoblock 

Character Collec!on series! These difficult level 2 sets of Itachi Uchiha (2 1/2" tall, 160 pieces), Jiraiya 

(2 3/4" tall, 180 pieces), and Kakashi Hatake (3" tall, 180 pieces) feature all the details one would 

expect! (STL312649) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN22425) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242431 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER JIRAIYA  



From BNTCA. Jiraiya from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands approximately 2.79" tall and 

has 180 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect. (STL312650) 

Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN22426) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

MAR242432 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN NANOBLOCK CHARACTER COLL SER KAKASHI  

From BNTCA. Kakashi Hatake from Nanoblock's Character Collec!on series stands approximately 

2.95" tall and has 180 pieces. Difficulty level is 2. This kit features all the details one would expect. 

(STL312648) Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3647/NAN22424) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Nanoblock SRP: $12.00 

 

ANIME 

 

MAR242433 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL FEST DENKI KAMINARI ICHIBAN PX FIG ( 

From BNTCA. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest 

release—School Fes!val figures based on fan-favorite anime My Hero Academia. Depicted in familiar 

poses from the anime, fans can choose from figures of Denki Kaminari (7" tall), Fumikage Tokoyami 

(6 1/4" tall), Izuku Midoriya (6 1/4" tall), Katsuki Bakugo (2 versions, 6 1/4" tall), Kyoka Jiro (6 1/4" 

tall), and Momo Yaoyoruzu (6 3/4" tall). Limited to 500 pieces each, these PREVIEWS Exclusive figures 

are sure to sell out quickly. Be sure to collect these figures and enhance your display with other 

incredible Ichibansho figures! (STL300658) Scheduled to ship in June 2024.  (3647/BAS65871) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.00 

 

MAR242434 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL FEST FUMIKAGE ICHIBAN PX FIG ( 

Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release Fumikage Tokoyami (School 

Fes!val!)! Standing at approximately 6.3" tall, Tokoyami is seen in their popular pose. Be sure to 

collect this and enhance your display with other incredible Ichibansho figures! (STL300657) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024.  (3647/BAS65870) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.00 

 

MAR242435 



MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL FEST IZUKU MIDORIYA ICHIBAN PX FIG ( 

Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release Izuku Midoriya (School 

Fes!val!)! Standing at approximately 6.3" tall, Midoriya is seen in their popular pose. Be sure to 

collect this and enhance your display with other incredible Ichibansho figures! (STL300659) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024.  (3647/BAS65872) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.00 

 

MAR242436 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL FEST KATSUKI BAKUGO ICHIBAN PX FIG ( 

Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release Katsuki Bakugo Last one 

ver.(School Fes!val!)! Standing at approximately 6.3" tall, Bakugo last one ver. is seen in their popular 

pose. Be sure to collect this and enhance your display with other incredible Ichibansho figures! 

(STL300655) Scheduled to ship in June 2024.  (3647/BAS65868) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US 

and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.00 

 

MAR242437 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL FEST KATSUKI LAST ONE ICHIBAN PX FIG 

Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release Katsuki Bakugo Last one 

ver.(School Fes!val!)! Standing at approximately 6.3" tall, Bakugo last one ver. is seen in their popular 

pose. Be sure to collect this and enhance your display with other incredible Ichibansho figures! 

(STL300661) Scheduled to ship in June 2024.  (3647/BAS65887) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US 

and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.00 

 

MAR242438 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL FEST KYOKA JIRO ICHIBAN PX FIG 

Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release Kyoka Jiro (School Fes!val!)! 

Standing at approximately 6.3" tall, Jiro is seen in their popular pose. Be sure to collect this and 

enhance your display with other incredible Ichibansho figures! (STL300653) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024.  (3647/BAS65867) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.00 

 

MAR242439 

MY HERO ACADEMIA SCHOOL FEST MOMO YAOYOROZU ICHIBAN PX FIG ( 



Bandai Spirits Ichibansho is proud to announce their newest release Momo Yaoyorozu (School 

Fes!val!)! Standing at approximately 6.7" tall, Yaoyorozu is seen in their popular pose. Be sure to 

collect this and enhance your display with other incredible Ichibansho figures! (STL300656) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024.  (3647/BAS65869) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Figure SRP: $39.00 

 

DIE-CAST 

 

ROUND 2 

 

MAR242440 

O/A RACING CHAMPIONS 1/64 SCALE DIECAST 23 WAVE 1 ASST (C: 

From Round 2. Embark on a nostalgic journey through automo!ve history with the Racing 

Champions® Mint Collec!on. Fasten your seat belts as you explore me!culously craJed die-cast 

collec!bles that span decades of iconic cars from both the past and the present. Each car, boas!ng a 

die-cast metal body and chassis, measures approximately 3 1/4" long, making them the perfect 

addi!on to your collec!on. Immerse yourself in the rich details and craJsmanship brought to each 

miniature model! (STL309961) Available Now!  (7170/RC016/48) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Die-Cast SRP: $8.99 

 

GODZILLA 

 

MAR242441 

GODZILLA KING OF MONSTERS EXQ BASIC RODAN FLAMEBORN PX AF (N 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Unleash the awe-inspiring Rodan Flameborn ac!on figure 

from Godzilla: King of the Monsters (2019) as it joins HiyaToys Exquisite Basic collec!on! This figure 

of Rodan vividly captures the fiery essence of the kaiju with mul!ple layers of paint and fluorescent 

coa!ngs on the wings and head. With a wingspan of 15 3/4" and 13 points of ar!cula!on, this figure, 

featuring PVC material and built-in wires, allows dynamic poseability and adjustments to the wing's 

flying angle. Under UV light, the figure emaits a cap!va!ng glow reminiscent of molten lava, bringing 

to life the power of the mighty Rodan about to flap its wings into the night. Supported by a dedicated 

base, this Rodan Flameborn figure perfectly captures the majes!c presence of the mighty Titan, 

ready to dominate the skies! (STL308048) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (3425/EBG0272) (C: 

0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $51.00 

 



HELLO KITTY 

 

FIGPIN COLLECT AWESOME 

 

MAR242442 

FIGPIN HELLO KITTY & FRIENDS S3 MYSTERY MINI PIN BMB DIS (Ne 

From Figpin! The Hello KiGy and Friends Cafe Mystery Series 3 includes the following FiGPiN Minis: 

Common: Hello KiGy #Y61, Tuxedosam #Y62, My Melody #Y63, Pompompurin #Y64; Rare: Keroppi 

#Y65, Cinnamoroll #Y66; Super Rare: Kuromi #Y67, Hello KiGy (cookie) #Y68; and Hyper Rare: Hello 

KiGy (cupcake) #Y69. Unlock your Mystery FiGPiNs on the FiGPiN App for your chance to redeem the 

gold and black ULTRA Hello KiGy (cupcake) #Y70! Blind mystery box packaging. (STL312451) 

Scheduled to ship in February 2024.  (3690/FMP-0051) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Pin SRP: $9.99 

 

MARVEL HEROES 

 

YOUTOOZ INC 

 

MAR242443 

YOUTOOZ MARVEL SPIDERMAN AMAZING FANTASY #15 VINYL FIGURE (N 

From Youtooz. Spider-Man makes an amazing debut in Youtooz, swinging in at 5 1/8" tall! This 

collec!ble features a callback to his iconic first appearance, showcasing him in ac!on with vibrant 

colors. The packaging reflects the dynamic scene, with Spider-Man swinging through the skies of 

New York on the exterior and Marvel comic panels on the interior. Shipped with care in a maGe, 

embossed outer sleeve and a custom-sized plas!c protector for maximum protec!on during 

shipping. (STL311315)  (3599/AMAZINGFANTASY1) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Figure SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR242444 

YOUTOOZ MARVEL SPIDERMAN AMAZING SPIDERMAN #50 VINYL FIGURE  

From Youtooz. Relive the iconic moment from Amazing Spider-Man #50 with this emo!onal 4 3/8" 

figure! Capturing Spider-Man overlooking a disheartened Peter Parker, the scene unfolds against a 

vibrant orange background. The packaging mirrors the atmosphere, featuring Spider-Man's costume 

in a rainy alley on the exterior and Marvel comic panels inside. Shipped securely in a maGe, 

embossed outer sleeve and a custom-sized plas!c protector for ul!mate protec!on during transit. 



(STL311316)  (3599/THEAMAZINGSPIDE) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR242445 

YOUTOOZ MARVEL SPIDERMAN 2099 #1 VINYL FIGURE (C: 1-1- 

From Youtooz. Swinging into ac!on at 5 1/8" tall, Miguel O'Hara, clad in a sleek blue suit with vivid 

red and black accents, soars through a futuris!c cityscape. The packaging captures Spider-Man 

naviga!ng the city with police in pursuit on the exterior and Marvel comic panels inside. Shipped 

securely in a protec!ve sleeve adorned with a red computer chip paGern, revealing the figure 

through a large clear window. This collec!ble is safeguarded during shipping by a maGe, embossed 

outer sleeve and a custom-sized plas!c protector. (STL311317)  (3599/SPIDERMAN20991) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR242446 

YOUTOOZ MARVEL SPIDERMAN WEB OF SPIDERMAN #1 VINYL FIGURE (N 

From Youtooz. Perched drama!cally at 4 3/4" tall, our hero stands atop a red brick ledge, with a 

swirling smoke backdrop and a gleaming full moon seYng the scene. Adorned with a striking white 

spider emblem and intent eyes, he's poised for ac!on. The packaging showcases a tense Symbiote 

scene against a backdrop of clanging bells, with classic Marvel comic panels inside. Encased in a 

protec!ve sleeve featuring billowing white smoke, this collec!ble ensures maximum protec!on 

during shipping with its maGe, embossed outer sleeve and custom-sized plas!c protector. 

(STL311318)  (3599/THEWEBOFSPIDERM) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR242447 

YOUTOOZ MARVEL SPIDERMAN MILE MORALES #13 VINYL FIGURE 

From Youtooz. Perched atop a throne of stacked CRT televisions emiYng a vibrant blue glow, Miles 

exudes a dynamic energy. His eyes, mirroring television sta!c, radiate with a deep red rim. Seated 

with arms on raised knees, his dark blue suit features a vivid red spider emblem. The exterior 

packaging captures Miles in mid-air, evading Rhino's destruc!ve charge into a glass building, with 

classic Marvel comic panels adorning the interior. The dark protec!ve sleeve, adorned with the blue 

haze of television screens and draped cables, enhances the collec!ble's allure. Shipped with a maGe, 

embossed outer sleeve and custom-sized plas!c protector, it ensures maximum protec!on during 

transit. (STL311319)  (3599/MILESMORALES13) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $40.00 



 

HASBRO TOY GROUP 

 

MAR242448 

MARVEL LEG WOLVERINE 50TH ANN W/ PSYLOCKE 6IN AF 2PK ( 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the excitement and wonder of the Marvel Universe to your collec!on 

with Hasbro Marvel Legends Wolverine and Psylocke figures! In celebra!on of Wolverine's 50th 

anniversary, these collec!ble figures are detailed to look like the characters from Marvel's The 

Uncanny X-Men comics. 6-inch scale Marvel figures are fully ar!culated with poseable head, arms, 

and legs. Marvel ac!on figure set comes with 9 accessories, including alternate hands and an 

alternate head for each figure. Hasbro Marvel ac!on figures' 6" scale make them great for posing and 

displaying in fans' collec!ons. (STL312391) Scheduled to ship in April 2024.  (309/F90405L00) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Set SRP: $49.99 

 

STAR WARS 

 

MAR242449 

SW VINTAGE 3-3/4IN AHSOKA PHASE II CLONE TROOPER 4PK AF SET  

From Hasbro Toy Group. Celebrate the legacy of Star Wars with premium 3.75-inch scale vehicles, 

playsets, and ac!on figures for adults and kids alike from Star Wars The Vintage Collec!on. 

(Addi!onal products each sold separately. Subject to availability.) Inspired by Star Wars: Ahsoka, this 

Star Wars The Vintage Collec!on 3.75-inch-scale Phase II Clone Trooper 4-pack makes a great giJ for 

Star Wars fans and collectors. (STL307942) Scheduled to ship in June 2024.  (309/F93965L00) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Set SRP: $54.99 

 

VIDEO GAMES 

 

MAR242450 

BAKI HANMA SON OF OGRE YUJIRO HANMA ACTION FIGURE (C:  

From Storm Collec!bles. Presen!ng the latest release from STORM COLLECTIBLES: the Baki Hanma: 

Son of Ogre ac!on figure series, inspired by the Ne[lix sensa!on! This ac!on figure of Hanma Yujiro, 

Earth's migh!est being, boasts incredible ar!cula!on, plus interchangeable heads and hands for 

dynamic posing. Me!culously craJed, it showcases fabric clothing, making it a coveted item for fans. 

With 4 head sculpts, 7 pairs of hands, fabric shirt, pants, and bare feet, this masterpiece captures the 



essence of the series, a must-have for collectors and enthusiasts alike. (STL293416)  (3700/KIBK02E) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

Figure SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR242451 

KYO KUSANAGI KING OF FIGHTERS 2002 UNLIMITED MATCH AF  

From Storm Collec!bles. Kyo is the main protagonist in SNK's The King of Fighters game series and he 

is the rival of Iori Yagami. His nickname is Scion of the Flame and due to his Kusanagi heritage, Kyo 

can control fire. He can create fire from thin air, create fire balls, deliver punches of fire, create pillars 

of fire and put his own body on fire. He is neither immune to other types of fire nor able to control 

other fires that he didn't create. Kyo is a strong combo character that takes a while to master. 

(STL295488)  (3700/SKKF08) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $85.00 

 

MAR242452 

SAMURAI SHODOWN VI EARTHQUAKE ACTION FIGURE (C: 0-1-2) 

From Storm Collec!bles. Embrace the latest triumph from STORM COLLECTIBLES—from Samurai 

Shodown VI, comes the malevolent Earthquake. Towering over his opponents, this ruthless American 

ninja thrives on chaos, crisscrossing the globe to plunder its treasures. Standing at approximately 11 

1/8" tall, this figurine showcases unparalleled craJsmanship. With 4 interchangeable head sculpts 

and 5 pairs of hands, you can re-screate your favorite fights. Addi!onally, it comes with the symbolic 

FUJIYAMA emblem, a testament to the intricacies of its design. (STL293415)  (3700/SNSS05) (C: 0-1-

2) 

Figure SRP: $160.00 

 

MAR242453 

STORM COLLECTIBLES DARKSTALKERS MORRIGAN 1/12 SCALE AF 

From Storm Collec!bles. The Storm Collec!bles Darkstalkers Morrigan 1/12 Scale Ac!on Figure 

portrays Morrigan, the succubus leader of House Aensland in the Makai Kingdom, known for her 

soul-consuming nature. Despite her demonic origins, Morrigan is depicted as a benevolent ruler 

deeply commiGed to safeguarding her homeland, even in the face of the ul!mate threat posed by 

Ultron Sigma. In this ac!on figure, she comes with ar!culated wings for versa!le display op!ons, 

three interchangeable head sculpts capturing different expressions, and four interchangeable hair 

styles for customizing her appearance. Addi!onally, five pairs of interchangeable hands allow for 

diverse poses and gestures, while a leg blade effect adds realism to her combat prowess. The 

inclusion of Morrigan's bet enriches her character's story, making this figure a must-have for 

collectors and fans of the Darkstalkers series. (STL300617)  (3700/CPDS02) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $105.00 



 

MAR242454 

STORM COLLECTIBLES FIST OF NORTH STAR KENSHIRO 1/6 SCALE AF  

From Storm Collec!bles. The Storm Collec!bles Fist of North Star Kenshiro 1/6 Scale Ac!on Figure 

offers fans a remarkable collec!ble of Kenshiro, the iconic protagonist from the legendary manga 

'Fist of the North Star,' celebra!ng the series' 40th anniversary. CraJed with me!culous aGen!on to 

detail and under the supervision of the original creator, Buronson, and manga ar!st, Tetsuo Hara, this 

figure showcases Kenshiro in his trademark leather jacket and pants, made from genuine sheepskin 

leather for an incredibly lifelike appearance. Featuring seamless joints, this figure provides a wide 

range of ar!cula!on, allowing fans to recreate dynamic ac!on scenes from the series while 

preserving the character's muscular physique. With eight pairs of interchangeable hands and 

authen!c leather aYre, this 1/6-scale figure is a must-have for collectors who value top-!er quality 

and faithfulness to the source material. (STL300619)  (3700/BTFN01) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $255.00 

 

MAR242455 

STORM COLLECTIBLES GEARS OF WAR DOMINIC SANTIAGO 1/12 AF (Ne 

From Storm Collec!bles. The Storm Collec!bles Gears of War Dominic San!ago 1/12 Scale Ac!on 

Figure brings to life Corporal Dominic San!ago, a highly skilled former commando renowned for his 

heroism during the BaGle of Aspho Fields. Dom's pivotal role in ending the conflict between the 

Coali!on of Ordered Governments (COG) and the UIR earned him the highest accolades. Now a 

crucial member of Delta Squad and a steadfast friend to Marcus Fenix, Dom's unwavering loyalty 

drives him to protect his fellow squad members at any cost. With a head sculpt, Retro Lancer, 

Commando Knife, Snub Pistol, and mul!ple pairs of interchangeable hands, this ac!on figure 

captures the essence of Dom's intensely personal and unyielding commitment to the war against the 

Locust. (STL300620)  (3700/XBGW07) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $79.00 

 

MAR242456 

STORM COLLECTIBLES GEARS OF WAR QUEEN MYRRAH 1/12 SCALE AF ( 

From Storm Collec!bles. The Storm Collec!bles Gears of War Queen Myrrah 1/12 Scale Ac!on Figure 

portrays the formidable leader of the Locust Horde, Queen Myrrah. Her reign began on Emergence 

Day when the Locust emerged from the underground to wage war against humanity and claim the 

surface of Sera. Myrrah, originally a human who survived the Rustlung disease, became a crucial 

figure due to her unique DNA, which played a role in the crea!on of the Locust. Abducted and 

subjected to illegal experiments, she led the Locust test subjects in a revolt against their captors, 

ul!mately escaping into the underground tunnels where they grew in strength and numbers. As the 

revered Queen of the Locust, Myrrah is determined to destroy humanity and create a new world for 

her followers. This ac!on figure includes a head sculpt, Torque Bow, Locust Knife, and several pairs of 



interchangeable hands, capturing the essence of her relentless pursuit of her goals. (STL300622)  

(3700/XBGW06) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $79.00 

 

MAR242457 

STORM COLLECTIBLES KING OF FIGHTERS 98 IORI YAGAMI 1/12 AF ( 

From Storm Collec!bles. Iori Yagami is the central recurring character and the ini!al enemy and 

eventual rival of Kyo Kusanagi in the early King of Fighters series. Iori has a violent, intense and wild 

personality, his moves are unique, and his singular choice of hairstyle, wardrobe, and manner of 

speaking was certainly a personality that broke the mold for characters in all figh!ng games. Iori's 

official nickname is Flame of the End. Featuring premium ar!cula!on, this 1/12 scale figure of Iori 

includes 4 Heads, 5 Hands, 108 Shiki Yami Barai effect, 100 Shiki Oni Yaki, and a Flame Effect for 

dynamic posing! (STL298729)  (3700/STM87129) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure SRP: $90.00 

 

MAR242458 

STORM COLLECTIBLES KING OF FIGHTERS TERRY BOGARD 1/12 AF (Ne 

From Storm Collec!bles. Con!nuing the partnership with SNK, Storm Collec!bles presents The King 

of Fighters '98 Ul!mate Match ac!on figure series! The most iconic character of the KOF series, Terry 

Bogard, joins the lineup! Terry includes 4 interchangeable head sculpts, 5 interchangeable hands, 

Vest, Power Wave Effect, Power Geyser Effect, and a Burn Knuckle Effect. (STL298731)  

(3700/STM87128) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $95.00 

 

MAR242459 

STORM COLLECTIBLES FEI LONG ULTRA STREET FIGHTER II 1/12 AF  

From Storm Collec!bles. Fei Long is a superstar in the Hong Kong film industry, and has been training 

his body and kung fu since he was a liGle boy. Despite his rigorous schedule, he s!ll finds the !me to 

train, and is s!ll unmatched when it comes to the art of figh!ng. Currently he's on break from 

making films, but is aGemp!ng a comeback to spread the word about figh!ng and the human spirit. 

Includes 4 Interchangeable Head Sculpts, 8 Pairs of Hands, Nunchaku, 2 Rekka Ken, and Shien Kyaku. 

(STL308549)  (3700) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $85.00 

 

MAR242460 

STORM COLLECTIBLES BLANKA ULTRA STREET FIGHTER II 1/12 AF (N 



From Storm Collec!bles. Unleash the wild and electrifying energy of Blanka, the beloved green 

Brazilian brawler, with this 1/12 scale figure from the Ultra Street Fighter II: The Final Challengers 

video game! CraJed with precision and aGen!on to detail, this plas!c figure showcases Blanka's 

signature rolling aGacks and unorthodox figh!ng style. Surviving the jungle since childhood, Blanka's 

tenacity is evident in every aspect of this fully ar!culated collec!ble. The set includes four 

interchangeable head sculpts, six pairs of hand parts for versa!le posing, and an Electric Thunder 

effect that captures the essence of his electrifying prowess. Bring the jungle-born warrior to life in 

your collec!on and let Blanka's electrifying personality shine! (STL311418) Scheduled to ship in 

September 2024.  (3700/CPSF25) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure SRP: $95.00 

 

OTHER HORROR 

 

MAR242461 

O/A 5 POINTS CHUCKY FIGURE SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Mezco Toys. This deluxe figure set comes with all the parts and pieces you need to create your 

favorite version of the Lakeshore Strangler! Complete with 4 interchangeable heads, 5 

interchangeable arms, 5 interchangeable accessories, and 2 interchangeable chest pieces, Chucky 

can take on mul!ple, dis!nct looks from different Child's Play films! Each 5 Points Chucky Deluxe 

Figure Set is packaged in a collector-friendly box, designed with collectors in mind. (STL247133) 

Available Now!  (4830/18112) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $36.00 

 

SUPER7 

 

MAR242462 

O/A UNIVERSAL MONSTERS SUPER CYBORG CREATURE BLK LAG FULL COLOR  

From Super7. When your love for something is super-sized, only Super7's Supersize vinyl designer 

collec!bles will do! Typically 16" tall and made of posable vinyl, with premium construc!on and 

tailored soJgoods accessories, Super7's Supersize vinyl figures are a show-stopping centerpiece for 

any collec!on! (STL270156) Available Now!  (5577/SC-UNIVW01-CBL-) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $125.00 

 

MAR242463 

O/A UNIVERSAL MONSTERS ULT CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON AF (Ne 

From NECA. The debut of Universal's 1954 film The Creature from the Black Lagoon took audiences 

deep into the Amazon! This 7" scale Ul!mate ac!on figure depicts the mysterious and terrifying Gill-



man in extraordinary detail in classic silver screen black and white deco. It comes with three extra 

pairs of hands, and three interchangeable head sculpts (one with an ar!culated jaw), Display-friendly 

window box packaging with opening front flap. (STL304506) Available Now!  (6338/4823) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US and Canada.PI  

 

PINS 

 

MAR242464 

O/A MAGIC THE GATHERING SQUIRREL COLLECTION 4PC SET (C: 1-1-2) 

Are you nuts about squirrels? We sure are, which is why we put together this collec!on you are 

surely gonna want to squirrel away! 4 high-quality AR-enhanced pins, celebra!ng some squirrel-

favorites.  

A unique art treatment for ChaGerfang along with a crest-style pin.  

The blackout ChaGerfang is an XL pin meaning its the same size as a Magic card! 

You also get a squirrel/acorn token pin and a Steel Squirrel. 

A large ARt Card (AR-Enhanced) for ChaGerfang is included! (STL298962) Available Now!  

(3621/PMTGSQUIRRELS) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $39.99 

 

BLIND BOXES 

 

MAR242465 

O/A CORALINE 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Monogram Products. Immerse yourself in the world of Coraline with these collec!ble 3D foam 

figures! Discover an assortment of your beloved characters in a compact 2" size. Don't forget to look 

out for the rare chase figures! This display case contains 24 individually blind-bagged bag clips, 

offering fans a fantas!c opportunity to expand their collec!on. (STL300846) Available Now!  

(6257/79815) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $5.99 

 

MAR242466 

O/A HAUNTED MANSION 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Monogram Products. Immerse yourself in the world of Disney's Hunted Mansion with these 

collec!ble 3D foam figures! Discover an assortment of your beloved characters in a compact 2" size. 

Don't forget to look out for the rare chase figures! This display case contains 24 individually blind-



bagged bag clips, offering fans a fantas!c opportunity to expand their collec!on. (STL300834) 

Available Now!  (6257/85315) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $5.99 

 

FUNKO 

 

MAR242467 

O/A MYSTERY MINIS MY HERO ACADEMIA S9 12PC BMB DISP (C: 1-1-1) 

From Funko. The heroes and villians from My Hero Academia join the Mystery Minis line from Funko! 

Standing about 2" tall, each stylized figure somes packaged in a blind bag so collec!ng is always a fun 

surprise. (STL219699) Available Now!  (4552/60461) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories 

Item SRP: $6.99 

 

GODZILLA 

 

MAR242468 

O/A GODZILLA ATOMIC BREATH PX ZIPPERMOUTH PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Quantum Mechanix. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! He's Not Cold, He's ATOMIC! Breathing fire could 

either be something to brag about or it might just mean you ate something super spicy. Either way, 

QMx has found a breath even stronger than fire: Atomic! This Atomic Godzilla Zippermouth is already 

in aGack mode, siYng at 8.75" tall and spewing lethal atomic breath from his unzipped mouth. This 

plush is craJed with the utmost aGen!on to detail including a set of s!ff mul!-colored dorsal fins 

cascading down his back that match the color scheme of his tongue and a rigid brow that shows he 

means business. Add Godzilla Atomic Breath PREVIEWS Exclusive Zippermouth Plush to your Kaiju 

collec!on and bring along the rest of his monstrous mates! (STL227576) Available Now!  (7814/GDZ-

0101) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA 

(Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item SRP: $34.95 

 

MAR242469 

O/A GODZILLA BLACK AND WHITE PX ZIPPERMOUTH PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Quantum Mechanix. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Just as frightening as he was in 1954, this creature 

takes you back to where it all began, proving that nothing beats a classic. Part of the longest-running 

film series in movie history, Godzilla is a beloved character who has taken on many forms over the 

years. QMx brings you an all-new exclusive reimagining of your favorite Godzillas as Zippermouth 

plush. SiYng proudly at 8.5" tall, the Godzilla Black and White PREVIEWS Exclusive Zippermouth 



Plush pays homage to the roots of an enduring pop culture icon all while looking deligh[ully 

dangerous. His unzipped mouth reveals a mighty heat ray and accents along his body include felt 

dorsal fins and claws and a sculpted angry eyebrow ridge. Add Godzilla Black and White PREVIEWS 

Exclusive Zippermouth Plush to your Kaiju collec!on and bring along the rest of his monstrous mates! 

(STL227579) Available Now!  (7814/GDZ-0104) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 

U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item SRP: $34.95 

 

MAR242470 

O/A GODZILLA BURNING PX ZIPPERMOUTH PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Quantum Mechanix. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! This Kaiju is on fire! This Godzilla Burning 

PREVIEWS Exclusive Zippermouth Plush is fiercely posed, siYng at 8 3/4" tall and boas!ng bodywork 

that would rival any old school hotrod. The flame appliques on his legs and torso, in addi!on to the 

finely-craJed dorsal fin details on his back, a fiery heat ray juYng out from his roaring mouth when 

unzipped, and his individually sculpted features all come together to form a uniquely stylized luxury 

plush collec!ble. (STL227577) Available Now!  (7814/GDZ-0102) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item SRP: $34.95 

 

MAR242471 

O/A GODZILLA STANDARD PX ZIPPERMOUTH PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Quantum Mechanix. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! While Godzilla was originally depicted as dark gray 

or black in color, one of his most common forms is as a big green baddie: monstrous, mean, and 

ready to destroy anything in his path! This Godzilla PREVIEWS Exclusive Zippermouth Plush appears 

of a more rep!lian persuasion, but don't let first impressions fool you. SiYng 8 1/2" tall, he is one 

fearsome character. When unzipped, his mouth reveals a large red heat ray and a presumably equally 

large appe!te. His bright green body, pointy gray dorsal fins covering his back, fierce felt claws, and 

serious brow are all part of what comes together to elevate this plush to collec!ble status. 

(STL227578) Available Now!  (7814/GDZ-0103) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 

U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item SRP: $34.95 

 

MAR242472 

O/A MEZCO ULTIMATE GODZILLA 18IN FIGURE (C: 0-1-2) 

From Mezco Toys. Godzilla, King of the Monsters, is here to rule over your collec!on! 

Immense in detail and size, Ul!mate Godzilla measures a gargantuan 3 feet from teeth to tail! He 

features 10 points of ar!cula!on including a hinged jaw, and a tail with an internal skeleton armature 

that is durable yet highly posable. This colossal kaiju features lights and sound, ac!vated via buGons 

discreetly hidden on his back. Depress these buGons to ac!vate Godzilla's light-up func!on and/or to 



hear his monstrous roar! The Ul!mate Godzilla figure comes packaged in a collector-friendly box, fit 

for a King and perfect for display. (STL211556) Available Now!  (4830/10121) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: This 

item is sold to retailers in case lots. Please check with your retailer for availability 

Item SRP: $450.00 

 

DC HEROES 

 

MAR242473 

FLASH MOVIE DAH-083DX DYNAMIC 8-CTION HEROES FLASH AF DLX (N 

From Beast Kingdom. A DC movie of epic propor!ons is ready to speed onto a screen near you! Beast 

Kingdom's Entertainment Experience Brand takes fans of The Flash movie on an exci!ng recrea!on of 

the film with the release of the D.A.H. (Dynamic 8c!on Heroes) The Flash ac!on figure. Featuring a 

heJy 20 points of ar!cula!on and a realis!c head sculpt, fans can relive every scene from the movie 

with ease. The figure is created with highly detailed recrea!ons of the textured suit. The en!re 

figure, including the belt, boots, and body armor, features the well-loved red accents that have 

become well known. The highly iconic lightning symbol on the chest is also on full display. The fastest 

hero in the DC universe, The Flash, is a hero ready for the latest genera!on of superhero fans. It's a 

must-have set for this summer's most exci!ng movie. The DAH-083DX The Flash Deluxe Edi!on 

comes with all the accessories of the regular edi!on, but with the added inclusion of an LED light-up 

Flash symbol on the chest, perfectly ligh!ng up the figure in all its speedy glory! (STL285526)  

(3389/DAH-083DX) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242474 

FLASH MOVIE DAH-092 DYNAMIC 8-CTION BATMAN MODERN SUIT AF (N 

From Beast Kingdom. Beast Kingdom takes fans of The Flash movie on an exci!ng recrea!on of the 

film with the release of the D.A.H. (Dynamic 8c!on Heroes) The Flash Batman ac!on figure. Michael 

Keaton's legendary Batman makes an epic return from a parallel universe that the Flash enters. 

Wearing a new, yet familiar suit, the DAH ac!on figure includes the black, muscular suit, set against a 

highly posable 20 points of ar!cula!on. The suit also features the classic yellow belt, as well as the 

highly iconic Batman chest logo. Keaton's head sculpt is also recreated in high detail, and the figure 

includes 4 interchangeable hand types, allowing for a highly posable figure fit for any fan. 

(STL285528)  (3389/DAH-092) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MARVEL HEROES 

 

HASBRO TOY GROUP 



 

MAR242475 

AVENGERS 60TH ANN LEG GREY HULK/BANNER 6IN AF 2PK CS ( 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the excitement and wonder of the Marvel Universe to your collec!on 

with Gray Hulk, Doctor Bruce Banner, and other ac!on figures from the Hasbro Marvel Legends 

Series! (Addi!onal products each sold separately. Subject to availability.) This collec!ble Marvel 

Legends Avengers 60th Anniversary  set includes a Gray Hulk ac!on figure and Dr. Bruce Banner 

ac!on figure. 6-inch -scale figures are detailed to look like the characters from Marvel's  Incredible 

Hulk comics, featuring premium detail and mul!ple points of ar!cula!on. Figures come with 6 

accessories, including alternate Hulk head and hands, pipe, and removable glasses and shirt. 

(STL276748)  (309/F70845L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242476 

AVENGERS 60TH LEG SKRULL QUEEN/SUPER SKRULL 6IN AF 2PK CS (N 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the excitement and wonder of the Marvel Universe to your collec!on 

with Skrull Queen and Super-Skrull from the Hasbro Marvel Legends Series! Using her shape-shiJing 

powers to impersonate Spider-Woman, Skrull Queen Veranke infiltrates the Avengers and launches a 

secret invasion of Earth wreaking havoc with her Super-Skrull infiltrators. This collec!ble 6-inch scale 

Marvel Legends Avengers 60th Anniversary ac!on figure set is detailed to look like Skrull Queen and 

Super-Skrull characters from Marvel Secret Invasion comics, featuring premium detail and mul!ple 

points of ar!cula!on. Figures come with 9 accessories, including alternate hands for each figure, 

alternate Spider-Woman impersona!on head for Skull Queen, and alternate wings. (STL277264)  

(309/F70855L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $55.99 

 

MAR242477 

AVENGERS LEGENDS 6IN BLACK PANTHER AF CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the excitement and wonder of the Marvel Universe to your collec!on 

with Hasbro Marvel Legends Black Panther figure! This collec!ble 6-inch scale Marvel figure is 

detailed to look like the character from Marvel's Black Panther comics. Black Panther Marvel Legends 

figure is fully ar!culated with premium design and poseable head, arms, and legs. Marvel ac!on 

figure set comes with 2 alternate hand accessories. Hasbro Marvel ac!on figures' 6 inch scale make 

them great for posing and displaying in fans' collec!ons. Reimagine scenes inspired by Marvel comics 

on your shelf with Marvel figures and collec!bles by Hasbro. (STL299896)  (309/F90155L00) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242478 



AVENGERS LEGENDS 6IN VISION AF CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the excitement and wonder of the Marvel Universe to your collec!on 

with Hasbro Marvel Legends Vision figure! This collec!ble 6-inch scale Marvel figure is detailed to 

look like the character from Marvel's The Vision comics. Vision Marvel Legends figure is fully 

ar!culated with premium design and poseable head, arms, and legs. Marvel ac!on figure set comes 

with 2 alternate hand accessories, and 1 Marvel's The Void Build-A-Figure piece. Hasbro Marvel 

ac!on figures' 6 inch scale make them great for posing and displaying in fans' collec!ons. Reimagine 

scenes inspired by Marvel comics on your shelf with Marvel figures and collec!bles by Hasbro. 

(STL299895)  (309/F90145L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242479 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE MIGHTY THOR STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! With the world wai!ng to see how the new Thor will look and what she'll 

do in Thor: Love and Thunder, Gentle Giant Ltd. is going back to her childhood for a new animated-

style statue! Based on the variant cover artwork of SkoYe Young, this approximately 5-inch resin 

statue of a cute young Jane Foster Thor features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons and is 

limited to 3000 pieces. It comes packaged with a cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. 

Sculpted by Casen Barnard. (STL213532) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR242480 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE SCARLET WITCH STATUE (C: 1-1-0) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The Witch is back! The Avengers' resident sorceress conjures up some 

cuteness in this, the newest animated-style statue based on the Marvel artwork of SkoYe Young! 

Measuring approximately 5 inches tall, this resin mini-statue depicts a super-cute Wanda Maximoff 

cas!ng a spell as she hovers above the ground on a clear rod. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes 

packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! 

(STL209989) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242481 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE SHE-HULK STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Cutest aGorney ever! Hot on the heels of her first TV trailer, this 

animated-style sculpture of She-Hulk is based on the Marvel Comics variant cover artwork of SkoYe 

Young! Measuring approximately 5 inches tall atop a black disc base, it is limited to only 3000 pieces 

and comes packaged with a cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! 



(STL239209) Available Now!  (4667/84590) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, 

Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242482 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED SPIDER-MAN DOCTOR OCTOPUS 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Doctor is in! One of Spider-Man's greatest foes has arrived in the 

1/7 scale bust line, based on his appearance in Spider-Man: The Animated Series! Dr. OGo Octavius 

rocks four mechanical arms and a bowl cut in this new animated-style bust, featuring culp!gn and 

paint applica!ons that leap right off the TV screen. Measuring approximately 6 inches tall, this bust is 

limited to 2000 pieces and comes packaged with a cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL198983) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $69.99 

 

MAR242483 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED SPIDER-MAN MYSTERIO 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Is it real, or is it Mysterio?! DST's line of resin mini-busts based on the 

classic Spider-Man animated series con!nues with none other than Mysterio! The master of illusion 

drops everything for this 1/7 scale, approximately 6-inch bust of the domed villain. Limited to only 

3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, and sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL191859) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, 

HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242484 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN BEAST BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Oh my stars and garters! The X-Men Animated Mini-Bust line just got 

a new team member: the hyper-agile and hyper-intelligent Beast! This animated-style resin mini-

bust, based on the classic 1990s X-Men: The Animated Series, stands approximately 6 inches tall atop 

a pedestal base, and is limited to only 3000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! Formerly 

a Disney Store Exclusive. (STL207391) Available Now!  (4667/84556) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $80.00 

 



MAR242485 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN JUBILEE 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The X-Men’s resident sparkler is ready to take center stage in the X-

Men Animated mini-bust line! Based on her appearance in the popular 1990s animated series, 

Jubila!on Lee wears her trademark yellow coat and sets off some fireworks in this approximately 6-

inch resin mini-bust. Limited to only 3000 pieces, she comes packaged with a numbered cer!ficate of 

authen!city in a full-color box. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL232910) 

Available Now!  (4667/84540) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $90.00 

 

MAR242486 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED X-MEN STORM 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! By the Goddess! The hit X-Men: The Animated Series line of mini-

busts con!nues with the highly requested Storm! The weather-manipula!ng mutant wears her 

trademark white suit and holds a ball of lightning in her hand in this 1/7 scale, approximately 6-inch 

mini-bust. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it features detailed sculp!ng and cartoon-accurate paint 

applica!ons, and comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL213534) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $89.99 

 

MAR242487 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC BETA RAY BILL PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Get ready for the thunder! The alien wielder of Stormbreaker, Beta 

Ray Bill, leaps off the comic page and onto your shelf as the newest Marvel Gallery Diorama! Leaping 

through the clouds, Bill is ready for baGle, hammer in hand, with detailed sculp!ng and paint 

applica!ons. This piece stands approximately 10 inches tall and comes packaged in a full-color 

window box. Designed and sculpted by Alterton! (STL225335) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242488 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY DISNEY+ CAPTAIN CARTER PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Sen!nel of Liberty joins the Marvel Gallery line of dioramas! As 

seen in the very first episode of “Marvel’s What If…?”, Captain Peggy Carter charges into ac!on in 



this all-new Gallery Diorama. Cast in high-quality PVC, this sculpture stands approximately 10 inches 

tall and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. It comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. Designed and sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL232908) Available Now!  (4667/84594) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242489 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC CLASSIC THOR PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! This diorama be worthy! Thor makes his classically-styled debut in 

the Marvel Gallery line of PVC dioramas with this all-new sculpt! Posed swinging his hammer on a 

rubble-strewn base, this sculpture of the God of Thunder is part of a new series of baGle-inspired 

scenes. This piece stands approximately 9 inches tall, features detailed sculp!ng and paint 

applica!ons and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, hand-

sculpted by Jean St. Jean! (STL198988) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242490 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC SKRULL PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The enemy is revealed in this all-new Gallery Diorama spotligh!ng 

one of Marvel’s most insidious alien races – the Skrulls! Depic!ng a Skrull warrior, weapon at the 

ready, this shape-shiJer stands approximately 10 inches tall atop an architectural base. CraJed in 

high-quality PVC, it features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and comes packaged in a full-

color window box. Designed and sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL207136) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, 

HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242491 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY SPIDER-MAN WEBBING COMIC PVC DIORAMA (C: 1-1- 

A Diamond Select Toys release! How spectacular is your Gallery? Spider-Man returns with an all-new 

sculpt in the Marvel Gallery PVC diorama line! Crouched on a web slung across an alleyway, Spider-

Man lives up to his namesake in this all-new PVC sculpture portraying the hero in his element. 

Measuring approximately 7" high by 11 " wide, this detailed sculpt by Alterton is based on a design 

by Caesar, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. (STL100187) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, 

HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 



 

MAR242492 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC WOLVERINE PVC DIORAMA (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The X-Men's resident berserker joins the Marvel Gallery line of PVC 

dioramas! This 9-inch scale sculpture of Wolverine shows the hero in his classic brown costume, 

perched on a rock forma!on with claws extended, ready to tear into an opponent. Featuring detailed 

sculp!ng and collec!ble-quality paint applica!ons, this sculpture comes packaged in a full-color 

window box. (STL083669) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242493 

O/A MARVEL SELECT CAPTAIN AMERICA AF (C: 1-1-0) 

A Diamond Select Release! Featuring the birth of a new legend, the next piece in the illustrious 

Marvel Select line is none other than the all-new Captain America! Showcased in Captain America 

#34, join James Buchanan "Bucky" Barnes as he picks up where Steve Rogers leJ off and proves that 

no maGer what, Captain America can never die. Sculpted by Sam Greenwell and featuring 14 points 

of ar!cula!on, this 7" hero also includes a wall-mountable cityscape display base! (STK369510) 

Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242494 

O/A MARVEL SELECT COMIC ICEMAN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The coldest X-Man is now one of the coolest Marvel Select ac!on 

figures ever! Cast in translucent plas!c, this 7-inch figure of Bobby Drake, a.k.a. Iceman, is the 

newest entry in the Marvel Select line. In addi!on to an ice slide diorama base, this figure will 

include mul!ple interchangeable parts. It comes in display-ready Select ac!on figure packaging. 

Designed by Eamon O’Donoghue, sculpted by May Thamtarana! (STL257547) Available Now!  

(4667/84662) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & 

Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242495 

O/A MARVEL SELECT DR STRANGE MOVIE 2 AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! By the Vishan!! The good Doctor returns, just in !me for his new 

movie, Doctor Strange and the Mul!verse of Madness! In all-new movie packaging, Dr. Stephen 

Strange comes back to the Marvel Select ac!on figure line as a 7-inch figure with spellcas!ng 



accessories and a Sanctum Sanctorum base. It comes packaged in full-color Select ac!on figure 

packaging. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL232912) Available Now!  (4667/84919) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242496 

O/A MARVEL SELECT MR FANTASTIC AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! This is a fantas!c figure! The Fantas!c Four finally get their leader 

with the release of Reed Richards, a.k.a. Mr. Fantas!c, in the Marvel Select line! This 7-inch ac!on 

figure features 16 points of ar!cula!on, as well as interchangeable hands and stretched parts, 

including a lower body sec!on that can wrap around an opponent! It comes in display-ready Select 

ac!on figure packaging, with side-panel artwork for shelf display. Designed by Yuri Timg, sculpted by 

May Thamtarana! Coming soon: the Invisible Woman! (STL261005) Available Now!  (4667/84930) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, 

HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242497 

O/A MARVEL SELECT SKRULL ACTION FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Illumina! beware! Your ranks have been infiltrated by the Skrulls, and 

this Super Skrull has the powers of all of the Illumina! combined! Never before made as a toy, this 

green-skinned Skrull comes dressed in an Illumina!-inspired ou[it, and includes an interchangeable 

masked head, as well as interchangeable hands and a devasta!ng Black Bolt sonic aGack piece! 

Standing approximately 7 inches tall and featuring 16 points of ar!cula!on, this collector’s ac!on 

figure comes in Select packaging, with side panel artwork for shelf display. Designed by Eamon 

O’Donoghue, sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL233831) Available Now!  (4667/84766) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242498 

O/A MARVEL SELECT THANOS AF (C: 1-1-0) 

These previously sold out Marvel Select ac!on figures are being re-issued. Get your pre-orders in 

now ahead of a late August release! (STK279757) Available Now!  (4667/10779) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 



MAR242499 

O/A MARVEL SELECT THOR MOVIE LOKI AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Master of Mischief is back! In the wake of his hit self-!tled TV 

series, Loki returns to the Marvel Select ac!on figure line in his full regalia! This approximately 7-inch 

tall ac!on figure is based on his appearance in the first Thor movie, and comes with his ceremonial 

staff. It comes packaged in full-color Select ac!on figure packaging. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! 

(STK433319) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242500 

O/A MARVEL SELECT VISION AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Behold... The Vision! Debu!ng in 1968, the synthezoid Avenger 

known as the Vision has since become one of the team’s most stalwart members, despite being the 

crea!on of the evil Ultron. Now, the Vision joins his teammates in the Marvel Select line, with an all-

new 7-inch ac!on figure! Featuring interchangeable parts and effects, this figure features 

approximately 16 points of ar!cula!on and comes packaged in the famous Select blister card 

packaging with side-panel artwork. Designed by Eamon O’Donoghue, sculpted by May Thamtarana! 

(STL225356) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

HASBRO TOY GROUP 

 

MAR242501 

SPIDER-MAN LEGENDS RETRO NWH MATT MURDOCK 6IN AF CS (C 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the iconic characters and looks of classic Marvel heroes to your 

collec!on with Hasbro Marvel Legends ac!on figures inspired by Marvel Comics! Highly poseable 

with comics-inspired deco and premium character-inspired accessories, these premium Marvel 

Legends Series 6 inch ac!on figures are a great addi!on to any Marvel collec!on. Each figure comes 

packaged on an illustrated blister card. (STL299111)  (309/F65115L60) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $18.74 

 

MAR242502 

SPIDER-MAN LEGENDS RETRO 6IN MILES MORALES AF CS (C: 1 



From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the iconic characters and looks of classic Marvel heroes to your 

collec!on with Hasbro Marvel Legends ac!on figures inspired by Marvel Comics! Highly poseable 

with comics-inspired deco and premium character-inspired accessories, these premium Marvel 

Legends Series 6 inch ac!on figures are a great addi!on to any Marvel collec!on. Each figure comes 

packaged on an illustrated blister card. (STL272907)  (309/F65715L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242503 

O/A ONE-12 COLLECTIVE MARVEL FANTASTIC FOUR DLX STEEL BOX AF SET 

From Mezco Toys. Marvel's first family, the Fantas!c Four, join the One:12 Collec!ve! This deluxe 

steel boxed set contains all four members of the Fantas!c Four, ou[iGed in their Unstable Molecule 

team jumpsuits as designed by Sue Storm and Reed Richards, except The Thing… he doesn't do suits. 

Each character comes complete with mul!ple head portraits and character-specific accessories. 

Mister Fantas!c is the first One:12 Collec!ve figure to come with an interchangeable torso featuring 

an internal skeleton armature that is durable yet highly posable. The Invisible Woman comes with 

mul!ple energy shield, psionic forcefield, and projec!on FX. Human Torch comes with a range of 

flame FX that aGach to his body as well as an interchangeable neck and head, allowing him to take on 

his flame form. He's equipped with mul!ple fire ball FX and a flame blast FX stand with light-up 

func!on. The Thing comes complete with a removable trench coat and fedora to help him disguise 

his iden!ty, as well as posable streetlamp and metal beam accessories that he can hold. H.E.R.B.I.E is 

included and here to help! He features an onboard super-computer and mobile lab with sliding 

analysis tray, pop-out scope, arms, and rocket boosters. The One:12 Collec!ve Fantas!c Four Boxed 

Set is packaged in a collector friendly metal !n, designed with collectors in mind. (STL200718) 

Available Now!  (4830/77600) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $420.00 

 

STAR WARS 

 

MAR242504 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS WRECKER 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

From Diamond Select Toys. A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The bruiser of the Bad Batch is here! 

Wrecker, the biggest, strongest and loudest member of Clone Force 99, is now the latest animated-

style 1/7 scale mini-bust from Gentle Giant Ltd. Measuring approximately 7 inches tall, this exclusive 

resin mini-bust shows Wrecker without his helmet, is limited to only 3,000 pieces and comes 

packaged in a full-color window box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Barry 

Bradfield, sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL195364) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star 

Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $99.99 

 



MAR242505 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS MACE WINDU 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Jedi council has spoken! Mace Windu is the next anima!on-based 

1/7 scale mini-bust! Standing approximately 6 inches tall (8 inches with lightsaber) the leader of the 

council and wielder of the purple lightsaber is captured in his Clone Wars animated look in this all-

new bust. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color window box. (STL257620) 

Available Now!  (4667/84790) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A 

Philippines 

Item SRP: $90.00 

 

MAR242506 

STAR WARS EPISODE IV A NEW HOPE EA-044 DARTH VADER STATUE (N 

From Beast Kingdom. Beast Kingdom's Egg AGack (EA) series introduces the iconic Darth Vader from 

Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope, complete with his powerful Force abili!es. The new Q-style 

design perfectly captures his signature moves and style. The figure is craJed using unique coloring 

techniques that create a mul!-layered textured effect for his armor, cape, and leather. The details of 

his life-support apparatus and belt are also me!culously replicated. The statue features LED ligh!ng 

effects and the dis!nc!ve deep breathing sound effect of the dark-side Sith. As a bonus, the figure 

comes with the cape and lightsaber leJ behind by Obi-Wan aJer their epic baGle, along with a 

pla[orm to recreate the scene from the movie. Limited to only 3,000 pieces worldwide. 

 (STL278619)  (3389/EA-044) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $199.00 

 

MAR242507 

O/A STAR WARS L3D MANDALORIAN BO-KATAN 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Bo-Katan Kryze is a legend on her homeworld of Mandalore, and now 

she’s a Legend in 3-Dimensions! Depic!ng the freedom fighter as she appeared on Season 2 of The 

Mandalorian, this 10-inch, approximately ½ scale resin bust features detailed sculp!ng and paint 

applica!ons. Limited to only 1000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered 

cer!ficate of authen!city. (STL250737) Available Now!  (4667/84927) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star 

Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $200.00 

 

MAR242508 

STAR WARS MANDALORIAN EA-043 GROGU STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Beast Kingdom. The classic, Egg AGack series from Beast Kingdom's 'Entertainment Experience 

Brand' is ready to release a Grogu figurine from "The Mandalorian" series, featuring an infinitely cute 

Q-style design. The figurine is intricately detailed to capture Grogu's fine lines and innocent big eyes. 



He is dressed in his favorite ou[it and wears the Mythosaur necklace, whilst carrying his control 

knob ball, which was giJed to him by the Mandalorian. The set also includes Grogu's favorite Sorgan 

frog, and the base is designed to replicate a scene from the series. With his adorable appearance, 

Grogu has captured the hearts of countless fans, so get ready to purchase your very own Grogu from 

Beast Kingdom and feel the power of the Force! (STL278129)  (3389/EA-043) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $139.00 

 

MAR242509 

O/A STAR WARS THE MANDALORIAN SEASON 2 BO-KATAN BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! For Mandalore! Mandalorian freedom fighter Bo Katan Kryze joins the 

1/6 scale mini-bust line with this all-new release based on the second season of The Mandalorian! 

Limited to only 3000 pieces, this detailed resin bust comes packaged in a full-color window box with 

a hand-numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Sculpted by Eduardo Trujillo! (STL216525) Available 

Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $120.00 

 

HASBRO TOY GROUP 

 

MAR242510 

SW MAND BLACK 6IN R5-D4 AF CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Imagine the biggest baGles and missions in the Star Wars saga with ac!on 

figures from The Black Series! Star Wars The Black Series includes figures, vehicles, and roleplay 

items from the 40-plus-year legacy of the Star Wars Galaxy. This collec!ble Black Series figure is 

detailed to look like R5-D4 from the highly an!cipated Star Wars: The Mandalorian live-ac!on series 

on Disney+, featuring premium detail and mul!ple points of ar!cula!on. (STL278181)  

(309/F70455L20) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242511 

O/A STAR WARS PREMIER COLLECTION AOTC MACE WINDU STATUE (C: 1-1- 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The only Jedi with a purple lightsaber, Mace Windu, is now the newest 

1/7 scale statue in the Premier Collec!on! Standing approximately 11 inches tall, this sculpture 

captures the Jedi during the baGle of Geonosis, following his short duel with Jango FeG, with the 

laGer’s helmet res!ng on the ground. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged with a 

numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. (STL229043) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $175.00 



 

MAR242512 

O/A STAR WARS PREMIER COLLECTION EP2 PADME STATUE (C: 1-1-1) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! All hail the Queen! Nabooan queen-turned-Senator Padme Amidala 

charges into baGle in this new Premier Collec!on sculpture from the ar!sts at Gentle Giant Ltd.! 

Wielding a blaster as she escapes from her chains in the arena on Geonosis, this statue of Padme 

features the likeness of Natalie Portman and stands approximately 9 inches tall. Limited to only 3000 

pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color window box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. 

(STL213542) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but 

N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $199.99 

 

MAR242513 

O/A SW PREMIER COLLECTION ROTJ LEIA IN BOUSHH DISGUISE STATUE (C 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Princess no more, Leia Organa goes undercover to rescue her true love in 

this all-new Star Wars statue by Gentle Giant Ltd. Disguised as Boushh, a bounty hunter, Leia holds a 

electro-shock lance and  features an interchangeable head so she can wear or hold her helmet, and if 

you change out her right arm she's holding a thermal detonator! Standing approximately 10 inches 

tall and limited to only 3000 pieces, she comes packaged with a cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-

color box. (STL239236) Available Now!  (4667/84486) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - 

Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $200.00 

 

MAR242514 

O/A STAR WARS REBELS AHSOKA TANO 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Togruta returns! As seen in Star Wars: Rebels, Ahsoka Tano appears, 

dressed in a tan robe and holding a staff with a Convor on her shoulder. This 1/6 scale, approximately 

6-inch resin mini-bust features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and is limited to only 3000 

pieces. It comes packaged with a cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. (STL239212) Available 

Now!  (4667/84659) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item SRP: $129.99 

 

TRANSFORMERS 

 

MAR242515 

TRANSFORMERS BUMBLEBEE DLX ARCEE FIG (C: 0-1-2) 



From Threezero. Hasbro and threezero are thrilled to present Arcee, the female Autobot from the 

Transformers: Bumblebee film as the next figure in the Transformers DLX collec!ble ar!culated figure 

series! At 8 inches tall, the Transformers Bumblebee DLX Arcee collec!ble figure features 

approximately 60 points of ar!cula!on, with a die-cast metal frame and LED illuminated eyes. 

Accessories include a pair of blasters, four pairs of interchangeable hands, and a DLX Ac!on Stand for 

more dynamic poses. (STL280582)  (2026/3Z01740W0) (C: 0-1-2 

Item SRP: $169.99 

 

HASBRO TOY GROUP 

 

MAR242516 

TRANSFORMERS MASTERPIECE BWVS-03 CHEETOR V WASPINATOR  

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the ul!mate Transformers experience to your collec!on with 

Transformers BWVS-03 Cheetor vs. Waspinator 2-Pack! These collec!ble Transformers ac!on figures 

feature authen!c Takara Tomy design and deco. The Cheetor figure's tail detaches to become a tail 

whip accessory while Waspinator's s!nger detaches to become a s!nger blaster accessory. The 

figures come showcased in premium packaging with Japanese-language instruc!ons. (STL283207)  

(309/F7899) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $54.99 

 

MAR242517 

O/A TRANSFORMERS MASTERPIECE MP56 TRAILBREAKER AF (C: 1-1- 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Trailbreaker, one of the main Cybertron warriors in The Transformers joins 

the Masterpiece Series! Trailbreaker transforms from vehicle mode Toyota Hilux 4WD to robot mode! 

Hilux is the first masterpiece series to obtain a regular license from Toyota Moto Corpora!on, and in 

robot mode, the figure is fully ar!culated for screen accurate posing! Replacement faces (laugh & 

scream), an animated version grill, a parabolic antenna, a mul!-nozzle, and effect parts are included. 

Fans can make full use of the variety of accessories to recreate their favorite moments! (STL236871) 

Available Now!  (309/F3083) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $152.99 

 

MAR242518 

O/A TRANSFORMERS MASTERPIECE MPG05 TRAINBOT SEIZAN AF (C:  

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the ul!mate Transformers experience to your collec!on with Takara 

Tomy Transformers Masterpiece MPG-05 Trainbot Seizan! This adult collec!ble Transformers G1 

ac!on figure for adults features authen!c Takara Tomy design and deco. The figure is showcased in 

premium deco and detail and comes in its original packaging with Japanese-language instruc!ons. 



(STL265785) Available Now!  (309/F8100) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories 

Item SRP: $154.99 

 

MAR242519 

TRANSFORMERS MASTERPIECE R5 REFRAKTOR AF (C: 1-1-1) 

A collabora!on product between Canon and Transformers is realized! Transforms from the mirrorless 

camera "EOS R5", which also won the Good Design Award, to Decep!con Refrector R5 in robot 

mode. In the Transformers' annual collabora!on project, a product that transforms into a robot from 

the mirrorless camera "EOS R5" released by Canon Inc. has appeared. The camera "EOS R5 mode" is 

reproduced at 80% scale of the actual camera, and the camera body and lens can be removed like 

the actual camera. Although it is a toy product that cannot be photographed, it is reproduced with 

the details of the main body design. (STL308924)  (309/F76820000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $144.99 

 

MAR242520 

TRANSFORMERS MP CANON R5 NEMESIS PRIME AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. In the Transformers' annual collabora!on project, This figure transforms into 

a robot from the mirrorless camera Canon EOS R5. The camera state EOS R5 mode is reproduced at 

80% scale of the actual camera, and the camera body and lens can be removed like the actual 

camera. The Nemesis Prime R5 mode has a symbolic design with a lens on the chest. The figure also 

includes a mini EOS R5! Accessories include an All Spark that can be aGached to the chest and an EOS 

R5 handheld (mini EOS R5) that can be held in your hand. (STL272932)  (309/G0322) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $131.99 

 

MAR242521 

O/A TRANSFORMERS MP48 PLUS DARK AMBER LEOPRIME AF (C: 1-1- 

From Hasbro Toy Group. A new warrior Dark Amber Leo Prime featuring MP-48 Lio Convoy is now 

available as a MasterPiece! The long-awaited MP-48 Lio Convoy has been recolored and given a new 

character seYng, making it even more aGrac!ve. Although it is a popular classic villain color, its 

heroic modeling is ideal as a collec!on item. Dark Amber Leo Prime transforms from a jet-black lion 

into a robot. (STL243108) Available Now!  (309/F7675) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories 

Item SRP: $149.99 

 

SUPER7 



 

MAR242522 

TRANSFORMERS SUPER CYBORG OPTIMUS PRIME CLEAR RED BLUE AF (N 

In most instances, “seeing red” is a sign of imminent danger, but for the Autobots and their allies, 

seeing the red of Op!mus Prime means that the Autobot leader is here to lend a mighty hand in the 

struggle against the evil Decep!cons! This 11” tall Transformers Super Cyborg Clear Red Op!mus 

Prime was inspired by the vintage Japanese Henshin Cyborg toys and features the Autobot leader in 

a translucent red and clear colorway, and has seven points of ar!cula!on, a removable chest plate 

that exposes his Cybertonian inner workings, and an Ion Blaster accessory! Add the Transformers 

Super Cyborg Clear Red Op!mus Prime to your Transformers collec!on before the chance to get 

yours transforms into an opportunity missed! 

Inspired by the vintage Japanese Henshin Cyborg toys (STL270485)  (5577/SC-TRANW01-PRB-) (C: 0-

1-2 

Item SRP: $85.00 

 

PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE 

 

MAR242523 

O/A D&D BEHOLDER & TIAMAT SMASHIES PX STRESS DOLL 2PK SET  

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Prepare to embark on a thrilling adventure with 

Surreal Entertainment's PREVIEWS exclusive Beholder & Tiamat SMASHIES! These detailed 4" foes 

are molded in slow-rise squishy foam, allowing you to conquer and crush D&D's most menacing 

monsters in the palm of your hand while offering a uniquely sa!sfying tac!le experience. Packaged in 

a collector-friendly printed window box, this limited-edi!on set is a must-have for any D&D 

enthusiast, so grab yours now and prepare to SMASH your way to victory in the world of Dungeons & 

Dragons! Limited to 2,000 Pieces. (STL255383) Available Now!  (1824/STB-POW-GRHM) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

FUNKO 

 

MAR242524 

VINYL SODA MY HERO ACADEMIA TODOROKI MT W/ CHASE VIN FIG (C: 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec!on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda can is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure and a collec!ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to 

hunt! Please Note: Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase. 

(STL236511)  (4552/59837) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 



Item SRP: $14.99 

 

TIN TITANS 

 

MAR242525 

TIN TITANS MARVEL VENOM PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER (C: 1-1- 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Lethal protector of your lunch, Venom, looms 

above the city of San Francisco in an all new PREVIEWS Exclusive illustrated !n lunchbox! Featuring 

cover artwork by Mark Bagley from the 1993 Marvel Comics' Venom: Lethal Protector #2 on the front 

and classic Marvel Trading Card art and info on the sides, this stylish lunchbox also includes a 10oz 

retro-styled beverage container/soup cup with Spidey and the Symbiote teaming up to bust the 

baddies. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Venom collec!on today! Lunchbox measures 

7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL251197)  (1824) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242526 

O/A TIN TITANS WEDNESDAY NEVERMORE ACADEMY PX LUNCH BOX (C: 1-1- 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Wednesday Addams, daughter of the mysterious 

and spooky Addams Family, is aGending the exclusive Nevermore Academy! Based on the hit Ne[lix 

series from Tim Burton, starring Jenna Ortega as the !tular Wednesday, the sigil of the academy 

features on the front of this stylish Tin Titans lunchbox, and it includes a 10oz retro-styled beverage 

container/soup cup. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Wednesday collec!on today! 

Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. Limited to 1,750 pieces. (STL278167) 

Available Now!  (1824/LBX-WED-NVMA) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

IMPORT TOYS 

 

MAR242527 

O/A BLUE ARCHIVE HINA SORASAKI 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

From B-Full. Hina Sorasaki from the mobile game Blue Archive comes ot life as a gorgeous figure from 

B-Full! Her unique halo, rep!lian eyes, and her enormous wings are all here for your enjoyment. This 

figure of Hina Sorasaki measures about 9" tall in 1/7 scale. (STL216187) Available Now!  

(3145/STL216187) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

MATURE THEME 



Item SRP: $379.99 

 

MOVIE/TV 

 

MAR242528 

APEX LEGENDS RAVENS BITE AXE CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. From Apex Legends comes a toy replica of Bloodhound's weapon, the Raven's Bite 

Axe! This replica lights up at the touch of a buGon and makes a great addi!on to any fan's Apex 

Legends collec!on or costume. Requires 3 AG13 LR44 baGeries (included). (STL265344)  

(4301/410884) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $22.99 

 

MAR242529 

O/A ASSASSINS CREED VALHALLA EIVOR 1/6 SCALE FIGURE (C: 0- 

From Pure Arts Limited. My road forward has been a muddy one. Slick with blood and tears, but we 

can reach its end together. This 1/6 scale figure of Eivor from Assassin's Creed: Valhalla features a 

hyperdetailed sculpt and clothing, 4 pairs of interchangeable hands, and a full arsenal of weapons 

including: Death Speaker bow, Hidden Blade, Varin's Axe, Mammen Axe, Blacksmith's Hammer, 

Raider Axe, Harpoon, Raven Claw Helmet, Raven Claw Shield and Calling Horn! A Custom Assassin's 

Creed Valhalla-styled display stand is included. (STL229596) Available Now!  (3617/PA009AC) (C: 0-1-

2 

Item SRP: $259.00 

 

MAR242530 

O/A COBRA KAI ALL VALLEY ACTION FIGURE BOX SET (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Revisit the fight that started it all, with this exclusive two-pack 

featuring Johnny Lawrence and Daniel LaRusso! The two karate students-turned-teachers are 

wearing their classic karate gi's, and each 7-inch figure features over 16 points of ar!cula!on. The 

pair come packaged in a folding, full-color window box. Sculpted by Rocco Tartamella and Chris 

Dahlberg, packaging design by Jack Tsai! 

Limited to 4000 pieces 

 (STL216382) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $40.00 

 

MAR242531 

O/A COBRA KAI D-FORMZ BMB DISPLAY (C: 1-1-2) 



A Diamond Select Toys release! Strike first! Strike hard! No mercy! The stars of Cobra Kai just got 

super-cute, in the newest assortment of D-Formz! Johnny, Daniel, Kreese, Samantha and Hawk each 

stand approximately 3 inches tall on a flat disc base, striking poses straight out the TV show! Each 

figure is blind boxed, with 12 boxes in a counter display. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by 

Juan Pitluk! (STL232900) Available Now!  (4667/84558) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $8.99 

 

MAR242532 

O/A COBRA KAI SERIES 1 DLX ACTION FIGURE ASST (C: 1-1-0) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Sweep the leg! A follow-up to the classic film The Karate Kid, the hit 

Emmy Award-nominated Ne[lix TV series Cobra Kai is now a series of deluxe ac!on figures from DST! 

Each 7-inch figure – Johnny Lawrence, Danny LaRusso and John Kreese – features over 16 points of 

ar!cula!on, plus interchangeable hands for a variety of mar!al arts moves. Packaged in a full-color 

window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg and Rocco Tartamella. (STL203077) Available Now!  (4667) 

(C: 1-1-0 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242533 

O/A COBRA KAI SERIES 2 AF ASSORTMENT (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Time to kick back! Series 2 of deluxe ac!on figures based on the hit 

Ne[lix series Cobra Kai features two all-new characters, and the newest look for the main character! 

New figures of Miyago-Do sensei Chozen and Cobra Kai sensei Terry Silver are joined by a new figure 

of Johnny Lawrence in his red Eagle Fang Karate gi! Each deluxe ac!on figure features over 16 points 

of ar!cula!on as well as interchangeable hands, and each comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg and Rocco Tartamella! (STL263935) Available Now!  (4667/85058) (C: 

1-1-2 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

TMP TOYS / MCFARLANE'S TOYS 

 

MAR242534 

O/A DEMON SLAYER WV2 RUI 7IN AF CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These Incredibly detailed 7" scale figures based off Demon Slayer are 

designed with with up to 22 moving parts for full range of posing and play. Each figure includes extra 

hands, weapons, and effects is showcased in Demon Slayer themed blister card packaging. 

(STL294324) Available Now!  (8348/13739) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $24.90 



 

MAR242535 

O/A DEMON SLAYER WV3 7IN AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These incredibly detailed 7" scale figures based off popular anime 

Demon Slayer are designed with Ultra Ar!cula!on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of posing 

and play! Figures include alternate hands, weapon accessories and base, and come showcased in 

Demon Slayer themed window box packaging. Collect Inosuke, Rengoku, and Tanjiro. 

 (STL306131) Available Now!  (8348/13740) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242536 

O/A FINAL FANTASY VII REMAKE PLAY ARTS KAI SHINRA SEC OFFICER AF 

From Square Enix. The Shinra Security Officer from Final Fantasy VII Remake, a suppor!ng character 

who repeatedly gets in the way of Cloud and his friends, is joining the PLAY ARTS KAI lineup! Each 

detail; from the Shinra regula!on three-scope helmet, to the texture on their armor on their 

shoulders and knees; represents the finely rendered security officer uniform depicted throughout 

the series. The figure comes with a variety of interchangeable hand pieces, including a grenade-

carrying hand, a tonfa that can be held in the dedicated hand or mounted against the thigh, a 

machine gun, a shotgun, a stun baton, and various other weapons, allowing you to recreate various 

baGle scenes from the game. (STL241124) Available Now!  (1089/STL241124) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $189.99 

 

MAR242537 

O/A FINAL FANTASY XVI MOOGLE FLOCKED FIGURINE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Square Enix. An adorable, posable flocked figurine of a moogle from Final Fantasy XVI. The 

white part of the body has a flocked finish to create a velvet-like smooth texture. 

The head and arms turn, allowing you to display the moogle in different poses with the included 

display stand. (STL285470) Available Now!  (1089/STL285470) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $64.99 

 

MAR242538 

O/A GARGOYLES DEMONA BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Gargoyles universe expands with an all-new 1/7 scale mini-bust 

of Demona! The former lover of Goliath and all-around bad seed, winged temptress Demona stands 

approximately 6 inches tall and features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. Limited to only 



3000 pieces, she comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield and sculpted by Varner Studios! (STL246572) Available Now!  

(4667/84550) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $120.00 

 

MAR242539 

O/A GARGOYLES GOLIATH 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Soaring out of your childhood Saturday mornings, the Gargoyles have 

landed at Diamond Select Toys, with a new line of 1/7 scale mini-busts! Measuring approximately 7.5 

inches tall and 9.75 inches wide, this bust of team leader Goliath is based on his cartoon appearance, 

and is limited to only 3,000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate 

of authen!city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Varner Studios! (STL229030) Available Now!  

(4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $120.00 

 

MAR242540 

O/A GARGOYLES XANATOS 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Your Goliath bust has a new enemy! As seen in the hit Disney cartoon 

Gargoyles, evil corporate megalomaniac David Xanatos dons his Steel Clan armor to take on Goliath 

and his friends. This approximately 6-inch resin bust of Xanatos in his armor features detailed 

sculp!ng and paint applica!ons, and is limited to only 3000 pieces. It comes packaged in a 

numbered, full-color box with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Barry Bradfield, 

sculpted by Varner Studios. (STL236241) Available Now!  (4667/84552) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $120.00 

 

HASBRO TOY GROUP 

 

MAR242541 

GI JOE CLASSIFIED SERIES 6IN DREADNOK BUZZER AF CS (C: 

From Hasbro Toy Group. New to the G.I. Joe Classified Series line, Dreadnok Buzzer comes ready for 

adventure, with mul!ple points of ar!cula!on for high poseability. This Dreadnok Buzzer figure 

contains 6 character-inspired accessory pieces including sunglasses, chain blade, axe bat, knife, his 

signature chainsaw, and a weapon accessory; plus a footlocker to stow all his gear! Buzzer was an 

extreme leJ-wing Cambridge sociology don who went to Australia to research the biker gang 

phenomenon only to be transformed into the very object of his research. Years of intellectual 

displeasure and extreme indigna!on at society's two-faced morality manifested into the intense 



desire to chainsaw apart the expensive geegaws of technological society. (STL299119)  

(309/F83765L00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242542 

GI JOE CLASSIFIED SERIES 6IN GENERAL HAWK AF CS (C: 1- 

From Hasbro Toy Group. This General Clayton "Hawk" Abernathy figure contains 7 character-inspired 

accessory pieces including a helmet, 2 pairs of goggles, and 4 weapon accessories; plus a footlocker! 

Hawk was the original field commander of the Joe team before he got his General's star and was 

booted upstairs to honcho the en!re G.I. Joe Opera!on. He's a West Point graduate and has a list of 

special educa!on credits as long as his arm, but he s!ll managed to get the main body of his 

experience out there where it counts—on the baGle field. (STL299116)  (309/F74725L00) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242543 

O/A GI JOE GALLERY BARONESS PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Cobra strikes back! In the newest G.I. Joe Gallery Diorama, Destro's 

paramour the Baroness leaps over a fallen BAT android as she fires her weapons at an unseen enemy. 

This sculpture is cast in high-quality PVC and stands approximately 9 inches tall. It comes packaged in 

a full-color window box. Designed by Uriel Caton, sculpted by Sam Greenwell! (STL236246) Available 

Now!  (4667/84401) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and Europe 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242544 

O/A INVINCIBLE SERIES 2 DLX AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The cast of the Invincible ac!on figure line just got bigger! Based on 

the hit Amazon Prime animated series, Series 2 of Invincible features fan favorite Atom Eve, as well 

as the enigma!c Teen Team leader, Robot. Sculpted in a 7-inch scale, each ac!on figure features over 

16 points of ar!cula!on, and comes packaged with addi!onal parts and accessories in a full-color 

window box. Sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL219386) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

KOTOBUKIYA 

 

MAR242545 



O/A IT 2017 PENNYWISE MONOCHROME VER BISHOUJO STATUE (C: 1 

From Kotobukiya. The 2017 version of Pennywise from It returns to Kotobukiya's Bishoujo figure 

lineup, this !me in creepy monochrome! She's sculpted in incredible detail; check out the soJ-

looking folds and ripples in her ou[it, and the unseGling smirk on her face! She holds out the iconic 

red balloon (with "I (heart) Derry" added for this release) with a contras!ng puddle of dark blood for 

her base, with Georgie's blood-spaGered paper boat floa!ng wanly on its surface. The black-and-

white color scheme evokes classic horror films, with only her yellow eyes, the red markings on her 

face and red lips, the base and the balloon relieving the starkness. (STL287200) Available Now!  

(4898/SV361) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed 

Item SRP: $129.99 

 

COMICS 

 

MAR242546 

JUDGE DREDD JUDGE ANDERSON VS DARK JUDGES PX 1/18 AF ( 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Introducing the Hiya Exquisite Mini 1/18 Scale Judge 

Anderson vs The Dark Judges ac!on figure set by Hiya Toys and Rebellion! Relive the iconic 1985 

encounter as the sinister Dark Judges possess Judge Cassandra Anderson, Mega-City One's top 

psychic cop. This PREVIEWS Exclusive set features a highly detailed 4" tall Judge Anderson figure with 

15 points of ar!cula!on, accompanied by four spirit-trails represen!ng the Dark Judges. The four 

spirit-trails of the Dark Judges are fully bendable, allowing you to pose them around the figure of 

Anderson on the included pla[orm, capturing the thrilling baGle between good and evil in the world 

of Judge Dredd! 

 (STL287978)  (3425/EMJ0261) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 

Figure SRP: $24.99 

 

MOVIE/TV 

 

MAR242547 

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS MC-069 NUNU & BEELUMP MASTER CRAFT STATUE  

From Beast Kingdom. Get ready to buzz with excitement! Two best bee buds Nunu & Beelump are 

the newest high-end collec!ble statue from the Master CraJ ar!san series. Launched with pride 

from Beast Kingdom, this limited edi!on set of Nunu & Beelump uses professional sculp!ng 

techniques and advanced color rendering technology to bring every intricate detail to life.  From 

Beelump's massive honey covered beepaws and transparent wings to Nunu's bee hoodie and one 

soon-to-be massive honeyball, this Master CraJ set is perfect for fans of this super cute, buzzy 

champion. Just don't wait too long to add these amazing collec!bles to your League of Legends 

collec!on, as only 3000 statues are available worldwide! Don't miss out on the buzz! (STL280621)  

(3389/MC-069) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 



Item SRP: $369.00 

 

MAR242548 

O/A LORD OF THE RINGS SERIES 6 DLX AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The journey con!nues! As seen in Peter Jackson's epic Lord of the 

Rings movies, heroic Hobbit Samwise Gamgee faces off with wizard Saruman the White in the 

superla!ve sixth series of 1:10 scale ac!on figures! The 5.5-inch tall Sam includes an Elven cloak and 

a variety of accessories, and the 7.5-inch Saruman includes his staff and Palan!r, plus 

interchangeable sleeves! Each figure comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Eamon 

O'Donoghue, sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL288804) Available Now!  (4667/85298) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, 

Africa) 

Item SRP: $179.94 

 

MAR242549 

O/A THE MATRIX GALLERY AGENT SMITH PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Hello, Mr. Anderson! Take the red pill and wake up to a new line of 

Matrix collec!bles from Diamodn Select Toys! The inaugural release, a Gallery Diorama of Agent 

Smith in full aGack mode, is made of high-quality PVC and measures approximately 10 inches tall. It 

features detailed sculp!ng and paint applica!ons and comes packaged in a full-color window box. 

Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Jorge Santos Souza! (STL280414) Available Now!  

(4667/84968) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater 

China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item SRP: $59.99 

 

SUPER7 

 

MAR242550 

O/A MOTORHEAD ULTIMATES W1 LEMMY AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. Everything Louder Than Everything Else! The latest made-to-order 7" scale ULTIMATES! 

Figure honors the heavy metal legend Lemmy of Motorhead! The Man, The Myth, The Legend is 

brought to life in his iconic 1980s look with premium paint and details, interchangeable heads and 

hands, a soJ goods t-shirt, a boGle of whiskey, and his trademark bass guitar and mic stand. 

(STL246510) Available Now!  (5577/UL-MOTOW01-LEM-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually 

denied 

Item SRP: $55.00 

 



TMP TOYS / MCFARLANE'S TOYS 

 

MAR242551 

O/A MOVIE MANIACS WB100 WV5 6IN POSED FIGURE ASST (C: 1-1- 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These Incredibly detailed limited edi!on 6" scale figures include scenic 

printed back drop and environmental base displa, art card with numbered cer!ficate of authen!city 

and card holder, and a secret bonus item! Collect all McFarlane Toys Movie Maniacs figures. 

(STL306676) Available Now!  (8348/14010) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242552 

O/A RICK & MORTY GALLERY PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Look out, Morty! In this, the first Rick & Morty collec!ble from 

Diamond Select Toys, Rick and his grandson Morty are caught in the spiked tongue of a mysterious 

creature, even as Rick levels his portal gun at the monster. Measuring approximately 10 inches tall, 

this Gallery Diorama is made of high-quality PVC, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. 

Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL263924) Available Now!  (4667/82451) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in North America, La!n America, and the European Union 

Item SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR242553 

ROBOCOP 2 MURPHY HEAD VER MAFEX AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Medicom Toy. Alex James Murphy from Robocop 2 gets a new MAFEX ac!on figure from 

Medicom! His characteris!c facial expression is carefully reproduced, as is the mechanical back of his 

head; his handgun can be stored on his right thigh with parts replacement. New parts are included to 

display him as a bust aJer he sustains severe damage at the hands of the Kane crew! A posable 

figure stand is also included. Order yours today! (STL257243)  (4239/STL257243) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 

available in Asia. 

Figure SRP: $119.99 

 

MAR242554 

SONIC 1/64 DIE-CAST VEHICLES WV3 3PK CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific.  Introducing the next wave of Sonic The Hedgehog die-cast vehicles! Each car is 

presented in 1/64 scale and features a fan favorite character in the driver seat. (STL265336)  

(4301/414884) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $31.98 



 

MAR242555 

SONIC 2-1/2IN DIORAMA FLYING BATTERY ZONE SET CS (C: 1 

From Jakks Pacific. Recreate the ac!on from the games with this extraordinarily detailed Flying 

BaGery Zone Playsetplayset and its playable features. This playset includes a 2 1/2" scale Sonic figure 

and accessories on pegs to customize. Theres also a prop-blade Sonic must hold on to in order not to 

fly away. This playset is kid powered and does not require baGeries. Take your playset and have fun 

on the go! Build your Flying BaGery Zone Playset into a Sonic world by adding more Sonic the 

Hedgehog figures and accessories from JAKKS Pacific, Inc. (each sold separately). The playset includes 

pegs for displaying Sonic figures and accessory pieces. (STL265318)  (4301/414424) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242556 

SONIC 9IN BASIC PLUSH WV8 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. Based on the iconic Sonic the Hedgehog videogames come these ultra-cuddly 9-

Inch plush! Collect Sonic, Knuckles, and Tails. (STL265339)  (4301/416914-PQ) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $11.99 

 

MAR242557 

SONIC EGG MOBILE BATTLE SET AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Jakks Pacific. The Egg Mobile BaGle Set is sure to be a hit with kids and Sonic fans! You can 

recreate the ac!on from the games with this customizable baGle set and its playable features. The 

Egg Mobile has aGachments for the Egg Helicopter, Egg Digger, Egg Wrecker, and Egg Hammer. 

Playset comes with 14-unique pieces and can be customized into over 25 configura!ons. Reassemble 

to transform the Egg Mobile for con!nued play or display proudly. The Egg Mobile is kid-powered 

and stands at over 8-inches high. Includes a 2.5" Sonic figure and an exclusive 2.5" Dr. Eggman figure. 

(STL265338)  (4301/414444) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $44.99 

 

MAR242558 

SONIC RINGS CS (C: 1-1-2) 

Sonic Rings Set features Mo!on Ac!vated Sound! (STL265341)  (4301/416984) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $20.99 

 



TMP TOYS / MCFARLANE'S TOYS 

 

MAR242559 

O/A SPAWN WV6 7IN SCALE DISRUPTOR AF INNER CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. This incredibly detailed 7" scale figure based off Todd McFarlane's 

Spawn Comic Series is designed with Ultra Ar!cula!on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of 

posing and play. Disruptor includes alternate hands, energy effects and a base and comes showcased 

in Spawn themed window boxed packaging. (STL298967) Available Now!  (8348/90197) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242560 

O/A SPAWN WV6 7IN SCALE REAPER AF INNER CS (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. This incredibly detailed 7" scale figure based off Todd McFarlane's 

Spawn Comic Series is designed with Ultra Ar!cula!on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of 

posing and play. Reaper includes alternate hands, his signature sythe and wings, plus a base, and 

comes showcased in Spawn themed window boxed packaging. (STL298966) Available Now!  

(8348/90196) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242561 

SUPER MARIO 4IN FIGURES WV32 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

World of Nintendo brings many of it classic characters to the 4" format, these figures are pose-able! 

Figures include Hammer Bros, REd Toad(3), Luigi(2), Dry Bones(2), & Fire Mario(4). (STL265349)  

(4301/416374) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item SRP: $10.99 

 

SUPER7 

 

MAR242562 

O/A TMNT ULTIMATES PARTY WAGON (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. Time for the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ULTIMATES! party to hit the road! Super7 is 

here to transport your TMNT ULTIMATES! collec!on to the next level with the Party Wagon! 

Measuring 20 1/4" long, 13 4/5" tall, and 12 1/2" wide, this is no regular Turtle hoop!e; it's a 

bodacious ride that can get six ULTIMATES! figures from zero to sixty Foot Soldiers-stomped in no 

!me flat! The ULTIMATES! Party Wagon comes with a wagon-load of Foot-figh!n' tools and 



accessories. Plus, with an opening roof, a windshield that can either be opened safari-style or 

covered with armored protec!on, a swing out "Foot Tenderizer" side door, side & rear windows, 

winch with real steel chain, Whacko Bombs, and rolling wheels with real rubber !res, this Party 

Wagon gives the Ninja Turtles the sweetest crime-figh!ng ride around! (STL217213) Available Now!  

(5577/UL-TMNTW01-VAN-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied.PI  

 

MAR242563 

ULTIMATES TMNT SLASH GLOW SUPER7 EXCLUSIVE AF (C: 1-1- 

From Super7. The Evil Turtle from Dimension X is back with a brand new look! This 7” scale highly 

ar!culated glow-in-the-dark Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ULTIMATES! figure of Slash features neon 

colors in addi!on to his baGle damage and scaly skin detail, along with interchangeable heads, 

hands, and a whole arsenal of mayhem-making accessories. He may hate pizza, par!es, and pranks, 

but give the guy a glowing chance and add the Glow-in-the-Dark Slash ULTIMATES! figure to your 

collec!on anyway! (STL269703)  (5577/UL-TMNTEXC-SLA-) (C: 1-1-2 

Item SRP: $60.00 

 

MAR242564 

O/A TOY STORY LOTS-O COSTUME VER 400% BEA (C: 1-1-2) 

From MEDICOM Toy. Lots-o'-Huggin' Bear from Toy Story features Be@rbrick styling with a oh so 

fuzzy finish! Collect a 400% (11") size or a 1000% (27.5") size! (STL245200) Available Now!  

(4239/STL245200) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia 

Item SRP: $184.99 

 

TMP TOYS / MCFARLANE'S TOYS 

 

MAR242565 

O/A WARHAMMER 40K MEGAFIG ULTRAMARINE TERMINATOR AF (C: 1- 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys.  Megafigs are large figures to match their 7" scale figure counterparts 

based off the Warhammer 40,000: Dark!de video game that are designed with Ultra Ar!cula!on 

with up to 22 moving parts for full range of posing and play! Figure comes with a weapon and a base, 

showcased in Warhammer 40,000 themed window box packaging! (STL306662) Available Now!  

(8348/11217) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242566 

O/A WARHAMMER 40K WV7 7IN SCALE AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 



From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These incredibly detailed 7" scale figures based off the Warhammer 

40,000: Dark!de video game are designed with Ultra Ar!cula!on with up to 22 moving parts for full 

range of posing and play! Each figure comes withweapon accessories a base, and comes showcased 

in Warhammer 40,000 themed window box packaging. The Ar!st Proof versions come in gray so fans 

can paint their figures, just like Warhammer Minifigures! (STL306637) Available Now!  (8348/10930) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242568 

O/A WARCRAFT 6IN WV1 HUMAN PALADIN/WARRIOR FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. This incredibly detailed, highly decorated 1:12 scale posed figure based 

on the global phenomenon World Of WarcraJ includes 3 weapons, 2 interchangeable armor 

pieces,extra hand, extra head and display base, plus an addi!onal mystery weapon! Collect all 

McFarlane Toys World of WarcraJ figures (STL304256) Available Now!  (8348/16673) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242569 

O/A WARCRAFT 6IN WV1 NIGHT ELF DRUID/ROGUE FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. This incredibly detailed, highly decorated 1:12 scale posed figure based 

on the global phenomenon World Of WarcraJ includes 3 weapons, 2 interchangeable armor 

pieces,extra hand, extra head and display base, plus an addi!onal mystery weapon! Collect all 

McFarlane Toys World of WarcraJ figures (STL304257) Available Now!  (8348/16672) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242570 

WARCRAFT 6IN WV1 ORC SHAMAN/WARRIOR FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. This incredibly detailed, highly decorated 1:12 scale posed figure based 

on the global phenomenon World Of WarcraJ includes 3 weapons, 2 interchangeable armor 

pieces,extra hand, extra head and display base, plus an addi!onal mystery weapon! Collect all 

McFarlane Toys World of WarcraJ figures (STL304258)  (8348/16671) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242571 

WARCRAFT 6IN WV1 UNDEAD PRIEST/WARLOCK EPIC AF (C: 1-1 



From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. This incredibly detailed, highly decorated 1:12 scale posed figure based 

on the global phenomenon World Of WarcraJ includes 3 weapons, 2 interchangeable armor 

pieces,extra hand, extra head and display base, plus an addi!onal mystery weapon! Collect all 

McFarlane Toys World of WarcraJ figures (STL304287)  (8348/16692) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories 

Item SRP: $29.99 

 

GAMES & PUZZLES 

 

BANDAI CO., LTD 

 

MAR242572 

DIGIMON TCG SECRET CRISIS BOOSTER DIS (24CT) (BT17) (C 

Includes famous Tamers Digimon, who were the main characters in each movie! Digimon that have 

fought heated baGles blast evolve into their final forms. Level 7 Digimon such as Omnimon and 

ShineGreymon: Burst Mode gain the power of ACE and take over the meta as a new deck! This !me 

we also included Armageddemon and Eosmon that stood in the way of the main characters in the 

movie. In addi!on, popular characters from the movie such as Rhythm and Menoa Bellucci also 

appear. The main character deck VS the enemy deck allows for baGles that recreate scenes from the 

movies! Digimon card game now has a special win condi!on card. You can win the game by filling up 

the field with Diaboromon. Recreate the desperate scene from the movie Digimon Adventure: Our 

War Game! (STL313334) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC (BAN 2741324)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242573 

DRAGON BALL SUPER FUSION WORLD TCG SET 03 BOOSTER DIS (24CT  

The new black color and deck adds new mechanisms that further expand the game. Numerous new 

characters previously not included in the series have joined the game! Of the 143 cards in total, 22 

are parallel cards with different illustra!ons! In addi!on, three of them are special reprinted cards 

with new hema!c illustra!ons of highly used generic cards from the cards up to Booster 2. 

(STL313340) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC (BAN 2741327)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242574 

DRAGON BALL SUPER FUSION WORLD TCG STARTER DECK DIS (6CT) (N 

A complete set that includes the pre-constructed deck, play sheet, rules manual, and energy 

markers! Even if you have never played the game before, you can start playing right away by 



purchasing one of the starter decks. The new black deck adds new mechanisms that further expand 

the strategy of the deck! Numerous new characters previously not included in the series have joined 

the game. The cards included in the Starter Deck have been powered up to holo Alt-art cards! A total 

of seven cards available, and you are guaranteed to get one of them. (STL313338) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Deck, FC (BAN 2741329)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242575 

ONE PIECE TCG TWO DOUBLE PACK SET DIS (8CT) DP-05 (C:  

The Drum Kingdom Arc and Zou Arc Appear! Infamous Pirates fly new colors! -Introducing six new 

leaders, such as red-black Tony Tony Chopper, red-blue Marco, and more! The packaging doubles as a 

card case. Each set includes two random DON!! cards. Includes two booster packs (OP-08) and 2 

DON!! cards. (STL313491) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC (BAN 2733452)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242576 

ONE PIECE TCG TWO LEGENDS BOOSTER DIS (24CT) OP-08 (C: 

Dandia. Dr. Kureha and Dr. Hiriluk from the Drum Kingdom Arc, and Carrot and Wanda from the Zou 

Arc appear. Plus, the Whitebeard Pirates appear as blue, Big Mom Pirates as purple, and Animal 

Kingdom Pirates as black opening up a host of new strategies! The red-black Tony Chopper, red-blue 

Marco, and more characters become leaders for the first !me. Also includes leader cards reborn with 

new effects such as the purple-black King! Loaded with cards that can strengthen various decks, this 

booster pack can also be used as the founda!on for decks, allowing newcomers to quickly catch up 

to experienced players! (STL313489) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC (BAN 2746331)  SRP: PI  

 

GOODMAN GAMES LLC 

 

MAR242577 

5TH ED FANTASY #26 AGAINST THIEVES GUILD SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alex Kurowski (A) Doug Kovacs 

Goodman Games presents FiJh Edi!on Fantasy #26, Against the Thieves Guild, an adventure for 4th-

level characters. The heroes must retrieve a magical lockbox secured in a vault secluded in a trap-

laden dungeon. Sounds like a simple heist? But soon, the characters are embroiled in a centuries-old 

rivalry between master thieves. Assuming they survive the deathtraps, they s!ll must deduce the 

secret of the enchanted lockbox! This all-new 32-page soJcover adventure, fully compa!ble with the 

fiJh edi!on of the world's first fantasy role-playing game, features numerous traps pulled from OAR 



#8 Grimtooth's Old School Traps, plus several new traps. That book is not required to use this 

adventure, which can be easily dropped into your own campaign seYng. (STL310519) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, SC, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR242578 

D&D 5E ORIGINAL ADV REINCARNATED HC #8 GRIMTOOTHS TRAPS (C:  

(W) Chris Doyle 

Goodman Games presents Original Adventures Reincarnated #8, Grimtooth's Old School Traps. This 

tome contains 150+ classic traps, fully developed for 5E rules. It could not be any easier to get these 

death traps to your game table. Inside, you will find delver dicers, character crushers, adventurer 

anxie!es, minion munchers, hero haranguers, and much more to protect your dungeon treasures. All 

craJed by Grimtooth, the Trap Master troll, himself. This is an homage to the classic books 

Grimtooth's Traps and Traps Too. In addi!on, you find essays from industry luminaries, recoun!ng 

the impacts of these traps (on both characters and the game industry) over the decades. 

(STL310521) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 150pgs, B&W SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242579 

DCC #106 TRAILS OF TRAPMASTERS TOMB SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Terry Olson (A) Doug Kovacs 

Goodman Games presents DCC #106 Trials of the Trapmaster's Tomb. The tomb of an infamous trap-

maker and necromancer opens once each year, giving desperate souls seeking fortune and glory the 

chance to challenge their wits against the Trapmaster's deadliest crea!ons and deathless guardians. 

Few come out alive, but those who do, go on to become heroes. This is a 0-level funnel adventure for 

Dungeon Crawl Classics RPG. This trap-centric adventure will challenge both the players and their 

characters with a plethora of death traps and supernatural foes. The toll will be high, but the 

fortunes to be claimed by the survivors is vast. (STL310527) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, SC, 24pgs, B&W SRP: $9.99 

 

MAR242580 

DCC RPG AGAINST THE THIEVES GUILD SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Alex Kurowski, Doug Kovacs 

Goodman Games presents Against the Thieves Guild, an adventure for 2nd-level characters. The 

heroes must retrieve a magical lockbox secured in a vault secluded in a trap-laden dungeon. Sounds 

like a simple heist? But soon, the characters are embroiled in a centuries-old rivalry between master 

thieves. Assuming they survive the deathtraps, they s!ll must deduce the secret of the enchanted 

lockbox! This 32-page soJcover adventure, fully compa!ble with Dungeon Crawl Classics RPG, 

features numerous traps pulled from OAR #8 Grimtooth's Old School Traps, plus several new traps. 



That book is not required to use this adventure, which can be easily dropped into your own 

campaign seYng. (STL310523) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, SC, 32pgs, B&W SRP: $10.99 

 

MAR242581 

DCC ORIGINAL ADV REINCARNATED HC #8 GRIMTOOTHS TRAPS (C: 0-1 

(W) Chris Doyle & Various (A) William McAusland 

Goodman Games presents Original Adventures Reincarnated #8, Grimtooth's Old School Traps. This 

tome contains over 150 classic traps, fully developed for DCC RPG rules. It could not be any easier to 

get these death traps to your game table. Inside, you will find deliver dicers, character crushers, 

adventurer anxie!es, minion munchers, hero haranguers, and much more to protect your dungeon 

treasures. All craJed by Grimtooth, the Trap Master troll, himself. Grimtooth's Old School Traps is an 

homage to the classic books Grimtooth's Traps and Traps Too. In addi!on, you find essays from 

industry luminaries, recoun!ng the impacts of these traps (on both characters and the game 

industry) over the decades. (STL310526) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 150pgs, B&W SRP: $49.99 

 

GREEN RONIN PUBLISHING 

 

MAR242582 

O/A BLUE ROSE RPG ALDIS CITY SOURCE BOOK HC 

Welcome to Aldis: City of the Blue Rose! This beau!ful, full color sourcebook lavishly details the 

capital city of the central na!on in the Blue Rose RPG, providing players and Narrators alike the tools 

needed to tell stories using the city as a focus. From the intrigues of nobles in the High Ward to the 

entertainments in the Middle Ward to the roughest parts of town found in the Outer Ward, this 

supplement details people, important sites, and historical events of the City of the Blue Rose. 

(STL080415) 

Sourcebook, HC, 144pgsSRP: $39.95 

 

MAR242583 

O/A BLUE ROSE ADVENTURERS GUIDE ALDEA D&D 5E HC 

The Blue Rose Adventurer's Guide opens up the award-winning roman!c fantasy world of Aldea for 

players of the FiJh Edi!on of the world's most popular fantasy roleplaying game. Aldis, the 

Sovereignty of the Blue Rose, shines as a new light in the world aJer the dark age of the Shadow 

Lords. Envoys of the Sovereign's Finest strive to protect Aldis from threats like the Shadow-

dominated land of Kern and the fana!cal Theocracy of Jarzon, as well as corrupt monsters and 

ar!facts leJ over from the devasta!ng Shadow Wars. The peoples of Aldis — human, sea-folk, arcane 

vata, the doughty night people, and psychic, intelligent beasts known as the rhydan — unite in 



common cause. It comes complete with all of the ancestries, class op!ons, feats, and more you need 

to create your own Blue Rose adventurers. (STL172618) 

Sourcebook, HC, 176pgsSRP: $39.95 

 

MAR242584 

O/A BLUE ROSE RPG ENVOYS MOUNT HC 

Envoys to the Mount is an epic campaign for the Blue Rose RPG whose four adventures span five 

years and all four !ers of play. In it a small band of envoys from the Sovereign's Finest must travel to 

far-off vata stronghold known as Mt. Oritaun and lend their aid against the sinister powers of the 

Shadow Barrens. The heroes must face off against the very forces of Shadow and may unlock some 

of the ancient secrets of the world of Blue Rose. Envoys to the Mount also provides a complete 

gazeGeer for the Shadow Barrens and Mt. Oritaun, a guide to the Sovereign's Finest, and a host of 

creatures and NPCs for use within or outside of this storyline. (STL125022) 

Adventure Book, HC, B&W SRP: $39.95 

 

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT 

 

MAR242585 

YU GI OH TCG 25TH ANN RARITY COLL II DIS (18CT) (C: 0-1-2) 

Last year's 25th Anniversary Rarity Collec!on blew everyone's socks off, so we started work on a 

sequel right away! 25th Anniversary Rarity Collec!on II packs have twice as many Ultra & Secret 

Rares per pack, which gives you twice as many chances at "luxury rares" per pack (Quarter Century 

Secret Rares, "Prisma!c"-style Ul!mate & Collector's Rares, and Pla!num Rares)! If you missed out 

on the first Rarity Collec!on, here's how it works: Every card in the set is available in every rarity, 

with 3 "standard" rari!es (Super Rare, Ultra rare, Secret Rare), and four special "luxury'" rari!es: 

Quarter Century Secret Rares (celebra!ng the 25th anniversary with tons of sparkle and a watermark 

logo!), Pla!num Secret Rares, "Prisma!c"-style Collector's Rares (previously available only overseas), 

and "Prisma!c"-style Ul!mate Rares (with special 3D varnish, and also available only overseas un!l 

recently). Opening Rarity Collec!on packs is a rapid-fire waterfall of high-powered cards, in seven of 

the game's most popular foil rari!es. If you haven't experienced this all-foil extravaganza yet, you're 

in for a treat! (STL313692) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC (KON 86453)  SRP: $9.99 

 

PAIZO INC 

 

MAR242586 

O/A PATHFINDER ADV PATH ABOMINATION VAULTS 5E HC (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) James Jacobs & Various 

This complete compila!on of the original Abomina!on Vaults Adventure Path campaign has been 

adapted to the newest version of the world’s oldest RPG. You’ve heard about the quality and depth 

of Pathfinder campaigns for years—now explore the Abomina!on Vaults yourself without having to 

learn a new game system! (STL234677) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 256pgs, FC (PZO2034)  SRP: $69.99 

 

MAR242587 

O/A PATHFINDER ADV PATH ABOMINATION VAULTS 5E SP ED HC (C: 0-1-2 

(W) James Jacobs & Various 

This complete compila!on of the original Abomina!on Vaults Adventure Path campaign has been 

adapted to the newest version of the world’s oldest RPG. You’ve heard about the quality and depth 

of Pathfinder campaigns for years—now explore the Abomina!on Vaults yourself without having to 

learn a new game system! This deluxe special edi!on is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss 

cover elements and a bound-in ribbon bookmark. (STL234678) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 256pgs, FC (PZO2034-SE)  SRP: $89.99 

 

MAR242588 

PATHFINDER RPG HOWL OF WILD HC (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

A Wild Adventure! A sound echoes across the world’s farthest wildernesses: the howl of countless 

animals and beasts! This all-new 224-page Pathfinder rulebook dives deep into the wilderness like 

never before! With new ancestries, character op!ons, animal companions, wilderness foes and 

more, Howl of the Wild provides a traveler’s pack worth of value for players and Game Masters alike! 

(STL310547) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 224pgs, FC (PZO12005-HC)  SRP: $64.99 

 

MAR242589 

PATHFINDER RPG HOWL OF WILD SP ED HC (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

A Wild Adventure! A sound echoes across the world’s farthest wildernesses: the howl of countless 

animals and beasts! This all-new 224-page Pathfinder rulebook dives deep into the wilderness like 

never before! With new ancestries, character op!ons, animal companions, wilderness foes and 

more, Howl of the Wild provides a traveler’s pack worth of value for players and Game Masters alike! 

This deluxe special edi!on is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-

in ribbon bookmark. (STL310548) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 224pgs, FC (PZO12005-SE)  SRP: $84.99 



 

MAR242590 

PATHFINDER ADV PATH WARDENS OF WILDWOOD (P2) VOL 02 (OF 3) ( 

(W) Jessica Catalan & Various 

"Severed at the Root" is a wilderness-themed Pathfinder adventure for four 8th-level characters. The 

adventure con!nues the Wardens of Wildwood Adventure Path, a three-part monthly campaign in 

which a group of adventurers navigate a tricky balance between idyllic wilderness, a hungry na!on, 

and primal forces beyond the natural world. This volume also includes a look at manifesta!ons of the 

Plane of Wood, an ecology of the godlike green men, several new magical items, and new monstrous 

threats! (STL310545) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 96pgs, FC (2 of 3) (PZO15202-SC)  SRP: $29.99 

 

MAR242591 

PATHFINDER FLIP-MAT TREASURE TROVE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jason Engle, Stephen Radney-MacFarland 

To some, adventuring is all about geYng treasure and Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Treasure Trove sets the 

scene for a haul of legendary scale. Each side of the Flip-Mat presents one of two treasure-laden 

loca!ons adventurers can explore to get their loot. One side presents a for!fied temple vault 

protec!ng priceless relics, while the other shows a secluded cavern lair of a dragon or other large 

and covetous beast. Spread this map out at your table and enrich your experience! Measures 24" x 

30" unfolded, and 8" x 10" folded. (STL310546) (C: 0-1-2) 

Game Accessory, 18pgs, FC (PZO11014-FM)  SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR242592 

STARFINDER RPG MECHAGEDDON ADV PATH HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

This campaign tells the story of rookie mech pilots on Daimalko, star!ng out as city defenders and 

venturing to the stars as the heroes become galac!c celebri!es. This epic campaign spans levels 3 to 

18 and features new mechs, bonus adventures designed to slot into the campaign as interludes or 

stand on their own as one-shots, mech-sized maps, and more. Mechageddon! is an exci!ng 

introduc!on to mech combat and the Starfinder RPG, packed with adventure content and new rules 

you can use to build the ul!mate mech campaign! (STL310550) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 184pgs, FC (PZO7253-HC)  SRP: $59.99 

 

MAR242593 

STARFINDER RPG MECHAGEDDON ADV PATH SP ED HC (C: 0-1-2) 



(W)  Various 

This 184-page hardcover campaign tells the story of rookie mech pilots on Daimalko, star!ng out as 

city defenders and venturing to the stars as the heroes become galac!c celebri!es. This epic 

campaign spans levels 3 to 18 and features new mechs, bonus adventures designed to slot into the 

campaign as interludes or stand on their own as one-shots, mech-sized maps, and more. 

Mechageddon! is an exci!ng introduc!on to mech combat and the Starfinder RPG, packed with 

adventure content and new rules you can use to build the ul!mate mech campaign! This deluxe 

special edi!on is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a bound-in ribbon 

bookmark. (STL310551) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 184pgs, FC (PZO7253-SE)  SRP: $79.99 

 

MAR242594 

STARFINDER FLIP-MAT CORPORATE OFFICE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Damien Mammoli! 

It could be just another day at the office, but one where your players live their fantasies of 

demolishing cubicles or having sword fights in the mee!ng room. One side depicts a futuris!c office 

space, replete with walkways, mee!ng rooms, private offices and lounging areas. The reverse side 

depicts the same site, now devastated by some catastrophic event, allowing you to dynamically 

change your baGlefield on the fly. This map also directly connects to Starfinder Flip-Mat: Data Center 

to let you make a truly massive encounter space. (STL310549) (C: 0-1-2) 

Game Accessory, 18pgs, FC (PZO7343)  SRP: $19.99 

 

RENEGADE GAME STUDIO 

 

MAR242595 

GI JOE DBG SILENT INTERLUDE EXP (C: 1-1-2) 

A small box expansion for the G.I. Joe Deck-Building Game featuring two new missions! In the first, 

discover a traitor in the midst of G.I. Joe and break them free of Dr. Mindbender's programming. In 

the second mission, take on the role of Snake Eyes as he embarks on a dangerous solo mission to the 

Silent Castle to rescue ScarleG from the clutches of Cobra! (STL300831) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only within US and territories. 

Deck-Building Game (RGS 02654)  SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR242596 

KIDS ON BIKES RPG 2ND ED SC (C: 0-1-2) 

Kids on Bikes is a Collabora!ve Storytelling RPG set in small towns with big adventure! In Kids on 

Bikes, you take on the roles of everyday people grappling with strange, terrifying, and very, very 



powerful forces that they cannot defeat, control, or even fully understand. Kids on Bikes even allows 

you to create a communally controlled Powered Character to add another dimension of gameplay to 

your games! Jump right into the ac!on quickly and create your own band of rag-tag mystery solvers 

today! (STL304695) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, SC, 184pgs, FC SRP: $39.99 

 

MAR242597 

LOTUS BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

From Renegade Game Studio. Lotus is a beau!ful game that grows into a unique work of art every 

!me you play. Clear your head and take in the quiet strength of the Lotus garden. It takes skillful care 

and nurturing to grow these flowers to their full poten!al, but once picked, they provide their owner 

with wisdom. Beware, for there are others who will do anything they can to get their hands on these 

mys!cal flowers. You'll need to enlist the help of creatures na!ve to this land to take control of the 

Lotus garden and achieve true enlightenment. This new version contains a solo mode where you can 

grow the beau!ful Winter Lotus! (STL314137) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Board Game, FC (RGS00527)  SRP: $30.00 

 

MAR242598 

ROBO RALLY MASTER BUILDER EXP (C: 1-1-2) 

From Renegade Game Studio. Introducing a brand new way to build your Robo Rally Courses! The 

Master Builder Expansion contains new 6x6 grid boards which allow for crazy course shapes and 

endless opportunity. This expansion also adds Factory Floor Tokens which are individual grid spaces 

with various elements on them. These tokens can be placed onto the board for exci!ng course 

customiza!on! These expansion boards and tokens are fully compa!ble with all exis!ng Robo Rally 

boards. (STL314135) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game Expansion, FC (RGS02637)  SRP: $25.00 

 

MAR242599 

ROBO RALLY THRILLS & SPILLS EXP (C: 1-1-2) 

From Renegade Game Studio. The Thrills & Spills expansion slides into your race courses with 3 new 

double-sided game boards featuring new elements like flamers, oil slicks, and portals! This expansion 

also includes 5 brand-new upgrade cards! This is an expansion and requires Robo Rally to play. 

(STL314136) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game Expansion, FC (RGS02636)  SRP: $20.00 

 

RIVER HORSE 



 

MAR242600 

JIM HENSONS LABYRINTH BOARD GAME DLX GAME PIECES (C: 1 

This Deluxe Game Pieces box includes five hightly detailed, 3x-scale versions of the Labyrinth Board 

Game playing pieces (Sarah, Hoggle, Ludo, Sir Didymus (and Ambrosius), and Jareth the Goblin King), 

finished in weathered metallic paint with a felt base. (STL309754) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Game Accessory SRP: $70.00 

 

ROLL FOR COMBAT 

 

MAR242601 

O/A BATTLEZOO BESTIARY (PATHFINDER 2E) HC 

(W) Mark SeiJer (A) Firat Solhan, Ameur Makhloufi 

Explore over 100 award-winning monsters for Pathfinder Second Edi!on from the 2020 RPG 

Superstar Contest. Inside, you'll find the monster mage, who learns spells from defeated monsters, 

ves!ge hunters, who gain the powers of their fallen foes, and new backgrounds related to monster 

hun!ng. Finally, upgrade your game's craJing with monster parts using the extensive and flexible 

new subsystem that fits in seamlessly with the game's economy. (STL283583) 

Sourcebook, 136pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

MAR242602 

O/A BATTLEZOO BESTIARY STRANGE & UNUSUAL (5E) HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Stephen Glicker & Various (A) Ameur Makhloufi 

Encounter over 150 award-winning monsters for 5th Edi!on from the 2021 RPG Superstar Contest. 

Inside, you'll also find the aberrant soul, slowly transforming into an aberra!on, as well as strange 

and unusual new backgrounds. CraJ strange and unusual items from the creatures' parts with new 

infused proper!es and staff refinements. (STL285966) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 216pgs, FC SRP: $49.99 

 

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL 

 

MAR242603 

POKEMON TCG GRENINJA 2 IN ALBUM (C: 1-1-2) 



From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. These 2in. Albums for Pokemon feature a vibrant, full-art cover. 

Equipped with 2-inch thick D-rings, this 3-ring album is perfect for large collec!ons of pages or 

organizing school work. Made in California, U.S.A. (pages sold separately) (STL311710) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

FC (UPI 16302)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242604 

POKEMON TCG GRENINJA 4 POCKET PORTFOLIO (C: 1-1-2) 

These Por[olios for Pokémon feature a vibrant, full-art cover. The 4-pocket por[olio stores and 

protects up to 40 standard size cards single-loaded and 80 cards double-loaded while the 9-pocket 

por[olio holds up to 90 standard size cards single-loaded and 180 cards double-loaded  in archival-

safe polypropylene pages. There are also pages in the center of the por[olio to store up to 4 

oversized cards. (STL311708) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

c, FC (UPI 16300)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242605 

POKEMON TCG GRENINJA 9 POCKET PORTFOLIO (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna!onal. These 9-Pocket Por[olios for Pokemon feature a vibrant, full-art cover. 

Each por[olio stores and protects up to 90 standard size cards single-loaded and 180 cards double-

loaded in archival-safe polypropylene pages. Made in California, U.S.A. (STL311709) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Por[olio, FC (UPI 16301)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242606 

POKEMON TCG GRENINJA 65 CT DECK PROTECTORS (C: 1-1-2) 

The 4-color printed Standard Deck Protectors with Ultra PRO's hologram quality seal. Stores and 

protects standard sized cards. Features iconic Pokémon imagery. 65-count pack. (STL311702) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Storage, FC (UPI 16296)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242607 

POKEMON TCG GRENINJA FULL VIEW DECK BOX (C: 1-1-2) 

These Full View Deck Box for Pokemon feature vibrant, full-color artwork and includes one matching 

deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, these deck boxes can 

store up to 75 double-sleeved cards comfortably. The self-locking lid keeps your cards securely stored 

when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. (STL311704) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 



Card Storage, FC (UPI 16297)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242608 

POKEMON TCG GRENINJA PLAYMAT (C: 1-1-2) 

These Playmats for Pokémon feature vibrant, full-color artwork. Made with a soJ fabric top to 

reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiJing 

during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 

13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL311707) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Game Accessory, FC (UPI 16299)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242609 

POKEMON TCG GRENINJA PRO BINDER (C: 1-1-2) 

These 9-Pocket PRO-Binders for Pokemon feature a vibrant, full-art cover and includes an elas!c 

strap closure. Side-loading pockets and low-fric!on material help keep cards in place. Safely stores up 

to 360 cards in archival-safe, acid-free, non-PVC pages. (STL311706) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Card Storage, FC (UPI 16298)  SRP: PI  

 

USAOPOLY 

 

MAR242610 

AQUA BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

In AQUA, your star!ng point is a hot spot that gradually becomes surrounded by expanding coral 

forma!ons. These corals serve as habitats for small marine animals. By fostering biodiverse habitats, 

you can then create ideal condi!ons for aGrac!ng the largest marine animals. At the end of the game 

the player that succeeded in growing the best coral forma!ons, and aGracted the most small and 

large sea animals, will be the winner! (STL311714) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Board Game, FC (USO HB000-805)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242611 

MONOPOLY THE BEATLES BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

Introducing a groundbreaking collabora!on between the iconic rock- n-roll legends and the beloved 

classic board game—MONOPOLY: The Beatles edi!on. Immerse yourself in the ul!mate Beatles 

experience, celebra!ng the music that defined an era. You have a !cket to ride to Strawberry Fields 



and Penny Lane and beyond as the music and magic of the Beatles meets the beloved property-

trading game. USAopoly products must be sold in your brick mortar store, or through a website you 

own. USAopoly products cannot be sold on Amazon, or any other third party website. (STL312402) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game, FC (USO MN043-190)  SRP: PI  

 

WIZARDS OF THE COAST 

 

MAR242612 

MTG TCG OUTLAWS THUNDER JUNCTION BOOSTER DIS (36CT) (C 

Outlaws of Thunder Junc!on, Magic the Gathering's first Western-themed release, brings exci!ng 

new gameplay to the collec!ble card game! The 100th Magic expansions, Outlaws of Thunder 

Junc!on takes players into Thunder Junc!on, a place where outlaws from across the Planes converge 

to challenge other outlaws and the players themselves for riches, fortune, and reputa!on. Build your 

collec!on with Boosters, Collector Boosters, and Commander Decks. (STL313697) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Pack (WOC D32600000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242613 

MTG TCG OUTLAWS THUNDER JUNCTION COLL BOOSTER DIS (12CT) (Ne 

Outlaws of Thunder Junc!on, Magic the Gathering's first Western-themed release, brings exci!ng 

new gameplay to the collec!ble card game! The 100th Magic expansions, Outlaws of Thunder 

Junc!on takes players into Thunder Junc!on, a place where outlaws from across the Planes converge 

to challenge other outlaws and the players themselves for riches, fortune, and reputa!on. Build your 

collec!on with Boosters, Collector Boosters, and Commander Decks. (STL313699) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Pack (WOC D32620000)  SRP: PI  

 

MAR242614 

MTG TCG OUTLAWS THUNDER JUNCTION COMMANDER DECK CARTON 

Outlaws of Thunder Junc!on, Magic the Gathering's first Western-themed release, brings exci!ng 

new gameplay to the collec!ble card game! The 100th Magic expansions, Outlaws of Thunder 

Junc!on takes players into Thunder Junc!on, a place where outlaws from across the Planes converge 

to challenge other outlaws and the players themselves for riches, fortune, and reputa!on. Build your 

collec!on with Boosters, Collector Boosters, and Commander Decks. (STL313700) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Deck (WOC D32630000)  SRP: PI  



 

MAR242615 

D&D RPG 5E RPG ESSENTIALS KIT (C: 1-0-0) 

(W)  Wizards of the Coast 

Everything you need to create characters and play the new adventures in this introduc!on to the 

world's greatest roleplaying game. Take your first step into the world of Dungeons & Dragons, or get 

a more expansive D&D experience aJer playing the Starter Set. Play with groups as small as two 

players (one Dungeon Master & one adventurer) for the first !me in D&D fiJh edi!on with the 

introduc!on of "sidekicks." BaGle and plunder your way through Phandalin in the all-new D&D 

adventure, Dragon of Icespire Peak. Experience the thrill of being a Dungeon Master behind a four-

panel DM screen with at-a-glance game rules for quick and easy reference. (STL309597) (C: 1-0-0) 

NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, and Mexico. 

Starter Set, 128pgs, FC (WOC C70080000)  SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR242616 

O/A D&D 5E RPG TASHAS CAULDRON OF EVERYTHING HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Wizards of the Coast 

The wizard Tasha, whose great works include the spell "Tasha's Hideous Laughter," has gathered bits 

and bobs of precious lore during her illustrious career as an adventurer. Her enemies wouldn't want 

these treasured secrets scaGered across the mul!verse, so in defiance, she has collected and codified 

these !dbits for the enrichment of all! Full of expanded content for players and DMs alike, this book 

is a great companion to the Player's Handbook. Baked in you'll find more rule op!ons for all the 

character classes in the Player's Handbook, including more subclass op!ons. Thrown in for good 

measure is the Ar!ficer class, a master of magical inven!on! And this witch's brew wouldn't be 

complete without a dash of added ar!facts, spellbook op!ons, spells for both player characters and 

monsters, magical taGoos, group patrons, and other tasty goodies! (STL170537) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC (WOC C78780000)  SRP: $49.95 

 

WIZKIDS/MAR242617 

WIZKIDS DEEP CUTS BLACK BASES (C: 1-1-2) 

Featuring an assortment of diameters to cover the most common miniature sizes, WizKids Bases 

allow miniature craJers of all skill levels the ability to customize their figures even further. WizKids 

Bases have low profiles for accurate miniature height and are designed to aGach to the boGom of the 

mini's terrain. Each pack comes with the following bases: 3x20mm bases, 6x25mm bases, 3x50mm 

bases. Choose from Black or Clear. (STL310031) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Game Accessory (WZK 90730)  SRP: $4.49 

 



MAR242618 

WIZKIDS DEEP CUTS CLEAR BASES (C: 1-1-2) 

From Wizkids/NECA. Featuring an assortment of diameters to cover the most common miniature 

sizes, WizKids Clear Bases allow miniature craJers of all skill levels the ability to customize their 

figures even further. WizKids Clear Bases have low profiles for accurate miniature height and are 

designed to aGach to the boGom of the mini’s terrain. Clear Bases allow players to see underlying 

terrain at a glance for an op!mal gameplay experience. Each pack comes with the following bases: 

3x20mm clear bases, 6x25mm clear bases, 3x50mm clear bases. (STL310029) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Game Accessory (WZK 90729)  SRP: $4.49 

 

MERCHANDISE NOW AVAILABLE 

 

HORROR 

 

OCT239269 

ARMY OF DARKNESS 14IN COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY PIT WITCH (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Something's amiss! Grab your booms!ck and get trapped in the Middle 

Ages with this exclusive Pit Witch collector's plushie, brought to you from Sam Raimi's cult classic 

Army of Darkness. (STL310159) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(TNK-99314-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239279 

DAY OF THE DEAD 14IN COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY BUB (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Maybe not all zombies are bad? Expand your ideas of what the walking 

dead can do with this exclusive collector's plushie inspired by the 1985 horror cult classic Day Of The 

Dead. (STL310163) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (TNK-77107-C) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $35.99 

 

OCT239280 

DAY OF THE DEAD 14IN COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY DR TONGUE (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Another day, another horde of undead who won't stay put. Prepare to 

survive the zombie apocalypse with this exclusive collector's plushie inspired by the 1985 horror 



classic Day Of The Dead. (STL310166) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (TNK-99673-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $35.99 

 

OCT239284 

GHOULIES 14IN CHARACTER PLUSH CAT GHOULIE (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Playing around with supernatural occult power is never a good idea. The 

mischievous Cat Ghoulie has been summoned in the form of this exclusive plush toy inspired by the 

horror cult classic Ghoulies. (STL310172) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (TNK-99390-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239285 

GHOULIES 14IN CHARACTER PLUSH FISH GHOULIE (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Performing that dark ritual sure seemed like a good idea at the !me. 

The Fish Ghoulie has been conjured to your world in the form of this exclusive plush toy inspired by 

the horror cult classic Ghoulies. (STL310174) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (TNK-99406-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239286 

GHOULIES 14IN CHARACTER PLUSH RAT GHOULIE (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Be careful when you dabble with dark magic and forbidden ceremonies. 

The Rat Ghoulie has been summoned to strike terror as this exclusive plush toy inspired by the horror 

cult classic Ghoulies. (STL310175) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(TNK-99413-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239236 

HALLOWEEN 1978 MICHAEL MYERS 1/6 SCALE FIGURE (NET) 

From Trick or Treat Studios. Trick or Treat Studios is proud to present the officially licensed, 

Halloween (1978) - Michael Myers - 1:6 Scale Figure! This poseable figure is approximately 12" and 

has 30+ points of ar!cula!on. The figure includes: two interchangeable hands, one for holding the 

included knife, and an open hand to grab vic!ms. Fully clothed in a screen accurate costume with a 

working zipper. Arrives in a beau!ful collector's box with a flip back window display. Order the 

ul!mate Halloween (1978) Michael Myers Ac!on Figure today! (STL308512) Item has been 



previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (ARTI100) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $120.00 

 

SEP218180 

ONE-12 COLLECTIVE HALLOWEEN II MICHAEL MYERS AF (NET) 

From Mezco Toys. Michael Myers from Halloween II stabs and slashes his way into the One:12 

Collec!ve! The One:12 Collec!ve Michael Myers figure wears weathered coveralls with six bullet 

holes aJer his doctor, Sam Loomis, fails to stop him. Michael comes complete with three head 

portraits, including a "blood tears" portrait. The silent stalker is equipped with his signature butcher's 

knife and a hammer that he can hold. Two unique jack-o-lanterns are included, both featuring a light-

up, flickering func!on. The classic jack-o'-lantern opens up to reveal a hidden skull inside. 

(STL215497) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (76841) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $85.00 

 

OCT239287 

POLTERGEIST 2 14IN CHARACTER PLUSH REVEREND KANE (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Emerging from the Other Side to haunt your home comes this exclusive 

plush toy inspired by the horror cult classic Poltergeist II. Feel the presence of the malevolent 

Reverend Kane with every supernatural snuggle. (STL310177) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (TNK-604295-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239238 

SCREAM GREATS KILLER KLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE FATSO 8IN FIG (NET) 

From Trick or Treat Studios. Trick or Treat Studios is proud to present the officially licensed, Killer 

Klowns from Outer Space ac!on figures as part of our Scream Greats Series 1 Collec!on! Scream 

Greats features iconic characters from some of our favorite cinema!c masterpieces! Each highly 

detailed figure is in 8 inch scale and will be perfect for display in any collec!on. (STL308945) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (TTMGM123) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

OCT239239 

SCREAM GREATS KILLER KLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE SHORTY 8IN FIG (NET) 



From Trick or Treat Studios. Trick or Treat Studios is proud to present the officially licensed, Killer 

Klowns from Outer Space ac!on figures as part of our Scream Greats Series 1 Collec!on! Scream 

Greats features iconic characters from some of our favorite cinema!c masterpieces! Each highly 

detailed figure is in 8 inch scale and will be perfect for display in any collec!on. (STL308947) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (TTMGM122) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

OCT239240 

SCREAM GREATS KILLER KLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE SLIM 8IN FIG (NET) 

From Trick or Treat Studios. Trick or Treat Studios is proud to present the officially licensed, Killer 

Klowns from Outer Space ac!on figures as part of our Scream Greats Series 1 Collec!on! Scream 

Greats features iconic characters from some of our favorite cinema!c masterpieces! Each highly 

detailed figure is in 8 inch scale and will be perfect for display in any collec!on. (STL308946) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (TTMGM123) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 

 

DEC237482 

TERRIFIER LDD ART THE CLOWN (NET) 

From Mezco Toys. From the slasher series Terrifier, Art the Clown is ready to slice and dice the LDD 

Presents lineup! The demonic killer clown is all smiles, featuring an all-new head sculpt and spor!ng 

his signature black-and-white clown costume with pom-pom and ruffle detailing. Gripping a meat 

cleaver in his right hand, Art unleashes horror with his expressive mime-like manner and a desire for 

gruesome chaos. The LDD Presents Terrifier: Art the Clown stands 10.5" tall and features 5 points of 

ar!cula!on. He is packaged in a die-cut window box, perfect for display. (STL313372) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (91017) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $51.99 

 

DIECAST 

 

NOV238027 

BTTF DELOREAN & DOC BROWN FIG 1/36 SCALE CORGI DIECAST (NET) 

From Corgi. Great ScoG! Prepare to go Back to the Future in celebra!on of the film's 35th 

anniversary with this new die-cast release of the most famous !me machine to ever grace the 

screen! Inventor Doc Brown achieves the seemingly impossible when he builds a !me machine.... out 

of a DeLorean! AJer being sent back in !me to 1955 when an experiment with Doc's inven!on goes 



wrong, young Marty McFly must make sure his parents get together to guarantee his existence, while 

enlis!ng the you Doc to repair the damaged DeLorean so Marty can go Back to the Future that he 

hopes is s!ll there!Featuring the unmistakable opening gull wing doors, a removable lightning rod 

conductor and detailed decora!on that includes the iconic OUTATIME registra!on plate, this release 

includes a white plas!c resin figure of Doc Brown himself! (STL311422) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (CC05503) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

DEC237013 

BTTF TIME MACHINE W/ RAIL WHEELS 1/24 DIE-CAST VEHICLE (NET) 

From Jada Toys. Travel back in !me with one of the most iconic vehicles in the Hollywood Rides 

lineup: The Time Machine Rail Wheels version as seen in Back to the Future Part III. CraJed from 

durable materials such as 100% die - cast metal and premium rubber !res. Featuring a die-cast body, 

rubber !res and light-up feature, this 1:24 scale vehicle is a must have in any Back to The Future 

collec!on! (STL311778) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (34996) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

NOV238030 

THE BEATLES LONDON BUS HELP 1/64 SCALE CORGI DIECAST (NET) 

From Corgi. The second film starring The Beatles, Help was released a mere year aJer A Hard Days 

Night. Leaning far more into fantasy than the preceding film, Help! is an absurdist comedy adventure 

that features the band at the height of their popularity. This die-cast metal bus features art from the 

original film poster in a striking body wrap. (STL311424) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (CC82335) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $32.99 

 

NOV238031 

THE BEATLES LONDON BUS LET IT BE 1/64 SCALE CORGI DIECAST (NET) 

From Corgi. Released on the 26th May 1967, Sgt. Peppers Lonely Heart Clubs Band featured on the 

album of the same name and introduced the fic!onal band who's songs feature on the album. The 

Album, considered as a concept album, featured tracks such as 'With a LiGle Help from My Friends' 

and 'Lucy in The Sky With Diamonds', with the albums tracks flowing seamlessly together in the 

fic!onal world of the band. (STL311425) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (CC82341) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $32.99 

 



DEC237010 

BIG TIME MUSCLE 16 CHEVY CAMARO SS WIDEBODY 1/24DIE-CAST VEH (NET) 

From Jada Toys. From the classic American muscle car to modern race marvels, Big Time Muscle die-

cast vehicles by Jada Toys brings American car culture to a smaller scale. These vehicles feature real 

rubber !res, opening doors, hood, and trunk along with a detailed interior. These beau!fully 

sculpted collec!ble vehicles are sure to be a standout in any die-cast collec!on! Collect them all! 

(STL311781) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (35028) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $20.99 

 

DEC237011 

BIG TIME MUSCLE 57 CHEVY BEL AIR CHOP TOP 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH (NET) 

From Jada Toys. From the classic American muscle car to modern race marvels, Big Time Muscle die-

cast vehicles by Jada Toys brings American car culture to a smaller scale. These vehicles feature real 

rubber !res, opening doors, hood, and trunk along with a detailed interior. These beau!fully 

sculpted collec!ble vehicles are sure to be a standout in any die-cast collec!on! Collect them all! 

(STL311780) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (35027) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $20.99 

 

DEC237012 

BIG TIME MUSCLE 69 CHEVY CAMARO 1/24 DIE-CAST VEHICLE (NET) 

From Jada Toys. From the classic American muscle car to modern race marvels, Big Time Muscle die-

cast vehicles by Jada Toys brings American car culture to a smaller scale. These vehicles feature real 

rubber !res, opening doors, hood, and trunk along with a detailed interior. These beau!fully 

sculpted collec!ble vehicles are sure to be a standout in any die-cast collec!on! Collect them all! 

(STL311783) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (35029) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $20.99 

 

DEC237014 

FAST & FURIOUS F10 CANDY GOLD LAMBORGHINI 1/24 DIE-CAST VEH (NET) 

From Jada Toys. Help Dom and his crew as they con!nue their global exploits in the unstoppable 

franchise built on speed! Featuring styling cues directly from the movies, these die-cast vehicles are 

sure to live up to the standards of fans and collectors alike. From Fast X, the Gold Lamborghini 

Gallardo features an opening hood, doors, and a premium deco. Collect them all to assemble your 

own fast team and save the day! (STL311776) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (34924) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $24.99 

 

DEC237015 

HOLLYWOOD RIDES TMNT PARTY WAGON 1/32 DIE-CAST VEHICLE (NET) 

From Jada Toys. Cowabunga! Hop in the Party Wagon with Donatello with this 1/32 scale die-cast 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles die cast car! With moving weapons, doors and wheels, this Party 

Wagon is sure to be a shell of a ride! Window box packaging. (STL311773) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (34723) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $7.99 

 

NOV238051 

HOT WHEELS CAR CULTURE EXOTIC ENVY ASST (NET) 

From MaGel Toys. The Hot Wheels Premium Car Culture Exo!c Envy Set delivers five iconic sports 

cars that are known for their speed capability and style. It includes replicas from revered 

manufacturers Lamborghini, BugaY, Koenigsegg, Alfa Romeo and McLaren. Each vehicle is 1:64 scale 

and features the aerodynamic designs that earned it the Speed Machines badge. Their premium 

execu!on includes full metal body construc!on and Real Riders !res. Colors and decora!ons may 

vary. (STL311703) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (FPY86-959G) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $7.49 

 

NOV238054 

HOT WHEELS POP CULTURE FAVORITES 2024 WAVE 1 ASST (NET) 

From MaGel Toys. Dive into a world of iconic collabora!ons with our Hot Wheels Pop Culture 2024. 

This exclusive collec!on seamlessly merges the thrill of die-cast cars with the charm of pop culture, 

featuring a lineup that pays homage to Motortrend, Forza Horizon 5, Barbie, Thundercats, and the 

!meless classic, Back to the Future. (STL311697) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (HXD63-956A) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $7.49 

 

NOV238055 

HOT WHEELS STAR WARS STARSHIPS SELECTS WAVE 1 ASST (NET) 

From MaGel Toys. The Hot Wheels Star Wars Starships Select collec!on features premium designs 

and packaging. Each ship is 4.5 to 6 inches in size, slightly larger than the tradi!onal Hot Wheels 

vehicle, and has movable parts to add to their authen!city. The sleek and clean design of the 

packaging makes it display-ready while s!ll in the box. It also comes with a stand that includes the 



ship's affilia!on logo and name for those who prefer to unbox. Collectors will want the en!re fleet! 

(STL311712) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (HHR14-956K) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $15.99 

 

NOV238028 

JAMES BOND BMW Z3 GOLDENEYE 1/36 SCALE CORGI DIECAST (NET) 

From Corgi. The BMW Z3 Roadster seen in GoldenEye is issued to James Bond by Q Branch featuring 

a parachute braking system and S!nger missiles hidden behind the front headlights. In the end 

though, 007 does not need to use either in his pursuit of rogue MI6 agent Alec Trevelyan. The first 

mass-produced Z series car, this sporty roadster was a popular vehicle for BMW from its debut in 

1995 un!l it was superseded by the Z4 model in 2002. The two-seater Z3 was produced in both 

roadster and coupe versions with a variety of engine models, including a Z3M version that sat at the 

top of the range. However, the rarest of the Z3s were produced to !e into the release of GoldenEye. 

(STL311427) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (CC04905) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $47.99 

 

NOV238029 

JAMES BOND LOTUS TURBO FOR YOUR EYES ONLY 1/36 SCALE CORGI (NET) 

From Corgi. James Bond con!nued his associa!on with Lotus in For Your Eyes Only, driving this 

copper colored Lotus Esprit Turbo in the laGer half of the film. Featuring two pairs of skis mounted to 

the roof, this striking vehicle stands out against the snowy slopes when Bonds's mission to retrieve a 

stolen missile targe!ng system takes him to the Italian Alps. The Lotus Esprit con!nued the Bri!sh 

motoring associa!on with the James Bond film franchise. Built between 1976 and 2004, the 

venerable series spanned eight model revisions, with numerous variants of each model. Featuring a 

fiberglass body on a steel chassis, the first S1 model of the car weighed under 1000kg. The car driven 

in For Your Eyes Only was an ˜Essex specifica!on' Turbo Esprit “ before this model, vehicles had to 

have turbo chargers installed as an aJermarket conversion, whereas this car had the modifica!on 

fiGed as standard on the Lotus factory floor. (STL311426) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (CC04705) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $47.99 

 

DEC237657 

JOHN WICK 1969 FORD MUSTANG 1/18 DIECAST (NET) 

From Round 2. Own a piece of cinema!c history with the 1:18 Scale 1969 John Wick Ford Mustang 

diecast model. This detailed replica showcases an opening hood and doors, a me!culously craJed 

interior, twin black hood and trunk stripes, a lower rocker panel stripe, Magnum 500 wheels, 

Firestone wide oval raised white leGer !res, and a lifelike replica of the powerful 429 Cobra Jet under 



the hood. Featured in the iconic movie "John Wick," where Keanu Reeves seeks revenge for the theJ 

of his '69 Boss 429 Mustang, this diecast model captures the essence of the film. Celebra!ng the 

unexpected franchise's success, which spawned sequels, a spin-off movie, and a spin-off TV show, 

this model pays homage to the legendary '69 Stang that graced the big screen and became a symbol 

of American Muscle. (STL313695) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(AWSS145/06) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $104.99 

 

DEC237658 

RAT FINK FIRE TRUCK W/RESIN FIGURE 1/18 DIECAST (NET) 

From Round 2. Rat Fink represents one of Ed “Big Daddy” Roth’s most legendary figures who helped 

shape the aesthe!cs of the hot rod culture from 1963 through today. This !me, the outrageously 

grungy gearhead is repor!ng for duty as the Fire Chief! His red hat isn’t just for show either. He’s got 

himself a whole new ride rigged up to cool down even the hoGest inferno! This vintage Fire Truck 

features a detailed ladder, firefigh!ng equipment, and a custom flamed paint job oozing with 

character! Whether your tail’s burnin’ or not, when Rat Fink rolls up, it’s going to be HOT. So, jump in, 

hit the siren, and hold on. He’s got a job to do! (STL313696) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (AWSS143/06) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

MODEL KITS 

 

DEC237656 

1966 BATMOBILE 1/25 SCALE SNAP BATMAN & POLAR LIGHTS MODEL K (NET) 

From Round 2. Rev up your Bat-fan excitement with the 1966 BATMOBILE 1/25 SCALE SNAP Kit! This 

skill level 2 model kit requires no paint or cement, authen!cally capturing every detail of the iconic 

TV car designed by George Barris. Molded in sleek black, the kit includes pre-painted PVC figures and 

features a glossy body with red striping. Assemble this classic Batmobile effortlessly, and relive the 

nostalgia of the 1966 TV series with this brilliantly detailed and easily assembled model kit. 

(STL313698) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (POL965/12) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237660 

CHRISTINE 1/25 SCALE 1958 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE RED AMT MODEL K (NET) 

From Round 2. Experience a piece of automo!ve history with the 1/25 Scale 1958 Plymouth 

Belvedere Model Kit. This kit faithfully replicates the iconic Plymouth Belvedere, famously featured in 

Stephen King's Chris!ne. Injected in striking red and boas!ng modern tooling, this model captures 

the essence of the classic vehicle. The vinyl !res with whitewall inserts, along with a super-detailed 



chassis, motor, and interior assemblies, ensure an authen!c representa!on. The kit includes a sheet 

of op!onal decals for customiza!on. To bring this classic car to life, you'll need plas!c cement and 

paint, allowing you to add your personal touch to this !meless piece. (STL313704) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMT801M/02) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $28.99 

 

NOV237466 

ED ROTH DRAG NUT MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. Drag Nut Monster can stand alone or be posi!oned in his Hot Rod. 

Model comes molded in white with metal axles and rolling wheels and includes a small companion 

Rat Fink Figure to complete the scene. (STL310024) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (H1303) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

NOV237431 

ED ROTH RAT FINK MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. The Classic Ed Big Daddy Roth's Rat Fink is back this !me from Atlan!s. 

This Rat Fink figure stands a full 6 inches tall and features wild beady clear eyeballs. Goes great with 

Model Car displays-and other Monsters! Ideal for moun!ng on car dashboards or on rear window 

decks. Classic box art completes the package.  (STL310023) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (H1305) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

DEC237558 

PREHISTORIC SCENES CAVE BEAR MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. 1/13 scale. This kit was last seen on store shelves some!me in the 

1970's. The Atlan!s kit comes molded in Bear Brown with a cave scene including cave wall and 

nameplate and bear skulls. From the Original Aurora Tooling. (STL313508) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (A738) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237559 

PREHISTORIC SCENES SABER TOOTH TIGER MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Atlan!s Toy and Hobby. This originally was released in 1972 as part of the Aurora plas!cs 

Prehistoric Scenes series. This injected plas!c model kit is being re-issued from the original molds 

dormant for decades! Instruc!ons and graphic color box will be included, along with detailed display 

base. (STL313509) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (A733) NOTE:  



Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237661 

STAR TREK 1/537 SCALE USS ENTERPRISE REFIT AMT MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Round 2. This model kit of the iconic U.S.S. Enterprise depicts her in her refit version, as seen in 

"Star Trek: The Mo!on Picture"! Photo-etched parts are included to drama!cally improve the finish 

of the kit. Order this classic spaceship for your own collec!on today! (STL313705) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMT1080/06) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $36.99 

 

DEC237659 

 STAR TREK 1/2500 SCALE U.S.S. ENTERPRISE-D SNAP 2T AMT MODE (NET) 

From Round 2. The U.S.S. Enterprise is among the most easily recognisable starships in all of science 

fic!on, and this kit reproduces her as seen in the 1987-94 series "Star Trek: The Next Genera!on." 

The kit features snap-fit assembly so glue is not needed, and it's molded in color too; extensive 

decals are included to reproduces the dis!nc!ve "aztec paGern" on its surface. A dome display base 

and metal support rod are included so you can show your ship off when it's completed, too! 

(STL313707) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMT1126M/12) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $27.99 

 

DEC237662 

STAR WARS 1/144 THE BAD BATCH HAVOC MARAUDER AMT MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Round 2. Star Wars: The Bad Batch presents exci!ng new adventures for young and old that 

introduce new spacecraJ like the Havoc Marauder which was inspired by the Imperial ShuGle among 

other designs. This brand-new model kit features snap assembly, so glue is not required. The gray 

plas!c can be painted to closely match the ship as seen onscreen, and a full-color decal sheet 

supplies all of the fine markings. 1/144 Scale, 38 Parts. 8" long. Molded in gray plas!c with water-

slide decal sheet, and pictorial assembly instruc!ons. Skill level 2 - Suggested for modelers age 14+ 

(STL313701) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMT1348/12) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $35.99 

 

DEC237663 

STAR WARS A NEW HOPE TIE 1/48 FIGHTER AMT MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Round 2. Explore the iconic starships of STAR WARS with this model kit featuring the !meless 

Imperial TIE Fighter. A symbol of elegant simplicity, the TIE Fighter has leJ an indelible mark in 



science fic!on. Perfect for budding modelers transi!oning from snap kits to glue-together models, 

this 1:48 scale TIE Fighter kit offers a manageable challenge at skill level 2, requiring paint and glue 

for assembly. With 32 me!culously molded parts in gray, including clear components, the finished 

model stands at an impressive 6 inches tall. Immerse yourself in the STAR WARS universe and bring 

the legendary TIE Fighter to life with this cap!va!ng and accessible model kit. (STL313703) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AMT1299/12) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $33.99 

 

DEC237664 

SUPERNATURAL 1/25 SCALE 1967 CHEVY IMPALA 4 DOOR AMT MODEL K (NET) 

From Round 2. This is the highly an!cipated "hero", car from the long-running TV series 

Supernatural. It featues 109 parts molded in black plas!c with chrome and clear parts.  This kit 

features a new four door, hardtop body, new bumpers, new interior parts including seats and panels. 

The chrome wheels match the custom wheels on the television show. Also features a detailed decals 

sheet. (STL313706) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(AMT1124M/02) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $31.99 

 

CANDY 

 

JAN229165 

DBZ SENZU BEANS CLOTH BAG 18CT GRAVITY FEED DIS (NET) 

From Boston America Corp. Mys!cal beans to rejuvenate your sweet and "sour" tooth! Each 

drawstring bag is filled with 2 oz of fruit flavored candy sour "beans." (STL229656) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (17609) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $2.99 

 

SEP238956 

FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDYS PIZZA BOX CANDY DISPLAY (NET) 

From Boston America Corp. Enjoy a frigh[ul treat with the Five Nights At Freddy's Pizza box candies! 

These sour orange candies come packaged in themed pizza packaging and make a perfect giJ or 

favor for the fan in your life. (STL303489) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (17486) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Product SRP: $3.99 

 

JAN239203 



JUJUTSU KAISEN SUKUNA CURSE FINGER GUMMY DISPLAY 

From Boston America. The detailed cursed finger of Ryomen Sukuna is a 1.8 ounce gummy, black 

cherry flavored. Packed 9 per display. (STL271743) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (17643) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $4.50 

 

JAN239204 

LEGEND OF ZELDA SHIELD MINT DISPLAY 

From Boston America. Straight from the Legend of Zelda, the !n is shaped like Link’s shield and 

contains 0.7 ounces of powerful peppermints. Packed 18 per display. (STL271742) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (17215) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $3.99 

 

FEB228393 

NINTENDO GAMEBOY 12CT DIS (NET) 

From Boston America. The handheld console domina!ng the 90s is back! This collec!ble !n holds 1.5 

ounces of D-Pad shaped grape flavored candy. (STL231010) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (17559) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $3.99 

 

FEB228228 

NINTENDO MARIO KART BLIND BOX 18CT DIS (NET) 

From Boston America. Six possible race cup !ns can be won! Each collec!ble !n holds 0.7 ounces of 

fruit flavored candy. (STL230423) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(17565) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $3.99 

 

FEB218421 

NINTENDO SUPER MARIO BROS MUSHROOM SOURS 12CT DIS (NET) 

From Boston America. Inspired by Super Mario Bros., these mushroom-shaped !ns are filled with 0.9 

ounces of sour cherry and green apple candies. (STL190632) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (17177) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $3.99 

 



MAR094907 

PAC-MAN GHOST SOURS 18 CT DISP (NET) 

When you're trapped in a maze and ghosts with blinking eyes are chasing you, only Pac-Man candies 

will help you through! Power Pellets come in a Pac-Man shaped yellow !n, and Ghost Sours come in 

red or blue ghost-shaped !ns. (STK391993) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (17249) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $0.00 

 

PINS 

 

NOV237550 

BEAVIS AND BUTTHEAD IN CLASS PINSET 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Get ready to score with this enamel pin set featuring Beavis and 

BuGhead! Each pin measures about 2" tall. (STL310186) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (BUTT-PINSET-CLA) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Product SRP: $15.99 

 

JAN228496 

GODZILLA SERIES 4 GODZILLA ENAMEL PIN 

From Pintrill. Godzilla series 4 is here! Each black nickel plated brass pin with hard enamel includes a 

black rubber pin clutch and comes packaged on a decora!ve branded backing card. Collect Godzilla, 

Rodan, Mechagodzilla, King Ghidorah, and Mothra! (STL227559) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (PT-1416-CLB) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $12.00 

 

JAN228497 

GODZILLA SERIES 4 KING GHIDORAH ENAMEL PIN 

From Pintrill. Godzilla series 4 is here! Each black nickel plated brass pin with hard enamel includes a 

black rubber pin clutch and comes packaged on a decora!ve branded backing card. Collect Godzilla, 

Rodan, Mechagodzilla, King Ghidora, and Mothra! (STL227558) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (PT-1417-CLB) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $12.00 

 

JAN228498 

GODZILLA SERIES 4 MECHAGODZILLA ENAMEL PIN 



From Pintrill. Godzilla series 4 is here! Each black nickel plated brass pin with hard enamel includes a 

black rubber pin clutch and comes packaged on a decora!ve branded backing card. Collect Godzilla, 

Rodan, Mechagodzilla, King Ghidora, and Mothra! (STL227557) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (PT-1418-CLB) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $12.00 

 

JAN228499 

GODZILLA SERIES 4 MOTHRA ENAMEL PIN 

From Pintrill. Godzilla series 4 is here! Each black nickel plated brass pin with hard enamel includes a 

black rubber pin clutch and comes packaged on a decora!ve branded backing card. Collect Godzilla, 

Rodan, Mechagodzilla, King Ghidora, and Mothra! (STL227555) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (PT-1420-CLB) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $12.00 

 

JAN228500 

GODZILLA SERIES 4 RODAN ENAMEL PIN 

From Pintrill. From Pintrill. Godzilla series 4 is here! Each black nickel plated brass pin with hard 

enamel includes a black rubber pin clutch and comes packaged on a decora!ve branded backing 

card. Collect Godzilla, Rodan, Mechagodzilla, King Ghidora, and Mothra! (STL227556) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PT-1419-CLB) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories. 

Product SRP: $12.00 

 

NOV237563 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG GOLDEN SERIES 2 PIN 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Presen!ng an all new line of hard enamel pins! Featuring a stylish golden 

design, these pins feature gliGer ink for a sparkly finish. Each Sonic the Hedgehog 1.5" pin comes 

packaged with a rubber backer on a branded backing card.  (STL310127) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (2SONIC-PIN-EMSO) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

NOV237564 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG KNUCKLES GOLDEN SERIES 2 PIN 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Presen!ng an all new line of hard enamel pins! Featuring a stylish golden 

design, these pins feature gliGer ink for a sparkly finish. Each Sonic the Hedgehog 1.5" pin comes 

packaged with a rubber backer on a branded backing card. (STL310134) Item has been previously 



solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (2SONIC-PIN-EMKN) NOTE: Available only in US and 

Canada. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

NOV237570 

SOUTH PARK GROUP SHOT PIN 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Come on down to South Park with these pins from Zen Monkey Studios. 

This soJ enamel pin with epoxy finish measures about 1.4" inches in height. (STL310152) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (SP-PIN-GROUPSHO) NOTE: Available only 

in US and Canada. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

NOV237573 

SOUTH PARK TOWELIE PIN 

From Zen Monkey Studios. Come on down to South Park with these pins from Zen Monkey Studios. 

This soJ enamel pin measures about 1.65" inches in height. (STL310148) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (SP-PIN-TOWELIE) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

Product SRP: $9.99 

 

PLUSH 

 

DEC237586 

ATTACK ON TITAN EREN PALO PLUSH (NET) 

 (STL312322) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PIL-AOT-ERNT) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237589 

BOB ROSS PALO PLUSH (NET) 

 (STL312334) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PIL-ROSS-BRSQ) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237590 



BOBS BURGERS KUCHI KOPI PALO PLUSH (NET) 

 (STL312323) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PIL-BOB-KCBT) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237592 

COBRA KAI DANIEL PALO PLUSH (NET) 

 (STL312325) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PIL-CK-DNLR) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237611 

MY HERO ACADEMIA BAKUGO PALO PLUSH (NET) 

 (STL312331) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PIL-MHA-BKGS) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237613 

MY HERO ACADEMIA ENDEVOR PALO PLUSH (NET) 

 (STL312332) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PIL-MHA-EVSC) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC237620 

STAR TREK SPOCK PALO PLUSH (NET) 

 (STL312336) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PIL-ST-SPCK) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239275 

CUPHEAD 8IN COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY CUPHEAD (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Say there fellas, up for a liGle soul collec!ng? Get your head in the game 

with this exclusive plush toy of the !tular character from Cuphead. Join his journey from Inkwell Isle 



to the weird worlds beyond. (STL313427) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (TNK-604349-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

OCT239278 

CUPHEAD 8IN COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY MUGMAN (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Oh, Cuphead, what did you do? Join big brother on a wild adventure 

with this exclusive plush toy of the other main character from Cuphead. Prepare to journey from 

Inkwell Isle to the strange worlds beyond. (STL313428) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (TNK-604356-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

OCT239281 

FUTURAMA BENDER 8IN CHIBI COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Enjoy a chuckle with the wiGy robot Bender, who's been reimagined as 

this exclusive plush toy inspired by Futurama. You'll have a galaxy of giggles with this chibi-style plush 

as your interplanetary sidekick. (STL313433) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (TNK-614461-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239282 

FUTURAMA NIBBLER 8IN CHIBI COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Share a snuggle with Nibbler onboard the Planet Express with this 

exclusive plush toy inspired by Futurama. You'll never run out of dark maGer to power your zany 

adventures with this cute plush around. (STL313435) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (TNK-614478-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

OCT239283 

FUTURAMA ZOIDBERG 8IN CHIBI COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. Join the quirky Dr. Zoidberg onboard the Planet Express with this 

exclusive plush toy inspired by Futurama. Know your health is in good claws with this cute chibi-style 

plush monitoring things in your galaxy. (STL313436) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (TNK-614485-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 



OCT239289 

TEEN WOLF 14IN COLLECTOR PLUSH TOY SCOTT HOWARD (NET) 

From Syndicate Collec!bles. What would you do with all that power? Inherit the curse with this 

exclusive collector's plushie inspired by the 1985 cult classic Teen Wolf. You're sure to be the next big 

star in Beacontown. (STL310156) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(TNK-99628-C) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

BLIND BAG 

 

DEC237530 

DEMON SLAYER S3 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a popular character from Demon Slayer, and comes 

packaged in a blind bag for an element of surprise.  (STL313462) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (16704) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $5.99 

 

DEC237531 

HELLO KITTY & FRIENDS BUBBLE TEA 3D BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a popular Sanrio character, and comes packaged in a 

blind bag for an element of surprise. (STL313430) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (78205) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $5.99 

 

DEC237532 

HELLO KITTY TOKYO KAWAII 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a popular Hello KiGy character, and comes packaged 

in a blind bag for an element of surprise.  (STL313420) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (78190) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $5.99 

 

JUN238444 



MARVEL CLASSIC 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP DS 

From Monogram Products. Flaunt your Marvel fandom with these bag clips from Monogram! These 

3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so collec!ng them is always a fun surprise.  (STL291304) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (68760) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $5.99 

 

DEC237536 

ONE PIECE SERIES3 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a popular character from One Piece, and comes 

packaged in a blind bag for an element of surprise. (STL313461) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (70120) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $5.99 

 

DEC237538 

SCARFACE 3D FOAM BAG CLIP 24PC BMB DS 

From Monogram Products. Monogram Product's Figural 3D Keyrings are a fun and collec!ble way to 

keep your keys organized! Each keyring features a popular character from Scarface, and comes 

packaged in a blind bag for an element of surprise.  (STL313463) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (76185) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $5.99 

 

JUN238448 

WB HORROR SERIES 7 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP DS 

From Monogram Products. Flaunt your Warner Brothers fandom with a horror twist with these bag 

clips from Monogram! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so collec!ng them is always 

a fun surprise.  (STL291300) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(47355) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $5.99 

 

GODZILLA 

 

JUL238402 

BURNING GODZILLA BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (NET) 



From BNTCA - Toy. From BNTCA - Toy. SoJ Vinyl ac!on figure from the Movie Monster Series. Height 

is approximately 14 cm. with movable tail and legs. (STL294556) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (92178) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

AUG238281 

GODZILLA 2004 BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (NET) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Inspired by Godzilla's appearance in the Godzilla Final Wars film from 2004, this 

figure is part of the 6" line of collec!bles in the Movie Monster Series. It features an updated sculpt, 

seYng it apart from the original release. Godzilla enthusiasts can look forward to adding this exci!ng 

figure to their collec!ons. (STL298656) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (92180) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

APR238187 

GODZILLA 2019 BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (NET) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of Godzilla with the Godzilla 2019 Bandai Movie Monster 

Series Vinyl Figure! Standing at a height of 6.3" tall, this me!culously craJed vinyl figure features 

ar!culated arms and legs to recreate your favorite scenes from the 2019 film Godzilla: King of the 

Monsters.  (STL282700) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (92171) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

APR238189 

GODZILLA 2019 KING GHIDORAH MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (NET) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of King Ghidorah with the King Ghidorah 2019 Bandai Movie 

Monster Series Vinyl Figure! Standing at a height of 7.5" tall and with a wingspan stretching over 12" 

wide, this me!culously craJed vinyl figure will be an impressive addi!on to any Godzilla: King of the 

Monsters collec!on. (STL282703) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(92173) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

JUL238403 

GODZILLA DESTOROYAH MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (NET) 

From BNTCA - Toy. SoJ Vinyl ac!on figure from the Movie Monster Series. Height is approximately 14 

cm. with movable wings and legs. (STL294554) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (92175) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $19.99 

 

AUG238280 

GODZILLA GIGAN 2004 MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (NET) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Inspired by Godzilla and Gigan's appearance in the Godzilla Final Wars film from 

2004, these figures are part of the 6" line of collec!bles in the Movie Monster Series. They feature 

updated sculpts, seYng them it apart from the original release. Godzilla enthusiasts can look forward 

to adding these exci!ng figures to their collec!ons. (STL298651) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (92179) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR228448 

GODZILLA MOTHRA KING GHIDORAH ALL OUT ATTACK 1000 PC PUZZLE 

Who will be the last monster standing? Try to contain the ac!on within this fiery 1,000-piece Godzilla 

jigsaw puzzle en!tled Godzilla, Mothra and King Ghidorah: Giant Monsters All-Out AGack featuring 

the poster art for Toho Studio's 2001 kaiju film of the same name and Japan's notorious baGling 

monsters. (STL235252) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PZ133-

710) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $17.99 

 

SEP239840 

GODZILLA NANOBLOCK MININANO SER 1 6PC BMB BOX (NET) 

From BNTCA. Godzilla Assortment 1 from Nanoblock's mininano series is an assortment of 6 

characters. Stands approximately 2.00" tall in average. This is considered an entry level kit. 

(STL304750) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (NAN21907) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $36.00 

 

OCT238268 

GODZILLA NANOBLOCK MININANO SER 2 6PC BMB BOX (NET) 

From BNTCA. Godzilla Assortment 2 from Nanoblock's mininano series is an assortment of 6 

characters. Stands approximately 1.49" tall in average. This is considered an entry level kit. 

(STL306365) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (NAN22413) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $36.00 

 



SEP238879 

GODZILLA X KONG HEAT-RAY BREATH GODZILLA RC (NET) 

From Jada Toys. Experience the ul!mate adventure with the Remote-Control Godzilla with heat-ray 

breath from the movie Godzilla X Kong! This larger-than-life toy lets you control Godzilla as it walks, 

stomps, and whips its tail around. Witness the awe-inspiring light-up heat-ray breath as it illuminates 

the baGlefield with its iconic roar. Stretching almost 2 feet long, Godzilla is ready to win the next 

fight. The user-friendly remote control allows you to maneuver Godzilla effortlessly, bringing 

legendary baGles to life. CraJed with me!culous aGen!on to detail, this Godzilla RC is great for play 

and display. AGES: 8+, BaGeries Included: 4 AA and 2 AAA.  (STL303310) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (34994) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

APR238191 

MILLENIUM GODZILLA BANDAI MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL FIG (NET) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of Godzilla with the Milennium Gozilla Bandai Movie 

Monster Series Vinyl Figure! Standing at a height of 6.3" tall, this me!culously craJed vinyl figure 

features limited ar!cula!on in the arms and legs to recreate your favorite scenes from the 1999 film 

Godzilla 2000.  (STL282705) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(92174) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

TV MOVIE VIDEO GAMES 

 

DEC192960 

MONOPOLY GODZILLA BOARD GAME 

Put your Godzilla fandom to use in Monopoly: Godzilla! Buy, sell, and trade your favorite loca!ons 

from the different Godzilla movies and eras. Choose your favorite token to travel around the board 

and relive your favorite moments from this worldwide pop-culture icon! (STL144987) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (MN133-710) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories. 

Product SRP: $39.95 

 

GODZILLA 

 

SEP239913 

TOHO GODZILLA GLOW WV1 MASK (NET) 



From Super7. It’s Halloween just how you remember it, but now beGer! Behold the new glow-in-the-

dark Toho vintage-inspired Halloween mask of Godzilla! Made with high quality plas!c spor!ng a 

glow-in-the-dark effect and elas!c headband all packaged in retro-style window box packaging, this 

Godzilla mask will give you a sense of nostalgia nearly as big as the King of the Monsters! 

(STL304800) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (AC-TOHOW01-GZS-) 

NOTE: Not available in Japan. 

Product SRP: $20.00 

 

OCT238991 

TOHO ULTIMATES GODZILLA MINUS ONE AF (NET) 

From Super7. Godzilla has risen from the sea to ravage an unsuspec!ng post-war Japan and it has 

never looked more terrifying! Based on the same 3D models used for the 2023 film Godzilla Minus 

One and approved by director Takashi Yamazaki for authen!city, this highly-ar!culated Toho 

ULTIMATES! Godzilla Minus One figure measures over 8" tall and 14" long, features intricate sculpt 

and premium paint detailing, and comes with an interchangeable roaring head- all of which give it a 

visceral sense of power and danger! If you can overcome the undeniable urge to flee for safety, add 

this made-to-order Toho ULTIMATES! Godzilla: Minus One to your kaiju collec!on! (STL308272) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-TOHO-08854) NOTE: Not available 

in Japan. 

Product SRP: $85.00 

 

MAY218070 

ROBOCOP 1 ROBOCOP PX 1/18 SCALE FIG 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From the 1987 classic Robocop, Hiya Toys presents this 1/18-

scale ac!on figure of Robocop himself! Featuring a metallic paintjob that mimics the look of his 

armor in the film, and hand with data probe, fans can recreate their favorite scenes from Robocop 

with this 4 1/2" tall film accurate figure! (STL147411) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (LR0075) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

DEC218007 

SDCC 2022 ROBOCOP ED-209 VS ROBOCOP BATTLE DAM PX 1/8 AF 2PK 

It is the city of Old Detroit. The !me: tomorrow! Recreate the classic baGle between Robocop and 

the menacing ED-209 with this limited edi!on 2-Pack from Hiya Toys! ED-209 features an exploded 

cannon on one arm, and scars from its top-floor baGle with Robocop, who also features cracked and 

damaged armor. The film-accurate 1/18 scale figure of Robocop stands 4.1" tall while ED-209 towers 

over him at 5 1/2" tall and even features a sound chip with movie-accurate sound effects and 

dialogue! This limited edi!on San Diego Comic Con Exclusive 2-Pack is limited to 3000 pieces, so 



order now to bring this epic baGle from Robocop to your shelf! (STL222391) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (EMR0105) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

DEC208249 

ROBOCOP BATTLE DAMAGED ED-209 PX 1/18 SCALE FIGURE 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! It is the city of Old Detroit. The !me: tomorrow! Hiya Toys 

revisits the ED-209 figure with a special baGle-damaged variant. With an exploded cannon on one 

arm, and featuring scars from its top-floor baGle with Robocop, this film-accurate 1/18 scale figure 

stands 5 1/2" tall and is a perfect reproduc!on of one of the 80s coolest (and most incompetent) 

villains. The BaGle Damaged ED-209 features a sound chip with movie-accurate sound effects and 

dialogue, while also featuring a new foot sculpt! (STL184164) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (LR0078) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY218072 

ROBOCOP ED209 PX 1/18 SCALE FIG W/SOUND 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The future of law enforcement has arrived! From the original 

Robocop, Enforcement Droid 209 joins the Hiya Toys Robocop lineup in 1/18-scale! This worthy 

opponent to Robocop features ar!cula!on that mimics the movement of the Droid in the movie, plus 

movie-accurate sound effects and dialogue! (STL159201) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (LR0077) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

OCT218536 

ROBOCOP 2 BATTLE DAMAGED ROBOCAIN PX 1/18 SCALE FIGURE 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! A violently insane criminal that is hopelessly addicted to a 

highly-addic!ve narco!c known as NUKE, RoboCain from Robocop 2 comes to life in 1/18-scale from 

Hiya Toys! This 5" BaGle Damaged RoboCain figure features incredible ar!cula!on and detail for a 

figure of its scale. Be sure to add this PREVIEWS Exclusive BaGle Damaged RoboCain figure to your 

collec!on to recreate the ac!on from RoboCop 2! (STL218661) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (EMR0093) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

JUL218197 

ROBOCOP 2 ROBOCAIN PX 1/18 SCALE FIGURE 



From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! A violently insane criminal that is hopelessly addicted to a 

highly-addic!ve narco!c known as NUKE, RoboCain from Robocop 2 comes to life in 1/18-scale from 

Hiya Toys! This 5" RoboCain figure features incredible ar!cula!on and detail for a figure of its scale. 

Be sure to add this PREVIEWS Exclusive RoboCain figure to your collec!on to recreate the ac!on 

from RoboCop 2! (STL208389) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(EMR0044) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY218071 

ROBOCOP 2 ROBOCOP PX 1/18 SCALE FIG 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From the 1990 sequel Robocop 2, Hiya Toys presents this 

1/18-scale ac!on figure of Robocop! Featuring a unique paintjob that mimics the look of his armor in 

the film, hand with data probe, and his BereGa! Fans can recreate their favorite scenes from Robocop 

2 with this film accurate figure! (STL144306) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (LR0079) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

DEC218163 

ROBOCOP 3 ROBOCOP VS OTOMO PX 1/18 SCALE AF 2PK 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Hiya Toys presents a new versus set to build your own 

Robocop baGle scenes! With this set, you can recreate the classic baGle from Robocop 3 between 

Robocop and the powerful ninja-like androids called Otomo. Tasked with destroying RoboCop, the 

Otomo figure features baGle damage to his head, making him look even more ferocious. Each 1/18-

scale figure measures about 4" tall and comes with character specific accessories. This Robocop Vs. 

Otomo PREVIEWS Exclusive Ac!on Figure 2-Pack comes packaged in an aGrac!ve protec!ve 

cardboard window box. (STL222943) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (EMR0102) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

FEB208985 

ROBOCOP 2014 BATTLE-DAMAGED ROBOCOP PX 1/18 SCALE FIG 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From the 2014 remake of the classic Robocop, Hiya Toys 

presents this 1/18-scale ac!on figure of a baGle-damanged Robocop himself! Featuring a metallic 

paintjob that mimics the look of his black armor in the film, with a broken helmet, scarring on his 

chest plate, and his leJ hand destroyed, fans can recreate their favorite scenes from Robocop with 

this 4 1/2" tall film accurate figure! (STL161804) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (LR0084) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 



 

DEC198070 

ROBOCOP 2014 EM208 PX 1/18 SCALE FIG 2PK 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From the 2014 remake of the classic 80's flick, Robocop, Hiya 

Toys presents a 2-pack of fully ar!culated 1/18th scale OmniCorp EM-208 Enforcement Droids! Their 

highly detailed mechanical designs are based directly on the O-Shield armor from the film, and the 

set includes interchangeable hands and pistols to pose them defending the peace or in figh!ng 

poses! Each 1/18 Scale EM-208 figure stands about 4 1/2" tall. (STL152907) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (LR0088) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

JAN208399 

ROBOCOP 2014 ROBOCOP BLACK PX 1/18 SCALE FIG 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From the 2014 remake of the classic Robocop, Hiya Toys 

presents this 1/18-scale ac!on figure of Robocop himself! Featuring an accurate recrea!on of the 

sleek black armor from the film, and interchangeable hands to hold weapons, fans can recreate their 

favorite scenes from Robocop with this 4 1/2" tall film accurate figure! (STL156558) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (LR0083) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

JAN208400 

ROBOCOP 2014 ROBOCOP SILVER PX 1/18 SCALE FIG 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From the 2014 remake of the classic Robocop, Hiya Toys 

presents this 1/18-scale ac!on figure of Robocop himself! Featuring a metallic paintjob that mimics 

the look of his silver armor in the film, and and interchangeable hands to hold weapons, fans can 

recreate their favorite scenes from Robocop with this 4 1/2" tall film accurate figure! (STL156560) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (LR0085) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

DC HEROES 

 

APR228645 

BATMAN 1989 BATMAN COWL 1/1 REPLICA (NET) 

From Pure Arts Limited. Above Gotham City looms its greatest Super Hero: Batman! Rich playboy & 

philanthropist by day and defender of the city by night, Batman is revitalized with the PureArts 

Batman 1/1 Cowl Replica! Using 3D scans of the original prop from Tim Burton's 1989 film, this 

Batman 1/1 Cowl Replica is carefully craJed for a realis!c recrea!on of Batman's Cowl. With a 



miniature Gotham City mayoral house statue and removable emblem, this first collec!ble in 

PureArts' Batman collec!on has it all! (STL239944) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (PA001BA) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $799.00 

 

SEP218133 

BATMAN HUSH HUNTRESS MAFEX AF 

From Medicom Toy. The MAFEX figure line con!nues with the Batman: HUSH comic series, this !me 

featuring The Huntress! Measuring around 8" tall and featuring a design inspired by Jim Lee's 

artwork, this ar!culated figure comes with a fabric cape, 2 different facial expressions, and a figure 

stand. (STL215433) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL215433) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

NOV218005 

DARK NIGHTS DEATH METAL DAH-063 BATMAN WHO LAUGHS AF 

From Beast Kingdom. The mutated character in DC's mul!verse, The Batman Who Laughs, combines 

the manic craziness of the Joker with the brute force of Batman. Praised by fans for his unique 

personality and looks, the Death Metal character has become a legend in its own right and one that 

nightmares are made of! Beast Kingdom presents the DAH-063 Death Metal: The Batman Who 

Laughs, a figure represen!ng a character of fear and madness! Standing at 7 3/4" in height and with 

over 26 points of ar!cula!on, the figure brings to life the crazed, wide mouthed face with 2 

replaceable head sculpts. The Death Metal-inspired clothing is represented in all its glory using real 

cloth for the suit. The signature wings and long handled sickle are also included for fans to enjoy. 

(STL219563) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (DAH-063) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $117.90 

 

MAR229059 

FCBD 2023 DK METAL DAH063DX BATMAN WHO LAUGHS W/ROBINS PX AF 

From Beast Kingdom. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Enter a dark world unlike any other with Beast Kingdom 

as two of the main characters from the DC Mul!verse join the highly ar!culated DAH (Dynamic 

8c!on Heroes) line of figures! In Dark Knights Metal, both Batman and his sidekick Robin have been 

twisted by the Joker venom, becoming some of the most fearsome villains in the Dark Mul!verse. 

Featuring between 20 and 26 points of ar!cula!on, The Batman Who Laughs comes to life in 1/9 

scale wearing his signature spiked ou[it made of imita!on leather, and the Rabid Robins sport their 

classic red and green with a real metal chain! Each figure comes with a collec!on of two maniacal 

head sculpts and mul!ple replaceable hands, plus Batman's short-handled sickle and a special 

branded figure base with bracket. This PREVIEWS Exclusive set of the corrupted Caped Crusader and 



his minions is limited to only 720 pieces, so order now for a dynamic addi!on to your Dark 

Mul!verse this Free Comic Book Day! (STL236686) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $199.00 

 

SEP239767 

DC BUILD-A-FIG WV11 BATMAN & ROBIN 7IN BATMAN AF (NET) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These incredibly detailed 7" scale figures based on the DC Mul!verse 

are designed with Ultra Ar!cula!on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of posing and play! 

Each figure includes accessories and a display base, plus a collec!ble art card with character art on 

the front, and biography on the back. Each figure in the Batman & Robin Build-a line includes pieces 

that when combined will assemble Mr. Freeze! (STL304608) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (15636) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR229401 

RETURN OF SUPERMAN STEEL MAFEX AF 

From Medicom. John Henry Irons, Steel from The Return of Superman, joins the MAFEX line of 

figures from Medicom! Steel comes with 3 head parts, effect parts including a pair of rocket boots 

and hammer, plus interchangable hands for dynamic posing. Includes a movable figure stand. 

(STL237536) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL237536) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $124.99 

 

JUL222485 

MARVEL LEGENDS IN 3D COMIC MAGNETO 1/2 SCALE BUST (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Magneto was right! Show your allegiance to the one-!me villain, 

former leader of the Brotherhood, now X-Man in good standing Magneto with this new 10-inch bust! 

Digitally sculpted in approximately ½ scale, this Legends in 3D bust sits atop a detailed base featuring 

the rubble of the Xavier Ins!tute and is limited to only 1000 pieces. It comes packaged with a 

cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Sandro Luis 

Sampaio! (STL239211) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (84735) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $175.00 

 

JUN228054 

MARVEL LOKI LAUFEYSON BISHOUJO STATUE (NET) 



From Kotobukiya. New Produc!on Run! AJer Ragnarok, the "end" in Norse mythology, Loki returns 

as a young woman. For the first !me in six years, Shunya Yamashita's astounding BISHOUJO statue of 

Loki will be reproduced. Taking possession of Sif and gaining a female body, Loki has been sculpted 

into a gorgeous, fashionable, and voluptuous figure. The base can be connected to that of Marvel 

Thor (Jane Foster) Bishoujo Statue. The color of the base and packaging have been revised, and parts 

added for this reproduc!on. (STL245540) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (MK352) NOTE: Available most of North America except Mexico, plus Iceland, Israel, 

New Zealand, Russia, South Africa. 

Product SRP: $129.99 

 

SEP212196 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC BISHOP STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! From a grim and distant future comes the X-Man out of !me – 

Bishop! Formerly of Xavier’s Security Enforcers, Bishop is now the latest statue in the Marvel Premier 

Collec!on. Wielding a blaster and gathering up a charge in his other hand, the energy-absorbing 

mutant stands approximately 12 inches tall. This comic-based statue is limited to only 3000 pieces, 

and comes packaged with a numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. Designed by Joe 

Allard, sculpted by Alejandro Pereira Ezcurra! (STL207223) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater 

China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $250.00 

 

JUN212281 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC BULLSEYE STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Target acquired! Daredevil baddie bullseye gets the Premier 

Collec!on treatment with this all-new 9-inch statue! With one foot up on a Daredevil target and 

playing cards in both hands, Bullseye is ready to take out whoever he needs to in order to get into 

your collec!on. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged with a numbered cer!ficate of 

authen!city in a full-color box. Designed by Caesar and Clayburn Moore, hand-sculpted by Clayburn 

Moore. (STL195244) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $175.00 

 

MAY212112 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC COLOSSUS STATUE (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The X-Men's resident strongman takes on a mutant-hun!ng Sen!nel 

in this, the newest installment in the Marvel Premier Collec!on! Measuring approximately 16 inches 

tall, Piotr Raspu!n holds a robot torso over his head in this piece featuring detailed sculp!ng and 

paint applica!ons. Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a 



numbered cer!ficate of authen!city. Designed by Shawn Knapp, and sculpted by Alejandro Ezcurra! 

(STL191868) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available 

only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Product SRP: $350.00 

 

JAN228734 

MARVEL UNIVERSE X-MEN CABLE SIG SER FINE ART STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Kotobukiya proudly presents the Fine Art Statue Signature Series curated 

exclusively by the Kucharek Brothers! As the inaugural entry in the Signature Series the brothers have 

returned to a character they first sculpted back in 2007: Cable! The !me traveling mutant is 

masterfully sculpted in 1/6-scale, standing an impressive 14" tall on the remains of Nimrod. From the 

intricate details found in Cable's techo organic arm to his formidable arsenal of advance weaponry, 

this is the ul!mate representa!on of the one !me X-Force team leader and mutant freedom fighter. 

The Fine Art Signature Series featuring the Kucharek Brothers are limited edi!on, one !me 

produc!on statues, each with a unique serial number on the base. Made of high quality resin and 

me!culously hand painted, these top shelf releases are sure to take the spotlight in any collec!on, 

big or small. (STL228133) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(MK363) NOTE: Available most of North America except Mexico, plus Iceland, Israel, New Zealand, 

Russia, South Africa. 

Product SRP: $629.99 

 

AUG219199 

MEDIEVAL KNIGHT IRON MAN DAH-046DX DYNAMIC 8-CTION AF DLX VE (NET) 

From Beast Kingdom. The latest DAH line-up is a new take on classic icons of Marvel Super Heroes 

with the ini!al release of the Iron Man DAH-046 and DAH-046DX medieval knight cross-over. The set 

recreates a classic design with engravings and intricate details of yesteryear, with the modern, 

aggressive looking Iron Man robo!c style suit. The unique aesthe!c is passed down to the abundant 

list of accessories, including weapons, effects, and an engraved shield! Under Iron Man's armour, 

collectors can see golden designed chain mail used for the figures suit. An led-light is featured in his 

arc-reactor with intricate detailing on the outside! This deluxe, DAH-046DX version also includes a 

Tony Stark head sculpt, long grass and a jetpack, making this knight 'out of !me' ready to dominate 

any baGlefield! (STL214663) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(DAH-046DX) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $169.99 

 

STAR WARS 

 

JAN221987 

STAR WARS REBELS HERA AND CHOPPER BUST (O/A) 



A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Two more members of the Ghost crew have arrived, in the form of this 

all-new mini-bust two-pack! Pilot Hera and droid Chopper come together in one box, making this set 

doubly important for your Rebels (and Star Wars!) collec!on. Measuring approximately 6 inches and 

4 inches, respec!vely, Hera and Chopper are sculpted in the animated style, and feature detailed 

sculp!ng and paint applica!ons. Limited to only 3000 pieces, this set comes packaged with a 

numbered cer!ficate of authen!city in a full-color box. (STL219384) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A 

Philippines. 

Product SRP: $120.00 

 

TRANSFORMERS 

 

FEB229441 

TRANSFORMERS OPTIMUS PRIME ACTION STATUE (NET) 

From Icon Heroes. Icon Heroes presents the Transformers Op!mus Prime Ac!on Statue! In a heroic 

pose atop an Autobot fac!on base, this jumbo polystone ac!on statue stands over 12" tall featuring 

a moving head ac!on. Each ac!on statue is individually numbered, hand painted, and includes a 

Cer!ficate of Authen!city. (STL229995) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! ( ) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 

Product SRP: $125.00 

 

PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE 

 

FEB229257 

SDCC 2022 BST AXN AVATAR LAB AANG SPIRIT PX 5IN AF 

Avatar: The Last Airbender joins The Loyal Subject BST AXN line of highly ar!culated collec!ble 

figures! These limited edi!on, San Diego Exclusive BST AXN 5" figures feature over 30 points of 

ar!cula!on including buGerfly joints at the shoulder, bicep swivel, upper thigh swivel, and great 

rota!ng ball joints for for screen accurate posing! Includes mul!ple accessories and comes packaged 

in a unique 3-sided window box! Great for the in-box and out-of-box fans and collectors! Collect 

Spirit Aang and Sokka with War Paint. Limited to 3000 pieces. (STL231099) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (BAAVAAANWB06) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

MAR238652 

DC HEROES BATMAN BLACK PX PVC 1/8 STATUE 



 (STL277964) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PA006BA) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $85.00 

 

MAR238655 

DC HEROES SUPERMAN BLK & SILVER PX PVC 1/8 STATUE 

 (STL277968) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PA003SU) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $85.00 

 

JAN238490 

SDCC 2023 GREAT GARLOO B&W PX 3IN AF 

From Nacelle Consumer Products. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Limited stocks remain! Step into a world of 

!meless nostalgia with the Great Garloo 3" Retro Collec!ble Figure in Black and White! This iconic 

rendi!on of Garloo captures the essence of the classic monster toy in a mighty monochroma!c 

masterpiece. Standing at 3" tall, the limited edi!on figure showcases Garloo's menacing presence 

with intricate sculp!ng and aGen!on to detail. Presented in vintage-inspired window-box packaging, 

this PREVIEWS Exclusive figure, previously available only at San Diego Comic-Con 2023, is sure to be a 

!meless addi!on to any collector's display. Relive the glory days of retro toys and harness the power 

of Garloo for your collec!on! Limited to 500 Pieces.  (STL269840) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (1-GARL-BKWT-23) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

 

 

JAN238445 

SDCC 2023 MARVEL WOLVERINE CARD PX DLX FLEECE BLANKET TIN 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Limited stocks remain! Cuddle up under classic 

card art and test your Marvel trivia with this deluxe fleece blanket from Surreal Entertainment! 

Replica!ng both the front and back of Card #2 of Jim Lee's 1992 X-Men Trading Card Set, this extra-

cozy 63" x 45" double-sided fleece blanket is sure to lend a warm, fuzzy feeling that's powered by 

more than nostalgia. This limited edi!on, PREVIEWS Exclusive Wolverine Deluxe Fleece Blanket, 

previously available exclusive as San Diego Comic-Con 2023, comes packaged in a full-color printed 

collector's !n. Limited to 2,000 pieces.  (STL269705) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (DXFL-MU-WLVN) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

JAN228599 



POP DELUXE NIGHTCRAWLER TELEPORTING GID PX VIN FIG (O/A) 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! With a demonic appearance but a playful personality, fan-

favorite mutant Nightcrawler teleports directly into your collec!on as an PREVIEWS Exclusive limited 

edi!on Deluxe POP! Vinyl Figure! First seen in Marvel Comic's Giant-Size X-Men #1, fans can now 

collect this dynamic Glow-In-The-Dark POP! of Nightcrawler mid-"BAMF!", complete with glowing 

yellow eyes and signature purple smoke. This Deluxe figure is limited to only 30,000 pieces and 

comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. Don't miss adding this soJ-hearted trickster to 

your X-Men team today! (STL227723) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (66519) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC228658 

POP TV MMPR 30TH RANGER SLAYER PX VIN FIG 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Celebrate the 30th-anniversary of Mighty Morphin' Power 

Rangers with the PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! TV MMPR 30th Ranger Slayer Vinyl Figure! Standing at 

approximately 4" tall, this limited-edi!on collec!ble captures the enigma!c Ranger Slayer, who once 

terrorized the Morphin Grid with Lord Drakkon. First appearing in BOOM! Studios' Go Go Power 

Rangers #8 by Ryan Parrot and Dan Mora, and later starring in her own one-shot comic series, 

Kimberly is ready for any adversary with her power bow in hand. Secure your piece of Power Rangers 

history now, as this PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! figure is available in a limited edi!on of only 25,000 

pieces.  (STL266849) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (73960) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

FEB238229 

POP COMIC COVER MARVEL X-MEN #1 BEAST PX VIN FIG 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Flaun!ng brains, brawn, and a furry blue hide, mutant Beast is 

ready for a baGle of epic propor!ons in this PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover based on Jim 

Lee's iconic gatefold cover of X-Men #1 (1991)! Crouched down low on a rocky base, the 4 1/4" POP! 

Beast features comic-accurate detailing with a backdrop of the original artwork and comes packaged 

in a special hard display case that can be hung right on your wall. Plus, look out for 2 more POP! 

Comic Covers in the months to come to complete Jim Lee's historic illustra!on from this record-

breaking issue. This PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover is limited to only 12,500 pieces, so order 

now to add this incredible mutant milestone to your X-Men collec!on, just in !me for the 60th 

anniversary! The display case measures approximately 11" tall, 7" wide, and 3 1/2" deep. NOTE: 

Display case does not open; figure is not removable. (STL273664) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (71982) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

DEC230049 



FCBD 2024 POP COMIC COVER MARVEL X-MEN #1 GAMBIT PX VIN FIG 

From Funko! Able to charge objects with explosive kine!c energy, with playing cards his trademark, 

Gambit was a recent addi!on to the X-Men cast in 1991 who, with his Cajun patois, quickly became a 

fan-favorite. Alongside stalwarts such as Rogue (his future wife!) and Colossus on the B panel of Jim 

Lee's gatefold over for X-Men #1 (1991), Gambit is ready to challenge a resurgent Magneto with this 

PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover released in conjunc!on with Free Comic Book Day 2024! 

Posed with his bo staff in hand, this POP! Gambit stands over 4" tall, features comic-accurate 

detailing with a backdrop of the original artwork and comes packaged in a special hard display case 

that can be hung right on your wall. Plus, look out for addi!onal POP! Comic Covers in this issue—

Beast, Wolverine, and Magneto—to complete Jim Lee's historic illustra!on from this record-breaking 

issue. This PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover is limited to only 12,500 pieces, so order now to 

add this incredible mutant milestone to your X-Men collec!on, just in !me for Free Comic Book Day 

and the X-Men 60th-anniversary! The display case measures approximately 11" tall, 7" wide, and 3 

1/2" deep. NOTE: Display case does not open; figure is not removable.  (STL266852) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (71980) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

APR238818 

POP COMIC COVER MARVEL X MEN #1 MAGNETO PX VIN FIG 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Exhibi!ng unparalleled intellect, immense power, and a 

commanding presence, Magneto is prepared for a monumental showdown in this PREVIEWS 

Exclusive POP! Comic Cover based on Jim Lee's iconic gatefold cover of X-Men #1 (1991)! Posed with 

his hand outstretched, this metallic POP! Magneto stands 4.15" tall, features comic-accurate 

detailing with a backdrop of the original artwork and comes packaged in a special hard display case 

that can be hung right on your wall. Plus, look out for the last of 4 POP! Comic Covers to complete 

Jim Lee's historic illustra!on from this record-breaking issue. This PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic 

Cover is limited to only 12,500 pieces, so order now to add this incredible mutant milestone to your 

X-Men collec!on, just in !me for the 60th anniversary! How will your Marvel X-Men collec!on fair 

against Pop! Magneto? The display case measures approximately 11" tall, 7" wide, and 3.5" deep. 

NOTE: Display case does not open; figure is not removable.  (STL284324) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (71979) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

JUN229108 

POP COMIC COVER MARVEL X-MEN #1 WOLVERINE PX VIN FIG 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Wolverine is ready for a baGle of epic propor!ons in this 

PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover based on Jim Lee's iconic gatefold cover of X-Men #1 (1991)! 

Featuring fan-favorite Funko styling and classic comic deco, the 3 3/4" POP! figure is presented 

against Lee's portrait of Cyclops in a special hard display case that can be hung right on your wall. 

Plus, look out for 3 more POP! Comic Covers to complete Jim Lee's historic illustra!on from this 



record-breaking issue. This PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Comic Cover is limited to only 20,000 pieces, so 

order now to add this incredible mutant milestone to your X-Men collec!on, just in !me for the 60th 

anniversary! Display case measures approximately 11" tall, 7" wide, and 3.5" deep. NOTE: Display 

case does not open; figure is not removable. (STL247950) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (68611) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

TIN TITANS 

 

MAR229058 

POWER RANGERS ANGEL GROVE HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI PX COFFEE MUG 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Get ready to Hear the Roar with these Power 

Rangers inspired Mug from Surreal Entertainment! Featuring the Angel Grove High School crest from 

the classic Mighty Morphin' Power Rangers television series, you can boast your alumni status to the 

world with this limited edi!on mug. Or, show your love of the Angel Grove Youth Center with a mug 

featuring its logo. These PREVIEWS exclusive mug hold 11 ounces of your favorite beverage and are 

limited to only 1000 pieces! (STL236687) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (CMG-POW-AGHSF) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $15.99 

 

PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE 

 

MAY238613 

SMASHIES TERRIFIER ART THE CLOWN BLOODY VER PX STRESS BALL (NET) 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Art the Clown is here to haunt your horror 

collec!on as the newest addi!on to Surreal Entertainment's PREVIEWS Exclusive SMASHIES! The 

disturbingly detailed 4" Art the Clown from the cult horror film Terrifier is molded in slow-rise 

squishy foam, allowing you to crush this menacing murderer in the palm of your hand while offering 

a uniquely sa!sfying tac!le experience. Packaged in a collector-friendly printed window box, this 

limited-edi!on SMASHIES figure features sinister blood splaGer deco for a shocking supplement to 

any Terrifier collec!on. Limited to 2,000 Pieces woldwide.  (STL288444) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STB-TF-BLD) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

DEC218591 

BST AXN TMNT CLASSIC COMIC PX ACTION FIGURE 4PC BOX SET 2 (NET) 



From The Loyal Subjects. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Get out of the sewers and get ready to kick some 

major shell with this PREVIEWS Exclusive Ac!on Figure 4-Pack from BST AXN! Donatello and Raphael 

face off against Shredder and his Foot Elite henchman in this limited edi!on set that features classic 

Mirage styling. With 31 points of ar!cula!on including: ball joints; swivel bicep and thigh joints; and 

double knee, shoulder, and elbow joints; these figures are ready for ac!on with maximum 

poseability! Each figure includes mul!ple weapon (and pizza) accessories, and all 4 figures come 

packaged together in a beau!fully illustrated collectors box that features iconic art from the classic 

Turtles comic books! This incredible PREVIEWS Exclusive Ac!on Figure set is limited to only 8000 

pieces and will make one shell of an addi!on to any Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles collec!on! 

(STL223857) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(BATMNTMRG4PK01) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $74.99 

 

AUG228514 

TRANSFORMERS MDLX CLIFFJUMPER PX SMALL SCALE ARTICULATED FIG (NET) 

From threezero. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Threezero is proud to announce a new character in the MDLX 

series. An enthusias!c and loyal liGle hero always ready to charge into baGle. this MDLX Cli�umper 

is approximately 5" tall, and features 36 points of ar!cula!on, zinc alloy and metal parts, and a die-

cast metal frame! This redeco of the MDLX Bumblebee ac!on figure includes two new authen!c 

head sculpts; one standard Cli�umper head, and one masked Cli�umper head. Accessories include 

one laser blaster and three pairs of interchangeable hands. Officially licensed by Hasbro, the 

Transformers MDLX line of figures are based on the original 1980s and toy line, as redesigned by 

threezero Art Director Kelvin Sau. The iconic designs have been remixed to incorporate threezero's 

hyper-detailed mechanical aesthe!c, offering a familiar and exci!ng new presenta!on. Each figure is 

finished off with the detailed craJsmanship and weathered paint applica!on that threezero is known 

for, bringing beloved Transformers characters to a new format for all to enjoy! (STL255046) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (3Z04440W0) NOTE: Not available in 

Japan. 

Product SRP: $70.00 

 

FUNKO 

 

JUL229554 

FUNKO COUNTDOWN CALENDAR WWE 2023 14 DAY 

From Funko. Count down to your favorite holiday, or any special occasion, with the WWE 14 Day 

Countdown Calendar! Open the !ny doors to reveal 14 unique Funko Pocket Pops! featuring some of 

the most legendary names in professional wrestling, like Hulk Hogan, Chyna, Jerry Lawler, Bret Hart. 

What smackdown combina!ons will you put in the ring when you add this 14 Day Countdown 

Calendar to your WWE collec!on?  (STL253377) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (70646) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $34.99 



 

JUL229615 

POP ALBUMS DLX U2 POP VIN FIG 

Irish rock band U2 is here to take the stage in your music collec!on! Rock out with Bono, The Edge, 

Larry Mullen Jr., and Adam Clayton. This Deluxe POP! Album features these four band members as 

POP! Figures, as well as the cover art from their album Pop! Packaged in a protec!ve hard case, this 

Deluxe POP! Album can be hung on a wall or placed on a shelf next to your music collec!on. Figures 

are adhered to the base and backdrop to ensure display integrity. Vinyl figures are approximately 

3.95 to 4.2-inches tall. Approximate dimensions of the protec!ve case: 23.5"W x 12.25"H x 3.75"D. 

NOTE: POP! Deluxe Album does not include a playable vinyl record. (STL253294) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (67391) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $59.99 

 

MAY229059 

POP ANIMATION BORUTO BORUTO W/ RASENGAN VIN FIG 

Naruto's son, Boruto, is determined to become a shinobi like his master, Sasuke. Boruto is a giJed 

student and a loyal friend. Strengthen your Boruto: Naruto Next Genera!ons collec!on with this 

POP! Boruto with Rasengan vinyl figure, as well as figures of his friends, allies, and enemies. Figures 

measurs approximately 4 1/2" tall. Window box packaging. (STL242639) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (61385) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY229061 

POP ANIMATION BORUTO SARADA W/ SHARINGAN VIN FIG 

From Funko. Sarada is poised to fight, whether it be to prove her skills in the Chunin Exams or to 

baGle alongside Boruto. Her ability to see future possibili!es of an opponent’s aGacks makes her a 

valuable addi!on to a Boruto: Naruto Next Genera!ons assemblage. Place this Pop! Sarada with 

Sharingan alongside Boruto and Mitsuki in your collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.2-inches 

tall.  (STL242641) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (61387) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY229063 

POP ANIMATION BORUTO SUMIRE W/ NUE VIN FIG 

From Funko. Sumire and Nue make a powerful duo, ready to face any obstacle that comes their way. 

Strengthen your Boruto: Naruto Next Genera!ons collec!on with Pop! Sumire with Nue. Vinyl figure 



is approximately 3.75-inches tall.  (STL242643) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (61389) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

NOV198238 

POP DELUXE VILLAINS HADES ON THRONE VINYL FIGURE 

From Funko. The fearsome villains from Disney's most beloved animated !tles come to life as Deluxe 

Funko Pop! figures! Collect Hades and Maleficent, both siYng on their thrones with a stylized Funko 

twist! Each Deluxe Pop! figure comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL151032) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (49819) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JUL228187 

POP RIDE SUP DLX DISNEY 100TH MOANA FINALE VINYL FIG 

From Funko. Voyage with Moana as she sets out on her next ocean adventure. Celebrate Disney's 

100th Anniversary with this Super Deluxe POP! Moana on Boat. She is ready to lead and see how far 

she can go with your Moana collec!on. Vinyl figure is approximately 6 1/2" tall. (STL248892) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (67977) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

JAN218429 

POP MOVIES TMNT 2 TOKKA VINYL FIG 

From Funko. Help the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and the rest of the gang fight Shredder and 

TRCI's mutant Ooze monsters with these Pop! figures from Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: Secret of 

the Ooze! Each Pop! Figure stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box for display. 

(STL187993) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (56165) NOTE: Deny 

154 plus UK. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JUN229114 

POP ROCKS ED SHEERAN BAD HABITS DGLT PX VIN FIG 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Get ready to rock out with this PREVIEWS Exclusive Ed Sheeran 

Funko POP!, based on the singer-songwriter's appearance in the hit Bad Habits music video! This 

stylized vinyl figure is part of Funko's Diamond Collec!on and captures Sheeran in his dazzling 

vampire-inspired look, complete with a gliGer adorned black-and-red suit, makeup, and fangs. 

Standing approximately 3 3/4" tall, the limited edi!on figure sparkles with fan-favorite Funko styling, 



and comes packaged in a collector-friendly window box, perfect for display. Order your PREVIEWS 

Exclusive Ed Sheeran Funko Pop today and bring a liGle bit of pop music magic into your life! Limited 

to 10,000 pieces. (STL247943) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(71047) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL218509 

POP ROCKS THE CURE 5PK 

From Funko. Dim the lights and cue the smoky blue fog. The Cure is taking center stage in your POP! 

Rocks collec!on as a 5-pack of POPs! All the band members have united in this set, including POPs! 

of Jason Cooper, Reeves Gabrels, Robert Smith, Simon Gallup, and Roger O' Donnell. Enjoy the iconic 

sound of The Cure in a brand-new way. Grab front-row seats to relive your favorite memories and 

expand your POP! Rocks collec!on. Vinyl figures are between 3.89-4.40-inches tall. (STL207676) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (59390) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

MAY229122 

POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT KRRSANTAN W/ BG VIN FIG (MAY229122) 

From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exci!ng Star Wars: Book of Boba FeG series 

on Disney+ with a new wave of Pop! Vinyl bobbleheads! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and 

comes packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collec!on. Collect Cad Bane, 

Grogu with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243142) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (68651) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

MAY229124 

POP STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT MAJORDOMO VIN FIG (MAY229124) 

From Funko. Get ready for an all-new installment in the exci!ng Star Wars: Book of Boba FeG series 

on Disney+ with a new wave of Pop! Vinyl bobbleheads! Each Pop! figure stands about 4" tall and 

comes packaged in a window box, perfect for display in any Star Wars collec!on. Collect Cad Bane, 

Grogu with Armor, Krrsantan, Luke, Majordomo, and Mando with his pouch. (STL243146) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (68653) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

JUN229111 



POP THE MARVELS PHOTON GID PX VIN FIG 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Blast off on a new galac!c adventure with Monica Rambeau as 

Pop! Photon as she masters her newfound powers and reunites with Carol Danvers in The Marvels! 

Fans can unite the cosmic team from the upcoming Marvel Studios’ feature film with this exclusive, 

glow-in-the-dark hero. This limited edi!on, collec!ble bobblehead stands approximately 4.8" tall and 

comes in a collector-friendly window box. Get ready to launch your collec!on to galaxies beyond 

imagina!on with the dazzling glow-in-the-dark PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! Photon! Limited to 15,000 

pieces. (STL247872) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (68286) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL229711 

POP WWE LESNAR UNDERTAKER 2PK VIN FIG 

 (STL253272) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (70620) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL229712 

POP WWE ROUSEY TRIPLE H 2PK VIN FIG 

 (STL253273) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (70621) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $23.99 

 

JUL228223 

VINYL SODA MARVEL WHAT IF KAHHORI W/CHASE VINYL FIG 

From Funko. Refresh your Funko collec!on with Vinyl SODA! Included inside this soda cans is a 4 1/4" 

tall vinyl figure and collec!ble disc. Plus, each SODA design features a limited chase version to hunt! 

NOTE: Chase figures are packed randomly and cannot be guaranteed with purchase.  (STL248917) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (68834) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK. 

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

MAR229081 

VINYL SODA ROTTEN TOMATOES STRETCH ARMSTRONG W/ CH VIN FIG 

 (STL236515) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (63920) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $14.99 



 

DEC228183 

VINYL SODA TMNT DONATELLO W/ CH VIN FIG 

From Funko. Funko SODA Donatello is here to supply your team with inven!ons and defeat the 

villains lurking in your Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Mutant Mayhem™ collec!on. This crimefighter 

is ready to help you pursue your own ninja training! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the 

translucent, glow-in-the-dark chase of Donatello. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.9-inches tall. Chase 

variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed.  (STL265667) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (73450) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

DEC228184 

VINYL SODA TMNT LEONARDO W/ CH VIN FIG 

From Funko. Funko SODA Leonardo is here to lead the turtles to victory against the villains lurking in 

your Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Mutant Mayhem™ collec!on. This crimefighter is ready to help 

you pursue your own ninja training! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the translucent, glow-in-

the-dark chase of Leonardo. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.9-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped 

at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed.  (STL265668) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (73451) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

DEC228185 

VINYL SODA TMNT MICHELANGELO W/ CH VIN FIG 

From Funko. Funko SODA Michelangelo is here to grab a slice of pizza and defeat the villains lurking 

in your Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Mutant Mayhem™ collec!on. This crimefighter is ready to help 

you pursue your own ninja training! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the translucent, glow-in-

the-dark chase of Michelangelo. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.85-inches tall. Chase variants are 

shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed.  (STL265669) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (73452) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

DEC228186 

VINYL SODA TMNT RAPHAEL W/ CH VIN FIG 

From Funko. Funko SODA Raphael is here to kick some shell and defeat the villains lurking in your 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Mutant Mayhem™ collec!on. This crimefighter is ready to help you 

pursue your own ninja training! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the translucent, glow-in-the-

dark chase of Raphael. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.95-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped at 



random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed.  (STL265670) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (73453) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

DEC228182 

VINYL SODA TMNT SUPERFLY W/ CH VIN FIG 

From Funko. Funko SODA Superfly is about to create a buzz in your Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: 

Mutant Mayhem collec!on. This mutated fly is here to transform the people of the world into 

mutants like himself, and it’s up to the turtles in your set to stop him! There’s a 1 in 6 chance you 

may find the metallic chase of Superfly. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.15-inches tall. Chase variants 

are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed.  (STL265666) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (73449) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $11.99 

 

TIN TITANS 

 

DEC228345 

SDCC 2023 TIN TITANS MARVEL MAN-THING PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONT 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Limited stocks remain! Mix up your munchies 

with the mys!cal world of Man-Thing! Featuring iconic cover art from the fear-fraught first issue of 

The Man-Thing (1974) by the legendary Frank Brunner, this retro-styled PREVIEWS Exclusive Tin 

Titans lunchbox is a must-have for fans who want to safeguard their sandwiches in style. A fully 

illustrated 10oz beverage container/soup cup featuring the classic Man-Thing logo is included, adding 

an extra touch of magic to your meals! Limited to only 2,500 pieces, this Tin Titans lunchbox is a true 

collector's gem! (STL266216) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(LBX-MU-MNTG) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JUN228726 

TIN TITANS MARVEL GALACTUS PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! If you have a planet-sized hunger, look no 

further than the PREVIEWS Exclusive Galactus metal lunchbox! Showcasing some classic interior 

artwork by Jack Kirby from The Origin of Galactus, originally presented in the 1983 Super Villian 

Classics #1, on the front and back, the sides feature iconic panels of the cosmic en!ty's many 

appearances! Silver Surfer features on the fully illustrated 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup 

cup along with panels from the legendary 1966 Fantas!c Four story arc The Coming of Galactus. 

Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Marvel collec!on today! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 



6.75" x 4". Hand wash only.  (STL247126) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (LBX-MU-GLTS) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

IMPORT TOYS 

 

MAR239001 

30 MINUTE SISTERS 09 SIS-AC19B SIANA AMARCIA VIVACE MDL KIT (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Siana Amarcia (Vivace Form) is the latest 30Minutes Sisters (30MS) figure kit 

from Bandai! This all-in-one kit includes parts to build the figure, three interchangeable facial 

expressions, and armor parts. Her faces are tampo-printed, and she comes with long hair parts and 

armor that evokes underwater equipment. The arm armor can be opened and closed, too. Of course, 

you can use face parts, hairstyles, and body parts from Bandai's "30MS" lineup to customize her into 

your own one-of-a-kind crea!on! (STL280231) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (2601786) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $41.00 

 

JAN228697 

ALICE GEAR AEGIS FUMIKA MOMOSHINA FIGMA AF 

From MAX Factory. From Alice Gear Aegis comes Fumika Momoshina in her Libra armor suit! She 

comes with four face plates including an intelligent face, a shou!ng face seen during combat, a face 

with closed eyes and a blushing face.The Brigan!a Mk3/T Top Gear, Brigan!a Mk3/B BoGom Gear, 

and a Candelaria accessory are included, and the equipment can be interchanged with her standard 

body to switch between casual and combat mode. The Hegel Mk3 bazooka and Champolion Mk3 

sword are included as weapon parts. Crossed arm parts, a hand part to display her holding a book, 

hand parts to display her holding glasses and a corresponding pair of glasses are included. An 

ar!culated figma stand is included as well as a present code to use in-game! (STL228149) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (M06813) NOTE: Only available in: US, 

Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $249.99 

 

MAR238908 

ALICE GEAR AEGIS KAEDE AGATSUMA KAIDEN MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. The Megami Device series by Kotobukiya has introduced its newest addi!on: 

Kaede Agatsuma in her Kaiden form from Alice Gear Aegis, designed by Humikane Shimada and 

Pyramid, Inc. The model kit features a newly designed "machinika" by Masaki Apsy that matches the 

propor!ons of the ace suit look. The kit includes a present code for in-game accessories, three pre-

painted face parts, and can be built in armed or unarmed mode. Special effect parts are also included 



to create dynamic poses, and the model is compa!ble with parts from other Kotobukiya series. 

Megami Device offers customizable plas!c model kits for robot baGles, with unique designs by guest 

illustrators. (STL280138) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP526X) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $79.99 

 

AUG219020 

ANMI ILLUSTRATION FLAMINGO BALLET KOUHAI-CHAN PVC FIG (MR) 

From Union Crea!ve. Based on an illustra!on by the popular ar!st Anmi! A member of the Flamingo 

Ballet Company, the shy Kouhai-Chan, the "ponytail girl," and the "red hair girl" each await their turn 

in the spotlight, wearing her unique tutu and nervously ensuring every ruffle is in place. You'll love 

admiring each of them from every angle! She comes with a stool to lean on and measures about 9 

1/2" tall. (STL214166) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL214166) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $234.99 

 

DEC219077 

AZUR LANE ENRAPTURED COMPANION 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) 

From Mimeyoi. Taihou is the third in the Azur Lane series of Race Queen figures from Mimeyoi! She's 

an imposing 17 1/2" tall in 1/4-scale and she features careful sculp!ng with amazing details to enjoy 

from every angle. (STL224533) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL224533) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $599.99 

 

MAR239681 

BRAVE POLICE J-DECKER SUPER BUILD TIGER MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Joining Kotobukiya's Brave model kit series is the Super Build Tiger from Brave 

Police J-Decker! With flexible joints and interchangeable parts, you can recreate Build Tiger and even 

the combina!on aGack Tiger Fang by pairing it with the separately sold J-Decker. Beginners will 

appreciate the pre-painted parts and color division that allows for an accurate representa!on of the 

series. The model's frame is designed for enhanced ar!cula!on, featuring pop-up joints in the chest, 

shoulders, and legs for increased range of mo!on. Mul!ple hand parts, as well as Crane Arm, Tiger 

Cannon, and Build Crusher, are included for various poses and expressions. Addi!onally, bonus 

features include an updated hip joint frame for J-Decker and an extended neck part for beGer 

visibility in certain poses. With a 3mm connec!on point, the model is compa!ble with Kotobukiya's 

M.S.G. series bases, offering even more display op!ons. (STL281734) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP686) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico 

allowed. 

Product SRP: $99.99 



 

MAR239682 

CARDCAPTOR SAKURA SAKURA CARD ARTFX J STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. "Key of the Star, with powers burning bright..." From the classic anime that has 

enjoyed immeasurable popularity, Cardcaptor Sakura, the protagonist Sakura Kinomoto comes to life 

in her costume from the opening of the Sakura Card Arc! The figure features Sakura using The Fly to 

soar through the sky with Kero-chan on her shoulder in a pose full of energy. Allow her adorable 

smile to heal you by adding this must-have piece to your collec!on today! *This reproduc!on will 

have a different SRP than its first release. (STL281736) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (PV157) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $159.99 

 

JAN219117 

CELLS AT WORK OHIRUNEKO MINI FIG 50PC ASST (NET) 

From Sega. From the anime Cells at Work!, these Platelet and White Blood Cell perching figures sit 

just under 5" tall. (STL189359) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(SG95017) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $1,349.50 

 

" 

 

JUL239664 

CORVUS BELLI INF KNIGHT OF SANTIAGO HACKER 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Joytoy (Bejing) Tech. The JoyToy Ac!on Figure Infinity Corvus Belli Knight Of San!ago Hacker is 

perfect for collectors and fans of the Infinity universe! With its impressive level of detail and 

ar!cula!on, this ac!on figure is a must-have for any serious collector or fan. This 1/18 scale ac!on 

figure includes gun and sword weapon accessories, along with interchangeable hands and a base for 

display. (STL297661) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT7547) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

JUL239665 

CORVUS BELLI INF NOMADS TACT UNIT #1 MAN 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Joytoy (Bejing) Tech. The JoyToy Ac!on Figure Infinity Corvus Belli Nomads Wildcats Polyvalent 

Tac!cal Unit #1Man is perfect for collectors and fans of the Infinity universe! With its impressive level 

of detail and ar!cula!on, this ac!on figure is a must-have for any serious collector or fan. This 1/18 

scale ac!on figure includes Gun and knife accessories, along with interchangeable hands and a base 



for display. (STL297665) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT622) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $46.00 

 

JUL239666 

CORVUS BELLI INF NOMADS TACT UNIT #2 WOMAN 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Joytoy (Bejing) Tech. The JoyToy Ac!on Figure Infinity Corvus Belli Nomads Wildcats Polyvalent 

Tac!cal Unit #2MWoman is perfect for collectors and fans of the Infinity universe! With its impressive 

level of detail and ar!cula!on, this ac!on figure is a must-have for any serious collector or fan. This 

1/18 scale ac!on figure includes Gun and knife accessories, along with interchangeable hands and a 

base for display. (STL297666) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(JT639) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $46.00 

 

JUL239667 

CORVUS BELLI INF OKTAVIA HARPOONER 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Joytoy (Bejing) Tech. The JoyToy Ac!on Figure Infinity Corvus Belli Oktavia GrimsdoYr 

Icebreaker's Harpooner is perfect for collectors and fans of the Infinity universe! With its impressive 

level of detail and ar!cula!on, this ac!on figure is a must-have for any serious collector or fan. This 

1/18 scale ac!on figure includes Bag, Backpack, and weapon accessories, along with interchangeable 

hands and a base for display. (STL297664) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (JT7608) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

MAR239627 

DARK SOURCE JIANG HU SHENJI CAMP SOLDIER 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. From Joy Toy, this Jiang Hu Shenji Camp Soldier ac!on figure is 

incredibly detailed in 1/18 scale. Each Dark Source figure is highly ar!culated and includes weapon 

accessories as well as several pieces of removable armor. (STL281483) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT5666) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $110.00 

 

OCT218721 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU KYOJURO RENGOKU 1/4 PVC FIG W/STAND 

From FREEing. From the anime series Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba comes a 1/4-scale figure of 

Kyojuro Rengoku, the Flame Hashira! Kyojuro has been captured in figure form in the instant before 

he unleashes his Flame Breathing Esoteric Art Ninth Form: Rengoku aGack. Kyojuro's wounds on his 



abdomen and face sustained while locked in a life or death struggle, his combat-worn haori coat and 

Demon Slayer Corps uniform have been faithfully preserved in figure form. Featuring a stunning 

amount of detail due to the impressive 1/4-scale size, this figure is a must-see for fans of the series! 

(STL219050) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (F51065) NOTE: Only 

available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $569.99 

 

NOV218039 

FATE GRAND ORDER DIVINE REALM CAMELOT LION KING 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Estream. From the anime film Fate/Grand Order The Movie Divine Realm of the Round Table: 

Camelot Paladin; Agateram, eStream presents another Shibuya Scramble Figure in 1/7-scale: the Lion 

King, Artoria Pendragon as Goddess Rhongomyniad! Measuring almost 20" in height this beau!ful 

figure is the perfect centerpiece to any Fate/Grand Order collec!on. (STL219561) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Product SRP: $564.99 

 

MAR238868 

FATE GRAND ORDER RIDER LEONARDO DA VINCI PVC STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From the popular mobile game Fate/Grand Order, everyone's favorite girl, Da Vinci, 

joins Kotobukiya's scale figure series as Rider/Leonardo da Vinci in her precocious 1st Ascension 

state! Her face has been carefully recreated with a soJ, girlish innocence, and her hair has been 

painstakingly sculpted so as to not lose the atmosphere of the original illustra!on. The base is 

adorned with hardcover books, providing a chic and luxurious finish to the figure. Even the sculp!ng 

and pain!ng of the !ny mechanical dove has been recreated down to the finest detail. Beau!ful from 

any angle, add Da Vinci to your collec!on today! (STL279901) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (PV008) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $249.99 

 

OCT229092 

FRAME ARMS GIRL HRESVELGR ALBAS PLASTIC MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. The latest addi!on to the spin-off of Kotobukiya's original robot model kit series 

Frame Arms is Frame Arms Girl Hresvelgr=Albas! Frame Arms Girl Hresvelgr brings to life an 

illustra!on by E-ji Komatsu that re-imagines Tomotake Kinoshita's transformable Frame Arms design 

of Hresvelgr as a cute young girl. This kit is a varia!on kit within that Frame Arms Girl Hresvelgr 

series. Enjoy switching between the model's three forms, faithfully adapted from the transforming 

Frame Arms original. Includes a new flying base. (STL263503) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (FG139) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $79.99 



 

MAR239628 

FRONTLINE CHAOS AMY 1/12 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. JoyToy Ac!on Figure Frontline Chaos Amy is a highly detailed and 

ar!culated collec!ble ac!on figure from JoyToy's Frontline series. Clad in a schoolgirl ou[it, Amy 

handles coordina!on and communica!ons of the squad. With interchangeable hands and 

accessories, you won't want to miss out on this figure! Perfect for fans of military-themed ac!on 

figures and collectors alike, this 1/12 scale figure is sure to bring excitement and adventure to any 

collec!on.  (STL281484) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT5604) 

NOTE:  

Product SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR239629 

FRONTLINE CHAOS DORA 1/12 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. JoyToy Ac!on Figure Frontline Chaos Dora is a highly detailed and 

ar!culated collec!ble ac!on figure from JoyToy's Frontline series. Clad in a schoolgirl ou[it, Dora is 

the long range fighter of the squad. With interchangeable hands and accessories, you won't want to 

miss out on this figure! Perfect for fans of military-themed ac!on figures and collectors alike, this 

1/12 scale figure is sure to bring excitement and adventure to any collec!on.  (STL281485) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT5611) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR239630 

FRONTLINE CHAOS XENA 1/12 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. JoyToy Ac!on Figure Frontline Chaos Xena is a highly detailed and 

ar!culated collec!ble ac!on figure from JoyToy's Frontline series. Clad in a schoolgirl ou[it, Xena is 

the leader of the squad and carries out her responsibilites with a lethal precision. With 

interchangeable hands and accessories, you won't want to miss out on this figure! Perfect for fans of 

military-themed ac!on figures and collectors alike, this 1/12 scale figure is sure to bring excitement 

and adventure to any collec!on.  (STL281486) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (JT5628) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $100.00 

 

DEC209270 

GIRLS FRONTLINE PA-15 LARKSPURS ALLURE 1/6 PVC FIG 

From Phat! From the popular smartphone game Girls' Frontline comes a 1/6-scale figure of the 

Handgun T-Doll PA-15! She's been recreated in the heavily damaged version of her Larkspur's Allure 

ou[it made in celebra!on of the Lunar New Year. Her gorgeous cheongsam has been faithfully 



recreated in its damaged state. The boldly revealing slits of her socks show off her thighs and more. 

The figure also features an charming, somewhat bewildered expression different from her usual 

appearance. (STL186338) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(P58867) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $219.99 

 

MAR218852 

GIRLS FRONTLINE ST AR-15 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Phat. From the popular mobile game Girls Frontline comes a 1/7-scale figure of the AR Team T-

Doll ST AR-15! ST AR-15 has been recreated in a calm and collected pose as she proceeds into the 

baGlefield. The figure is based on a special illustra!on by character designer LIN+ and has been 

created en!rely under LIN+'s supervision. The base of the figure features a burned Griffin & Kryuger 

flag atop a pile of debris. (STL194837) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (P57567) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $279.99 

 

MAY238140 

HEXA GEAR BLOCK BOOSTER PACK 007 COCKPIT KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. This highly versa!le cockpit block will help you customize your Hexa Gear vehicles! 

It's molded in dark green to match many other Hexa Gear items; it has a simple shape with many 

joints, and you can adjust it by increasing or decreasing the hatch armor and side units to build a 

larger fuselage. The sharply designed head unit has a 3mm shaJ connec!on for mobility, and can be 

customized with a 3mm joint on the side. The front leJ and right plasma cannons have a 3mm axis 

and 5mm ball joint at the base for a wide range of mo!on. The sensor horn in the center of the lower 

surface has a movable part between the base and the middle, and can be used for various purposes 

such as the horns or tails of creatures, radar cones, etc. The chassis unit is divided into front and rear 

parts by hexagram connec!ons, and can be used as a base for vehicles of various sizes. Order yours 

now! (STL287202) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (HG110) NOTE: 

Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $35.99 

 

MAY238141 

HEXA GEAR BLOCK BOOSTER PACK 008 INSECT LEG KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. This Hexa Gear item is a set of legs with a design that's highly compa!ble with 

insect-type Hexa Gear items! It's molded in a dark green color that's common to many other Hexa 

Gear vehicles. It consists of three units: the base, middle and !p, and can be rearranged to create 

various sizes and mo!fs. Each unit has mul!ple movable mechanisms; the base of the intermediate 

unit is designed to be assembled by selec!ng connec!on holes with 3mm, 4mm or 5mm diameters. 

Each unit can be disassembled and aGached to other Hexa Gear items, too. Order yours now! 



(STL287203) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (HG111) NOTE: Same 

as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

FEB229663 

HONEYSTRAP SAIONJI MARY 1/7 PVC FIG 

From 774inc. The big sis of the VTuber unit HoneyStrap has become a 1/7-scale figure! From sculptor 

Wanderer, Saionji Mary stands 9 1/8" tall in her original ou[it in a charming pose that shows off her 

mature allure. Her beau!ful long hair and flowing skirt have been sculpted with great aGen!on to 

detail, and her warm, caring smile is sure to soothe you. (STL232905) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232905) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $314.99 

 

NOV218836 

HONEYSTRAP SEKISHIRO MICO 1/7 PVC FIG (MR) 

From 774inc. Based on the Virtual YouTuber's likeness, Mico Sekishiro from HoneyStrap joins your 

collec!on as a 1/7-scale figure! Sculpted wearing her signature ou[it, she measures around 9" tall. 

(STL221798) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL221798) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $344.99 

 

MAY228639 

IKOMOCHI ORIGINAL CHAR BLACK BUNNY AOI 1/6 PVC FIG (MR) 

From Ensoutoys. Original characters by illustrator Ikomochi have been brought to life! Black Bunny 

Aoi is puYng on her glasses as her eyes catch your gaze, and she appears embarrassed to face your 

lovestruck stare. Natsume is wearing a pure white bunny suit, but she needs someone to zip up the 

back of her ou[it. Add these beau!es to your collec!on and enjoy gazing at them to your heart's 

content. Customers who purchase the ini!al run of figures will also receive a matching postcard as a 

bonus (STL242483) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (EN92485) 

NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $279.99 

 

MAY228640 

IKOMOCHI ORIGINAL CHAR WHITE & BLACK BUNNY 1/6 PVC FIG SET (MR) 

From Ensoutoys. Original characters by illustrator Ikomochi have been brought to life! Black Bunny 

Aoi and White Bunny Natsume are here in a two figure set featuring heart-shaped bases in each 



character's color. The two of them have been captured in figure form with slightly embarrassed 

expressions. Be sure to add them to your collec!on!  (STL242486) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (EN92486) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, 

Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $544.99 

 

JAN238354 

JOYTOY INFINITY ARIADNA MARAUDERS 5307TH RANGE UNIT2 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. Joy Toy brings to the table a new series of figures, inspired aJer the 

tabletop wargame published by Corvus Belli. This highly detailed 1/18 scale figure stands just over 4 

inches tall and comes equipped with an arsenal of interchangeable parts and weapons. Add the 

Marauders Rangers, to your collec!on and build up your army for baGle! (STL269563) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT4461) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $35.00 

 

JAN238355 

JOYTOY INFINITY ARIADNA MARAUDERS 5307TH RANGE UNIT3 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. Joy Toy brings to the table a new series of figures, inspired aJer the 

tabletop wargame published by Corvus Belli. This highly detailed 1/18 scale figure stands just over 4 

inches tall and comes equipped with an arsenal of interchangeable parts and weapons. Add the 

Marauders Rangers, to your collec!on and build up your army for baGle! (STL269564) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT4478) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $35.00 

 

JAN238356 

JOYTOY INFINITY ARIADNA MARAUDERS 5307TH RANGE UNIT4 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. Joy Toy brings to the table a new series of figures, inspired aJer the 

tabletop wargame published by Corvus Belli. This highly detailed 1/18 scale figure stands just over 4 

inches tall and comes equipped with an arsenal of interchangeable parts and weapons. Add the 

Marauders Rangers, to your collec!on and build up your army for baGle! (STL269565) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT4485) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $35.00 

 

JAN238357 

JOYTOY INFINITY ARMATA2 PROYEKT HEAVY SHOTGUN RATNIK 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. Joy Toy brings to the table a new series of figures, inspired aJer the 

tabletop wargame published by Corvus Belli. This highly detailed 1/18-scale figure stands just under 



8 inches tall and comes equipped with an arsenal of interchangeable parts and weapons. Add the 

Heavy Shotgun Ratnik figure, along with other separately sold Infinity figures by Joy Toy, to your 

collec!on and build up your army for baGle! (STL269559) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (JT4447) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $75.00 

 

MAR239193 

JOYTOY INFINITY PANOCEANIA KNIGHTS HOSPITALLERS 1/18 AF 4PK (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. The JoyToy Ac!on Figure Infinity Corvus Belli PanOceania Knights 

Hospitallers Set is a must-have for collectors and fans of the Infinity universe. This set includes three 

4.25-inch plas!c figures with an impressive level of detail and ar!cula!on, each with aGached gear 

such as rifles, pistols, and swords. The figures come with a total of 12 pairs of hands for different 

poses and configura!ons. (STL280711) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (JT5499) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $135.00 

 

JUL239671 

JOYTOY MILITARY FIGS PLA STRATEGIC SUPPORT 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Joytoy (Bejing) Tech. Discover the world of precision and authen!city with JoyToy Ac!on Figure 

Military Figure PLA Strategic Support Group. Immerse yourself in me!culously craJed, true-to-life 

replicas that pay homage to military prowess. Whether you're a collector or an enthusiast, these 

figures capture the essence of bravery and honor on the baGlefield. The 1/18 scale PLA Strategic 

Support Group figure includes gun accessories as well as 2 pairs of interchangeable hands. 

(STL297673) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT7561) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $30.00 

 

JUL219256 

JUJUTSU KAISEN THE MOVIE JUKON NO KATA SATORU GOJO FIG 

From Banpresto. From Jujutsu Kaisen 0 comes a figure of special grade jujutsu sorcerer Satoru Gojo. 

This PVC figure stands about 7" tall. (STL210368) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (18305) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

DEC219231 

JULIA DESIGN BY UODENIM 1/7 PVC FIG (A) 

From Amakuni. Original character Julia by illustrator Uodenim comes to life in 1/7-scale! This sultry 

figure includes 2 faceplates and 2 alternate torsos, 3 in total, so you can choose your favorite way to 



display! Figure stands about 10" tall. (STL225015) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (STL225015) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $439.99 

 

APR238070 

KALI GODDESS OF DEATH POLYRESIN STATUE DLX VER (NET) 

From Star Ace Toys. A terrifying statue of Kali, the Goddess of Death, stands at rest wai!ng for any 

would-be adventurer to try and steal her treasure. One of Ray Harryhausen's more ambi!ous stop-

mo!on crea!ons, Kali would move all her arms as she baGles the heroes. Tradi!onally sculpted by 

the ar!sans of the famed creature shop of Kaibutsuya, this detailed Kali statue is made from 

polyresin and stands 11.8" tall. Each piece is hand-painted to look like it is made of ancient stone. 

She is posed at rest standing on a base with gold treasure and a name plate. The Deluxe version of 

this statue includes a polyresin diorama carved stone circle and a green light to enhance the display. 

(STL282062) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (SA9066) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $358.99 

 

MAR239010 

KAMEN RIDER WIZARD FLAME STYLE FIGURE-RISE STANDARD MDL KIT (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Introducing the highly detailed plas!c model kit of Kamen Rider Wizard! This kit 

goes above and beyond to recreate the suit's textures, featuring mirror-polished jewel parts and an 

extra finish for added realism. The intricate details of the rings are faithfully captured as well. 

Included in this Figure-rise Standard Model Kit are 2 Wizar Sword Guns (one in Sword Mode and one 

in Gun Mode), a dedicated Figure-rise Effect display base, 1 Robe parts set, 1 Hand part, 1 Connector 

joint part, and 2 S!cker types. Bring home this fiery and shimmering Heisei Rider to elevate your 

collec!on to the next level! (STL280280) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (2621758) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $48.00 

 

DEC218013 

KOMIFLO IMAGE CHAR KOMIKAWA AOI ILL BY MATARO 1/6 PVC FIG (A) 

From Orchidseed. Original character Komikawa created by popular illustrator Mataro joins your 

collec!on in figure form. Sure to be a stand-out in 1/6 scale, she comes dressed in a soJ blue bikini 

and oversized shirt, which are both removable so you can enjoy her from every angle! (STL222380) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (OS60248) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $319.99 

 

MAR238021 



LEGEND OF HEROES FIE CLAUSSELL PVC STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From Nihon Falcom's popular game series, The Legend of Heroes, comes the first-

ever scale figure of Fie Claussell, a member of old Class VII. The figure portrays her ou[it from The 

Legend of Heroes: Trails of Cold Steel III and onwards, where she graduates from Thors Military 

Academy and becomes a bracer. Fie is seen holding her twin gunswords in a dynamic pose, reflec!ng 

her swiJ figh!ng style that u!lizes her speed. The figure includes a suppor!ng prop and can be 

displayed with other products from the lineup, making it a must-have piece for any fans. Add Fie to 

your collec!on today and enjoy her dancing on the baGlefield! (STL277563) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (PV062) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico 

allowed. 

Product SRP: $174.99 

 

APR238583 

MEGAMI DEVICE CHAOS & PRETTY GRANDMA MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Introducing a new model from the Megami Device series, a plas!c model kit series 

combining bishoujo-style beau!es and heavy-duty weapons and armor. A Chaos & PreGy model 

ou[iGed with M.S.Gs. The powered-up version of LiGle Red, Grandma, joins the series lineup! This 

model is thus enhanced by using the LiGle Red model kit as a base and adding three Gatling Guns, 

three wolf heads and newly sculpted parts. Users can enjoy freely crea!ng dynamic poses with the 

large and small and Gatling Guns. The kits come with mul!-colored parts and face parts pre-printed 

with tampography, making them easy to assemble with no paint required. (STL283388) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP717) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $84.99 

 

FEB238297 

MOBILE FIGHTER G GUNDAM GD-138 RG 1/144 GOD GUNDAM DECAL 6PC (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Gundam Decal New Lineup! Introducing water transfer decals that can be used 

for 1/144 scale! For RG 1/144 God Gundam. (STL273500) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (2653313) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $54.00 

 

FEB238295 

MSG SIDE STORIES GD-136 MULTIUSE DECAL 1 6PC BAG (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Gundam Decal New Lineup! Introducing water transfer decals that can be used 

for 1/144 scale! Versa!le water transfer type decals that include markings for unit insignia. 

(STL273497) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (2653311) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 



Product SRP: $54.00 

 

FEB238296 

MSG SIDE STORIES GD-137 MULTIUSE DECAL 2 6PC BAG (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Gundam Decal New Lineup! Introducing water transfer decals that can be used 

for 1/144 scale! Versa!le water transfer type decals that include markings for unit insignia. 

(STL273498) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (2653312) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $54.00 

 

FEB238292 

MSG WITCH FROM MERCURY GD-133 MULTIUSE DECAL 1 6PC BAG (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Gundam Decal New Lineup! Introducing water transfer decals that can be used 

for 1/144 scale! Versa!le water transfer type decals that include markings for unit insignia. 

(STL273484) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (2652658) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $54.00 

 

FEB238293 

MSG WITCH FROM MERCURY GD-134 MULTIUSE DECAL 2 6PC BAG (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Gundam Decal New Lineup! Introducing water transfer decals that can be used 

for 1/144 scale! Versa!le water transfer type decals that include markings for unit insignia. 

(STL273494) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (2652659) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $54.00 

 

FEB238294 

MSG WITCH FROM MERCURY GD-135 MULTIUSE DECAL 3 6PC BAG (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Gundam Decal New Lineup! Introducing water transfer decals that can be used 

for 1/144 scale! Versa!le water transfer type decals that include markings for unit insignia. 

(STL273495) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (2653310) NOTE: 

Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $54.00 

 

APR239262 



MUV-LUV ALTERNATIVE FUBUKI BLAST GUARD PLASTIC MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. From Muv-Luv Alterna!ve, FUBUKI is joining Kotobukiya's plas!c model kit lineup! 

The model incorporates the same color scheme as it appears in the Muv-Luv Alterna!ve game and 

includes pre-painted parts for the head, so Fubuki can be recreated just by assembling the model. 

Weapons include four Type-87 Assault Cannons, two interchangeable Support Assault Cannon parts, 

two Type-74 PB Blades, two Type-65 PB Knives, one Type-92 Autonomous Mul!-Purpose Missile 

System, and one Type-92 Supplemental Armor. (STL285473) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (KP620) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $99.99 

 

MAR239483 

MUV-LUV UNLTD DAY AFTER TAKEMIKADUCHI TYPE-00C 1.5 MDL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Reintroducing the Takemikaduchi Type-00C from Muv-Luv Unlimited: The Day 

AJer, Kotobukiya presents an updated version of the Japanese Imperial Royal Guard's Type-00 

Tac!cal Surface Fighter in a non-scale plas!c model kit. With improved body and armaments, this 

model kit showcases the Ver. 1.5 updates, including a pre-painted head module with a unique sensor 

mast design. The kit features newly sculpted Type-87 Assault Cannons and Type-74 PB Blades, 

offering enhanced detail and op!ons for customiza!on. With redesigned joints and ar!culated parts, 

this model kit allows for a wide range of expressive poses. (STL281128) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP704) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico 

allowed. 

Product SRP: $64.99 

 

OCT229097 

MY HERO ACADEMIA HIMIKO TOGA ARTFX J STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. New Produc!on Run! From the League of Villains of the hit anime My Hero 

Academia, Himiko Toga joins Kotobukiya's lineup as a scale figure! At first glance, she looks like a 

normal high school girl as she stands in a cutesy pose, but the knife that she is gripping in her right 

hand hints at her twisted personality. Display Himiko Toga facing off against the heroes to recreate 

the world of My Hero Academia in your own home! (STL263479) Item has been previously solicited 

in New to Order. Available Now! (PV131) NOTE: Available only in the US, US territories, Canada, 

Mexico, and UK. 

Product SRP: $109.99 

 

MAY229280 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN POP UP PARADE NARUTO UZUMAKI PVC FIG 

From Good Smile Company. Naruto Uzumaki joins the POP UP PARADE series! From the popular 

anime series Naruto Shippuden comes a POP UP PARADE figure of Naruto Uzumaki in a lively pose 

equipped with his kunai. (STL244095) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 



Now! (G94542) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile 

and Peru. 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

MAY228568 

NIER AUTOMATA A2 YORHA TYPE A NO 2 PVC FIG SHORT HAIR VER (NET) 

From Flare. A2 (YoRHa Type A No. 2) from the Ac!on RPG NieR:Automata joins your collec!on as a 

figure sculpted by Mitsumasa Yoshizawa! Her Cruel Arrogance (spear) and dedicated stand are 

included in addi!on to the main A2 figure which comes with a short hair head type and body without 

camisole. (STL242303) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! 

(STL242303) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $189.99 

 

JAN238961 

NIJISANJI INUI TOKO PVC STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. The virtual Youtuber and NIJISANJI member Inui Toko is being made into a 1/7 

scale figure! She comes to life in a pose based on her promo!onal visual, with a cute smile 

highlighted by her rosy cheeks. Even the finest details on her maid ou[it and boots have been 

faithfully recreated. Her two hair accessories, Ban and Ken, have also been carefully incorporated 

into the figure and simply cannot be missed! Enjoy her even more with the op!on of displaying her 

with the included smiling face part. (STL271406) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (PV076) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $179.99 

 

JAN228564 

PRINCESS CONNECT RE DIVE KARYL 6 1/7 PVC FIG 

From Furyu. From the popular smartphone game Princess Connect! Re: Dive comes a 1/7-scale figure 

of the sharp-tongued Gourmet Guild member, Karyl! This stunning figure features tons of sculpted 

effects parts for a truly magical feel and measures just under 9" tall. (STL227689) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (FR95746) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, 

US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $469.99 

 

NOV218814 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE RAM GREAT SPIRIT SPM FIG 

From Sega. Ram from the popular anime series, re:Zero - Star!ng Life in Another World returns to 

the SPM figure line wearing a cute cat-themed hoodie! (STL221734) Item has been previously 



solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (115-1060075) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $26.99 

 

NOV218642 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE HARMONIA HUM RAM DOLL 

From Good Smile Company. "I also believe my sincerity is one of my best virtues." From Re:ZERO -

Star!ng Life in Another World, one of the maids of Roswaal Mansion, Ram, is joining Good Smile 

Company's Harmonia humming doll series. The doll features a wig with Ram's characteris!c hair 

color, her ou[it from the series and original eyes that all work to bring out Ram's charm. The eyes 

and body are ar!culated, allowing you to change the direc!on she is looking along with her pose. 

Barefoot parts are included as well. (STL221229) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (G15710) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $354.99 

 

FEB229325 

RE ZERO STARTING LIFE REM WEDDING NON-SCALE PVC FIG 

From Union Crea!ve. Ram is ready to walk down the aisle in a shimmering light blue wedding dress, 

gloves, and headpiece adorned with flowers. Made of PVC, this Re:Zero figure stand 10 1/4" tall. 

(STL232402) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL232402) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $274.99 

 

MAY228760 

RENT A GF CHIZURU MIZUHARA CAT COSTUME NON-SCALE PVC FIG (MR) 

From Union Crea!ve. Chizuru Mizuhara from Rent-A-Girlfriend lounges around in an adorable cat 

costume in this non-scale figure from Union Crea!ve! She measures about 10 1/2" tall from head to 

toe. (STL242805) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL242805) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $224.99 

 

FEB229602 

RIOBOT LINEBARRELS OF IRON EX-LINEBARREL AF (NET) 

From Sen!nel. EX-Linebarrel, complete with new armaments made for the final showdown, is now 

here. The generator pods in the back has generator units stored within that can be manually 

unfolded for display. The two Plasma weapon units behind the shoulders can be extended as well as 



removed. The mechanical arms moun!ng the spare katanas has two different types of length. All 

addi!onal armaments are detachable, revealing the Modified Linebarrel underneath. It is also 

possible to change the Modified Linebarrel into Override mode by unfolding the shoulder armor and 

swapping out parts. The original creator of Linebarrel, Eiichi Shimizu, not only supervised the 

crea!on of this figure, but also designed the pedestal and pole as well. An elegant pearl white is used 

for the base color, while markings are pre-printed to the figure with op!onal water-slide decals or 

s!ckers. Diecast metal parts are also used throughout to produce a weighty feel, making this the 

quintessen!al EX-Linebarrel toy at its first !me ever figure release! (STL232766) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, UK and Ireland. 

Product SRP: $420.00 

 

DEC219143 

SEI KAMIHIGANO ILLUSTRATED BY RAITA 1/6 PVC FIG (A) 

From Beat (Mouse Unit). Illustrator Raita and Mouse Unit team up to present this dynamic 1/7 scale 

PVC figure based on the 2015 garage kit ZeGai! Fuukiinnchou Kamihigano Sei! Finally, fans can collect 

this monster-hun!ng chairman of class discipline as a pre-painted figure. Featuring dynamic posing, 

mechanical details, and a sculpted monster base, this figure is also available in two color varia!ons, 

so you can choose which one to collect! (STL224744) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (STL224744) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $344.99 

 

FEB239465 

SOUSAI SHOJO TEIEN BUKIKO KOTOBUKI WAKABA WINTER KIT MDLR ED (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Bukiko is Ao Gennai's trusty friend who knows a lot about making models, right? 

As such, Kotobukiya presents a "modeler edi!on" that comes with an airbrush set, a brush and paint 

boGles, and even a work desk and chair. The kit even comes with hair parts from when she undid her 

twintails in the bath scene from the anime and a Stylet model. Includes five unpainted face parts and 

decals that can be used with exis!ng Frame Arms Girl models. Have fun mixing and matching a 

variety of extra parts with this limited edi!on Bukiko kit! (STL277059) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JK038) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $97.99 

 

MAR238282 

FIGZERO SPY X FAMILY ANYA FORGER 1/6 SCALE FIG (NET) 

threezero's SPY×FAMILY 1/6 scale figure series falls under the FigZero product line, known for its 

highly-poseable anime figures with detailed sculpts and tailored ou[its that bring to life the 

recognizable character designs as seen in the beloved anime series. FigZero 1/6 Anya Forger is 

approximately 6.5" (16.5 cm) tall, and is a fully-ar!culated collec!ble figure made of ABS, PVC, and 



POM plas!cs with 21 points of ar!cula!on and fabric tex!les. Head sculpt and faceplates are 

sculpted by celebrated Japanese sculptor Akinori Takaki. Anya Forger comes with total of three 

interchangeable faceplates (smiling face, heh face and exci!ng face). The character's costume 

includes a white shirt, ribbon, uniform dress, one pair of long socks and shoes, which are made of 

fabric and plas!c. Other accessories included five sets of differently posed interchangeable hands. It 

also comes with an unar!culated figure of Doll "Chimera" on the same scale. Features " 

Approximately 6.5" (~16.5cm) tall " 

21 points of ar!cula!on " 

Three interchangeable faceplates with iconic expressions " 

Head sculpt and faceplates sculpted by Akinori Takaki Costume " 

One (1) fabric white shirt " 

One (1) fabric ribbon " 

One (1) fabric uniform dress " 

One (1) pair of fabric long socks " 

One (1) pair of shoes Accessories " 

One (1) Chimera doll (unar!culated) " 

Five (5) pairs of interchangeable hands: One (1) pair of fists, one (1) pair of relaxed hands, one (1) 

pair of doll-holding hands, one (1) pair of fingers poin!ng hands, one (1) pair of widen palm hands  

(STL278318) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (3Z05020W0) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $99.00 

 

DEC219259 

SWORD ART ONLINE ALICE CRYSTAL DRESS 1/7 PVC FIG 

From EStream. Joining the Shibuya Scramble Figure Crystal dress line is Alice Zuberg from Sword Art 

Online: Progressive - Aria in the Starless Night! Featured here in a gorgeous blue dress and 

surrounded by magic effects on an elaborate base, this 1/7-scale figure of Alice measures an 

impressive 13 5/8" tall from the boGom of the base to the !p of her weapon, and about 10 1/2" 

wide. (STL225244) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL225244) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $639.99 

 

NOV218843 

SWORD ART ONLINE ASUNA CRYSTAL DRESS 1/7 PVC FIG 

From EStream. Joining the Shibuya Scramble Figure Crystal dress line is Asuna from Sword Art Online! 

Featured here in a gorgeous red dress on an elaborate crystal base, this 1/7-scale figure of Asuna 

measures an impressive 14 1/2" tall from the boGom of the base to the !ps of her fingers. 



(STL221795) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL221795) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $639.99 

 

APR238051 

TITANOMACHIA GALE HOUND 1/12 PLASTIC MODEL KIT (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. Introducing TITANOMACHIA, the exci!ng new original plas!c model kit series from 

Kotobukiya! Created by renowned modeler and designer NAOKI, the series kicks off with the male 

exoskeleton suit, GALE HOUND, as part of the SIDE:ES (EXOSKELETON) line. This 1/12 scale model kit 

boasts sleek design and excep!onal ar!cula!on, with Yoichi Sakamoto from Chemical AGack 

contribu!ng exper!se to ensure both mobility and realism. The GALE HOUND comes with various 

features, including interchangeable Smashers, customizable hard points, eight PVC hands, a 

helmetless male head, and insignia decals. With its precise color-coding, mul!-colored plas!c, and 

pre-painted clear parts, this model kit allows for a detailed and personalized assembly experience. 

(STL282037) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (KP517) NOTE: Same 

as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $79.99 

 

NOV218514 

TO LOVE RU DARKNESS KONJIKI NO YAMI NON-SCALE PVC FIG 

From Emontoys. Golden Darkness has been brought into figure form wearing a dazzling idol ou[it 

quite different from her usual aYre! Golden Darkness wears a blue-and-white sailor ou[it with 

metallic decora!ons on her hat, belt, and boots. Her long hair has been carefully sculpted for a 

dynamic, flowing look. An interchangeable smiling face part is included as well, so you can choose 

which expression to display her with. (STL220722) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (EM49064) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $269.99 

 

MAR239008 

ULTRAMAN DECKER FLASH TYPE FIGURE-RISE STANDARD MDL KIT (NET) 

From Bandai Hobby. Ultraman Decker Flash Type from the popular Ultraman Decker is now part of 

Bandai's Figure-rise Standard model kit series! His ou[it is molded in color, and two types of color 

!mer are included: one red and one blue. The Ultra Dual Sword can be displayed in two forms by 

opening and closing the wings. The movement of the figure's head is expanded by sinking the parts 

behind the neck, and the shoulder armor also slides to allow for natural arm movement! Replace the 

forehead parts and hand parts to pose him just before his special move; PET sheets are used to 

reproduce the colorful Seljend Ray. (STL280277) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (2640764) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $42.00 

 

FEB238243 

ULTRAMAN MC-050 ULTRAMAN TIGA MASTER CRAFT STATUE (NET) 

From Beast Kingdom. The MasterCraJ series under Beast Kingdom's 'Entertainment Experience 

Brand' proudly introduces a high-end collectable from the classic Japanese TV series Ultraman Tiga! 

The Ultraman statue, sees the hero in his heroic figh!ng pose amongst the ruins of baGle. 

Surrounded by damaged armor, and standing on top of a valley-shaped pla[orm, the hand-painted 

statue is built for fans of the very highest in collectables. Limited to 3,000 pieces worldwide, order 

yours today! (STL273685) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (MC-

050) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $199.00 

 

AUG228423 

FIGZERO ULTRAMAN SUIT ZOFFY ANIME VER 1/6 SCALE FIG ED (NET) 

From Threezero. From the Ultraman Season 2 anime, Ultraman Suit Zoffy is now available as a 1/6-

scale ar!culated figure! This Ultraman Suit was worn by Shin Hayata, the father of Shinjiro, who had 

once fused with Ultraman to protect the Earth in his youth. FigZero 1/6 Ultraman Suit Zoffy (Anime 

Version) stands approximately 12" tall, and features over 40 points of ar!cula!on. The collec!ble has 

a detailed paint applica!on and decals, and is constructed par!ally of die-cast zinc alloy and other 

metal parts. LED light-up features are installed at the eyes and the Color Timer on the chest. Effect 

parts included are one pair of Specium Blade pieces to aGach to the forearms, and one pair of Ultra 

Slash pieces to aGach to the wrists. (STL254814) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (3Z02130W0) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $149.00 

 

MAR239228 

BLOOD ANGELS ASSAULT TERMINATORS BROTHER TAELON 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Experience the formidable power of the JoyToy Ac!on Figure 

Warhammer 40K Blood Angels Assault Terminators Brother Taelon! This 1/18 scale figure showcases 

remarkable aGen!on to detail and captures the essence of the character and his iconic armor. With 

interchangeable arms and weapon equipment, the figure offers versa!lity and customiza!on op!ons. 

CraJed from high-quality plas!c, it combines durability with intricate design, making it suitable for 

both display and play. The set includes Brother Taelon figure, a shield, a hammer, and a pair of hands, 

allowing collectors and Warhammer 40K enthusiasts to bring their baGles to life. (STL280769) Item 

has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT5550) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $65.00 

 



JAN239588 

JOYTOY WH 40K ADEPTA SORORITAS WARSUIT SIS COLLAEN 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. While most members of the elite Celes!an Order take to the baGlefield 

on foot, a privileged few are afforded the honour of making war in mighty Paragon Warsuits. 

Whether it's scouring away hordes of enemy infantry or dueling their strongest warriors, the pilots of 

these warsuits can tackle any challenge, all while trus!ng in the machine's thick armour pla!ng to 

protect them from harm. Now, Joy Toy brings the Adepta Sororitas Paragon Warsuit Sister Collaen 

from Warhammer 40k to your collec!on in 1/18 scale. Figure includes interchangeable hands and 

weapon accessories and stands about 8" tall. (STL272278) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (JT4669) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $100.00 

 

MAR239225 

BLOOD ANGELS ASSAULT TERMINATORS BROTHER TYBOREL 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Experience the epic baGles of Warhammer 40K with the JoyToy Ac!on 

Figure Warhammer 40K Blood Angels Assault Terminators Brother Tyborel. This 1/18 scale figure 

brings Brother Tyborel to life with incredible detail and ar!cula!on. Each set includes 

interchangeable arms and weapon equipment, allowing you to create various combat poses. CraJed 

from high-quality plas!c, this figure is built to last and withstand the toughest missions. With its 

excep!onal level of detail and full ar!cula!on, immerse yourself in the Warhammer 40K universe 

and command Brother Tyborel to victory. (STL280766) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (JT5529) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $65.00 

 

MAR239226 

BLOOD ANGELS ASSAULT TERMINATORS SERGEANT SANTORO 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Immerse yourself in the world of Warhammer 40K with the JoyToy 

Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Blood Angels Assault Terminators Sergeant Santoro. This 1/18 scale 

figure brings Sergeant Santoro to life with excep!onal detail and ar!cula!on. Each set includes 

interchangeable arms and weapon equipment, allowing you to create dynamic poses and customize 

the figure to your liking. Made from high-quality plas!c, this figure is not only highly detailed but also 

durable for both display and play. Step into the baGle with confidence and let Sergeant Santoro lead 

your Blood Angels to victory. (STL280763) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (JT5505) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $65.00 

 

MAY239238 

JOYTOY WH 40K CHAOSSPACE MARINES SOR LORD TER ARMOR 1/18 AF (NET) 



From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. JoyToy brings the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Chaos Space 

Marines to life with this 1/18 scale figure! Every figure contains interchangeable arms and weapon 

equipment and stands. The figure captures the essence of the character and his armor. And made 

out of high-quality materials, it's durable enough for display or play. (STL289752) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6816) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $70.00 

 

JUN238600 

JOYTOY WH 40K IRON HANDS LRON FATHER FEIRROS 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Presen!ng the JoyToy Iron Hands Iron Father Feirros, a highly detailed 

miniature figurine from the popular tabletop wargame Warhammer 40,000. Standing at 5.31" and 

designed in a 1/18 scale, this figure showcases a fully equipped Intercessor, complete with pistols, 

scabbards, rifle, and power armor. Made from ABS and PVC materials, it is intricately detailed and 

boasts numerous points of ar!cula!on. The box includes Iron Father Feirros figure, a power pack 

with accessories, an axe, and a pair of hands.  (STL291754) Item has been previously solicited in New 

to Order. Available Now! (JT7530) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $78.00 

 

JUN238601 

JOYTOY WH 40K SPACE WOLVES ARJAC ROCKFIST 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Presen!ng JoyToy Space Wolves Arjac Rockfist, an intricately craJed 

miniature figurine inspired by the popular tabletop game Warhammer 40K. Represen!ng the spirit of 

the Space Wolves, this figure exudes an undying figh!ng essence. With me!culous aGen!on to detail 

and a 1/18 scale, it stands at 5.51" and is made of ABS and PVC materials. Fully ar!culated, the figure 

includes Arjac Rockfist, his hammer, shield, and a pair of hands. A great addi!on to any collec!on, 

this figure brings an excep!onal experience to Warhammer 40K enthusiasts and collectors alike. 

(STL291753) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6878) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $73.00 

 

JUN238602 

JOYTOY WH 40K ULTRAMARINES CHIEF LIBRARIAN TIGURIU 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Introducing the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Ultramarines 

Chief Librarian Tigurius! This exquisitely craJed collec!ble features the recognizable Ultramarines 

Chief Librarian Tigurius, allowing you to immerse yourself in the historic baGles of the Warhammer 

40K universe. With me!culous aGen!on to detail, this fully ar!culated 1/18 scale figure captures the 

intense loyalty and unbreakable spirit of the Ultramarines. Made out of ABS and PVC, it comes with a 

power pack, a wand, and two pairs of hands. A must-have for collectors and Warhammer 40K 

enthusiasts alike, this figure stands at 4.88" tall. (STL291752) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (JT6885) NOTE:  



Product SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY238315 

JOYTOY WH40K ULTRAMARINES HONOUR GUARD CHAPTER CHAMP 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. The most elite of the Space Marine Chapters in the Imperium of Man, 

Joy Toy brings the Ultramarines from Warhammer 40k to life with this new series of 1/18 scale 

figures. Each figure includes interchangable hands and weapon accessories and stands about 

between 4" and 6" tall. (STL287819) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (JT6526) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY238765 

JOYTOY WH40K ULTRAMARINES TERMINATORS BRO ACASTIAN 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Introducing the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Ultramarines 

Terminators Brother Acas!an, a 1/18 scale figure that brings the legendary Veteran Company of the 

Space Marines to life. With incredible ar!cula!on and weapon equipment, this highly detailed figure 

faithfully captures the essence of the character and his iconic armor at 5.2" tall. Included are a 

weapon accessories and alternate hands, allowing you to create dynamic baGle poses. Immerse 

yourself in the Warhammer 40K universe with this excep!onal figure. (STL288906) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6687) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY238766 

JOYTOY WH40K ULTRAMARINES TERMINATORS BRO ANDRUS 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Introducing the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Ultramarines 

Terminators Brother Andrus, a 1/18 scale figure that brings the legendary Veteran Company of the 

Space Marines to life. With incredible ar!cula!on and weapon equipment, this highly detailed figure 

faithfully captures the essence of the character and his iconic armor at 5.2" tall. Included are a 

weapon accessories and alternate hands, allowing you to create dynamic baGle poses. Immerse 

yourself in the Warhammer 40K universe with this excep!onal figure. (STL288905) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6670) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY238767 

JOYTOY WH40K ULTRAMARINES TERMINATORS BRO CAESARAN 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Introducing the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Ultramarines 

Terminators Brother Caesaran, a 1/18 scale figure that brings the legendary Veteran Company of the 



Space Marines to life. With incredible ar!cula!on and weapon equipment, this highly detailed figure 

faithfully captures the essence of the character and his iconic armor at 5.2" tall. Included are a 

weapon accessories and alternate hands, allowing you to create dynamic baGle poses. Immerse 

yourself in the Warhammer 40K universe with this excep!onal figure. (STL288907) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6694) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

MAY238768 

JOYTOY WH40K ULTRAMARINES TERMINATORS BRO ORIONUS 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Introducing the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Ultramarines 

Terminators Brother Orionus, a 1/18 scale figure that brings the legendary Veteran Company of the 

Space Marines to life. With incredible ar!cula!on and weapon equipment, this highly detailed figure 

faithfully captures the essence of the character and his iconic armor at 5.2" tall. Included are a 

weapon accessories and alternate hands, allowing you to create dynamic baGle poses. Immerse 

yourself in the Warhammer 40K universe with this excep!onal figure. (STL288909) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6717) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

APR238934 

ULTRAMARINES TERMINATOR CAPTAIN 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. Collabora!ng with GameWorkshop, JoyToy introduces the Warhammer 

40K Ultramarines Terminator Captain figure. Standing approximately 5.3" tall, this figure features an 

excep!onal and detailed ac!on figure that will delight collectors and fans of the Warhammer 40K 

universe. This figure depicts one of the elite warriors of the Ultramarines Space Marine Chapter and 

includes interchangable hands, plus Knife, Sword, and Rifle accessories. (STL284686) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6458) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $75.00 

 

MAY238769 

JOYTOY WH40K ULTRAMARINES TERMINATORS SGT BELLAN 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Introducing the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Ultramarines 

Terminators Sgt. Bellan, a 1/18 scale figure that brings the legendary Veteran Company of the Space 

Marines to life. With incredible ar!cula!on and weapon equipment, this highly detailed figure 

faithfully captures the essence of the character and his iconic armor at 5.2" tall. Included are a 

weapon accessories and alternate hands, allowing you to create dynamic baGle poses. Immerse 

yourself in the Warhammer 40K universe with this excep!onal figure. (STL288904) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6663) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 



 

MAY238770 

JOYTOY WH40K ULTRAMARINES TERMINATORS SGT TERCONON 1/18 AF (NET) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. Introducing the JoyToy Ac!on Figure Warhammer 40K Ultramarines 

Terminators Sgt. Terconon , a 1/18 scale figure that brings the legendary Veteran Company of the 

Space Marines to life. With incredible ar!cula!on and weapon equipment, this highly detailed figure 

faithfully captures the essence of the character and his iconic armor at 5.2" tall. Included are a 

weapon accessories and alternate hands, allowing you to create dynamic baGle poses. Immerse 

yourself in the Warhammer 40K universe with this excep!onal figure. (STL288908) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (JT6700) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $50.00 

 

JAN238429 

XENOGEARS STRUCTURE ARTS 1/144 MDL KIT SER SIEBZEHN (NET) 

From Square Enix. From Xenogears, Siebzehn joins SQUARE ENIX's "STRUCTURE ARTS PLUS" plas!c 

model assembly kit lineup with color-coded molding colors! Siebzehn is the first man-machine fusion 

gear prototype created in the M Project, which Maria boards. As with all Xenogears STRUCTURE 

ARTS kits, the figure is designed at 1/144 scale and comes with a dedicated display stand, making it 

possible to reenact a wider array of poses from the game. (STL269672) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (STL269672) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $169.99 

 

TV MOVIE VIDEO GAMES 

 

DEC219228 

BOYS HOMELANDER FIGMA AF (MR) 

From Good Smile Company. From The Boys comes a figma of the main character, Homelander! Using 

the smooth yet posable joints of figma, along with a fabric cape, you can create a variety of poses 

from the series! The figma comes with three different face plates to recreate various scenes from the 

show along with two different eye beam effects parts. An ar!culated figma stand is included to 

display the figma in a variety of poses. (STL225003) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (G12772) NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, 

Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 

Product SRP: $149.99 

 

MAR239631 



D&D GOLDEN ARCHIVE DRIZZT 6IN AF CS (NET) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. The legend con!nues with this 6-inch-scale Drizzt ac!on figure -- the perfect 

addi!on to any fan's Dungeons & Dragons collec!on! Featuring premium packaging boas!ng a 

facsimile of R.A. Salvatore's signature, this Dungeons & Dragons Drizzt toy with fit right in with your 

display of other Golden Archive figures.  (STL281459) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (F66325L00) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $31.99 

 

MAR228516 

GARGOYLES BRONX W/GOLIATH ACCESSORY 7IN AF 

From NECA. He might not have wings, but the faithful four-legged Bronx is a full member of the clan 

and a fighter in his own right! This Ul!mate Bronx figure is fully ar!culated, and comes with 

interchangeable heads, meat accessory, and folded wings for NECA's Goliath ac!on figure (Goliath 

sold separately). Comes in display-friendly window box packaging with opening front flap. 

(STL235615) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (34504) NOTE: 

Available only within US; no US territories. 

Product SRP: $42.99 

 

MAR228424 

GARGOYLES DEMONA 7IN AF 

From NECA. The !me of the Gargoyles has come again! The clan's nemesis Demona joins the 

Ul!mate line in 7" scale, with a wingspan of 18 inches! The figure features full ar!cula!on, including 

on wings and tail, and comes with plenty of accessories: par!cle beam weapon, bazooka, Grimorum 

Arcanorum book that opens, and interchangeable heads and hands. Comes in display-friendly 

window box packaging with opening flap. (STL235208) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (34501) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

Product SRP: $42.99 

 

 

 

MAR228490 

GI JOE CLASSIFIED SERIES 6IN AF ASST 202204 (NET) 

From Hasbro Toy Group. The G.I. Joe Classified Series evolves the characters fans know and love into 

a highly ar!culated 6-inch scale with premium deco and detailing! Each figure features a classic 

design updated to bring them into modern era, plus accessories inspired by the character's rich 

history. And with custom artwork, the G.I. Joe Classified Series packaging will make a mark on 

shelves. Collect Zarana, Dusty, and Crimson Guard. (STL235583) Item has been previously solicited in 

New to Order. Available Now! (E83465L09) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Product SRP: $24.99 

 

JAN221989 

GI JOE MINIMATES SERIES 1 CARDED BOX SET (O/A) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Yo, Joe! The first series of G.I. Joe Minimates features some of the 

Joe team's most popular characters in some seriously stylin' packaging! Snake Eyes, ScarleG, Duke 

and Roadblock each come packaged on a full-color blister card, styled aJer the vintage cardbacks of 

old, and all four cards come packaged in a full-color window box. Each 2-inch Minimates figure is fully 

interchangeable and features 14 points of ar!cula!on. Designed by Barry Bradfield! (STL219388) 

Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) NOTE: Available only in the 

United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa). 

Product SRP: $39.99 

 

JUN219812 

HARRY POTTER SER WAND PEN HERMIONE GRANGER VERSION 

From Beast Kingdom. To celebrate the 20th anniversary of the first Harry PoGer movie, Beast 

Kingdom invites you to choose your preferred magical wand, and get some wri!ng done whilst you 

are at it! With six unique designs to choose from, Hogwarts awaits your decision for magical 

greatness! This collec!on of six pens recreate the unique wand designs in the films, from Harry 

PoGer to Ron Weasley, to Dumbledore and the dastardly Voldemort, each wand has a grip, which 

secretly detaches to reveal a pen. Each wand is approximately 11-13 inches in length, Make sure to 

collect your favorite design, or beGer s!ll take home all six, and have your very own magical wri!ng 

experience today! (STL207384) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! ( ) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $14.99 

 

JUL229061 

KING DIAMOND ULTIMATES W2 MODERN ERA AF (NET) 

From Super7. In 1982, Mercyful Fate embarked on their first mini tour of Europe. The tour 

introduced King Diamond to the heavy metal world and launched him as an icon who has influenced 

countless metal fans and bands. This is where it began! The latest 7" scale ULTIMATES! King Diamond 

features premium paint and details, interchangeable heads and hands, his trademark crossed bones 

mic stand, a soJ goods robe that replicates the one he wore onstage on that debut tour, and is 

packaged in a collector-friendly deluxe window box with a slipcase cover! (STL251841) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-KINGW02-KDF-) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

JAN228609 



JUDGE DREDD JUDGE MORTIS PX 1/8 SCALE EXQUISITE MINI AF 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Originally designed by legendary ar!st Brian Bolland, Judge 

Mor!s is next in the brand new range of fully poseable 1/18-scale figures drawing on more than four 

decades of ground-breaking Judge Dredd stories from Hiya Toys! A member of the Dark Judges, a 

single encounter with his fe!d touch is enough to turn his vic!ms into desiccated corpses. The 

PREVIEWS Exclusive Judge Mor!s comes with 16 points of ar!cula!on, shoulder and joint pads, chain 

and badge of office, u!lity belt with dimension jump, and his imposing winged helmet. The figure 

comes packaged in an aGrac!ve and protec!ve cardboard window box. (STL227756) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (EMJ0052) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $19.99 

 

FEB238662 

MOTU MASTERVERSE REVELATION CLASSIC MER-MAN AF (NET) 

From MaGel Toys. Masterverse celebrates the release of a thrilling Masters of the Universe reboot: 

the Ne[lix animated series, Revela!on! The Masterverse collec!on includes fan favorite heroes and 

villains, all with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar!cula!on for extreme 

pose-ability and come with accessories—like a baGle accessory or extra hands—for epic storytelling. 

A must have for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been 

expertly revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL274884) Item has been previously 

solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (HLB47) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Product SRP: $24.99 

 

MAR219412 

MY LITTLE PONY PRINCESS CELESTIA BISHOUJO STATUE (NET) 

From Kotobukiya. The princess of the sun that rules over Equestria and Twilight Sparkle's mentor, 

Princess Celes!a, is finally joining the BISHOUJO stylized My LiGle Pony lineup! Her dress features an 

original design by Shunya Yamashita and is painted in soJ pearl colors, and her mys!cal flowing hair 

is made of clear plas!c filled with gliGer and painted a pearl coloring to bring out a soJ and gentle 

texture. Her white shimmering pony version is set on a separate base and can be displayed 

independently! The package design beau!fully contrasts Princess Luna's (sold separately) and also 

includes a hologram design! (STL196222) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (SV298) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Product SRP: $159.99 

 

MAR218725 

ONE-12 COLLECTIVE ULTRAMAN AF (NET) 

From Mezco Toys. Hailing all the way from Nebula M78, Ultraman joins the One:12 Collec!ve! 

Ou[iGed in a combat suit powered by his Ultraman Factor, he features a light-up Color Timer on his 



chest! He comes with two light-up head portraits including a Fluoroscope Ray portrait, known for de-

cloaking and destroying! Also included are a range of aGack FX including a Specium Ray hand FX, an 

Ultra Slash FX, and an Ultra AGack Ray FX which fits over his arm. The Jet VTOL, the main vehicle of 

Science Special Search-Party, is included and can be held by Ultraman. Recreate a mul!tude of fight 

scenes with the scaled breakaway buildings that can be disassembled to look like they've been 

destroyed during baGle! Each One:12 Collec!ve Ultraman figure is packaged in a collector friendly 

box. (STL194597) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (75550) NOTE:  

Product SRP: $105.00 

 

AUG218885 

POWER RANGERS ULTIMATES W2 DRAGONZORD ACTION FIGURE (NET) 

From Super7. Whether facing down the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers while the Green Ranger was 

under Rita Repulsa's evil spell, or figh!ng alongside our heroes to keep Angel Grove safe, the mighty 

Dragonzord strikes fear into the hearts of all who oppose it! This supersized 9" fully ar!culated 

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers ULTIMATES! Dragonzord figure features premium paint deco and 

highly detailed sculp!ng and comes with four different pairs of interchangeable hands. Best of all, 

the Dragonzord is also accompanied by an in-scale Green Ranger figure and life-size metal Power 

Coin! When the Power Rangers added the Dragonzord to their menagerie of Zords, it took their evil-

figh!ng capabili!es to the next level, and you too can level-up by adding the Dragonzord ULTIMATES! 

figure to your collec!on! (STL213831) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available 

Now! (UL-POWRW02-DRD-) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

JUN238718 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2-1/2IN DEATH EGG PLAYSET CS (NET) 

From Jakks Pacific. Inspired by the final boss fight from Sonic 4: Episode II, this Death Egg playset will 

let you relive this iconic level over and over again! By grinding on one of the two rails, strike the Egg 

Heart 2 to 3 !mes as Sonic to make it explode. Includes Sonic, Eggman, the Death Egg, and the Egg 

Heart.  (STL291827) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (417024) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $49.99 

 

APR228079 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG SOFTB SOFT VINYL FIG 

From Bellfine. From the SoJB series, from SEGA's iconic game series, Sonic the Hedgehog is now 

available in a big size soJ vinyl that stands just under 12" tall! The overwhelming volume of Sonic has 

been reproduced in a cool and cute way with a presence that seems to have jumped out of the game 

world! (STL238676) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (BF24324) 

NOTE: Only available in: US, Canada, US Terr, Mexico, Guatemala, Argen!na, Chile and Peru. 



Product SRP: $129.99 

 

JUN238723 

SUPER MARIO MOVIE 5IN AF WV2 ASST (NET) 

From Jakks Pacific. The Super Mario Bros. Movie 5" Figure Series Wave 2 features Peach, Magikoopa, 

and 2 versions of Mario. Each figure comes with premium details, realis!c acrylic eyes and has 8-16 

points of ar!cula!on. Every character comes with its own movie accessory!  (STL291834) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (416304) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $0.00 

 

MAR228426 

TMNT MIRAGE COMICS FUGITOID 7IN AF 

From NECA. Based on the classic Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles comic books from Mirage by Kevin 

Eastman and Peter Laird! The Fugitoid ac!on figure stands approximately 5 1/2" tall, and includes 

interchangeable hands, assorted weapons that can also be used by your NECA Turtles figures, and 

more! Comes in special comic-book tribute window box packaging. (STL235209) Item has been 

previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (54242) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Product SRP: $37.99 

 

APR228831 

TOXIC CRUSADER ULTIMATES W3 RADIATION RANGER AF (NET) 

From Super7. The Radia!on Rangers sure look in!mida!ng, but fortunately for the Toxic Crusaders 

and the ci!zens of Tromaville, they’re even more incompetent than they are scary looking! This 6.7” 

highly ar!culated Toxic Crusaders ULTIMATES! figure of a Radia!on Ranger is inspired by the vintage 

toy based on the early ‘90’s animated series and comes with interchangeable hands as well as 

mul!ple accessories. GeYng the made-to-order Toxic Crusaders ULTIMATES! figure of a Radia!on 

Ranger is the best of both worlds! You can add a great looking piece to your collec!on and you don’t 

have to worry about it ever actually succeeding in carrying out any evil plots! That’s a win-win! 

(STL240710) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (UL-TOXCW03-RRR-) 

NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Product SRP: $55.00 

 

SEP239492 

WARCRAFT 6IN WV1 UNDEAD PRIEST/WARLOCK FIG (NET) 



From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. This incredibly detailed, highly decorated 1:12 scale posed figure based 

on the global phenomenon World Of WarcraJ includes 3 weapons, 2 interchangeable armor 

pieces,extra hand, extra head and display base, plus an addi!onal mystery weapon! Collect all 

McFarlane Toys World of WarcraJ figures (STL304259) Item has been previously solicited in New to 

Order. Available Now! (16674) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Product SRP: $29.99 

 

JAN229133 

WINNIE THE POOH LARGE VINYL PIGGY BANK 

From Beast Kingdom. Just as Winnie The Pooh enjoys saving his honey, so can his fans now when 

saving money! Bit by bit, we save to reach our goals! Disney's classic Winnie The Pooh, is ready with 

Beast Kingdom to start helping kids and adults alike to save their money, whilst also looking very 

cute! The VPB-011 Winnie The Pooh Large Piggy Bank is a high quality, large figure that doubles as 

your very own home bank. The wonderfully cute decora!on and piggy bank is ready to adorn your 

desk and start saving for you as well! (STL229395) Item has been previously solicited in New to Order. 

Available Now! (VPB-011) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $88.99 

 

MAR228416 

YU GI OH YAMI BAKURA NENDOROID AF 

From Good Smile Company. From the anime series Yu-Gi-Oh! comes a Nendoroid of Yami Bakura! He 

comes with three face plates including a smiling face, an ins!ga!ng face and a face with his tongue 

s!cking out! Op!onal parts include a card, a duel disk, the Millennium Ring and the Millennium Eye, 

allowing you to create your favorite scenes from the series in Nendoroid form! (STL235186) Item has 

been previously solicited in New to Order. Available Now! (G12842) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Product SRP: $99.99 


